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INTRODUCTION. 

L 

THE Brehon Law Tracts contained in this volume have been 
selected by the Editors as specially illustrating the land- 
laws of the early Irish, and the constitution of the Celtic 
family and tribe. 

Upon the former of these subjects it is not to be antici- 
pated that we should find in any work, composed by a 
lawyer of the Brehon school, a series of definite rules 
systematically arranged; or even an attempt to lay down 

the general principles upon which, in any class of cases, the 
judge or arbitrator proceeded. The idea of law in its 
technical sense was wholly foreign to the ancient lawyers. 
They dealt not with laws, but customs; which, of unknown 
origin, handed down from remote antiquity, often obscure, 
and frequently misconceived, influenced the public opinion 
of each tribal community as to what it was right should be 
done in each particular case. The Brehous were gradually 
approaching the idea of general legal propositions by an 
induction from numerous and distinct cases which had been 
decided in accordance with pre-existing customs. 

This mode of dealing with legal questions has been largely 
illustrated in the preceding volumes ; assuming an individual 
case to have resulted in a concrete decision, they vary to a 
eertain extent the constituent facts of the case by adding 
some, or striking out others, and speculate as to the variation 
in the decision which should have followed such an altera- 
tion in the facts, This mode of dealing with legal questions 
naturally fell in with the idea that all legal rights should be 
treated from a negative point of view, that is, considered 
not with the object of being enforced, but rather of being 
compensated for when infringed, the amount of such com- 
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pensation being assessed im fixed ratios with reference to 
the varying circumstances of each case. 

To record the existing customs of their tribe was not an 
easy task fur the ancient lawyers, for it involved the 
necessity of reducing the indefinite general opinion of the 
tribe into a series of abstract propusitions by a wide induc- 
tion from particular cases. The most indefinite custom 
cannot exist, or be transmitted, without being reduced to 
some form which is capable of oral transmission, and in 
every uncivilized community certain ancient rules, dealing 
indifferently with moral and legal matters, are handed down 
from father to son, and remain the exclusive possession of 
the elders of the tribe and the sages of the law. Such 
ancient rules, when preserved, rarely affurd any distinct or 
reliable information; they are intended to serve as catch- 
words or suggestions to assist the memory to recall what 
had been previously orally communicated ; generally in a 
rythmical form,always in language condensed and antiquated, 
they assume the character of abrupt and sententious proverbe, 
the drift of which cannot be more than vaguely guessed at. 
Collections of such sayings are to be found scattered 
throughout the Brehon Law Tracts, and in them, if any- 
where, are to be found whatever abstract legal propositions 
the Brehons possessed ; it is to be regretted, although it may 
be naturally anticipated, that but little clear and definite 
information can be extracted from these passages. If we 
were certain that they were preserved in their original form, 
and had no doubt of the accuracy of the translation, yet 
the actual meaning and practical application of these brief 
and oracular utterances would be to a great extent a matter r 
mere speculation ; such, however, is far from being the ca 

and the modern critic approaches the consideration of th 
under great, if not almost insuperable, difficulties.  ‘ 
first inquiry naturally is, whether we possess an authe 
Archaic text; upon this preliminary and cardinal questi 
is impossible not to feel most serious misgivings ; ho 
ancient any particular rule, or rather apophthegm, p 
the grammatical form of the language in whicl 
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he vatuer w cloak trivial, than to express complex, ideas. 

Difbeultice arising from tiús cause occur plentifully in every 
Brevon law wet. 

Tue tsk of translating the original text is further 
embarrassed by tue ordinary aleence of punctuation in 
the manuscripts. When tue sentences in a paragraph 
arc intended to be fully developed, an intelligent reader 
supplies fur lumself the want of punctuation (‘which is a 
very wwuderu inventivu), and successfully follows the sense 
of the authurs as it is gradually developed. The original 
Brehon text consists altogether of curt and proverbial ex- 
pressivns, which rarely attempt the completeness of a sentence, 
aud are struny together without an attempt at logical or 
grammatical connexion ; iudeed it may be fairly supposed 
that if one of these paragraphs had been read through to a 
Brehon judge for the first time, evenly and without strong 
accentuation, he would have found himself much perplexed 
if required to explain the meaning. It is apparent that the 
most ancient passages possessed a rythmical structure, anc 
that the movement of the verse, and the pauses in the lines 
threw out separately and emphased the curt and unorganize 
apophthegins. Passages of this character, when all t' 
words are reduced to the one dead level by being successivs 
written out without stop or accent, are absolutely depriv 
of all the aids to their comprehension, which their aut 
assumed would be lent to them by the voice of the 
teacher. 

Editors of such a text must exercise the utmost cau 
and are exposed to constant temptations. The first 7 
sary step which should precede translation is to bre 
the text into the proper paragraphs and sentences. 
form of the text gives no indications how this should b 
and hence in the present case the logical process h 
often inverted, the punctuation being fixed with ' 

to an a priori conjecture of the general drift of th 
Such speculations, however ingenious, are alwa 
cally of little value, when a large proportion of 
are technical terms, the precise meaning of which ' 
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the reliable basis for any conclusions or further speculations. 
These observations are the result of a prolonged experience 
in dealing with these Brehon texts; the most difficult of the 
passages in question have been translated and re-translated ; 
frequently the translations were apparently most consistent 
and probable, but again and again they have been found to 
be inconsistent with what the glossists and commentators 
manifestly understood them to be, and in many such 
instances the editors had finally to admit that their own 
views as to the meaning of the text were, although perhaps 
ingenious, altogether mistaken. As to the technical legal 
terms occurring in the text, the editors have desired to 
translate them as far as possible; it must be observed that 
such words cannot find an exact equivalent in any modern 
language; the complex ideas represented by these words 
were, as is the case of all legal terms of art, formed under 
peculiar and transitory conditions of society, and their real 
and living use and meaning perished with the system out 
of which they sprang. Their meaning can be only approxi- 
mated by a diligent comparison of the divers passages in 
which they occur. 

II. 

THE TRACT ENTITLED “ON TAKING LAWFUL POSSESSION.” 

THE first tract contained in the present Volume is entitled 
“On Taking Lawful Possession,” and the importance and 
peculiar meaning of this title will be obvious from the 
subsequent observations. 

The first portion of the original text down to page 33 is 

obviously composed as a consecutive treatise dealing with 
the symbolic ceremonial by which an action for the 
recovery of the possession of land was instituted; the 
latter portion consists of a selection of isolated rules, some 
dealing with hereditary succession to land, others having 
no more than an incidental connexion with those which 
precede them. 
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that they must act, from the struggle of the free will against 
the local custom. In such communities the individual dares 
not attempt to attain his object by open contradiction, or 
repudiation of the venerated loca] usage, and strives, there- 
fore, to effect his purpose through fictions by means of which 
the custom is vivlated in fact, though observed in appearance. 
If a man, who desires to do sumething which he is forbidden 
to do directly, observes that in the event of certain facts 
vecurring the custom will allow him to do what he desires, 
he may artificially produce the requisite state of facts, and 
then, in apparent conformity with the custom, circuitously 
effect what he evuld not have directly accomplished ; in 
such a case a series of acts are consciously done solely for 
the object that a certain effect may follow; the object 
deaired is the consequence of the act done, and arises 
from the actual pre-existence of the necessary antecedent 
fact ; gradually az it is understood that the custom can be 
thus evaded. the necessary antecedent acts became less and 
lees real, and finally assume the form of a symbolical, or 
paatomimnie performance, which, with the object of individual 
eor venience, is gradually more curtailed, until at last it is 
simply alleged or verbally asserted to have been performed, 
and matters are allowed to proceed upon such assumption. 
Up to this point it is manifest that the necessary antecedent 
facts must be fully and correctly performed, simulated, or 
alleged, and that any failure so to do, or incorrectness in so 
doing, must result in the failure of the whole operation. 
Finally, the exception having become more familiar than the 
rule, the society begins to believe that the individual has a 
right to do directly what he has hitherto affected indirectly, 
and the formula, which originally was the foundation of the 
matter, is discovered to be an unmeaning technicality and re- 
jected altogether. The ceremony of marriage among hall 
civilised nations is the most obvious instance of this fact 
and the form of marriage by wife-capture existed in Ror 
as in many other communities, for centuries after the d 
at which its meaning was so utterly forgotten that histo 
romances were invented to account for its origin. A 
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“Newse settlers in Iceland illustrate this most clearly ;* 
bas gradmally the increasing pressure of public opinion 
caused. the reference to arbitation to become the accepted 
and normal] mode of deciding differences between the members 
of the tribe. It is to be observed that the public opinion, 
or custom, did not require the intervention of the arbitrator 
until the dispute had reached a certain point, viz, until the 
public peace of the tribe was broken by the occurrence of 
actual hostilites between its members. An individual could 

not institute a suit to determine a right as against his 

neighbour; but if he assailed his neighbour, spear in hand, 
the community required both to submit their rights to 
arbitration. The plaintiff, therefore, who desired a judicial 
decision upon his claim, proceeded openly to assert his 
right in an hostile manner, confident that upon the inception 
of the combat the other members of the community would 
intervene and enforce the custom of arbitration against both 
parties ; the neighbours would not, however, step in between 
the parties until matters had gone on to the point at which 
the custom required a submission to arbitration, nor could 
the defendant be required to admit that the custom applied 
to his case, unless all the preliminary requisite circumstances 
had actually occurred. The pantomime of actual conflict 
had to be correctly acted up to the critical point, otherwise 
there would be no basis for the jurisdiction of the arbitration, 
and it should not be pushed beyond a definite point, other- 
wise actual conflict would have occurred, the very thing 
which the plaintiff desired to avoid. Hence the extreme 
technicality of all the early procedure, which proceeded upon 
this theory, and the fact that ancient lawyers devoted their 
attention to the fururule requisite to bring a defendant into 
court, and disregardsd the principles upon which the case 
should be decided whew tevaght before the arbitrator ; for the 
decision of the caw: it was axcumed that the existing custom 

* 4 Then Flow amra tie wnery, sat ensd he would not touch a penny of it, 
and then he ssid bs wot ire culy see of two things; either that Hanskuld 
should fall unatined, w tery 0 vais have vengeance for him.” (The story of Burnt 
Nijal, vol. 2, p- 155.) This was after the jeigmeat, and the tender of the com- 
pensation. 
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man of, not of the right, but of the possibility of bringing his 
antagonist before a Judge ; and the possessors of the requisite 
mysterious forms, whether patricians, pentiffs, or Brehons, 
thus acquired the advantage of being the sole possessors of 
these secret and essential forms. Thus, in the Roman law, 

the term “actio” became the generic designation, which 
signifies a particular form of procedure taken as a whole 
including the ceremonies, acts, and words, which constituted 
it; all of which had to be correctly gone through before 
the Judge had any jurisdiction in the matter. The case of 
the Romans proves that it is quite possible that an actual 
written law should co-exist with such a purely archaic 
conception of the position and jurisdiction of the Judge. 

This period in the development of Roman law is clearly 
illustrated in the following passages :— 

“The Quirites (men of the lance) had, in their judicial 

customs, even to the promulgation of the twelve tables, 

forms of procedure, assimilated to acts of violence, and 

to the combat, in which we at once see their predominant 
characteristic, the military life, and the important part 
played amongst them by their favourite instrument, the 
lance; as also the predominance of the sacerdotal and 
patrician elements, which had regulated the forms, and 
which had preserved the pantomimic action of former 
days.”* 

“The actiones leges were completed i jure before the 
magistrate, and this was the case even when it was necessary 
for him toappointa Judge. This was the form, the prelimi- 
nary step; T (that is, the intervention of the state did not 
proceed beyond compelling the parties to submit the quarrel 
to an arbitrator; the state did not pretend itself to enforce 
the law in the first instance) ; 

“But notwithstanding the fact that the sacramentum, 
and the judicii postulatio were generally forms for the 
enforcement of all substitution of nghts, and that they had 

in all casesa certain uniform characteristic, however much 

the details and necessary formule, adapted to each individual 

* Ortolan, History of Roman Law, sec. 140. Í Id., sec. 142. 
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present system of English pleadings would be described as a 
counter-claim. 

It is to be first observed that the introduction of the. 

community for the purpose of compelling the parties to sub- 
mit to arbitration, was quite independent of any intention 
or desire of the parties that there should be an adjudication 
as to their several rights to the land in question; it arose 
from the existence of the fact that two claimants were at 
one and the same time in possession adversely to each other 
of a certain piece of land. This is very clearly shown by a 
case cited in the commentary. Ninne, the son of Matech, 
with three horsemen was on his way to Ulster; they 
unharnessed their horses upon certain lands, which had 
previously belonged to their tribe; this fact was unknown 
to them, they had no intention of making any claim to the 
lands in question, and their halt there was merely accidental. 
The occupier of the land required them to depart; “Then 
the two, who were with Ninne replied; ‘It does not make 
our claim greater that we have unharnessed our horses here; 
it is not to claim our share therein.’ (The occupier replies) 
‘This is not easy, for it was your own before; they shall not 
be left there for that reason” They did not know until 
then that it had been thevrs before. The person whose land 
it was drove their horses from it by force. They afterwards 
eomplained to Conchobar Mac Nessa concerning it, and he 
awarded a fine for unlawful expulsion upon the person who 
drove the horses out of the land, and an equivalent for what 
was driven off it, and he gave them lands in proportion to 
their family.” 

This story reeoguiss the right of Matech to require 
an adjudication as dus rights in respect of the 
lands, although tae Kay ereapemnded this claim by an 
equivalent given out sé Áin www bands. This bare fact of a 
contest for pussxinn wae gratnally modified into a fixed 
procedure by wha avtias +f the mtended entry was served 
upon the cseapier . aac the teamasetion was witnessed and pro- 
bably regulated u, membare of the trite, the occupier given 

* Pegs £. 
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power of the sacerdotal or patrician classes. If the correct 
fulfilment of ancient traditional litanies, or the dramatic 

performance of a complicated pantomime, was necessary for 
every tribe man who desired to accomplish his devotions or 
to assert his right, the class, which possessed the traditional 
and requisite formulz, exercised an undefined but un- 
limited influence over the uninitiated lower order. The 
first step towards the establishment of original judicial 
power, was the publication, or perhaps the vulgarisation, of 
the antique formulxw. A knowledge of the custom was practi- 
cally useless unless accompanied with the further knowledge 
of the appropriate form of action; hence immediately after 
the passing of the Twelve Tables a further effort was made 
to prescribe regulations for the forms of procedure, or the 
actions of the law (leges actiones); and hence the severity 
of the blow inflicted upon the Patriciate by the devulgation 
of the formule by Flavius Fimbria. There is some incon- 
sistency between the text-and commentary as to the form 
pursued by a female claimant, but upon the whole the 
principle of the variance between the two ceremonies is 
obvious; the symbolical acts to be performed by a woman 
represented the ordinary incidents of her occupation of the 
land ; for the horses led by the man, in her case were substi- 
tated the same number of sheep ; the period of thrice ten 
days was in her case reduced to thrice four days; she made 
three successive entries, first, with two sheep and one female 
witness; secondly, with four sheep and two female witnesses ; 
and lastly, with eight sheep and three female witnesses; the 
text cites what must have been considered the leading case 
of the woman Ciannacht, which contains further particulars 
of the procedure which had apparently fallen into disuse 
before the date of the commentary. It was necessary for 
the claimants of either sex upon the first entry to remain a 
full day and night within the fence, and by the commentary 
it appears that upon the second entry also it was necessary 
for the woman to remain for this period upon the lands; the 
witnesses therefore who accompanied her upon these occa- 
sions were women, not men; but upon the occasion of the 
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horses would be injured or stolen; (4) an island into which 
it would be impossible, without great inconvenience, to 
bring the horses; (5) land the cattle upon which were 
suffering from murrain; (6) land the cattle upon which 
were upon certain contingencies liable to be seized by 
some local potentate in exercise of some customary right. 
Two instances of lands of this description are given; the 
lands-of Tir-Mudhain, the cattle upon which were forfeited 
to the King of Caisel on the day on which he assumed the 
sovereignty, because the inhabitants of the lands had killed 
a former King of Caisel; and the lands of Rod-Adamair, 
the cattle upon which were similarly forfeited to the Coarb 
of Lismor the day on which he assumed the Abbacy, a custom 
explained as the reward granted to Saint Mochuta, the 
founder of Lismor, for having expelled a serpent out of the 
lands in question. In both these instances the lands were 
subjected to some curse or penalty, in expiation of the sins of 
their former owners, and such exceptional rights should not 
be confounded with any of the feudal incidents ; (7) the last 
excepted case is that of “land which the chief divides after 
the death of the tenant (occupier), where a hole is made, 
where a stone is put.” It is evident that this passage was 
ambiguous to the glossists and commentators ; the immediate 
gloss upon the text is perplexed and contradictory ; it seems 
to explain the exception as referring to any proceeding on 
the part of the chief to re-enter upon a portion of the tribe 
land (dibadh land), after the death of the member of the 
tribe to whom it had been allotted, for the purpose of re- 
distributing it. In a later passage of the text, which occurs 
in page 21, there are two classes of land excepted in the 
following words, “except wm the case of the lands of Conn 
Cetcorach, or of land devoted to the support of a mansion 
which is a Nemeadh-person’s,” the latter of these exceptions 
manifestly corresponds with the sixth exception of the 
passage in the 7th page, and it may be assumed that tho 
former exception, in the latter passage, agrees with seventh 
exception in the earlier portion of the work; this is 
rendered certain by the explanation in the gloss that the 
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payable to the defendant if the claimant's case failed; and it 
may be conjectured that in the orivzinal form of the action the 
claimant was bound to put on the land upon the occasion of 
his third entry stock equivalent to the value of the land; such 
at least seems to be the passaye in the text:—If there be 
Fenechus,” (submission to arbitration conceded as a custom- 
ary right), “speedy judgement is passed in his favour. If 
there be not Fenechus, lawful possession is given; its price 

is to be offered with sheds, cows, food, habitations, attend- 

ance of cattle, except in the case of the land of Conn Cetcor- 
ach, or the land devoted to the support of a mansion which 
is a Nemadh-person’s” (p. 21). 

The exceptions prove the rule that it was necessary in all 
other cases to bring in the equivalent in property. If this 
be correct the analeyy to the uctio sateramenti in all its 
essential points is complete ; and the property to be placed 
upon the land represents the subject matter of the symbolic 
wager, This system of counterclaim was strictly lovical, and 
founded upon the mode iu which such transactions were 
regarded by a tribe in an carly staye of civilization. The 
syinbolic act was regarded asa real and boi fle transaction, 
and all the conseyuences followed froin it, which should 
have fullowed if the thing dramatically represented had really 

taken place; the ceremonial was a short-hand mode of writ- 
ing, but was for all purposes that which it represented. The 
defendant was forced to arbitration upon the assumption of 
an actual conflict, arising out an actual adverse entry; the 
celaimnant could not deny the reality of the trespass, which was 
the basis of his claim to obtain a judicial decision of his 
rights, and was estopped from trasversing this fact when the 
defendant sought in his turn damages for the wrong sym- 
bolically inflicted. Thus, amony the Maories, when a man 
guilty of manslaughter expiated the offence by submitting 
to the form of being wounded by the avenginy kinsman, he 
was considered us absolutely dead fur all purposes; he lost 
his status asa member of his tribe; his property was divided 
as if he were actually dead, and he was, as if a stranger, re- 

introduced into his original tribe by the ceremony of adoption. 
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general assembly, and the decision of what the local custom 
was, fell into the hands of the Brehons, the hereditary and 
professional possessors of the secret of the custom. But the 
Brehon was not a judge in the modern sense of the term; 
he represented the assembled tribe, and when he had once 
got possession of the case there were no sacred formule to 

prescribe the mode in which it should be conducted. It is 
evident that the reference of thedispute to a single individual, 
in whatever character he acted, necessarily introduced new 
elements in the procedure; the court no longer could be held 
not only to decide upon the law, but also to testify what 
the actual facts were; hence the introduction of pleadings 
(cause collectis), the full statement of the case (peroratio), 
and the examination of the witnesses, and also the arrange- 
ments for the remuneration of the judge. The foundation 
of the jurisdiction of the Brehon, as simply the professional 
witness of the local custom applicable to the facts, (and 
unable to apply to the case, what in English law is termed 

“ equity,” the appeal to an over-ruling moral law antecedent 
to or over-ruling the technical law when it worked injustice,) 
is illustrated by the rule (page 51), “Constant is every old 
law of every territory of covenants. When any territory is 
uncovenanted, it is then every disputed case is brought 

before the King.” By a “territory of covenants” is meant 
a district in which there was an established custom, sup- 
posed to rest upon the “consensus ” of the tribe, and which 

was testified to by the local hereditary Brehon; “ territory 

the Althing was established, we first hear of a law officer properly so-called. 
This is what wo have called the “speaker of the law.” His bounden duty 
it was to recite publickly the whole law within the space to which the 
tenure of his office was limited. To him all who were in need of a legal 
opinion, or of information as to what was or was not law, had a right to turn 
during the meeting of the Althing- To him a sort of presidency or precedence 
at the Althing was conceded, but with a care which marks how jealously the 
young Republic guarded itself against bestowing too great power on its chief 
officer, He was expressly excluded from all share of the executive, and his tenure 
of office was restricted to three years, though he might be re-elected at the end of 
the period.” Dasent, Burnt Njal, p. Ivi. 
‘The judicial power in Iceland was vested in the Court of Laws, composed of the 

priestly heads of the original families, each with two assessors, whom the official 
lawyer instructed upon any point of law, if requested to do so, 
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accordance with the rules of the Geilfine system,” and an 
attempt was made in the Introduction to that volume, to 
explain the rules laid down upon this subject in the commen- 
tary upon the Book of Aicillt The explanation given by 
the editors of the preceeding volume of the passage, with 
which they were immediately dealing, has been to that 
extent admitted to be correct by the various authors, who 
have, since the date of the publication of the last volume, 
written upon the subject; and before any attempt to draw 
further deductions from the additional information, which 

is afforded by the law tracts now for the first time published, 
it may not be inexpedient to reprint the passage in the 
previous introduction dealing specially with this subject. 

‘The most remarkable custom described in the Book of Aicill is 
the fourfold distribution of the family into the ‘ geilfine,’ ‘deirbh- 
fine,’ ‘ iarfine,’ and ‘ indfine’ divisions. From both the text and 
the commentary it appears that the object of the institution did 
not extend further than the regulation of the distribution of their 

property. Within the family seventeen members were organized 
in four divisions, of which the junior class, known as the ‘ geilfine '- 
division, consisted of five persons ; the ‘deirbhfine’ the second in 
order, the ‘iarfine’ the third in order, and the ‘ indfine’ the senior 
of all, consisted respectively of four persons. The whole organ- 
ization consisted, and could only consist of seventeen members. 

If any person was born into the ‘geilfine -division its eldest 
member was promoted into the ‘ deirbhfine’ ; the eldest member 
of the ‘deirbhfine ” passed into the ‘iarfine’; the eldest member 
of the ‘iarfine’ moved into the ‘ indfine’; and the eldest member 

of the ‘indfine’ passed out of the organization altogether. It 
would appear that this transition from a lower to a higher grade 
took place upon the introduction of a new member into the ‘ geil- 
fine ’-division, and therefore depended upon the introduction of 
new members, not upon the death of the seniors. The property 
held by any class, or by its members as such, must have been 
held for the benefit of the survivors or survivor of that class ; but, 
upon the extinction of a class, the property of the class or of its 
members as such passed to the surviving classes or class according 
to special and very technical rules. 

é“ On the failure of the ‘ geilfine ’-class, three-fourths of its pro- 

* p. 830, t p. exxxix. 
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perty passed to the ‘deirbhfine,’ three-sixteenths to the ‘iarfine,’ 
and one-sixteenth to the ‘ indfine ’-class. 

“On the failure of the ‘deirbhfine’-class, three-fourths of its 
property passed to the ‘ geilfine,’ three-sixteenths to the ‘iarfine,’ 
and one-sixteenth to the ‘indfine.’ 

“ On failure of the ‘iarfine’-class three-fourths of its property 
passed to the ‘deirbhfine,’ three-sixteenths to the ‘ geilfine,’ and 
one-sixteenth to the ‘indfine.’ 

“On failure of the ‘ indfine,’ three-fourths of its property passed 
to the ‘iarfine,’ three-sixteenths to the ‘deirbhfine,’ and one-six- 
teenth to the ‘ geilfine.’ 

“On failure of the ‘geilfine’ and ‘deirbhfine’-classes, three- 
fourths of their property passed to the ‘iarfine,’ and one-fourth to 
the ‘indfine.’ 

“ On failure of the ‘indfine’ and ‘iarfine,’ three-fourths of their 
property passed to the ‘deirbhfine,’ and one-fourth to the ‘ geilfine.’ 

“On failure of the ‘deirbhfine’ and ‘iarfine’-classes, three- 
fourths of their property passed to the ‘ geilfine,’ and one-fourth to 
the ‘indfine.’ 
“On failure of the ‘geilfine’ and ‘indfine,’ three-fourths of the 

property of the ‘ geilfine ' passed to the ‘ deirbhfine’ and one-fourth 
to the “iarfine'; and of the property of the ‘indfine,’ one-fourth 
passed to the “iarfine, and one-fourth to the ‘ deirbhfine.’ 

“Two possible combinations of two extinct classes, viz. :—the 
‘geilfine’ and ‘iarfine,’ and the ‘deirbhfine’ and ‘indfine,’ are 
omitted from the commentary. It would appear that upon the 
failure of any two classes the whole organization required to be 
completed by the introduction of a sufficient number into the 
‘ geilfine ’-class and by promotion carried on through all the classes 
upwards ; and if there were not forthcoming sufficient persons to 
complete the organization there was no partition among the sur- 
viving two classes, but the property went as if the deceased were 
not members of an organization at all. The rules as to the dis- 
tribution of property upon the extinction of any one class or of 
any two classes may be understood from the annexed diagram. 

1 2 38 4 6 6 7 8 @) ao) 

Indine, .|w|ala|i o|sieis o o [dli 
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The rule upon which the distribution of the property of such 
an organization depends appears clearly from the above diagram. 
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proceeds thus: “ We may observe, I think, a similar case 
in the difficult case of the Irish Fine. The ingenuity 
of the Brehon professors multiplied distinctions which 
are not found in the laws of other countries, and it is 

not easy distinctly to understand their writings on this 
subject. I venture however to suggest that ‘Fine,’ like 
Familia, was used in various senses, and included both the 

more limited and wider bodies; that of the six kinds of 

Fine enumerated in the Brehon Laws, the first three include 

the Sui heredes and Agnati, and that the remaining three 
are subdivisions, how far practically important we cannot 

tell, of the Gentiles. The Geil-fine included the fifth 

descent, which, if the Ego were not counted, brings us to 
the sixth descent as in other cases. The other three Fines 
taken together, extend to the seventeenth degree, at which 
point all traces of kinship are assuined to be lust.”* 

Tf this view be correct the Geilfine system is simply a 
mode of calculating kinship ; the Geilfine has no existence 
as a social entity; the particular Fine in which any indi- 
vidual should be classed depends altogether upon the person, 
who is assumed as the stirps; it would also seem that the 
five members of the Geilfine class, and the four members 

of the other three classes are not considered by these authors 
as “individuals” but as successive generations, and that the 
original ancestor is altogether excluded; and it also must 
manifestly follow that the members of the four classes could 

not possibly co-exist.t 

* The Aryan Household, p. 173. 

¢ Authors, who speak of property as being divisible among relations in the 

seventeenth degree, cannot have considered the difficulty, or impossibility of ascer- 

taining kinships so remote, or the consequences which would probably result could 

all the relatives of this remote degree be once ascertained. It would be necessary, 

for such purpose, to trace up seventeen male descents for the purpose of discovering 

the stirps, and in the second place to complete the requisite genealogical table of 

all the male descendants of the stirps throughout seventeen generations downwards. 

The stirps, upon the ordinary average of human life, must have been dead 

upwards of 500 years, and there is no existing noble or royal family in which this 

inquiry could be attempted with any prospect of success. 

Thus ‘he relatives in the seventeenth degree of the Count de Chambord incluce 

all the descendants of Louis, the first Duke of Bourbon, son of Robert of Clare- 

mont, and grandson of Saint Louis, who died in A.p. 1341. Those of the present 
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with him; when a grandson appeared, they were shared 
again between the father, son, and grandson ; and they were 

finally redistributed on the appearance of a great grandson. 
After this there were redivisions as the men in turn died, 
till, they all being dead, the land was shared in the propor- 
tions specified between the remaining divisions, The chief 
peculiarities of the system, it will be seen, are (1) that it 
stopped succession in the direct line, except in the geilfine 
division at great grandsons; (2) that the principle of primo- 
geniture appears in the formation of the groups of co-inheri- 
tors and parceners ; and (3) that a Jife-tenancy only was 
given to any heir. To comprehend the working of the 
nystom, we must think of the four brothers as having one 
or more brothera who shared with them the lands on the 
death of their father, but remained outside the organization. 

These, I conceive, were the men of the family with their 
descendants, or whose descendants, if they were dead, might, 

on the extinetion of one or more divisions, enter the organ- 
ization by forming new divisions If the indfine, for 
example, became extinct, the iartine would become the 
indfine in the reformed organization, the deirbfine, the iar- 

fine, tho geilfine, dropping the odd man, would become the 
dairbline, and the next eldest brother to A‘, with his de- 

mwndants, would become the new geilfine division, The 
new divisions would enter with a share of the ancestral 
jaaidu equal ta Ghat possoasod by the others, except so far as 
thie dui Jul Ghote nharea increased by the distribution 
Indween uan ól the lands of the indfine, And thus the 

snypsarisohong would continue, contining the lands to great 

geall, ON i collapood through the extinction of two of 
be laa &g/| 4. Énilúie of mon of the family to reform it. 

dis nse tenet bon tu limit no longer, Cho lands of the extunct 
mí de A 3 ápiefí II fy Aon nerd of hin, and be subject to 

bee ae yd enterenalon, Whatever that was. ull the 

tow wp peed by Che formation af a divisional 

po tered the Me M'Lennan clearly distin- 

Poe pie FETE TE dae te be obevewead: thar the 

i Ro beh teh ob |iúidish daw, 
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guishes between the actual existing form of any legal organ- 
ization, and the legal theory by which such form is deter- 
mined. He does not assert that the Irish ‘ fine,’ as a rule, 
was organized as a complete geilfine system, but proposes 
his theory as the abstract system of the Brehon lawyers, 
upon which, under certain circumstances, the ‘fine’ would be 
organized so far as it went, and which it should assume if 
fully developed. The English lawyer knows that the abstract 
and complete form of the English manor is as purely ideal as 
any Platonic archetype, but that the existing manors do, as far 
as circumstances admit, present more or less resemblance, and 
approach more or less nearly, to the theoretical manor de- 
scribed in our Real Property text books, Mr. M‘Lennan’s 
scheme however involves difficulties which he has wholly 
failed to explain. Why should: the ordinary rules for the 

succession to land be suddenly arrested upon the birth of a 
fourth son, and the shares of the several sons thereupon pass 
in strict entail for three generations according to the law of 
primogeniture? Why should the succession in the case of 
the geilfine division be extended to one generation further 
than in the case of the other classes? and why should the 
head of the indfine division remain in the system, although 
he had himself a descendant in the fourth degree, but “ go 
out” upon the birth of a descendant of his youngest brother 
in the same degree? Mr. M‘Lennan assumes the four mem- 
bers of each class to have held the original share of the first 
member of that division, as joint tenants; and if so the 

. following questions must at once arise. If A! goes out and 
A? must thereupon cease to be head of the iarfine division 
and succeed A! as head of the indfine, and Ab pass similarly 
from the deibhfine to the iarfine, and A‘ from the geilfine to 
derbhfine, does A? cease to be a joint tenant of his own 
original share with b’, C’, and D', and become a joint tenant 
of the original share of A! jointly with B', C', and D', and 
is this process repeated in the other classes, so as to leave 
the four junior members of the geilfine class sole tenants of 
the original share of A‘? and further if, upon the entire ex- 
tinction of the indfine class, the geilfine class become in the 
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“formation of new divisions” the derbhfine class, how is 

the fifth man of the geilfine class got rid of? Mr. M‘Lennan 
simply says that in this case the geilfine division drops the 
fifth man, but we must confess that such exclusion appears to 
us as inexplicable as his original inclusion. 

In dealing with a question such as the present, there is 
nothing more misleading than analogies and assumed re- 
semblances. Each of the three above-mentioned authors, 
who have treated of this subject, has supported his theory 
by reference to rules existing in other archeic systems of 
law, which are more or less confidently stated as arguments 
for the acceptance of the proposed theory as correct. Buta 
profitable comparison can only be instituted between two 
known objects. An attempt to define the qualities of any 
thing unknown by reference to the qualities of a known 
quantity rests upon antecedent proof (more frequently the 
suppressed assumption) of their identity. This argument 
from tacitly assumed resemblances has been often in the 
present day too far pressed, frequently with very unfortu- 
nate results ; in dealing with an inquiry like the present, it 
would seem to us that the first step is to discover, as far as 
possible, what the actual texts with which we are dealing 
say upon the subject, and to draw our conclusions from 
them free, as far as may be, from those a priori ideas of 

law, which, as incident to the form of society in which we 
live, naturally influence our judgment; and that when we 
have arrived at some definite conclusions in this manner, 
then, but not until then, the analogies and resemblances of . 
other system are useful for the purpose of testing the proba- 
bility of the correctness of the results to which we have 
attained, and as explaining or illustrating many points of 
detail which at first failed to attract the attention which 
they deserved. 

When an attempt is made to deduce, from the existing 
remnants of the works of the Brehon lawyers, a consistent 
theory of the organization of the ancient tribe and family, 
there arises the obvious difficulty, that the documents, with 
which we have to deal, are not the contemporancous exposi- 
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tion of an existing system, and that we have no means of 
arranging them according to the date of their production ; 
even the original text and commentary of many of them are 
separated by long intervals of time, and exhibit ideas alto- 
gether discordant. The earliest date of the original text, or 
rather of the customary rules laid down in the original text, 
is not, and probably cannot be, ascertained; the latest 
commentaries and glosses are probably not earlier than the 
16th century; they certainly cover a period extending from 
the Danish invasion to the reign of Elizabeth, during which 
the country was exposed to continued war and confusion, 
and subjected to all the political and social causes which 
would naturally lead to the breaking up of the ancient tribe 
and family system, and the substitution of the arbitrary 
power of chiefs commanding bands of armed retainers for the 
regular action of ancient and established custom. The 
analogy of other nations in a similar condition would natur- 
ally lead us to anticipate that during this period the chiefs 
were constantly gaining ground as against the rights of the 
individual members of the tribe, and such would appear to 
have been the case from the days of Conn Cetcorach to that 
of the chiefs, who, in the 16th century, obtained from the 
English Government grants of the tribe lands in fee or fee- 
tail with the object of defeating the custom of Tanistry, or 
of destroying the rights of the customary holders, The 
original constitution of the tribe or family during such a 
period gradually ceases to be an existing social fact, and 
tends to become merely a rule for the distribution of property 
upon death, after a fashion which would be strange and 
inexplicable, if we did not understand it to represent a sucial 
system which had for all practical purposes disappeared. 
The distribution of property according to the Geilfine system, 
as expounded in the commentary to the Book of Aicill, bears 
the same relation to the original constitution of the ‘fine,’ as 
the rules of the English law, relative to the succession of 
real estate, bear to the feudal system, or as thé distribution 
of property according to the later Civil Law does to the 
early Roman family. Those of the Brehon Law tracts, which 
deal with the geilfine system as an arrangement of the tribe 

e 
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a crime had forfeited his share in the property of the “fine,” 
but in other respects eontinued to be recognised as a member. 

The “dubhfine ” were those whose claims to be members 
of the “fine” were under dispute, and who were required 
to substantiate their rights by ordeal, or by lot. 

The “fine-tacuir ” were not members by descent, but by 
a contract of adoption. 

The “ glasfine ” were the children of a female member by 
a stranger, defined as the children of an Albanach, and 
described as kindred from beyond the sea. 

The “ ingen ar meraib” were those commonly believed to 
have claims to be members, but whose title rested merely 
on common repute, and was not the subject of ordeal or lot. 
This term “ingen ar meraibh,” literally “the nail on the 
finger,” may be similiar to the word “ nagel kyn” as desig- 

nating indefinite and indescribable relationship. It is to be 
observed that these five latter classes consist of men not full 
members of the “fine.” The “deirghfine,” although members 
by descent, had suffered a “ diminutio capitis,” and were not 
in the enjoyment of full rights. Of the remaining four 
classes two were confessedly not members at all, and the 
membership of the two remaining classes was either in 
supense or unprovable. The four classes of the geilfine, 
&c., must therefore represent the members of the “fine” of 
admitted descent, and full rights. These classes are in this 

tract described as follows: 
“The geilfine extends to five persons ; it is they that get the 

‘ debudh'-property of every kindred chief (cond) who leaves 
‘ diladh’-property. 

“The ‘deirfine’ extend to nine persons; their ‘dibadh’- 
property is not divided according to the number of kindred 
heals. 

“The ‘iarfir:’ extend to thirteen men; they get only the 
fourths part of the fines, or of profits, of the ground, or of 
laiur. 

“She “.n0f.te’ extend to seventeen men; they divide 
ALAN léis 16%, a 18 Fight, whatever part of the tribe- 
Fhuil nt Wh, ae Bevan, ’-land.” 
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From this tract the following deductions may be safely 
made : (1) the organization of the “fine” was based upon 
the exclusive possession of land by the “fine” as a distinct 
community, and had direct reference to the mode in which 
the land was divided among them. 

(2) The four classes of the geilfine, deirbbfine, iarfine, and 

‘innfine’ consisted of seventeen members of the “fine” of 
pure descent, and full righte. 

(3) Each of these four classes was complete in itself and 
possessed distinct joint rights both as against the other three 
classes as well as against the general members of the “ fine.” 

(4) The four classes of full members do not comprise all 
the members of the fine. The “dubhfine” man, who had 

succeeded in establishing his position in the “fine” by ordeal 
or lot did not enter into the “geilfine” classification, but 
received a share of a fixed amount. 

With reference to the “deirbhfine” division there is stated 
a rule that their property was not divided according to the 
number of kindred heads; it is possible that this may be 
introduced to point out that as between the “ geilfine ” and 
“ deirbhfine ” divisions, the two classes were to be considered 

as different and equal stocks, and the “ geilfine” had no 
advantage in the division of property by reason of the 

ter number of its members; it would seem more 

probable that this isa general rule to the effect that property 
which passed to the “deirbhfine” class was to be divided 
“per stirpes” and not “per capita.” This fact is put 
beyond doubt by the passage in page 229 describing the 
mode of the division of the “dire “fine payable to the family 
(and “fine” ) of a slain man: “Three cumhals of “ dire”-fine 
go to the son and to the father; there are three cumhals 
of “dire”-fine remaining after that; a cumhal of “dire”-fine of 
them goes to a brother collaterally —There is one ‘cumhal’ 
of ‘dire’ fine then after that—that is to be divided from 
the lowest man of the ‘ geilfine’ division until it reaches 
the uppermost man ; and from the uppermost man until it 
reaches the lowest, Ec.” 

A man therefore could stand in some relation to a 
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If land has thus been dedicated to the use of a separate 
family, the claims of its members to enjoy their several 
proportions by hereditary right must be traced from the 
original acquirer, or in the old English law term “ from the 
conqueror.” This is very clearly shown by the Welsh rule 
that heirship is traced back in the first instance to the 
ancestor, and not to the deceased. As the family increased, 

the additional further accommodation is provided for, not by 
the enlargement of the original dwelling, but by the erection 
of new buildings with several allotments. The brothers 
under the Welsh Jaw did not upon the father's death take 
equal undivided or divided shares, but to each was alloted 
his homestead with bis eight erws of land in severalty, The 
existence of the thickly scattered “ raths” in Jreland would 
of itself prove that the “family” occupied its district in this 
manner, andl in the tract of the “Crith Gabblach” (aloo 
published in this volume) the several members ff the trike 
are assumed to occupy separate hen, clannificl an to nize, 
&c., in accordance with the rank of the occupiers; the Celtic 

family never seems to have clung together in the peculiar 
form of the Sclavonic housebold. 

In considering bow a geilfine system might have Leen 
formed, the question why the number of seventeen formed 
an element in the organization may be pratponed for sub- 
sequent consideration. Nothing can be more embarrassing 
than an attempt to reeunetruct a system fomndel beth nim 
hereditary descent, and certain asauine! arithinetical regret 
tions. A family arrange] npem wane rales of inheritance can 
be easily understoced, if ome the principle A herefitary gi 
cession which uncderlics 2, be awzrtainel; a tir] insti- 
tution resting upon the aclertion of a fixed nitaber fren the 

indefinite masa of the population, can Le supped ty have 
been an actually working inatitatwrn Bat when we read 

of sanembdies formed of members aclected in contains propn- 

taom, or In fired numbers, omt «of diflernnt, stocks. or ff 
property divided among the eacemclante of sre ancnsiw, 
im a fixed norelber of shares, it ia clear that we ase ney longer 

* Aaciest Lows 56 Wakes. Vol. L, g 177. 
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dealing with actual facts, but with theoretical di 
of what the institution was supposed in the abstract to have 
been. The numbers in each family must be uncertain; some 
men have many, some few or no descendants. The actual 
condition of the population must soon have rendered its 
arithmetical classification impossible, if such classification 
ever existed in fact. No one pretends to believe in the actual 
existence of the early Roman constitution, with a perma- 
nently fixed number of tribes, curiw, gentes, and families; 
and yet upon the assumption of the existence of an almost 
impossible state of facts rest the number of the members of 
the senate, and the organization of the legion. Institutions, 
as all else, must accommodate themselves to existing facts, 
and in such cases as those to which we have referred the 
principle of hereditary right must shake off the incumbrance 
of arithmetical arrangement, or the numerical arrangement 

be carried out in disregard of the strict rules of descent. 
The original acquirer of “orba” land establishes upon it 

his household, and as the number of his sons increases 

beyond the capacity of one common dwelling, they success- 
ively go out, take separate allotments, and establish them- 
selves in distinct homesteads. This scattering of the original 
household must have arisen as a matter of necessity, as the 
consequence of an increase in number beyond the accommo- 
dation of the paternal dwelling. The eldest would probably 
first marry and leave the original home, and the order of 
their departure would probably follow that of their seniority. 
That the sons took their separate allotments during the life 
of the parent, and not upon his death, is the only mode of 
explaining the Welsh rule that the youngest and not the 
eldest son, succeeded to the father’s house and gear; this 
must have rested upon the assumption that the youngest 
son alone remained in his father’s house, which he jointly 
occupied with the father, upon whose death he remained in 

sole possession by survivorship, rather than succeeded by 
inheritance, Each son as he successively left his father’s 
house received his share in the lands of inheritance, and, 
having become the head of a distinct household, would 
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cease to be a joint owner with his father in the original 
property; the portion acquired by an elder son who had 
thus gone out would pass to his descendants, according to 
the ordinary rules of descent, but the undisposed of residue 
of the original lands would survive to the youngest son, 
who had not gone out, as representing his father in the 
manner before mentioned. - 

The “ geilfine” system began to exist when there was a 
father and four sons; but the question arises as to the 
particular date at which this happened. That such date 
was that of the birth of the fourth son is in every way 
improbable; the members of the system are always spoken 
of as “the seventeen men,” who have definite rights and 
considerable liabilities, which could neither be enjoyed 
nor performed by infant children residing in their father’s 
house. The members of the geilfine stood in definite rela- 
tion to each other ; they had certain rights in each others 
property, but what was more important, they were jointly 
liable for the wrongs committed by any of the “family,” 
and were guarantors among themselves for the payments to 
be made in respect of any such. That a man’s four infant 
sons, who resided in his house, and possessed no independent 
property, were joined with him as security for his debts, 

would be of no advantage to extern creditors, and the father 
could not expect any benefit from having joined with him- 
self as co-securities, his sons, who had no property except a 
contingent interest in what he himself possessed. The nature 
of the relation between the members of a “ geilfine” system 
implies that they all are suí juris, and all owners of property 
efficient to answer their joint and reciprocal obligations. It 
is at this point that the great importance of the mode in 
which the “ findhir” tenants are organised into a fictitious 
family is apparent. This was, as stated in the passage 
before referred to, effected by combining into one, five dis- 

tinct households, not individuals, each possessing a fixed 
minimum of property. The unit here, as is generally the 
case in early tribal systems, is not the individual, but the 
household; when an individual is spoken of, he is referred 

f 
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to in his character of the head of an household ; his property 
is originally the property of the household, of which he is 
the manager rather than the absolute owner. It is remark- 
able that the hereditary rights of succession of “findhir” 
tenants is apparently connected with the fact of their being 
organised ; this would be a natural consequence of such an 
arrangement, for the property of any “ findhir” house having 
been caught by the system of mutual guarantee, the house- 
hold would be continued for the purpose of the fulfilment 
of the guarantee, in the persons of the sons of the original 
head as a member of the artificial family. For these reasons 
there are considerable grounds for assuming that the four 
sons, who jointly with their father formed a “ geilfine,” are 
four sons who have gone out and established themselves in 
independent homesteads upon their allotments. 

Disregarding again for the present the question of 
numbers, the father and his sons, who have left the original 

home, and established themselves as the heads of indepen- 
dent houses, form the nucleus of the “ geilfine” arrangement 
of the family ; we have now an organization of households 
and a community, or land held by a community (coibne), 
instead of land held by an individual as head of an house; 
and in place of being “the paterfamilias” the father becomes 
the “geilfine” chief, or the head (ceud) of the community. 
The number of households in the community is fixed by 
the number of new homesteads established by the sons 
who have gone out, that is,a number equal to the sum 
total of the father and his forisfamiliated sons; and if the 
union be an union not of individuals, but of householders 
representing their separate homesteads, the system will 
not be broken up by the death of any leaving issue, but 
his successor in the headship of his house will take his 
place in the geilfine system. 

The youngest son, succeeding his father as head of the 
original household, would at an early period probably 
succeed to the headship of the family also. The ancient 
religion of the Irish Celts has absolutely disappeared, but if 
their religious ideas resembled those of many others of the 
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early Aryan tribes, among whom the headship of the family 
is intimately connected with the performance of the sacred 
rites at the original hearth, it would not appear unnatural 
that the headship should remain with the son, who, although 
the youngest, occupied the original home of the family. 

The geilfine system having been once originated, it is to 
be considered whether the sons of the original acquirer 
represent the branch of system technically known as the 
“geilfine” branch, or represent the first members of the 
four distinct branches, as is the opinion of Mr. M‘Lennan. 
To the latter opinion there appear to be insuperable 
objections, It excludes the ancestor from the -system 
altogether; it confines the number of households in the 
family to four; it certainly fails satisfactorily to account 
for the extra member of the geilfine branch; it introduces 
the wholly foreign theory of primogeniture ; and it involves 
the fatal difficulty that a large proportion of the members 
must be infants; as to the extraordinary longevity and 
power of reproduction he attributes to its members, we take 
no objection, as its author throughout treats the geilfine 
system, not as an existing social organisation, but a specu- 
Jative theory of descent. 

That the geilfine class was formed before the deirbfine 
began to come into being, must be, in our opinion, the 
conclusion to be arrived at, upon an examination of the 
texts, and is the only theory upen which the peculiar in- 
timate union between the members of each class among 
themselves, and the gradations of rank and probable differ- 
ence of wealth among the classes can be accounted for. 

The creation of the deirbfine class is similar to that of 
the geilfine, and would appear to have arisen in the same 
manner. If the sons, who leave the original home, take 
fixed allotments to which their descendants will be con- 

fined, and the original home and the balance of the lands 
of inheritance remain with the youngest son, and are 
available for the establishment of his descendants, it must 
follow that until the lands are completely occupied, the 
elder stocks must be constantly losing ground in point of 

f2 
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wealth as compared with the younger. If a son of the 
youngest son can, on leaving the original home, receive an 
allotment similar to that which his father’s elder brother 
received, his position is much better than that of his first 
cousins, and with each successive generation the disparity 
would become more marked. The answer to this objection 

is, that the existence of this very disparity, is one of the 
most peculiar, and, at first, unaccountable facts of the geilfine 
system, according to which the members of the geilfine 
class are, by the introduction of new members, promoted, or 

degraded (it is immaterial which term is used) into and 
through the three other classes, with a loss upon the occasion 
of each removal of position and property, but with a co- 
relative diminution of liability. 

That the four branches of the geilfine system represent 
four distinct generations of the descendants of the original 
acquirer must be admitted; the terms descriptive of the 
four classes are repeatedly used as expressing the four 
successive generations descending from a supposed ances- 
tor; but it appears equally certain that none of the classes 
were the descendants of any other of them. The glosses, 
indeed, treat the geilfine branch as being sons, the deirbfine 
branch as being grandsons, &c.; but if the views of the 
commentator in the Book of Aicill are not to be actually 
discarded, the “indfine” class contained the senior members 

of the system, and the geilfine the youngest; and hence 
the anomaly that the word which signifies the junior 
members of the class, are supposed to indicate the sons, and 
that which signifies the senior members of the class the 
great great-grandsons of the same person. So far, however, 
from treating the “ dewrbfine” as representing the “ geilfine” 
class, the former is spoken of as a foreign branch taking 
only upon the failure of the issue of the geilfine, 

The youngest son of the original acquirer, having suc- 
ceeded his father, marries in his turn, and his sons, beginning 
with the eldest, go out successively and settle on their 
allotments. The second head with his four forisfamiliated 
sons forms a new geilfine branch, and that formed by the 
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four sons of the original acquirer is pushed down into the 
deirbfine class; the original house, being that out of which 
the successive generations have swarmed, always continuing 
as an household of the geilfine, and thus the existing chief 

with his forisfamiliated sons always forming the geilfine 
division; the claim of the several branches of the system to 
their respective allotments, supposing the generations to 
have died off evenly, and the whole number seventeen to 

have been filled up, would be as follows: the geilfine would 
be the sons of an existing head or chief; the deirbfine, the 

first cousins of the geilfine, would claim as the grandsons 
of the previous chief; the iarfine, second cousins of the 

geilfine, would claim as great-grandsons of the second last 
chief; the indfine, the third cousirts of the geilfine, would 
claim as the great great-grandchildren of the original 
acquirer. The senior branch upon this supposition is that 
most removed from the chief for the time being, and for 
the reasons before stated also the least wealthy. The four 
divisions, representing four successive generations, would, 
if the analogy of the Welsh Law is of weight, complete the 
system ; if the right of hereditary succession was not trans- 
missible beyond the fourth generation of the descendants 
of the original acquirer, the sons of the fifth chief or head 
would have no right to allotments, and no further indepen- 

dent households could be formed. 
If the respective classes represent in the manner above 

mentioned four successive generations of the descendants of 
the original acquirer, each generation represents either 
brothers or the descendants of brothers; and each class, 
taken by itself, formed a distinct subdivision of the family, 
the members of which were the nearest relations of each 
other. 

If each class represents a generation, it, at first sight, is 

difficult of explanation how four successive generations re- 
main of the same number, neither less, nor more, but this 

objection is removed if we admit that each class is in fact 
the offspriny of a single individual. 
We are strongly inclined to believe that in ita inception 
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the respective classes were not tied down by any fixed 
rules as to numbers, although at. the date of the commentary 
on the Book of Aicill the number of seventeen was con- 
sidered as of the essence of the system. The geilfine 
organization is frequently spoken of as the “seventeen men,” 
which would lead to the supposition that the number was 
always kept up by some contrivance to that amount ; but 
from the rule that a class was not extinguished as long as 
there was one member of it in existence, it is clear that the 

system could, and must often, have been worked with very 

reduced numbers; a circumstance not incompatible with 
its successful operation, for the survivorship existing among 
the members of each class would concentrate the property 
of all in the hands of the last survivor, and leave the 

amount of property available for the fulfilment of their 
mutual guarantees unaltered. 

The numerical form of early institutions arises from the 
desire of half-educated men for an unattainable arithmetical 
completeness in their arrangements, and from the wholly 
unwerranted assumption, with the view to enable them to 
construct theoretical systems, that all the families would be 
of some fixed amount, and that the members would be 

born or die off in the required order. The lawyers who 
reduced to writing the customs of the “fine,” assumed that 
the number of children in each family would be five, that 
is, four who go out, and one who remains in the original 
home, and that, therefore, the system in its complete de- 
velopment must consist of seventeen persons, although 
probably as a fact it frequently fell short of that amount. 
The perfect form of seventeen persons, divisible in the 
four classes, each representing four brothers, with the 
addition of the head of the household occupying the original 
home, became the accepted theoretic form of the institution. 
If the number of seventeen members once became the 
supposed essence of the arrangement, that, which originally 
consisted of four classes, each of which was assumed to be 

four in number, and which, therefore, with the addition of 

emginal house, made up seventeen individuals, was con- 
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sidered as an organism of seventeen persons, sub-divided 
for occult reasons into four classes containing each a certain 
number. 

In the “Bee Judgments” and “ Rights of Water,” allusions 
are made to the four geilfine classes, which manifestly prove 
that the four classes were regarded as distinct from, and 
contrasted with, each other. The geilfine system must 
have been familiar to the authors of these tracts, who 

illustrate local positions by reference to the relations be- 
tween these classes. Nothing can more clearly show that 
each class was considered as a complete entity in itself. 

Although the rule may have prevailed from an early date 
that the four geilfine classes should comprise no more than 
seventeen menbers, the number thus theoretically fixed 
could not often have come into conflict with facts; the 

chance of four successive householders in the lineal descent 
having each five sons, all of whom marry and.have issue, is 
very remote, and may be practically dismissed from consider- 
ation. : 

We have already stated our explanation of there being 
four classes in geilfine system, and no more, viz., the rule 

that hereditary rights were not transmissible through more 
than four generations, and that therefore the organization 
could not be carried on beyond the great-great-grandsons 
of the original acquirer; other results worthy of consider- 
ation would arise upon this contingency, which are implied 
in the remarkable phrase; “From this forth it is a case of 
a community of people, it is then family relations cease.” 
At first sight it would appear that the paragraph states that 
the innfine class divide among themselves the residue of 
the lands “ of the family ” as if it were “common tribe land,” 
and that thereupon the organization of the “family,” was 
dissolved. This would imply that the “innfine” class could 
at once on coming into being, dissolve the “family,” a 
conclusion contrary to all the passages, which treat the 
“family ” with its four classes as a continuing entity; it is 
quite impossible to imagine that the completion of the 
system involved its dissolution, It appears that no further 
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generation of sons issuing from the original dwelling could 
obtain allotments, because the fourth occupier of the house was 
the last whohad a right to settle his sons on the “family ” land ; 
his younger son, the fifth occupier of the original holding, 
could putout hissons as they married, but was obliged todivide 
the original holding, which up to this would have remained 
entire, among all his sons. The peculiar privileges attached 
to this holding would be lost, and all the “households” 
placed on an equality ; the house which up to this had been 
the chief's house would become one of the houses of the 
ultimate “yeilfine” divisions, thus permanently raising the 
number of members of the class to tive; the undisposed 
of residue of the land, so much as had not been allotted 

to the sixteen members of the four divisions, would be 

divisible among the households probably per stirpes. The 
land of the “family,” which up to this had been regarded 
as the undivided property of the community (coibne 
land), is broken up among the various members in 
independent properties. This explains the expression relat- 
ive to covenants dealing with coibne property, “which 
the fair chief of the tribe (“family ’) confirms unless he be the 
sixth ;” for the sixth chief of the “ family, ” however elected, 
would be the first who did not represent the rights of the 
original acquirer. We haveno information how the “geilfine” 
chief was subsequently appointed; the note prefixed to the 
commencement of the ‘I'ract “On Succession” proves that 

_ the succession to the headship of the “ family ” was an open 
question, and that the lawyers were inclined to support the 
doctrine of seniority as against some previously established 
rule. 

It is necessary to consider the rules of succession laid 
down in the commentary in the Book of Aicill, with the 
object of ascertaining how far they agree with the theory 
of the origin of the getlfine system which has been here 
suggested. The well known passage in the Book of Aicill 
appears to treat of the question how the property of a 
household should be divided among its members, and would 
therefore deal with a much later stage of the Brehon Law, 
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when the property of the originally united household was 
subject to distribution among its members. The principle 
that this property should be divided among seventeen per- 
sons at most, was then accepted, but the reason for such a 
number being fixed upon had at that time been forgotten, as 
there are no definite grounds shown for the distribution of the 
members into the four classes, and the essential and distinct 

unity of each class has been abandoned by the supposition that 
an individual of one class can be passed on into another class 
by the increasing number of junior members, and that, when 
the number of possible members exceeds seventeen, the senior 
member of the “innfine” class passes out of the organization. 

It was, of course, impossible, when dealing with the mere 
distribution of property among the members of the house- 
hold to suppose the system broken up when the number 
exceeded seventeen, and the extrusion of the senior member 

was a devise to avoid this difficulty. Sir H. 8S. Maine's 
explanation of this passage, supposing it simply to express 
a late mode of dividing household froperty upon tho 
analogy of the prior distribution of family property, may be 
adopted with the exception of the continuance of the parent 
in the geilfine division.* The addition member of that 
division was, it seems, introduced from the older system, 
and retained after the reason for the fact had been forgotten. 

Assuming the original geilfine system to have been such 
as has been suggested, the principle for the division of the 
property of the household laid down in the Book of Aicill 
is clear and consistent. 

The actual relationship of the members of a fully devel- 

* Although great weight is to be attributed to the opinion of Sir H. 8. Maine, 

it may be fairly conjectured that at the date of the Commentary upon the Book 

. of Aicill the rules for the distribution of property in the case dealt with were a 

mere survival of an organization which had practically ceased to exist, and that 

the seventeen consisted of the seventeen junior male descendants of the stirps, 

without reference to the original number of sons, and that these seventeen were 

arranged in classes after the analogy of the ancient divisions of the family. The 
anomalous results which would follow in some cases where the number of male 

descendants exceeded seventeen would not be more extraordinary than those 

which in exceptional cases occur under all systems for the distribution of property 

after death. 
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opel geilfine system, if all the members died off at regular 
intervals, would be az follows. The members of all the four 

classes would then be the descendants in the fourth degree 
of the original acquirer; the “geilfine” division would be 
the first cousins of the deirbane division ; the second cousins 
of the irene division, and the third cousins of the tnafine 
division ; the deirbrine division would be the first cousins 

of the gevlane division; the second cousins of the tarsine 
division, ami the third cousins of the innjine division; the 
tarkae division would be the second cousins of both the 
geinne and deirbnne divisions, and the third cousins of the 
innáne division; and the innjine division would be the 
third cousins of the three other divisions. Their relation- 
ship mizat also be traced by representation, that is by the 
relationship which at the first existed between the original 
members of each division, in which view the geiljine division 
would be the nephews of the deirdjine division, the great 
nephews of the iarjine division, and the great great nephews 
of the innjine division ; the deirbyine division would be the 
uncles of the geiljine division, the nephews of the tarsine 
division, and the great nephews of the innfine division ; the 
darfine division would be the uncles of the deirbfine division, 
the great uncles of the getljine division, and the nephews of 
the innjine division; and the innjine division would be the 
uncles of the zarjine division, the great uncles of the deirb- 
fine division, and the great great uncles of the geiljine 
division. As upon the failure of any class the property is 
to be divided among classes and not per capita, their shares 
are in the first instance determined by the assumed natural 
relationship of these divisions, and if this does not differ- 
entiate the classes, then by their representative relationship ; 
the nearest class taking three fourths, the next three six- 
teenths, and the most remote taking one sixteenth. On the 
extinction of the geilfine, three fourths would pass to their 
first cousins the deirbsine, three sixteenths to their second 
eousins the uar/ine, and one sixteenth to their third cousins 
the innjine. On the extinction of the deirbyine three fourths 
would pass to their first cousins the geilsine, three sixteenths 
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to their second cousins the zarysine, and one sixteenth to their 
third cousins the innfine. On the extinction of the iarfine 
division, a difficulty would arise, as both the deirbfine and 

geilfine divisions would stand in the same relation, viz., that 
of second cousins, and their respective portions would have 
to be determined by their representative kinship; the 
deirbfine division as representing nephews would take the 
precedence of the gevlfine division as representing great 
nephews, and three fourths would go to the deirbjine 
division, three sixteenths to the getlfine division, and one 
sixteenth to the annfine division. In the case of the extinc- 
tion of the zmnfine division, all the othér divisions stand to 
them in same degree of actual kinship, and the division of 

the property would follow representative kinship exclusively, 
three fourths passing to their nephews the zarjine division, 
three sixteenths to their great nephews the deirbsine 
division, and one sixteenth to their great great nephews the 
geilfine division. The distribution of the property of any 
two extinct classes follows precisely the same rules; if the 
property of each class be separately divided in the propor- 
tion of twelve to four between the surviving classes in 
accordance with their nearness of kinship. Thus upon the 
failure of both the geilfine and deirbfine division, the pro- 
perty of both is divisable between the remaining classes, 
their second and third cousins, three fourths to the iarjine, 
and one fourth to the innjine division; but upon the ex- 

tinction of the zarfine and innfine divisions, the two sur- 
viving classes standing in the same degree of actual kinship 
to both, the principle of representation is introduced and 
three fourths pass to the dewrbfine and one fourth to the 
geilfine division. 

This mode of explaining the geilfine system gives the key 
to the rules laid down in the 39th page of this volume. 
The passage referred to is an attempt to lay down the 
rules for the succession to a female in the technical terms 
used in reference to the organization of the family. It 
appears from the gloss that the rules 3 and 4, in page xiii, 
deal with the succession to the property of a deceased female, 
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and that the grand-children and great grand-children, there 
referred to, are not those of the deceased female, but of the 

original settler, if we may use this modern term. It appears 
that the hereditary right to the vacant lands did not extend 
beyond the fourth generation of the stirps, and that descend- 
ants of the several generations are conceived as co-existing. 
The existing descendants of the original stirps may be classed 
in two modes, either as constituting a geilfine system, or 
classified with reference to the relationship which the 
original members of any division of such a system would 
have borne to the original stirps. Ina fully formed family 

the members of the geilfine class would be the original 

members of their division and descendants in the fourth 
generation of the stirps ; the deirbh fine class would represent 
their fathers, the descendants in the third generation, and 
similarly the iazjine and innfine would represent ancestors 
who were the grandsons and sons of the original stirps; 
thus the terms geilfine and deirbhjine might in a secondary 
sense be used to designate descendants in the fourth and the 
third generation. The four generations of the male issue of 
the settler seem to have been regarded as forming four classes 
equivalent to the classes of the geilfine system, and having 
similar rights of property and succession inter sese.* 
Upon the completion of the Geilfine system the “family” 

does not appear to have dissolved beyond the extinction of 
hereditary rights in the land of the family; the organization 
still continued upon the basis of mutual guarantee and 
liability ; the seventeen houses (or the lesser number actually 
in existence) formed the patriciate of the “family,” jointly 
liable for the compensation for the wrong committed by 
members of the family, and jointly entitled to share in 
certain proportions in the compensation payable for wrongs 
inflicted upon members of the family. The chief represented 
henceforth the “family; not the hereditary rights of the 
original acquirer, for property falling in from externs vested 
not in him but the geilfine class; to the last the distinc- 

* The difficulty in this explanation is the incomprehensible glosses, page 41, lines 
80 and 31. It may be suggested that the glosses in question have been transposed. 
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tion of the “tribe” and “family” must have been clearly 
marked, the family rested on the lands of inheritance booked 
to the original acquirer, and as a family had no property 
external to that, the tribe possessed the general undivided 
tribe lands and the waste pasturage lands; these latter it is 
to be observed cannot have been included in the lands of 
the “family” which were finally divided upon the completion 
of the geilfine system. The claim of an individual to share 
in the pasturage was founded upon his being a member of 
the tribe, and had no connexion with his membership of 
a family, and when, we proceed to consider the Crith 
Gabhlach, it will be clear that, in the organization of the 

tribe, the family was wholly disregarded, as in the legion, 

the individual citizens were equal in the face of the law, 
and the paternal authority disregarded. 

The conclusions, to which we arrive, may be briefly stated 
as follows:—(1) the geilfine system was an ingeniously 
contrived organization of the “family” with the object of 
keeping it together upon the basis of mutual guarantee, 
founded upon the antecedent rules of succession to lands of 
inheritance (orba); and of retaining the lands of inheritance 
in the descendants of the original acquirer, as far as the 
existing rules as to “remoteness of limitations” permitted ; 
(2) that it was contrived in the interest of the noble classes, 
who possessed sufficient influence to procure portions of the 
public tribe lands to be granted to them and their families 
to the exclusion of the rights of the general body of the 
“tribe”; (3) that as the general tribe lands were appropriated 
by the noble class, the system in its earlier stages gradually 
became obsolute, and merely a subject of antiquarian en- 
quiry ; and that the later commentators, especially when 
once the idea of seniority as the basis of succession had been 
established, were unabled clearly to explain its origin and 
probably found more difficulty in understanding it than does 
the modern student ; and (4) that the system when existing 

in its latest state of survival was adopted: as the basis 
for a system of rules relative to the distribution of the 
property of an household, to which in its origin it had really 
no analogy. 
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IV. 

OX THE INCIDENCE OF FINES AND COMPENSATION 

FOR CRIMES. 

It is a cardinal principle of the Brehon Law that the 
liability to pay the fines and compensation for crimes, 
committed by a member of a tribe or family, should fall upon 
the persons who would be entitled to his property upon 
his death, and in the same proportions. 

In this volume there are contained two tracts as to the 
persons by whom, and the proportions in which, such fines 
and compensation should be paid, viz, the tract entitled 

“Of the Judgment of every Crime which any Criminal 
Commits, &c.,” and that entitled ‘The Land is forfeited for 

Crime.” If we could therefore succeed in ascertaining the 
mode in which such fines and compensation should be 
assessed upon persons other than the criminal himself, and 
in what proportions the fincs and compensation payable for 
the death of any member of a tribe or family should 
be divided, we cannot fail to acquire a certain degree 
of knowledge as to the distribution of property upon 
the death of the owner, and shall be in a position to 
understand the otherwise obscure rules as to the succession 
to land contained in the first tract published in this volume. 

The former of these tracts would appear to be of a very 
modern date, and not to be free from the influence of the 

principles of English Law. The reasons upon which the 
conclusion is arrived at are the following: (1) it distinctly 
recognises acts of violence to be crimes, and does not 
regard them as merely torts, treating the consequences 
of crimes in the light of punishments for wrongful and 
illegal acts; (2) the payments to be made by the criminal 
or his guarantors are considered as compromises by which 
he may escape the punishment due to his crimes, not as 
arrangements by which the quarrel between the parties 
is to be compromised ; (3) it seems to recognise a coercive 
jurisdiction as possessed by the Judge to which the parties 
were obliged to yield ; (4) it treats the execution of the 
criminal, his imprisonment, or his servitude as the possible 
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consequences of his crimes, and, as a logical result, discusses 
the contingency of his evasion to escape punishment. 

All these ideas are manifestly foreign to archaic law. 
The extreme vagueness and uncertainty of the use of the 

terms “deirbfine” and “geilfine” in this tract are very 
remarkable ; an uncertainty very puzzling to the authors 
of the glosses and commentary, who have frequently to 
correct and explain the manner in which these words are 
used. 

It appears that the former term is indiscriminately 
used in three different senses: (1) as descriptive of all the 
members of the geilfine organization, (2) as the dewrbfine 
class as distinguished from the geilfine, and (3) as a term 
descriptive of certain relationship merely. 

The glosses and commentary are especially important in 
dealing with this tract, as without a very careful reference 
to them erroneous conclusions may be derived from an 
unaided examination of the original text. 

The tract commences with a statement of the property 
and persons liable to the payment of fines and compensation. 
The rules of the priority here laid down may be summarized 
as follows :—(1) The criminal himself was primarily liable ; 
this is to be inferred from the words, “If he absconds,” 

commencing the paragraph, and stating thus the contin- 
gency upon which the subsequent secondary liabilities arise ; 
(2) The property moveable or immoveable of the criminal 

in the second degree was liable; when we proceed to the 
second tract upon the subject it will appear that this 
liability was considered as a charge specifically affecting 
the property in question ; it may be observed that this rule 
involves the idea that the injured perty had a legal right 
to the payment of the fine and compensation, a theory of 
anything but an archaic nature. (3) His father was liable 
in the third degree, whose liability 1s obviously founded not 
so much upon kinship, as upon his position as the head of the 
household of which the criminal was a member ; this passage 
is glossed with the explanation, “ when he has no son, for it 
is upon him (the son) it (the crime) should go before it went 
upon the futher ;” we may conclude therefore that the author 
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of the gloss would introduce the son into the list in priority 
to the father; it would appear that the original text 
contemplates the criminal as forming portion of his father’s 
household, but the author of the gloss perceives that the 
case of the criminal being himself the head of an household 
has been omitted, and points out that in such case the son 
whether as the co-owner of the household, or next in blood 

would be primarily liable; the old rule of the “coir-feine” 
law cited in the gloss proves that the liability did not affect 
ancestors or collateral relations so long as there was in 
existence issue of the criminal to be made answerable. 
(4) His brothers, in equal shares ; with brothers the liability 
by reason of kinship here stops short, for the next class in 
order are (5) his “deirbfine” (not deirbfine relations as in 
the translation, for there is no word in the original equivalent 
to relations); this word is explained in the gloss as equivalent 
to “ geilfine,” and must therefore mean that the liability fell 
upon the members of the gezlfine organization, falling upon 
the several classes successively, and ultimately upon their 
default upon the geilfine chief personally; such at least 
is the conclusion we draw from the following gloss; viz. : 
“Upon the chief, i. e. the chief who is over the geilfine 
division which happens to be there; and it is not the chief 
of the deirbfine divisions, nor of the zarfine division. It is 
on them (the geilfine division) the crime is charged before 
he brings it to the “detrbfine” division from whom he | the 
chief (?)] has taken their pledges.” (6) The household in 
which is his bed and where he is fed, which seems to mean that 

the liability then falls upon those who have harboured him 
and assisted his escape, for these words are qualified by the 
gloss : “if he is not caught upon his bed.” (7) The king, the 
head of the tribe, as contrasted with the head of the family. 

The second paragraph is evidently introduced from the 
work of some other author, as it is merely a re-statement of 
the rule laid down in the first paragraph, in a much less 
satisfactory form. It is remarkable that in the paragraph 
there is introduced after the “cdeirbfine” a class described 
as the “taoibhfine,” glossed as “his brother 's side family.” 
This would lead to the conclusion that in the latter para- 
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. graph the “deirbfine” meant not the members of the 
geilfine organization, but the first-cousins of the criminal. 
It is, however, not desirable to embarrass the clear state- 
ments of the first paragraph as explained by the glosses, or 
to start conjectures resting upon a paragraph so confused as 
the latter undoubtedly is. 
A mere sojourning stranger, from whom the chief had not 

and could not have taken pledges, if guilty of a crime, and 
not possessed of property, did not render any of the family 
or tribe liable to contribute to the fine or compensation pay- 
able in respect of his crime; he was simply “put upon the 
road,” declared “ exlex,” and abandoned to his fate. 

(The principle that the liability to pay should be com- 
mensurate with right to receive is remarkably laid down in 
the following rules contained in the Commentary :) 

In the case of any unintentional* crime except “ killing,” 
the eric fine is primarily payable by the criminal; the 
compensation (‘what he owes beside the eric fine,” i.e. the 
honour price) is payable by his family “in the proportions 
in which they divide his property.” 

In the case of unintentional “killing” (with certain 
exceptions) both the family and criminal contribute to pay 
the entire, whether he has means of payment or not, the 
criminal paying one “cumhal” of the compensation, and 
the same share as his father or son in the six cumhals of 
dire fine, the family contributing the residue in the shares 
in which would divide his property. The reason for this 
rule is stated to be that if he himself were killed the entire 
family would participate in the compensation. 

As to intentional crimes, the rule was different. Jn such 

cases the criminal, his son, and his father were successively 
liable to the full extent of their property in exoneration 
of the family. 
When payments have to be made by the criminal, 

they first fall upon his movable, secondly upon his 
immovable property, and finally upon himself, by which is 

* In page 249, line J, “ éitentional” is printed by mistake for “ unintentional.” 

g 
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meant that he should serve for it until he worked out the 
value of six “ cumhals,” 

At page 259 is discussed the proportions in which the 
arnount payable for “killing” should be divided among the 
kin of the deceased. The words of the Commentary are as 
follows :—°* When the man who is dead in this case has a 
son, he takes the cumbhal of compensation alone, if he be 
alive; and if he is not alive, his father is to take it; if he 

(the futher) is not alive, his brether is to take it; if he (the 

brother) is not alive, it is the nearest person to him that 
takes it. It is thus the body-fine is divided—three cumhals 
of dire-fine go to the son and to the father. There are 
three cumbhals of dire-fine remaining after that; a cumhal 
of dire-fine goes to a brother (the brothers?) collaterally. 
There are two cumbheals of dire-fine still after this ; a cumhal 
of dire fine of these goes to the son and to the father. 
There is one cumhal of dire fine there after that. This is 
to be divided from the lowest man of the gei/yine division 
until it reaches the uppermost man, and from the uppermost 
man until it reaches the lowest man,” &e.* Thus, of the six 

* This passage illustrates the connexion between the ather and son which so 

often occurs in ancient law. As lon; as the son forms one of the household of 

which the father is the head, he is obviously one of those in the hand of his 

father, and a co-owner of the household property : but even after he has left the 

original dwelling and e-tabli-hed a hearth for himself, he dees net completely 

succeed in shakin’ off his connexion with his parent. Hence the three emancipa- 

tions requi-ite at Noman law to free the son from the patria potectes, Its with 

reference to this principle that we may explain the passage in the last volume 

Which has produced so much discussion, viz. :—" Tf the father is alive and has 

two sons, amd each of these has a family of the full mumber --e., four -it is the 

opnion of laryers that the father would) chim a man's share in every family of 

them, and that in this case they forin two geiltine divi-ions : and if the property 

has come from another place--from a family outside, though there should be 

Within in the family a son or a brother of the person whee property came into it, 

he shall not obtain it any more fhan any óen an of the family.” (Vol. iii, 

}. 333.) Fron the present passace it is clear that, adthough the son established 

a separate household for himselt and his son, the father took a share in the 

money payable for his body fine; awl hence it may be inferred that the father 

was cntitled to support in the son's how. H a son obtainel orba Jands, and, 

having four sons, ¢-tabii-hed an independent © peiltine © system, it appears that 

Sis father could claim a oriai’+ share inGt. ur point of the question in the 

sage referred tu :eeins tu Le, what was the ;o-ition of the father if be had two 
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eumhals of the dire fine, the father takes two, the son two, 

the brotier one, the aeilfine division one. As to what is 
styled the compensation “the honour price) none of it passes 
to the geiltine division; this the son, in the first instance, is 

entitled te: in default, of a son, the father; in default of 

the father, the brother (or brothers); and in default of a 
brother, the nearest, person to him, by which we must 
nnderstand that it passes as a succession to the person or 
persons Ww ho world be entitled to the brother's property 

upon his ceath. Tia Commentary is appended to a text 
Which deals with the question, “ Who are they who divide 
the chattels and the deLudh property (of a deceased person 2). 

The answer to this in the original text rns simply thus— 
“Four, father and son, brother and family.” The Com- 

mentary, however, upon this text deals with the mode in 
which conpensation and dive fines are divistble, and 

hetween whom, Nothing can show more clearly that to 

the commentator the persons entitled to “dibadh” pro- 
perty and to eonipensation andl dire fine were the same and 
In the same proportion; bar he has certainty fiuled to 

explain whether it was in aceurdane: with the rule appli- 
cable to the eamoensation, or according ty that applicable 

to the dere fine, the dibadh property would devolve. It 

would seem that the rile applicable to the compensation, 
not that applicable to the dire fine, is the analogy to the 
rule for the devolution of the debadh property. The rule 

osna, who had beth ol sine | grant: of orba land, asd severally founded distinet 

families” in which of them shontd the father take his " man’s share” and 

Low should hia rivhts be arranged as between the two farsi 9? 

The opinion referred ta dail dewn that the father hala di-tinet and indepen- 

dent right to a coman’s share" in beth of the families, although they formed two 

diztinet celtive diviciona ‘Jhe vecond portion of the pas-aze points out the 

distinction between the rights of a father and that of any other meinber of the 

family in the form of an argument, viz. coil Se different i- the position of the 

father from that of any other member of the family, that in thy preceding 

enae the father has his right te a ‘man's share’ in both families, although 

in the eubeeqient case neo member of a family, whatever Le his apparent 

equity, haa any special rights whatsoever.” The father in the supposed case 

would acenpy the anomalous potion of being a member of two incipient 

" families.” 

g 2 
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:3 down in this passage is wholly in- 
CATT EO that state] in page 247, line 2. The latter 
LAGHADSS fo SP ime 3 as explanatury of the rule in page 
: Let mast be observed that the explanation 
won naetens wlth the mile which it is supposed to 
gX£1,.5.1., and “La, ts wake any sense of the passage, we 

et read at ine 4 of page 247 “share in” for “take.” 

Mow, ths whole explanation is introduced to explain the 

ancarsn® ancmaiy of the family contributing to the payment 
Of the compensation for an unintentional killing, and no 
cach exmanation would be necessary unless the fact of the 

faring sharing in the liability to pay, and the right to 

rem ive Cogg neation presented some ditheulty which re- 
quired explanation. This difficulty must have been that 
the rules ns to compensation were in some extent incon- 

sistent with what would have been naturally expected to 

have been ad down upon the subject—that is, that they 

devintel from the fundamental principle of the rules as to 

liability te pay oor receive fines: and compensation with 

these which regulated the devolution of property upon 
death. 

Ifthe family, by which we must understand the parties 

linble in the sceond desree, paid) the amount te which the 

criminal himself was primarily liable, they acquired a charge 
upon his property, which they could) enforce to taking 
possession and the reeeipt of the protic. The limit of the 
duty of the fanaily which pays his, the kinsinan’s, trepasses 
until they are pad back every “sell which they have 
paid, tezether with its pretit, the gracing of the crass, nor 

e 
- so ise ale ws 

. 
is 

ao. 

e ga ate bé 

tae must, ner the corm de net nó into account against 
tacm. ° 

bo intared: party appears (Co have possessed a similar 
is ainesteven the land of the wrongdoer, if he had 

fhe oimembers of che {amity could Uscharze the 

ruin agasst Chenmselves by handing ever the criminal, and 
Le sall for Chompeelves. = And che family have the 

III Warther te hand him ever and have the land to 

® Bas 257, 
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themselves, or whether they will give the land for the crime ; 
and it ig within the choice of the family this lies.” It 
follows from this passage that, the injured party had an 
acknowledged, and acquiesced in, right to seize even the 

land of the wrongdoer in payment of his demand, which 
would have led to the very inconvenient result of a stranger 
being settled upon the tribe or family land: what would 
be the legal status of the stranger is difficult to understand, 
whether he would be entitled only to the profits of land 
held by the wrongdoer in exclusive ownership merely, or 
whether the possession of the land would have drawn with 
it the accessories of sharing the common tribe land, and the 
depasture of the waste; to avoid this difficulty the family 
might surrender the wrongdoer, and themselves acquire his 
portion of land. 

The second tract entitled “The Land is forfeited for 
Crimes,” is of a very miscellaneous nature, and of a palpably 
late date. The idea of the forfeiture of the lands of a criminal, 

irrespective of their valueandamount,arose in the Englishand 
other feudal systems from the nature of the tenure of land. 
The lord possessed the absolute ownership, the tenant only 

the usufruct upon the condition of the performance of the 
incidents of his tenure; the commission of a felony, in its 

nature a quasi-treasonable act, terminated the right of the 
tenant to the usufruct, and the Jand escheated to the lord of 

whoin it was held ; the escheat of the land in such a caso 

rested upon an entirely different basis from that of the 
forfeiture of the felons’ goods ; but when the land was held 
in absolute ownership, and the possession of the owner was 
that of the head or member of a family, although his goods 
might be forfeited, the land could not; the Jaw as to the 

gavelkind lands of Kent was a survival and illustration of 
this principle. In the preceding tract the wrongdoer cither 
lost the possession of his land temporarily until its profits paid 
off the amount to which he was liable, or absolutely as the 
result of his loss of status, not as a punishment in the correct 
use of that term. The author of this tract has thrown 

together a number of loose memoranda and references to 
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authorities upon the subject of the forfeiture of land, and 
the fines payable in respect of theft, in a manner which 

would suggest that they represent the heads of some law 
argument upon the subject. The case upon which he relies 
is the remarkable decision as to the forfeiture of Bregia by 
the tribe of Aengus Gabhuaidech, in consequence of the 
latter having wounded in the eye the King Cormac at his 
palace at Tara; the circumstances of the case are fully set 
forth at the commencement of the Book of Aicil] in the 
preceding volume. It is to be observed that in the oriyinal 
authority there is no allusiun to a forfeiture of the land at 
all; the decision was that the members of Aengus’ tribe 
should undergo a “ diminutio capitis,” viz. that in a certain 
proportion the inhabitants should be reduced to the con- 
dition of * daer” stock tenants: and that which is treated 
as a forfeiture of the land arose from their refusal to submit to 
the sentence, and emigrating in a body into Munster. Our 
author treats the transaction as essentially a forfeiture in the 
nature of a punishinent for a crime. " For what eld Adam 
did great things were lust.” i.e., as by the transgression “all 
the fruits of Paradise were forfeited by Adam, sv his lands 
were forfeited by Aengus, “ 

Various other passages prove the late date of this tract, 
and that it was written either by an ecclesiastie, or under 
ecclesiastical influence. such as the following extract 
noted down for citation, " God has not formed corruption 
nor any particular species of vielation, the merciful God 
deems such things atrocious: unless land is given no 
umpire can heal them. ¢+.. unless land is obtained as the 
eric-tine the crimes cannot be taken away, though it be 
a rizhteous judge who estimates them, for he would 
proucunce no falsehood.”+ In a subsequent passage we find 
an extract from the Gospel of St. John introduecd by the 
Wee kuown phrase of “ut déc lee” It would appear in 

woz. 4 Te pitullar Judgment upen this cceasicn may have arisen from 

fut sg toe? Arto. when Lhe wounded Ning Curmac, was acting in an offici:l 
Cheb te? le ths os seán; GP bis tribe, 

oe H -” 
- - 

sh." a so 
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one passage that the author was attempting to introduce 
the doctrine of the Roman “ hrres.”* 

Although evidently drawn up for some practical purpose, 
the tone and manner of this tract closely resemble portions 
of the introduction to the Book of Aicill, which the author 

manifestly had before him, and it is probably of the same 
and as late a date. 

Apart from a few incidental extracts from previous authors, 
it cannot be considered as an authority on the Brehon Law, 

and is valuable as illustrating the change to which the older 
system must have been subjected from the influence of the 
Church. 

At the date of its composition the Irish lawyers were 
perplexed by the conflicting ideas of the old law on the 
one hand, and Christianity and the Roman Law on the 
other, the state of mind so curiously exempliticd by the 
introduction to the laws of Alfred. 

V. 

THE SUCCESSION To LAND. 

In the preceding section we have endeavoured to ascertain 
the proportions in which fines and compensations were 
payable by the parties secondarily liable, as affording some 
reliable information as the rules of succession to property, 
and enabling us thus to explain the passages in the first 
tract in this volume dealing with the subject, and as also 
explaining the practical effect of the geilfine system upon 
the succession to land. 

However strongly the rule may be laid down that the 
liability to pay the fine or compensation falls upon those 
who would be entitled to the property of the wrongdoer 
upon his death, and in the same proportions, it is clear 
that this lability could only fall upon the persons in esse 
at the time, those resembling the class of persons entitled 
under an ordinary English settlement of real estate, 
whom we should describe as having vested estates in 
remainder, and must exclude the unborn issue of all such, 

* Page 267. 

ee Oe eee ae? eee eee 
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although such issue may subsequently come into being, and 
succeed to the possession of the estate. The rules for the 
incidence of these payments must have been drawn up to 
meet ordinary cases ; and the more complicated and unusual 
must have been decided according to the principle involved 
in these rules—involved, not expressed—because the Brehon 
lawyer is always dealing with specific concrete cases, and 
however elaborate in his arithmetic calculations, never 

atterapts any abstract rule or definition. Before discussing 
the rules as to the succession of land, it may be observed 
that toa large proportion of the tribe land the legal idea 
of a succession must have been inapplicable. It is now an 
admitted fact that the Irish tribe was not in its organization 
an anomalous institution, but was simply one example of 
those village communities which existed among all the 
early Aryan nations, and that the furms of all these com- 
munities resembled each other in their general features. In 
all the numerous books published lately upon the subject, 
this principle has been laid down; and the difficulty in 
dealing with the sulject at present is not to discover 
analogous cascs, but to escape being entangled in or misled 
by the countless examples of institutions more or less 
similar, with which we are now so abundantly furnished. 
The district of the tribe was at first as a matter of fact, and 

was always in theory considered to be, the property of the 
tribe; from this are first to be subtracted the dwellings of 
the members of the tribe, with their curtilages; next the 
chief's share ; and lastly, those portions of the general tribe 
land which had been in same mauner (it is immaterial how) 
allotted to individuals or families in exclusive ownership, 
The residue of the lands, unappropriated to indviduals, con- 
sisted of the common tillage and meadow land, and the 
common pasture or waste. The comion tillage and meadow 
lands were divided out from time to time in separate pro- 
portions, and according to some customary law among all 
the members of the tribe who also enjoyed the right to 
depasture the waste according to certain fixed rules, It is 
cicar that to these lattcr two classes of land the idea of 
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succession is wholly inapplicable; the right to till or graze 
the public lands was a purely personal and temporary nght 
enjoyed by the individual as being a member of the tribe, 
and enjoyed by his sons, not by any hereditary right, 
claimed from or through their father, but in their own right 
as themselves being members of the tribe for the time being. 
The ownership of these lands was vested in the collective 
tribe, but the rights of each memher were personal, tempo- 
rary, and incorporeal. But the nature of the interes! of the 
owners in land cut out of the general tribe land, and allotted 
in exclusive ownership was entirely different. They claimed 
under a grant made to one or more persons, and made their 
title through the grantee or grantees; this title to land is 
usually spoken of as being hereditary, and the land in 
question described as inheritable land, or land of inheritance ; 
but it does not follow that although the title must be made 
under a particular grant, and through the original grantee, 
that the actual owners stand in the relation of “ heirs” to 
the person through whom theyclaim. Our modern ideas of 
inheritance and heirship are involved with those of the 
transmission of property by descent and primogeniture ; 
and much of the confusion which exists upon this subject, 
has arisen from the inquiry proceeding upon the assumption 
that purely local and arbitrary rules of our own municipal 
law are universal and eternal principles. 

Land might be allotted in separate ownership for a 
limited period (e.g. for a life), or in perpetuity ; but 
although the former class of grants are found among the A. 
S. charters, in the case of the Irish tribes we have no reason 

to believe that the grants were limited in duration. 
When land was alienated in perpetuum, it passed upon 

the death of the original grantee to the person or 
persons entitled, according to the custom, to the succes- 
sion to his property; such persons might, or might not, 

be identical with his nearest agnates; but even if they 
were, it did not follow that their title to the succession was 

founded on descent or even blood relationship. The origin 
of all successions appears to be not descent, but co-ownership. 
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other members in the common fund, the extent of collateral 

heirship admitted by the customary law may be very wide ; 
and, on the other hand, it will be probably found that in 
the case of a nation which, from some external reason, has 

acquired the custom of inhabiting small and distinct habita- 
tions, the degrees of collateral heirship will be contracted, 
unless the idea of relationship be kept up by family religious 
rites, The reason for the rule that the liability to pay fines 
and compensation falls upon the persons who would take 
the property of the criminal, and in the same shares, is that, 
as the family has to pay for the wrongs committed by its 
members, the payment falls upon the common fund, and 
diminishes p70 tanto the shares of all who take by survivor- 
ship. 

This is illustrated by, and explains, a difficulty which 

arises as to the incidence of, and the rights to, fines. In 
some passages the father is the person primarily liable, in 
some the son, and in some they are represented as jointly 
entitled to the compensation. Who in any given case were 
entitled to the succession, or liable for wrongs, must 
originally have turned upon the question of fact, who, at the 

date of the death, or of the crime, were the members of the 

household to which the deceased or the wrong-doer belonged. 

The rules as to the succession to land have been em- 

barrassed by the use in the Brehon Law of words descrip- 
tive of different kinds of interests in lands, or, rather, of 

lands distinguished by a reference to the nature of the 

interests of the possessors ; and the terms used are such as 

involve a cross division. The primary distinction between 

the gereral tribe-land and the lands of inheritance is per- 

fectly clear ; the former are the fearan fine; the latter are 

the orba lands. The latter class of lands are subdivided 

into those upon which the geilfine organization had been, 

and those in which it was not, established. The former 

lands are described repeatedly as “ coibne” land—that is, 

land which was the property of an organized association of 

persons. The root of the word seems to imply something 

like the spreading of branches from a common stock, and it 
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is frequently used to denote the association of different 
individuals considered as one body in a legal point of view. 
There also occurs another term frequently used as descriptive 
of land, viz., “ dibadh,” the explanation of which involves 

much difficulty. It is used, as has been observed, in the 
first tract as descriptive of common tribe land as contrasted 
with coibne land; it is also used to express the property 
passing from a deceased to the parties entitled to the succes- 
sion, and it is used in the latter sense evidently to describe 
the share of a deceased co-owner in coibne land when it 
passed by succession. It would appear that the term is 
used rather in opposition to the term “coitne” than as 
descriptive of any specific class cf lands, and desigates land 
which is divisible among various parties as tenants in 
common, and not as members of an association. The same 

land might be described as either “coibne” or ‘ dibadh,” 
according to the rights of the individuals then under con- 
sideration. The question as to the succession to “ cruibh” 
and “ sliasta,” the interests in which were created by express 
contract, may be postponed until after that of the two other 
classes—viz., (1) land of inheritance not subjected to the 
geilfine organization, and (2) lands upon which a geilfine 
organization had been established 

Assuming that the penalty for wrong falls upon the 
household of the wrong-doer, and that the succession to his 
property would take the form of a survivorship of the other 
members of the household, three possible cases would arise— 

(1.) If the wrong-doer, or deceased, as the case might, be, 
were a member of his father’s household, the liability would 
fall upon the father, and the share of the deceased pass to 

him, in both cases in his character of head of the household. 
(2.) If the son did not go out during his father’s lifetime, 

and after his death continued in the house in joint possession 
with his brothers and their descendants, the latter would 

both incur the liability and take the succession, in each case 
as the co-members of the household, but the transaction 

would apparently be different from the preceding case, for 
the fact of the succession would be here apparent. 
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(3.) If the son had gone out and established himself as 
the head of an independent household, the liability would 
fall upon, and the succession accruo to, his own children or 
remoter descendants, the co-members of the household, and 

in this case there would appear to be liability and heirship 
resting upon descent. 

The right to fines or compensation would follow the same 
rule as the liability to pay them. 

In the latter two cases, if we were to speculate who at any 
given time might be the co-members of the household, our 
calculation would include all persons necessarily members of 
the house who could come into being during the life of 
the wrong-doer, or deceased. 

The two tracts in question in various passages state the 
persons liable to pay and entitled to receive fines and com- 
pensation. The statements are apparently contradictory, 
but a clear idea of the order of priority may be obtained by 
a careful comparison and analysis. We may disregard the 
passages in which the general word “family ” is used; in all 
such cases the liability of the members of the family among 

themselves would be secundum legem, and this must be 

necessarily implied. We may similarly disregard the pas- 
sages in which the term “ the nearest hearth” is used; this 

term must either mean the household next liable in order 
according to law, or refer to cases inapplicable to the question 
of succession. 

In page 248 the order of liability is thus described :—(a) 
the father; (6) the brother ; and (c) the geilfine (see the gloss 
as to the latter term, and the preceding gloss introducing 
the son in priority to the father). In page 245 it is—(a) 
the brother; (b) the geilfine division; (e) the deirbfine; 
(d) the taoibhfine or the iarfine division ; and (e) the iar- 
fine. In 247 it isthe son. In page 269 it is—(a) the son; 
and ()) the father; and in pages 249 and 268 it is simply 
the geilfine. 

As to the right to receive the compensation, in page 245-6 
we are told that the body fine for the death of father or son 
is payable to the entire family. In page 255 tho father and 
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(2.) The term son must be read as “sons,” and inclusive 
of the descendants of sons, and the observation applies te 
the term “ brother” also. 
The sons of the deceased take in priority to his brothers; but 

of such a rule, when once admitted to exist, there are two 

possible explanations, either (a.) that the brothers succeed 
if the deceased die without leaving sons or lineal descendants 
surviving him, or (b.) that the brothers, or their descen- 
dants claiming through them, succeed to the inheritance upon 
the general failure of the sons or their descendants, as we 
should express it, upon the general failure of the male issue 
of the purchaser; or, as it might be put, whether upon 
failure of male issue of the original acquirer, his brothers or 
their descendants would claim as his heirs, or as the collateral 

heirs of the last of the issue, This involves the question 
what was the nature of the interest taken by the sons of 
the deceased in his lands. At the present day, and in the 
English Law, the eldest son, succeeding as heir to an estate 

in fee, takes the estate absolutely without any obligation to 
transmit it to his own heir; according to the old French 
law of substitutions the eldest son took the estate, but was 

deprived of all power of alicnation, so that the succession upon 
his death passed to his heir; and the principle of the Scotch 

tailzie is similar. 
In all early systems of law the idea of primogeniture is 

absent, and the land passes to all the sons; supposing it 
thus to pass, the practical working of the rule of descent 
hinges upon the question whether these sons take as abso- 
lute owners, with ful] powers of alienation, or whether all 
the male descendants of the ancestor have a claim toa 
portion in the lands which cannot be defeated by their 
predecessors ; and if so, how long does this right exist, or at 
what date is it extinguished? 

Although the tribe may be considered as perpctual, and 
its members, at however remote a date, retain their rights 
in the common land, there is no indication that the lands of 

inheritance were subject to such a rule, which, if it existed, 

would have bound property in a perpetual entail, and pro- 
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not, transmissible beyond the fourth generation, all the 
existing members of the class at the date of the last division 
(the date of the introduction of the last member into the 
class) would hold in severalty, and form respectively new 
hereditary stocks. It may be suggested that the reason for 
the assumption of four gencrations as the basis of this 
system of descent, was as follows :—the land vested in the 
original acquirer, as head of his household, and as a portion 
of the joint property, which he could not alien during his 
life, and the rights of those who succeeded to the Jand were 
based upon the theory of their being the surviving members 
of his household. When the fact of succession passed into 
a theory for succession, the right of succession would be 
given to all those who could possibly have been existing 
members of the household at date of the death of the head, 

and descendants of the fourth degree were considered as 
the most remote who could stand in that position. A law 
of heirship founded upon such a basis would draw the limit 
of collectoral heirship at third cousins; this may seem to 
some a very narrow and imperfect scheme of title by des- 

cent, but the difficulty seems to us not to reduce it to this limit, 
but to extend it so far. The succession, in default of sons, 

passed first to the father, and then to the uncles of deceased, 
but manifestly all more remote collateral relutions were ex- 
cluded, and the succession of the geilfine class was equiva- 
lent to a succession to the family to which the deceased 
belonged. The rights of the heir-at-law, however remote 
his relationship to the deceased, is a purcly English and 
modern idea, imported into the feudal law by a very trans- 
parent fiction, and almost within the present generation, 
systematized by recent statutes. As against the father or 
the brothers, there does not seem to have been any restraint 

upon alienation, and naturally because they could not have 
been members of the household of the deceased, and they 

could not be considered, except by a fiction, as having any 
joint ownership with the deccased in the subject matter of 
the succession. The “alicnation” applicd to the ownership 
of land, such as we are dealing with, must be understood as 

h 
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alienation in accordance with the local custom, and so far 

as it was thereby pemnitted, and is not to be confounded 
with the unrestricted rights of disposal, which we now asso- 
ciate with absolute ownership. 

In considering any rules of descent, it must be remem- 
bered that the terms son, brother, &c., are correlatives, and 

possess no meaning until we have ascertained who is the 
father, brother, &c., to whom they refer—until we have fixed 

the stirps, the relationship to which determines the succes- 
sion. ‘The original stirps must manifestly be the head of 
the household, when the land in question was granted in 
several ownership out of the commun tribe land; but if the 
right by descent were always traced back to the first 
acquirer, the extent to which collateral successions would 
exist must have been far wider than the text authorizes us 
in concluding it to have been. If we are right in our 
opinion that the general rule of all male descendants to a share 
in the inheritance ceased with the fourth generation, it 
follows that the members of the family who then acquired 
separate, not undivided shares, cach became a new stirps 

for a fresh line of descendants. 
When land has been granted out of the common tribe 

land in severalty, and as the property of an individual, if 
the inheritance become vacant by the failure of heirs to the 
grantee, the land thus left without an owner falls back into 

the general tribe land out of which it was taken. Whether 
in such a case 1t becomes the property of the chief, or of the 
members of the tribe, depends upon the question whether 
the chicf has, as was ultimately in most European countries 
the case, succeeded in substituting himself for the general 
body of the members of the tribe as the representative of 
the State. That lands of inheritance, upon which no geil- 
fine system had been established, did so revert, is proved by 
the special rule relative to extern inheritance in the case of 
a fully organized “fine,” in which latter case the geilfine 
division were entitled tu a succession, in the nature of an 

escheat, in vacant inheritances. This we take to be the 
ineaning of the passage in page 285 :—“ The geilfine extends 
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to five persons, and it is they that get the dibadh of every 
kindred chief who leaves ‘ dibadh’ property.” The phrase 
“who leaves” is glossed “who becomes extinct of.” The 
geilfine divisicn are here described as five co-existing 
persons, who take jointly an inheritance under certain 
circumstances. There would be no necessity for the obser- 
vation, if the “ dibadh” property in question passed to them 
as those primarily entitled to the succession ; their right to 
succeed is a privilege connected with their official or local 
position as the five men of the geilfine division. The pro- 
perty in question cannot have been the “ dibadh ” property 

of any of the seventeen men, for it would then have survived 
to the men of the division of the deceased. This implies 
that the five men of the “ geilfine” division represent the 
entire “fine” for the purpose of receiving successions, as 
they represent the community in being ultimately liable in 
certain cases for the wrong committed by the members of 
the “fine. If an allotment made to a member of the 
“fine,” other than the seventeen men, became vacant by 
failure of heirs, the land fell not into the common property 
of the “fine,” but became the exclusive property of the five 
men. If brothers, however, take a succession next to the 

sons of a deceased, this rule could not (subject to the excep- 
tion subsequently noticed) apply until the “ geilfine ” system 
had been completed, and the land divided among the 
members, because every member of the “fine” must in that 
ease have left a brother or nephews surviving him, except a 
sixth or younger son of the first geilfine chief,and a son of such 
son, or a sixth or younger son of the second “ geilfine” chief, 
&c. Successions so very rare as these could not be considered 
as in the nature of a privilege or the subject ofa special rule, 

and, as up to the date of the final partition the “ geilfine” 
chief is assumed to be the owner of the waste, there would 
be little object in such a regulation; but its meaning 1s 
evident if it implies that the fifth “geilfine” chief, 
and his four brothers, who jointly form the last and 

permanent “ geilfine ” division, continuing to represent the 

“ fine” for the purpose of liability, continue also to repre- 
h2 
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sent it beneficially as entitled to the succession to vacant 
inheritances, Their position would in this case be very 
similar to that of the lord of a manor in the English law. 

It is stated in the introduction to Mr. Curry’s Lectures 
that the succession was at first to the sons or remoter 
male issue exclusively, but that ultimately the daughters 
became entitled if there were no sons.* Although the 
authorities cited to support this seem to the cases and rules 
dealing with cruzb and sliasta land, there is no reason to 

doubt the general accuracy of the statement. . 
There are, undoubtedly, in the glosses to the first tract in 

this volume, indications that at the date of the glosses, 
dauchters had succeeded in acquiring a right to succession 
upon the death of their brothers, and that the later lawyers 
altered the original text, by the introduction of words sup- 
posed to have been omitted, and thus corrected the law to 

make it accord with the later usage; thus, in the original text 
at page 39, linc 23, there is the passage, “an extern branch 
stops it (;.e., the property) if the five persons of the geilfine- 
division perish.” This is glossed as follows—“and in this 
case there is no female heir.” This gloss manifestly follows 
up that in page 41, line 24, referring to page 39, line 16, “ all 
the geilfine-division have become extinct, and all the land is 
obtained by the daughter in right of her female ‘ coarb ’- 
ship, or as I have to tell concerning the dibadh-land of the 
head (cin) to whom the land belonged, 7.¢., the daughter ; 
it is then the land is divided among the three tribes.” The 
right of females to a succession would be manifestly sug- 
gested by the feudal law; the first English settlement was 
founded upon the assertion of this principle; and such a 
doctrine would be popular among the owners of land, natur- 
ally desirous to transmit their property to their female 
issue. The principle of female succession to lands other 
than cruibh and sliasta, docs not exist in the original 
text, and appears as struggling into existence at the date of 
the latest commentators ; such a theory of succession is in 
contradiction to the old conception of the houschold, and 

* Manners and Customs, vol I., p. clxxe 
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that it was repugnant to the opinions of the older school of 
lawyers is shown by the restrictions by which it was limited 
even in the case of cruibh and sliusta land. 

The obvious objection in a system of tribe law to female 
succession is that it naturally leads to alienate the lands of 
the family, and by intermarriages with externs to transfer 
them to members of a foreign tribe. This difficulty arose in 
the days of Moses, Thus, on the petition of the daughters 
of Zelophedad, of the tribe of Manasseh, who had died in 
the wilderness, Moses laid down the rule that the daughters 
should succeed to their father’s inheritance if there was no 
son ;* but the objection to this rule was soon perccived and 
stated by the fathers of the family of Gilead, viz., “if they be 
married to any of the sons of the other tribes of the children 
of Israel], then shall their inheritance be taken away from 
the inheritance of our fathers, and be put to the inheritance 
of the tribe whereunto they are received; so shall it be 
taken from the lot of our inheritance.”t The rule, as origin- 
ally laid down, had to be modified by the annexed proviso, 

“every daughter that possesseth an inheritance in any tribe 
of the children of Israel, shall be wife unto one of the family 
of the tribe of her father, that the children of Israel may 
enjoy every man the inheritance of his father. Neither 
shall the inheritance remove from one tribe to another tribe, 

but every one of the tribes of the children of Israel shall 
keep himself to his own inheritance.”+ 

At whatever date female succession was established, it 

appears to have been subject to a restriction similar in 
effect to the later Mosaicrule. “A female heir is here referred 
to who has had the father’s and the grandfather’s land for a 
time, and though she should desire to give it to her sons, sho 

shall not give it. $ The introduction of female succession to 
land is contemporary with the birth of the idea of absolute 
ownership, and fixes the date at which the idea of the family 
and tribe is finally broken up. Although the rule of 
female succession existed under the Brehon Law it may 

* Num. 27, 1. 1 I4., ch. 36, 1. t Id, v. 8. 
§ Page 39, see gloss, p. 41, line 4. 
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be regarded as a proof of the late date of the author who 
asserts it as a rule, and must be rejected from any state- 
ment of the ancient law of succession. 

The succession to the cruibh and sliasta land rested upon 
express contract, and this class of lands consisted of those 
which, to use a modern term, were settled upon the mar- 

' riage of a daughter of the house; that this form of succes- 
sion was considered as an infringement of the common 
right of the family is proved by the necessity of obtaining 
the consent of the geiljiie-chief to the contract. The effect 
of this contract, it would appear, was to introduce the 
daughter into the class entitled to the succession upon the 
death of the father. It must be presumed that the daughter 
during her life was entitled to the possession, as in the 
Welsh law in analogous ease it is stated, “her gwaddol 
constitutes her proprietorship if she abide by her kindred.”® 
The succession of her children was, however, much restricted ; 
if she were married to a native freeman, her sons would be 

themselves entitled to the rights of full members of the tribe 
and upon the obvious principle that they could not claim 
at once under and against the custoin, they lost, for the 
general benctit of the family, two-thirds of the lands ; if her 
sons were, through. their father, “exiles and forcigners,” te, 

if they had no claim to any portion of the family land under 
the customary law, they were left in possession cf the 
entire at the will of the family, “ while they are doing good 
with it.” If the only issue of the marriage were daughters, 
there appears to have been a question whether they were 
entitled to a succession. Their right to the land was estab- 
lished by a leading case decided by Brigh, probably the 
wife of the Brehon Sencha previously referred to,t and it 
would scem that the passage introduced in page 41, line 16, 
is intended to be a report of the judement. The case is 
thus stated—* The mother had dicd, and left no sou, and 

there are no sons, but daughters only And the daughters 
shall obtain all the land with oblication to perform service 
of attack and defence, or the half of it, without obligation to 

® Ancient Laws, &c., of Wales, vul. 2, p. 607. ¢ Page 17. ee ee ey eT Te aa 7 
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perform service of attack and defence; and there is power over 
them to compel them to restore the land after their time.” 
Hence it would appear that they were bound te indemnify 
the tribe against loss by reason of their incapacity to 
serve, or to compound for this liability by surrender of half 
the land, as a tenant of a lease, perpetually renewable, 

may, upon obtaining a fee-farm grant, free his holding from 
future liability to rent by releasing to the landlord a pro- 
portionate part of the lands; and that the interest taken 
by the daughters was for their own lives, and upon their 
death the lands fell back into the common fund of land out 
of which it had been taken, 

Vi. 

JUDGMENTS OF Co-TENANCY.* 

The subject of this tract may be more correctly described 
as the rules reculating the mode of the partition of lands 
held by joint tenants, and the rights which, upon the parti- 
tion, arise between the owners of the several portions. 

The composition of the tract is remarkably consecutive, 
and, from the author’s point of view, logically developed. 
The commentary is unusually clear and intelligible, although 
in some instances explanations are introduced which antici- 
pate, or are merely copicd from, subsequent passages of'the 
original text; thus the commentary in page 77 1s identical 
with the text at page 113; and towards the end of the 
tract passages evidently taken from other writings are intro- 

* The word translated in the text “co-tenancy” is translated by Dr. O'Donovan 
as “joint-tenancy.” ‘This is a very remarkabte error not as to the meaning of 

the Irish word, but of its presumed English equivalent. The subject discussed 
in the tract is the rights arising between persons, who have ceased to be joint- 

tenants by a severance of their joint-tenancy, and become owners in severalty of 

their separate huldings. We have no English term expressing such a legal 

relation, and the words “ co-t‘iauey ” and © co-teaants” have been used as 

the nearest equivaleut expre--ion. The learned translators did not profess to 

be skilled in the terms of Eng‘i-h law, but they grievously embarrased their 

translations by the use of techuial Words which they could not be expected to 

understand. The present editors have carefully removed from the trans'ation 

every English term, the use of which could lead only to a miscon-cpiion of the 

original text. 
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duced, some of which are difficult to understand, and others 
directly contradict the leading principles laid down in the 
body of the work. A remarkable instance of the latter case 
occurs in page 147, from line 6 to line 19. 

This tract does not apply to any process similar to the 
modern enclosure of a common. That the general tribeland 
or public pasture should be cut up into separate lots, and 
divided among the members of the tribe in absolute owner- 
ship, was foreign to the ideas of any carly community, and the 
author, at the commencement of the tract, carefully points 
to the circumstances under which the relationship described 
by him as “co-tenancy” arose. “ Whence does co-tenancy 
arise f” he asks; and tw this question himself replies—* From 
several heirs.” We are here reminded of the important 
statements referable to the land of the “fine” in pages 287 
and 285, the former of which states that the land of a family 
was not at all divided, and the latter states that in certain 

circumstances the members of the gei/fine organization 
divided among themselves the residue of the tribe land as 
dibadh land, and that thereupon the family relations ceased, 
and there was henceforth what was called a community 
of people. The partition of the lands need not be confined 
to the case of a “sine,” but must be extended to the breaking 
up of any inheritance among several heirs, which, if the 

theory of the rules regulating the succession to land herein- 
before proposed be correct, necessarily took place on the 
completion of the fourth generation of the descendants of 
the founder of the household or first acquirer, 

The author understands that the pre-existing rights, which 
depended upon joint ownership, are determined by the fact 
of the partition, and that the owners of the several lots 

must henceforth deal with cach other individually, and 
that their mutual rights depend upon an azreement contem- 
porary with the division of the lands. “The heirs, in the 
first place, partition their shares and their possessiuns, and 
each of them guards against the other of them, and each of 
them gives a pledye of indemnity to the cther.’* The re- 

* Page 69 
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ciprocal rights between the adjoining and now independent 
owners, which are to be thus secured by mutual pledges, 
would in the civil or English law be inferred in the case of 
any adjoining owners, and the transaction takes the form of 
the mutual covenants, which are sometimes necessary, to 

meet peculiar circumstances, in our deeds of partition. It is, 
however, to be observed that the giving of the indemnity 
was not accompanied with any detail of the extent and 
nature of the indemnity itself, which was defined and ex- 
plained by reference to the custom, and that the material 
pledge given and preserved was not the corpus out of which 
the compensation or damages was to be paid, but rather the 
evidence of the existence of a contract the nature of which 
was assumed. “ Each cotenant shall place a pledge of the 
value of two ‘serepulls’ on one of the rack pins of each 
other's at the foot of the bed as security for the fulfilment of 
the duties of co-tenancy ; and though he should not fulfil 
them, this is not the pledve that shall be forfeited for it, but 
the ‘smacht’-fine which we have mentioned before, or sacks, 

or fines for man trespass according to the nature of the tres- 
pass, if trespass has taken place therefrom.”* The subse- 
quent relation of the parties is clearly expressed in the phrase 
—“ the new custom avoids the security,”+ meaning that the 
relations which had previously existed between the parties, 
arising by implication from their position as joint owners, 
had come to an end, and that their subsequent mutual rights 
rested upon the lezal consequences of the interchange of 
pledges. 

The several lots in the lend to be divided having been 
ascertained, the duty of sufficiently fencing their respective 
shares fell upon the several parties. There are no rules given 
for the extent of fencing, which each several owner was to 
execute, and as each fence was common to two propertics, it 
must in every case have been a matter of arrangement be- 
tween the parties ; but very specific directions are given as to 
to the size and materials of the fences to be erected. There are 
four kinds of fence specified ; (1) a trench, corresponding with 

* Page 70. t Page 74. 
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what is now usually called in Ireland a “ ditch ;” a trench with 
the earth dug out of it, piled on one side of it in the fashion 
of a wall or mount; the trench was to be three feet deep, 
three feet wide at the top, onc at the bottom, and two at the 
middle. The mound corresponded with the form of the 
trench out of which it was excavated, being three feet in 
height, three fect wide at the base, and one foot at the top. 

(2) Astone wall of six feet in height, three feet wide at the base, 

and one at the summit: this was evidently a dry stone wall 
like those now common in the West of Ireland, because the 
only instrument specified as necessary for their erection is 
an iron bar, and there is no allusion to the use of mortar. 

(3 & 4) The other two kinds of fences, described as a “strong” 
or “close” fence, or a “ felmadh” (otherwise a naked) fence, 

were of wood or timbers set together; the details of these 
are elaborately given, but must appear to the modern reader 
rather obscure. The former is thus described: “the top of 
the one tree shall be on the trunk of the other tree, and so 

as that the smallest sucking pig could not pass through it 
for its closeness, nor the ox pass over it for its height.” The 
latter class cf fence was not of so substantial a nature. 
“The naked fence should be thus made; the length of a 
foot to the articulation (ur separation) of the big toe is to 
be between every two stakes, and six feet in its height, or 
twelve hands, if it be measured by hands; and three bands 
of interwoven twigs upon it, a band on it at the bottom, 
another in the middle, and another at the top, and a certain 

space between every two bands; and a hand is the length 
of the pole (the interweaving) from that out, and a black- 
thorn crest upon it at the top; and every stake should be 
flattened at top by three blows struck on its head, after 
being first thrust by the hand in the ground as well as you 
can.“ The nature of the fence depended upon the nature 
of the place in which it was to be erected, which is thus 
explained—“a trench or a stone wall in the plain; and the 
naked fence in the half plain, and the close fence in the 

* Page 77. 
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wood.”* It appears from this that the right of separate 
ownership was not contined to arable or even grazing lands, 
but in some cases included what would have been expected 
to have formed portion of the waste of the tribe; this separate 
ownership of forest accounts for what would be otherwise 
difficult to understand, the liability of owners of lands for 
trespasses committed by wild animals.t The constant and 
regular attendance of all the partics engaged in the fenc- 
ing was attempted to be secured by the very nazf rule; 
“each of them shall give his victuals into the hand of the 
other at night, that he may remember to come in the 
morning to his share of the cotenancy work; and the 
victuals of the person that will not come may be safely 
used, and if the victuals of any of them be used, he shall pay 
fine for overuse.”t 

The whole theory of the damages paid in respect of the 
most usual form of trespass, the trespass of a neighbour's 
cattle, was calculated after the usual Brehon fashion, every 
possible form and incident of the trespass being intro- 
duced, as an arithmetical] quantity, influencing the ultimate 
result. In a passage in a later portion of the tract§ the 
actual amount of damave done is sugeested as the basis 
to calculate the sum of the compensation to be paid. 
“A worthy neighbour is brought to appraise the trespass, 
and grass of equal value is given at the decision of ' 
the neighbours ;’ this matter-of-fact mode of estimating 
the damage was probably considered unscientific by our 
author who proceeds to lay down every possible element in 
estimating compensation, and to annex to each a fixed value. 
These distinctions, if stated at length, would occupy much 

space ; and the actual amount payable in respect of any 
supposed trespass, or the possible number of results which 
might be produced by varying the elements of the calcu- 
lation, is of little practical importance. This desire to 
reduce matters necessarily fluctuating to certain results, 
this wholly misapplied pretension to arithmetical accuracy, 

was the essential vice of the Brehon law, and the glory of 

- ™ Page 77. 1 Page 121. 1 Page 77. § Page 147. 
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its professors ; tho working of this system was so fully 
explained in the introduction to the last volume, that it is 

unnecessary here to recapitulate it, and it is not needful on 

the present occasion to do more than to summarize what were 
the chief elements in their calculations upon this subject. The 
personal responsibility of the defendant, either by wilful acts 
or culpable negligence, divided all trespasses into “man” tres- 
pass, and ordinary or “cattle” trespass. The extent of the 
trespass, whether the cattle had merely run in and upon the 
lands, or walked about thercon and eaten the verdure and 
crop; or had spent some time there not only cating but 
lying down, was also defined; and technical names were 
given to theso species of trespass, viz., “ tairsce,” “ airlim,” 

and “fvis;” and the proportion of damages payable in 
respect of each fixed, as so constantly occurs in these calcu- 
lations, in the geometrical ratio of two.” The time at which 
the trespass took place, whether by day or night, had to be 
taken into account ; the former invulving twice the compen- 
sation of the latter. The season of the year could not be 
overlooked ; we are told, “that the year is divided into two 

parts for regulating ‘smackt’-fines, for the “amacht '-fines 
of each quarter are not alike, becuuse it is difficult to regulate 
the ‘smacht’-fines of the winter season, and of the spring 
cold, for saved provisions are more precious than growing 
grass."+ Tho nature of the crop upon the land was obviously 
the principal clement in the damage; the questions of the 
existence or sufficiency of the fence, the period of the 
duration of tho trespass, the number of cattle which tres- 
passed, the number of gaps they crossed the fence, all 

affected the result in fixed rativs, As a specimen tho 

é See the calculation as to the extent uf the preeinet, post, page 227. 
t Page 79. The division of the ycar, stated in the text, inte two unequal parts, 

viz, the summer period comprising five mouths, being the last month of spring, 
the three months of summer, and the first month of autumn, and the winter period 
comprising the last two months of autumn, the three months of winter, and the first 
two months of spring, was made, in the opinion of Dr. O'Donovan, with the object 
solely of regulating the price of grazing lands. 

“That the Pagan Irish divided the year into four quarters ia quite evident from 
the terms Earrach, Sambradh, Foghmhar, and Grimkridh, which are undoubtedly 
ancient Irish words, not derived from the Latin through Christianity ; and that 
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following rules may be taken, as to cases really simple, and 
involving only four of the above elements. “ Four sacks 
are due for feis trespass in a winter grass field over a full 
fence, two sacks for ‘airlum’-trespass, and a sack for 

‘ tairsce ’-trespass. If it be trespass upon a pastured field of 
winter grass land, or upon an inclosed field of winter moun- 
tain land, or winter wood, or an old winter milking place, or 

into an inclosed field of summer grass land, two sacks are 
due for ‘ feis ’-trespass, and a sack for ‘ airlim ’-trespass, and 
half a sack for ‘ tairsce'-trespass. If it be trespass upon a 
pastured field of winter mountain, or winter wood, or an 

old winter milking place, or a pastured field of summer 
grass land, or into an inclosed field of summer mountain or 
summer wood, a sack 28 due for ‘feis’-trespass, half a sack 
for airlim trespass, and a quarter of a sack for ‘tairsce’- 
trespass. If 2¢ be trespass upon a pastured field of summer 
mountain, or summer wood, or summer old milking place, 

half a sack is due for ‘feis’-trespass, and a quarter of a sack 
for ‘airlim’ trespass, and the eighth of a sack for ‘ tairsce’- 
trespass. The eighth of the eighth is the fine upon every 
trespassing animal, for every beast is a trespasser in a co- 
tenancy. For the ‘tairsce ’-trespass of one animal upon a 
pastured field of summer mountain pasture, whatever animal 
commits it, the sixth part of the half of one sack is due,’* 

&c. The liability for the trespass is very clearly based upon 
the neglect of the owner, as appears from the exceptions, 
viz., the cattle being driven over by a man or dog; or 
straying in consequence of heat or fear, or owing to any kind 
of violence ; but these exceptions very properly extend only 
to “airlim” trespass, for if the cattle be left on the land to 

each of these began with a stated cay, three of which days are still known, namely, 

Bealltaine, otherwise called Ccideamhain, or beginning of summer, when they 

lighted the fires at Uisnach at the beginning of Samhradh; Lughnasadh, the 

games of Lughaidh Lamh-fhada, which commenced at Taillte on the first day of 

Foghmhar, the harvest; and Samhain, t.e., Samh.fhuin, or summer end, when 

they lighted the fires at Tlachtgha. 

Introduction to the “ Book of Rights,” p. liii, but see the gloss which Dr. 

O'Donovan himself cites in the subsequent page. 
* Page 81. 
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eat and lie down, there is neglect on the part of the owner, 
and the trespass becomes “ feis ’’-trespass. 

In the case of lands not in cultivation or grass the fine 

for trespass takes a pecuniary form; thus in the case of the 
church of a “ nemadh” person it is stated to be an ounce of 
silver, and the estimation of the amount is combined with 

the numberof eighty-four cattle,in a manner whichis far from 
clear ; in the case of a kiny’s dun fort, or a churchyard there 
is no money fine fixed but “every hole made in the place is 
to be filled up with eric-sod and the place pressed, stamped 
and levelled.* 

The trespass of horses involved a different question from 
that of cattle; the mere halting of travellers on their road 
could scarcely be considered in the light ofa wrong, and at the 
same time an entry with horses upon land might result in 
an action for the recovery of the premises, and it was the 
duty of all the members of the tribe or family to prevent 
thus, inan indirect manner, the institution of leyal proceedings. 
Hence arose the two forms of horse-trespass, technically 
known as “ fothlu” and “tothla” trespass. ‘The former arose 
when travellers unharnessed their horses upon the land of 
an absent man, and asked a neighbour accidentally present 
where they had unharnessed their horses; it was the 
neighbour's duty to tell them that the land was the private 
property of the absent owner, and to warn them off, where- 
upon if they did not leave the place they were liable for 
the trespasses of their horses; on the other hand if the 
neighbour saw them with the bridles in their hands, as if 
in the act of making a legal entry in assertion of a right of 
ownership, he was bound to question them as to their object, 
and in default of so doing, became himself liable for the 

trespass, if the strangers were ignorant that they were in- 
truding upon a separate property. The second case arose 
if unknown strangers unyoked their horses in the land of 
a separate owner, and the neighbour, accidentally present, 
either expressly informed them, or by his silence permitted 
them to believe, that they were not committing a trespass, 

e Page 87. 
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in which casc he was himself personally liable forthe damages, 
This passage would lead to the conclusion that the elaborate 
fences, directed in this tract to be erected about the lands 

allotted in severalty, very frequently, if not ordinarily, had 
no existence. 

The trespasses of swine naturally were the subject of 
customary rules; “if they eat the grass they are trespassers 
like other grazing cattle. If they root up the land, other 
land shall be given until proof of the restoration of the Jand 
is completed; that is until two horses in yoke are brought 
and left there, and it is seen that no part of the earth stick 

to their teeth while grazing it.”“” The damages for the 
trespass of swine were of course fixed with reference to the 
supposed size and age of the pigs, but in a preceding 
passaze reference is made to an old and purely fanciful rule 
that the hole made by the pigs should be filled up with 
corn and butter; if such arule existed it must be referred 

to some religious origin.f 
The young and troublesome pet pig, a constant source of 

mischief, was a subject of special rules; it was evidently 
regarded as the prime cause of breaches in the fence and the 
ringleader of the cattle in the homestead; “the young pig 
which first breaks through the fence, and shows the way 
to the herd, there is a ‘smacht’ fine upon him equal to that 
of one animal. The second time that he goes, there is a 
‘smacht’ fine upon him equal to that of four animals, and 
compensation equal to that of two animals. The third 
time that he goes, there is compensation upon him equal 
to that of three animals, and a ‘smacht’ fine equal to that 
of seven animals. The fourth time that he goes, there is a 
‘smacht’ fine upon him equal to that upon the whole flock, 
and compensation equal to that upon four animals,”? 

The rules having been fixed as to ordinary trespasses, our 
author proceeds to discuss what must be considered as 
purely imaginary cases; it is difficult to see where the rules 
of practical importance end, and where merely legal specu- 
lations, and vain distinctions and discussions commence; 

* Page 97. t Page 99. i Page 109. 
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but when the amount of “ smacht ” fine and compensation for 
the trespasses of pet herons, hens, pet deer, pet wolves, 
pet old birds (hawks), pet foxes, and bees becomes the 
subject of quasi-serious discussion we surely have left the 
regions of practicality behind, and are witnesses of useless 
displays of pure dialectic subtility. 

As to bees it is very naturally remarked that their owner 
cannot prevent their leaving his premises and flying into 
those of his neighbour, “for they are swift, and there is no 
restraint upon them, and because they do not fly all to- 
gether ;”* in this case the owner was not guilty of a 
wrong as incident to their trespasses, and therefore there was 
no ‘amacht’-fine payable in respect of it, but merely compen- 
sation. The only occasion upon which the bees ofa neizhbour 
can be understood to commit trespass is when they swarm 
into the adjoining land; the sole injury incident to this 
trespass is occupation by the swarm of some infinitesimal 
portion of the neighbour’s land, and the trespass involves 
its own compensation, for the swarm fix their nest and make 
their honey on the spot they thus wrongfully occupy. Thus 
the compensation for this trespass resolves itself into a 
joint ownership of the honey produced by the swarm — 
“How is the fine of their produce paid? At the time of 
smothering the bees, the man who sues makes a seizure of 

that honey, and it goes into the keeping of safe hands, 
and it is afterwards submitted to award. The decision 
which is right to make afterwards concerning it is to 
divide the honey between them into three parts, i.e. a 
third for attendance, and a third for the bees, and a third 

for the owner of the land. And the third allotted for the 
land is itself divided into three parts, 7.¢. a third is piven 
to the man who owns the bees on account of the land from 
which they come, the other two thirds are divided between 
the four nearest farms, 2.e. where the food is. If this dis- 

tribution of it every year shall be decmed tircsome, cach 

nearest farm takes a swarm.” 
This passage affords us a means of understanding the 

* Page 105, 
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manner in which these Brehon tracts are composed. The 
whole question of bees is discussed in a subsequent tract in 
this volume, and, upon a comparison of these rules with the 
latter tract, it is evident that there were subsisting certain 
simple well-known customs as to swarms of bees, and that 
each author simply uses the subject-matter as a means of 
displaying his dialectic powers in the elaboration of rights 
and rules which never were attended to or expected to be 
observed. 

The question of the bees having been dismissed, the next 
which is discussed at great length is that of hens. The 
trespasses of hens may involve negligence on the part of the 
owner, for by proper rag-boots fowl may be restrained from 
wandering; the absence therefore of rag-boots bring hen 
trespasses within the class of man-trespasses, as resulting 

directly from the negligence of their owner, and con- 
sequently within a higher scale of damages. Great ingenuity 
was displayed in classifying the nature of hen trespasses ; 
first, the trespasses of a hen within a house, which are sub- 
divided into three classes, viz., snatching away, spilling, and 
wasting, for which respectively different compensations were 
fixed; secondly, trespasses outside of the house in the garden, 
subdivided again into soft swallowing of bees, injuring 
roidh-plants, and injuring garlic; and further in such caso 
arose the further questions whether the bird were a cock or 
a hen, and if the latter whether it were or were not barren. 
The inconsistent repetitions in the commentary relative to 
this case prove that it was a favourite subject of discussion 
in the schools. 

The most extraordinary discussion is reserved for the 

case of dogs, the authors of which were certainly devoid 

of any sense of the ridiculous. The feeding of a dog 

naturally involves responsibility for its acts, but the dog 
trespass, which particularly attracts the notice of the author 

of the original tract is that involved in his depositing his 

ordure on the land of an adjoining owner. The commentator 

remarks that there are four trespasses of hounds, viz. man- 

trespass (i.e. trespasses against men), mangling of cattle, 
á 
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breaking of dwellings, and committing nuisance on land. 
The three former he passes over without notice, and proceeds 

to consider the interesting questions which arise under the 
last head; “what is required by law is to remove the dog's 

ordure out of the ground as far as its juice is found, and it 

(the ground) is to be pressed and stamped upon with the 
heel, and tine clay of the same nature us fo be put there as 
compensation. This is the test of reparation; that two 
horses of a charivt in yoke come there and yvraze there, and 
if no part of the sod of grass stick to their teeth in grazing 
on it the reparation is complete, And three times the size of 
the ordure sa due for compensation, and its size of butter 
and its size of dough and its size of curds; and the part of 
them that is not obtained in the one is to be claimed in the 
other afterwards. And if it be in the presence of the owner 
that the hound has committed nuisance on the grass, a 
fine for man trespass shall be paid by him for it.”" 

Man-trespasses, properly so called, wrongful acts committed 
by the defendant himself in respect of the land of an ad- 
joining owner, ave divided into various classes, and described 
by specific technical names ; but as no explanation is given 
of these terms, with the exception of © futhla “and “tothla” 
trespasses, it is impossible to explain the distinctions to 
which they refer.t 

The subject of “ man-trespass ” is resuined at a subsequent 
page= and treated of at considerable length and in the 
usual manner. The first wroneful act discussed is that of 
cutting down trees or underwoud upon the land of another. 
The various species of trees and shrubs are divided by the 
original writer, and more in detail by his comimentator, 
into various classes, founded upon some nobleness inherent 
in the trees themselves, and the extent to which the tree 

is injured forms of course an clement in the ealculation. 

The following extract is sufficient to illustrate these rules — 
“For the cutting of trees or stripping them, full “de” fine 
is paid for each, “.e., a perfect compensation for the portion 
of them which is damaged, and five “sea” as “fi -fine,. 

*Pave 123. t Page 99. * Page 147. 
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erection of any of the following buildings, (“) a mill, (5) an 
oratory, (c) a shrine, and () a king's dun fort. 

The principle of a right of way of necessity is clearly 
stated; such rights must have immediately come into 
existence upon the division of joint tenancies into separate 
lots ; this right is however fenced in with peculiar restrictions 
which prove the exclusive possession by its owner of the 
servient tenement, and the anxiety of proprictors to prevent 
the acquisition by their neighbours of casements by continued 
user ; “ There is one stay (quere, restriction on full enjoyment, 
or easement) which every co-tenant is entitled to from the 

other, 7.0. 7 & land without an opening, without a road, 

without a way; he is entitled to full passage over every 

eo-tenant’s land that is next to him, but the manner in which 
he is bound to pass is with six persons alout him, three 

persons from the owner of the Jand, and three persons from 

the man who secks the passage shall attend to keep them 

(the cattle) close to the fence in order that they may not 
spread over the land, If he has a way, this may be omitted ; 
if there be two mounds to it, or two stone walls, he is 

restrained by them, for they are witnesses, ” * 

The liabilities or dutics annexed to lands held in several 
ownership are expressly laid down in this tract; this 
subject has been already noticed with reference to the rights 

of wuinen to land, but the enumeration in the following 

passaye is worthy of a reference :— 

“The liabilities of land now, ce, service of attack and 

defence avainst wolves and pirates, and adfendunee to the 

law of the territory, both as to the hosting and feeding and 

service of defence.” 

“The Habilities as recards roads, ie, a fence is required 

for it alone, and tf ts necessary to cut them and cleanse them, 

and remove their weeds and mire in time of war and of a 

fair; and because it is expected that cach should assist the 
other.t 

Very interesting information is given incidentally in 
the commentary on this tract, which proves the existence 

* Page 157. + Page 145. 
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at the date of its composition of tenants in the modern sense 
of the term, holding land for periods either fixed or uncertain, 
and paying rent in kind. The details as to this mode of 
land arise incidentally from the discussion of the liabilities 
and rights of the owner of a several lot, who is absent at the 

date of the partition and as a necessary consequence does not 
erect the fences between his portion and those of the adjoining 
owners, or who leaves the district to escape the fulfilment of 
his duties in this respect. In such a case the two adjoining 
owners would have no complete fence to their portions, as 
far as they meared the lot of the absent man, and his 
abandoned lot would lie between them, enabling their cattle 

to trespass across upon their respective holdings. In such 
case the adjoining owners can distrain upon his property, 
if he has any, until he makes the fence ; if he has no property 
they can distrain the “next of kin to him of his family,” 
until they fulfil his duties on his behalf. This is explained 
in the commentary as follows :—“ Let them distrain his family 
until they fence their brother's land,”* showing that the lia- 

bility would fall on the members of the household to which the 
absent man had previously belonged. It his family were 
unwilling to fulfil this obligation, they could escape it by 

conceding the right of grazing the land to the two adjoining 
proprietors, who in consideration of the year's grass them- 
selves complete the fencing of the land, and occupy the 
derelict lot with their cattle in equal pruportions. If the 
absent man return in the course of the year, and find that, 
his family having refused to fulfil his duties on his behalf, 
his lands are in the possession of his neighbours, he was held 
to have a claim upon his family, who by their failure to 
perform their duties to him had caused him to be temporarily 
left without home or farm. His rights under these circum- 

stances avainst his family are explained in the following 

rather obscure passage :—“ If the deserter has come fruin out- 

side into the territory after this, his family shall give him 
land during the term of the hire (lit. loan), and they shall 
obtain the hire, and the part of his farm-buildings which 

* Page Lol. 
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(2). If the family have no Jand, they must give him in 

time and labour an, equivalent to the value of his land 

during the residue of the year, and he must in this case 
himself buy in what in the preceding case the family were 
bound to purchase for him. 

(3). If his family offer him a compensation out of their 
lands, and he refuse it, they are bound to compensate him 
in time and labour equivalent to the value of the land for 
the residue of the year, and he loses all right to the im- 
provements,* 

The difficulty in understanding this passage arises specially 
from the mode in which the rights of third parties are 
made apparently to depend upon the dealings between the 
owner and his family and as was before stated this explan- 
ation is very uncertain and not perhaps more than conjec- 
tural in its details.t 

Some commentator upon this passage, fortunately for us, 
has had his attention directed to the question as to the 
rights to the “erections” upon the land, and not very 
logically proceeds to explain the rules on this subject as 
between landlords and tenants in the modern sense of the 
term. From this passage we conclude that there were two 
modes of letting land, viz., for an indefinite term, and for a 
fixed period, but that in both cases the lessor could resume 
possession, and that the fact of the period of the holding 
being ascertained bound the tenant and not the landlord. 
The terms “with necessity” and “ without necessity ” 
in this passage, applied to the act of cither landlord or 
tenant in determining the tenancy, are the same as are 
used in reference to wrongful acts in the other portions of 
these laws, and in such passages they have been translated 
as “intentional” and “unintentional ;” the meaning of the 
word “necessary ” as qualifying an act may be taken to be 

~ * See the explanation of this passage given at page 135. 

¢ The subsequent commentator sces the difliculty of explaining these rules and 

suggests the following key to their meaning, viz :-—‘‘It is the land of another man 

that he has in this case let out on hire” (p. 185); that is, that when the family 

procure land from a third party for the use of a “deserter” they uceupy the 

double position of tenant and landlord, 
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that the act in question was the natural result of the 

circumstances in which the person who did it was then 
placed ; thus a “killing with necessity” would include 
justifiable homicide or manslaughter, and a “ killing without 
necessity ” would be equivalent to our term murder, meaning 
the slaying of another wrongfully and “ with malice afore- 
thought;” the best translation of these terms in relation 
to the determination of a tenancy would seem to be “ reason- 
ably” and “unreasonably,” a qualification of an act not 
very logical, and probably expressing the general opinion of 
the neighbourhood upon the moral aspect of the transaction. 

The rules laid down on this subject are as follows — 
A. If the letting be for an uncertain period, in all cases 

the tenant, if he determine the tenancy, leaves the erections 
behind him ; but if the landlord determine the tenancy for 
any reason whatsocver, the tenant may carry away the 

erections with him. 
B (1). If the letting be for a term certain, on the expiration 

of the term, the tenant must leave the erections behind 

him. 
(2). If the tenant determine (surrender) the tenancy for rea- 

sonable cause, the value of his erectionsis apportioned between 
(having reference to) “time and labour ;” but, if without 
reasonable cause, he must leave them behind. 

(3). If the landlord, even on the last day, unreasonably de- 
termine the tenancy, the tenant may remove his erections; 
but if reasonably, there is a division of their value having 
reference to time and labour. 

c. Ifthe lands have been let for agricultural purposes, with 
anagreement to manure and dung them, and a period has been 

fixed for the determination of the tenancy, the case follows 
the ordinary rule; but if no period has been fixed, it shall, 

nevertheless, be considered as a tenancy for a fixed period — 
such period to be ascertained by the award of “ the neigh- 
bours ;” the grounds upon which it would proceed may be 
gathered frown the commentary, at page 137. “If he has 
specified no particular time between them at all, the land 
shall belong to the ‘man without’ (é.c., the tcnant, as con- 
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trasted with the owner), until the time of his manure or 
dung has been taken out of it.” 

D. If the letting be for grazing, and “for forming erec- 
tions” (with a covenant to erect buildings), the rent is “ one- 
third of every animal on which there is increase ;” but if 
for grazing only, every seventh cow is left for payment of 
the rent, but the tenant is allowed for every seven cows to 
pasture without further payment, in addition to every seven 
cows, as many sheep as were considered the equivalent of a 
cow. 

E. If the tenant has agreed not to break up the land, and 
has ploughed it in violation of his agreement, the “ tillage 
and sced” are forfeited, and he pays five “ seds ” as damages; 
but he can always break up the land if there was no agrec- 
ment to the contrary. 

F. Farm buildings found upon the land by the tenant, 
are, at the determination of the tenancy, to be treated as 
having been erected by him.* 

Some information as to the rent of land may be obtained 

* Page 133. These equitable doctrines applied only to free contractual tenants. 

The unfree customary tenants were very differently treated. 

“ The free tributes, as I have heard, 

Are they which we have above mentioned ; 

Of the noble tribes these are due, 
Who are upon lands external [to the mensal Jands]. 

“The unfree tribes,—a condition not oppressive, 

They are in his [the king’s] own lauds ; 
Servile rent by them, it is the truth, 

Is to be supplied to the palaces of the chief king. 

“The tribute which is duc of these 

[Is] is of fire bote and wood ; 

[also] the renewing of his cloaks, constant the practice, 

A tribute in washing and in cleaning. 

“ This is due of the best part of them 

Run and purple of fine strength, 

Red thread, white wool, I will not conceal it, 

Yellow blaan and binnean. 

“ From the unfree tribes of tynol lz countenance, 

Who fly with the rent from the lend, 

Twice as much is due 

As they had carried off from their fatherland.” 
Book of Rights,” p. 223-4. 
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from an earlier passage in this tract dealing with the mode 
in which land-trespasses are estimated ; the answer which 
it gives to this question is as follows :—‘ From its rents ; if 
it be winter grass that is injured, two-thirds of its rent is 
the fine for the trespass ; if summer grass, it; the fine, is one- 
third.”* On this passage the gloss says :— Two-thirds of 
the fair rent, or price that is paid for its ‘feis ’-trespass 
and ‘airlim’-trespass is what is paid for its ‘airlim’- 
trespass only, for it is four sacks that are paid for its ‘ feis’- 
trespass, and two sacks for its ‘airlim’-trespass. Two- 
thirds of the rent which is puid for a “ Tir-Cumhaile” of 
the best land to the end of three quarters of a year is what 
is due for ‘ feis’-trespass in a meadow of winter grass-land 
over a full fence, 7.2. three ‘screpalls’ for the three quar- 
ters; i.¢, two ‘screpalls’ for ‘feis’-trespass in winter, 
and one ‘screpall’ for ‘feis’-trespass in summer, and this 
is the third of the three ‘ screpalls.’t 

Those who are desirous to work out questions of this 

nature, are referred to the Tract entitled “ Divisions of 
Land,” contained in this volume, in which the measures of 

land are explained, and the addition or diminution in the 
value of land produced by the presence or absence of 
Various qualities. 

The letting of land, as explained in this tract, was car- 
ried on upon essentially mercantile and equitable principles, 
and was wholly unconnected with any feudal tenure. 

Sir H. 8. Maine has successfully shown that the feudal 
relation of Lord and Vassal among the Irish (so far as it was 
developed) rested upon the hiring out to the less wealthy 
classes of cattle and not of land. The benefice which the 
tenant received as the consideration of his services, must kave 

been of value, and not otherwise casily attainable; and Sir 

H. 8. Maine therefore points out that in the earlier stages of 
society there was a supcrabundance of land in proportion to 
the amount of cattle available for cultivation and manure, and 

that what the vassal desired and obtained was not land to 
till or pasture his cattle upon, but cattle for the purpose of 

* Page 97. Íf Page 97. 
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utilising his otherwise valueless lands. This tract, however, 
exhibits to us a condition of society altogether different from 
that in. which the ‘saer’ and ‘ daer’-stock tenancy took their 
rise, We find tenants paying very substantial rent under 
grazing leases, tenants willing to expend money in “ erec- 
tions,” and manuring their holdings, and also that the 
custom of tenants taking land for agricultural and grazing 
purpose, had existed sufficiently long for the development 
of a custom determining the duration and incidents of the 
tenancies, and the respective rights of landlord and tenant 
as to future and permanent improvements. The manifest 
inconsistency between cattle-tenure and the rules laid 
down in this tract on the relation of landlord and tenant, is 

one of the many proofs of the social changes which must 
have occurred between the date at which the older Celtic 
customs were in force, as being in accordance with, and 
springing from, the daily needs of an existing society, and 
the period when the latter and speculative commentaries 
were composed ; and, therefore, of the impossibility of ex- 
tracting any one uniform system of jurisprudence from the 
mass of Brehon Law Tracts of unknown authorship and un- 
certain date. 

The contents of this tract are sufficient to put an end, 
once and for ever, to an assertion, which seems to have 

become an axiom adopted by all authors on Irish history and 
antiquities, and which has also gained considerable political 
notoriety, namely, that the ancient Irish had not attained 
to the idea of exclusive ownership in land, and that all the 
land, until the influence of English law prevailed, was con- 
sidered as the joint property of the tribe or family. It is 
evident that the several and individual ownership of land 
was perfectly familiar to the Irish Jawyers, and that the 
most advanced applications of this doctrine, such as hiring 
of land for limited periods and under specific covenants, and 
also the doctrine of servitudes, were not unknown. The 

question of importance upon this branch of Irish antiquities, 
is not whether several property in land was known to the 
Trish Brehons, but what was the proportion which, in the 
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historical period, the lands held hy the body of the tribe 
bore to those appropriated to individual and separate owners. 

In an introduction, such as the present, many interesting, 

although incidental, statements, which are of much antiqua- 

rian value, must necessarily be left unnoticed. 
None of the Brehon tracts gives more complete materials 

for estimating the merits and demerits of the early Irish 
lawyers than does the present. This may be attributed to 
the fact that the work in question, being probably of a late 
date, contained few difficulties in its construction, or re- 
ferences to ancient and antiquated customs. The glosses 
prove that the subsequent commentator felt no difficulty in 
understanding the original text. The subject matter was 
also practical in its nature, and remarkably adapted for the 
mode in which the Brehon school dealt with legal subjects. 
In despite of a style singularly wearisome and confused, it 
is impossible not to observe that they have worked up into 
a consistent form a mass of local and varying customs ; 
that they have laid hold of important legal principles, though 
in an uncertain and illogical fashion ; and that in the selec- 
tion of their rules they have exhibited an honest and 
equitable spirit; on the other hand, this tract illustrates 
their incapacity to arrive at legal abstract propositions, and 
the extreme indefiniteness or mistiness of expression to which 
they were habituated; their prevailing error of mistaking 

arithinetic conclusions for definite propositions ; and, lastly, 

their predelection to wander away from the practical appli- 

cation of their rules into the discussion of imaginary and 

fantastic cases, Which were elaborated in the nature of 

scholastic speculations. The wisdum, for which the Brehon 

lawyers obtained such undeserved credit, rested upon the 

feeblest, not the most important, portion of their work. The 

vulgar of the day may have listened with amazement and 

admiration to discussions as to the various liabilities of 

hens, or the trespasses of dogs; and most of their modern 

translators and students, confessedly ignorant of jurispru- 

dence, seem to have been struck with astonishment at these 

dialectic performances ; but the test of the merit of cvery 
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legal school is its success in the application of its scientific 
conclusions to the practical affairs of life. That the Brehon 
lawyers reduced the mass of customary rules into a tolerably 
definite form, and contrived to base their doctrines upon a 

foundation more or less logical, and that, although possessing 
no original jurisdiction, by the general equity of their 
decisions, they succeeded in establishing their judicial 
power, are merits which the cursory student of the present 
day, repelled by the form of their works, is perhaps too slow 
to admit. 

VII. 

BEE-J UDGMENTS. 

The culture of bees in the middle ages possessed an 
importance which, in our modern days, it has altogether 
lost. Until the introduction of sugar into Western Europe 
at so cheap a rate as to admit of being considered an article 
of ordinary use, honey was largely employed as the only 
means of sweetening the food ; and almost until our own 
days the consumption of wax for candle was very extensive. 
At whatever date the sugar-cane was first cultivated in 
Europe, (the western nations first became acquainted with 
it shortly after the date of the first crusade), the extensive 
use of this article in Ireland cannot have arisen before the 
introduction of West Indian sugar at the end of the 16th 
century, up to which date the cultivation of bees must 
have continued to be a matter of considerable importance 
in Ireland. 

The importance of bee-culture in Ireland is proved 
by the well-known legend relative to their introduction 
into the island. This is printed in Colvgan’s “ Acta Sanc- 

torum,” under the date of the 13th of February, the feast of 
St. Dominicus, or Modomnicus. As the book is not easily 

accessible, the passage is here transcribed :—* Narratur 

ibidem et ahud de ipso 8. Modomnico seu Dominico 

miraculum vere prodigiosum, univers patrie continud 
veritate proficium, et perenni fama viro sancto gloriosum. 

Traditur enim primus esse, qui vel apes absolute, vel 
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saltem certi generis apes in Hiberniam transvexcrit; unde 
magna deinceps in illo regno, qui ante caruit, apum et 
mellis abundantia remansit. Sed quia hac periodus, ut 
fabulosa, a dure cervicis hereticis irridetur, et quibusdem 
emunctx naris Catholicis tanquam parum fundata minimé 
arrideat, placuit plures, cosque graves et vetustos, ejus 
producere testes. Cum 8. Modoinicus, discipulus sancti 
Patris (S. Davidis) ad Heberniam reverteretur, et navem 

ad transfretandum ascenderet, ecce omnis multitudo apum 
terrz illius, unde exierat, consequens cum, in navi cum eo 

consedit. Ipse enim examinibus apuin nutricndis atque 
servandis, diligentem curam de Patris David mandato 
dabat, ut indiventibus aliqua ciba suavioris oblectamenti 
ministraret. Discipulus vero nolens tanto beneticio fratres 

defraudare, iterum ad Patris presentiam rediit, sequente 

tamen cum turbi apum, que ad alvearia propria prorexerunt. 
Cum secundo valefaceret fratribus, et viam suain carperet, 
ecce apes, ut prius, eum insequuntur; quod cum videret, 
iterum ad fratres revertitur; et similiter eum apes omnes 
concomitantur, Cum tertid vico hoc factum itcrassent, et 

vir Dei nullatenus vellet eas a fratribus abducere, cum 

omnium fratrum benedictione et Patris David, lieentiam 

transfretandi cum apibus accepit ; apes quoque 8. David 
benedicens, ait; terram, ad quam properatis, vestro abundet 
seinine, nee unquam deficiat vestruin inibi semen vel 

germen; nostra autem civitas a vobis in perpetuum im- 

munis, nee ultra semen vestrum in eá exerescat. Quod 

usque in presens tempus completum esse cernimus ; Dam 

si aliunde in illam civitatem deferantur, nequiquam durare 

possunt. Hibernia autem insula, in qua usque tune apes 

vivere nequebant, postea magna mellis et apuim fertilitate 

florebat. Quod enim ibi apes autea vivere nequebant, ex 

hoc colligitur, quod si pulveres vel lapilh de Hibernia inter 

apes aliarum terrarum projicerentur, fugientes tanquam 

nocivam devitabunt. 
“Hujus historim veritatem confirmat nomen loci, quo 

apes ille in Hiberniam dereeta prime collocatw sunt, ab 

ipso eventu desumptum ; is enim lucus in regione Fingallise 
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sive comitatu Dubliniensi situs, Lann-beachaire, id east, 
Ecclesia Apiarii adpellatur, &c.”* 

The present tract must be considered as an exercise in 
which the question of the ownership of bees, their swarms, 
and their honey, is sclected as a subject for dialectic 
subtility. From the passages in the preceding tract dealing 
with bee trespasses, and incidental passages in the present, 
it is evident that questions relating to the ownership of 
bees were, in the ordinary course of life, dealt with on much 
less refined principles than are here suggested; but the 
present tract 1s valuable as illustrating the modes of thought, 
and the logical abilities of the Irish lawyers. For the 
purpose of raising all possible questions as to ownership and 
possession, no subject could have been more ingeniously 

sclected than that of the rights to bees and their produce ; 
and upon this point soine few observations are necessary. 

The ownership of bees raises at once the question of what 
is meant by possession. This term is generally detined as 
expressing the simple notion of a physical capacity to deal 
with a thing as we like, to the exclusion of everybody else, 
and the possession continues, even without physical contact, 
if the physical force to retuke the object can be reproduced 
at will. 

The most remarkable illustrations of the legal conception 
of possession arise in the consideration of the possession of 
live animals. The animals which ordinarily exist in a 
domesticated state, such as cows and horses, hardly differ 

*Tho good father, who deals so hardly with thick headed hercties and 

sceptical Catholics, is however himself embarrassed by evidence as to the existence 

of bees before the date of St. Modomnicus: ** Quod autem in Hibernia ante 

‘sanctum hunc Dominicum natum apes et mella fucrint constat ex irrefragabili 

testimoniad regula S. Ailbei, in aué num. 37 ita legitur, ‘cum sident ad mensam, 

adferautur herbe, sive radices, aqua lotw in mundis scatellis ; item poima, cervisia, 

et ex alveario mellis ad latitudinem puvllicis, id est, aliquod favi.’ S. autem 

Ailbeus floruit in Hibernia simul cum S. Patricio, et aliquot etiam annis ante ejus 

adventum, sive ante annum 431, Ad auctoritates S. Engussii et aliorum qui 

dicunt S. Dominicum primum fuisse, qui apes in Tiberniam attulerat, dicendum 

hoc esse intelligendum de certo genere upum: sunt enim in Ilibernid et dun.estica 

et silvestres, ac diversi coloris et generis apes; precipuarum autem ex his genus 

et semen videtur S, Duminicus primus advexisse.” (Vite Sanctorum, p. 328, 
n. 7-8.) The legend therefore affurds no means of fixing the date of this tract. 
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from other property. Animals, on the other hand, which are 
in a wild state, are only in our possession so long as they 
are so completely in our power that we can immediately 
lay hold of them. The meaning of the distinction is, that 
the tame animal will naturally, and of itself, remain within 
the possession of the owner; the wild animal will as cer- 

tainly attempt to escape, and will most probably succeed in 
doing so. 

ye do not possess the fish in a river, although the several 
right of fishing belongs to us; but we do possess fish when 
once they are placed in a receptacle, whence we can at any 
time take them. According to the civil law, the ownership 
of wild animals is founded upon the fact of capture, and 
exists only so far as they are actually or constructively in 
restraint, The Institutes are clear upon this puint :—“ Fene 
izitur bestiz, et volucres, ct pisces, et omnia animalia, que 

inari, clo, et terra nascuntur, simul atque ab aliquo capta 
fucrint, jure gentium statim illius esse incipiunt. Quod 
enim ante nullius est, id naturali ratione conceditur, nec 
interest, feras bestias et volucres utrum in suo fundo quis 
capiat, an in alieno.”* 

The ownership of the locus in quo of the capture is here 
entirely excluded from the consideration of the vesting 
of ownership. . 

This law has been in England very considerably modified, 

by reason of the exclusive privileges generally conceded to 
owners of land. There is not the least dithculty in a man 

having possession of that of which he is not the owner, and 
it was consistent with the idea, which attaches to our word 

“close,” to treat the person entitled to the possession of 

inclosed land as in possession of all the game which at any 

time happen to be there. It was, therefore, obviously cur- 

rect to decide that, when a trespasser kills game upon the 

land in my possession, the game is mine. It is, however, 

very difficult to apply these principles to the case of bees ; 

the hives, the honey in them, and the bees in the hives, are 

manifestly in the possession of the owner, but as to the bees 

* Inst., Lib. ii., Tit. 1, De uccupatione ferarum. 
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who fly away or swarm out, he has no means of identify- 
ing or recapturing them, unless by close and imme- 
diate pursuit ; bees which leave the hive are in the same 
position as wild animals which escape from their cage. In 
the case of wild bees, according to the Roman Law, the 

owner of the soil would have neither property nor possession 
until he physically possessed himself of their nest and 
honey ; in this latter case, according to the general principles 
of English law, the possessor of the land should have, in 
right of such possession, a possession in the bees and their 
nests upon his land, and he alone, by actually securing 
them, should become their owner. The trespasser who 
secured a swarm or bees’ nest upon the land of another, had, 
under the civil law, both property and possession ; under 
the English law he should have the possession, but the pro- 
perty should vest in the owner of the land. The law as to 
bees is thus laid down in the Roman law :—” Apium quoque 
fera natura est. Itaque apes, que in arbore tua censederint, 

antequam a te in alveo includantur, non magis tus intelli- 
guntur esse, quam volucres, que in arbore tu& nidum 
fecerint. Ideoque si alius eas incluserit dominus eorum erit. 
Favos quoque si quos effecerint, eximere quilibet potest. 
Plane integra re, si preevideris ingredientem fundum tuum, 
poteris cum jure prohibere ne ingrediatur. Examen quoque, 
quod ex alveo tuo exvolaverit, eousque intelligitur esse 
tuum, donec in conspectu tuo est, nec difficilis persecutio 
ejus est, alioquin occupantis est.”* | 

Bracton, as might be expected, adopts the passage of the 
Institutes ; but in quoting his authority, Blackstone adds 
the following observations :—“ But it hath been also said that 
with us the only ownership in bees is ratione soli; and the 
charter of the forest, which allows every freeman to be en- 
titled to the honey found within his own woods, affords 

great countenance to this doctrine, that a qualified property 
may be had in bees, on consideration of the property of the 
soil whereon they are found.” 

* Inst., Lib. ii, Tit. 1, De apibus. 

f Black. Com. B. II, P. IT., Chap. 1. 
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Tbe mode in which the ownership uf bees, their honey, 

and their swarms, ix discussed in the present tract, and the 

principles applied by its authors. are a very fair test of the 
extent to which the Brehon Lawyers were acquainted with, 
and influenced by, the Civil Law. «f which the rule of 
ownership resting on pessession was une of the primary 
doctrines. 

The rights to the produce and swarm, of a hive of bees 
upon the farm of any proprietor are. according to the theory 
of the authors of the present tract, founded upon an implied 
contract between him and the adjoining owners of land. 
The holding of the owner uf the bees is assumed by them to 
be square, or at least fuur sided, and each of the sides to be 
meared by the lands of a distant owner. The bees are sup- 
posed to enter into and gather huney on the fuur adjoining 
farms, the owners of which, by reason of tle sustenance thus 

afforded to the bees, acquire detinite rights in their increase 
and produce. The unpractical nature of this treatise is shown 
by the fact that the author believed that bees did not breed, 
or throw off swarms, until the third vear, and it is upon 
this assumption that their calculations are based. They 
allow the hive what is styled, " three years of exemption, 
one year for their production, one year ‘while they are 
few,” and the year of their breeding, which must mean 
the year of their tirst swarming. During this period the 
adjoining owners have no right to the swarms, but only to 
a certain definite proportion of the honey produced. Four 
vessels of different sizes are assumed as the measure of the 
quantity of the honey produced, and these vessels are them- 
selves arranged by reference to the size of cattle at different 
periods of their growth, (1) the milch cow vessel, which 
when full a man of ordinary strength could raise to his 

knee, (2) a “samhaisc” heifer vessel, which a man could 
raise to his uavel, (3) a “colpach “ heifer vessel, which a 
man could raise as high as his loins (or waist), and (4) a 
“dairt” heifer vessel, which a man could raise over his 

head ; the several proportions out of these respective quan- 
tities of honey to which the adjoining owners were (or per- 
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owner of the tree, and two-thirds to the owner of the bees, 

to the end of a year, and they belong exclusively to the 

original owner of the bees from that out. - 
(4.) “As to doubtful bees in the top of the tree of a noble 

‘nemedh,’ one-half of their produce is due to the owner of. 
the tree, and one half to the owner of the bees, to the end of 

a year, and they belong to the owner of the bees from that 
out; or, according to others, it is to the owner of the tree 
they belong.* 

(5.) “As to known bees in the trunk of the tree of an 
humble ‘nemedh,’ one-half of their produce is due to the 
owner of the tree, and one-half to the owner of the bees, to 

the end of three years, and they belong to the owner of the 
tree from that out. 

(6.) “ As to doubtful bees in the trunk of the tree of an 
humble ‘ nemedh,’ one-half their produce and one-eighth go 
to the owner of the tree, and one-half except, one-eighth to 
the owner of the bees, to the end of three years, and they are 

the property of the owner of the tree from that out.”t 
The two further rules which should correspond to rules 3 

and 4, are omitted in this part of the commentary, but in a 

subsequent passage the further rule occurs :|—“ As to known 
bees in the top of the tree of an humble ‘ nemedh,’ the fourth 
portion of their produce belongs to the owner of the tree, 
and three-fourths to the original owner of the bees, to the end 
of a year, and they are the property of the owner of the 
bees from that out.”t 

There is a passage in the original text which puts the 
rights of the “ nemedh”-person upon an entirely different 
footing, and classes a swarm of bees as one of the seven 
fugitives not entitled to the protection of his house, and 
therefore in this case the “nemedh”-person, being obliged 
to yield up the fugitives to the pursuing owner, receives but 
one-third of one year’s produce as a gratuity. This passage 
is quite inconsistent with the rest of the text, and the de- 

tailed rules of the commentary, and proves how much of the 

* This rule is variously given in page 189. 
t Page 183. 1 Page 189. 





ditte mie casse, et non piu; la rason de simil ucelli e che vanno 
ogni vorno fora per viver de li beni de fora, et perd quelli 
che li hanno chiusi in le sue casse sono sui patroni, mentre 
yoranno stare, ritornare; ma se alcun vien al mio loco 
dove tegno le ape, et porta una cassa onta di dentro di 
qualche odore, per el quale intrano dentro tutte, o parte de 
le mie ape, et le porta via, la rason commanda che quel che 

tenuto di tornar indrieto le mie ape con 
tutto el frutto che haverh fatto, et poi esser eondanato 

fanno miel in altrui arbore, la rason judica ch’io non habbia 
aleuna rason, nó aleun altro del qual fosseno le ape, ma _ 
quello deve esser del patron del arbore; et questo & di 
justitia, perche nessun non puo segnar le sue ape che non 
somegliono A le altre, et cosi come le viveno de li fiori, et 
beni d’altrui, cosi deve esser il miel di colui, nell’ arbor, o 
terreni del quale voluntariamente vanno a farlo ; parimente 
se le mie ape a far el suo miel a qualche arbore salvatico 
che non ha patron, la rason vole che cadauno possa prender 
di quel miel senza errare verso aleuno, perche & loco com- 

* Ancient Laws of Wales, Vol. I1., p. 289. 
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mune, dal quale de rason ogni homo puo’pigliar, etiam le 
ape, et portarle, dove li piace senza errare, de jure, et per 

l’assisa de Hierusalem.”* © 
It is impossible to believe that the author or authors of 

this tract and commentary (which has been manifestly 
altered from time to time, amended, and enlarged), had any 

acquaintance with the civil law, and it must be admitted 
that, in its present condition, it is a remarkable and most 
unfavourable specimen of the manner in which the Brehon 
teachers approved and discussed legal questions. 

* Assise of Jerusalem, see 215. What is most remarkable in this section of the 

Assize of Jerusalem is the distinct manner in which actual possession is laid down 

as the only ground for the ownership of bees, and the clear argument upon which 

it is founded—viz., that the ownership consists in simply retaining them in actual 

possession, and is not founded upon any expenditure of Jabour and food in their 

maintenance. The doctrine of constractive possession which appears in the section 

of the Institutes is here disregarded, and thereby the difficulty is avoided which 

arises from the limitations of the constructive possession introduced into the Roman 

text, ‘‘ Donec in conspectu est, nec difficilis persecutio ejus est.” Also, when no 

actual reduction into possession has taken place, it is presumed to have been made 

by the owner of the suil, as no one else could enter upon his lands for the purpose ; 

and the case of the bees being fraudulently induced to escape from the possession 

of their owner is anticipated and provided for. How difficult it was to form clear 

ideas as to this matter appears for other attempts at legislation upon this subject. 

Thus, in the laws of the Wisegoths was contained the following section :— 

“Si quis apes in silva sua, aut in rapibus, vel in saxo, aut in arboribus in- 

venerit, faciat tres decurias, que vocantur caracteres; unde potius non per unum 

caracterem fraus nascatur. Et si quis contra hoc fecerit, atque alienum signatum 

invenerit et irruperit, duplam restituat illi cui fraus illata est, et preterea xx 

flagella suscipiat.”--“ Leges Wisigothorum,” Lib. viii., sit. vi., 1. 

The ownership is here founded upon the discovery simply of the swarm, and 

no reduction into actual possession was required; and the question whether 

the person who so found them was rightfully or not upon the place where the 

bees had swarmed is altogether overlooked. 

In the present tract the Brehon lawyer has seen the two distinct grounds upon 

which the ownership might be founded, but has worked out logically neither 

train of ideas, and concluded by compromising both, with reference to a supposed 

analogous case, and in an arithmetical manner. 
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owner was owner merely for the term of his own life, as be- 
tween himself and his family he was in some sort only a 
tenant for life, whose contract as to the subject matter was 
not binding upon his successor. This idea of ownership is 
quite foreign to the English law, but is exactly what existed 
in the case of “substitutions” in the old French law, or in 
that of a Scotch tailzie. The English law has superadded 
to the power of dealing with property which is incidental 
to ownership, the conception of absolute ownership being 
perpetual in its duration, a fallacy which has exercised 
immense influence upon our real property law, and is the 
basis of our whole system of conveyancing. This rule 
also is an instance of the application of the principle of 
“limitation” of actions, which within only recent times has 
been recognized as of paramount importance in our juris- 
prudence. The period of limitation fixed by this rule is 
during the life of the father and grandfather of the person 
affected by it, and as the normal period of limitation in the 
Brehon laws is the space of three generations, a subject 
subsequently discussed, it may be reasonably concluded that 
the party who entered into the original agreement was the 
great grandfather of the person whose right to object to the 
transaction was barred, and that the father and grandfather 

had acquiesced in the acts of their predecessor. In a very 
obscure passage of the commentary we have an express 
statement that the period of limitation was such as we have 
mentioned, and the assertion that the period of limitation 
did not run as against a minor: “If they were recognized 
during the lives of three persons, they are lawful from that 
forth. But if the son of the third man did not acknowledge 

” them jointly with his father, he being an infant, and in case 
he was so, they shall not be lawful, until he shall have 
acknowledged them, for the same period after he has come 
to the age of reason."* The only explanation which ean be 
suggested for this passage is, that the acquiescence during 
the three continuous lives was not the simple acquiescence 
of the successive owners whose lives are taken into account 

* Page 213. . 
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in the computation of the time, but the acquiescence of their 
families during their successive lives ; thus, if the owner (so 
called) had a son, both father and son must acquiesce during 

the life of the former, and the son, who was an infant at his 
father’s death, having been unable during his infancy to do 
any act to bind his rights, was entitled after his father’s 

death, and for the same period as he had lived as a minor 
during his father’s life, to elect whether he would or would 

not confirm the acts of his father; and if he allowed this 
space of time to elapse without insisting that, by reason of 
his infancy, there had not been any legal acquiescence 
during his father’s life, he was estopped from relying upon 
the fact of his infancy, and the imperfect acquiescence during 
the father’s life wns validated by reason of the retrospective 
effect of the son’s subsequent acquiescence. 

If the owners of the lands required for the construction of 
the race or pond preferred to take certain rights in connexion 
with the watercourse and the mill in lieu of pecuniary com- 
pensation, they were at liberty to do so. 

Mr. O'Donovan has stated his opinion on this subject in 
his note, which is appended to page 220 of the text, but he 
does not appear to have realized the difficulty of applying 
the first paragraph of the text to the right to grind corn at 
the mill, or to have attempted to reconcile this passage with 
the very explicit and detailed statements of the commentator 
in page 217, The tract commences thus: “There is equal 
right to the water drawn through the tribe lands due to the 
lands out of which it is drawn.”” What is the particular 
right dealt with in this passage? Does it refer to the right 
of grinding corn in the mill, or to some other right incident 
to the water course 1 and is the mode in which this right is 
to be exercised, or are the persons by whom it is to be 
exercised, compatible with such a supposition? The rights 
of theadjoining ownersare regulated in referencetothegeilfine 
system,and the lands are divided into four classes correspond- 
ing to the four geilfine divisions. Mr. O'Donovan describes 
this theoretical division of the land to have been as follows:— 

* Page 209. 
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been made free; the ditch of a “dun “fort, the ditch of a 
‘cill’-church, the ditch of a fair green, the ditch of a mill- 
race, the embankment of a mill-pond, the ditch of a turf 
hog (the hole caused by the cutting of turf), a ditch which 
is at a bridge ; for, from this out (i.c., with the exception of 
these specified cases), each one pays for the injury sued for, 
or caused by each ditch which one has made in his land, 
to him who has sustained the injury, for every surety shall 
be sued unless these exceptions have been established as 
regards water, It was thus that the common right to con- 
ducting water was established by the Feini.”* 

This passage states that ditches (or constructions of any 
kind) are divisible into two classes, viz.; those the owners 
of which are responsible for the accidents arising from their 
construction, and those the owners of which are exempt from 
damages in that respect; the reason why mill-courses fall 
within the latter and the former class, is stated in the gloss, 
viz. —“ They are erections, concerning the construction of 
which authors have laid down no defined mode of con- 
struction,” All the ditches referred to are made in the exercise 
of legal right; and all, except the cutting of the bog, may 
be considered in some degree as public works; the cutting 

“ in the bog would be an exercise of a right in common land 
in the ordinary manner. Now the very principle of damages 
in the English law, which would be applicable to such cases, 
would be, that a person who had constructed any work of 
such a nature in the exercise of a legal right, and with due 
care and precaution, would not be liable for damages in re- 
spect of an injury which occurred to a third party, caused 
by the existence of the work in question, or the legitimate 
mode of using it. This is the point which was applied to 
Railway Companies, in the case of the King v. Pease, 4 B 
& Ad. 30; the question in such case is always one of negli- 
gence in the construction or using of the work. This 
appears to the point taken by the author of the gloss, viz.: 
—that there was no established rule regulating the mode 
in which the mill-course should be constructed—and that 

* Page 221, 
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pre-supposing a law which has been violated, but one which 
is breathed for the first time by a higher power into the 
judge’s mind at the moment of adjudication.” 
The present tract is a curious instance of this. made 

dealing with novel questions. Water mills were introduced 
into Ireland by Cormac Mac Art, probably in the course of 
the third century, and the rules referable to them could not 
have grown up until the use of these constructions had be- 

Thete was therefore no antecedent custom; nor was there 
any sovereign power capable of establishing a law, in the 
proper sense of the term, upon the subject. The Brehon" 
Judge must have proceeded in such cases precisely as the 
English Common Law Judges in a similar position; they 
referred to a supposed antecedent custom their decisions 
upon the novel. cases arising before them, and by a series of 
decisions upon particular instances, ultimately created the 
materials from which general legal principles might be de- 
duced. In the case of the Brehon Judges the form of their 
decisions continued unaltered, which the writers of their 
law tracts embarrassed themselves by adopting. The 
scholastic logic was known to, and taught in the schools of 

* the Irish ecelesiastics in the middle ages, but in the Brehon 
law tracts there is not a trace of its influence, This fact 
may be attributed either to the natural opposition of the 
representatives of the old customary law to the schools in 
which the Canon or Civil Law would be considered as 
authoritative, or to the mode of teaching natural to an 
hereditary class of lawyers, influenced by traditional forms, 
and desirous to retain as a monopoly the secrets of their 
law. 

Ix. 

PRECINCTS. 

The open space around a dwelling, which was assumed to 
be within the peace of the owner of the house, has been 
referred to in the Book of Aicill, published in the preceding 
volume, with reference to the compensation payable by 
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third parties for acts of violence committed within it.” The 
author of the present tract proposes to state the extent of 
the precinct with reference to every grade, both lay and 
clerical, and to discuss certain questions connected with the 

subject. The determination of the precise extent of each 
precinct he attributes to the decisions of a convention of 
the bishops, “ollamhs,” chiefs, poets, sages, and seniors of 
Ireland, held at Sliath Fuaid in Magh Bregh, and alleges 
that the extent of the precinct fixed for each class, for the 
violation of which fines should be paid to the owner of the 
house, was written by the men of Erin in the great “ Cas” of 
the ancients. The unit in this calculation is the extent of 
the precinct of the lowest grade, entitled to enjoy the 
privilege of sanctuary, that is the “ bo-aire” chief, which 
was fixed in simple and archaic fashion. Let him be placed 
at the door of his house in his customary seat, with a spear, 
twelve hands breadth long, from the iron head to the horn 

ferule ; so far as he could cast it did his precinct extend. 
This measurement of the limit of the precinct to which the 
owner of the house was entitled, rests upon the same 

principle of the well-known rule of the “ maritime league” 
in international law, viz, that external combatants must 

suspend hostilities when their further prosecution would 
endanger a neutral in his usual and legal place of residence. 
The ordinary spear cast having been assumed as an unit it 
is doubled for the next higher grade in social rank, and so 
proceeds by geometric progression through the five remain- 
ing ranks to the King, whose precinct is consequently a 
circle with a radius of sixty-four spear casts. 

A King of King, í.e. either a provincial, or the national 
King, had, by virtue of his rank, a precinct; independent of 
measurement, inclusive of the entire plain, or meadow, 

within which his dwelling stood; and the same privilege 
was conceded to the Archbishop of Armagh, as “ Coarb” of 
St. Patrick. A different method was adopted in fixing the 
extent of the precincts of the dwellings of ecclesiastics ; in 
this case the calculation is based upon the extent of the 

* Ante Vol. TH, Page 119-145, 
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under protection, in the belief that they were not under 
protection; which must mean, in ignorance of the fact that 
they were within a precinet.* 

The two other cases of what is called “exemption,” that 
is, non-liability to damages for actual violation of the pro- 
tection, are unlawful protection, and forcible violation; the 

former exception is free from difficulty, and applies to the 
case of the owner of the house refusing to fulfil his recipro- 
cal duty of guaranteeing to the pursuer his legal rights ; the 
latter is, however, not so clear; “forcible violation” of the 

protection of a precinct is the very act for which damages 
are payable, and, if this expression be referred to the pur- 
suer, it would follow that the most aggravated cases would be 
exceptions to the rule. The only other to whom the 
“forcible violation” could be referred would be the fugitive 
himself, and it is suggested that the case contemplated is 
that of a fugitive refused protection, and himself forcibly 
entering the precinct. The construction put upon this last 
mentioned passage is strengthened by the fact that the 
succeeding paragraph assumes that the protection to be legal 
must be assented to by the owner of the house, or some one 
on his behalf.+ 

The assent to the entry of a fugitive within the limits of 
the precinct must have been given by the head of the house- 
hold himself, or by some member of the family as his agent, 
and on his behalf. Hence his first wife and his unemanci- 
pated son,} or even an emancipated son or any person of the 
family could receive a fugitive. A very clear distinction as 
between express and implied agency is drawn in the text 
with regard to the reception of fugitives by persons other 
than the head of the house. If the protection is accorded 
to the fugitive by any member of the family by the express 
direction of the head of the household, full honor-price was 
payable for its violation; but if there were no express 
direction given for the reception of the fugitive, and a mem- 
ber of the family acting on behalf of the head of the house- 

+ Page 229, + Page 229. 
i Page 231, but see note on this passage, 
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different case. Him the House Father was bound to receive, 
‘and when he had received him, the stranger was initiated, 
and became, at least for the time, a member of the house- 
hold", i 

x. 

Divisions OF Lanps. 

This tract is an attempt to fix arithmetically the value of 
a cumhal of land (tip cumaile), having reference to the 
quality and advantages of the land in question. Arable 
land is divided into three classes—(1) first-class arable land. 
(2) hilly arable land, (3) labour-requiring arable land. A 
cumhal of the first class is valued at twenty-four milch 
cows, of the second class at twenty milch cows, and of the 
third-class at sixteen milch cows. Weak land, which may 
be understood to mean land fit only for grazing, is also 
divided into three classes, viz.—coarse land, weak land, and 
deep land, a cumhal of which respectively is valued at twelve 

dry cows, twelve (g. ten) dry cows, and eight dry cows, The 
tract then considers the extent to which the value of any 
cumhal of land is increased by what were considered as its 
accidental and extrinsic advantages, such as the existence of 
a wood or mine upon the land, its fitness for the erection of a 
mill, or its facility of approach, or nearness to a highway, 
Each of these accidents is taken into account to increase the 
value in a certain ratio, and the value of any given cumhal 
of land is to be estimated, having reference to both the 
quality of the land and its accidental advantages. 
Upon the first view it might appear that the whole tract is 

but a piece of solemn arithmetical trifling, such as the Brehon 
* The Aryan Household, p. 109. The term “ derggfine,” which occurs in “ The 

Divisions of the ‘Tribe of a Territory,” (page 285, L 15), has been previously ex- 
plained in accordance with the gloss upon that passage; but the existence of a class 
‘of members of a family, deprived of their land as a consequence of homicide, is so 
unusual a fact that it might be plausibly suggested that the “ derggfine" included 
originally the "era: admitted into the family, and when the original rights 
connected with their admission had become obsolete, and the custom, which 
must have been a late one, of forfeiting (to use this very inaccurate phrase), 
the lands of a wrongdoer had been introduced, the term (derggfine) was applied in 
the way in which the authors of the glosses understood it to be used. 
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Jawyers loved to exercise their ingenuity upon ; but a little 
consideration will prove that there is a practical basis for 
this apparently fantastic estimate. That the estimate is not 
of the character of a modern tenement valuation is obvious, 
for it applies to a state of society in which taxation was 
unknown, and not even its author could have anticipated 
that the price of land, when actually sold, could be regu- 
lated in this manner. To understand the meaning of this 
tract, it must not be forgotten that in ancient Ireland there 
was no currency or established standard of value, and that 
all mercantile transactions were carried on upon the footing 
of simple barter. In such a condition of the market how 
are the relative prices of articles quoted? The existence 
of a fixed standard of value means that the value of all other 
articles is estimated by the amount of them which can be 
purchased by fixed quantities of some one selected com- 
modity. Any commodity may be selected as the normal 
standard, our habit of selecting gold or silver simply arising 
from the fact of their indestructible nature, and the assump- 

tion that their value in exchange is invariable. 
When we speak of the penny loaf being larger or smaller, 

we mean that the amount of bread which a penny will pur- 
chase has increased or has diminished. When we state that 
a pound of tea costs two shillings or five shillings, we mean 
that the amount of silver which is equivalent in exchange 
to one pound of tea is greater or less, Both statements 

merely express the ratio which the value of a commodity 
fluctuating in the market bears to the value of ascertained 
quantities of a commodity assumed to be fixed in value. If, 
however, there exists no fixed standard of value, how is the 

price of any commodity to be stated? This difficulty was 
met by the ancient Irish, as by every other people under 
similar circumstances, in the following manner :—the actual 

amount of any article brought to market, or handed over to 
another person, is fixed by a certain unit which depends 
upon the mode in which the article is dealt in. Slaves and 
cattle would be counted by the head; metal by the usual 
weight of the bars ; and farm produce by the form in which 
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‘it was offered for sale. Thus at the present day we deal in 
so many head of cattle, barrels of potatoes, or sacks of corn. 
Here the difficulty arises how to express the ratio which the 
value of any number of cattle bears to any given number 
of sacks of corn. For this purpose an abstract measure of 
value is invented, which is roughly estimated to be repre- 
sented by a certain amount of each of the articles ordinarily 
brought to sale, and a given quantity of each article having 
been fixed as representing this value in exchange, the several 
quantities of the different ‘articles are supposed to be equal 
in value to each other in the normal condition of the market. 
As in the present day, in remote country districts, a man 
who pays for the grazing of so many cows may take it out 
in the grazing of sheep or geese, each cow being represented 
by acustomary number of the smaller animals, so in ancient 
times the value of a cow would be considered as equivalent, 
for the purpose of exchange under beep ret circumstances, 

to so many sheep, geese, é. 
It has been frequently remarked thatin primitive societies 

the rule of supply and demand has almost no existence, 
and that the same price will continue to be paid for the 
same article during very long periods of time, and without 
regard to what are called mercantile considerations. Aslong 
as this mode of dealing is applied to articles which can be 
sold by measure and weight, and are of the same average 
quality, there is no difficulty in working the system; but.as 
soon as an attempt is made to apply it to land, the difficulties 
involved become apparent. Land can only be sold by re- 
ference to its superficial extent, but the qualities of any 
two pieces of land of the same acreage are very different, 
and therefore their value in exchange cannot be the same. 
How, therefore, can the value of any piece of land be ex- 
pressed with reference to the imaginary standard of value 
to which all other articles are referred? This is the question 
which the author of this tract attempts to solve, viz. :— 
What is the par of exchange of land in the market with 
reference to the other subjects of exchange? That he 
should fail in doing so in any practical manner was inevi- 
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be fairly drawn from its statements, it is necessary to con- 

sider the probable date of its composition. It must be first 
remarked that it does not consist of an ancient text with 
an annexed commentary and explanatory glosses, but is mani- 
festly written throughout by an author according to a definite 
plan, and that to the later lawyers who may have made 
use of it, it presented no archeisms, either of custom or lan- 
guage, which required special comment or explanation, The 
most important passage, as indicating the probable date of 
the composition, is the statement relative to the four rights 
to which it was proper that a king should pledge his people, 
the first of which is stated to be “a right to help him to 
drive out foreign races, i.e. against the Saxons.”* Assuming 
that these latter words are not a gloss which has crept into 
the text (and there is no reason to believe that they are), 
the date of the work must coincide with a period at which 
the Saxons were regarded as the enemies pay excellence of 
the Irish people, and not merely as a hostile, but as an in- 
vading race, It is obvious that no Irish writer would have 
singled out the Saxons as the special enemies of the Irish 
during the period covered by the Danish invasions, nor after 
that date until the Saxon had, in the mind of the people, 
been substituted for the Dane as their natural enemy. The | 
date of the work must therefore be either before the end of | 
the eighth century, or after the English invasion, the period 
covered by the Danish invasions being absolutely excluded, | 
The early relations of the Irish and Saxons were of the most 
friendly character, and naturally so as the Irish were then 
busily employed in plundering, and perhaps to some extent, 
conquering, their christian and Celtic neighbours across the 
channel. This point is thus discussed by Dr. W. K. Sullivan, 
in the following passage of his preface to the Lectures of Mr. 
O'Curry :—* The common object of attack, Roman Britain, 
brought the Irish and Saxons in contact at an early period. 
And this intercourse was, on the whole, of a most friendly 

character. . . The hostility of the two peoples appears to 
have first arisen in consequence of the quarrels between the 

* Page 335. 







of the work must be brought down to some date after the 
English invasion, unless there be internal evidence which 
would render such a conclusion improbable; and, if the date 
be so far postponed, it must be referred to a period consider- 
ably subsequent to the first invasion, to that at which all the 
Irish tribes stood in a hostile position to the English king, 
and the invasion was at length successfully checked, or at 
the earliest date, to the first quarter of the fourteenth cen- 
tury. 
There is also internal evidence which, independently of the 

passage referred to, would lead to the same conclusion. 

The most remarkable change in the organization of the 
early Irish Church was the substitution of an episcopal for the 
monastic system. In the earlier form of church government 
the abbot, not the bishop, was the ruling ecclesiastic ; the 
“coarb” of the original saint was the head of the ecclesiastical 
tribe; the pre-eminence and territorial jurisdiction of bishops 
arose at a date long subsequent to the commencement of the 
Danish invasion. Is it probable that a treatise descriptive 
of the ranks of society, if written during the life of Adamnan, 
and the vigorous existence of the Columban monasteries, 
would omit any allusion to an abbot, and speak of the bishop 
ag travelling “ for the good of the church and the territory,” 
and as of rank equal, if not superior, to the king of the 
tribe? There is further no allusion whatsoever to the 
geilfine system, nor to the geilfine flaith as representing his 
“fine,” and therefore an important item in the social system 

brought back sixty captives to Ireland.” In the Annals of Ulster, under the same 
year, there is a similar statement. 
It therefore appears that this invasion of the Saxon amounted merely to a raid 

ong the coast between the rivers Liffey and Boyne; that all the restitution 
sought by Adamnan on behalf of his country was freely accorded; and that the 
inroad was regarded by the English as a sinful violation of their friendship with 
‘an allied nation, And it the more remarkable that upon his return to Ireland 
Adamnan succeeded in introducing into Ireland the Roman mode of computing 
Easter, which proves that at that date the Irish cherished no peculiar feelings of 
animosity toward the English or their ecclesiastical usages. (Ses Bede Ecc. Hist, 
La. Vi, e. 15.) 
All the above references are contained in the notes to Dr, Ghana alison: 

of the ‘* Four Masters,” 
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—a very remarkable omission in a treatise of the character 
of the present. The condition of society exhibited in this 
work is that of the tribe system in state of decay and 
decadence, and rapidly tending to assume a feudal form, 
The simple freeman has sunk to the condition of the Saxon 
ceorl ; the tribe lands have, to a great extent, if not altogether, 
been monopolized by the noble classes; the political power 
has passed into the hands of the chiefs and greater nobles; 
all classes, from the highest to the lowest, are bound together 
by the semi-feudal bond, founded upon the system of lending 
out cattle ; all classes are rated for the payment of tribute to 
their superiors ; and the basis of society seems rather to be 
personal service than the common rights of the members of 
the tribe. Except for the survival of ancient terms, and some 
archaic rules and peculiarities arising from the absence of a 
circulating medium and the material conditions of the 
people, the condition of the country, as thus described, was 
not very different from that it exhibited in the last century. 
This is the opinion of Mr. O’Curry, as expressed in the 
following passage :—“It is not very easy to translate into 
modern language the technical terms of the ancient law of 
Landlord and Tenant; but a very well matured system 

existed at a very early period indeed, under which, although 
there was no such thing as absolute property in land in any 

property in land, and entered into relations with tenants for 
the use of the land, and these again with undertenants, and 
so on, much as we see in our own days. Now these relations 
constitute the first test of rank and condition. The Flaith 
—a word in some sense may be translated the Lord or 
Nobleman—was distinguished by being the absolute owner 
(within his tribe) of land for which he paid no rent, so that, 
if a man possessed but a single acre in this way, he was a 
Flaith All other persons holding land held it either from 
a Flaith or from some tenant of his; and the rank and 
Brecedency of these persons depended upon the amount of 
their possessions."* Although there are many statements in 

* Manners and Customs of the Ancient Irish, vol i, page 34. 
m2 
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this description to which exception may be taken, it fairly re- 
presents the practical condition of the Irish as depicted in the 
Crith Gabhlach, subject to the material correction thatsuch was 
not the original system of the Celtic tribe, but rather the 
condition to which the tribe had been reduced at the date of 
the composition of this work. The same causes were at 
work in Ireland as elsewhere, and with the same results. 
‘The chiefs and nobles had succeeded in crushing the lower 
orders, and had converted into their own separate property 

the land originally the common property of the tribe. The 
Crith Gabblach might fairly be described as a compendium 
of the rights and emoluments of the higher classes, of their 
house tributes, rents, cuttings, and costerings, and is not 
dissimilar from the old law book of the Brehon whereby the 
English commissioners “perceived how many vessels of butter, 
and how many measures of meal, and how many porks, and 
other such gross duties did arise unto M‘Guire out of his 
mensal lands.”* 

It is not to be concluded that any Irish tribe or province 
was ever actually organized in strict conformity with 
the rules laid down in this tract. It is impossible to 
believe that a nation so mobile and turbulent as the Irish 

Celts lived under a system so rigid in its laws and pedantic 
in its minutie ; that the different classes possessed so much 

and no more than the amount of property herein set down 
against them; inhabited houses of precisely the prescribed 
size, furnished in the manner described, and supplied with 

the farming instruments directed ; that the occupiers of them 
paid so much and no more than their customary rents; and 
that the whole society, from the provincial King downwards, 
were bound, and acquiesced in, a complete system of semi- 

feudal service, The work must be considered as a description 
of society fully organized according to the current. legal 
theory at the date of its composition ; but it can no more be 
assumed that the existing community accurately corresponded 
to the legal theory, thon that the condition of England in the 

* Ante, vol. tii, page 96. 
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man. The seven classes are here again completed, first 
by the introduction of the “aithech,” a very anomalous 
class, as subsequently explained in the text, and by the 
addition of the last three, viz, the “mbruigh-fer,” the “fer- 
fothla,” and the “aire-coisring,” two of which are the names. 
of officers, and not of classes. 
The scheme of classitication used by the author of the 

tract on Precincts, must have been different from that 
of the author of this tract; for he also, dividing the 
society into seven classes, states the two lowest to be the 
“bo-aire” and the “aire-desa,” and the highest to be the 
king, omitting to give the names of the four intermediate 
divisions, and, with reference to the extent of their pre- 
cinets, he fixes their rank upon the basis of a geometric 

progression, a gradation inconsistent with the ratio of their 
properties and honor-prices as fixed in this treatise. > 
The several ranks are divided with reference to the amount — . 

of property requisite to qualify for each respectively, and 
from and in the proportion to the requisite amount of pro- 
perty follow their rights and privileges (some of which we 
should now class as duties): (1) the legal value attributed 
to their oath, contract, guarantee, and evidence ; (2) the 
honor-price ; (3) refections, or the nature and amount of I 
food they should receive from a host; (4) sick maintenance; 
(5) the extent to which they could give protection to a third 
party who claimed it ; (6) the “taurereic,” or the amount of 
stock to be delivered to them by the superior to whom they 

themselves (the commendation to a lord in con- 
sideration of the “taurereic” might be oppressive or advan- 
tageous to the inferior, according to the circumstances of the 
time); and (7) the “bes tigi” or house tribute, payable in 
kind by the inferior to the superior to whom he had 
commended himself. 

The following analysis of the necessary qualifications and 
rights of the several classes will render the relative positions 
of the respective ranks clear, 
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A—TueE Nos-NOBLE CLASSES, 

1. The “mbidboth” man. 'This class is sub-divided into 
two sub-classes, viz., the “ mbidboth ” man who had attained 
the age of fourteen years, but not yet that of seventeen years, 

“unless he has taken possession or succession before that, or a 
man of the Feini grade be a co-oecupant with him,” é.e., unless 
he is himself in possession of a house, or be the joint occu- 
pant of one with a free man of full age (?), and the “mbidboth” 
man who had attained the age of seventeen years. The oath, 
contract, or guarantee of the former extended to the value ofa 
“dairt” heifer; his refection was milk and stirabout; his 
protection extended to one of his own grade over the terri- 
tory ; his honor-price was a “dairt” heifer. The value of 

the oath, &e., of the latter was a “colpach” heifer; his pro- 
tection extends to one of his own rank until he has given 
him double food (two meals?) ; his refection was milk and 
stirabout ; his honor-price a “colpach” heifer; his propor- 
tionate stock (taurcreic) was four “seds” in value; his food 
rent (bes tigi) a wether ; his sick maintenance for himself 
and his mother new unskimmed milk every third, fifth, ninth, 
and tenth day, and also on Sunday, 

It appears from this that the very lowest class of freemen 
were not, as has been stated, wholly devoid of property; 
they are presumed to possess a house, in respect of which they 
may be required to pay food rent to a superior, and they had 
a share, however small, in the common pasture, otherwise 

they could not have availed themselves. of the proportionate 
stock (taurcreic) they might receive. 

2. The Bo-aire or enriched churl. The “mbidboth”-man, 

upon acquiring the necessary amount of property, became 
ipso facto a “ bo-aire” chief, because, in this case, there was 
no change of status,as in the transaction afterwards men- 
tioned from the non-noble to the noble class, This increase 
is attributed to the profits made by stock received from a 
lord in the first. instance ; for he is assumed to have eom- 

mended himself to a lord; such would seem to be implied 

by the rule:—“In three days after notice half a portion 
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wooden vessel of salt; he was entitled to refection for two,milk 
and stirabout, butter on Sunday, venison, sea-grass (?), onions 
and salt. His property and social position was superior to that 
of the og-aire,” and he was not considered as of the “ bo- 
aire” rank, but what was styled “ an immovable tenant.” The 
reason given for this is as follows :—* What is it that puts 

_ this man from being in the rank of a‘bo-aire? Because 
it may be that four or five such may occupy the land of a 
‘bo-aire, and it could not be easy for each of them to be a 
‘bo-aire."* What is very noteworthy as to this class is 
the disproportion of the food-rent to the other incidents of 
his position, and proves some uncertainty as to his status. 
He, although possessing cattle, is described as grazing them 
upon the land of a “bo-aire;” but asa “bo-aire” is not 

deseribed as having any land of his own, it must mean that ' 
he was some kind of sub-assignee of the “bo-aire’s” grazing 
rights, and that the transaction bore some resemblance to 

the grazing partnerships referred to in the Book of Aicill.t 
c. The “ bo-aire” febhsa, or the wealthy “ bo-aire,” is one 

who has acquired the full rights of his class, His property 
is larger than that of the “ og-aire’—he has twelve vows and 
twice seven cumhals of land, a house of twenty-seven feet 
and a back-house of fifteen, a share in a mill and a kiln, 

barn, sheep-house, calf-house, and pig-stye. As before 
remarked, the value of his oath and his honor-price were five 
seds, his proportional stock twelve cows, and his food-rent a 

male “colpach” heifer with its aecompaniments.t 
p. The next class, the “mbruighfher” is evidently an 

official of the “ bo-aire” rank, not an independent sub-division 
of the entire class. He is “the ‘bo-aire’ for obedience to 
judgment.” His property is represented as twenty cows, 
two bulls, six bullocks, twenty hogs, twenty sheep, four 

house-fed hogs, two sows, and a horse, and he has also six- 
teen sacks of seed in the ground; he has a lawn for sheep 
about his house, a house of twenty-seven feet, and a 

back-house of seventeen feet, and outhouses. The value of 
his oath, &c., and his honor-price, are six seds, His propor- 

* Page 309. + Ante, Vol. III, page 142. 1 Page 811. 
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tionate stock was two cumhals, and his foot-rent a cow with 
its accompaniments,* The very peculiar enumeration of 
fines for all conceivable injuries to himself and his property 
prove that he occupied an exceptional position. It would 
seem that he was in some way bound to offer hospitality 
to a king, a bishop, a poet, or a judge “ from off the road,” 
and that his supply of eatables for such purpose was por- 
tion of his “obedience to judgment.” 

g. The highest of the members of the “ bo-aire” class is 
described under the title of the “fer-fothla chief,” and was 

so called because his cattle having become too numerous for 
the grazing which he himself possessed, he had commenced 
to give them out to others as taurereic, or additional stock. 

There is no amount of property fixed as the necessary quali- 
fication for this rank, the test of the qualification for which 

was that his property was in excess of his means of supplying 
necessary grazing. The amount of his honor-price and the 
value of his oath, &c., is eight seds, his house was twenty- 

seven feet in length, with a back-house of seventeen. His 
proportionate stock was four cumhals, and his food-rent a 
cow with accompaniments one year, and a male colpach 
heifer the other. 

A “fer-fothla” chief manifestly stood at the head of the 
“ bo-aire” class, for it was the “ fer-fothla” who is described 

as passing from the non-noble to the noble grade in the 
manner subsequently discussed. 

8. The “aire-coisring” chief is evidently an official person, 
and not a sub-division of the “ bo-aire” class. He is described 
thus :—“ Why is the ‘aire-coisring’ (7.¢, the binding ‘aire’) 
socalled? Because that he binds people, king, and synod 
on behalf of his tribe (cenel), in their rights of safety by 

verbal engagements ; but they concede to him leadership, 
and a right, to speak before (or for) them. He is the family 

chief then. He gives a pledge for his family to king, and 
synod, and professional men, to restrain them in obedience.” 
His honor-price and the value of his oath, &e., were fixed at 
eight seds, His house was thirty feet in length, and the 

* Page S11. t Page 317. 
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outhouse nineteen. His proportionate stock was five cum- 
hals, and his food-rent a cow with its accompaniments, and 
a male “ colpach” heifer, with its proportion of other food. 

- No amount of property is fixed as a necessary qualification.* 
The “ aire-fothla” passed under peculiar circumstances from 

the “ bo-aire” class into the noble class—that of the “ flaiths.” 
‘These are explained in the following passage of the text :— 
“When does the ‘ Aithech’-tenant become a chief having the 
bo-airich-ship? Upon going into a true green (the extent 
of precinct suitable to the rank of a flaith). When he has 
as much as the ‘ aire-desa,’ it is then he is an aire-desa, &e."+ 
When we turn to the explanation of an “aire-desa” chief's 
qualifications in a subsequent page, the following passage 
occurs :—“ And he is the son of an “aire, and the 
of an ‘aire.’”{ The“ bo-aire-fothla” chief did not attain the 
rank of a “flaith” by merely purchasing an acre of land, for 
there is no reference to land in the transaction ; nor did he 
acquire it by virtue of possessing merely the property of a 
“flaith,” for his property was required to be double of that 
at which a “ flaith-desa” was valued, nor again could he be 
considered a “ flaith,” unless both his father and grandfathers 

were “aires,” which must mean something more than they 
had been “ bo-aires.” That there was some element of here- 
ditary descent requisite to fix the social position of a “ flaith” 
all analogy leads us toexpect. The elevation of a “bo-aire” 
to the rank of a flaith was not simply equivalent to his being 
rated at a higher valuation. He acquired what was called 
the “ deis”-right, which is thus defined in the text :—“ What 
is the deis-right of a ‘flaith'? The goodly right to protect 
his office or rank, There are four ‘deis’-rights prescribed 
for the ‘ flaith’-chief. The ancient protection of the people 
(or territory) is his office in the territory, together with the 
office of leader, or ‘tanist’-leader of the army, whichever 
office it may be, of his ‘giallna’-tenants, his ‘ saer’-tenants, 
his ‘ sen-cleithe’-tenants, the punishment of every imperfect 
service, the following of cottier tenants and ‘ fuidher’-tenants 

* Page 319. + Page 817. t Page 321. 
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with the peculiar religion of our forefathers, and consequently 
affecting their descent. The facts correspond with the ex- 
pectation. A certain series of pure descents was sufficient 
to establish freedom, and a share in the government of the 
community, and in the distribution of lands; but another 
and a larger series was necessary for the full enjuyment of 
all the honours and all the consideration which the com- 
munity could give.” “The rule of nobility seems to be the 
result of two other rules. One is that fundamental 
principle of taking the common greut-grandfather as the 
stock or founder of the joint family or Meg; the other is 
the rule of the Three Descents. The effect of the latter rule 
was, that for the purpose of acquiring full rank in any par- 
ticular status, the claimant must show that his father and 

both (?) his grandfathers had held that status, Consequently, 
a man who claimed to belong to the nobility of the clan must 
show that his grandfather was noble—that is, that his grand- 
father had a kin, or in other words, had a great-great-grand- 
father who was a freeman.” After referring to various other 
archaic systems of law, Mr. Hearn makes the following re- 
marks upon the existence of this rule among the Celtic 
nations:—“The Celtic nations also exhibit traces of a 
similar custom. In Cymric law, the descendant of the 
original Altud or stranger to the district, was, after the lapse 
of three generations, ranked as a “ Briodwr;” and thence- 

forth became irremovable, and was entitled to his share in 
the lands of the ‘vicinity.’ In Scotland a similar rule ap- 
plied to serfs, although it is possible that in this case the 
rule may have been introduced from England. In Ireland 
the descendants of a Bo-aire, or Ceorl, might aspire, when 

they possessed land (1) for three generations, to become 
Flaths,”* So, too, “A‘Fuidhir’ familyt in the fourth gene- 
ration—indeed, in the third, for the Daer Botach had also 
right of settlement—could not be ejected from the land, 
That is, the third descendant was capable of transmitting 
heritable right, and the fourth of acquisition by virtue of 
such right.” As a curious exemplification of this principle, 

* Manners and Customs, &c., Vol. I, p, cix. t Ib, p. exxi, 
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INTRODUCTION. ecix 

of them are inapplicable, and that there is not any reference 
made either to their proportionate stock and food rent, or 
the sizes of their dwellings, matters dealt with in detail by 
the author of the Crith Gabhlach. The twenty-six classes 
stated in this tract of the classes of this tract are enumer- 
ated downwards, that is, commencing with the head king, 
and proceeding downward tothelowest grade, butitis perhaps 
more convenient in considering them to adopt the inverse 
order, and to proceed from the unfree classes as the natural 
basis, The nine last classes are intended to comprise the indi- 
viduals, not members of the tribe, either as originally unfree, 
or as having lost their original status; they are described as 
not possessing a holding, or talents, or followers, and therefore 
not worthy to form part of the assemblies, or companies af 
refection, nor entitled to “dire” fine, or to enter into 
securities or give evidence, They are evidently regarded 
not asservile, but unfree, having no status, and possessing in 
theirown personsno legalrights; it would follow fromanalogy 
that their persons could be protected and their property 
secured to them only by the intervention of some member 
of the tribe, in whose “hand” they would technically con- 
sidered to be. 

When the definitions of these nine classes are considered 
it appears that they are not arranged with reference to their 
respective rights, for they are all described as possessing none, 
but rather with reference to the causes whereby they had 
lost, or did not possess, any recognised status, and that the 

each other by purely accidental circumstances, The ranks 
thus enumerated are as follows :— 

(a) A “henchman,* a soldier of a good race”"—the nearest 
to the hip of a leader when going to the meeting, who, 
with his wife, was entitled to free feeding, and a fine 
for certain injuries. This is clearly a description of 
the immediate followers of the King; either of the four 
personal attendants who surrounded him in his hall or 
of the mercenaries whose wives had sick maintenance in 

* Page 353. t Page 339. 
o 
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gested, the “ geilfine-flaith”), a person of consideration and 

importance, as representing the members of the “fine,” but 
no more forming a rank in the tribe than the head of a house 
as representing the several members of the household. 

(b)* The “ idhna”-person, who has a number of sons who are 
born to him, and of male relatives (or brethren) to the number 
of thirty champions, He is entitled to free living of five from 
his “fine.” The key to the interpretation of this lies in his 
right to free living from the “fine.” He must belong to a 
“ fine,” and there must be other households in the “fine,” in 

which he should have his free feeding for four. His quali- 
fication was the possession of sons and brothers, wartiors— 
thirty in all. He appears to have been the head of a house- 
hold (or joint family) within the “fine,” so numerous that 
the household allotment being insufficient to support them, 
a certain number were supported by the remaining houses 
of the “fine” A person, the head of a numerous household, 
would manifestly be one of much power and influence in the 
early stages of society. 

(c.) The “ansruth”*-person is described as one “who 

protects his mansion and his land. He is allowed (lit. 
For him is) the wounding a person in each term of 
the year. He has no fewer than twenty (attendants) 
in an extern territory. He has free feeding for four on 
every side, and from every chief in his ‘tuaith. He is en- 
titled to a trusty sword for his honor-price.” As the 
“idhma” was entitled to support from the “family,” the 
“ansruth” was entitled to it from the tribe. His position 
involves the wounding or slaying of his others, and his 
absence from the tribe-land with the accompaniment of a 
strong escort. His peculiar honor-price, the sword, indicated 
his office. He may be easily identified with the “aire-echta” 
of the Crith Gabhlach.¢ 

* Page 349, 
The position of the champion or defenider of a térritory is well illustrated by the 

following passage of the Tain Bo Chuailgne :— 
“Cuchulainn then asked his charioteer where the great road which passed 

Emania Jed to, and he answered that it led to Ath na Foraire (i.e. the Ford of Watch- 
ing) at Aliabh Fuaid (a well-known mountain lying at the south of ancient Emania, - 
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The three classes of the (e) “ ogflaithem,” (/) “lethflaithem," 
and (/) “flaithem of one vassal,”” are merely sub-divisions of 
the poorer “flaiths,” with reference to their income, the 
amount of which naturally depended upon the number of 
their tenants; but there is no reason to believe that the 
rights of a flaith were measured in accordance exactly with 
the number of his tenants. Undoubtedly the “ flaith,” who 
had a large number of tenants who swelled the train of his 
retainers, and paid him food rent, which enabled him to sup- 
port others, was a much more important person than the 
“flaith” with few tenants, and that poor broken-down 

“ flaiths” with one, two, or three old tenants were very little, 
if at all, above, in public consideration, the cow-owning 
churl, who was rising into the noble class. 

It appears from a passage in the last tract published in 
this volume that the descendant of “ flaiths” might fall back, 
under certain circumstances, probably the want of qualifying 
wealth, into the non-noble class ;+ but there are no grounds 

for considering that the “flaith” below the aire-tuisi were 
legally divided into ranks in the exact, ratio of their fortune. 
‘The differences as to this point between this list and that 

posed, and the reliance to be placed upon their numerical 
statements. In both lists the bo-aire takes the highest posi- 
tion among the non-noble classes ; and the ranks above that 
are “flaiths ” or noble; the entire body of the “flaiths” be- 
low the rank of the “aire-ard” (or that of aire-echta 1) are 
included, according to the scheme of the Crith Gabhlach, in 
the rank of the “ aire-desa ”; if the four classes of the “ aire- 

must fall within the class of the “aire-desa,” as defined by 
the Crith Gabhlach ; but the qualification of an “ aire-desa,” 
as defined in the Crith Gabhlach, was eleven tenants, and 

* Page 351. 1 Page 381, 1 
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he was entitled to feeding for ten couples, It is evident 
therefore that many of the “aire-desa” class cannot have 
had the wealth specified in the Crith Gabhlach as the quali- 
fication for that rank, and that, despite the diminution of 
their wealth, they still continued “flaiths,” as long, if we rely 

on the statement in this tract, as they had a single vassal. 
This is perhaps what is implied in the definition in this 
tract of the “ aire-desa,” as “a man who had preserved the 
patrimony of his father and grandfather in the same condi- 
tion as he had found it before him, and who accumulates.”* 

The name in this tract of “ flaithem” of one tenant may, pro- 
bably, at the date of this tract have been equivalent to the 

French term of the lastcentury, which described avery impecu- 
nious nobleman, as the seigneur of a duck pond, the smallest 
conceivable amount of real estate which enabled him to assert 
his position as a seigneur. The“ uaitne ” person, as described 
in this tract, might be supposed to represent an office, and not 
a class, but it is clear that there must be interposed between 
the “ bo-aire” and the members of the unfree classes, a class 
representing the freeman without the full property qualifica- 
tion of the “bo-aire,” and the amount of the honor-price of 

the “mbedboth” and the “uaitne” man being identical, 
there are sufficient grounds for considering the two names 
as different designations of the same class, 

It is important to submit the schemes of rank contained in 
these two tracts to close examination, as the apparently 
anomalous character of the Irish tribe has been chiefly pro- 
duced by the assumption that the Crith Gabhlach should be 
admitted as an exact and historical document, and its 
numerical statements received without reserve as truthful 
representations of existing facts; so long as this mode of 

treating the Brehon Law tracts holds its ground, the ancient 
Trish tribe system must continue to be considered, as it has 

unfortunately too long been imagined, as an exception and 
an anomaly, a maze of technicalities incapable of disentangle- 
ment. 

The tract next proceeds to deal with the ranks of the 
* Page 349. 
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learned professions, before enumerating those of the church; 
the mode in which the various ranks in the several scales 
are considered equal to each other, and a harmony attempted 
to be established throughout, appears in the following intro- 
ductory passage :—* The distinctions (or titles) of wisdom 
(literary professions) now are different from the titles of the 
laity, because it is a “cumhal” of increase of honor-price, 

which each grade of the church takes, from the lighter of 
candles up to the psalm singer. It is by seds, however, the 
increase of the “ fine” grades and poets progress from low to 
high. Their proof and their denial too correspond; “a bishop 
and a king, the origin of all chiefs,” &e." 

The classification of both the Ollamhs and poets is 
plainly merely an exercise of the imagination; the 
epithets and ranks are founded upon conceits, analogies, 
and plays of works, and there is no practical informa- 
tion to be gleaned from them. Upon the other hand, 
the discussion as to the “dire ”-fines of ecclesiastics is 
one of the most interesting passages of the Brehon Law 
tracts, as illustrating the period between the break up of 
the Columban system and the institution of a regular epis- 
copal hierarchy. The discussion upon this subject com- 
mences with the following extraordinary passage :— 
“What is the highest dignity on earth? The dignity of 

the Church. What is the highest dignity which is in the 
Church? The dignity of a bishop. 

“The highest bishop of these is the Bishop of Peter’s 
Church, because it is under his subjection the chiefs of Rome 
are; and they are not under the subjection of anyone who 
has not virginity, or repentance, or lawful espousal; and it 
is to him that seven cumhals are payable for every degree 
of the seven degrees (or orders) that are upon him, if there 
be eric-fine for him at all; if not ‘eric “fine, there is to be 
the death of a person for it, 

“Where is this to be found? It is in the tract which 
Augustine wrote about the degrees of the Church, and of 
their dire fines ; and of their non-feedings, and the particular 

* Page 855. 
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the payments on account of injuries to clerics of various 
ranks, there is to be made a deduction of one cumhal for each 
grade in the ecclesiastical orders. It is very doubtful if the 
seven grades referred to in the text are the same as the usual 
ecclesiastical orders, as the clerical student and the recluse 
would seem to be included in the computation. The author 
appears to have considered that, in some cases of exceptional 
iniquity, the process of compensation by eric-fines was in- 
sufficient. 
“What is the penalty (lit. debt) of wounding a virgin 

bishop? Three victims (cunidh) are to be hanged for every 
hand that wounded him ; half the debt of wounding is paid 
for insulting him.” “ As to every person who sees, and who 
does not protect him by all his strength, by all his deeds, 
and that the guilty person escapes, it is seven cumhals that 
are to be paid for his sick maintenance and his eric fine.”* 
Again—‘So it is with every grade of virginity until it 
comes to the case of a virgin cleric, so that there are seven 
“cumhals’ for wounding him, or a victim.”t 

‘These passages prove that the author not only imagined that 
an aggravated injury of this class would entail the punish- 
ment of the guilty parties, but would also require “blood” ex- 
piation, These passages explain the expressions used in 

reference to the “ midhlach ” person in this treatise, viz., that 

he would naturally afford the material fora victim, Sucha 
mode of punishing or avenging crime is inconsistent with 
the whole tenor of the Brehon law, and perhaps indicates 
that the author was a cleric, or of clerical sympathies, who 
enunciated principles for the benefit of the church which 
never formed portion of the customary law.t 

* Page 363. + Page 365. 
+The doctrine of the early Irish Church of the necessity of blood-shedding as 

an expiation for blood is fully set out in the poem of Dubhtach Mac ua Lugair, 
supposed to have been recited in the presence of St. Patrick, and under the 
immediate inspiration of the Holy Ghost: 

w The truth of the Lord, 
‘The testimony of the New Law, 
Warrant that Nuada shall die; I decree it 
Divine knowledge, it is known, decides 
(To which veneration is due), 
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“ Another lay recluse is he who puts bounds to his passions, 
and who goes to the clergy this day, upon whom a soul-friend 
does not pronounce his character, or recommendation, To 

the extent of two-thirds he reaches unto the middle lay 
recluse.” “4 

“A person should not wonder that there should be an equal 
“dire ”-fine for the lay recluses who are without virginity, if 
they be beloved of God, and their works great, if their 
miracles are as numerous, or if they are more numerous in 
the same way that Peter and Paul were to John, and in the 
same way that Anthony and Martin were; ut dixit Sciptura, 
“ubi habundabit dilechtum, super habundabit gratia.”* 

The author manifestly regards St. Peter as having been a 
married man, and, with reference to Paul, puts a well- 

known construction upon the twelfth verse of the ninth 
chapter of the First Epistle to the Corinthians. 

The peculiar views put forward in this tract as to the posi- 
tion and duties of the clerics are remarkable,andare of import- 
ance in fixing an approximate date for the composition of this 
tract. The bishop, not the abbot, is the highest known 

ecclesiastic, indeed of the abbot there is no mention whatso- 

ever ; the marriage of the clerics is assumed as permissible, 

although discountenanced, inasmuch as the married cleric 
thereby to a certain extent lost caste, as proved by the pro- 
portionate diminution of his “dire”-fine; the recluse is 
treated as an acknowledged order in the Church, and he is 
intimately connected, for the purpose of the amount of his 
“dire”-fine, with his soul-friend (“anmchara”); the Pope 
was recognized as the highest bishop of the Church, and as 
‘ruling over Rome ; and in the reference to the imaginary 
work of St, Augustine, there is an allusion to “the emperor 
of the whole world.” These indications point to the transi- 
tional and obscure state of the Celtic Church after the break- 
ing up of the Columban monastic system, and before its 
complete reorganization under continental influence, to the 
latest period of the existence of the Culdees, a remarkable 
era in Celtic ecclesiastical history, which has been lately 

= Page 367. 
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fully dealt with, so far as the scanty existing materials 
permit, by Mr. Skene.* The allusion to “ the emperor of the 
whole world” may help in some degree in fixing the date of 
the work. A Celtic pilgrim returning from Rome would 
state the impressions which the existing state of facts pro- 
duced upon him; he certainly would not be influenced by 
the legal theories of the civil lawyers; the abstract idea of 
the all-ruling emperor would not occur to him unless the 
power of an existing emperor were brought home to his 
mind by what he saw with his eyes and heard with his ears 
among the public of the city. A pilgrim to Rome during 
the interval between the disappearance of the influence of 
the Eastern emperors and the date at which the Culdees 
finally ceased to exist, could have his attention drawn to the 

imperial power, as a universal dominion, only at two distinct 
periods—either during the reigns of Karl the Great and his 
son Ludwig, that is, between A.p. 800 and A.p. 840, or after 

the resuscitation of the imperial power by the Emperor 
Otto in AD, 951. The expression of the Bishop of Peter's 
Church “having under his subjection the chiefs of Rome” 
(unless this be merely a Celtic phrase expressing sovereignty), 
would exactly describe the position of the Popes after the 
FS tie This would point to the end of the tenth or 
beginning of the eleventh century as the probable date of 

' the composition of this tract. 
From these, and the various remarkable points of differ- 

ence between this tract and the Crith Gabhlach, already 

alluded to, it may be inferred that the present treatise is the 

more ancient of the two, and represents an older condition 
of Irish society. A considerable portion of it, so much as 

deals with ollamhs and poets, is purely fantastic, full of the 

false discussions and quibbling classification so much in 
vogue with Brehon lawyers, and valueless except as a 
monument of misspent time and ingenuity; another portion, 
so much as deals with the clerics, although most valuable 
from an historical point of view, cannot be considered as a 

practical statement of existing law, but rather as a covert 

* 4 Celtic Scotland,” vol. 2, chap, vi. and ix. 
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attempt to introduce legal innovations in favour of the 
Church ; the residue, which treats of the classes of the tribe, 
is most valuable in every respect, although in dealing with 
it, and discussing the principle of the scheme upon which the 
vanks of the tribe are classified, it cannot be forgotten that 

it was written by the author of, or at least has been com- 
bined into one production with, the two latter divisions of 
the work. 

XIII. 
Succession, 

The last tract contained in the present has no heading or 
title in the original; it has been named, for the purpose of 
reference, as a treatise on “Succession,” inasmuch as that is 

the subject which the author proposed to discuss, This 
work is of the fragmentary character, being nothing more 
than a collection of unconnected extracts or references, 
thrown together in a note-book as the materials for an 
intended work. 

To this tract there is prefixed the following extraordinary 
head-note :—“ By this book, if I can, in the name of God, I 

will bring the senior before the junior in every case, as these 
laws down here state. Beyond this I will make an inter- 
mixture of their law altogether.”* 

The object of the work was not to state what were 
the customary law upon the subject dealt with, but to 
collect authorities in support of an argument in favour 
of succession by descent and seniority, and, it may be 
gathered, in opposition to the rules regulating it by per- 
sonal merit, property qualifications, or election. The 
author must, for the purpose of extract and reference, have 
had before him a considerable number of works, which it 
would be now difficult to ascertain or identify. As to the 
passage near the commencement of the tract, concerning the 
succession of an abbot,* it appears that the authority refer- 
red to is the concluding paragraphs of the Senchus Mor 
with the present annexed commentary,” 

Although from its form, and the obvious intention of its 

* Page 375, + Vol. 8, page 79. 
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The qualification, therefore, of the chief, as founded upon 

the possession of land, had no reference, apparently, to the 
value of the land, or what would be now called his annual 

income, but was based upon the number of tenants upon 
his land, and the amount of their food rents; that is the 
number of his retainers made up of his tenants and the other 

followers, whom the food rents of his tenants enabled him 

to maintain. 

The right of acquiring rank in the tribe founded upon the. 
acquisition of property must, of course, be understood as 
applicable only to free members of the tribe themselves ; as 
in all early communities the freedom of the tribe and the 
right to acquire or enjoy a portion of the tribe lands may 
be taken to have been practically identical. 

The several tracts contained in the present volume have 
been collected from the following sources :— 

(A.) 
pin teccugan ; or, Of taking Lawful Possession of Land. Trans- 

lated by Dr. O'Donovan. Vol. L, pp. 91-123, of his official 

translation, and extracted by him from T.C.D., E 3,5, and 
H 3,17. 

(B.) 
bpneacha comaithcera anoro ; or, the Judgments of Co-tenancy. 

This tract is described by Dr. O’Donovan as “ Judgments of 
Co-tenancy,” and was translated by him. Vol. L, pp. 1-90, 
of his official translation, and extracted by him from Rawlinson, 
487, and T.C.D., E 3, 5, and H 3, 18. 

(C.) 
bech bnecha; or, Bee Laws. Translated by Dr. O'Donovan, 

Vol. L, pp. 346-382, of his official translation, and extracted 
by him from H 2, 15, T.C.D. 

(D.) 
coibniur uircí; or, Right of Water. This tract is described by 

Dr. O'Donovan as “Of Water Mills, Mill Races,” &c., and 
was translated by him. Vol. L, pp. 383-399, of his official 

translation, and was extracted by him from H 2, 15, T.C.D. 

(E.) 
matgne; or, Precincts. Described by Dr. O'Donovan as “ Of 

the inviolable space which surrounded every man’s residence, 
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SYNOPSIS OF INTRODUCTION. 

I. The present volume of tracts selected as illustrating the land 
laws of the early Irish, and the constitution of the Celtic family 

and tribe, p.1. Whatever abstract legal propositions the Brehons 

possessed to be found in the tracts. First inquiry, whether there 

is an authentic archaic text, p. viiL Composition of original Brehon 
text, p. x. Principle on which a translation ought to be based, 
p. xi. Method adopted by editors in dealing with the text, p. xii. 

II. On TAEING LAwFUL PossEssion.—A consecutive treatise deal- 
ing with the symbolic ceremonial by which an action for recovery of 

land was instituted, p. xiii. ; exhibits the mode in which the judicial 

authority of the Brehon arose, and the series of legal fictions 
necessary to bring a defendant into court. The authority of the 

Brehon the same as that of the judges in other Aryan tribes. 
The Brehon system an instance of archaic survival. The Celtic 

Irish never formed town communities, p. xiv. All judicial authority 

derived from a system of voluntary submission to arbitration. 

The origin and theory vf judicial authority in primitive communi- 

ties reconsidered. ‘‘Custom” defined as the acquired habita of 

any human community, p. xv. Jurisdiction of judges gradually 
established by a series of fictions. Quarrels begin to be submitted 

to arbitration of tribe, p. xvii. Method of bringing suit into court, 
p- XVI 

The case of the Romans considered, judicial customs of the 
Quirites described and compared, p. xx. The Roman procedure, 
symbol its characteristic, manuum consertio. The peculiar analogy 

to the Brehon procedure for recovery of lund, which is identical 
with the Roman form up to a certain point, but modified to suit 
different cases, pp. xxi—xxiil. 

The case of Ninne, the son of Matech, considered. The Brehon 
procedure for recovery of land described, p. xxiv. 

First step towards the establishment of original judicial power 

was the publication of antique formule, p. xxviii. Inconsistency 
between the text and commentary as to the form pursued by a 
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female claimant. The leading case of the woman Ciannacht. 

Seven exceptions to the ceremonial of laying claim to land, p. xxix. 
Highly improbable that the ancient ceremonial was exclusively 

applicable to lands let on rents, p. xxxi. The procedure further 
described. The system of counter-claim, p. xxxii. Amount of 

fine paid by unsuccessful claimant. Discussion of the term 

“é coibhue,” and the various classes of tribe lands, p. xxxiii. Defi- 
nition of “raitech” persons divided into three classes, p. xxxvi. 
Horses used at first exclusively in the symbolical entry, cows 

afterward substituted from necessity. Forms of procedure ended 
with reference of dispute to arbitration, p. xxxvii. Allusion 
to the mode in which a dispute is decided in an Indian village 
community. Mr. Wallace's description of a meeting of a Russian 
Mir to assess taxation, and divide village lands referred to, p. 
xxxvili. Judicial development among the Irelandic Norse. The 
procedure detailed in two trials before the Althings, related in the 

Sagu Burnt Njal, p. xxxix. The foundation of the jurisdiction, 

the position and functions of the Celtic Brehon clearly stated, p. 
xl. An attempt to express in distinct terns the substance of two 

fragments of ancient dicta, pp. xli-iii. The case of Seither illustra- 
tive of the nature and the date of the Brehon law, p. xliv. 

Passages indicative of the modern and equitable mode of view- 
ing the essence of the transfer of property, p. xlvi. Assertion of the 

doctrine of purchase for valuable consideration without notice. 
Passages laying down the ancient theory of society, p. xlvii. 

Explanation of the term “ ternal covenants,” p. xl viii. 
III. Tue “ Fine” AND THE “ GEILFINE ” System.—No distinct 

explanation of the system anywhere given in these tracts, p. xlix. 

A remarkable passage in a preceding volume reprinted, explana- 

tory of the mode in which property was divisible among the mem- 

bers of a family, pp. lin. Three distinct theories published as to 

the origin and working of the Geilfine system since date‘of the last 

volume of Brehon Law Tracts, viz., those of Sir H. 8. Maine, Dr. 

W. K. Sullivan, Mr. J. F. M‘Lennan. The views of Sir H. Maine 

stated and explained, p. liv. Dr. W. K. Sullivan’s theory quoted ; 
adoption of it by Mr. W. E. Hearn. Welsh rule of inheritance 

cited, p. lvni. Mr. M‘Lennan’s theory stated, pp. lix-lxiv. Im- 

portance of the tract entitled “ Of the Divisions of the Tribe of a 

Territory,” p. Ixvi. Deductious from the tract entitled “ The 

Land is Forfeited for Crime,” p. Ixix. Welsh rules of inheritance, 
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pp. Jxxv—vi. Description of the “Geilfine” system, pp. 1xxx-]xxxviil. 
The rules of succession laid down in the Book of Aicill considered, 

p. Ixxxix. Conclusions arrived at, p. xcili. 
IV. On THE INCIDENCE OF FINES AND COMPENSATION FOR 

Crimes. —The tract “ Of the Judgment of every Crime which any 
Criminal Commits” considered, pp. xciv—ci. The tract “The Land 
Forfeited for Crime” considered, pp. ci—ciii. 

V. Tue Succession To Lanp, p. cili. Description of the first 
land system, p. civ. The origin of succession appears to be co- 

ownership, p. cv. Illustration of the rules of succession, p. cvi. 

Distinctions between various classes of tribe lands explained, p. 
evil. Three cases of liability and heirship stated, p. cviil. 
Liability to pay fines, and the custom of compensation explained, 

pp. cix-cx. The question of the nature of the interest taken by 

the sons in the lands of a deceased discussed, cxi-cxii. Hereditary 

succession and rules of descent, pp. cxli-cxv. Female succession, 

pp. cxXvi—cxvil. 
VI. JupGMENT8 OF Co-TENANCY, p. cxix. The partition of 

- lands, p. cxx. Fencing, p.cxxi. Trespass by cattle and damages, 

pp. cxxili-cxxvili. Trespass by bees, hens, dogs, p. cxxix. Man 

trespass, p. cxxx. Ex'stence of tenants in the modern sense of 

the term, p. cxxxviil. Rules laid down on the relation of land- 

lord and tenant, pp. cxxxiii-cxxxviil. Several and individual owner- 

ship of land perfectly familiar to Irish lawyers, p. cxxxix. Value of 

this tract, p. cxl. 

VII. Bee JupaMents, p. cxli. The legend relative to introduc- 
tion of bees into Ireland given, p. cxli. This tract valuable as 

illustrating modes of thought and logical abilities of Irish lawyers, 

p- cxliii. Possession of bees considered, p. cxliv. English and 
Roman law thereon, p. cxlv. The Brehon law of bees, pp. cxlvi- 

cli. Commantary thereon, p. clii. Welsh law, p. cliii Norman 
law, p. cliv. 

VIIL Rient or Wares, p. clvi Tracts of the right to con- 

struct watercourses and mills. Compensation, when payable, p. 
elvii. The question of ownership, p. clviiii Mr. O’Donovan’s 

opinion, p. clix. Ditches divided into two classes, p. clxii. The 
reason why Brehon law is difficult and obscure, p. clxiiL Water 
mills, when first introduced into Ireland, p. clxiv. 

LX. Precincts, the extent of each determined by a national con- 

vention held at SLIATH FUAIDH, p. clxv. Damages for violation, 

q 
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p- clxvi. Protection must be legal, p. clxvii. Amount of damages, 
and number of fugitives allowed, p. clxviii. Mr. Hearn’s descrip- 
tion of the original position of the fugitive, p. clxix. 

X. Divisions or Lanps, the tract an attempt to fix arithmeti- 
_ cally the value of a cumhal of land, p.elxx. In ancient Ireland 
no currency or standard of value, p. clxxi. The difficulty of ex- 
pressing the value of land obvious, p. clxxii, How attempted to be 
solved, p. clxxiii. i 
XI. Cairn GanntacH, the date of its composition attributed by 

Dr. Sullivan to the seventh century, p. clxxiv; by the editors to 
the eighth century, p. clxxv. The early relations of Irish and 
Saxons discussed by Dr Sullivan, p. clxxvi. 
Change in the organization of the Irish Church, p. clxxviii. 

Opinion of Mr. O’Curry on the then condition of society, p. clxxix. 
This tract a compendium of the rights and emoluments of the 
higher classes, p. clxxx. ‘The proper grade determined by amount 
of property, p. clxxxi. List of classes, p. clxxxii. Analysis of 
necessary qualifications and rights of several classes, pp. clxxxiii. 
‘Mr. Hearn upon the subject, p. clxxxix. Extreme unreliable nature 
of classification contained in this tract shown, p. excy. Tabular 
analysis, p, cxlvi. Sequence of ranks shown in table, p, cxevii. 
Scale of compensation for death given in book of Aicill, p. excviii. 
The Crith Gabhlach must be regarded, to a great extent, an 
imaginary work, though giving a definite picture of mode of life, 
p. excix, Duties and rights of kings, p. cc. The week, how 
portioned, p. cciv, Full description of a king in state, p. ccv. 
Condition of Irish people at the date of this tract very unfavour- 
able, p. covi. 
XI Seqve. To rae Curra GABHLACH,p.ccviii Another classi- 

fication given, p. ccix. Definitions of classes, p. ccix., compared 
with those in the Crith Gabhlach, and closely examined, p. cexii. 

Discussion on “ dire” fine of ecclesiastics a most interesting pas- 
sage in Brehon law, p. ccxvii. Important views put forward in 
this tract as to position and duties of clerics, p. coxxi. 

XIL. Svocessioy, p. ccxxiii. Although of a fragmentary char- 
acter this tract contains some interesting matter, p. ccxxiii, Most 
‘important extracts have reference to the rales of three descents, 
P- cexxvi. 
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OF TAKING LAWFUL POSSESSION. 
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DIN TECTURE. 

On ake Tocombachearb pealb paepceatlargs ; modarg maine 
Possession mbnugpatce ; baccatp cpicha coma comol; archeam 

Saibear curse maroon ceallach medonach; ní pinreal- 
Lach cuinige. 

Tocombachtarb peabb, -1. 1p torch Wath corbsic na forin a 
Fenann cpep in cveccugro fo pip D0 foil ag Movas mame 
mbpugparce, .1. 1p ope smimpc a nech pipenargtin vorbprum he. Dac- 
cain cpicha coma comob.1. corhompor -1. bacap leir: mam na cpa 
+) Perchim no mnvpargim co naccomateen a pepann véibpum amLarp pm. 
Githeam sarbeap curnige i. yp auch aem, yp Luarchiu gabur nech 
TuMID! Mm Feapainy on cechcugaDd mevonach ma on cés cechtusao. 
Mavon ceallach mevonach .1. nocha Lap mn Fen benep cechcugir 
IPN Fenann va cér ceécuga cunide m penuinn ap oo a cér vedraIsce; 
ór anué expe namaimbro. Ma pombe ig maié, manu be, anarp veatma 
coup ip Lom cumrde rparoru, Mí pipceatLach curmige a. noco leir 
1n per bepup reócugrro ip in PepanD cap claro in FepainD va ceócugiro 
Cumrde mn pepaind ap ai in cóc ceéouNSt, mana cabpa in cell eile. 

sl. cro pin beinear in ceécabug 1p amlard Do bepao é; abao 
Teona vetmad vo cabarpc (man fepann; abao cat tae so 
vabaine ime pe ne na cóc veémarde, no comad ay m cóc ocup 
ap m Lo vegeanaé, ocur 1p m Lo mevonat; ocur munar cinceao 
he pay m pe pin, ir Dud vo anund co hop in pepam ocup va eat 
ina Lamh, ocup piróne Lary, a ponba na cér vetmarve; ocur 
To ban comp 9Ligeo vo a ponba cuict 1p m cér DecmarD, ocur a 
minvivect na vecmaroe mevonts, ocur bet vo Eall pe La co natéet ; 

ocup muna cincean ó ann pin, 17 DUL DO amach pepe na Deémarde 
mevonci, ocup po ba comp otrgeo Do a ponba cuicút 1p 1m DetmatD 
mevonargs; ocuy aba 06 cat tae ap in mbrobard pe pe na 

* Of taking taful possession.—The Irish for this is taken from O'D, 409, 
(H. 8, 17, eol. 311.) 



OF TAKING LAWFUL POSSESSION.! 

Noe tribes quickly obtain possession of land ; OF zaxxo 
it is secured to them by the work of their Posssssiox 

horses; lands are not taken possession of until proof 
is given; he shall sooner get possession if from the 
middle entry ; it is not true possession. 
Quickly obtain, i, itis soonor quickly that the good men obtain actual pos- 

session of theland by bringing the" requisites for taking possession intoit, The work 
of their horses, i.e. it is through the work of their horses it is justified to them. 

Lands are not taken possession of, &e., Le. equal ‘cairde,' ie. he had the 
territories before, i.e. I hold or I maintain that their land is not retained by them after 

that manner. He shall sooner get possession, i.e. quicker or sooner does one 
obtain possession of the land from the date of the middle possession-taking than 

from the first passession-taking. If from the middle entry, i.e. it is not to 

the man who brings the means of possession-taking into the land for its possession 
for the first time that the possession of the land belongs on account of its 

first possession-taking ; Ae has but an inception of right alone respecting it. If it 
is, it is well, if not, there is a stay of ten days and the possession is his then. It is 
not true possession, i.e. it is not to the man who brings the means of taking 
possession into the land and over the fence of the land for its possession that the 

possession of the land belongs on account of the first possession, unless he makes 

the second entry. 

Whatever man brings the means of taking possession it is thus he 
shall bring it; he shall give notice for the space of thirty days upon 
the land ; he shall serve notice every day respecting it during the 
period of the first ten days, or according to others, on the first and 
the last day, and on the middle day; and, unless he has been 
responded to during that time, he is to go over to the border of the 

land, having two horses in his hand (by the bridles), and having'a 
witness, at the end of the first ten days ; and law is due to him 

at the end of five days in the first ten days, and at the beginning 
of the middle ten days, and he shall remain within for a day and 
a night ; and if he is not responded to then, he is to go out during 
the period of the middle ten days, and law is due to him at the 

end of five days of the middle ten days ; and he shall serve notice" 
upon the defendant during the period of the middle ten days, 
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vetmaroe mevonarge ; no, comad 1p in cóc Lo ocur pm to 
mevonaé ocur if in Lo vergeanad, ocur muna tinceap é, out 00 

anunn a pupba na vetmaid1 mevonargt, ocup a nmoaceór na 
vetmarde Deigenarge, co Tpan in fepainD, ocup cerépu here Léir 

ocup va fiaone. (bao vo cat lae pe pe na vecmaror 

Mevonaigi ; no comand ip m cóc lo ocur ip in Lo mevonat ocur 

iy in Lo vergeanaé; ocup muna cinceap 6, 1p Dul Do ama, ocur 
aban vo ap mbrobaró caé Lae amuis pe pe na vecmaro: ders 
anair; ocur muna cinceap he, 1p dul vo anund a ponba na 
vecmarnr pesgeanaigt, co paige Let im pepainn, ocur oéc nerd 

leir ocup cp fiaone Leip, ocur a Let Do Spavarb flacha, ocup 
a let v0 Sava peme; ocur muna vamcup dliged 06 pe nduL 
andunn, noco ninoligceé vo gin co Ti amaé no co pimna ín leír no 
naé Leip ; ocur Daman cinnte Leip na vemTa DLIZed DO pe NDUL 
anound, noco nindugéeé To Fin co Tuca abav att vetcusaD DO 

bpert. 

Ceallach cap apea, céc ceallach; ad na cecca ~ 
cunise; ceallach Da Dechmad cian pamap; ad Do 
coiplead cuinide. 

“Ceallach can anca a. cap claro; no capbuc 1 cellach nine cm 
yuppocna (Tó na ceéva curmise a. vliged na veécann cui! mn 
Fepane vopom pin, Teallach oa vechmad cian pamap, a.m 
cechcugrro benup io a archte m vavechman cian pemup. a. in DeémaD 
mevonach ocup in veiman vervenach. Cran pamap a. can acachap 
occo a pemup. (Co vo coiplean cuinide, a. ip vliged poxtap 
uime in pen vopom Tin. 

[Himne mac marech opemib tuig po ruaró a cpich nl, cain, 
mapeach v0 Taigro canurc, ocur fcoinfer a neocha 1 tip ba 
ceiniut voaib pram, na bo éuinée choca ind: co netpipt in ct ba 
Dip, beinró bun, neochu ap in cin. Cpbeps om mm giar baoi ta 
Ninne; mí mo van vume cic coca m Poop ap neoch runn; na 
buapcunce covaand. Ni hupupapon po ba Uibrí puam; m1 brad 

ane ert ape. Ni feoucup copm napomad leo pram arin. Ni 

! The last ten daws.— The MS. here reads ‘middle’ instead ‘of last;* but the 
sense clearly requires ' last." 
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or, according to others, it may be on the first day, and on OF Taxrxa 

the middle day, and on the last day, and unless he is responded to, preseennr, 
he is to go over fo the land at the end of the middle ten days, and = — 

at the beginning of the last ten days, into the third of the 
land, he having with him four horses and two witnesses. He is 

to serve notice" during the period of the last ten days;' or according « tr, 
to others, it may be on the first day, and on the middle day, and on 4 notice hy 
the last day; and unless he is responded to, he is to go out, and he 
is to serve notice* on the defendant every day outside during the 
period of the ten last days; and unless he is responded to, he is 
to go over at the expiration of the last ten days until he arrives 
at half (middle point of) the land, having eight horses and three 
witnesses with him, one-half of them of the chieftain rank, and the 

other half of the Feini rank ; and unless law is offered to him before 
going over, it is not unlawful for him not to come out until it is 
ascertained whether the land is or is not his; and if it be certain 
to him that law will not be given to him before going over, it is 
not unlawful for him that he has not given notice, provided that 

he has brought the means of taking possession. 

Entry over a wall, a first entry ; law does not 

legalize possession; an entry of twice ten days on 
land long tilled ; it is law that takes possession of 
the land for him from the other party. 
Entry over a wall, Le. over a fence; or, according to others, to bring a chariot 

in an entry upon land without forewarning. Law does not legalize posses- 
sion, ie. that is a law which does not justify possession of the land for him. 
Entry of twice ten days, &e., ie. the means of possession-taking which he 
‘brings into it after the two ten days. ‘Cian remur,' i.e. the middle ten days and 
the last ten days. Long tilled, Le. long it has been with him under tillage. 
Law that takes possession, i.e that is law which takes away the possession 
of the land for him, 

Ninne, son of Matech, one of the Feini, went northwards into 
the country of the Uladh with three horsemen to visit friends, 

and they unharnessed their horses in a land which had previously 
belonged to their tribe, but it was not to demand a share therein ; 
and the person whose land it was said to them, take away your 

horses from the land. Then the two who were with Ninne 
replied: it does not make our claim greater that we have 
unharnessed our horses here ; it is not to claim a share therein. 
This is not easy for it was your own before; they shall not 
be left there for that reason, They did pot know yntil then 
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Or maxteo Lerefer a neoche ay. Capra din in ti ba vip a neocha ap ap ercin. 
Geena: Fosettrar 1apum mbí Conéobap Mac Nera, ocup bepeprve prach 
— = ecaipevechta pony anti capcup aneocha apm cin, ocup combos, 

am ní capcap ap, ocup vo combi relba vorb a come pin 

“1 celtarg.] . 

Cease rechc pealba La peine na Farben achgabait, 
na beip ceachpa ina ceatlach ; sc pip ín Do Logan. 
Torch Do boing acobach ocup a ceallach ; Dun cen peilb; 
ceall, gen parchées cin, pop a mbar poolars; datpleac 
doaip: muaspunip mapa ma berp ceachpa; upacomol cip 
neim1d 3 Tip. Da panda plach rap. necuib mm Geile, a clae- 
Tap poll, 1 cupcap Lia. 

CCcaic peche peatlba +. acac pete pena va nmfneroenn mn 
yenechup, ocup noco vlegap achgabml rp moille vo bmich morib va 
vechtugav, Na berp ceacthpa .1. noco benan cechpa va cechtugay. 

1c pin +. w pin impmigmcep no íneillgicen, ínotib, no vo bneich 
ea cechcugas. Torch vo boing, -1. 1p coich no 1p luath corbgicep. 
Ccobach..achgabat. OC ceallach,.1.cechcargte. Dun cen perrd, 
3. cen Fenann act, amuil, aca Dun apart, Ceall gen parchée a. 
amut ava coll, sabpin. Tip pony a mbar poolaig -r ap nap manba 
nahinvitte. Daiptece.t Loc bog mb: bo an. bar loc a. me a mba- 
Posen sac cpe an na mbo, no Loc bap mb: satap. Murpinip mana 
simp mapcanach bip ap muin, no ima mapeanach muin, amuLaca my 
cuchang .1. orhun a mba cuicce no wart 4. ap. annpacup a mbpué ice. 
Ina berp ceachna . noco bepap cechma va cechcusan cen echap, 
Upacomor .. im ni pon a pinaccomartzen a cif DO neimeo, amu 
TIP mugmn no pot crom .1. cp th La neé, Dia NoLegU ciTTS ap Focory 

{Tate Cuthaigh —Sealtery Toland in the Shenson, muar Kirsh: 
* Tir-Maghain,—In C., 846, the following note is given:—Secures the rent, 

i.e. land which one possesses of which rent is due, and the cattle of the entry are 
distrained for that rent alone, i.e. the thing by which his rent is secured to the 
‘Nemidh '-person, such as Tir-Mudhain in Eile to the King of Caisel, or Rot- 
Adamair, in Ui-Conaill-Gabhra tothe Coarb of Lismor in the same way, ic. 
According to the ancients all along everything which is found on Fiadh-Mudhain is 
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that the land had been theirs before. They did not remove their Or taxme 
horses from thence. The person whose land it was then drove prawn.” 
their horses from it by force. They afterwards applied to — 
Conchobhar Mac Nessa concerning it, and he awarded a fine for 

unlawful expulsion upon the person who drove the horses out of 
the land, and an equivalent of what was driven off it, andhe gave 
them lands in proportion to their family. aan eee 

There are seven lands with the Feini into which 
distress is not taken, into which not cattle are brought 
for entry; it is men that are required. Quickly the 
exaction and the entry are seized upon; a ‘dun’- 
fort without land; a church without a green; a land 

on which there are plunderers; a deadly place of 
murrain; an island in the sea to which cattle are 
brought; land which secures the rent of a ‘Nemidh’- 
person ; land which the chief divides after the death 
of the tenant, where a hole is made, where a stone 

is put. 
‘There are seven lands, ic. there are seven lands which the Feinechus men- 

tions, and into which it is not lawful to bring distress in the shape of cattle into them, 
to take lawful possession. Not cattleare brought, i.e. cattle are not brought 
to take lawful possession of them (the lands). It is men, ie. it is men that are 
suffered or required to be brought into them, or to be bronght to take awful possession 
of them. Quickly are seized upon, Le. it is quickly or soon seizure is made. 
Exaction, ic. distress (Jauful seisure). Entry, Le. legalized. A ‘dun'-fort 
without land, Le. without having land, such as Dun Araill, A church 
without a green, Le. such as Cell Gabhrin. A land on which there are 
plunderers,ie. on which the cattle have been killed. A deadly place, i.e. a place 
of death, where there is murrain of cows, i. ‘bas-loo,’ i.e. a place where they are 
carried off by death through cow-plague or a place of death where there is disease, 
An island in the sea, Le.a deadly island which is situated in the sea, or at which 
thesea is destructive, such as Inis Cathaigh, i.e. there is fear of their being drowned 
going to it or coming from it, Le. on account of the dificulty of bringing them thither. 
To which cattle are brought, ie. cattle are not brought to take lawful 
possession of it without a boat, Secures the rent, i.e. the thing by which 
his rent is truly secured to a ‘Nemedh'-person, such as Tir-Maghain,? or Rot- 
‘Adamaiti, ic. land which one has, of which rent is due, for the cattle brought to 

forfeited (due) to the King of Caisel the day on which he will assume the kingdom, 
‘because they had killed a king of Caisel. Rod-Adamair, too, there was a serpent 
there, and Mochuta expelled it thence, and the reward that used to be given to 
him for having driven it thence was everything which the Coarb of Mochuta of 
Lis-mor could find on it, the day on which he assumed the abbacy, should be his 
property, for itis forfeit. 



8 Din Teécugad Sipana. 

Shane” ten coven wa cealla La rp a nerind. Mi com vetlad cepa inn ap. 
qapmiom na plata ipa cop. Tip va panva plach 1.1m op uppannup 

Neti tach eh any wev re cgi ame 
plé a cure and a. cona varharp m a Fia e, ocup o pomnper im 
‘tip nvibav nocha negin vo cechcugay vo bnerc mo. “TC olaccep pou 

“ Claro 1. 1clarocen polLicompamn in pepains. Tcuptap tia a. con 
the.t. ian na clare .1. Tn cloí cnache ó. by poll, ocur tia ocup cota plata 
ann co percarn a cuic anv. 

A, nia mbenran achsabart ir na rec pepannarb peo, acat cure 
yeois cro vo cinnTaé cr DO inbleogain ; no Dono, iP cute peor 

anny vo inbleogain, ocup ni pil ní vo cinntaé co pa Paya posal, 
ocup o papbuy pogart acúir cuic peort inn vo cinocaé. Maya 
mnille pug do teécugad funn, 1p Fiaé vechtargte Tipe co cunn 
co coibne, no tipe cen cunn cen coibne. tn comtm vo morlib 
‘Ba Deni so rachbuies net pop Se CaN ebony vs mab 
‘Do techtugan na fepann. 

Totombarg Crannache crandpurge; Da ar and pin 

famargap ; Do Lud cap feane a ced ceallars ; bach por. 
fine a fopcomal; tmana tapum ap peineachap co hochc 
la 1urdnige fiadnaipe ban a ceveallaé, nad peanad a 
ced pupa. Ceacthpumad La achapach tpead cechca 

cach ban ceallars. “Oo Lurd 1apum Dia ceandadaIZ 
co ndiablad ainme atappac, Lopad, cprachap, ceanc- 
fuine ; cuaipc parseap a comnarom La pean porpgeatl 
fiaonaipe. Ip anam achpach Dian Da preappa, Dats 

Dlged ceachpurmte a ced, lige aile a meDonaé, cul- 

Fuigeall an Dersanach. 

Totombars ciannache «1. 1p coich no rp luach po corbgeprap. 
Cranaéé, ingen Fengupa Fomcnaro, na pepunna po bo cian uarche cuptpa~ 

4 * Neimedh 'sperson,—C. 846, adds, “ the chief retains his share there,’ * 
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make entry shall be distrained for the rent of the ‘Neimedh "-person, It is not Or TAKING 
ight that by cattle be ther it of the of the Thos, LAWFUL right an entry by cat re on account © dignity chief wi 

landitis Land which the chief divides, i.e. the land which the chief distri 
Dutes, a ‘dibadh '-land; or it is a responding to the distress of a kinsman, i.e. the chief 
retains his share in it, ie. he does not cede it during his reign, and when he will 
divide the ‘dibadh ‘land he is not obliged to bring the means of taking possession 
into it, Where ahole is made, ie, a mound, i.e, wherein a hole is sunk in the 
division of theland, Where a stone is put, i.c.a pillar-stone, ie. after its being 
enclosed, ie, the boundary stone, ie. there are a hole and a stone and the chief's 
standing stone there in order that his share there may be known. 
If distress be brought into either of these seven lands, there are 

five ‘seds’ due either by the guilty person or the kinsman ; 
or, indeed, according to others, it is five “seds' by the kinsman, and 
there is nothing due by the guilty person until damage arises, and 
when damage arises, there are five ‘seds’ due by the guilty person. 
If it be cattle that he has brought to take possession in this instance, 
it is fine of lawful actual-possession of land with chief and tribe, 
or of land without chief or tribe. The same number of cattle which 
is brought to take possession of the other lands is the number of 
men that shall be brought to take possession of these lands. 

Ciannacht took possession’ of a distant farm ; she 
arranged two ewes there ; she passed over the mound- 
fence as the first entry; she challenged the tribe to 
come to terms of agreement with her as to her land; 
she afterwards remained, according to the Feinechus, 
for eight days with women witness on the occasion 
of* the first entry, to prove that she did not sell her 
first modesty. In four days after it is that every 
woman's entry is lawful. She went afterwards 
again to the head of her land with double stock, a 
kneading trough, a sieve, and a baking implement ; 
in due order she claimed her right with a man witness. 
If she is afterwards responded to, she is entitled to 
four days for her first swit, to two days for her middle, 
and for her last, to speedy judgment, 
Ciannacht took possession, ie. it is soon or quickly Ciannacht, daughter 

of Fergus Foreraidh took possession of the lands which were lately far from her; 

3 Ciannacht took possession. ‘The following ancedote is given in C. 846 (H. 3, 18, 
pe 885 a), and in O'D. 740 (IL. 3; 17, col, 588);—“ Ciannachta, ie. daughter of 

alr. In. 

Ne 



ny 
‘Possesstox. 

10 “Oin Teécugao Strand. 

3 no 'ono, comerD 1 Ciomnoót, ingen Connla, mic Tarvg, me Oitetla 
Toéombars -1. vo caom bong. Cranbputse 1. cian mop 

fo mbacan cin poSuppas, no apap por warts pombur vipa. o Pentb co 
hUice. “Da ar and pin pamarsap-t. 1p amlard vo pomne prin pamugaD 
TM noin copoug@o pin coup v1 caps a corn ina Laim. “Do bury cap 
Feane 1. vo cay yr cap. claw in peapany va cec vechcugao. Dach 
pada st. fmEim no moparsim Csesrhsaeibeacháshsemhaie dii] 

n. Imang anum 4. em anav pI ap PIN mere 
Gh yeineachap, «1 vo nem in penechmp. Co hocht tas. pot te 
ina unnnare! ne né oft Laitr, ocup cerépy carps vo byuth Le a ponba na 
cechpaméan mevonér a havélina céc cechnamchan. Fiavnaipe ban a 
ceteatlaé 4. va ban paonaipe vo bnerch vi Le a popba na cechpamcan: 
Fees a kistic na portation toms tie ete ey oemene tania ona oil 
“1. Sabat ingen Mind ocup Cichne mgen cappare mbinv. Nav peanan, 
4. noco flecait einig acecmumnocipe. Ceacthpumav ta achanach 
st. po bo com vliged vo vamtain DI IP in cethpaman le von cechpam- 
vain vervenare a archts na cechnamtan mevonés; atappage pedoup ale 
app. Ipeao cechca a. yppet in po vlage caé cetcarsé banva. Do 
Layo 1apum ..1anp in ate éc, a. 00 éuarD fh anum vo cine a Lata, 
‘vo Gnd a pepaind bovéin. Co no1ablav aipme,t.co noiablan na 
apme pucupeap Le perme a fonda na cechnamcan mevonér vo byud oi 

to wh céanpuch fetcap ate app, 1. otc ompg Lopan, epachan, a. 
a Lopac ocup a cmachan, ocug m ni pon acentargenn a Fuine leo a. « Lec 

báin mm copaé mle. Cuainc parseay a comnarom a. in ni pon 
in a cuma napeampect ian cae wpo-.1. a cuíceal, ocup a 

pbb La pean porpseatt a. Ua pep bup inpieon@ype aca poil 
Seall; umn ip pup v0 Cum menma in uZoarp conabu vols cpr ban 
Plronmpe vagbad na aen pen Freonape. Ip ranam achpach a. sp 
anum, apa aichta pin, achappach pechcup ats; ap ip mane pnecmmcen 
hi vo pep vligrd comarch mp am’end peo po bo comp a venam, «1. ma 
‘andipin Ger rum po cécorp, no ap meavan, rp ap ceatpurme a vlised v1 
an our; ocup 16 Sapo an Sad mbard: cat mod vo berm puctap Pupp, 

Fergus Forcraidh and Bri Anbui who was wife to Blai Briughaidh, but whom 
Conchobhar Mac Nessa bought after the death of her first husband, Fergus Foreraidh. 
‘The woman wished to come to her brethren to demand land of them, i.e. Conall 
Cernach and Ainrirgin * *. 
The daughter inquired of Sencha, son of Ailell, whether it was right for her to 

demand land. He said at first that it was not right for her to demand land; after 
which “the blotches”: were raised on his check in the night. Hesaidon the next day 
‘that it was right for her to demand land; and he told her to bring man-possession- 
taking into it, so that grain-blotches were raised on his cheeks a second time, His 
mother then told him that the means of possession-taking which he should have 
decided should have been sheep, a kneading-trough, and a sieve. 
She then took two worthy female witnesses with her, namely, Gabhal, daughter 

of Midhe Minn, and Cethra, daughter of Minn, and they took Minn’s chariot 

' The blotches —Theso were said to appear on the face of Kings or Brehons who 
had given false judgments, Vide Senchas Mór, vol. i., p. 25. 
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or, according to others, it was Ciannacht, the daughter of Connla, son of Tadhg, Or ‘Taxis 
son of Cian, son of Ailell Olum. Took possession, i.e. fairly seized on. Dis- LAWFUL 
tant farm, i.e. they had been for a long time before ín the possession of her 
brethren, without good security; or, aécording to others, it was far away from her land 
‘was, i.e. from the Feini! to Uladh. Two ewes, &c., ie. she settled or arranged 
them thus, she held two ewes yoked in her hand. She pai over the 
mound-fence, ie. she went over the fence of the land to take first possession of 
it. She challenged the tribe, ic I hold.or insist that it is on the land of 
the tribe (not of strangers) she brings this true claim. She afterwards 
remained, i.e. she remains quiet after doing thus much. The Feinechus, i.e. 
according to the Feinechus. For eight days, i.e. she is to be a petitioner for the 
space of eight days, and she is to bring four sheep with her at the end of the middle 
fourth day, after the expiration of the first four days, Women witness on the 
occasion of" the first entry, i.e. two women witnesses to be brought by 
her at the expiration of the middle four at the end of the first four days; the 
Jand is equal to the honor-price of either of them, vis., Gabhal, daughter of Men, 
and Eichne, the base" daughter of Menn. That she did not sell, i.e. she did 
not sell the honor of her first marriage, In four days after, ie, it is right to grant 
her the benefit of law on the fourth day of the last four after the expiration of 
the middle four; the time after that again. Is lawful, ie. this is the 
Jaw of every woman possession-taking. She went afterwards, i.e. after the 
twelfth day, ie. she afterwards went to the head of her own property, to the head 
of her own land. With double stock, Le double the stock which she had 
brought with her before the expiration of the middle four, are to be brought by her 
another time again, Le. eight sheep. A kneading-trough, a sieve, ie. her 
kneading-trough and Ker sieve, and along with them the thing by which she adjusts 
her baking, ie. her baking flag (griddle) first of all. In due order she claims 
her right, ie. thething by whichshe suesher security in proper order, ie. her distaff, 
and her comb-bag. Withaman witness, i.e. with aman who is qualified to bear 
witness, to give testimony ; for according to the intention of the author af thie Jaw it 
would not be more difficult to find three female witnesses than one male witness. Is 
afterwards, ic. it is afterwards, after this, one other time; for if she be responded. 
to well according to law, this is the way it should be done, ie. if she be responded to 
at first, or in the middle, it is after four days that law should be ceded, at the first 
entry, and it is shorter every time, the more she is put to trouble’, until judgment 
with them, And she took two sheep on the first occasion, and four on the fourth 

day; and eight on the eighth day; and she went in this manner at once with two 
sheep and two female witnesses with her, and remains afterwards, She brought four 
sheep on the eighth day, and eight on the eighth day, and thus took the possession.” 
‘From the Feini, She had to come a long distance from the territory of the 

Feini, in the south, to the country of Uladh in the north. 
2 Put to trouble.— The following explanation is given of this passage in 

O'D, 410:—* If she is responded to at once or in the middle term it is in 
four days that her right is to be ceded to her in the first entry, and it is shorter 
every term the more trouble is brought upon her, so that it is “a judgment of 
precinct” to herself, i.e. that the term of its arrival to them, ie. a pledge in the 
precinct, or five days to solicit the defendant, i.e. five others if at the middle notice 
her offer of law was responded to, or she is to remain for a time, for she is nearer to 
‘the actual possession each time,” 

alr In, 
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Or TAKING conic PuIsILL v1; margin paveorsianum. “Dliged cechpuimeée 1. po 
LAWEUL bo comp vliged D1 a ponba na cechpurmée mevonér a hartlr na cec cech- 

POSSESSION. name. Dliged aile a mevonaé a. no bo comm vliged v1 a ponba 
7 le von cechnamcan vervenaro a mtti nacethpamcan mevonér. Tul- 

‘Fulpeall an veisanach, 4. cal aca a pursed wits v1 Fonba nacech- 

Tame vervends, a. a cron uile vo bperch mo, 

Mara cinntí Lar na vemtap, DUiged Do, 1pLan vo Duta anunn 
co na cpud ute. Maps cit! Laip co nvemcan, 1p Lan prach 
cechcaigcí wad ; cona de gin aca, apad Teopa nvechmoars, in inbaro 
sr cunnvabaine Lary 1 ndemea no na vemeta DUgeDd v0, «1, Call bip 
Fr im pe bro oc cumnge Fecheman in pedc Desmat, oca. TIF 
imuppo in pecc cusped ocuy medonaé, 

¥ A. caé uaip 1p aber ceona nvetman vo bepard na pip, ip 
abao ceona ceachpamtan vo benar na mna, ocup cucpuma 
peta vo benar na zip ocup vo caipatb vo bepar na mna; 
ocuy ín compan TagarD Na PIP 1p mM FepLann, ip mM compad pin 
viaga0 na mna. Caé samp ip mna beg in ceécusan sp abad 
Teor ceathpamta vo bepan ap. ín mbrobard ann, ocug rp amtard 
“po bepad 4. abad v0 rabainr poib ap. ín mbroburd cac Lae pe pe 
nd ceathpaimée; no vono, ceana, coman tp in ced Lo, ocur im Lo 

medonaé, ocup 1p an Lo vegeanaé; out vi amaé a ponba na 
ceatpamtan ruifíse, ocup a ninviceée na ceathpaman mevon- 

arge can peane in Fepamn, ocup va carprs Le ocur ban rioónaire 
Le, ocur bet vf ann pe La co naróct, ocup muna cincan hi oul via 
tS ocup bet v1 ann pe pe na ceathpamran mevonarge, ocup 
abad so rabainc cad t[a]e ap in mbroburd pe ne na ceachpamran 
mevonarge ; no, coma ap in cé Lo, ocup ip m Lomevonae, ocuy 

ip in Lo derganaé, ocup oul 91 amaé ann Tim co Tian in pepamo, 

ocup cerepu carprg Le ocup va ban praonarpe, ocup bet or annyroe 

pe La co naroci, ocup muna Daman dliZed di IP DUL oí DIG os 

ocup bet D1 ann pin pe pe na ceachpamcan versmarge; ocur 
aban vo cabaine cat Lae vi ap ín mbróburó pe pe na ceath- 
aman vergincard; no, comad ap mn céo Lo ocup sp m Ló DeIE- 
anaé out oí amaé co purge Let in pepaind, ocup hott carps Le, 

"For her last, to speedy judgment. O'D. 411, adds here, “i.e. yonder (within 
the land) all the decision is at the expiration of the last four days, unless law has 

‘been ceded to her until then. Ciannachta, daughter of Connla, son of Teige, son 
Of Gian, sued for seven ‘Cumbals' for the reward of her hand-Jabour,” 
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in pdssed for her; it is er precinct finally afterwards. She is entitled to Or taxmma 
four days, ie. it is right to cede her law at the expiration of the middle four | LAWFUL 

days after the first four. She is entitled to two for her middle, i.e it is POS=SION: 
right to cede her law at the end of two days of the last four after the middle 
four had Leen attended to, For her last to speedy judgment,! ie. within 
all the judgment lies for her at the end of the last four days, ie. she is to bring all 
her cattle into it. 

If it be certain to him* that law will not be ceded to him, it is 
guiltless in im to go over with all his cattle. If it be certain to 
him that it (aw) will be ceded, it is full fine of lawful actual pos- 
session that it is to be paid by him ; whence is derived the rule of 
law, “let a notice of thrice ten days be geven, when it is doubtful 
to him whether law will be ceded to him or not ceded, ” i.e, within 
the territory he is tarrying while he is supplicating the defendant 
on the last occasion, but at his own house on the first and middle 
occasion, 
That is, every time that the men give notice of thrice ten days 

the women give notice of thrice four days, and whatever number 
of horses the men bring it is the same number of sheep which the 
women bring ; and the extent to which the men enter into the land, 
is the same extent to which the women enter. Every time that 
it is women who bring the means of taking possession it is a notice 

of thrice four days they serve on the defendant, and it is thus they 
serve it, ie. they serve notice on the defendant every day during 
the space of the four days ; or, indeed, according to others, it is on 
the first day, and on the middle day, and on the last day ; she is to 
go out at the expiration of the first four days, and in the beginning 
of the middle four days she is to go again over the mound-fence of the 
land, having two sheep with her and a female witness, and she is 
to remain" there for a day and a night, and unless she is responded si, Be, 
to she is to go to her house, and to remain there during the space 
of the four middle days, and to serve notice every day on the 
defendant during the period of the four middle days ; or, according 
to others, it may be on the first day, and on the middle day, and 

on the last day, and she is to go out then as far as the third of 
the land, having four sheep with her and two female witnesses, 
and she is to remain there for a day and a night, and unless law 
is ceded to her she is to go to her house and remain there during 
the space of the last four days; and she is to serve notice every 
day on the defendant during the space of the last four days ; or, 
according to others, it may be on the first day and on the last day 
she is to go out as far as half the land, having eight sheep with 

*To him. There is some error or defect in the context here, 
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her and three female witnesses, and she is to remain there for a OF Taxtne 
day and a night, If law be ceded to her then, they are to make pastas 
regulations according to law concerning the land ; and if law be not 
ceded to her, it is safe for her though she should not come, but she 
-4s to bring all her cattle over at the expiration of the thrice four days; 
and even though it should have been certain before going over 
that law would not be ceded to her, though law had not been given 
to anyone, or law of actual-possession touching it, but she is to go 
over with her cattle and with her people at once. 

A notice of two days is to be given by women that they will 
enter" upon the land at the expiration of the six days; it is 
accordingly in eight days, and a stay of four days; they go over 
accordingly in twelve days. 
‘The men give notice of thrice ten days touching their lands ; at 

the expiration of the first ten days they shall go over the mound- 
fence of the land, each having two horses with him, and a wit- 
ness who has honor-price equal to the value of the land ; and he is 
to return to his house within the space of the middle ten days, 
and at the expiration thereof he is to go over as far as the third 
of the land, having four horses with him, and he unharnesses them 
in the land, and he has two witnesses ; ie. each man of them has 

honor-price equal to the value of the land ; he is to return to his 

_ house and remain there during the period of the last ten days, and 
at the expiration thereof he is to go over into the land as far as he 
may think proper, having eight horses with him and three wit- 
nesses, each man of whom has honor-prite equal to the value of the 
land; and he shall remain there until law is ceded to him con- 
cerning the land. 

The difference between a woman possession-taking and a man 
possession-taking is this, that which is ten days for the man is four 
for the woman, and what is man witness to the man is woman witness 

to the woman, i.e. until the last four days in which man witness is 
required for both; what is horses for men is sheep fora woman. Into 
the ‘cruid’-land! or ‘sliasta’-land of her mother she brings this pos- 
session-taking, and there is no son; or according to others, it is into 

the land of a father or a grandfather, and there is no male heir. 

Sencha adjudged in his first decision woman pos- 
session-taking as man possession-taking, so that there 
were blotches raised on his cheek after having 
passed biased judgments. 

"OSSESSION. 

“lr 
To come. 
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Brigh in her truth by her true judgments cured Or TAKING LAWFUL 
him; it is she that established the woman possession- Possessiox. 

taking, so that the blotches on his cheeks were 
concealed after the true judgments were passed. 

Sencha adjudged, i.e. Sencha adjudged in his first judgment that the female 
possession-taking should be the same as the male possession-taking. So that 
there were blotches, ie., so that the blotches were raised on his checks after 
having passed the biased judgment, i.e. after partial judgments. 

Brigh cured, Le. Brigh, daughter of Sencha, cured him according to the truth 
of her true judgment. Is it she that established, ie. it is she that con- 
certed the female possession-taking. So that the blotches, ie. that they 
sunk down, i.e. that the swelling of the blotches disappeared after the passing of the 
true judgment ; and hence is derived the rule, that though a person may compose a 
satire, or do other injury to another, if any relative of his should compose a eulogium. 
after that, the latter will nullify the satire; or if he should make good the injury, 
that is the same as if he had done so himself! Concealed, ie. hidden. 

That is, the judgment which Sencha passed was that the female 
possession-taking should be like the male possession-taking, and 
blotches did rise on his cheeks ; and the truth of Brigh cured him. 

And the judgment she passed was that the women should have 
a possession-taking of their own. And from this it is evident 
that whatever damage a person attempts to do, if a friend or a 
relative should undo it, it is the same as if he himself should 

repair it. 

Seither* claimed the lands which the chiefs of her 
tribe had taken possession of. She was a woman of 
two races, who was entitled to the land, and she 
sought that it should not be after the custom of 
slaves, or dispossessed persons. She was freed by 
her tribe from obligation, because female possession 
reverts. 

Claimed, i.e. she challenged, Le. Sithir, daughter of Menn and Gabhair, the 
base* daughter of Menn, claimed the lands which the chiefs of her tribe had taken 

a Sithir.—In C. 848, and in O'D. 413, the following note is given :— 
“ithir claimed the lands, i.e. the daughter of Fergus, son of Ledi, who was 

married to Anluan, son of Madach, one of the Feini, and she had a son by him, 
Nia MacAnluain. Sithir claimed a possession from her brothers, i.e. from Ailild 
Lethdherg and from Aengus Aigle, ie. the face of that Ailell was half red, and 
it was in Aigle Aengus was fostered, i.e. Meitheas in the territory of Uladh.” 

VOL. IY, c 

I. With 
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possession of. Taken p in of, Le, erected boundaries, or they placed Ov raxtyo 
pillar-stones there. She was a woman of two races, ie. [holdorinsist that | ‘AWFUL 
she was descended from two races, her father being of the Ulta, and her motherof 
the Feini of Teamhair. Entitled to the land, í.e, she was directly entitled to 
the land which she loved, or which was dear to her, Le, she was entitled justly 
to the land which she loved. That it should not be after the custom of 
slaves, i.e, that she should not, according to the pleasant or delightful knowledge, 
be bound to perform the services of attack and defence for the entire of it, Le, she 
shall not feed! the head of the tribe or any other person, but according to her own 
wish, ie. she shall not feed here and there for the sake of the territory, ic., there 
shall be neither rent nor keeping upon her, nor refection for the guests of the terri- 
tory nor of the “Dun "fort, but every impost is removed from her. Or dis- 
possessed persons, ie, she was not removed from it upon the road without 
receiving the one-half thereof without being obliged to perform the services of attack 
and defence. She was freed by her tribe, ie, she was freed from the true 
obligation of the Iands of the tribe in that manner. Because female posses- 
sion roverts, i.c., because it is a property of which the land is to be restored in 
truth, for giving it all to her with the obligation of performing the services of 
attack and defence, or of giving the half of it without performing the services of 
attack and defence ; or because it is a property of which the land is to revert from 
her after the term, i.e., there was security for restoring it. 

Doighin, dost thou know the customs of an entry? 
In thrice ten days law is due, if thou consult wisdom ; 
from land of the value of one ‘cumhal’ to thirty, 
it is one custom of entry, though the length of the 
“ Foirge’-measure should be doubled. 

Two horses in hand at the border of the land,” with 
pure witness, he demands that his legal right" be * 1 2. 
ceded to him, if there be ‘Feinechus.’ If there be 
not ‘ Feinechus,’ he returns until the middle of the 
ten days, when he should bring four horses which are 
unharnessed in the free land in the presence of" two ii. Win 
male witnesses. There is a similar division ; in three 

days afterwards his right law is to be ceded to him, 
if there be ‘Feinechus.’ If there be not ‘Feinechus,’ 
he returns after this at the end of ten days with eight 
horses which he is obliged to have to relieve the 
house, with three man-witnesses of the ‘ Feini’ grade. 
There is a similar division. If there be ‘ Feinechus,’ 
speedy judgment is passed in his favour, If there 

YO, Iv, c2 
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be not ‘ Feinechus,’ lawful possession is given ; its Or pid 
price is to be offered with sheds, cows, food,! habi- Possessiow. 
tation, with attendance of cattle, except in the case of 
the land of Conn Cetcorach, or of land devoted to the 
support of a mansion which is a ‘Nemeadh’-person’s. 
It is by means of* this kind of entry every land is ve Out 
seized on by the Feini. 

In an entry on land which has fences, it is not 
equally the property increases in ‘seds’ ; it is decided 
if it be with kine he takes the possession, it is a ‘ cum- 
hal’ that is mentioned. Unless it be in a lawful 
possession in a land without a chief, without a tribe, 
the cows which are brought are forfeited. 
Doighin? dost thou know, Le. her son; said Nin to Doighin, that thou 

mayest know, or that thou mayest have pleasant or delightful knowledge of lawful 
possession-taking according to the Feinechus ; i.e., Nin said this to Doighin, i.c.,to a 
son of a wise man of the ‘Ulta’. In thrice ton days, ic, in three times ten days 
the legal right of possession is to be conceded, or it is after the three ten days it is 
required of him to bring all his cattle there, If thou consult wisdom, ie, if 
thou consult thy own wisdom, or if thou confer with wise men, it is thus thou 
wilt do, From land of one ‘cumhal,’ ie., as I am treating of land from 
the land of the value of one ‘cumhal’ to the land which is worth thirty ‘ cumhals, 
and this is a case of“ certainty for uncertainty,” i.e., whether it is a land of the 
value of one ‘cumbal,’ or a land of the value of thirty ‘cumbals,’ it is one custom 
that is fortheentry. Itis one custom, i.e. the law of the possession is the same. 
according to the pleasant or delightful knowledge. Though the length of the 
‘foirge'-measure should be doubled, ie. though the doubling of the 
“foirge’-measure should take place throughout, it is so it will be. 
Two horses in hand, ie. he ís to have two horses, held by the bridles, in 

his hand until he reaches the border of the land, and it is not free for them to 
unharness them there, and if they be unharnessed nt once in the land there will be 
a fine of five ‘sods,’ Le., half the freedom of the land, or it is the old land half free, 
for eating its grass alone, but fully free is the land of which the grass and the corn 
are eaten; but the land is half free of which the grass or corn alone is enten 
Border, i.e. between the mound and the tillage. Worthy witness, ic., pure 
witness to see that he entered lawfully into the land. That his legal right 
be ceded to him, if there be Feinechus, ie if the usage of the law 

In C. 849, the reading is as follows:—" Dodin, dost thou know the customs of a 
making entry on land? Niné said these words to his son. A wise man of the 
Ultonians said so to his son, i.e Dodin, to teach wisdom unto him ; so that he said, 
Dodin, said ho, dost thou know the customs of the making entry on land with the 
Feini? What law does he mention here? Answer, the law of caétle possessioy. 
Query, what is the right form of this law, &e, 2” 
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=. OF TAKINGchaip bo DaMeaIN ‘DO, Plo bo coin DLised v0 ponba cuicéí von DcimarD 
LAWFUL 

 Posagsstos, 
mevonavo a harchts na cot oechmmo. Muna be peineachag 1 
mana porb prap oligró in fenechap vo vamcamn vo. TelLaip 
Vappuroid, + call ava Lep ome 1app aniava pn a Mev o Pom in 
Da vecman, a. a ponba na vesmarn mevoné: ocup1 mmvacate na 
‘pecmarni vervenche. Ceichps heich a. cerchpi eich no 
'lagur v0 bpich Leip no i ponba na veémarn: mevonér, a. ypaep. 'oib. 
& POOP ipin Fepann cannyrve, ocup noco Ten, pomamn. “Deige per 
FIGDAN 4. Vero) bpefmb in Fieonaipe vo bperch lear a. cnern, 
Ranoca copmartip .1. uppanncamp copmartup na pin! accu, no +n 
FINN! acucocopmat. Tpeipe vo oligeo Dia nos be peinechar 
se Marre Porb pape DLs m peneómT so DamcaIn Dare, Nobu coin oige 
“boi ronba cnein Don veémard vervenmg, a harchts na veémaror mevonér, 
Uo pupa. amail aca pomaine, ocup reir a nexputh aparó, muna cama, 
fon Pullen pup gunub vetman. 

Cpav nate o mhnaoi, ocup cepuy tf Tip. a Forpcend na haoite, 
octp anad pe La 1appurdiu, ocup cet 1p TIP. 1 FoIpcenn nape La, 
Ip a hots ramhar ocur anad cetépu La, cede anund iappurdie ip 
ale éc pamtar Dona. 

Tellarp rap purory, i. call, aca lear vare in aobul cinvive na copy 
noeéman. OC noise anv veéman, 1.1 popba na veémarni ver0INc. 
Oche neich aiLecpy.1. oór neich pe ni axpldmiRep no 'oligeT vo bnerch 
leir co cneib no inv in per va comrtin. Therse pen Pavan, 4. 
nert openard 1p1n Freonaype vo bprch anv. Lac vo snavaid peine, 
«Let vo na spam uileo vo perpin enecha. Rannca copmartiap 
uc puppa. Tut purseatt, a. mavia porb map oliged ín penechary 
Do vaMmtain our call, aca puigeall, mla vac 1 popba na vecmaror 
veroend. Munav be pernoachay, 1. uc puppa, Teéca cuinive, 
4. voévargcen Cuinior in PenainD vare Log bré aoa pIWDechpain co olagtec. 
mpm pe pm. Co perp, ..co Lars: vorb ann, a. co mbiup corlov. 
Conavog, +1. mn cepppev. Co cern, a. a hmntaachaó na rn. 

Co naicperd, 4.co trerbanmt vo rigib so Denam vob, Co tonurme 
s1-cechma vo bperttacino vocoruchin. CCchc can cud cecconars 
aige cova mac can Diba cneme, 4 i pepann apap Laepecun nacoonayg 
a cet cups certtpine i, tip vibe coiccin, wap noco neicen apa Teopt 
ndeéman meer, na cechcugan vo bheié nve1, ade a pom po cecoin, No 
comarpium so bfué intí; aór in penan vo benap an din no an Fochpare, 
Ipnv bepapin veccuga. No 1mcelsav mbpoga, Ó. oun cen perlb no. 

€614, con poured oc na bi pws ora mimeelgu, a. m Pepann ac na bi parser 
feo bneré cochpa mo va ceécugan, arhunt aca Dun CCrentt, wap 1p Dane 

1 Two male witnesses, In O'D. 414, the following is added:—‘ The honor price 
‘of each of whom is equal to the value of the land.” 

* Three. ‘Tperde is an underlined gloss apparently by the same hand as that 
which wrote ‘ verpe ' over the line. 

* Twelve days. ‘This paragraph is found in the lower margin of col. 2, page 7, 
of the MS. E. 3, 6, in the hand of one Donnchadh, dated at Mom na eaop, 1542. 

* The land of Conn Cet-Corach.—In C. 851, this is explained “Tip. qug, the land of 
aking.” In O'D. 415, it is called the ' dibadh’-land of the ‘ daer-stock tenant,’ and it 
is there added, “the force of ' aéc' ‘ except’ here is, it is not cattle that are brought 
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of the Feinechns begranted to him, the beng/it of law should be given to him at the end OF TARING 
of five days of the middle ten after the firstten. If there be not Feinechus, LAWFUL 
&o,, ie.,if the usage of the Feinechuslaw has not been ceded tohim, He returns + ass 
after that, ie. within thy welfare lies after that point of time, from the division of 
the two tens, i.e, from the end of the middle ten and the beginning of the last ten days. 
Four horses, ie. he is bound or obliged by law to bring four horses with him 
into it, at the end of the middle ten days, i.e. it is free forthem to unharnessthem 
in the land in this case, and it is not free in the former instance.* Two male «Ir, Before 
witne: 

There is a similar division, i.e. they divide what seems like the truth, or 

i.e, to bring with thee two men to bear testimony, ie, three.* us 

they have the truth to all appearance.» In three days to be conceded "Ir. Simi- 
to him, if the Feinechus be submitted to, ie, if the custom of the 
law of the Feinechus be ceded to by thee, it is right to give him the bens/it of the 
law at tho end of three days of the last ten, after the middle ten, ut supra, i.e, asit 
is before, and the notice goes into the reckoning, unless it is given as an addition 
mentioned in the notice to it that it is ten days. 

A notice of two days is given by a woman, and she comes into the 
land at the end of the two days, and there isa stay of six days after 
this, so that she enters upon the land at the expiration of the six 

days. It is thus eight days and a stay of four days, she goes over 
after this, it is thus twelve days." 

He returns after this, i.e. within the territory thy welfare lies concerning the 
full determination of the three ten days. At the end of ten, Le., at theexpiration 
of the last ten days, Eight horses he is obliged to have, i.e., eight horses 
is what he is bound or obliged by law to bring with him to the house or end of the 
land to regain it. Three men witnesses, ie., three men as testimony to be 
brought thither. With thee of the Feini grade, i.e. with thee, of the grades 
which are according to the Fuinechus. There is a similar division, ie, 
utsupra, Speedy judgment, ie,,if the custom of thelaw of the Feinechus be ceded 
to thee, within the territory, every decision lies for thee at the end of the last ten days. 
If there be not Feinechus, ie, ut supra. Lawful possession, ie, 
the possession of the land becomes legal for thee when thou hast been legally 
viewing it during that time. With sheds, ie, for their lying there, i.e., that 
they may sleep. With cows, Le. the cattle With food, ie, the feeding 
of that cattle. With habitation, ic, to erect a habitation of houses for them 
in which they may remain. With attendance, i.e,,to bring cattle with thee into 
itfor relief. Except the land of Conn Cetcorach,tice., he was the first that 
obtained the third of the ' dibadh ‘-land in Eirin, i.e,, the land on which the sensible 
adults sent their first obligations of tenancy, j.c., a common ‘dibadh’-land, for a notice 
of three ten days is not necessary concerning it, or to bring requisites for taking 
possession into it, but it is to be divided at once, or equal stock ia to bebrought into it; 
but as to the land which is lent or let for rent, it is into it the requisites for taking 
possession are brought. Support of a mansion, ie, a 'dun'-fort without 
land, or a church without a green, which has no mansion to support it, Le., the 
Jand which has no green into which cattle might be brought to take possession of it, 

here to take possession of it, but persons, i.e., a ‘dun "-fort without land, or a church. 
without a green.” ‘Conn Cet-Corach,’ appears to mean, “ Conn of the first con- 
tract,” i.e, who put the first contract, or engagement (' cor”) upon the tenant, 
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such as Dun Aral, fr itis persona that are beonght to take poméasion of I. Which Or taxmo 
isa ‘Nemheadh’-person’s,' Le., or the land by which the rent of the ‘Neimhedh’- LAWFUL 

person is truly secured to him, such as Tir Mughain or Rot Admairi. It is by POssmesox: 
means of this entry, ic.,it is by this form of taking possession every land is 
taken possession of into which cattle are brought to legalize the possession accord- 
ing to the Feinechus. 

Land which has fences, i.e. an entry on the land about which there are fences. 

It is not equally the property incre: fe, it is not equally pro- 
perty increases for one who has wade entry in with fences and into a 
Jand without fences, i.e. [do not deem that thing the same which brings increase 
of wealth to the owner of the land as to paying ‘ seds* to him for taking lawful 
possession of the land with fences around it? and a land without fences around it, but 

more is given for land with fences around it; or, I do not deem that the same which 

brings increase to the man who brings means of taking possession into it with cattle 
of horses and without cattle of horses,* but it is more when he has cattle of horses. 

If it be with kine, ie., if it be with cows he enters to take lawful possession. 

It is a ‘cumhal’ that is mentioned, i.e, a ‘cumhal’ worth six cows is 

mentioned as brought to take possession of a land without chief or tribe 
alliance, Unless it be ina lawful possession, ie, if he says it is his 
own land that he has taken possession of, it is in that case this is so. Without 
achief, ie, without a chief of the same tribe. Without a tribe, ie, without 
agreement, Le., of saints and just men. The cows which are brought are 
forfeited, i.e. thecows which are brought as unlawful means of taking posses- 
sion are forfeited, together with the ‘cumhal’ aforesaid.* "In Bofors 

‘That is, this is a ‘cumhal’ of the value of six cows, and this is 
equally given as the fine for taking possession of land which has’ a "Ir. With, 
chief and a tribe, or for taking possession of land which has 
not” a chief and a tribe ; or, according to others, it is a “eumhal' of * It. With- 

the value of six cows for the taking possession of land which has sae 
not a chief and a tribe, and a ‘cumhal’ worth three cows for the 
other possession-taking. 

If the nobles have entered! over a full fence, and it is a land 4 Ir. For 

which has not a chief and a tribe, it (the fine) isa “ cumhal,' and for- nobler 
feiture of stock. If they have entered over a half fence, it (the fine) 

is three-quarters of a ‘cumbal,’ and three-fourths of the stock. If 

they have entered on land which has not any fence at all, it (the 

is the fine if it be in ‘Cain Jaw. If it be land that has a chief and 

a tribe, it (the penalty) is forfeiture of the stock with a ‘cumhal’ 
fine, if entrance be made over a full fence, three-quarters if over a 
half fence, and one-half if there be no fence at all ; and this is the 
same with respect to plebeians and nobles. “In, For. 

Ifitbe unknown to him who entered that it was not aland that had a 

chief, it is half fine that is paid by him, or, as in land that had a chief. 
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Another version—If it be a land that has*a chief and a tribe, and Os taxmc 

if there are cattle, it (the ine) isa ‘cumhal;’ if there be not cattle, it poamemen, 
(the fine) is a half ‘ cumhal,' and this is common in this case both to 
plebeian and noble. Should he seize in one day upon a lawful 
number of people, and horses, and cows, they are all forfeit as far 
as the value of a ‘cumhal’ if there be cattle’ on the land. 

“In, With. 

If there be not cattle, it (the fine) is half a ‘cumhal.’ If it be ~ 
cows he brings, and he has horses, and it is less than the value 
of a ‘cumhal,’ the forfeiture of the stock is the leniency of the case, 
if there be cattle ; if there be not, it (the penalty) is half forfeiture 
of the stock and a ‘ cumhal’ in severity of law, if there be cattle. If 
there be not cattle, it (the penalty) is a half ‘cumhal.’ 

In the case of land that has not" a chief and a tribe, if there be 
cattle, it (the penalty) is a ‘cumbhal ’-fine and forfeiture of stock by 
nobles, and a half ‘cumhal’ and forfeiture of half the stock, if there 
benotcattle. Ifthe entry was made by plebeians with stock, it (the 
penalty) is fall forfeiture of the stock. If there be not cattle, it is 
forfeiture of one-half the stock. 

Unless it be into lawful land. 

That is, unless it be on the supposition of its being his own land 
he brings his requisites for taking possession of land that has not" 
a chief and a tribe, both in ‘Cain ‘law and in ‘ Urradhus “law, i.e., 
unless he seizes land by force only. 

In the case of land that has not a chief and a tribe, 
the kine which are brought thither are forfeited.* 

‘That is, land which has not a head of a tribe, i.e., well wishes, i.c., 

of the tribe, i.e., without relatives, but fierce and lawless people, i.e., 
the forfeiture of the kine which are brought to take unlawful 
possession, together with the “ cumhal ' aforesaid, whether they (the 
people) be plebeians or nobles, i.e., all the kine are forfeited, i.e., 
when it is a land without a chief without a tribe, it (the penalty) is 
forfeiture of stock and the three ‘seds’ as compensation for the 

grass; or, according to others, it is three ‘seds’ only when three 
days are not allowed after the proof being had that the land is not 
his (the claimant's), and the price of theft is the cause of this; but 
when it is forfeiture of cattle and the three ‘seds,’ there was a 

fence then ; if, however, there was only half fence, it (the 
penalty) is forfeiture of one-half of the stock then. 
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Or maemo Tysnyde fuitcoig a chiúun reatba co DL no Denorc. 
Pooumaiox. Leilgearn ap cneire, muna Lap fobparD co cein co 

naicneib, co praca partée. Ice perch paschée pip cellars 
imdligarg; clicheap pec, plain deve popgu na nuile ; Digu 

rec romaine, La cornam con 'eichbine pip. bepa har glan, 

Tuinive nairaig 1. parcech aponama mechary .1. in cenouro: benuf: 
1 uí Dapa Tes In Por Ip Fenann co nice a cuan, ocup cnocaine vO 
mona pup im a lecuo co tran m Fepanr. Co v1 4. co viluD wan, 
co nilov ap, No vepore «1. co vempbcinviuy a apupme anv. Gerl- 
Bean an cpeipe a. ceilgirin he ar ap cperp manab Ley bovem ín 
'peigpenann in, a. ian mbperchemnatc. PFobparn, .1. brug purl pac. 
Co vein a. co ceinío vo venam ann pup in ne pin. Co naicneib a. 
co tpeabarb inaic vo tisib vo vénarh ann pur in ne pin. Co praca 

Fartée, 4. cop na pracard bre aici pon a partée uar, va nvepna moliged 
Ive perch paithée a. ip tae po na pers uiler ugo ap 

@ peed va noenna nDDLIged Cechtarge. Clichean per, a. cleche 
ap pec. Loitgech. Pops na nuile a. im pecip pipcogaro bip ac na 
hub, in cparharpe. “Orgy pec fomaine a.m peciporcogayDr pomame 
ann .1. vancare va peopepall. La copnam co noeichbine a. von 
parcech «1. a verébipuy aici va copnath an -epainy von Fp bera har he 
+h Techcugad Tipe cen cunn cen coibm pin, ocup vo éuar ni ima ne 
co nice cpuan in peanaino. Pip bepa har span a. von pp bepa ay 
4 grian vo benan na peich po uile, 

1. re archne in nairaig; Dune tair po bar rechtan fine 
amuich corcpapoa, ocup ní proip naé paibs pepann arse, ocup cic 

1 * Raitech '-person. “That is literally ‘a rondman.’ 
> * Onthe point, In C. 851, the gloss is “co oil, a. co. puctan bneé 1mm, until 

judgment, i.e, until sentence is given respecting it.” 
Good land. Over the ‘’ of the word 'pobnaro ' is written the contraction for 

‘no’ ‘or,’ and 'g' intimating that the last letter might be 5, 
4 Under him, This gloss in the MS. seems rather to belong to the preceding 

clause. Dr. O'Donovan however placed it as here given. 
& The best sed: ‘clitap, peu’ is explained in C. 852, “a. Lautgad, no oaum 

timeella anatap, no buo intaoge, a milch cow, a ploughing ox, or an incalf 
Say." 
‘Had net land. O'D., 418, adds here: “he is to give notice of ten days, and to 

gn with all his property over to the land at the expiration of those fen dags; and as 
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The possession of a ‘ raitech’-person' in the third of Or sxe 
the land holds until judgment or decision is had. He is Posto. 
ejected after three days, unless he has good land with 
fire and habitation, with fines of a green. These 
are the fines of a green to be paid by the man who 
makes an unlawful entry: a ‘sed’ of the greatest 
value, styled the choicest of all ‘seds’; the worst 
‘sed’ for profits, with the costs of the necessary de- 
fence of the man whose property the ground is. 

‘The possession of a ‘raitech'-person, Le. a ‘raitech'-person suing lost 
property, Le. the bold advance which a man whose house the road is, makes into the 
land until he reaches the third part of it, and it is mercy that has been extended 
to him in permitting him to enter as far as the third of the land. Until judg- 
ment, i.e. until judgment is given respecting him, i.e., until judgment is given 
‘onthe point.” Or decision, Le. a certain decision of his residence there. Ejected 

after three days, Le. he is cast out after three days unless that good land 
belongs to himself, i.e. after judgment. Good land," ie, the land which is 
under him With fire, Le. together with fire which has been made there during 
that time. And habitation, ie, with habitations in place of houses which 

have been built there during that time, With fines of a green, ie, with 
the fines which he has on his green to be paid by him, if he has made an 
egal entry, These are the fines of agreen, ic. these are the fines 
which are recovered from him out of the green if he has made an illegal 
entry. The best ‘sed, ie. the best among 'seda ic, a milch cow. The 
choicest of all, i.e. the ‘séd’ which is most to be chosen by all, ic, the 
‘samhaisc “heifer. The worst ‘sed’ for profits, ie. the ‘sel’ which is 
least to be chosen for profits, i. the ‘dartaid’-heifer worth* two screpalls. a Ir, Of 
With the necessary defence, i.e.tobepaidby the ‘raitech "person, i.e. he, 
the man whose property it is, is under the necessity of contesting the land against 
him (the ‘raitech’-person), i.e. taking possession of land that had not" a chief » Ir, With- 
that had not® a tribe, and he went farther than as far as the third part of the out. 

land. The man whose property the ground is, ie, to the man whose 

property the ground is all these fines are given. 
‘Thus may the ‘raitech ‘person be known; a man who was up 

to this (the time of the action) abroad, living apart from the tribe, 
and who does not know that he had not land," and he comes with 

mercy is shown unto him at his going over, so mercy is likewise shown unto him 
by giving him three days for departing, when i¢ is determined that the land is not his 
property according to law, and whatever part of his duty he neglects, there is no fine for 
actual-possession upon him, except these ' seds,” namely, an incalf cow, a milch cow, 
and a ‘dartaidh'-heifer * * * 
‘When it is cattle for taking possession the ' raitech’-person brings, mercy is ex 

tended unto him in permitting him (o enter as far as the third of the land the first 
day ; andwhen it the penalty) is a ‘ cumbal? and forfeiture of stock from another for 
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Or raxixe co na hina, ocup avbepao na ap lap in cp, co 
Poet, habarp bnerche a oul co cpuan ín pepamv. bo ocup pamrpe ocur 
—  vanrarg ippen caro a Los a pogeatea in cine ; ocup ceilparo ap 

cneirí tan ngar empacempe; ocup 1p cp co corbne vo, ap tf O1S 
lar ip Lary ; mad Tip. co corbne imuppo, 1p oil name, amet 
poparopium. 

Cea cpr parcarsy ann; paiceach apenam a meachuy, ocuy 
patveat veipse a meatap, ocup parceé pup; ocup rp ape a penan, 

piceé pep in pi, warp tp leir a cure pprdle a por, ocup ap a 
corcinde. In van ip achsabart ap ait v0 gabail, vo na parceacarb, 
Benmora in pus, abod nals ap in parceach Spar flacha, ocup 
aba naen le ap in parent Spard peme, ut puppa dicimup. 

In cam ir dileay an arpim o caé, 1p TU Teoir o Na prarveacarb, 
C evtpocaipe pin; a TRocaipe rmmupyro, ini ve ap Luga, ops na 

haipme no cní peoit, co pabeao ber uada. No, cp pecs ona 
frarteachatb, ocup dity1 an aipme o caé a ceécugaD co Tun fe- 

atba, 

O'D. 419. [Stan von paivech cra reir co Tuan na pealba a Tip co cond co 
coibne, cen cotucca apes, warp. nach cú vip Dia Fuluns ph pe 
napurd; op peors pair, Dia ce ní 1p Pia, no DIA TaIpuyH Gall cop. 

cneirí tap. nóeirim DLiIg1d 06. Oct ip cap Eno, ocuy ip Leth muna 
‘bet cpu. 

Ma tír. cen cond cen corbne, ir Ditp1 naithe ued amuil, cach : 
No DONO, in Sperm Zabuics na cpu feoir spin cummt ire sperm 
Babiup a afperipor 1 núinerh, To vono, i batt ir oitir a aínem o 
cach 1p cp peors on partech. CCecpocame, « cpocarpermupno, 

unlawful possession-taking it is three ‘sods’ that are paid by the ‘ raitech’-persons 
or rather the proportion which the three ‘ seds’ bears to the ‘cumhal’ is the same 
Proportion which his stock bears to the stock of all ethers. Or, indeed, according 
‘to others, when it (the penalty) is forfeiture of stock from all others, it is three seds 
from the ' raitech’-persons; this is the severity of the case, but its clemency is 
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his cattle, and his neighbours say the land is his, and judges Or, rare 
tell him to go as far as the third of the land. Ho shall pay acow posseanos, 
and a ‘samhaise’-heifer and a ‘dartaigh ’-heifer as the price for 
grazing the land; and he shall be ejected after three days after © 
failing to establish his claim ; and it is a land to which he thinks 
he has a hereditary right,! for he thinks it is his; but if it be a 
land to which he has not a hereditary right it is forfeiture of stock, 
as we have said before. 

‘There are three sorts of ‘ raitech’-persons ; a ‘raitech’-person who 
gets into failure, and a ‘ raitech person who deserts at failure, and 
the king “ raitech’ ; and the reason that the king is called ‘raitech’ is 
because he owns his share of waifs of his road, and also from his 
generosity. When it is distress it is thought fit to take from the 
‘raitech ‘persons, except the king, a notice of two days is served 

on the ‘ raitech’-person of the chieftain grade, and a notice of one 
day on the ‘raitech -person of the Feini grade, ut supra diximus. 

‘When the stock is forfeited by all others, it is three ‘seds’ that are 
paid by the ‘ raitech '-persons. This is the severty of the case ; but 
the leniency of it is, the part of it which is less, the forfeiture of 
the stock, or three ‘séds,’ it is it he shall pay. Or, according to 
others, three ‘seds’ are due from the ‘raitech ‘persons, and forfeiture 

of the stock from all others for having come to take possession as 
far as the third of the land. 

tis safe for the “raitech '-person though hegoesas far as the third 
of the land in a territory that has" a chief and a tribe, even though 
he may not have given notice, because the land is not supporting 
him during the period of the notice ; there are three ‘ seds' fine upon 
him if he goes farther, or if heremains within beyond three days after 
attending to the requirements of law. And this is when he goes over 
a fence, and it (the fine) is one-half of three ‘ seds’ if there be no fence. 
Tf it be a land that has not a” chief and a tribe, it is for- 

alr. With. 

bn, With- 

feiture of stock that is incurred by him as by everyone else; “é 
or, according to others, the proportion which the three ‘seds’ bear 
to the ‘ cumhal ' is the proportion which his stock bears to the stock 
of all, Or, according to others, where the stock is forfeited by 
everyone else it is three ‘ seds’ that are recovered from the ‘ raitech’- 
person. This is the severity of the case, but its clemency is the 

that part of it which is less, the forfeiture of stock, or three ‘seds,” is due from the 
‘raitech '-person for coming as far as one-third of the land, and forfeiture of the 

stock? from all others.” 

! Hereditary right.—' Coibhne,' seems here to mean a right to the land by descent, 
+ Stock, —The stock necessary in making a legal entry. 
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Ae al shares “oir naipthe; ‘no, nat cm feoic; novono, te cpt 
peor o paced 1 ceéc co Tpran peatba, ocup oilrí narprie 6 éat.] 

Ceare veona Simrens.s om nascar fie gion avant Teopa Ne 
futane i nmopaigenn neé ni ip mvligted vo venam vo perp in ened 
chap. Ochgabait +. cure peor inve. Teblach invtigcech a. 
vechcugao invligtech vo bruch ipin penane a. ba cap erp eoéu, ocup Po 
Seba eocu a. cumal, no wily: bumn, no cy peo mo. Compus sen 
cupu bet a. compuc vo cpu vo pop nech cen cnebuine co comp o beard 
aici pe aipec no pe vleprin vo m ne imapoomp. Tho gan etod a. 
‘no can elon vo Lecoo 1m a odin vLigen, .1. aparo net cporper ce vo vechara 
Fp So cuaiche a. i Eo vo cuaich a. na mop cumche, ocup von 
bpertemain na bepa erpuc im cad nae im cad nogae sib pin, ero be vib cup 

a noipcen 

toscach bescnce so. 

1n ct Do beip na cechta peilb ar e Do pon co piacarb 
cúige. Inc cheana cen ceol gen carg1,co nELaine cuibre, 
Dileap 'orurre o Dia Ocup Duine ; Diam plan a cubup br 
plan a anum. 

€imre Dono Dianad ponsealleap, ape peipeap comp 

1 The third of land.—C, 852 reads, “i.e. the ninth, ie. the third of the third of 
the tribe : he does not enter into the share of the chief or the church.” 

3 Forfeiture of stock.—The ‘airem’ is the stock of cattle brought into land to 
legalize the possession. 

3 The beginning of ‘ Bescna’ here.—In the MS. there seems to be no break be- 
tween this passage and that immediately preceding, but on the margin the Irish 
for this heading is given. In other places in the same MS. similar marginal notes 
ee Sees, wien the origiasl sams ts be 0 continuous subject 

4 Right of covenants.—In C. 853, there is a gloss on this text, and it is 
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smaller of these, i.e. forfeiture of stock, or the three ‘seds’; or, OF TAKIXG 
WFUL e ee e e LA 

according to others, it is three ‘seds’ from a ‘raitech’-person, for pogsxsstox. 
tifegally coming as far as the third of the land,' and forfeiture of 
stock ? from all others. 

There are three occasions on which illegalities are 
prosecuted by the Feini: unlawful distress ; illegal 
entry ; combat without verbal engagements, or not 
departing according to law. It is falsehood for the 
laity, it is falsehood for the judge who does not award 
fines for each, 

There are three occasions, i.e. ‘am', time, and ‘sir’ fixed; there are 

three fixed periods at which one sues the thing which is unlawful to do according 

to the Feinechus. Distress, i.e. five ‘ seds’ are the fine for it. Illegalentry, 

i.e. to bring illegal means of taking possession into the land, i.e. cows after horses, 

when he could find horses, .i.e. the jine for it is a ‘cumhal,’ or forfeiture of stock, or 

three ‘seds.” Combat without verbal engagements, Le. to proclaim a battle 
against® one without proper security by word of mouth for restoring or righting 

the thing about which he gives the challenge. Or not departing, i.e. or 

without departure from the rule of law, i.e. warning or fasting thongh he was 
fairly met> by an offer of arbitration. Falsehood for the laity, i.e. it is a lie 

for the country, ie. the great territory, and for the judge who docs not award 

‘eric '-fine for each and every one of these cases, whichever of them they come to 

decide upon. 

THE BEGINNING OF ‘BESCNA’ HERE: 

He who gives property which is not lawfully his 
own shall pay the fines for stealing. As to the person 
who buys without stealing or concealment, with 
purity of conscience, it (what he buys) is his lawful 
property according to God and man; if his con- 
science be free, his soul 1s free. 

Thou deservest whatever is adjudged ; that thou 

mayest know the right of covenants ;‘ that thou 

said that ‘“‘anu peep coir, comnaomann ” was spoken by Fergus, the poet, 

as equally applicable for every Brehon. 

VOL. IV. D 

® Ir. Upon. 

> Tr. Though 
€ was come 

against. 
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: OF saz1%0 comnoromd, apc fuiice pi, Fipeam pargee Paep, PargarD 
i  Posseamos. in meapaim cop comcroaigp cach ancicaroceip, apa caed- 

~ canaip; ap nt pecroap na cipligceap La pene D0 gheT; - 
'oaig Fine ocur FiPsiallna na marchpy oilenear; apace — | 
© OP fo TUI8!D Do 1mpochars con. 

In ti po bein na cechca peil, a. in t1 00 beim ní 00 neoch, coup 
noco na perth bovém vechcuy, acc o perth gair m gacarve. Cp e vo 
Pon co Fracarb, «.1pe 1cup he co piaómb ge. In cr cpeanayy «te 

m ti cennargep. Cen ceol, .1. cen sarc .1. con ceot, corblenann a Bare 
bunare pocecoip., Hen cargt,.. cen vicerte, «1. vicele a El rapoayn. 
Co nglainecuibpe, a. cm plan, guibcen punn aici in pec, no Dia mbe. 
cnebuine, a. cen eneckainn, con pmaéc cen archgin mani 
O via, 1. naheckayr, Ocup vuine, a. na cumé. Diam plan a 

| cu bur a. can pp cubup braich ares 

E1m1ve ono, a. pormvenaig, no unporchts ma via Mpean a Purgels 
‘vo bneichemnmp. (Cra perpeap, a. co peirenThu, no co porb a prp acu 
OpougaD na cuma napeampecca vo perp Comm. CCppurce prp, a: cop= 
ab © mi bepa 00 neoch oul, a nagcaineóc 1p vip vo UL pe Log enech. 
Fineam parse paen, - op pip Lim paugro a hmopangéí pm fon na 

. porenab; norpped rpuep ome oul pp Log tenech. In meapam, a. pe. 
ní no merpemnargeo a hinve vorb out Tug im m po cocaimpiged vo méin. 
doin, bulne Logan enech. CCnarcarocean, 4.37 e ni ronmpcea m eaé 
rm ap im caeb po hucerpced vo oul, cap cenn a compar. Cp ní 
Teaoap, a. uarpnocon mopargtr vo neoch oopneT' bo nein im 
in ní nap epaluasen vo oul, ne nip mo nape los enech. "Darg pine, 
a. cicpur im pine Fo copard, uaIp rp michop. vo ol, pe ní IP mo na pe 
Log a enech,a.ma mo na Log a ened, carers Fane ocup maichne ocup 
Ocup Pingiatdna, a. no pip vancoa m salle no ín cetlpine 
Flacha vicpaic po copay. Ma marchpy, yp wlurorin chepane fine 
mathap, ac uaroeór po copmb. Op ace a cn, +b anipiap pom cperor 
po Pamagen no po hopoarseo vempuarcped na cop ninvligted vo vena 
nech. Mapa mvertbdip no nuc ua, no ni puigbeo era po sell, ni gabais 

- Los to MD ITIP. 1n can narpecen in pi, ocuT rf org LIP pogebaro, no 
fo nuc verébip uar, «Log v0 ic io. 

1 Firgiallaa,—In C. 854, this term is glossed “ cod-giallnai.” 2 
* The third.—In C. 854, “oltres” is explained “a mavéne quod tertium est,” ‘The 
translation here given of the term is only conjectural; the text appears 
fand the gloss seems to be a mere etymological analysis of the word ‘ o:tepeay.” 
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mayest reach the truth, thou shalt sue the nobles, 07 ™xxo 
thou shalt sue for what is estimated in a meet Possmsiox. 
covenant from all who are bound as sureties for their 
neighbours; for no one ever sues for more than is 
allowed him as honor price by the Feini, for the tribe 
and the ‘Fir-giallna,” and the mother’s tribe shall 
interfere ; for these are the three parties who are 
appointed to dissolve covenants. 

He who gives property which is not lawfully his own, ie. the 
person who gives a thing to any one which was not lawfully in his own possession, 
but in the possession of the thief by theft. Shall pay the fines, ie. it is he 
shall pay for it with fines for stealing besides. Who buys, i.e. he who purchases, 
Without stealing, ie. without thievery, Le. without secrecy, i.e. who pro- 
duces, (i.e, discloses) the original theft at once. Without concealmenty ie. 
without secrecy, ie. concealing the theft afterwards, With purity of con- 
science, ie. three sureties, i.e. he takes here the ‘sed,’ or if there be security, 
ie. without honor-price, without ‘smacht’-fine, without compensation, unless he 
has taken it, God, ie, ofthe church. And man, ie.the laity. If hiscon- 
science be free, ie. having no knowledge of a betraying conscience. 
Thou deservest, Le. thou meritest or thou earnest if they have come to 

the decision of the judgment, That thou mayest know, ie that thou 
mayest know, or have a knowledge of the order or form of covenants according 10 
justice, That thou mayest reach the truth, i. that it is the thing 
which gives one the right to enter into covenant that should go as his honor- 
price, Thou shalt sue, ie. I deem it true that thou followest up thy suit 
upon the goodly men; or what is free to thee is to go security as far as the honor- 
price. What is estimated, ie. the thing that was estimated originally for 
them is to go security for* the thing which was fixed according to right, ie. to Eo a Ir. To go 
surety as far as hishonor-price, Are bound, i.e. that is what all bind on the person with, 
who was permitted to go surety for his equal grade. For no one ever sues, ic. 
for no one is to sue at any time according to the Feinechus for a thing which is not 
permitted him to go security for, i.e. for anything which is greater than his honor- 
price. Forthetribe, i.e. the tribe shall impugn” the compacts, for it is a false» Ir. Come 
covenant for him to go security for anything which is greater than his honor-price, against. 
ile. if it be greater than his honor-price, the tribe and mothers and chiefs dissolve 
it (the contract). And ‘Firgiallna’, i.e. the men to whom is due the service 
or the vassalage, i.e. the chiefs shall oppose the compacts. The mother's, ie. 
the third® party are more numerous, i.e. the mother's tribe impugning" the compacts. a Ir, Com. 
For these are the three, ie. for these are the three who were appointed ing against. 

or ordained to disturb the unlawful contracts which one shall make. If it 
‘was without necessity he gave a thing away, or he does not procure a thing 
though he promised, no price is got from him for it at all. When the debt is 
fastened, and he thinks he will get it, or he gave it away of necessity, its price is 
paid then, 

VOL, IV. D2 
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OF TAKING ocup nocha DOI a fagúit vo, ocur no fre mM nate, a fcc 
Posurasion, amu no Nayoan. Fail, co Lop ocup ap. 

Mad po bun aige mM Tan vo funne sn cunnpad, oct Do cuard 
FM vetbipiny, ip fonere appu anapps, 4. im can naipecep in 
Flac, ocur 1p ors Lir Pogebrd, no no nuc vetbrpuup ud, a Los 
‘pia chino. 

Mar mvetdipryp puc tod, no mí pursGed cra po Felt, ní Zabup 
Log tod inn sein]. 

1n Longa? ban dears bancona a corbne comp comayprda, 

ana nape pinnppuch pinderga [manip re pet mbepa.] 
‘Do benc bp ap bancopa. Onda maine mer coipce 
0 ca cach cind compocaip; fo Lin maine mrdiDeap o ca 

hin ua co hiapmua, ge cumal renonba ; po mir spian 
Benichen. fFinnciú pop cul cumérchep; cnenib pine 
foslaigcean ; sabul ayca echcpanda; mad D1 cuicte 

copmola. Imca fi cin compocaty, mad Don cellach 
Pepechtach; ache ceachpurme do pindpine. O recht Dec 
etlichean co nach Ducharg Do fine. Furdep ní beip 
cin compocair, muna cuic cpeaba corpbeanadan, Ma 

cuic tpebaib complanaid conpandac a finnteada. 

In Longa banocars 1. eltgic a mic ocur a níngena im ní FoR ap 
gra cum a maithne, 1. mettgicen na mna vechcugav vo bneich yp 

** Coibne ‘property, vid. p. 81. Supra, n. 1. 
* Unless he be the sixth. This clause in the Irish is supplied from the lower margin 

of the first column, in E. 8, 5, p. 9. 
+ Bind. Inthe MS. the letters a and 1 of ‘a¥pac’ are marked in a way which 

seems to denote that they should be transposed. 
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Or TAKING in Fepann ap ap Laeper na mna arts a pip cup. CC corbne comm 
LAWFUL 

‘POSSESSION. comanna
 +. amlard po cobinoriges a comapougun pop coparb so. 

pepéop, Cra nape pnnppuch «ape im prone carcnemach tip, 
1. platen gerlpimt tpe Fonaipeey in TRAN mapa opba cnuib no puayea 

‘he, no ie ronmpcer in Fepano uile mapa pepand cuccD. Manip 
pe re: mbena. 1. manap e in féipeó pep pe bepup im vibe a. manab 
ein peipen pop Ded a Serbpine, im Derpbpine ponarpeey corms) an Eeilpime, 
aét neé vo curopen na serge. “Do bent Dp ap bancona a. cet- 
Lach nv.1. bo bpechemnargen vo Dyug in penann apaptaeper naimna aite, 
a pp cupa. Onda maine mep coipce .. m penann ap ap meipen 
conach a main amachap, no map a macharp, 1. Maep ingen Cobéaig 
Caitbpeg “Tug empend. 

at. Opba cnuro ocup chuarra na machap punn, ocup orbusao 
po dibargt in marchip, ocuy ní puilic mic atc ingeana nama. 
Ocur bepard in ingean in feapann uilí co puba ocup co puba, no 

a let gan puba san puba; ocup come puinne pe arpeac uarte 
opp na pe. 

Oca cach cind compocaip a. o éa mpnerp Dam vo Dibad cach cine 
‘van comporepied im penann ; in Eeilpine uila po DIboaane, acupin Fepann 
uile vo bneich von ingin « ouadgup bancomapbarp; no o va 
“oum DO DIbCD IN cin ‘DAP. CompoICpieD in PepLanD, in íngin, 1p ann com- 
pomorin in fepand po na ceona pímb. Po Lin maine 4. meipem- 

negcen mame m pepaim po imac na pine rap noibuv nahingine. O ca 

hinwua 4. na gerbzine 4. yp sae No Iboa anv, no yp ian compomopey 
im pepann. Co hiapmuc, a. na vembpine. Inge cumat penonba 
SANEH an déc; AEE AEE Lim anD, aée in cumat TenaiEcen von onba pam, 
peécman vine vibare, ocup a bich pere a taim Lata geitpine ac yppnaror 

1 Of equal value.—In 0. 854—the following explanation is given: “Comapoa, 

a. dicunt alii ‘comorbe,' ie. the thing which was in the possession of the 
mother is what the daughter claims, or the thing which the mother gives and 
bequeaths to her.” 

* The fair chief of the tribe confirms—Ia C. 855—the following reading of this 
gloss is given. “CCiticep ap. nmpe, pinnppuch, Le. the ‘ Finusruth Feinechuis," 
of the ‘ Geilfine ‘-division, are as the five brothers, like as the. five fingers of the 
hand, each of them obtains the ‘ dibadh’-land of the other. 

For it binds, i.e. no one shall take unto himself to make up the ‘Geilfine’- 
division any one of his tribe in general, although there should be but one man of 
the five brothers alive except himself, i.e. the son of the man who has the ‘dibadh’- 
land shall not obtain it, i.e. he is the sixth in relation to the five; he shall not 
alone obtain the ‘dibadh '-land which his father holds, but the sons of his brothers 
shall share it with him, but it shall be divided among all after the death of the 
man who obtains the lands of his extinct brother. The ‘dibadh'-land of the 
Weceased shall be shared by the sons of his other brothers, for the right to it 
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Or raxixG purops cep gopmie- Ocup aip. ie ait Wi Gee le yy aOR Sako 
SAWROE mpyUProe, no noco bra rep. hi no cop viboa im Fine 5 coup i ap pn 
Nessa ban cona bore in cumal cyenonba no cop Sibh in Fine ite. 

“Momperprup nopberm co mbuars, 
“Cumat crenonba ni punt; 

Fo mias snian senichep 4. aoa sermoperc po uarpletaro im pefuiimn. 
FO meic no po Larges. FEinneia pop cut a. cumnpicen oucheup na 
Eeilrine pop culu v0 cum noembpine a cuit ve in TaN compomotin he 

fo naceona pind. Thenrb pines. poveriscin in iba wip. 
gne a. vembrine ocupranpine ocupmozine. Habul apcaechcpanva 
ip Sabet ip echopaind cupcpaypta vo geilpine in Sabat va naptarcen 
“n penane 1.1m vembpine. Mav v1 cuicte 4.1p ann To mav tap nec 
cuicpi na seilpine, if ann compomotip m Fepand po na ceopa pinib, 
as prt bancomanba ann. Imca pny cin compocaip a. 1p 

rn acaic pe hic cinav « compocary, woop. amu compomoirc in 
vibav ip amlard icpair in cnap. Mav von vellach 4. mao ran 
noenach cellars na Feilmne ap & PINT, 4. ap a Fepann, i ann com- 
pomoren he 1.1n Fepann po naceopa pímb. (Cchr ceavhpuime vo 
FINDPINe «1. nocon ful ni vinvFine aéc ceathnaman vo vibav Feilpine, 

Lin perpen panv vec. O recht vec 2. ota na recht pi vec anunn, 
ap an verlagven ae; conaé ourhars pine rac o ta pn amach aóc ouchaig, 
noaine. Furven ní bein cin compocaip 4.sablazpt, «1. m pooaen, 
Mm Daep areinca, noco bermenn cinaroacompocarp. Muna cure tneaba 
Toipbeanavap +. mana pabac cure Tpeaba are: va contin, a in cme 

pach cevach, ocup manab ac oen plaich beir. Ma cuic cpebarb 
complanarb, a. ma comlanagcen cme tpebea caéa var orb im cue 
art cevach; mia mbe cuic pen vib ocup cec DINTDILUB o cach FI, beir 
cad Diba ocup cinarD ala, amuil, cach nupparr, o biap in cme parch 
cecach acu ocup o bug ac oen Flaich bers; ocup cechpaméy cinaro uppare 

+‘ Gormace.’—That is, sons who support their fathers in old age, or sons of a 
sister. 

Seventh, The Trish of this passage is found in the left margin of p. 9, eol. 1, 
of the MS. E. 8, 5. 

* Three tribes.—C. 856—adds; “the three we mention here, i.e, the chief, the 

church, and the tribe.” 
‘ Except a fourth.—In C. 857—where there is a running commentary on this 

‘text, the following note is added here 
Oe eee imnfine -division, i.e. after the extinction bf the 

& 80 that their abode is desert, then the “deirbhfine '-divisíon 
‘qibadh'-land; but the “innfine '-division gets a fourth part from 
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when petitioning ‘fuidher’-tenants and ‘ gormacs."' And the force of ‘except’ Or TAKING 
here is, because there is no division of this cwmhal, or it shall not exist at all LAWFUL 
‘until all the tribe shall have become extinct ; and from this is derived the saying POSSESSION. 
that there shall be no ‘cumal senorba' until all the tribe is extinct. 

Seven persons obtain, with triumph, 
‘The ‘cumhal senorba,’ not scanty ; 
‘The sons of the three first wives fair, 
And the sons of the ‘adaltrach’-woman likewise ; 
‘A ‘fuidhir'-tenant and a fine * gormac,’ 
‘And a * daer-fuidhir '-tenant the seventh." 

According to the size of the land, i.e. this is produced according to the 
nobleness of the land as to greatness or smallness. The tribe-property is 
claimed backwards, Le. thehereditary right of the ‘geilfine’-division back. 
‘wards to the ‘deirbhfine '-division who have their share of it when it is divided 
among the threetribea! The three tribes, i.e. the ‘dibadh’-land is divided be- 
tween the three ‘ fine "divisions, i.e. the ‘deirbhfine’-division, and the ‘ iarfine'-divi- 
sion, and the 'innfine '-division. An extern branch stops it, ie, the branch 
by which the land is detained is a branch that is hitherto extern to the ‘ geilfine’- 
division, i.e, the ‘deirbhfine’-division. If the five, &c., ie. in this case, if 
after the death of the five persons which are the ‘geilfine'-division, the land is divided 
among the three ‘ fine '-divisions, and in this case there is no female heir. Except 
as regards the liability of relationship, ie. it is thus they are as regards 
the paying for the crimes of their relatives, for as they share the ‘dibadh'-landso they 
shall pay for their crimes. If the family, i.e. after the removal of the family of 
the  geilfine '-division out of their land, i.e. out of their territory, itis then it, Le. the 
land is divided among the three ' fine “divisions. Except a fourth part to the 
‘find-fine’-division, i.e. there is nothing for the ‘innfine “division except the 
fourth of the ‘ dibadh ' land of the ‘ geilfine’-division, ic. the sixteenth part. From 
seventeen,’ ie, from the seventeen men out, it is then they are distinguished, so. 
that they are not a tribe community from that out, but a community of people. 
‘The ‘fuidher'-tenant does not bear the liability of relationship, 
ie. the ‘fuidher gabhla '-tenant, &., i.e. the ‘fo-daer'-person, i.e. the natural 
bondman does not bear the crimes of his relatives. Unless there be five 
houses to relieve, i.c. unless he has five houses to relieve him, i.e. the five who 
have stock consisting of a hundred head of cattle, and unless they belong to one chief. 
If there be five houses with complete stock, Le. if the five houses, the five 
who have stock consisting of a hundred head of cattle, of each “daer '-man of them 
be complete; if there be five men of them each man having a hundred of cattle, 
every one of them obtains his share af the 'dibadh' land and pays for the crimes of 
the others, like every free native, i.e. when they have the five stocks of a hundred 
head of cattle and are under one chief; and they shall pay the one-fourth of the 
crime of the free native, and the fourth part of the ‘dire "ine of the native freo— 

them of everything which is divided, both lands and ‘seds,’ In like manner are 
their crimes paid for. 

* From seventeen—From this out they do not obtain any share; for the ' geil- 
fine’-division extends to five, the ‘deirbhfine ’-division to twelve, the * innfine '- 
division to seventeen men. 
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Or TAKING IcuP, ocur cechnamóu vine sula umar Do na out. Conpannas a 
TAWFOL pinnce@od «1. 1p carcnemach uppanvup caé orb oucharg pine a ceile, 

— Th mac bnarpar pinnerga pine ph fod ppichmeara, 
munab nearpa pip. cobneap macharp acharp in opba. 

Nopba machap muncoipche a mic o parched a apro- 
chimna. “Do atpic a Leach imuppo Do cum pine Pip Fan; 
a Leach anailt a pip bnechaib pil a peola podlatgceay.. 
Fine ocipzcobpainne. Nip cic Do cep compocarp ache 

cept onda mboaipeé Da pecht cumal ; comapoa onda 
biacach mboarpeach ; onba fon rec nimpaebail,; ay Dat 
pranap, Lerch ine. 

Vi mac bnavap finneisa 1. noco ne in mac poxtap vutcup pine 
a machan ute, ni yp mo na petcman ripe vibad. 

Meo onba cnuib no pliapca, no vilprse1 vachaip Dra íngin ayy 
“uchnacc, ip vilep o fine Do macarb Deonard ocup mupcaiptr, 
cein berct oc posnam ve, co a noibaro no a noeinge o fine. Mav 
mac imuppo bepup cecmumorip vo uppad, if OUP Da cpíion 

na nonba pa v0, uaip benaic mic na nuppa caro; mao 

mac muppo aoalcpargt, ip Let na nopba fo vo. 

Tr poo prichmeapa, i. o pin merpemnargcen pine marépy beé a 
parcdup pap. 

A. bancomanba pt pund ocup penamn achar, ocup penachap. 
aice pe pe, ocup Femad ail v1 a cabaipe via maccaib ní tbpea. 

Munab neapa Fin coibneaf, «. manip nepa a dorbnep m penamo 
‘a Macha mnavacharp, mani onba cpm ocup PUapeavon machin hes 
uain Mapped, beparD in Mac Pann ve Fo mcneo ceomuMDEINS UPNaDMa 
no avalcparge. 

'The true judgments. In C. 859—the following note is added here:— 
“A female heir is here referred to, and her tribe are not bound to restore to her. 

Itis after her death it is divided between sons and brothers, for if the tribe were 
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man's beast shall be paid to each o/'them forhis beast. They share the tribe Or TAKING 
property, i.e.it is delightfully each of them shall share the tribe property of each LAWFUL 
pang ‘Possession. 

It is not a son that obtains the property of a tribe 
in ground to be valued, unless the title to the land 
be nearer to his mother than to his father. 

As to a mother’s land her sons shall divide it from 
the days of her public testament. But the half of it 
reverts to the tribe of the original owner of the land ; 

the other half according to the true judgments,' the 
seed of her flesh divide. The tribe divide their por- 
tion by just partition. There comes not by right of 
relationship but the right land of a ‘bo-aire “chief 
to the extent of twice seven ‘cumhals ;’ similar are 
the ‘biatach’-lands of the ‘bo-aire’-chief; as to land 
given up for a road and respecting which there are 
obligations, it is to be restored; half ‘dire ’-fine is 
paid out of it. 

It is not a son that obtains, ie. it is not the son who takes the patri- 
mony of the whole tribe of the mother, he takes no more than a seventh of “dibadh '- 

land. 

If it be ‘cruib’ or ‘sliasta'-land, or land appropriated by the father 
for his daughter out of affection, it is forfeited by the tribe to the 

sons of the husbands, being exiles and foreigners, while they are 
doing good with it ; they also have what the tribe leave vacant or 
desert. If it bea son that a first wife bears to a native free- 
man, the two-thirds of these lands are forfeit, because the sons 
of native freemen bear (pay for) liabilities ; but if he be the son 
of an ‘adaltrach ’-woman, half these lands are due to him. 

In ground to be valued, ie. when it is truly estimated that the tribe of 
the mother are cognizant of it. 

A female heir is here referred to who has had the father’s and 

the grandfather's land for a time, and though she should desire to 
give it to her sons she shall not give it. 

Unless the title to the land be nearer, &c.,i.0.unless the claim to the 
land be nearer to the mother than to the father, unless it be ‘crudh ' and ‘ sliasta'- 
land of the mother; for, if it be such, the son shall take a share of it according to 
the nature of his mother’s contract, i.e. whether she be a first wife of contract or 
an ‘adaltrach'-woman. 

bound to restore the land from her, no portion of it would be given to the sons 
afterwards.” 
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A mother's land, &c., ie. the land to which claim is estimated from the Or TAktxo. 

‘wealth of the mother, it is wealth to the person by whom the contract is made, Her LAWYUL 
sons from the days of her public testament, i.e. her sons shall own 
hher share of it from the day that she made her will openly, Le. her sons shall own 
it from the day of her death, i.e. ‘crubh’ and ‘slinsta land is here divided as 
the crime ! is divided before, i.e. a female heir! is here referred fo, and her tribe is 
not obliged to restore to her, if the tribe property be nearer to the mother of the 
son in female succession than to the father, it is then the tribe claim by their 

right of partition, for it is her duty to bring her tribe-property to the tribe. 
But the half of it reverts,? ie, butthe half belonging to the owner of the land 

is restored to his tribe. And the force of the particle ‘but’ here is, because this 
is the land of the tribe, and ‘crudh’ and ‘sliasta '-land are referred to before, i.e. 
the force of ‘but’ is, that no part of the land of the father which was his posses- 

sion reverts, but his own proper land doth revert. The other half, i.e. the 
other moiety according to the true judgment, or according to the true judges. The 
seed of her flesh divide, i.e. it is partitioned to the seed of her flesh, i.e. her 

children. The son of an ‘adaltrach’-woman of contract and the tribe are here 

referred to, and it is divided into two equal parts between them. The tribe by 
just partition, ie. the tribe come to make partition of it according to right, and 
in this partition the tribe gives a land of twice seven ‘cumhals’ to the daughter of 

the highest ‘bo-airech’-chief, There comes not by right of relationship, 
i.e. there comes not of relationship according to what is right. But the right 

land of a ‘boaire’-chief, i.e. except the land of the ‘bo-aire'-chief, 

ie. half the land of the father goes to his daughter after his decease, without 

the service of hostings, without rent, without refection ; i.e. a land of twenty-eight 

‘cumhals’ had been in the possession of the ‘ bo-aire'-chief of best rank, in this 

case, Twice seven ‘cumhals,’ &c., &c., ie. it was adjusted by twice 
seven ‘cumbhals,’ so that it is the land by which the middle ‘bo-aire'-chief or 

the lowest ‘ bo-aire ‘-chief feeds her. Half the land of the father devolves to the 

daughter after the death of the father; this is without the services of attack and de- 

fence. Land given up for a road, and respecting which there are 
obligations, i.e. land which is given for a road, i.e. concerning which there are 
two obligations, an obligation upon the tribe to demand it back, and an obligation 
upon her to give it up. 

‘That is, land‘ which is given fora road is to be restored, and the 
obligation is on the person who does not receive it for the stock of 
the ‘fuidhir’tenant; it is by him half honor-price is paid to one, 
half to the person who gives, and one-third to the person to whom 
it is given, Honor-price to the person who gives it except the 
their time, i.e. the force of the ‘but’ here is, he does not restore the land of his 
father which he had in his hands (occupation) but he restores his own proper land; 
or, indeed, their true land is restored to its tribe, and the force of the ‘but’ here 
is, for this is the land of the tribe, and it was * crudh’ and ‘ sliasta '-land we spoke 
of before. 

“‘A land of seven ‘cumhals’ she had here and the half of it goes to her sons, and 
the half to her tribe, and she is an ‘ adaltrach -woman that is here treated of.” 

« Land—This commentary is found as n note on the lower margin of col. 2, p. 9, 
of the MS. E. 3. 5, 

“i. OF 
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sixteenth part of honor-price to the person to whom it is given,except OF TAKIXO 
one-sixth, i.e, its taking and its giving do not run like those of hired posseenen. 
land, or refection land, i.e. land which is rented* from a chief oF = Tako. 

fromachurch. He (the son) takes it, however, unless the covenants — 
of the female heir affect the tribe ; the tribe take it unless they have 
verbal covenants, That is the obligation out of which half ‘dire’- 
fine is paid, 
Out of which half ‘dire’fime, is paid, ie. itis out of this is paid 

half the part of the land which comes to her as honor-price, i.e. half her land; the 
other half out of her property. 
What obligation is mentioned here? i.e. an obligation on the 

daughter ahd an obligation on the tribe. What the law says is, 

“let there be an obligation on the tribe as to restoring to the 
daughter when there is no son after the death of the father, and an 
obligation on the daughter to restore it (the land) again to the tribe. 

In the ‘Bruighrechta’-laws it is guiltless to look on 
cattle grazing on the jointly-fenced land of a co- 
occupant. Nothing shall be paid after the lapse of a 
year, but after the custom of hire, for every wound that 
is healed byarbitratorsis not to be settled by the Feini. 

It is guiltless to look on, i.e. restitution of the grass of his land need not be 
madeby the person who is truly looking on the land, for whom it isnot right to correct 
it, ifit remain without being claimed until the top grows on the grass, Grazing 
on a farm, i.e. they graze the top of the grass in the land, the neighbour being 
cognizant of it, i.e. for two nights or three unprofitably on thy partner's land, 
Nothing shall be paid, i.e. ‘eric’-fine shall not be paid for it after his being 
cognizant of it for a year without claiming, until its top grows upon that grass 
again. But after the custom of hire,? .e. but the grass which he lets for 
hire according to the good or pleasant custom, for though one should be cognizant of 
the hire without claiming it until the top grows on the grass, he is not the less 
entitled to have his hire paid to him. For every wound, i.e, for every damage 
to grass that is repaired by arbitration cannot be further sued for; ‘de! isa negative, 
so that there is no further claim for it, according to the ‘Feinecbus'-law,? i.e. as 
regards? wound and grass, compensation is not paid, but the ‘dire’-fine of the wound » Ir, Be- 
and “smacht '-fine. tween. 
honer-price, one-fourth for land and dead chattels, the half of that for land alone, 
ao that it is the one-half of this is given to her, ie. the sixteenth part. Or, indeed, 
it is a balance that is atruck between land and dead chattels, or the one-sixteenth 

for either unless they are equalized according to arbitration.” 
+ But after the custom of hire, In C. 859, the following note is given:—"But 

after the manner of hire, The custom of this is, whatever is contracted is 
enforced, but if no contract has been made, uo payment is made, ao the trespasses 
in the case of co-oceupancy, unless they are claimed for within the year after the 
trespass, shall not be enforced.” 

4 Feinechus'-law. ‘That is, whatever is submitted to arbitration and decided by it 
must be considered as finally settled, ‘There ean be no further appeal to the 
* Feinechus'-law. 

YOL, IV, K 







52 "Oin Cecragad Sipana. 

Os TAKING Fen eapbpat, -1. cen bpach na nuayal; ocur noco visrgvecha vo bnach 

P 
LAWFUL nanipeat. Cen erpinopucuy,-1.im supomgeld a vbis570, no 1m guin 

noim sarc fon a cuachad; sap va porb ni orb yin ace, noco bia eneclann 
{MIS to co comLan. 

Graz recht pironaire fopseallad sae cach pig; 
fTenad Do fodad ar a naiplips ; cen Fin, cen DUiged, DIVE 

aine, insze mad capcept ; marom cacha fap ; nuna ina 
glarchiup; Dirce mblecca; mitlead meara; feol 

neacha. ice recht mbeocaindle and fo fopnornad sae 
cach pts. 

Qcarc pecht piaonarre, a. acai a recht am maonaye frongler 
a sae fon in cach ir nig. Senav vo fovad, .1. fenav na hectarm 
wmimpod arp auapal tip. Cen fin .. im machadb cmon .1. cen cenc 

Cen vlisend, .1. 1m nachab erccinot: vo vamtain voib. Dive aine 
-1-cohmotigtec. Inse mav tan cent.i. mse apn act, aca acc Lim anv, 

Mav ap THOPcpin VUiG1d dO, nocon invligcech erium anvyarve. TI a10m 
cacha pain .1. pe comlin a ne vligns, -1. let Los enec cnechnarr ame. 
Nana .t. bet can and, -1- s0nca vo ich ina plachepp. Dirce mbleéta 
1. oipecae .1. bith can Lacht a. oircmlar in Lachta. Mitleaomeara, 
-.1ap na cabyn,ocur mon. Seol neacha, . feola arin necha, 

innanba, no rum ll bec von anbun vo ich ano. Ice rechc mbeo- 

cain ole -t. 1tiat To anuary in yechca amme cainmt mii puppanver no 
falser a fae fon in cach fr nig. 

Ceona Hua aca moam Da rich Dia fon cach cuaich; . 

puilleam gu nadma ; fopgeall supradnarre ; subdpeach 
an fochpaic. 

Teopna Fua, -1. teona bua eim 17 mera invechay via fon na cuac- 
hab. Furtlleam sunaoma .. fuillem Loiprvechta vo gabail an 
gunarcmnecv, ocur noco vlesan a saband ció an fipnarcaipecc .1. los 

“bo af a pao aca anaomaim cinco be. Oa fich 014, .t. vo Eland dia 
Fonseatltl surfiaonaire, .. m sumaonarre vpomsell vo. Hub- 

neach an fochnaic .. na bpetha sua vo bpeith vo apn veicperc 
Loigroecta, ocuy noco vlegap cro a mbpeich an are. 

! For hire.—Vide Vall. Collect., p. 90, vol. iii. (No. X.) 
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done by him. From betrayal, ie. without betrayal of the nobles; and it Or Taxine 
is not more lawful for him to betray the plebeians. From unworthy con- LAWFUL 

duct, i.e. with respect to false decision of his law, or with respect to wounding or Possxssion. 

robbing his people; for if he had been guilty of any of these, he shall not have the 

honor-price of a king completely, 

There are seven proofs which attest the false- 
hood of every king; to turn a synod out of their 
noble ‘lis -fort; to be without truth, without law, 
‘dide aire,’ unless they (the demands of the parties) 
were beyond right ; defeat in battle ; dearth in his 
reign ; dryness of cows; blight of fruit; scarcity of 
corn. These are the seven live candles which expose 
the falsehood of every king. 
There are seven witnesses, ie. there are seven things as it were wit- 

nesses which attest his falsehood against every king. To turn a synod out, 

i.e. to turn the synod of the church out of their noble ‘lis’-fort (meeting-place.) 

Without truth, i.e. respecting certain fines, i.e. without justice Without 

law, ie. respecting ceding to them uncertain debts. ‘Dide-aire,’ ie. unlaw- 

fully. Unless, &c., beyond right, i.e. “unless” for ‘but,’ i.e. I make an 

exception here, if it is after offering of law by him, it is not unlawful for him then. 

Defeat in battle, i.e. by an equal number in a lawful battle field, i.e. half his 

price of honor is taken away on account of it. Dearth, i.e. to be without wealth, 

i.e. that famine should bein his reign. Dryness of cows, ie. failure, i.e. to be 

without milk, i.e. destruction of the milk. Blight of fruit, i.e. after its 

appearance, and it is afterwards destroyed tn the bud. Scarcity of corn, 

i.e. the disappearance of the corn, the vanishing of it, or a small quantity of corn 

being in existence. These are the seven live candles, i.e. these 

above are the seven things, as if living candles, which expose or exhibit to view his 

falsehood against every one who is a king. ' 

There are three falsehoods which God most 
avenges upon every territory; additional gain by 
a false contract; decision by false witness; false 
judgment given for hire.' 

Three falsehoods, ie. there are indeed three falsehoods for which God takes 

worst vengeance upon the territories. Additional gain by afalsecontract, 

Le. to receive additional reward for a false contract, when it is not lawful to receive it 

even for a true contract, i.e. to get reward by his saying that there is covenant 

where there is none. Which God avenges, i.e. for which God showers down 

his vengeance. Decision by false witness, i.e. toapprove of false witness. 

False judgment for hire, i.e. false judgments to be passed by him for a 

payment or hire, when it is not lawful even to pass them gratis. 



54 “Oin Tetcugad Sipana. 

Oy taxixa (raic ceichpi nadm nad feadad ciad poifpcaidean ; 
Posmay. mud fron a fLaich ; mac fon a achaipn; manach fon a 

aboud; ulach Pop. anaile madan aenan. On porpuarlaice 
pluich, ocur fine, ocur eaclar cach rochap ocur cach 

nochap focendcan fon a meampa, achc ní fopconsnad ; 
ap ace ceo nadmand arpa innyin naipcardcean La 
feine: con, rol, meampa eacalra, con, fop fposnamte 

plocha, cop fon faenleagachaid fine. Op do inntat 

pluich, ocur fine, ocur eactair cach cop. na colenargcen 3 

ap Dlezan Doibyium na be Lobcars con, an Dia mbad 

LUobcais peon con, if and ní cTinntacpom cunú a memon- 

Crip annrom 1 mbpeicheamacc cop la eine cup 
tpene. Mp ace cuin, tpeineacha ta reine cach La reap 
DIA ungaine, alas Dia fopngzaine, an ar Do fuide aca 

FORCoNFain na DupsZaip inn purd concuarre. 

Qcait ceithni naom, 1. ata a cethpap vo ni ponarom, ocur 
NOCO NINDPAIETEP. OPO cia PO Huldew 1n 10, .1. COM FOP Mempw 1 nec- 
maty a cenn; tarchmigic na cind na cunu pein mani bec cola void, .1 if 
amtaro yin ata, no iman pmaéc vic annro cen co hican in aichgn. 

Ciav noirpcaivean,.1.cia po angicen ronno. Muv ropa rplaith 
“31. fenparo in flach mao at ler. Mac fon aacharn,.s pic oc. 
Manach fon a abair, 1. co na icat acennag, -1. am 17 inva ‘don 

memonp cachtad in cín saibio 1ma rolca vib convapnagbat a fritpolca. 
Utach fon anaite, 1. omg fenparo ime, .1. ulach bip cen precone crd 
1 matampe bert ip amlaro yin bray. Ap poruaptaice, 1. nav bao 
machtao cen tobach vob vib, uain fporuaplanced caé cop v0 nia. 
Cach rochan, .1. con comtoigy. Cach nochan,.. oubanea. To- 
cepovcan Fon a mMeampa .. ava cuncap for a momopitnechard, 
For amempaib; cro vonoap na cartmepvary no na renravir In cunopav 
v0 venvair piu bovéin. Ache ni popcongpa, .1. acc ini popcon- 
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There are four covenants which are not binding or saxo 
though they (the parties) are proceeded against ; that possuason. 
of a bondman with his chief; of a son with his father; — 
of a monk with his abbot; of an ‘ulach’-person with 
another ifalone. For the chief, and the tribe, and the 
church, will redeem (rescind) every good contract and 
every bad contract which are made with their sub- 
jects, except what they themselves order them ; for 
these are the three defective covenants mentioned by 
the Feini; the covenant with a subject of a church, 
the covenant of a servitor of a chief, a covenant 
with fugitives from a tribe. For the chief, and the 
tribe, and the church, may annul every covenant of 
this kind to which they did not .consent ; for they 
are bound not to be remiss about covenants, because 
if they should be remiss about covenants, then they 
do not annul the covenants of their subjects. 

For in the judgment of covenants with the Feini the 
covenants of three are difficult. The ternal covenants 
with the Feini are where one man commands it (the 
covenant) and another forbids, for to him is the com- 
mand who has not forbidden what he has heard. 

There are four covenants, ie.therearefour persons who make a covenant, 
and proceedings cannot be maintained successfully against them though they are 
sued for it, viz.:—a covenant with subjects in the absence of their chiefs; the 
chiefs dissolve these covenants unless they have given their consent to the making 
of them, ie. it is thus it is, or 'amacht '-fine is paid in this case, though com- 
pensation is not paid. ‘Though they are proceeded against, ie. though 
they are sued, A bondman with his chief, i.e. the chief may repudiate it, 
if itso please him. A son with bis father, iesicoc. A monk with his 
abbot, ie. until he pays for his crimes, for it is dificult for the subject to serve 
the chief who receives from him his property, until he receives his returns. An 
‘ulach’-person, ie. because he will deny all about it, te. an “ulach ' who is 
without a witness, even though they be in the plain, it shall be 0, Will redeem, 
i.e it is mo wonder that they should not distrain them, for they reileem every con- 
tract which they make. Every good contract, ie. every contract of full 

value Every bad contract, ie. frauds, Which are made with 
their subjects, ie. which are put upon their dependants, upon their subjects; 
why then should they not dissolve or deny the contract which they should make with 
themselves (the chig/s), Except what they themselves order, i.e, but 
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Or taxtxo Spare bovein ooib oo enum ne nech mle, uain noco curmgech a careme- 
LAWFUL 

‘Possxsstox. 
chproe, atc amut vo genac a cunnpan pen. Cp ace reompa nav- 
Mand, + ap ace cP naoMann inpin Fonarpertep Va Napnervenn in 
enechar, ocup ip epbavach aba a mat on m vo ni rac. Cop pon 
Meamna eacatra,-1.{inecmay. Con pon posnamte placha, a. 
cunnpaD vo venam pup in tuór bip ac pognam Don fch. Con por 
Faonleasachard,-1.copcuncap apnapannetovachad bipvon pine. Op. 
vomntar plarch ocup pine, 4 sex rmpaygyD mn PLaich, ocupmn eclarp, 
ocup in pine cat cunnpav naé colcanach a memaip, ocup ype cuíc in 
ap and, Ha 1 DUbNamaN pomainD aca TP NaDManna eppa, a. peors 
uil iein rocharoe ano pin, ocup in cI No pec «ewe ve IP Dilup ua he, 
ccup int na po pec noco milup wan he. Op vLesap vorb, 4. warp 

vlesan voibpium nap ab Lencars no nap Liccars ac cobach na con minvtag- 
cech v0 niar a memaip, a. nanbar Liuncars cobaig rap far com Op 

viamban Lobcarg, “1. an viambar Laebrarg prum no Diambac Liccars 
cen carnede po na conaib. Ip anv ni cinntacpom, «Ip ann pin ni 
TINDTACPUM, NO Noco TennDveINTIT ap na cin b0 nias a memarp 1m 

carpet pucharb. 

Cpr ip annrom, a. van 1 v0 ne nerchib ip boilg a mbperchemnup 
nacon Do perp in penecharp. Curp cprene i. cuip cp nech no cpu nog. 
CLaiti via ponngsaipe, i. ac popcongap a vena .1. anneupsaine 4 
nemvenma, Cp ip vopurve aca fopconsain, + ap fp v0 ma- 

‘DaIPIN aca cona Mand DO Neos ocup DO NeId FORCONEaIN a benma. 
mana vepna upsarpe a nemDenma 

O(caic cpr nadmanda La peine nad porchead ní 
anaicardcep. “Orgad Do Log enectch eineach no peagad 
naiom FoR neach po pinncap, pol, uppocna ; nardm 

copupa garde La garage Fin ní Fada paderin ; popeparo 
coibée pfu eachlar ; ap acate Da achtayd cop La perme, 
bean prup caban, coibée narvonargead, ocup pen, Do bein, 

coibche mon fru baropig pop napeapa Dil. Cpa ace 

' The ternal covenants.—In C. £60, the following note is added :— 
“ Ternal covenants, i.e. of three persons, i.e. three contracts upon him, i.e, with a 
chief, with the church, and with an extern tribe, whichever it be his share is forfeit. 

*Forbids. Dr. O'Donovan read as in the text the first syllable of the word 

*‘anncepgaipe’; in the MS, there is simply ‘a’ with two diagonal strokes over 
it; the usual contraction for ‘n’ being a horizontal stroke over the letter which 

‘n! should follow. The reading would thus be “ac upgaipe.” ‘The reading in 
©. 860 is “ poproconsap.” 
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what they themselves order them to make with another person, for they are not able Or TAKING 

to dissolve these, but as they would their own contract. For these are the | LAWFUL 
three defective covenants, ie. for these are the three covenants which are con- 
tracted of which the ‘Fenechus’-law makes mention, and their ‘ba’ i.e. their 
good is defective from the persons who make them. The covenant with a 
subject of a church, i.e, in the absence of the heads, The covenant 
of a servitor of a chief, ie, a covenant which is made with those 
people who are doing service to a chief. A covenant with fugitives 
from a tribe, Le.a contract made with the fugitives who are of thetribe. For 
the chief and the tribe, &c., may annul, ie, for the chief, and the 
church, and the tribe, abrogate every contract with which their subjects are not 
satisfied; and the force of the ‘for' here is, for we said before there are three 
defective covenants, i.e. a ‘sed which is between (owned by) many persons is here 
referred to, and the person who sold his share of it, forfeits it, and as fo the person 
who did not sell it, it is not forfeited by him. For they are bound, ic. for 
it is right for them that they be not remiss or negligent in setting aside the unlawful 
contracts which their subjects make, i.e. that they be not remiss in setting them aside 
after knowledge of the contracts, Because if they should be re- 
miss, i. for if they should be negligent, or if they should be remiss, and not 
impugn the covenants, Then they do not annul the covenants, 
Le. it is then they do not set aside, or they do not abrogate the contracts which 
their subjects make, by opposing them. 

For they are difficult, ie. for they are among the things that are 
most difficult in the judgment of the covenants according to the ‘Fenechus'-law. 
The ternal covenants,! i.e. the contracts of three persons or three parties. 
One man commands it, Le. commands the doing of it, i.e. forbids® the non- 
doing of it. For to him is the command, i.e. for it is from that principle 
is derived that it is the same to one to command its doing and to forbid its non- 

doing. 

There are three covenants with the Feini, which 
do not amount to the thing stipulated. It takes 
from the honor price of a chief who sues upon a 
covenant with a person who is known to be pro- 
claimed ; a covenant concerning stolen property with 
a thief, although he did not steal it himself; to give 
too great a nuptial present to an ‘eachlach person ; 
for there are two ‘achlaidh’ covenants with the 
Feini, the case of a woman with whom the nuptial 
present of a married woman is given, and the case of 
a man who gives alarge nuptial present to a harlot 
for her lawful divorce. For these are the covenants 
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Or raxixo Luad pola Lantors) cap acens. Op nach cparve, «1. cach cnaror ber 

LAWFUL eylan infato a coborg: cup ocur cunvapta. Olisío flan cpraide, «1. 

p OSSESSION. QLigyo pLantiugupay a cparo: amu ip puap v0 bneicheirhaín, no amut a 

O’D. 426, 

venainbpecheomananep Ochs uair no ungsaine, Ó. cabame, .t- 
narom fon nech no pcp foppdcna, .1. navom conura Bain la Facarve. 
No esmache, .1. poncparo corbér pps hecLais, uain narom invligtec yin, 
ocuy noco narcm ní, .1. ap eicin, no pal pip cpenur 1 mbectuag, -1. con 

oa ochond co py co Tpebuint, no vono, con fon memnu. 

 Acart tr Dond naom naircarocen La feine Dicean- 
glad a fetceamna: dean ppt cabap coibche, indichUss 
reach a achan; mad apn Diceall an achan, ar achain 
aen Dan in coibche fin; cop focendcap reach aga 
fine ada cona do beich oga; con, faerma focepdcan 

reoch fine nunnaige. Ap ace Donadman?d innro Dicean- 

gu a fercheamna nadad cona Do nadmaldm. 

(cic cpt vond naom, 4. thr naomanva fonarperven itm va 
narpnervenn in rpenechur. “Orceanstan, .1. 01 aca vrultar, cona cen- 
Blac na cnebum na percheamna vana cecart cen, .1. cia focepvoaicepn 
co achthap Dean pn: caban corbche a. manab comcineot, no 

manab corde: cechta, cro comceneoil. Mav apn vicéeatl, a. mao an 
much oichte in nachap vo necen pin. Ay achan aen, .. tarp m 

achar a oenren m cords pin, ocur ip orlay mn ben vono on un Dra Taba. 

1. Mao po from m tngean conad an varsain oithle an achan 
DO Hneten fonarom a coibce df, cró uppunney no dletread m 

tacham. von coibce, turliten pip vo fetard po oid na mna 

fem, co parb coibce comLan ann ; ocur cra vo Sne in bean cmnta 

inoierpoea corbce no unpunner vo corbée, m hicann in tacham 
ní ve; muna fro muppo, in insean com ap fat orthle vo 

Snetea, [if] plan of, ocur card in ci DO nme in tupnarom. 

| Contract and covenant. In O'D. 435 “a codon cunnupéa” is glowed thus: 
“a. ima oidame cunpera no tnebuipe vo catmrach amu ry pap vo 
breichemun .1. in cruan con mbed, oc m pm cneanur facaban m cpran- 
Fraudulent contracts as regards ignorance or security are to be dissolved as is the 
rule with the Brehon, i.e, the third of exprese contracts, with the man who buys 

the third is left.” 
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every property, i.e. every property which is unsafe after her perfect dower of OF TAKING 
contractand covenant,' Is entitled, &c., to be safe, i.e. her property isentitled AWFUL 
to be made secure according to the sentence of the Brehon, or as the Brehon shall 
say respecting it. Except poverty or prohibition, ie. astogiving, i.e. @ 
covenant with one who knows the proclamation, i.e. a covenant concerning stolen 
property, with a thief. Or want of power, ie, giving overmuch nuptial 
present to a harlot, for that is an unlawful covenant, and nothing renders it bind- 
ing, i.e. by violence, or the bar (barrier) of a man who purchases for small value, 
Le. the covenant of two sane persons with knowledge and warranty, or according 
to others, a covenant with subjects. 

There are three covenants entered into by the 
Feini which the parties who have claims* dissolve— 
that of a woman to whom a nuptial present is given, 
if concealed from her father, (if concealed from the 
father, it is to the father alone this nuptial present is 
due) ; a covenant which is made without the know- 
ledge of the chief of a tribe, who ought to be present 
with them; a contract of adoption which is made 
unknown to the petitioning tribe. For these are the 
bad covenants which the parties having claims dis- 
solve, and which are not binding. 
There are three covenants, i.e. three covenants there are which are 

fastened, as mentioned in the ‘Fenechus '-law. Dissolve, i.e. ‘di’ is a negative, 
i.e, the sureties do not bind the parties for whom they enter into security, ic, although 
it may be cast upon them as a reproach, A woman to whom a nuptial 
present is given, Le. unless sho be of equal family, or unless it be a lawful 
nuptial present though she may be of equal family. If concealed, i-e. if it 
be for the purpose of defrauding the father this is done, It is tothe father 
alone, ice itis to the father alone this nuptial present belongs, and the woman is 
forfeited by the person by whom it is given, 
If the daughter knows that it is for the sake of defrauding the 

father the covenant of her nuptial present is made with her, 
whatever proportion of the nuptial present the father is entitled 
to, he is to be paid it in ‘seds’ out of the woman's own lawful 
property, until a complete nuptial present is made up ; and though 

the woman should commit a crime for which her nuptial present, or 
aportion of her nuptial present is liable, the father pays no part of 
it; but if the daughter does not know that it was done for the 
purpose of defrauding, she is guiltless, and the person who makes 
the contract of marriage shall pay. 

4 The parties who have claims, The term ‘ peréearh’ means either creditor or 
debtor. It is found also in the sense of an advocate or pleader. Here it seems to 
‘mean the persous whose authority was necessary to render these contracts binding. 
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Or raxmo Con focepocan peach aga fine, -1. in copcuncan Tech in ogae 
LAWFUL 

Possession. 
dip von rine, .1. plaich gertpine. Moa cona vo berth ofa, 4. 17 cons 

a bith aca venam. Con raerma .:. in con cupcan pin mac faerma 

an rine, ocur ni an rerom sane o Serlpine. Seoch fine nupnaise 

A. Tech in pine bir ac upnarve acinav. On are vonavmannd inno 

viceangslan, .1. uin if 10c fo Na naomann fonarpecicen ava; ocuT ve 

dea viulcav, co na cenglac na tpebuipi na feichemain can a Tecait cen. 

Navav cona, -t. noco coin a fonarom. 

Leach cacha cec coibche cacha mna Dia haga fine, 
madian negaib a achan, mad he polo a chinard ; chian 
oon canipde, ceachnuime don tpearr coibche. Mad 

cumpcardec co ndeichbine o ca rui9e, conrosLaigcean, a 
comrplechtaid reine ; an ica cuit a coibce cacha mna Dia 

haga pine, amail pil a cuit a nabad baioríoe. Ippon 

rund Do feipdeap bneata buaín ocur ambuain la 
reine. 

Ceath cacha cet coibche, .1. ni benan info canab oilap von mnan. 
Ip ame ip Lugu benain on mna o mencnigcen a Lecud, conab lugaroí 
leiccen, imav a ainville. Dia haga rine, 1. von ogae bir von fine. 

1. Muna manann ín caicthin a let alcpum on are fine, no 
Lait 1anpaid Le ocur upnarom vo comchineol, ocur tpian Ccínoil, 

Le vo cum caé pip Bur a paca; ocur cio minfc vo nitean a hup- 

narom pe haen ren, noco vlegan chian cindit le acc aen peace. 
Ma mainard imunno in cachain, a Let 1aprd no leat alcopum 
on avthain, ocur tpnaiom vo comcinol ; ocur trian tino Le do 
cum caé rin gur apnada 7nL ; ainuit aca a mbperarb eros. 

1 To the head of the tribe.—The Irish gloss may also mean, ‘to the most perfect 
person who is of the tribe.’ 

2‘ Tinol’-marriage collection.—‘ Tinol’ was the collection of gifts which the 
relatives and friends presented to the woman on her marriage. Vide vol. 2, 

page 346, n. 8. 

8 But once. That is, if she was divorced and afterwards married to the same man. 
In O'D. 425, it is added that it is lawful to marry her to the seventh person; from 
that out, she is considered a ‘ gabul baidbe.’ 

* Judgments of ‘ Eidgedh.' Vid. vol. 8, pp. 88-97. 
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A contract which is made without the Inowledge of the chief of Or TAKIxa 
a tribe, ie. the contract which is made without the knowledge of the head ere 
of the tribe, ie. the ‘geilfine’-chief, Who ought to be with them,ie. “= 
it is right that he should be at the making of it. A contract of adoption, 
Le.a covenant which is made with the adopted son of the tribe, and it is not for the 
use of future maintenance from the ‘geilfine’-division. Unknown to the peti- 
tioning tribe, ie. without the tribe which is petitioning for the payment of his 
crimes. For these are the bad coVenants, &c., ie. for these are the 
covenants which being made aro again dissolved; and ‘de’ is a negative, ie 
the sureties do not bind the debtors for whom they enter into security. Which 
are not binding, i.e. it is not right to fasten them. 

Half of each first nuptial present of every woman 
is due to the head of her tribe, if married after the 

death of her father, if it be he that had sustained 
(paid for) his crimes ; one-third of the second, and 
one-fourth of the third nuptial present. If ‘she 
goes away of necessity from that out, it (the nuptial 
present) shall be distributed according to the arrange- 
ments of the Feini; for a share of the nuptial present 

of every woman is due to the head of her tribe, as 
he has his share in the ‘abad “-gains of a harlot. Itis 
by this the judgments of every proper and improper 
woman are known among the Feini. 

Half of each first nuptial present, ic. this is not given until it is 
lawfully due to the woman, ‘Tho reason that less is taken from the woman 
because she has been put away frequently is that the quantity of her cattle is left 
fewer, To the head of her tribe, Le. to the head of the tribe.t 

If the father is not living half the price of her fosterage is paid 
by the chief of the tribe, or, according to others, she shall bring" "ir, With 
one-half priceof fosterage in marriage with one of the same tribe, and 
one-third of the ‘ tinol -marriage-collection® to every man to whom 
she goes ; and however often she may have been contracted to 
one man, it is not required by law that she should bring the third 
of the ‘tinol’-marriage-collection with her but once.’ But if the 

father is living, her half fosterage-price, or half the expense of her 
fosterage is paid by" the father, in case of" marriage with one of # Ir. From 
equal family; and one-third of the ‘tinol ’-marriage-collection is “ Í” 4nd. 
brought by her to every man to whom she goes, &e., as it is set 
forth in the judgments of ‘ Eidgedh.’* 
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Os taxing Mavian nesaib a achan, 1. ín uir nepaipannacapins Mao 
LAWFUL 

Posskssion 
he foto a chinard, a. mao he in caig pine imrpuilnger a cinta. 
Cian von canipoe,.t.ap in corbchi cananyce, .1.17¢ 1n coibée canaipce 
if cá Thian no beipead a athap ann; ocur if ane IT Luga beinear 

beac olvay achar, sop ir Lusa ip oiépa Lor unml na hingine im 
cman tinot va pneipe: a vochupuate. Mav cumpcaived.1.{i mbar, no 
copa novarcapnd, -1. uaIN If e cuir im MaccnagZh, camav cena hinverth- 
biuur vo neithea in cimrcap na aipceban uavpum in cucpuma vo bepao 
mon coibche. O ta fuive,.1. o Ta aM vam DO niqom~MyiN, .1. ‘DON 
nvypcuchad co nveitbine. ConrogLaigscean -1. 17 cain povertigven hi 
a cuma plomocib in renechay ima oubipin pom ip nera. Op 1ta 
cuic 4 co1bée, «1. ap aca cit 1 corbér caca mna von ogae bit von fine, 

amuitin cuit aca 00 anoul cur in mnaí mbarch cur atiagapn cap apad; 
ocup ip ar pin Baba a dich vo conict in agenmaó fann fichiz, uain (Teo 
“in ava vo IP in Meipopug a Ndud cuic! ap eicin, Crd meipoped aeep, Crd 
meipopech nav aeeann; ocur fovart enectainn: vo fo arcned a coibve- 
Lata ina foolaib ats. O cuiv, 1. vo pmachc. If pon und vo 
Foproan, +. 3T fon funn caipipten bpeta bun ocur ambuain na 
mban oligtech, ocur ambuain na mban minvligtech. Ouain, .1. mach, 
3. vagban. Ombuain, .1. olc 1. onochdan. 

e 
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If after the death of her father, ie. in the case of him who is thenext OF TAKING 

person ¢o the chief this isso. If it be he that had sustained his crimes, LAWFUL 
i.e. if it be the head of the tribe that bears the weight of his crimes. One-third PossEssiox. 

of the second, i.e. of the second nuptial present, it is of the second nuptial 

present her father, {/ living, would have had two-thirds; and a brother gets less 

than a father because he is less anxious to command the girl respecting the third of 

her ‘tinol’-marriage-collection, if her property is gone from her. If she goes 

away of necessity, i.e. by deathly; oris divorced; for the force of the doubt is, if it 

be without necessity she separates, it shall not take away from him the proportion of 
the nuptial present which he would get. Fromthatout, i.e. as I am treating of 

this case, i.e. the going away with necessity. It shall be distributed, ie. itis 

fairly distributed according to the arrangements of the ‘ Fenechus’-law with respect 

to its going to the nearest division. For a share of the nuptial present,i.e. 

for there is a share of the nuptial present of every woman due to the head of the tribe, 

as he has a share for going to the lewd woman, to whom approach is had notwith- 

standing notice; and from this is derived the custom that he has it (a share) to 

the twenty-first case, for this is his right in the case of the harlot, for going in 

unto her by force, whether she be a harlot who sells or a harlot who does not 

sell; and the honor-price is divided by him according to the nature of her relatives, 

into other distributions His share, Le. of the smacht -fine. It is by this 
are known, Le. it is by this the judgments of the good and bad women are 

passed, i.e. of the lawful and unlawful women. Proper, i.e. good, i.e. of good 

women. Improper, i.e. of bad, i.e. of bad women. 

yor, IV, F 
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breacha comarchcesct CN’Os8o. 

Cid an aneibenay. comaithcer ? Cumagnair andrin, 

an. ín niip comaich gnair catch Dia pails Do Lompnan 
fmacca ocur cache; apails tp comaichcer ap in nm 1¢ 
cuma no To Fab aine pu aichech, ocur aipcindech pi 
bachtacé. 

Oneatha com aithcera .t. bnertemnup To bepan umun cumait- 

ecuy, umun aitecuy cumarce, no umun cumagnay, umun nay cumarve, 

4. um an Snatugad cumarove. 

Civ ana ne1rbenan comaichcef, .cio an a paiven no an a 

naipnerocen in cartechup cumarve. Cumagnaipr anoyin.t snatugad 
cumarveannyin. Opin niip comaich snaig caich via pards san 

If commart snatugad cúic vib pre Céir. 9 Smacca.1.naméich. Cdiche 
1. in plach ouine caite a. muna noentan So dlisted in comaitcer 

Oparls 1p comaithcer 1. gne eile ip artechur cumarve. Ap in ni 
1T cuma no vO Farb .. an in fat 1p comméicz, no ir cutpuma dlesun 

oon aine Karo flata a gabail pir in ape Snaid ferne, ocur ampcin- 
nech na cill a gabail ne batlach ip in Cill 

Catp,—can fopberp, cormaicthcer ? Oil comanbur. 
Cia chuchraige? Conpandac comanba cetamur a panda 
ocur a realba, ocur impen cach “ib Fpl apatite, ocur 
0 bein. cach D1b Disuin Dice file. 

Cain,—can ponbeim commaichcer, «1. comaincim canary a poinbpe 
in cartecur cumarde. (Cit comanbdbuy, ó. apr im caom onbu uaz, ar in 

feanann. Cia cnuthyparge, a. cia gne pide. Conpanvat comanba, 
1.17 caoin Upannaice na comécurde onbu in fepann von cécna hamur 

lium aipneip no inmyin ve. OC panoa, 4. tip nobus, O realba, 
1. pemnann achan ocur enathup. 1mren cach 01b fpr araile, «1. 

mibi naigioa céii. Do beip cach vib vIguin, .. sell va pcneapalsd 
Te comall in comartceya, 1. 01 po DIuLTAad, conach pore cin indibi cach 
oo Cum 4 certs. 

1 Airchinnech.—The steward of the church lands, or the ecclesiastical holder of 
the church lands. He was a Jayman, but had primam tonsuram. 



JUDGMENTS OF CO-TENANCY HERE. 

Why is co-tenancy so called? That is equal customs 
(‘cumagnais’), because the customs are equally good 
for all reciprocally to levy ‘smacht’-fines and penal- 
ties ; or, otherwise, it is co-tenancy, because it affects 
the chief equally (‘cuma’) with the plebeian (‘aithech’), 
and the ‘airchinnech’! the same as the shepherd. 
Judgments of co-tenancy, i.e. these are judgments that are passed con- 

cerning the common tenancy, concerning the holding in common, or concerning 

the common custom, the common usage, i.e. concerning the common custom of 
holding land, 

Why is co-tenancy so called? i.e. why is the holding in common so 
called or denominated. Equal customs, i.e. that is common usage. Be- 
cause the customs are equally good for all, i.e. because the usage 

is equally good (‘commaith’) for all reciprocally. ‘Smacht’-fines, ie. the 

sacks. Penalties, ie. the fine for man-trespass, ie. which are imposed, unless 

the common custom (‘ comaithces ”) is lawfully observed. Or, otherwise it is 
co-tenancy, ie. another reason why it is so called is, it is a common holding. 

Because it affects, &c., ie. for the reason that it isin an equal degree, 

or in the same proportion that the chief of lordly grade and the chief of the Feini 

grade are bound to receive it, and the ‘ airchinnech’ of the church is to receive it 

the same as a shepherd in the church. 

Question— Whence does co-tenancy arise ?—From 
several heirs. In what manner is this ?—The heirs, 
in the first place, partition their shares and their 
possessions, and each of them guards against the 
other, and each of them gives a pledge of indemnifi- 
cation to the other. 

Question—Whence does co-tenancy arise? ie. I ask whence 

does the commen custom arise?—From several heirs, i.e. from the noble 

heirs encreasing on the land. In what manner is this? ie. in what way 
is this?—The heirs partition, i.e. the landholders fairly divide the land 
in the first place, of which I shall relate or tell Their shares, i.e. their 

‘dibadh’-land. Their possessions, i.e. the father’s or the grand-father’s 

lands. Each of them guards against the other, i.e. each of them 

against the other. Each of them gives a pledge of indemnification, 

Le. a pledge of two ‘screpalls’ to observe the law of the co-tenancy; ie. ‘di’ isa 

negative, that the sine for the injury done by the cattle of each would not fall upon 

the other.* 

8 To the other.— There seems to be some error or defect in the MS. here. 

JUDG- 
MENTS OF 
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70 Oneacha Comaichcera Andro. 

Caim—Cid Torec a comaicer ? “Oorec pand ime. 

Cach ime co na’ pmaccaib, cach caipgilts cona cache ; 

an, 1 mbiac pmacca ní diac cache ; 1 mbtac cache ní 

biac pmacca. Tm'oingaib na1om naeraibd. 

Caip—Civ vofet a comaicer, ft. comaincim cid ip pemteccach 

yin aitechuy cumarve. Ooret pand ime, -1. if pemceccangid liam 
poimn in pepamonaimevovenam. Cach ime co na pmaécarbd, .1.cac 
ime pur in ni ¢maccaigten aga venam, .1. pamu Epi claip, foc FI conan, 
tail pri 9uinime, proba pfu relma. Cach caingills cona carche, 
“1. na meré .t. caé Feld coiputnech no in pad vuine carte. Cona cariche - 
1. pel va popepall. Oni mbiac pmacca ni bia cache, .1. in 
uin, bray ini pmaccangten ann, in parhu ocur in roc pp conan, noca biad 

ini 00 benan ir na cincalb 1. na meré no in prach ouine caice. Imbiac 
caiche ni biac pmaéca, .. in vamp bet na meré no ín pad vuIne- 
chante nota biad in pamav pi clany ocur in roc rníconaó. Imoimngaib 
narom naepard, .. ir em oingbachen vo nem nuapeara conaé narom 

narcaine wit pe comatlad in comartceya, acc ma sealt. 

Cain—Codentan comaicer? OAnpandcap aile an 
cneirí; ingarbcap aile ime Dia cuict!; impopncindran 
aile D1a Dechmaide ; 1ncomalictan os ime Dia mir. 

Cain—Coventan comaicerz, .1. comaincim cinnuy vo nichep im 

taitecup cumaroe. Anpanovtan aite an tree, .. uppanntan in 
feanann uma noventan in caleantpér. Ingaibcan aite ime via 
cu1cG1,.1.5abupaile vovenam 1 fopbu cuicti ime, ocur va Lá 'oóib ne buain 

feada. Imropcinotan aile via vechmaive, «1. Pincinotven im 

nocc aile 06 tonacc 1 fopbu vecmaide, cinméta in cín opaisin. nco- 

mattcan os ime DIG MIP, 1. ComlaNCistep in ime comLan so Tonac- 
cain 4 popbu in mír. 

' Pledge.—‘ Targille’ here signitics a pledge of two ‘screpalls’ lodged with a 
neighbour for the payment of damages. 

2 Completed in a month.—Dr. O'Donovan has made the following remark on this 
point :—“* The language is here very rude and uneatisfactory. It could ke im- 
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Question—What is the first thing in the co- 
tenancy?—-The division precedes fences. Every 
fence is liable to* legal conditions; every pledge’ to 
damages ; where the requisites commanded by law 
are observed there are no penalties; where there 
are fines, the things commanded by law are not ob- 
served, The new custom avoids security. | 

Question—What is the first thing, i.e I ask what comes foremost in 

the common co-tenancy ”—The division precedes fences, i.e, I deem it 
foremost that the division of the land should be made before the fences. Every 

fence, is liable to legal conditions, i.e. every fenceshould be made by 

what the law commands, i.e. a spade for making a trench, a bar for a stone 

fence, a hatchet for a strong fence, a billhook for a ‘felma’-fence. Every 

pledge to damages, i.e. the sacks, every relieving pledge, or the fine for 

man-trespass. To damages, a pledge of two ‘screpalls.’. Where the 

requisites commanded by law are observed, i.e. where the thing 

commanded is observed, i.e. the spade for a trench, and the bar for a stone wall, 

the things to be paid in for the faults are not to be given, i.e. the sacks or the fines 

for man-trespass. Where there are fines the things commanded by 

law are not observed, i.e. when the sacks or the penalties for man-tres- 

pass are due, the spade has not been brought for making the trench, and the bar 

for the stone-fence. The new custom, ie. it is well avoided by (according 

to) new knowledge that it is not the warranty of a surety that is given to observe 

the co-tenancy daw, but a pledge. 

Question—How is a co-tenancy made ?—It is di- 
vided in three days for the stakes; the fencing is 
begun in five days ; the fence is finished in ten days; 
the perfect fence is completed in a month.” 

Question—How is a co-tenancy made, ie. I ask how is the common 

tenancy made?—Itis divided in three days, ie. the land on which the 
stake ( palisade) fence is to be made is divided in three days. The fencing 
is begun in five days, i.e. the fence is commenced to be made at the end of five 
days, and two days are allowed to them to cutits wood. The fence is finished 
in ten days, i.e, it is truly finished as to its reaching the condition of a naked 
palisading at the end of ten days, excepting the blackthorn crest at top. The ' 

perfect fence is completed in a month, i.e. the complete fence is 

brought to its completion at the expiration of the month. 

proved thus: Quere—How is a farm of common occupancy formed ?—In three days 

the land is marked out for fencing. The fencing must be commenced in five days 

(of which two days are allowed for cutting the timber). In ten days the fences 
must be set up and finished, with the exception of the blackthorn crest at top, which 

must be completed a month after the work has been commenced.” 
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Coin—Cadiac pmachtaimeocurcomatcera? 8machta 
me, pama rn clair, foc rn conard, biarl Fp Daipime, 

frobad rí felmad. “Oainc cacha cneirí nadimcoipn 
painde no Teola fain. Ceithne ime Do cuirín : clair 

copa, Duipime, felmad. (aile ir Daint cacha cneirí 
NADIMCOIN name rr cach nime. 

Cain—Caviat rr mach ua ime? .. comaincim cavracna nete pmacc- 
aigtep ac venam na hime ip in aitechurcumaite. Smachta ime; tire 
ni pmatcaigten acu ac venum na hime. Piobav fni relman, -t 

FMP mn fal marg, pm in nochcarle. Teir ocur ambimanva co canac- 
vain ray. marvoin, ocuy Lig 1 U6 ocuy purpiu a1dd1, Pac Fer: imotiIb 
wiki, ammdim on ocur rainn la, ocur caippee arc, ocur aimtim ardé1, Led 
riach pers inocib mts. Uaine cacha tneip: navimcoin painve 
no peola rain, - vame caéa Ceit po metay ain, munub fn fme 

If eim coin 06 vO pinne um apomn. Ceichne ime vo cuIfin, - 
ceitpe hime vipcnargchep no tanntuytun. Clair, coma; a. clair no 
capa ip in noccmachaine. “Ouipume, .1 tp in contd, .1. noccarle, no 17 In 
Let macaipe. 

Mav reo a dein an pen, amuis, 1p cuaille céccintach, ocur 

fed A DEIN an fen call ni depna cin 1tiN, if nech dia mbí Los 

'* Feis’-trespass, Le. the lying down of a beast in a field after being filled to 
satiety. This was a definite trespass. All this is apparently misplaced. For 
definitions of trespasses, vide pp. 124, 126. 

a‘ Ruiriu’-trespass, i.e. passhig over fields. See p. 124, et seq., infra. 

8 The man outside, i.e, the suer or plaintiff. Dr. O'Donovan remarks here, “It 

is very difficult to express these ideas neatly in English. The following may con- 

vey to the English reader a fair idea of the meaning :— 

“If the sucr says. ‘ This stake has injured my beast once; it is unlawfully con- 
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Question— What are the requisites commanded by — gune- 
law’ of fences and co-tenancy ?—The requisites for the ‘Cor. 
fences are a spade for making a trench, a bar for a “scr. 
stone wall, a hatchet for a strong fence, a billhook 4"... 
for a ‘felmadh’-fence. A ‘dairt’-heifer zs the fine for fnes. 
every three days that he (the co-tenant) has neglected 
to make the proper portion which had fallen to him. 
There are four kinds of fences which might be re- 
quired—a trench, a stone wall, a strong fence, a ‘ fel- 
madh “fence ; or else, according to others, it (the fine) 
is a ‘dairt ’-heifer for every three days during which 
he (the Joint tenant), has not made the proper portion 
of every fence. : 

Ouestion—What are the reauisites commanded by law of 

fences? ie. I ask what are the things which are commanded for making the 

hedge in the common usage. The reguisites commanded for the 

fences, ie. it is the thing which is peremptorily ordered for making the fence. 

A billhook for a ‘felmadh’-fence, i.e. for making the good fence (‘fal 

maith’), i.e. for the naked fence. (' Feis’-trespass' and leaping over fences, so 

that they are caught in the morning and lying in the day, ‘ruiriu ’-trespass* 

by night, and the fine for ‘ feis ’-trespass ts paid for them all; ag to ‘ airlim ’-trespass 

by day and ‘ ruiriu ’-trespass by day and ‘ tairsce ’-trespass by night and ‘airlim ’- 

trespass by night, half the fine for ‘ feis ’-trespass is due for themall.) A ‘dairt’- 

heifer for every three days during which he has neglected 

to make the proper portion, &c., ie a ‘dairt’-heifer for every three 

days that he fails, if it be not the fence which is truly right for him he has made 

upon his division. Four fences which might be required, i.e. four 
kinds of fences are prescribed or required. A trench, a stone wall, i.e. a 

trench or wall on the bare plain. A strong fence i.e, in the wood, i.e. 

a naked fence, or in the half-cleared plain. 

If what the man outside" says is, it is a stake of first fault, and 
what the man within says is, it is not in fault at all, the com- 

structed, and I demand satisfaction for the injury,’ and if the defendant denies 

that his stake is unlawfully formed or fixed, or that it could have done any injury 
unless unlawfully meddled with, then any person who has sufficient honour- 

price to qualify him may settle the dispute, and decide the satisfaction to be made 

for the first injury done by the unlawful stake, or declare that the stake is lawful, 

and that no injury has occurred by means of it. 

‘““Tf the suer says, ‘ The stake is unlawfully made and fixed, and has now in- 

jured my beast for the second time, or the third time,’ and the defendant replies, 
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éinech an archsin no biad uada ina cér cinaid; cona denna cin 

ITIf, 1pLaMN DO. 

Mav red a dein an fen amuis, 1T Cuaille vecintuc no tTrecin- 

tach he, ocuy a veip in pep tall 1T cuarlle céccintaé, if Leith pip, 

no Lan rip. do Fcup. Let Dine No Lan Dine De; ocuT aIThsin vad 

ina cét cinaid, ocur nota Faband Sneim ime Dib cap eir DUIpMe, 

vain Líncro ourtlebup in clair, ocur bnip1d cnaind an copad. 

Cinta do mad na cena in céin betan ca paincrín, let a mbia 
ma naipnlim iped biar ina caipyer, ip é amet Teit 1n puTh co núis 

cní daipz, amail, ava pmaccard. 

Opnarrle, tp oaint cacha tneirs navimcoin painve pp 
cach nime, 1. gne eile, .1. 1p DaINT an cach tne, Munadiin poms yr 
eim CCIfL D0 DO PUIsNe o1m1ó. 

Cid fava co po Zabu1d ouine do Laim tTinvfatain a coda DO 

mpenam von coimaicer, nocha nruil mace fap muna venna 

fopait, ocur oa noepna, ica etnic a posla. O Febur rmunpo, an 

Duine Do lam Tinnfatain a Coda DON Comaicer DO 'oenam, acú 

TMacT fap, .1. DAINT caca TReIf1, Muna Tainic ; no ce tainix, 

muna vepna ime; no ce vo pundi, muna be a noinn bodein no 

imifptap ; no cid hia pand boven pro imeytap, munab í in ime ip 

coin, Ro imertan ; no cid hi in ime if coin, DO pinde ime, ma no 

cuinercul, pen ails ocup yen aipbed co tabaapt tacbad ppuu. 

Ocur in ymact yin Dic TO CO cen MiP, OCUF can Ni DIC o PIN 

amach co cend nip arts. Ocur geall va fsnepall ó cat comard- © 

tech ap velsain mS a ceilí fo coraib a lepta ne comallad 

Dlised an comarcceya; ocup cin co comartte, noco ne an scart 

TN TUITIT aNd, ACT an -mact a OUbNamuUy, pomaind, no merch, 

‘No, this is the first instance that it has caused any injury,’ the neighbours will 

then decide by compurgation, which has the truth on his side. If they decide in 

favour of the defendant, he shall make compensation for the first injury which is 

technically called the first crime of the stake. 

“Fines do not lic for injuries done by any of the other fences from the firm or 

close wooden fence up, ‘ because, says the commentator, ‘the foliage fills the 

trench, and the trees break the stone wall.’ ” 
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pensation that is obtained from him for its first fault is for one  yyne- 
that has honor-price to decide ;' if no fault at all has been commit- red 
ted, he is free from blume. ANCY. 

If what the man outside says is, “it is a stake of two faults — 

or three faults,” and the man within says, “it is a stake of first 

fault,” it is half proof or full proof that removes half ‘dire ’-fine 
or full ‘dire “fine from him ; and compensation is obtained from 

him for its first fault, and none of these fences, from the strong 
fence out, takes hold (claums damages), for foliage fills the trench, 

and trees break the stone wall. | 

As to the trespasses which the cattle commit while they are 
seen, half of that fine which lies for their ‘ airlim ’-trespass shall be 
for their ‘ tairsci ’-trespass, and the extent of its increase is to three 
‘ dairt ’-heifers, as it is in other ‘ smacht, ’-fines. 

Or else, itis a ‘dairt’-heifer for every three days during 

which he has not made the proper portion of every fence, ie. 

another version, i.e. it is a ‘dairt’-heifer for every three days, unless it be the 

division that is right for him, he has made of the fence. 

However long a person may have delayed taking in hand to 
commence the performing of his share of the co-tenancy duties, there 
is no ‘smacht’-fine upon him unless trespass has been committed, but 

if it has been committed, he shall pay the ‘ eric “fine of the trespass. 

But, from the time that the man has taken in hand to begin to do 
his share of the co-tenancy duties, he is liable to ‘smacht’-fine, 

i.e. a ‘dairt'-heifer for every three days of delay, unless he has 

come ; or, though he has come, if he has not made a fence; or 
though he has made it, unless it be his own portion he has fenced ; 
or though it be his own share he has fenced, unless he has made 
the proper kind of fence ; or though it be the proper fence he has 
made upon it, if he has put up old stakes or old poles, trusting 

to them for a fence. And he shall pay" this ‘smacht’-fine to ®Ir. Pays, 

the end of a month, but shall pay nothing afterwards till the expira- 

tion of another month. And each co-tenant * shall place a pledge of 

the value of two ‘screpalls’ on one of the rack: pins of cach other’s 
houses at the feet of the bed as security for the fulfilment of the 
duties of co-tenancy ; and though he should not fulfil them, this is 
not the pledge that shall be forfeited for it, but the “smacht "fine 
which we have mentioned before, or sacks, or fines for man- 

' To decide.~-There is some defect in the MS. here. 

* Co-tenant, ‘ comaidtcch ' means also co-tiller, or co-grazier, or co-occupant. 
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no riach .ouimecaithe fo aicned na posta, ma po pay posarl ann. 

Ocur “ir 100 ainm bir acu ac Denam au cota DON cómaicér No an 

ime, nama fri clair, roc fy coprard, biaid fr OUIpime, Froba Ft 
relma. Ocur apnac catch oib a laim a ceilt 1 1n a1dce, co no 

cumms: Leir tiactain ap maidin DO Denam a cota DON comat- 

chcer ; ocup in ti na Tiucra iplan a apna do caithem, ocur "14 

coitcen, apnac neich, ata prac poimpime vad. Ocur if e cor 

venma na clayac tpi tpoisti ina Letet (an, nuactan, ocur va 

TNOIE ap medion, ocur TNors tap. nictap, ocur TH TRoiser ina 

tapobe, ocur tpi tnorgti a letet an muin, cupcapn aires sap 

NICTAN, OCU DA TNOIS an. medon, ocur Tors tan, nuaccapn, ocur 

Tt TNOIST1 1n d11v91 1N muin, conad Té TpLoigce in andi na clarach 

Tain Ocur Mm aipoe in muin. ar a CINDd. 

If copa imupno, tpi cTnoite inu letac 1an niccap, ocur va 

TNOIE Ap. meodan, ocur tTnorg tan nuactap, ocur Té TNoiser ina 

haps. . 

In oainime imuppo, tp amLuó dletap a oenum rióe; bann in 

cnoind an bufi in cpoind eile, ocur cona tifa in tTapc bec cputs 

an Luití, Na in Dam Tapair ap atprot. 

1nocuailí ir amla dletan 171de; TRo1g co nol nopoun itp 

pac va cuaille, ocur re TPoigers ina haipoe, no va vopn 9éc, ma DO 

sopnuib commipcan ; if cp bunchuip fain, bunchun pain tan 

nicvan, ocur aneite ap. medon, Ocur anaile ian, nuaccapn, ocuf' ad 

1p. Rach va bunchupn ; ocur dvopnn fot in chuaille o ean amuin, 

ocur Cin Dpoigen fain tap. nuaccapn; ocur tf befminda a ceand 

sacha cuaille conan na pada an cúr amail coniccra. 

Inada1 noletan naimed sin .1. claif no conad if in machaine, 

ocur noécarile 1p in Letmachaine, ocur daipimeir in card. Ocur 

cucnuma 1 nainT” uile. 

1 His victuale.—The word ‘apnacé,’ here translated, ‘ victuals,’ occurs under the 
forms ‘ eapanach,’ ‘enanach,’ and ‘epnac, in a paragraph on co-tenancy, in 
the “ Finnsruth Fithil,” (O'D. 1556), where it is added, that if a man's ‘ennac’ 

be used ‘‘ he is not entitled to compensation, nor to a fine for over use.” The term 

may mean the metal implements each co-tenant was obliged to have for the 

work of fencing. Asa term for the ploughshare and coulter together, it is still a 

living word in the south of Ireland. 
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Smachzta caipgills cach parts 1p frampnad ocur 
etunrcanad ocur caometact ; acht ní cuma conimuagatic 

ocur etanycanac, pandtap Dono in bliadain 1 nde ra 

tmachta, ap nt copmail pmacca cacha paiche, annrom 

a rmachca saimpuacca ocur eippach spit, an 1rnuiche 
beo bechu concha. Tperdib miach mizep cach neche- 
main, miach 1 nachlumpaine, Letmiach pnt monaí an 

ainlim ; bena De DaNcaly an feip, an ip fei cach lise 

cac tapporde, ainlim acc na Deilret nac tapcarde, act 

TANTAIde and ian. nade. 

Smacéca capsids cach parts, .1. in m pmaccangten can cenn na 
ngevt compitnec-cach parte. Icin pampad,..mepnic Ccappcapan 
1. Int eTUNCapup Tuf in Seimpe von enpach. Caomeacr, ni tir 

inachommrvecht ve. Ni cuma conimeragant ocuy etanpceapar, -t- 
ache ní cucpuma ín: bir acoimrvect in Sermpro von eppach ocur ini ecup- 

foanuy pip ve. Ranocapn vonoin bliadain, a. uppanncap vono mn 
bluavann ap 06 pe hic pmacca. Wp ni copmart pmatca cacha 
naiche, a. ua noca copmait ini pmaccmptepn anv in cach parte. 
(Cnnfrom a pmachta saimrpuaéeca, .. if vo na netib 1 mnya no 1 
annypa ann inf pmaccensten a fuact in sempre. Cinpach spit, 3 
an um bir cpt an nahinmuid iy in ennach- Opn ippuithe beo 

bethu a. an if uaiple ini vo ban beata vo na bumb run Hérmpe na 

' Every quarter.—Upon this Dr. O'Donovan observes :—‘‘A literal translation 

of this passage could not be understood by an English reader.” The following is 
sabmitted as the closest that could be considered intelligible —- 

‘* Relieving pledges are ordained for every quarter of the year, both in summer 

aud in the parts separated from or added to it, but these parts are not equal, for 

the year is divided in two regulations for the “smacht '-regulations of every quarter 

are not alike. The ‘smacht'-regulations of the winter, and the cold portion of 

spring are more difficalt, for lieing food is more noble than fruit. 

“Three sacks are estimated as the Ane for trespassing oa all rich land, half a sack 

for pastared land, and half a sack for a mountain. 

‘Two ‘dairt ’-heifers are adjudged for lying down satiated after grating, for every 
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Additional pledges for ‘smacht’-fines are payable Jes 
MENTS OF 

every quarter’ of a year, both in summer and 1m Co-Tzr- 
ANCY. 

the parts of autumn and spring, subtracted from or — 
added" to winter; but the parts added and subtracted «tr. sepa- 
are not equal, for the year is divided into two sccompaní- 
parts? for regulating ‘smacht ’-fines, for the ‘ smacht’-™"" 
fines of each quarter are not alike, because it is diffi- 
cult to regulate the ‘smacht’-fines of the winter 
season, and of the spring cold,” for saved provisions 
are more precious than growing grass. Three sacks 
are estimated for damage committed by trespass in 
cornland, a sack in pastured land, half a sack in a 
mountain field ; two ‘ dairt ’-heifers for ‘ feis ’-trespass, 

for every lying down is called “ feis -trespass when 
detected ; every detection is ‘ airlim ’-trespass if they 
(the cattle) have not lain down, but detection therein 
after a night. 

Additional pledges for ‘smacht’-fines every quarter, i.e. the 

thing which is ordained for the relieving pledges every quarterof a year. In 

summer, i.e. the ‘eric’-fine. Subtracted, ie. the part of the spring which 

is detached from winter. Added to, ic. that part of it which accompanies it. 

But the parts added and separated are not equal, i.e but the part 

of spring which is added to the winter, and the part which is subtracted from it 

are not equal. For the year is divided, i.e. the year is divided into two 
parts for the regulation of payment of “smacht '-finess For the ‘smacht’- 

fines of every quarter are not alike, i.e. for the thing ordained by law 

in each quarter is not alike. It is difficult to regulate the ‘smacht’- 

finesof the winter scason, i.e. the thing commanded to be given as fines 

during the cold of the winter is among the difficult things of law. Spring-cold,” syr ship. 
Le. when the cattle are shivering in the spring. For saved provisions are ing. 
more precious, i.e. for more noble is the thing which gives food to the cows 

lying down when detected is a ‘feis’-trespass. It is an ‘airlim ’-trespass if they 
cid not lie down. No fine for lying-down lies for any detection, except their being 
caught in the morning.” 

3 The year is divided into two parts.—According to C. 23, the year was divided 

into two unequal parts. The ‘Samfucht,’ or warm season, comprises five months, 
viz., the last month of spring, the three months of summer, and the first month 

of autumn; and the ‘Gamfucht’ comprised seven months, viz., the two last 

months of autumn, the three months of winter, and the two first months of spring. 

3 Spring cold.—That is, during February and March, which were considered a 
part of the winter, See p. 89, infra. 
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inf vo bein conu o61b inn Tramnad. Tpe1v1b miach micen 

cach nechemain, .1. tnerve vo machaib ir he ni meipemnaigten 
1 pep ocur in aintim oiguin peompetam. Miach 1 nachiumpaine, -t- 

réir atlumpuine peoin etamuin trampaca. Let mach rí mona, 
1. i namplim atlumpuipe mona Femmpeta ne DISuIN mona samnaca. 

ena ve vantaig an reir; .. bneitemnaigten ve vantcaig va 
TcnepalL an ceitpe miacard, 1.1 perp Disuin feomn etamuin seimpeca. 

(Cn if peirr cach lige cac tanpnaide, «1. epic perm fonpu o 
tannaigcen anoviace na lige. MHintim acc na veilset, «1. epic 
aplime opnaacc na potagicann. Hac cantaride act tcancaive 

ans ian naide, .1. noca canpaccam eile a DeipIM epic Fer onnu Ina 
nainlim, acc a canpaccain anv an. marvin. 

Ceithyu ennailí comanoa in comartcera a nictap lanpiaé reir; 

1. feip Lae, ocur reir ardce, nuine na hardce, ocur aiplim na 

haróce, cona toppaccain an aiplim and an maroin. Cetpe hen- 

naile comapoa an comarcera a nictan Let praé feiss, .1. pune an 

Lae, ocur aintim an Laci, Taippce na harder ocur aintlim na hard¢e, 

cona Toppactain an ainLim ann ian. mardin. let riach aiplims 

in Lae a cainrcí an Laer, no Let frac cain cct nu harder a Taippce 

an Lae, ocur if í rin an aen hepnaits cechnaman. 

Cetne meic a reir digona feoip etamain Feimpneta tap Lan 

ime, da Miacina naiplim,ocur miac ina capper. Mar 1 actlompaine 

feoin etamain Fermpera, no disuin mona Feimpeta, no calle 

semmpecra, no atbualsd Feimpedva, no 1 noígoin feo ecamain 

Trampard, da miac ina reir, ocur mach ina namptim, ocur Let meic 

inacaipre. Mar 1 actlumpome mona seimpeta, no cartle geim- 

peta, no achbuailsd sermpeta, no atlompuine feommetamaintTpam- 

placa, no UNDISUIN mona fampata no caille pampaca, miac ina 

Téir; tet meich ina painLim, ceatpamme merch ina cappa. Mar 1 

aclompuipne mona rampaca no calle rampacta, no atbuailid ram- 

praca, let meich ina reir, ocur cethpuime merch ina ponlim, ocur 

1 Enclosed field.—On the term “oisuin,” Dr, O'Donovan, quoting an old gless, 

says, it meant grass which was not to be violated, i.e. a meadow, 
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eighth of a sack for ‘tairsce’-trespass. The eighth of the eighth isthe Jupne- 
fine upon every trespassing animal, for every beast is a trespasser Co Tune 
in a co-tenancy. or the “tairsce -trespasg of one animal upon xcr. 
a pastured field of summer mountain pasture, whatever animal — 
commits it, a sixth part of the half of one sack sa due. This 
extends* to three times seven animals of one herd in their going ' Ir. The 
over different gaps ; and if it be over one gap they went, there length this 
is ‘smacht ’-fine upon the first animal, and compensation for grass run is, till it 
or corn upon every animal from that out. reaches, $e. 

Two cows sa the fine for definite man-trespass over a full fence, 

and a cow and a ‘samhaisc ’-heifer s/ across a half fence; a cow is 
the fine if there be no fence at all. This is for trespass in a pre- 

served field of winter-grass. If it be trespass upon a pastured field 
of winter-grass land, or upon a preserved field of winter moun- 
tain or winter wood, or old winter milking-place, or upon a pre- 
served field of summer grass-land, a cow 1s the fine for it +f across 
a full fence, and three-fourths of the value of a cow across a 

half fence; a ‘samhaisc ’-heifer, if there be no fence whatever. 

If it be a pastured field of winter mountain or wood, or 
an old milking-place, or a pastured field of summer grass-land, or 

a preserved field of summer mountain or wood, or an old milking- 

place, a ‘samhaisc’-heifer is the fine for trespass on it over a full 
fence, and three quarters of a cow over a half fence, a ‘colpach ’- 
heifer worth six ‘screpalls,’ if there be no fence at all. 

If it (the trespass) be upon a pastured field of summer mountain 

or wood, or an old milking-place, a ‘ colpach ’-heifer of the value 
of six ‘screpalls’ is the fine for it if across a full fence, and three 
quarters of a ‘ colpach’-heifer across a half fence, a ‘ dairt ’-heifer 

of the value of four ‘screpalls,’ if there be no fence at all. 

A cow is the fine for doubtful man-trespass® +f across a full fence, 

and a ‘colpach ’-heifer is the fire upon him or her (the trespassing 

beast) across a half fence. For trespass committed across a full 

fence ‘ the sacks ” are paid, and the half thereof (t.e. of the sack), 

across a half-fence, and there is nothing to be paid as fine if there 

be no fence at all. 

Whence is it (i.e. the rule or precedent,) derived that it is three- 

quarters of the fine for man-trespass that is paid for the trespass 

2 The sacks. The term is here technically used. It means four sacks of oats 

and barley. See infra, p. 119. 

3 Man-trespass.—That is, trespass committed by cattle with the connivance of, or 

caused by the owner, or some person in charge of them. 

VOL. IV. G2 
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Jupo- ime, ocur co na pul acc let na miach? trary sabup, tet ín 
MERTS OF . . . 
Co-Tex- feich oumedcaits cin ime itip, ocur in let eile ve an pact lan 

AwcY. ime; mara Let ime Fuil and, cechpaimhe an pcath Let ime ; caburpe 

m coCcmaó fin a fulled in Lete furl cin 1me, co na Teopa cev- 

naime in feich ouinecaití tap. Let ime. 
Hoéon ragabupn nac ní vo na miacarb cin ime, cop no DeiT1691 1N 

tan ava let ime and, cémad let na riach vo bet an a pEach. 

Nochan purl vetbin puipid na aipnlime na caipysi,na méovarger 

na Larsorótí oinmils a Leith ne duinecaithi; ocur ava vetbin 

DIZ0M ocur atlompaine, achaim ocur anataim, ocur ata vetbin. 

íme ocur can íme. Oca a noetbein uilí pe miacarb. 

Cró ro Depa in Tan 1f mech DleZan (rn fosail co na full nf 

cin 1mMe ITIP; OCUL IN TaN iT Frac DUINeECaId 1muppo, co Furl a Let 

ride cin ime icin? Ír 6 in pat fovena, in comméc do ondary DUIF1 
an na hinoils dca ac pip na ninoils oppo, ocur inovligcec opin 
an fepaind Fan ime aig; ocur coipcin co bet ni vo na miacarb 

po intan na biadime ais. Nocon furl a comet vligcec imupnpo, 
ac rinn na mois onpa in can ava rach duinecait: vad, ocur Compr 

ce no bet a Let trad cin ime 1tip, C19 IndliIZTec OPIN aN renaino 
san ime T0 bet aige, uain, connanovar bart baegat ecunpu. 

VDetbin vigoin ocur atlompuine, ocur aithim ocur anaithim, 

ocur ime ocur can ime a let ne frac duinecaiti; ocur nocon 

ful vetbin rpeirí na aipnlime, na puipnrd, na caine a let ne 

riach ouinecaits; ocur aca an vetbin uils a let pe miacharb. 

Ir ann avait na meich oppo in inbard po fagarb ouine ic 

1 pleib no anodinainn, ocur no fagaib buachaill coonac ne coir ; 

1 One-eighth.—This is wrong, it should be ‘ one-fourth.’ 
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no in cofmét a vein. DUE! onno: pnatan an na mucaib; cotote 
im na cepci; bhosa im nasabpard ; uncoll ro na samnaib; aed- 

aine as na cainib; buachaill ag na buarb. 

Ip and aca in praé duinecarts cinovec, in inbard pro pagaid ac 

a fFappad an guine feoin no anbaipn, ocur cinozwi Leip cona pach- 

oar inn. if ann aca in frac dune cairt conntabantach, in 

vain if conncabaint Leir in pachoair no na pachoair ind. 

Ma cart call ac ad pip a caipy: a cabaint fo tpi amach, 

17 lan riach ouimecaiúí; ma TAIT ad pips TOINFID a Tabaine fa 

06, if Da TIAN an reic DUINeCaItT: ; ma pobatan call ad uy 

coinre a tabaipe aenrecc, if Tran in reich ouinecaiót. 

Oral aca vianarghuig neimeó, ni hed an cena, wins: vainget a 

caitmech and, ocur Fa an tpi pecs nanmanda fo cethain do aen 

ureilb acú yin co na nout anund saine fect tap paine bepnad ; 

no an oi fect nanmannard ro cetain vo raine relba co na nout 
anunn aen fect tan faine bepna; ocur mó tap aen bepnain, 

ni bró ace rmacc an in céc mil, ocur archzin feomn no anbain, 

vacha uil. 

(( fort aca oun pigs, ler mancpnad ní ardlig, Lincan vainser 

caé Depc Don arth, 06 vip cac Depc po TaItm1d1 ann «1. a FONDA 

ocur a falad, ocur uIP mín a Comarcinta Tap a heirí; ocur ipe 
aineT ATA IN PUT, CO puicr rece Nanmanoa vo aen Tred. 

Caingille rmacca caipced cuict: 1ap. pogail uaoaid 

1 When it ts a king's “dun '-fort ¢c.—The text is obscure here, and seems 
defective in the original. The paragraph with some variation is given in O’D., 

1674, as a commentary on the clause, '‘ Rooting the earth in distinguished places.” 

1A ‘lis martradh'-fort.—Probably a churchyard; ‘martyres' appear to bave 
meant ‘relics’. Vid. O'D., 1674. 
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that which supports the cows in winter is more pre- 
cious than their produce, for grass is produced in 
summer, but none at all in winter. 

There are ‘smacht’-fines every quarter, ie. the thing which is 

commanded fo be paid as ‘smacht'-fine in every quarter of a year. The 
‘smacht’-fine is not the same, i.e. the thing which is ordained to be 

paid as ‘smacht’-fine for trespass committed in the heat of the summer and in the 

cold of the winter is not equal Even every month of these is not 

alike, i.e. it is not alike that each of these months is regulated, i.e. a month 

of summer heat and a month of winter cold. The ‘smacht’-fines of 

winter are heavier, i.e. the thing which is commanded (to be paid as 
“smacht '-fine, for the trespass which the cattle commit in the winter is heavier 

than the thing ordered to be paid for trespass which the cattle commit in the sum- 

mer. For that which supports the cows, &c., i.e. more vaiuable is 

the thing which gives food! to the cows in the winter than the thing which 

gives them milk in the summer. For grass is produced in summer,i.e 

this is the reason, i.e. grass is produced in the summer. But none at all in 

winter, i.e. it is not that I say that grass grows in the winter. 

Let the summer “smacht ’-fines be stated ; a sack 7s 

charged for every “airm ’-trespass upon seven 
animals into a profitable meadow ; half a sack if into 
after-orass ; half a sack if into a mountain; half a 
sack for the ‘ feis’-trespass of every sort of cow from 
an ox down to a ‘dartaid’-heiter. There are, how- 

ever, two sacks in the cold season. 

Let the summer ‘smacht’-fines be stated, i.e. the thing which is 

commanded as ‘ smacht ’-fine for trespass whic!: the cattle commit in the summer 

is to be told or related. A sack for every ‘airlim’-trespass, i. a 

sack is the fine which is mentioned as smposed upon seven animals of one herd 

after going over by leapin:; once across one gap into a meadow of summer grass- 

land. Half a sack if into after-grass, i.e. if to trespass quickly, i.e. 

by leaping into a pastured field of summer grass-land. Half a sack if 

into a mountain, ie. for ‘feis’-trespass in a pastured field of summer 

mountain or summer wood. Half a sack, &c., from an ox to a 

sdartaid'’-heifer, i.e. upon seven animals for ‘ feis '-trespass in a meadow of 

winter grass-land, and the seventh of a half sack is the portion of the fine for each 
animal, which he did not tender then. There are, however, two sacks 

in the cold season, i.e. for ‘ feis’-trespass in a pastured field of winter grass- 

land, or for ‘airlim ’-trespass into a meadow of winter grass-land. 

A ‘cumhal’ is the ‘smacht’-fine for every beast in a co-tenancy, 
and in taking forcible distress, as is said in the ‘Finnsruth Fithil’- 
law?—A nail rates with a tooth, and equal ‘dire’-fine is paid for cattle 

of every age for feeding, for two ‘ dartaid '-heifers eat beyond (more 
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ova. 1 cin, vibad ava in comecup fin, ocur 1 comaiceay, no 
MENTS OF 
Co-Txx- 1 comecup ava fund. 
ANOCY. 
eed 

O'D. 408. 

Os ro cnenan tip co cend mbliadna; caneirí ngem- 

fuacca, no as bert Fru Da cTpian a fochpeca caperst, 

ocur atin Lair in pean ongtap and. 

Qs ro cnenan tin cocend mbliaona, 1. ag vevcennagir in 
feapann an fochpurc co ceno mblucona, .1. in :rramuirc vo benap 1 foch- 

Nuc, 1. pochpuic feom an cp cnicumal. Tapeir: ngeimpuacca, 

1. TANely) NA FOSL4 vo nichen a fuacc an sernypd, a let ferchyrve, .1. Let 

an reich oumnedard: conncabapcag an tpamanre iin can Lan ime, [ocur a 
lech mar gan imme], .1. an atlompuine feoin etheamain Féimpeta, no a 
NdIEUIN Mona Feimypud, no calle geimne, no achbuaite sermpud. No as 

beri piu va cpian a fochpeca tapers, .. ag ber pu va can 
na focnecd, 1. na pamuipce puilan cin Tp cumal, .1. in colpac o¢t PEne- 

pals put caper tine oa cumat ina focpeic; no ad ber piu Da TaN na 
famuirce atá spin focpeic, 1pped acta ipin TOFAIL vo nichen pur na 

feranoard cétna 1 fuacc an Fermpud, .1. an Teona cetpaime na samuryce 

anoproeic hi, acc aen pcnepall nama na ruga an aino and; no vono 
cena, cin co purl acht aer colpaige oct TSneapall inve1, ar vimapncnasd 
Lepage: no bid ata wpe ni pip na piu ceopa cetpaime na samuirce 

hi Ocur a tip Laif in pean opstan ano, -1.a penanotar in fen 

“b0 nithep anv DO ONngsain, .1. 1ayepe na fFocneca, in can 17 ap focnerc 

Tucad he; no a fepand ac in pip do mithep ano: fosand, .1. tan. nic enca 
a posla py. 

Tait aiplimenda imadichec rmachta; cac aiplim 

fud coin no Duine; no aiplim narbil no omna, no aiplim 
neicne cipri. 

' Joint-stockiny.— That is putting an equal stock on the land. 
* Rent.—‘ Pocpaic’ is here used to denote the award or price, hire or compensation 

paid, or contracted to be given, for the use of the land fur one year. 

3 Against whom trespass 13 committed.—The following seems to be the meaning 

of this very obscure text:—‘‘ A calf is the rent payable for land taken until the 

end of the year; in the case of a trespass committed from the commencement of 

the cold season on to the end of the year, a calf is the fine payable, or a calf which 

is worth two-thirds of the value of such a calf as should be paid for the rent, 

(which would at that time be a ‘samhaisc ’-heifer); and the land upon such pay- 

ment becomes the property of the man against whom the trespass is committed, or 
of the man who pays the fine.’ 
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Tait aiplimennda, .t. avait Leimenna vo niacap apnin fen no an 
in anban ocur ermoitmitpers 1c can pmacc oppa ano. Caé aipmuim 

nia coin, .1. ag cette pia coin. No vuine, .1. ag cete pra noainib. 

Oipdim narbit, -. ín can dig cidelt onna necear ngnéine. No omna 
-1. Pa cperch, no pecoiboin. Ho aintim neicne cipzf, .1. cibed eigen, 

1. TOPUNN no Tene sargnen. 

 8maóc Dia cucts tan, posal cona focal cona chuar 
OCUT a lomdaca. Cpreinib pmacca cac coin, Tian fon 
1 coince aie. , 

Ma fen fon alt apnenan and actaed no a naipcent, 

Ma fen fo'aid, no Fen rama, ican a caiche a pein na 

comartchi9d. 

Smade via curcds, 4. m1 pmaécargten ud 1 ponba cúicéí 10p 
noenam na posta, .1. na meré, .1. anad They fon in pmact, ocur ditim 

cuictí. Cona focal, «1. namiach, 4. nanub peand acc. Cona cnuarz, 
1. nanub cap. Lomvaca, a. span tomret Lomconva pema flere, +1. 
gunub vaca he ocur he tom, -t. cin cols. Tpemnib pmaéca caé 
COIN, -1, TReimiugao an in pmacc vo nem com. Cpian fon 1 
coifvce Aipe, .1. Tian a mbió ap in conc ocur apn ind eonnars, ip fed 
ATA APN coirce donup, ocuy vo cpiuN Loga 

Ma fon yon ct, ó. ma pen vo benan yin fen eile cp pon aich- 
Bina, .1. ma fen echúim po bnonvad anv, v1ablad 00 feon anechdam can, 

geir munabpurt echam ais. (C taeb, 1. roc. No a naincenn, «4. 

gmnio. Ma pen fotain, +. na cattle. No ren pamta, 1. na 
mong, 1. in tpléibe. CC pein na comaichin, 2. cathgin an cing pin 

amit ip yuan pup na comarchid, «1. apomer To ura ne commaichid ain, 
muna Fagcan fen a commaich ino an fon aichgena, ocur neimnbet feo 
a comaicinta ars) povepa. 

Caip—can mizen cache cine? Ap a rochnacaib ; ma 

1 Fear.—Dr. O'Donovan remarks upon this—‘‘ The gloss is here transposed, and 
should be restored to its proper order thus:— 
“Fear, i.e of thunder or lightning, Or an ‘airlim'-trespass owing 

to any kind of violence, ie. before a foray, or before plunderers, or any 
violence whatsoever.” 
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There are three ‘airlim’-trespasses, i.e. there are three leaps JopG- 
which are made upon the grass or upon the corn, and they are freed from paying MENTS OF 
‘ ra batcligt .» . Co-TEN- 
smacht’-fine forthem. Every ‘airlim’-trespass before adog,iein “7 

running off beforea hound. Or a man, i.e.inflyingbeforemen. An ‘airlim’- — 

trespass tn consequence of heat, i.e. when they (the cattle), are run- 

ning from the heat of the sun. Or fear,' ie. before a plundering party,*or a aIr. Prey. 

band of depredators. Or an ‘airlim’-trespass owing to any kind 

of violence, i.e. whatever violence it may be, i.e. thunder or lightning. 

‘Smacht’-fine 2s paid, in five days after trespass 
with testing of the grain as to hardness and bare- 
ness. ‘Smacht’-fines are three-fold by night, the 
third of which is set aside for oats. 

If it be one kind of grass that is paid for another 
at the side or at the extremity of the field, whether it 
be hidden grass or coarse grass, let the fines be paid 
according to the arbitration of the co-tenants. 
‘Smacht’-fine sa patd in five days, i.e the thing which is com- 

manded by law to be paid by him? is to be rendered at the expiration of five days > Ir. From 
after the commission of the trespass, i.e. ‘ the sacks,'i.e. there is a stay? of three days him. 

upon ( for the payment of ) the ‘smacht'-fine, and a delay in pound of five days. 
With testing, ie of ‘the sacks,’ i.e. that they are not bitter (foul or maw- 

kish). As to hardness, i.e. thatthey be not moist. Bareness, i.e, the grain 
which they eat bare, that it be not dirty or chaffy, i.e. that it be well coloured and 

bare, i.e. without chaff. ‘Smacht’-fines are threefold by right, 

i.e. there is a threefold division of the ‘smacht’-fine by right. The third of 

which is set aside for oats, i.e. the third of what is for oats and for 

barley, is for the oats only, and its value is one-third.°¢ elr. Fora 

If it be one kind of grass that ts paid for another, i.e. third of its 
if it be grass that is given for another grass as compensation, i.e. if it be rich value. 

grass that has been spoiled in this case, let him (the trespasser) give twice the 
quantity of poor grass in return for it, if he has not rich grass At the 

side, ielong. Or at the extremity, ie. short. If it be hidden 
grass, ie. of the wood. Or coarse grass, i.e. of the mountain, ie of 

the moor. According to the co-tenants, i.e, the compensation for 

that trespass is according to the opinion of the neighbours, i.e. the arbitration of 

the neighbours decides upon it, unless grass equally good is obtained for it as com- 

pensation, and his not having grass of the same nature is the reason of its being 

decided by arbitration. 

Question—How are land trespasses estimated ?— 

From its rents ; if it be winter grass that is injured, 
2 A stay, ie. the period during which cattle distrained remain upon security in 

the hands of the owner; but the ‘stay ’ comes first, then ‘delay in pound’ follows 
it, and then three days of grace called ‘“ Theips imceimnigcte,” in the Irish 

Laws: vide Senchus Mor, vol. 1, p. 79, e¢ seq. 
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O'D., 1226. 

O'D., 1226. 

O'D., 1226. 
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saimpen no honscan, and, Da cian a fochpaca ire a 

caiche ; mar ramren, if tpian. 
Cain—can miten caiche tine? a. comampcm canary a meirem-. 

naigcen na cinta vo mthen Turn renano. Myra rochpnacard, .. an 

Mm renann fen porfinncan in per, etham no anecham millcen ano. Ma 
gamren, . mao he rep in seimnío oinscen, anv. Oa tnian a 
fochpaca ire a catche, «4. oa Than na peiscneic! ata ina ferp, ocuL 
na nammlim ipped acta ina amlim nama; uampcertp meic aca n4 fey, ocur 
og mach na nainlim. Oa tmian focneca ata an tip cumarte vo necham 

If FERN co cenn cr ports ipped wii reir diguin feoip ecthemain geim- 

peta tap Lan ime, a. tp peprbinds pur nacpni pots, .1. va ponepulls reir 
ngempe, ocur Tcnebull 1 rer an pampans, ocuf 1p e pn Tuan na cps 

fonepo. Mar ramren, 1. pep in tpampnard, ip tnian a burt na perp, ocup 

na anum aca na anum nama, a. va mach ina reir; ocur miach 1 

naindim. 

Caithe muc. Ma gleitir fen caichach amuit caiche 
cethna olcena- Ma rochlaró cine [cin] pon alt co 
po Dlomtan a Beanupe: [1.] co pucap da ech a conarz 

acur Leica. and, co[ na] corglen ní a pracla ar oc a gle. 

If and if Deanure. 

Let catchach a caippce, o carchach ma catchaé natche. 
Mp aca 1 nodlise na peine buachaill oc cac cechna 

rr de [ rceo ar'dée]; 17 De aca cond bo buachaill 1 mban- 
polyp ; a mbeic 1 mbuaile ro 1adu an o1dée 5 na muca 

1 perp 1 TOIL a nardce; ina bar bit a mboainsen ; etch 1 

cuib nech ceachta no a nine ; caine a Lair. 

' Fair rent.—‘Deiscpeic’ is glossed ‘cendach’ in Rawlinson, 487 (O'D. 2115.) 
*‘ Tir-cumhatle.’ A piece of land measuring 12 ‘forrachs’ in length, and 6 in 

breadth, Vide C. 252, and O'D. 1462. Vide also vol. 8, p. 335. 
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two-thirds of its rent is the fine for the trespass ; if _Jv>e- 
MENTS OF 

summer grass, it (the fine) is one-third. Co-Tax- 
Question—How are land trespasses regulated? i.e. [ ask whence are estimated — 

the trespasses that are committed upon the land. From its rents, ie. on 
the land itself it is known whether it is profitable or unprofitable grass that is 
injured on the occasion. If it be winter grass, i.e-if it be the grass of 
the winter that is injured therein. Two-thirds of its rent is the fine 
Jor the trespass, i.e. two-thirds of the fair rent ! or price that is paid for its 
* feis '-trespass, and ‘ airlim '-trespass is what is paid for its ‘ airlim'-trespass only . 
for it is four sacks that are paid for its ‘ feis '-trespass and two sacks for its ‘ airlim’- 

trespass. Two-thirds of the rent which is paid for a ‘ Tir-cumhaile’® of 

the best land to the end of three-quarters of a year is what is due for ‘ feis'- 

trespass in a meadow of winter grass-land over a full fence, i.e. three ‘screpalls’ for 

the three-quarters, i.e. two ‘screpalls’ for ‘ feis '-trespass in winter and one ‘ scre- 

pall’ for ‘feis’-trespass in summer, and this is the third of the three ‘ screpalls.’ 
[f it be summer grass, i.e. the grass of the summer, it is one-third of what is due 
for its ‘feis '-trespass and for its ‘ airlim ’-trespass that is due for its ‘ airlim '.tres- 
pass only, i.e. two sacks for its ‘ feis ‘-trespass, and one sack for its ‘ airlim ’-trespass. 

The trespasses of swine. If they eat the grass, 
they are trespassers like other grazing cattle in 
general. If they root up the land, other land shall 
be given until the proof of the restoration of the land 
is completed ;* that is, until two horses in yoke are ® Ir. Uns 

oe its testi 
brought and left there, and it ts seen that no part is sen.” 
of the earth stick to their teeth while grazing on it. 
Thus is it tested.’ 

Half fine is due for ‘ tairsce -trespass by day and 
full fine if it be trespass committed by night. For 
it is a maxim in the law of the Feini that every 
kind of cattle should have a herdsman by day and 
night; from which is derived the saying “ the cow's 
sense carrier is her herdsman in the bright light; ” 

that they should be in an enclosure at the fall of 

night ; that the swine should be in their stye by 
night; that the cows should be in a cow-fastness ; 

horses in their proper fetters or in a stable; sheep 
in their fold. 

s Thus tt ts tested.—The original seems to be defective here. 

VOL, IV, | H 
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Jupc- Caithe muc, 1. cntanamuc. Omuit caiche cecthpa otcena, 
co Teo 1. arhuiLcinca na cetnaoléena úilecena um pach oumecait: onnu. Mea 

ancr, rochtaid tine, .t. mao coéaite in talmun vo ne. Fox arll, a. Tipe 
— eile inn an pon achgna Co no vlomtan, 4. cu panotan no fu 

naipneroithen veindcinne pidines in pepainn po coclad ann. Da each 
O'D., 1226. a conaic [.1. conaegac, .1. na heich nv, 171n Fepandianoain]. Ocuy 

Lecan and, .1.179n fepand na het. Cona torsten ni a fiacta 

af oca slert, .1. cona veglena ni von calmain a practa ary aga 
popes 1r ano if veanuye, «1. ipand ip veapbcinde plaints 06 

[i von veap). 

O'D., 1226. [QO oenorc; Scuiptip va ech ann a conard (rain cona TOIE- 

Lean fod Lar in nsleit pin, ipann vlomtaip a vepore. Mav sLeic 

no selro na muca, 1p amail ceatpu u catais. Cra pro bai 1 fem 
bnertaib gac clar po claivead do Linad do apbaim alawt vo 

imbim, ayvba head ba tetzva Leo precop cerlle in talmun Tta TOPaD 

fave ; DO DeocaIdD TNA (rum fon aIThsin neic bnonnain, ann. 

“Ouinecaite Tra, meatan Tap. Tip do céile «1. aprad ocur aitpebad 

follrcud ocur fotla ocur totla ocur an ocur aipsytu. 

Miach ap muic mon, leit metch cacha ceirt, ceitp1 maim 

cach bainb; no vono let meic an cac muic móin, cechnamtu 

meich cacha ceirt, ocur da maim cac bainth. Co puici ceicna pecc 
nanmanoa aca in quth fo; puch ronr na muca mona cen bits 

ann. If aint ip Lusu ronr na banbu ina fopy na arse, uain ir 

Lusu a nutmartt ina ceathyub. 

leath cathach a Tainper.1. Letpiac cindime in Lae1 camps sn Lae; 
tan frac ainme Lae no aroée 1 cainfce naroche ; cutpuma fer ocur pu- 
reo na haroche. Cutpuma aintim ocuy puiped in Lae tan Lan ime caé 
nae; fey na arocheocur a nuinea cona tanpactain rap naroche ina Larse, 

lan pic per inotib; aiplim aroche ocur a caippse, Let prac per indib ; 
nuineao Lae ocur ainlam Lae ic inanova; Lechpiach aiptime 1 tainyse Lae. 

' An equivalent.—‘ (Citsin’ properly means a restoration of the same thing to the 
original owner, but it is frequently, as in this instance, applied to ‘‘the making 

good,” or giving an equivalent for any loss, damage, or injury. 

2 Two horses in yoke.—The greater part of the remainder of this tract is taken 
from the MS. E.3 5, in the library of Trinity College, Dublin. Rawlinson,487, wants 
the glosses on the second part of the preceding text. They are taken from E. 3 5. 

3 Carrying.—For ‘imeatan’ of the text, the meaning of which is doubtful, C. 
82, reads ‘imyeqorin,’ which means ‘drawing,’ ‘ pulling,’ &c. 
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The trespasses of swine, i.e. the crimes of the pigs. Like the trespasses 
of cattle in general, i.e. like the trespasses of every other description of cattle 

when the fine for man-trespass is charged upon them. If they root up the land, 

i.e. if rooting of the land be whattheydo. Other land, i.e. when other land is 
given for it by way of an equivalent! of the land which they rooted up. Until the 

proof of the restoration, &c., is completed, ie. until the certain 

reclamation of the land which they rooted up is announced. Two horses in 

y Oke, i.e. they are yoked [?] i.e. the horses on it, on the land afterwards. And 

are left there, i.e.,the horses on the land. That no part stick to their 

tecth, i.e. sv that no part of the earth stick in their teeth in grazingonit. Thus 

it is tested, ic. it is then it certainly is determined that it is restored to its 

healthy state, ie. the land. 

Its testing : let two horses be unharnessed and placed there yoked 
together to graze, when in grazing they do not pull up a sod, it is then 

the test issecn. Ifthe swine have eaten the grass by grazing, their 

trespass is like that of other cattle. Although in the old judgments 

it 18 ordered that every furrow which they should root should be 

filled respectively with corn and butter, for they deemed it just 

that the land should receive for the injury done vt an equivalent in 

its own produce ; yet it afterwards was exchanged for restoration 
of the thing which was damaged therein. Man-trespasses are, 

carrying” (loads) over your neighbour's land, i.e., ‘ aradh ’-trespass, 
‘aitrebadh ’-trespass, ‘ follscudh’-trespass, ‘ fothla ’-trespass, ‘tothla ’- 

trespass ; ‘an’-trespass, and ‘airgsiu ’-trespass.‘ 

A sack is the fine upon a large pig, half a sack upon every slip 
(young pg), four handfuls‘ for a farrow pig ; or, according to others, 
half a sack upon every large pig, a quarter of a sack upon each slip, 

and two handfuls upon every farrow pig. This addition extends 

to four times seven animals ; but it extends to the entire number* a1, wise 

of the large pigs. The reason that it is less on the farrow pigs “yy are 

than upon the large pigs is, because their nimbleness is less than 
that of cattle. 

Half finecis for ‘tairsce’-tres pass, ie. half the fine of the ‘airlim’-trespass 

by day for ‘tairsce’-trespass by day; the full fine of ‘airlim’-trespass by day or 

night for ‘tairsce ’-trespass by night; the ‘feis’-trespass and ‘ruirindh ’-trespass 

by night are cqual. The ‘airlim’-trespass and ‘ruirindh’'-trespass by day over a full 

fence of any person are equal; for the ‘ feis '-trespass by night and the ‘ ruirindh ’- 

trespass when the cattle are found after the night lying, there is full fine for ‘ feis ’- 

trespass due for them; for ‘ airlim'-trespass by night and ‘ tairsce’-trespass there is 

half the fine for ‘ feis ’-trespass; ‘ruirindh '-trespass by day and ‘airlim’-trespass by 
day are equal; half the fine for ‘ airlim’-trespass is due for ‘ tairsce’-trespass by day. 

4 Airgsiu'-trespass.—This remark abeut man-t:espasses appears to be quite out 

of place here. Itis not easy to determine the different sorts of trespass mentioned. 

6 Handfuls—‘ Mam’ is as much as can be taken up between the two palms of 

the hands held together, ~ 
6 Farrow pig.—That is, a young sucking pig. 

VOL, IV. H 2 
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Ovcathach ma catach arvée .1. osprach aintime in Lae tanyge na 

haroche. On aca a noliszed na reine... an ata anovliged in fene- 

char. Én ve .ipnte. Sceo aroce 4. uippe boven. 

1. Comínsaine tha: cia cpnutparoe a huntlamn ceatpa ocur 

fealb? .1. via ba éc fop ata, ocur pect ngamma ocur rect muca 

ocur fect canis. Hi ciagad onc na huain a comingaine co 

tunarad. Nino bpiatap ta cac in ala ap com ocur ceacain ocur 

ceatpar, ocuy avgenitan uao via ceille; aopoomad a comin- 

gaine fia piaonaib amuid vo coipead for naom ann ocur pata, 

act mavap conaib allca nama. Ronaran a comingaine, ni Cór 

cin ceatpa na ceacna faipnm 1apum, ace DO aipfena in maine dO 

fiaonaib. 

Cerc.—Cia Uin raencain, vo cominsaine? Nin: fen cine 

nama, an DUZDyp1de La caca ceatpa Do insaine DO; cia LET DONA 

bó no allau fain, no caipiu, no DONO samain no allau, ocur 

ní Tonmars LA; cés Fin bard de, ní dibard La. 

Cominsaine DONO, no apm fon meid fealba caic of Dip merd 
aipme .1. bo co colpac fon inad Daim; colparé o me1d DaIp1oanr 
If ron nad bo tiagard ; cr apbemps1d anarte [vam] pop med noaim, 
bo fon ined bo, as fon ined arse, an sealard d1a bon feat povam. 
Hi ciuparo commae in fepoam ppp an arqure, nír via ceatpa 
Fadepin ona a Linga an aipim diIspIDTEP. DE; apn a da ECD fopr 
ined caipec, ocur DIA CuINa fop. nud dapta, Di DaIPT fof ined 
colparse, D1a colpac fox ined bo, bo co colpach yon nad ndaith. 
Ro-cayrb, puapoaumha, ocur vamconchard, ní cró a compaind, 

Cro fo vena fon? Hin. In canb cecamur, ip cuma dans 
fide a ceatpa faverin, ocur ceatpa cac ain bip oca 1 mbuarte. 
‘Dam concard dona, ip cuma imoitpde a ceatpa ocur ceatna a 

1 Common pasturage.—This commentary is not in H. 3,17, nor in Rawlinson, 487. 
s No engagement ta given by one to the other. There is no contract between the 

parties (‘commoners ”) as to ordinary accidents; they are in the same position ag if 
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Full fine if the trespass has been committed by night, ie Jupa- 

the full fine for ‘airlim ’-trespass by day for ‘tairsce’-trespass by night. For MENTS OF 
4 Ad . . . . . . . . Co-TgN- 
1 18 a maxim in the law of the Feini, je. for it is in the law cr. 

of the Feinechus. By day, ie.intheday. And night, ie. in the night — 
itself. 

Common pasturage': what is its nature as to the green of cattle 
and flocks? i.e. twelve cows in a herd, and seven yearling calves, 
and seven pigs and seven sheep. Farrow pigs or lambs do 
not come into the common pasturage until Lammasday. No 
engagement is given by one to the other? with respect to protecting 

the herd from dogs, quagmires, or cattle gorings, or from what they 
may do to one another; their common pasturage was arranged 
before witnesses, as if upon securities and guarantees, excepting 

protection against wild dogs only. As to what is legally placed in 

the common pasturage, no trespass of cattle or quagmires is con- 

sidered with respect to it afterwards, but the carcass of the animal 
which is killed shall be shown to witnesses. 
Question.— How manyare freed from the responsibilities of the com- 

mon pasturage? Answer—The owner of the land only, for he is en- 
titled to a day’s herding for every head of cattle on his land; for al- 
though there should be a cow orits value (equivalent) duefrom him, or 
a sheep or a yearling calf or its equivalent, and it does not add a day; 

though these should be separated from him, it does not lessen a day. 
Now, in a common pasturage there is a calculation made of the 

size of each person’s cattle" to adjust his responsibility, i.e. a cow with "Ir. Posses- 
a heifer in lieu of an ox; heifers from the size at which they are “°” 

bulled pass in the place of cows ; though others say it is an ox in 

place of an ox, a cow for a cow, a calf in place of a calf, for two 
cows graze more than’ the great ox. The equivalent of the bull is "Ir. Beyond. 

not put in this enumeration, there is not of his own spectes of cattle 

any even number that would fill up the number which would be 

required for him ; for two gecse are in lieu of a sheep, two sheep 
in lieu of a ‘ dairt’-heifer, two ‘ dairt ’-heifers in lieu of a ‘ colpach’- 
heifer, two ‘colpach’-heifers in lieu of a cow, one cow with a 

‘colpach ’-heifer in lieu of anox. The great bull, the ‘ suasdamha’- 

ox, and the ‘damh-conchaidh’-ox do not come into the enumeration. 

What is the reason of this? Answer—The bull, in the first 

place, bulls equally his own cattle, and the cattle of all 
which are with him in the enclosure. The ‘ damh-conchaidh ’-ox 

equally protects his own cattle and the cattle of his neighbours. 

they had come to an agreement reciprocally to this effect, excepting always the 

case of wild dogs (the property of one of the parties). 
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comai¢eac. ly aine yin ni Tiapsurd colaiste a naipim, any 

cuma ponic cac a tear. “Olmro cac buacarlt a biatav. 

Muca vona, ni masad 1p. comamme act muca ary, inse TIP 

frobaise co mear. Compa vona, flan cac compa cac cumard cac 

comingaine, ace mopad No nopat no alsuin. 

Cia ronaí ceatpa cúic pri parle act faipside no Suiníoe, no 

cona a fupbard arceanur cac a chin fuccoiz urgarb? Mand ad 

fo Tom anand, onsan DONO an as no noips, ocuy pannaro in va 

map netoppo 1 nove, obits ber Nir 1T Posapnet no commapet an 

ay Dia tale; act ni etTap a posant a nent netanpo. to, ma 

reann lar, focepoat cnann im an as mbeo our ct da ling 

anepen vo alate ar. ite a mbpeata annro tha, muna feayvan 

Suinive fons in nas ptam; via pearoan, bepead m fen ber ae 

man a ase, ocur arppean a ceile as fo lall vo; ocur mad Feo 

fo TON an as, ro cepvcan cnann ronno a hoplann realb our 

cia vib vo Tot broba vo Tabane, ocur vomberp anum in Ti Dia 
TUT, OCUT Anemined a cetle vo upland sealb ocur ceatpa. bie 
Manet an aise actappncu, ocur amu pooatit an emcee if amlurd 

ranna mant an arse atappo. 

((r ve acta cond bo a buachaill -. ir ve 17 coonach vo na bomb 
a mbuachaill. ( mbuartaro-. na mbo..a ama. Mav muca 
“3 pend raeac na muca tpn narodr. 

1. Mucatmuppo: muc oppo caca perys, ocur band cac aipimme, 
ocur aS a Noipne feom; ap dl1S1d in rosealraó pin a imcoméd co 
tém. (reir a por po ceréprbporoard in adarg, oceyp murcarve ocarb 
fri ve. Ip ve ip bem rm Corp péme bic; Tha mbep muca 
MOaroTen, ENuy cpu cumamp apn perp edad be miovbad bya caro 
Minnamd nacepanapn ninnam im cuca clare cac aen comapnda 

cor Comterp minniser. 

Mav da, bró 1 mbovarnsean.t. tit a MdaIngen na mbo, 1 mbuat- 
td no 1 mbomabh 

. * Commens.—The word 'comra' here translated ‘commons,’ may mean $ 
Mater of pigs.” EE se, the whole passage would signify, * As to a litter of pigs, every 
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For this reason ‘ ccs!aithe “cattle do not come into the enumeration, Jcpe- 
for all stand in need vf them equally. Every herdsman is required Co Ta 
to feed them. ascr- 

Pigs, too, do not come into the enumeration of land stock unless | 
they be old pigs, excepting on wood land with masts. 4s to com- 
mons,' every commons is free to every grazier of the common 
pasturage, except for plunder, or trespass, or knowledge of crime. 
Why are the catde of all placed together, except gorers and 

fierce cattle, or that it is from the wounding that everyone shall 
claim the fine for his attack from him 1— If it be a calf that has 
killed another, let the other that has killed it be slaughtered, and 
let them (the owners) divide the flesh of both between them into two 
equal parts, because of the killing by the former ; or, let the flesh of 
the killed calf be divided between them ; but this cannot be enforced 
between them. Or. if it be preferred, let them cast lots for the live 

calf to know which of the two should pay the other for him. These 
are their judgments here, unless the calf had never heen known 
before as a gorer ; buf if he had been known aa such, let the man 
whose property Le is take the flesh of the calf, and his neighbour 
shall sive him another calf; and if he s!aughters the ca!f, lots shall 
be cast upen them on the green of the cattle to know to which of 

them the guilty party by right should be given ; and the man to 

whom it Las fallen afterwards ol tains him, and his neighbour gives 

him away in the green of the flocks and cattle. The flesh of the 
killed calf shall be between them, and as they divide the ‘ eric “fine, 
so they divide the flesh of the calf Letween them. 
From which is derived the saying “the cow's sense is 

her herdsman. ie it is from this it is sasd that their herdsman is the senee- 
carritrto the caws In an enclosure.ie of the cows, Le. in the summer. 

If pigs, ie. into a xye che swine shall go in the night 

That is, as to pigs: a pig ts the fine upon them for every ‘ feis '-tres- 
pass, and a farrow jig for every ‘ airlim ’-trespass, and a calf as ‘dire ’- 

fine for grass ; for it is right that pasture should be wholly guarded. 

Ther should lie in a stve at four roads by night, and they should 
have aswineherl by day. From whence it is said in the law 

called ‘Coir Feine Bec ;* “ If there be a swineherd, it (the fine) is 

increased, for their stye should be at the meeting cf roads that lead 

into the middle of farms which are partitioned into small divisions, 

each ‘coarb’s* division being marked and divided by furrows.” 
If cows. let them be in a cow fastness, ie let them Le in the 

fastness legally erected fir the pr:tictica of the cows, in an inclestre or in ccw-housea. 

__ Bitter of pizs is free fo graze on every c:mmon4, every common pasturage,” &e- 

® Cor Femme Bec.-—A.-tract pot known nvw. Tie translation of the extract is 
caly conjectural 
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That is, though there were great ‘smacht’-fines therein, four sacks 
with the increase of the cattle, and the protection of the country ; 
these cases occurred for the first “feis -trespass, a second in 
the case of a second “feis ’-trespass, forfeiture of half what arrived 

for the third ‘ feis’-trespass, entire forfeiture of what arrived for 
the fourth ‘ feis’-trespass ; for it is tying and dwelling after that. 
Thus they used to divide the “smacht '.fines at first, except in case 
of the ‘uirlim ’-trespasses, which do not deserve forfeiture. 

What are these? Answer.—Forced leaping before a dog or a 

man ; leaping on account of thunder or sultriness, or a leaping, but 

so as they are pursued before they could get over. Such are the 

leapings for which “smacht, -fines do not lie. 

Until it amounts to a ‘ dairt -heifer and a yearling with the fine 
imposed by the protection of the place and length of the time, the 

‘smacht ’-fine to which it amounts is to be proved. Though others 
say that full leaping-tresyass is committed, if twelve calves have 

gone into it (the field). A half sack sa the fine for every animal from 
the ox to the ‘dartaidh ’-heifer for ‘ feis’-trespass, but every lying 

down in which it (the animal) is caught is 'feig” If the extent of 

land which had been damaged on the occasion be so small that 

the produce which is there is not better (more valuable) than a sack 
or the trespasser,’ let the value of it be estimated, and he shall 

obtain double the hire (rent) afterwards. 
Question.—F rom what is that estimated? Answer.—Land which 

a cow pays for to the end of a year, it is twelve sacks that would 
purchase this ; eight sacks for the cold season, and four sacks for 

the hot season. If the damage has been committed in full winter, 

eight sacks shall be paid for it, and a calf as ‘dire “fine for grass, 
If it be in the summer that the damage has been committed, four 

sacks shall be paid for it, and a calf as ‘dire ’-fine for its grass. 
They shall pay the “smacht ’-fines in three days after the trespass 

has been committed, unless indeed by verbal engagements it is 

otherwise arranged ; it is the same ‘smacht ’-fine that shall be paid 
for every kind of cattle that is caught upon the land. The ‘smacht’- 

fine that is upon every cattle of them is a sack for every “feis ”- 

trespass, and a half sack for every ‘airlim’-trespass upon every 
Beven COWS 
Horses in their lawful fetters or in their stables, i.e. the horses 

in their lawful fetters, the head to the staple in their stables. 

That is, as for horses, the “smacht” fines are like those of any 

other cattle which consume fodder after their being taken in trespass. 
For the horses are taken and detained (i.e. tmpownded), and notice 
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bain vo fin. beve heic, Dian rearoan,; muna fearoapn, acabaind 
ac DUN TIZepna ber nerom, ocur oc DUN bnetteaman na TuUAITI, 

ocur oc ceproca sobann, ocur oc pfumcilL na tTuaite; ocur aca 

bam pamlars fo na cpiéa olceana ocur comnitur cot, 

* * * fon dia CuIC La Déc, no FichIT a1dée, NO mír, OF DIAN DO 

uí rep bive héich ne nammpip a mtma. Ocur cia foseatrad pit 

ooib? Nin :—Miaé caca mír vo buaib ocur eachaib, miaé ocur tet 
meith do dam, muna cuibnigtep ; Dia Cuibníscen imuppo, if miac 

caé Lar co naroc1. Te1d in Tianparse ro cominnpuce frig a foarc, 

pannard a foseattad acanpor i nove; muna ti imuppo, if of a 

fosealcan don pip. cuibniscen. Ma no meata a fare fons in fen 

cuibnigcen, ocur dia v1 4 ceile co nianaip tcecta, ocur co flad- 

naire inopuc, ocur co naetarb, popuarplicean in cormdead, bepard- 

fide a ceatpa, ocur arnean foseatcan. 
a 

Ciara foseatrao fon? .1. mic caca mir, ap ur fogeatcad 
ceatpa pil doib aruite, ni fosealtao athgabata. 

Mad on mi sin in nonn, ni haclais cra fosnarscep imnard .1. 

a nodamaib ocur eacaib ocur ba blecca do bleogan ; acc ní cerc 
fosealtad foppo in né fosnav. 

Smaccta potla ocur cotla. 

Fotla vin, dam do this ocur fcuineao ann a tip a ceile, im 

comipc doib ciara hainm ínno fcuinrío. Ro pemppimitip ind 

Fin red. Ma fopconspnarom a tabaine ar nac faemarom, ité 

aypeanao caice a neach 1anum. Ho anaile vono, aocipium na 

Mana leo, ocur ni imcomipcba dob, ir Tura apnean in catars 

fin, mad ainbeir Dono Daim in Tip in po Fcuinpeac a neoco. 

Cochla dono; apbeippium fyi daim ampa poop in Tipe; ir 

1 Are detained.— There is an erasure here in the M.S. 

$ The keeping.—That is, of the cattle out at grass under the care of proper herds- 

men. 
8‘ Tothla’-trespass.—‘ Fothla’ usually means ‘cluding,’ ‘evading,’ &c., and 

“Tothla, ‘demand,’ ‘claim,’ ‘request.’ 
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is given to the man whose horses they are, ifhe be known; ifhe is J02@- 
not known, notice is given at the ‘dun’-fort of the nearest lord, and (Co-Txx- 

OF 

at the ‘dun’-fort of the Brehon of the territory, and at the forge of —sc-. 

the smith, and at the principal church of the territory ; and notice 
is likewise given throughout the neighbouring territories, and they 
(the horses) are detained' till the expiration of fifteen days or twenty 
nights, or a month, if the man whose horses they are does not arrive 

before that period which is that of their delay in pound. And 
what expense of feeding is due for them? Answer.—A sack every 

month for cows and horses, a sack and half a sack for an ox, unless 

he has been impounded ; but if he has been impounded, it is a sack 
fora day and night. The keeping? comes under the same estimation 

as the impounding; they shall divide the expenses of feeding in 

two between them ; if he (the owner of the cattle) does not come, the 
expenses of feeding are entire to the person who has impounded. 
If the man who has impounded has failed to give the notice, and 
if his neighbour should come with the lawful following, and 

with worthy witnesses, and with oaths, the lord shall relieve 

him, he shall obtain his cattle, and he shall pay the expenses of 

feeding. 

What are these expenses of feeding? A sack every month, for 

it is feeding for cattle that is due for them in this instance, not 
' expense of feeding for distress. 

Ifit be after this month nothing is demanded if service is obtained 
from them, i.e., from oxen, and horses, and milch cows which are 

milked ; but no expense of feeding is charged" upon them while " Ir. Goes. 
they render service, i.e., do work or give milk. 

‘Smacht’-fines for ‘fothla’-trespass and ‘ tothla’- 
trespass.’ 

‘ Fothla ’-trespass is committed when a party of people come and 
unharness their horses in the land of a neighbour, asking what place 

it is in which they have unharnessed. Ye have wnharnessed in the 
lands of this man. If he has ordered them to betake themselves 
from thence, and that they do not comply, they shall pay for the 
trespasses of their horses afterwards committed. Or—it is other- 
wise, indeed, *f he sees the bridles with them, and he does 
not question them, it is thou who shalt pay for that trespass if 
the party are ignorant of what land they have unharnessed their 
horses in. 

As to ‘ tothla’-trespass, now ; this is said of an unknown party 

who have unyoked their horses in the land; and thou hast given 
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amne ín coirce voib con ann, act nad neibne vod belaib nama ; 

ar Tura arnean in catars pin anum amuit bin a ceatpa pavesin. 

Fo nord imbed rmacca faites beirí a cneib. 

Cainiíg wna bia, -. na caus to bich ina cpu. 

[.1. Canis imoppo, it pmacta aiptime do surdib, an nt pit 
fera vor, .1. oumna feintye caca aiplime fp Lom, vamna cepntle 

ve DI5uin. | : 

Cra Dono once conpanda cine Fr Tper, 0CUT as 

connanda cindca Fe het; oincc peaca dip a Ur no a 

faithée, lingear eiplim a ngonc partce fa D1, pa Cn; 
fa ceachain, an aen Lathe; ni Ling imunno, in cnec acc 
gen eplim ; conpandad chindca anum í ne. 

(($ Dono, connanna cinaid pe hed, ropnsid gealear 
tan. geilc nínonic, no can ime nín faic. 

Oca Dono once 1. ata Dono once umfannaf cind19 py in Ther pur 
in naitbin 1 puilic recc nanmanna Eni tnet -1. 1m cutpuma oppo. 
Ocur a5 1. as unnannar cinaid pur in tnec pur in narlbin 1 pubic peéc 
nanmanna for im catnuma. Oipnce peatca «1. in peta pobi inc une. 

1, in coinc peata bnirear an our ocur benear eotur per in 

TeT, curnuma FP DA Nanmanna vo mace fain, ocur fp haen 

anmann vaicthsin. In pect caniroe Ted, cucnuma fp ceint 

hanmannaib pain, Do matt, ocur cucnuma fp Da anmanna 

oaithsin. In cnear feact teit, cutpuma fri tri hanmanna 

paithsin, ocur rí fect nanmanna vo rmacc fap. In ceat- 

pimte fect Teiv, CutTuma fpr in net uile fain 90 FmactT, ocur 

cutpuma rn ceiéní hanmanna vaithsin, ocur ar e in tet 

benear cac reace. 

1 Sheep in their fold.—The text here is from O'D., 1226 (E. 3. 5, p. 2, col. 1). 

The reading in O'D., 2172 (Rawlinson 487, fol. 65, p. 1, col. b), is “caine a 

uar; ” and that in C. 28 (H. 3. 18, p. 12), is “ cairas wliap;” the orthography 
varying as usual in the different MSS. in nearly every single word. 

2 The litter.—-O'D., 2173, has here, “ There is as large a fine upon the pet young 
pig, As upon seven animals, who goes into the garden the first time. . . There 
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them to understand that it is allowable to unyoke there, although 

thou hast not said so by word of mouth ; it is thou who payest for pain 

that trespass afterwards as if it were thy own cattle that had com- 
mitted tt. It may reach the amount of ‘smacht’-fine payable for 

trespass in a green adjoining a house. 
Sheep in their fold,’ i.e, the sheep to be in their fold. 

The sheep have fines for ‘ airlim ’-trespass imposed upon them, 
for there is no fine for ‘ feis’-trespass, Le., the makings of a spindle 

(of wool) for every ‘airlim ’-trespass into bare grass, the makings 
of a ball into preserved grass. 

There is a small pig that shares the fines with the 
herd, and a heifer which shares the fines with the 

herd; a pet young pig which is kept in an enclosure, or 
in a green, which makes ‘ airlim ’-trespasses into the 
garden of the green twice, thrice, four times in one 
day, but the herd makes but one ‘airlim ’-trespass; 
they divide the liability afterwards between them 
into two equal parts. 

The calf, too, pays equal fine with that of the herd 
where he as a trespasser that passes over the lawful 
pasture, or over the lawful fence. 

There is a small pig, i.e. there is a young pig which shares the fine with 

the herd, with the flock in which there are seven animals. With a herd, ie. 

the same upon them. And a calf, i.e., a calf which shares the crime with the 

flock or the herd in which there are seven animals, in equal parts. Pet young 

pig, i.e, the pet of the litter.? 

That is, the pet young pig which first breaks through the fence, 
and shows the way to the herd, there is a ‘ smacht’-fine? upon him 
equal to that upon two animals, and compensation equal to that 
of one animal. The second time that he goes, there is a ‘ smacht’- 

fine upon him equal to that of four animals, and compensation 

equal to that of two animals. The third time that he goes, there 
is compensation upon him equal to that of three animals, and a 
‘smacht ’-fine equal to that of seven animals. The fourth time 

that he goes, there is a ‘ smacht’-fine upon him equal to that upon 
the whole flock, and compensation equal to that upon four animals. 
And he leads the herd each time. 

ison him only the same fine as on every other animal the first time, the same as 

on two, however, every time from that out.” 

2‘ Smacht '-fine.—That is a fine for violating the law; ‘aithghin’ is com- 

pensation for the actual trespass committed in injuring the corn, grass, &c. 
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Ma vo cuaid aaenup fa cpi pia fraonaid, acur po hicpeav 

caí na, ocur puc TRet in Cetpumad fect, cutTPUMa Fp Da nan- 

mannaib fain do pmact ocur Fp haen anmann oarcthsin. 

Ma vo cuad na haenan fo tpi fra fraonard ocur nin hicad 

naé na, ocur puc TNeT iar, FIN, cuTPUMa FUT 1n TReT fain 00 

rmact, ocur cutruma fi ceitpi hanmanna varchsin; no, ma 00 

cuaid a aenun fa TMI, OCUT ni po hicad, ocur puc TMeT 1n Tpear 

feact, cutpuma pri re hanmanna fain 00 pMact, ocur cucnuma 
ru cp hanmanna oaithsin. 

Ma vo cuard co fa of a aenup, ocur ni po hicao in cet fect, 

ocur po hicao ín pect canipoe, cutpuma fp da hanmanna fain 

20 matt ocur Fi haen anmann oaichsin. 

Ma vo cuard co fa 01a Aenup, ocur po hicad in cet fect, ocur 

ni no hicao 1n fect canipoe, cutpuma fr fect nanmannarb fain 

D0 FMaCT, ocur CUTPUMA FMI Da anmManna DaIthsZin. Samtard 
pono ín cas. 

Dip a lip, 4. call. Noo puchée,s.ammech. Lingear eiptim, 
1. Ungro Teic an a tem aip, anin rep no anin apban. Pa 01,.1. co ra vo. 
Fa cpt,t.copacp. Pa ceachain,.1.coracethap. On aen taiche, 
“1.1 naen lo reir inunn he in can 1p cutpnuma ain ocur ailbin 1 purtic rec 
nanmanna. Ni ling imuppo in tpec,.t.noco lingenn in carlbin acc 

aen term ain in can ip cucpuma oppo. Conpranvand chinota anum 
{nve, .1.17f cain unnanmuv acinta ecanpu num ap do, im cucpuma 
aipyium inoul anunn co ra cechain, ocur onporum1 noutinund aenpeacht 

(CÉ vono, conpanna cinain, .. 1p e cuit in DONO and, Dona mucarb 
fo aipneid pomaino. Foppgio sealeay, .1. ren mart occi, ocur tert 
Tap ainbid Do fargo Feoip aids; no Dono, Fels e1pinpaic orci, ocur Léin 

tap ime ninopaic. 

1. Fonngio ar anim vo o nachar ar a vag rep fein a nos 
Fen nee ale, cid an ime cin co bed; no ar a onoc fen fein a 
noag fen netic ale o bur tan ime deat, no 510 Tap imme sin co 
bean veaé ar a vars fen fein a nos fen neich ale. Ni parte 
FONNG'D FNIa cia no dicyead ay a Dpoch pe, fein a noas fen. 
neich aile, munab tan imme searc. 

' Lawful.—The word ‘inopuic’ means ‘ worthy, pure, honest, perfect, complete 
lawful’ 
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If he has gone alone thrice before witnesses, and he (Ats tres- 

pass) has been paid for each time, and that he has led the herd the 

fourth time, there is a ‘smacht’-fine upon him equal to that of two 

animals, and compensation equal to that of one animal. 

If he has gone alone thrice before witnesses and has not been 

paid for cach time, and he has led the herd afterwards, there is a 

‘smacht’-fine upon him equal to that of the herd, and compensa- 

tion equal to that upon four animals; or, according to others, if 

he has gone alone thrice, and has not been paid for, and has led 
the herd the third time, there is a ‘smacht’-fine upon him equal 

to that of six animals, and compensation equal to that of three 
animals. | . 

If he has gone twice alone, and has not been paid for the firat 
time, and has been paid for the second time, there is a “ smacht '- 

fine upon him equal to that upon two animals, and compensation 

equal to that of one animal. 
If he has gone twice alone, and has been paid for the first time, 

and he has not been paid for the second time, there is a ‘smacht’- 
fine upon him equal to that of seven animals, and compensation 
equal to that of two animals. The calf indeed is similar as to fies. 

Which is kepé in an enclosure, i.e, within. Orin a green, i.e., outside, 

Makes ‘airlim’-trespasses, i.e., he leaps a leap, a leap ovur upon the grass 

or upon the corn. Twice, i.e, two times. Thrice, i.e., three times. Four 

times, ie. to four times. In one day, i.e, it is in the one day he goes over the 

Jence when there is a fine upon him equal to that upon the herd in which there are 

seven animals. But the herd makes but one ‘airlim’-trespass, i.e., 

the herd leaps but one over-leap when the fine on them is equal to that on the pet 

young pig. They divide the liability afterwards between them into 

two equal parts, i.e., they divide the fines afterwards fairly between them into 

two equal parts, an cqual share on him for having gone over four times, and on them 

for going over once. The calf too pays equal fine, i.e. the force of the particle 

‘tuo’ here is, because it was of the pigs we have treated before. A trespasser 

that passes over the lawful pasture, i.e., he had good grass himself, and 

he goes over a palisade fence into other grass; or, indeed, he has unlawful pasturage, 

and he goes over a lawful! fence. 

A trespasser is the name given to him (the calf) when he goes 

from his own good grass into the good grass of another, whether 

over a hedge or not ; or from his own bad grass into the good grass 
of another over a good fence, or whether he has gone over a fence 
or not, he has gone from his own good grass into the good grass 
of another. He should not be styled a trespasser though he should 
have passed from his own bad grass into the good grass of another 
unless he has passed over a fence, 



112 Dpeacha Comaichcera Ondo. 

Jove- = Caip—carde in ime indpic ?—Ma?d cona, copa cpu MENTS OF 

Co-Txx- Lids, TU cnaisce a Lerthead, Da Dopnn Dex Dia haipde ; 
— mad clap, mu cnaiste a Leithead ocur a Domne; 

Teas a Leithead uir tan. nichtap, ty Tpaise a Leichead 

NA maisne a cuncap in mup, Ocur TU Tpaipte, a naipde 

in muin. Mad nochc aile, sebaid pide Fp Dam, 

orp. 2174. TCuiche; ni Dicead reurche an a Dluite, ocur Í ní | icec 
pam an a hainde, ocur a Dainsne; Da DOpND Dec Dia 

haipde ; cpu buncaip ind, buncon fon a hiccan, ocur 
apaile inde ana meDon, ocur apcile fain ap nuach- 

Tun, co nusud cach cuaille ian, nuachtup, ocur Lamcupr 

01d co nach unraema in calam; ocur tp bermeanna 
oD. 2175. pain, oa [rlanca [a ceand. Ocur] char co nuige 

peil nopodan 171. cac Da cual; TP DuIpNd fot in 

O'D. 2175. cuaille uara anamain, ocur cín, Dparzsain pain. “Oid 
mbe rain [in ime feo |, ip Dichposail ap ceacpa 

O'D. 2175. 1p amne cid in Durpume “cin, [a] aoe ocur [a] 
O'D. 2175. Quiche, ocur [a] indpucur. 

Caip—caive in ime immopic? .. comaincim carci aichne na hime 
oUugú$ icin. Mav copa, 4. via cloich tip ocup cloch ronnu anuar. 
C teichean, .. 1an nichtup. CC Leicheao, ... an nuachtup. CC 

ooimne, -t.1up namo. Jap nichtap, .1.1ap michtup tir.  veic- 

head na margne,.. in mardi cuintep im mun ian nichtan a muin. 

CC naipve in muir; a. puarp, Sebard frve fni vam, fcuiche, 
4. Saban poe PUP noam ocup PUP mw feud: mbec. Ni viceavd 

rcuich 6, .1. noco reir In ná rcuchar na cota TRIT an oLuich:. 'Oicec 

vam apn a huilLoc, 4. nocoteit in dam TaIUP an Gipde, .1. In Da DOPN- 
mec. O vaingne, .1. nocu cumpcargenn Te an a vaingne. Oa vopnnd 
Dec, -.na tpi buncop Co pusud cach cuaille, a. conab cpu. 

lan nuachtun, .1. nunab clet pama. Lamcun 001d, 1. a cup vob 

1 Bunchor-bands.—Bands of oziers interwoven between the standards, or stakes. 

1A mallet.—This was for the purpose of flattening the head or point of the 

stake to prevent it from hurting cattle. See O'D. 1556. 

3 Interweaving wickerworh.—For ‘uaya anamain,’ of the text O'D. 2175 has 

“uar fenamain.’ 

€: Bunchor’-bands.—There is something wrong here in the MS. 
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hand, so that it cannot but enter into the ground. A foot as far asthe jointof Jupa- 

the big toe,i.e., to the articulation of the big toe,i.e., a foot till it reaches the place, Co_Tex- 

i.e., the point where the big toe separates from the foot, between every two stakes. Lucy. 

Over the interweaving, i.e, over the fine interweaving of oziers over 

against the blackthorn crest. Blackthorn crest, i.e, atthe top. lf it be 

thus made’, i.e., if it be of this make it is impregnable tothe cattle. Similarly, 

i.c., the ‘duirime’-fence is also thus constructed. As to height and 

closeness, i.e., the twelve hands, and so as that the small cattle could not 

pass through it on account of its closeness. Lawfulnes 3,i.e., without spikes, 

without spears, without points. 

As to the ‘smacht’-fine for pet herons and hens, 
and pet deer, and pet wolves, and pet old birds, and 
pet foxes ; there is an additional pledge upon them ; 
this is for their trespasses, 

The ‘smacht’-fine for pet herons, Le. all kinds of birds are /iable to 

Jines like the hens, ie. there is half ‘smacht’-fine upon these animals. Pet deer, 

i.e. like the cows. Pet wolves, i.e. like the domestic dogs. Pet old birds, 

i.e. hawks. Additional pledge upon them, ie. for addition their “smacht ’- 

fines are paid, i.e. there is a relieving pledge, a pledge of two ‘screpalls;’ and it 

is for this ‘smacht’-fines are paid for their trespaases in co-occupancy. 

As to the fines upon ‘aithids,’7.e. dogs, and geese, and hens, and pet 

herons and bees; their additional pledge is the same as that of all 
animals, if they are liable to additional pledge ; if not, their addi- 

tional pledge is like that of cattle in general. 

As for the trespasses of bees, it is trespass fines which are due 
for these, not additional pledge. 

What is the reason of this, for they are swift, and there is no 

restraint upon them, and because they fly not all together, for it is 

for these ‘airlim ’-trespasses they do not incur restitution or 

‘smacht ’-fine in the co-occupancy? i.e. ‘ airlim ’-trespass, if he detains 
all that will be told him,' he shall now look to trespasses so that it is 

not easy to avoid paying for their damage. There are two fines for 

them, i.e. a fine of (consisting of) their produce. 

How is the fine of their produce paid? Answer—At the time 

of smothering the bees, the man who sues makes a seizure of that 
honey, and it goes into the keeping of safe hands,* and it is after- * Ir. Hand 

wards submitted to award. The decision which is right to make of setzing. 
afterwards concerning it is, to divide the honey between them into 
three parts, i.e. a third for attendance, and a third for the bees, and 

a third for the owner of the land, The third allotted for the land 

haps, it should be rendered, i.e., “an ‘ airlim’-trespass in which they delay so long as 

to commit damage, it is not easy to avoid paying for their damage.” 

VOL. IV. 12 











120 DOpeacha Comaichcera Onro. 

Jupae- Na coin allca, ocur na pinnars, ocur na brain, no na bnuic ocur 

Co Tan na Doan amuil na conu cennou um a fostaib comaichcera. Na 

ancy. hug allca amuil na hais ceannoa um a fogla b comartcera. 

Be. Na muca atlca va mbecir ap cumur neic, amuil na muca 
ceannda. 

Hapradu ro amuitna ceannda 17 copmuil pniú um pMact; noir 

let pach uaourb na nanmann if cormuil priv, amail if Let rach 

moub yin. 
Teona baipsina a pmacc a cH; cu purgi pect letpcpipuilt 

rmact a lip, ocur merch a rectapn Up. 

ne eile. In conn ocur in renen, amuic atait acinard nama. 

Rit 1n comattcera cu putce tpi rece nanmanoa, cid 1le realba 

bec ann, acht su pabuid a comingaine cona mbet ac venum 

na fogla; no put fon caé reiLb muna furlit a comingaine. 

Caip—ciapa cachach fo rich cu fp tip. in comicard 2 

beinid chin conloin. 

Cro pita posain? Duaíne ín contuain 1 calam, ocur 
calam Dan a eire ; ocur a teopa he1merde in chonltuain, 

a haimerd Do im, ocur a haimeío Do gnuch, ocur a 
heimeid To taer ina Dine. Toipcead cac aeropecht 

cona chinncaib do neach fonairead, itip Dine ocur 

auchsin. 

Smachta comicheara cade coland a reich, an nt bí 
O'D. 2178. macht ache La colaind a fetch? Ten 1 caib no [in] ain- 

ceand ize coland a fetch. 

1 Ownerships.—A ‘ seilbh' means a distinct possession, the stock of a particular 
person. 

s Question.—The text in E. 3, 5, is defective here. 

3 The feeding.—The term “conton,” or ‘contuan,’ means “ dogs’ excrement,” 

and is so glossed in C. 2783, where this very paragraph is quoted, but in some- 

what different language, thus:—“ Caip—ay cart: yo pre in cu pro TN In 
comaitceya, cid bene cin contoin.” It is evident, however, from the gloss on 

the passage in the text, that the author of that gloss understood it as “ hound’s 
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122 Dpeacha Comaithcera CCn9ro. 

Cain, .. comaincmm cia cin comaitéera puachcnaisef in cu pe fenann 

fncomuichis. Dein chin, «1. beinto cinca in con in t1 tucurtap Lon 

bid von coin. 

1. Caite con 1. a ceacaipn, .1. Duinecaite, ocur a unbach 

ceatpa, robac naitperbe, ocur conlon1i up. Caip—crd1 pogain Í 

buaine ín contuain rin 1 talam ocur fot ind Dana eire, ocur bo- 

con fain co ceann mip. In cinard atle o cú in cet chinard «1. 

aithgin íneic no bronna ín cet cin, ipin Tanipoe, a bar ind. 

Crd fo Depa fon, an ni ceic ceacain a cét cin? 

[Cé no trace m cu an feanand im comartrs nocan fuil, ní uad 
acc muna Depnnad conduan Fain ; ocur Ma DO Lone, IN TINGD 1 

noepnnard do cochuilc, ocur tyr DO buain ayy im ampect if Léin, 

batlach in conluain, ocur úir mín a Comarginta ind. 

lypeo vlegun buaín ín conLói a calmuin Sem vo Sabup a pus 

ann, ocur aponnad ocur a palad, ocur tip min a comaiginca apn 

fon archgina. ly vepuye plama rin; act co noichet va each 

um capputt hi copuite and ocur congletet and, ocur conarogten “ 

a practa nf von peop osa sleit. Ocur a cy himect in cacha an 

yon aichsina, ocur a mét vim, ocur a mét DO Taez, ocur a mét dO 

Spuch ; ocugr in ní vib pin na pagscap, serbro sneim im .11. canéirn- 
Ocup Mad 1 Praonary FIP bunad vo nét m cu conluan ap in rep, 

co mbet prac oumecaré uad ano. | 

Civ fil a posain? 1. cro pil pin niava ipin, pin posant comarchéera. 
uaine in conluain, a bua cuca in con ay in ctalmann. Ocur 

tatam van a eire, 4. tatam ali van e1gs,.1. aponnavocup apalav. 
CC ceona heimeivde,.s.incontoin ind anfonvine. Ina Dine... an 
fon rmacca. Toircead cac aeponecht .. tmyced caé anecca 
NO vais T9eiríoe cona vennat posal. Cona chinnecard,.t. oie, va 

! Four.—In €. 29, the reading is cetaip. four; which secins to be the correct 
one, §Ceacarpe” usually means ‘ dirt, filth,’ a sense which the context does not 
appear to warrant here. . 

* Four times.—The original is defective here. Taking “ceacain, . ‘four’ or ‘a 
quadruped' to be the correct reading, the sentence may mean,“ What is the reason 
of this, for a quadruped does not go ix payment for its tirst crime?” Taking 
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Question, ie., I ask what trespass of co-tenancy does the hound commitinthe Jupe- 

neighbour’s land? Involves a liability for his trespass, i.e., the person Co Tex. 
who has given store of food to the hound is accountable for the trespasses of the hound. ANCY. 

That is, the trespasses of hounds, i.e., four’, i.e., man-trespass, and 

mangling of cattle, breaking of dwellings, and committing nuisances 

on land. Question—What is done in this latter case ?—To take 

thatordure outof the ground, and place asod thereon afterwards, and 

cowdung sa to be left over it to the end of’a month. As to the other 

trespasses from the first trespass owt, i.e. compensation is to be made 

for the thing injured by the first trespass, for the second, the life of 
the hound is taken." alr. /ts 

. . dea : What is the reason of this, for he does not repeat the first tres- eat in the 

pass four times 7 * 

Though the hound should come on the neighbour's land there 
is no fine’ upon him (¢he dog), unless he has committed nuisance Ir. 

upon it; and if he has, the spot on which he has done it, is to be No: 
dug up, and the clay to be removed therefrom as long as the 

smell of the ordure is perceived, and fine clay of the same nature 
with that taken away 18 to be placed thereon. 

What is required by law is, to remove the dog’s ordure out of the 

ground as far as its juice is found, and it (the ground) is to be 
pressed and stamped upon with the heel, and fine clay of the same 
nature ts to be put there as compensation. This is the test of repara- 
tion ; that two horses of a chariot in yoke come there and graze 
there, and if no part of the sod of grass stick to their teeth in 

grazing on it the reparation 1s complete. And three times the size of 

the ordure 1s due for compensation, and?’ its size of butter, and its 

size of dough, and its size of curds; and the part of them that is 

not obtained in the one is.to be claimed in the other afterwards.‘ 

And if it be in the presence of the owner that the hound has 
committed nuisance on the grass, a fine for man-trespass shall be 
paid by him for it. 
What is done in this case? What is the reparation in this case, for the 

damage in the co-occupancy? To take away the hound’s ordure, ie. to 
take away the hound’s excrement out of theground. And settle the land after 
it, i.e. to put other earth there after it, i.e. to press it and to trample it with the heel. 

Three times the bulk, i.e. of the hound’s excrement ts to be given for it as 

‘dire’-fine. As its ‘dire’-fine, i.e. as ‘smacht’-fine. The support of all 
pet animals, i.e. every valued toy-animal is restrained by it that they commit 

not trespass. And their trespasses, f.c. to pay, i.e. if they have committed 

‘ceacaip to mean ‘dirt,’ or ‘excrement,’ the meaning would be for ‘“‘ excrement 

does not go as a first trespass.” 
8 The ‘ocuy’ in the original seems superfluous, unless it is meant for .1. 

4 Afterwards.—That is, if it be not obtained in butter, it shall be given in dough, &c. 







126 Oneacha Comatchcera Ondro. 

FIL an, an contui an anime in catars. Mapob am. aile in pip bed 

Q a! DO T15T19; if odcatais pl and, ap ni fosna Laím a Lamm 

muna oenna an feinc, notpiomain, no tpi tigepnup. Ír ve ar- 

nubna ; inpra pépiu avsana commoigcen ina erse. 

Caip—carde taiprce? Targacht tan reitb no tan a 

m1. Tappyrce Dona, Dul Tap pod, Oul tap abind na 

be nam do01b. Cainnrce tan fas neireanta. | 

Cain, -1. comaincim caiti in cantuy cae .1. cae taimip. Targache, 
1. tlaigacht] vap va aincenn, no van certp: aincemns. Tan reilb 

“1: Dan Fepunn in boaine .1. ceopa poinge ocur uncan flerceard. No tan 

aq 01, 1. tap va fenpand. Oul tan pon, .. letprach cainrce 1 noud 

tap Letclad in port .1. co Let ime «1. ní hime amuich. Dut can 
abind, 1. an gneim let ime inní can a necavan ann. Na be pnam 
0010, 1. mao pnam voibip pach ainlime inv. Tainnypcoe tan Fag 
Neipeapnta, .1. Tan fepann in Ti emser ay a FINT «1. In Teipent. 

Tan Fag, -t can pic 1. Tp. 

.1. CCcaic vono tpi caippyce .1. Taippce Tap pod, ocuTr Tange 

tan abino, ocur taippyce tap. comitac. Mav ctaipyce can aibind 

pomain na be tnreoin, if 6gcatarg pal ann, anur Zleit van inopic 

mn yin. Mano caippyce can benna tap pod, vo cuit ceacth- 

puimte pnipin fon talmain, ocur arneanan, an alt, anur let do 

fallaib, an alt vo Doeboavaib ; a let na farlle panntapn atanu 

inoe. Mavdtampyce tan comitac apm i mbiad da Tpeaban im 

eotpeabap, pred in cetna Dono; pannard a fall acanpu in 9.46 

ime ; ni lesadime fponra neotneaban. Ip nuini 1apmota pin; 

ocur 1T cata1gy na xputsaib pola, an ni olesan imuaim folad 

' Ina eighe.—This phrase may possibly mean, “ What exists before it is prohibited 
is maintained afterwards.” 

s Atrcenn.—A piece of land containing 7,776 feet, or half a ‘tir-cumhaile.’ 
*Half fence.—In O'D., 2179—the gloss runs thu, ““Oul can pots 

“1. epic Tainyce cap Let ime 1 noul can Leath clad in nord, &c. Going 

over a road, i.e. the ‘eric’-fine for a breach over a half fence is due for going 

over one wall of the road. Going over a river which they have not to 

swim, i.e. the ‘eric -fine of a breach over a half fence is due fur this also. What 

makes the breach here the same as passing over land is, the going across the road - 

which has only half a fence, or across a river without swimming, and there is full 
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estimated at half trespass, for the bad fence lessens the trespass. If 

they have come over the fence of the man whose property they are, 
it is full trespass, for “ Hand in hand does not profit, unless it has 

been done for love, or through fear, or through lordship.” It is 

from it was said: “Inpia resiu adgara coimdigther ina eighe.”! 

Question— What is a breach? Passing over one 
land, or over two. A breach is also going across a 
road, going across a river which they (the cattle) do 
not swim. A breach is going over the land of a 
deserter. 
Question, i.e. I ask what is ‘tarthus-cae’, i.e. the way over it. Passing 

over, i.e. passing over two ‘ aircenn ’-lands,2 or over four ‘aircenn’-lands. Over 

one land, i.e. over the land of the ‘ Boaire’-chief, i.e. three ‘ forrach’-measures, and 

the cast of a rod. Or over two, i.e. over two lands. Going across a 

road, i.e. half the fine for breach in going over one wall of the road, i.e. with 

half a fence, i.e. with a fence outside. Going across a river, ie. what they 
have crossed in this case founds a claim of fine equal to that of half fence.? 
Which they do not swian, ie. if they have to swim it, it is (amounts to) 

fine for ‘airlim’-trespass. A breach over the land of a fugitive, i.e. 

over the land of the person who has gone away from his land, i.e. the deserter. 

Over the land, i.e. over ‘ fich,’ i.e. land. 

Now, there are three kinds of breach, viz., a breach across a 

road, and a breach across a river, and a breach across a neighbour- 

hood.‘ If it be a breach across a deep river without guiding, there 
is full fine for it, for it is grazing beyond what is lawful in that 
case. If it be a breach over a gap or across a road, the one-fourth of 
it (the fine) falls to the ground, and the rest is paid, for half is due 
for the neglects, the other for the claimants ; the half for the neglect 
is divided between them in two. If it be a breach over a neigh- 

bourhood of co-tenants where there are two residents and one non- 

resident, it is the same thing: they divide the neglect between 

them, of the good fence. No fence is charged upon the non-resident. 

{t is ‘ruiriu’-trespass afterwards; and it is a trespass that does 

fence to the grass into which they gu, or a half fence, for the river or the road is 

equal to half fence.” 

Dr. O'Donovan observes here.—-‘ This gloss is also defective, and should run 

thus:—Crossing over a road which has only a half fence, to commit trespass, or 

over a shallow stream, which the animals can cross without swimming, is equal 

to a breach over a half fence; but if the river be so deep as not to be crossed with- 

out swimming, or the wall of the road a perfect fence, they are equal to full fence, 

and the breach over them is accordingly estimated.” 
* A netghbourhood.—That is, a settlement of co-occupants, or co- tenants. 
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128 Opeacha Comatchcepa Andro. 

m0 comiteacé pp ní ber Lir occur, .1. na ceint comitarg ima biad, 

ocur na ceitp ecomitarg ava nearam dorby1e. 

Or ainm 1 mbia Da comanda cneaban im eareant, 

cid Do Fhivean fri hetpeanc? Garbead imme co nimcua, 

or muna be cneabaT inponair Lair, sarbcean a fine como- 

KAI DO co Nimcuaa?d eipe, NO contandad fFepndilre co 

ceann mbliaodna. Mead fepdilre Do dena a fine, im- 

rean ceachtap in Da comanda osnime, ocur Do benad 

comaipeam ind, ocur Do aipgeatla cach dia paite ar 

anum. 

Or ma “To tu eireanr co cneabaine Lair a neccain, 

ce1i9 DO chum a fine, roLongaT9 co ceand mbliaona, ocur 
ni Dia tTpeabaine fonpnizg ina cin, ocur if Dilear Do 
uile. : 

Or airm; i. or an acu, ocar aim baile noinan, 1 mbiat va cometaro 
onda tneban 1 fenand in Ti einEeTf ar a Fine, imon erent .1. 1Te Da erent 
veipnge a mechuy, ocuT' eirent carcnam metair. Cid 00 Snitean, «1. 
cnet to nicen pur in efrenc. Eni herpeant, 1. apapne. Farbeao 

imme, .. sabain achsabait cine co nvepna ime emcoin, .1. copa ime in 
cae if coicechca vo. Of muna be, -1. mana noib tneabamne inanur 
ac. Barbcean a fine, .1. Saban achgabail, von ti 17 compocuy vo 
mon fine. Co nimcuaand, .1. co noennac ime eméoin. No contan- 
(0 fepnovilse, .1. co Tucat Dily1 In FeoIn an fochpare, .1.1n pine. Co 

ceann mbtiaona,.1. an pe na fochnaca. Mad fepoilse, .1. ma 

oily in fenaind vo bepac in fine an focpaic vo caitem in freon. 1m- 

fean ceachtan in 0a comanba, .. imto .1. uipimed cechtapve in 
ma cometain opba furl ime, co porb ime comlan ann. Do bepnan, «1. 
00 benac aipem cumaive invimcurpuma. Do aingeatta, .1. vo bein 

1 Nearest to them. This commentary is exceedingly obscure and difficult. 

24 deserter. ‘Esert,’ is a landless man, a fugitive, or evader of his duties. 
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not involve reciprocal duties as regards goods, for reciprocity of 

goods is not enforced by law in the case of neighbours exceeding 
eight persons, viz., the four co-tenants immediately round about, 
and the four non-co-tenants, who are nearest to them.! 

And in a place where there are two solvent land- 
holders, and a deserter,’ what is to be done with the 
deserter? Let him be distrained until he fences 
(makes his fence), and if he has not a habitable 
residence, let the next of kin to him of his family be 
distrained until they make the fence for him, or give 
up the right of the grass to the end of ayear. If itbe 
that the family give up the right of the grass, then let 

JUDG- 
MENTS OF 
Gu-TEN- 
ANCY. 

each of the two ‘coarbs’ of the families occupying the - 
adjoining lands erect a perfect fence, and they shall 
bring equal stock upon it (the land), and afterwards 
each shall give the additional pledge to the other. 
And if the deserter come outside having with him 

his cattle-farmer’s requisites, he goes to his family, 
and they sustain him to the end of a year, and the 
part of his farmer’s requisites which arrive in the 
land are all his property. 

And in a place, i.e., ‘os,’ for ‘acus’ (and), and ‘airm,’ means place or locality, 

í.e., where there are two solvent landholders in the land of the person who goes 

away from his land, or the deserter, i.e., there are two kinds of deserters, a deserter 

who deserts his land, and a deserter who evades responsibilities. What is done, 

i.e., what is done to the deserter. A deserter, ie, ‘as’ (out of), ‘a firt’ (his land). 
Let him be distrained, ie, let a distress be made upon him, and let his 

goods be distrained, until he makes a proper fence, i.e., until the fence is in the 

way that is legitimate for it to be. And if he has not, &c.,i.c, if hehas not a 

habitable residence. Let his next of kin be distrained, Le, let seizure 

be made upon the next of kin to him of the family. Until they make the 

fence,i.e., until they make the legitimate fence. Or give up the right of the 

grass as the rent, i.e, the family. To the end of a year, ie, forthe term 

of the hire. If it be thatthe family giveuptheright of the grass, i.e, if 
it be the forfeiture of the land that the family consent to® for the hire to consume the 

grass. Let each of thetwo‘coarbs’erect a perfect fence, i.e., they fence, 

i.e., both of the two landholders who are adjoining it, shall make a fence, so that there 

shall be a perfect fence there. Shall bring equal stock, i.e, of cattle, i.e, 

they shall bring a common stock there into the deserter’s land in equal proportions. 

Shall give the additional pledge’,ie., each of them gives the relieving 

VOL. LY. K 
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pledge to the other out of it afterwards, Le., a pledge of the value of two ‘screpalls.’ JuDG- 

Equal stock, i.e. of cattle. To the other, i.e. out of the land of the deserter. Co Pas. 
And if the deserter come, i.e., ‘0s,’ for 'acus,' (and), and if the deserter ANCY. 

come outside the land with the number of cattle which renders him solvent. He —— 

goes to his family,i.e., ‘he goes,’ for ‘he comes,’ $.e. he comes to his own 

family. Andthey sustain him totheend ofa year, i.e, his family 

supports him for pay to the end of a year, i.e., the term during which the land — 

is let for hire, i.e., with grass and water. The part of his farmer’s 

requisites, i.e., of erections, of stakes and of poles. Which arrive, ie, which 

are required of him in the land. Are all his property, ie, of the 

deserter; and after the term of the hire he came outside in this case, and the hire is 

given to the family, and the erections, the corn crops and the houses, go to the deserter. 

When there are two men fulfilling their duty, and one who 

does not fulfil his duty, let them distrain him, if he has property ; 
if he has not property, let them distrain his family until they 
fence their brother's land, or" until they give the right of the “Ir. And. 

‘grazing to the end of a year, and the right of every half separation 
respecting a fence, and the two co-tenants afterwards proceed as 
if it (the land) was their own, and they deliver pledges to each 

other.' The ‘smacht’-fines now, which they pay, are the pledges 

which precede, i.e., they are these, i.e., a pledge for fence stakes, 
a spade, i.e., in soft land, for a trench, a ‘screpall’ is its worth, 

and it is to be fused* (melted) once; a ‘soc’ for a stone wall, a ‘screpall’ 
is its worth, and it is to be melted thrice; a bill-hook for a bard 
fence, i.e., it is to be fused (melted) twice, so that it is worth a 
‘screpall’; a wood axe for a ‘felma’-fence, or for a palisade, its 

worth is a ‘screpall,’ and it is to be melted twice, or to undergo 
long-heating, or live-melting 7s to take place. These ‘smacht’ 
fines are made binding afterwards. 

The deserter is thus known: a weak person, who is situated 

between the two ‘coarbs’ that do their duty ; he is distrained if he 
has ‘seds;’ the grazing and the expense of tending’ shall be 
added, but forfeiture shall not be" allowed. If he has not ‘seds,’ a}. Goes 
distraint shall be made on his next of kin, and expense of grazing 
and tending shall be added, but forfeiture shall not. 

If the deserter has come from outside into the territory after 
this, his family shall give him land during the term of the 

hire, and the family shall obtain the hire, and the part of his 
farm-buildings which he may have found on his coming back shall 

be obtained by the deserter. If the family have land, and they give 
not of it to him, the hire is to be obtained by those who are outside, 

and the portion of the erections which the law has not declared 

VOL, lV. K 2 
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forfeit, tha family shall purchase for him (the deserter.) If the June- 
family have no land at all, they equally divide the hire between OeTe.” 
the time and the labour, and he himself purchases the portion axcr. 
of the erections which the law has not confiscated. If the family = 
have land,-and he (the deserter) would not accept of it, the hire shall 
be divided equally between time and labour, and he shall obtain no 
portion of the erections. 

If the land has been let for hire,* and no time has been specified, * Ir. Loan. 
whatever length of time he shall be upon it, whether with necessity 
or without necessity he goes, he shall leave behind his erections. 

If he is noticed ¢o quit, whether it is done with necessity 

or without necessity, he may carry away his erections with him. 
If a term has been specified for him, and the term has expired,” " I. Cums. 

he shall leave his erections behind. If it is he himself that went 
away of his own accord with necessity, it (the value of the buildings) 
is to be divided between time and labour. If he has gone away 
without necessity, he shall leave behind the erections. 

If he is noticed to quit, though he should be noticed on the last 
day of his term without necessity, he may carry off his erections. 

If he has been noticed to quit by necessity, there is to be a divi- 
sion between time and labour. If it (the (and) was given him 
for manure or dung, and if a time has been specified for it, it 
Shall be according to the time. 

If a time has not been specified at all, it shall be settled by 
the award of the neighbours. If it is to consume its grass only, 
and for forming erections it was given, it is one-third of every 
animal on which there is increase’. 

If it is to consume its grass only it (the land) was given, he is as 

‘‘a man who has placed seven cows on the land of his neighbour,” 
the seventh cow shall be left as payment at the end of the year, 
and he has in reserve the value of another cow in sheep, which he 

does not bring into the account." | | ° Ir. Bring 
If he has stipulated not to plough, and it has been ploughed, the Sorward. 

tillage and the seed are forfeited, and five ‘seds’. If no condition 
has been made as to not ploughing, he is free, but the portion of 

his farm buildings, which he found on the land before him, becomes 
his by right. 

A deserter. This is a person who is not able to perform service 

of attack and defence for his land, or though he may be able is not 

willing to perform them ; what is done to him is to give him notice 
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apad ocur TNoycad vo tabaine ain, ocur achgabéil va gabáil ve 

sn, FIN; ocur noca nud cinne apse: fop in achgabarl rin, acc 

cchgabail va paoilten a tiaccain pe oliged, ocur cét fogerte ocur 

blet ina cenn, ocur ni tert Lobu. 

Mana but cnod ars: péin, tabpad apad fon inbleogain 17 

neara 06, ocur achsabéiil vo gabail ve 1ap fin; ocur noca 

noepnna pubs ocur pubu in fenainn ; noca vilpide in fepann don 

tí DO DenaDd fubu ocur pubs. 

Mayed vo pinve ín fine in feanann do tabaine an focpuic, 

“mad conic in terrence amúis tap né na rocnaca, oily na 
fochpneca von fine, ocur ni via tpebuine fonpice ina TiN, 17 

Diler ddran .1. DO eirrent. 

Mar ne né na focnaice céinfc amúis he, venait in fine a 

ímruLung fu ci in né ; ocur ma vo bein in fine peanann Tó, ocur 

gEeibróriúm in feanann, oily1 na fochpuice von fine, ocur oily 

na noéneTa DON eirrent. 

Muna taba in fine in feanann To, ocur ava feanand acu, 
ceur sefbirim fepann, airec na focneca ón fine amac, ocur 

fuarltuicicc in fine a vénta ocur a feotca Dorum. 

Mad caipgic in fine renann 06, ocur ni háil oórum a sabart, 
caé ni po vilyis pre Don focpuic b10 aca fine; cac nina po o1ly1s 

von fochpuic fcarom pur in pean amac, ocur berpud in fen amac 

na vénta, no puarluicid Dorum 1av. No vono, ceana, cac ni no 

otLrí$ ne don focnuic bró aca fine, cad ni na po oily né Don 

focpurc, if a nairíic on Fine amach, ocur beipid ín pean amach 

na vénta, no fuayluicid 1ate. 

Muna furl feanann ag fine, ocur po sebudrum renann, cac 

ni po vilp1g né DON focpuic bro oca fine; cac ní na no TI 
né DON focpuic a aipicc o fine amach; cac ni na po oilpiZ né 

70 na dvéntaib, beinid in pen, amac, no fuarluicedfum 1acc. 

Leanann ovuine eile cucurcan an focpuic annyin. Marea 

fepand bovéin cucurcan duine an focpuic, act mad no cín ur ran, 

1 Who is oulside.—This seems to mean “the man who holds the land.” 
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by warning and fasting, and make a distress upon him afterwards , ees 
and there is no certain restriction upon this distress, but that it Solane 
shall be such a distress as that it may be thought sufficient to induce 4¥©¥- 
him to come (submit) to law, and expense of feeding and tending 
shall be added’ to it, but forfeiture is not added." “In Goes, 
If he has not cattle himself, let him give notice to his nearest 

of kin, and let distress be taken from him afterwards ; and he has 
not performed the service of attack and defence due of the land ; 
the land is not more the rightful property of him who should per- 
form service of attack and defence. 
If what the family has done is to let out the land on hire, and 

if the deserter has come outsitle after the term of the hire, the hire 

is due to the family, and that part of his farm requisites which he 
found on his land belongs to him, i.e., to the deserter. . 
If it is before the term of the hire he has come outside, the 

family shall support him until the expiration of the time?" and if Ir. Uucit 
the fanity Have: given Bhia andl aiid! bé cost Gb shá Tend the AO 
family are entitled to the hire, and the deserter is entitled to the 
erections. 

Tf the family do not give him the land, when they have land, 
and he gets land elsewhere, the family shall return the hire out, 
and the family shall redeem his erections and his ‘ seds’ for him. 

Tf the family have offered him land and he is unwilling to accept 
of it, every part of the hire which time has rendered forfeit shall 
belong to his family; every part of the hire which is not forfeit 
shall be paid to the man who is outside, and the man who is out- 
side! shall bring away the erections, or they shall be redeemed for 
him. Or indeed, according to others, every part of the hire which 
time has rendered forfeit is due to his family, whatever part of the 
hire has not been forfeited by time shall be returned by the family 
out, and the man who is outside takes the erections, or they (he 
others) redeem them. 

Tf the family have not land, and he (the deserter) obtains land 
elsewhere, whatever part of the hire time has forfeited belongs to the 
family ; whateyer part of the hire time has not forfeited is to be re- 
turned by the family out; whatever part of the erections time has not 
forfeited the man outside takes ; or he (the deserter) redeems them. 

It is the land of another man that he has, in this case, let out 

on hire. If it be his own land a man has let out on hire, but so 

4 Frections.—' Déncet” means houses, folds, stalls, sheds. 
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né aipiche eacuppu, cemud iin vana cér Lú Derdenac Don né no 

fosunta he a ninvetbiniur von feanann, in rochnúic ocur na 

penta 00 bnet 06 Léir, ocur cama 1fin Dana cór Lú Derd1INach 

mon né vo Deacharum a nindetbiniur de, in focnuic ocur na 

venta 06. Ma tainíc vetbiniur vo neaccan, de, If compoinn 

wip. nné ocur tpaothup don focpurc ocur do na dentarb. 

Op focnaic tucurtan Duine a feanunn annrin, ocur mar T0 

venam dénta ain, cucur ra, he, act má no cinnuytapn né ainithe 

ain, eacuppu, cid pe DetbINuy €19 pe hinvetbipur pocanta éiriúm 

oon feanann, if na venta uile DO bnet oórum Leif. 

Mad no cinourtan né aipuite etuppu, act mad ta ap in 

renann he pipin né pin, 1T oilp1 na noénta open bunard in 

fepainn 1 ronbu na né. Re venum venta ain cucurcarn, dune a 

feanann and yin. Mar ne venam cuain, no aoilec ain, act 

mad po eimTeilisurcar, né ainite ain, in feapann do bet ac on 

fp amuís pip in népin. Munapncinnerran né ainite eacunnu 

win, in feanann To bet acon FIP amus, no Fu Tucad ne a Cuain, 

nó a ass ayy. | 

Ruipiud Dono, push can ceona pealba, no ceiteonu 
realba. Ovcachars and fin, anur ós in polluga?d. 
Ruiprd paice Dono, pith cap cpr haip{cleann ceona 
realba; ip purpuud, ocur if follusad, muna imse 

“oetchbine. 

Ruiniudy DONO .. ire cuir in Dono ann, uaip rainnrce a 'oubnaman, 
nomdino. Tan ceona realba i. tan ceona fenanna .1. boainech. 

Tlo cesrceona realba .. can ceicní fepannaib. O'pcachais u. 
cin 6s, cin comLan in ní hipin, 1. amtime. Cpu ós in prollugar, 
“34.17 comlan in pollugan pin vo na buacharllib, ir ime ata eipic comtan 

mov. Ruipnid paicte .t. puth no fata vo venum vob dono, no neim- 
nisud vob vono, co no fata. Rich can tpi hain(cleann .. puch 

TaN FIN cenn teona feprand. IP purpnrud ip esc purviva ins. fF 

yollugan 1p fall os vo na buachallib,. Muna imse veith- 
bine. mana poib veithbipuy acu neimoitin u mbuacharle. 
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as he has specified a certain time between them, even though it Jupe- 

should be on the second last day of the term he has been noticed of to Tue 
necessity to quit’ the land, he shall bring the rent and the erections cy. 

with him, and though it should be on the second last day of the a Ir. ofthe 
term that he was warned off" the land without necessity, the rent fe“. 
and the erections are his. If necessity has happened to either of of, 
them, the rent and erections are equally divided between time and 

labour. 

It was for hire a man let out his land in this case, and if he let 

it to erect buildings upon it, but in such a manner as that he has 
specified a certain time between them concerning it, whether it was 

of necessity or without necessity he (the tenant) has been warned off 
the land, he may take all the erections away with him. 

' If he has specified a certain time between them, but so as he 
has been on the land during that time, the erections are the pro- 
perty of the original. owner of the land at the expiration of that 

time. It was to make buildings upon it a man has let his land in 
this instance. If it was for the purpose of making manure or dung 

upon it, but so as a certain time has been stipulated concerning it, 

the land shall belong to the ‘“‘ man without ” during that time. If 

he has specified no particular time between them at all, the 
land shall belong to the “man without” until the time of his 
manure or of his dung has been taken out of it. 

Went 

Running over now, means running over three hold- 
ings, or four holdings. There is full fine for this, for 
the neglect is complete. But a very long running 
names running over the three head-lands of three 
holdings; it is running over, and it is neglect, unless 
necessity excuses it. 

Running over now, ie. the force of the ‘now’ here is because it was of a 

‘tairsce’-trespass we spoke before. Three holdings, ie, over the three lands 

(farms or holdings), i.e., of a ‘bo-aire’-chief. Or four holdings, ie, over 

four lands (holdings). Full fine, i.e. it is full crime, complete trespass, i.e., of 

‘airlim’-trespass. For the neglect is complete, ie, this is complete neglect 

on the part of the shepherds, and it is therefore that complete ‘eric’-fine lies for it. 

A very long running, ie., a very long running is made by them, or a running 

by them to a great length. Running over the three head-lands, i.e, 

running over the very extremities of three lands. It is running over, 

i.e., it is ‘eric’-fine for running over, that is paid for it. It is neglect, i.e., it 

is perfect neglect on the part of the shepherds. Unless necessity, &c., i.e., 

unless there was necessity which well screens the shepherds. . 
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ii 44. (Cearc ono Thi nuimíroa ann: puine car, ceona Tealba, 

Co-Tgs- OCUT Pune Tuaire, ocur puipe Tpracca. 
ANCY. 

Cerc—coo a midivapn pume tpracca ocur parce? Nin; Co 
gabavan occ nupcona vec and do flearcac. IF e puipiud prarcs 

annyin ocur tnacta, an ní ctainsealla neat pní parle 1apn sin 

act pop ime inopic, no abann vomain, no p ,noaltan. 

Ma vo cuatupn na hinowlls tap aen aincind, no tan da ain- 

CIND, 1T E1pic Taimpce uavaib and; mar Tap THI ainceno no 

Tap. ce1tTp1 aincenn, 17 Epic puIpiuda Oppo ann; ocur echart ní 

Ma reir ocur ina namplim, ocur noco nechaic ni ina puiniud 

O'D. 2186. Naina taippcee. [Ocur ma do cuactap tap feanann spars no 
TAP DA Feapann, if emrc Taippceoppaann. Prac peirí Feimpud 

a Puipind aordce in Feimpid; Frac amplime Lae a puipiud in 

Lae. | 

Caip—Carde an aipceand ?—Teona fainse ocur up- 

cop flercats, 1T eire macc bundraige, a compfad and 

Tin Dono Do Tpace, Leach in indDpuic imme im pod. 1m- 
fean cach ber piu ocur anall, rmpoilngead “me monic 
acannu pamlaid. 

Caip—Cia metd rmachca pil. a comicear ?—C 706 ; 
rmacht ime ocur ceatpa, senmora cache. 

Ca metd catche pil. a comtchear ?—C ceona ; caiche 
aile, ocur caite ceatpa, ocur Duine cathe. 

Cain caive ainceannd? .1. comapcim caim aichne na mpcinve 

sop? Uncon plepcais, -. ing puriliuo. Ip eiríioe macc buno- 

! Spear-casts.—That is as far as a ‘ flescach '-youth could cast a wand or spear. 

3 If the cattle, §c.—The Irish for the first part of this paragraph is found on the 

low margin of col. 1, p. 4, of the MS. E. 3, 5. 
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There are indeed three kinds of running over ; running over 
three possessions, and long running over, and running over a 

strand. 
Question— How are the strand running over and the rvuad running 

over estimated 1—Answer : When there are eighteen spear casts! of 
a youth on it. That is road running over and strand running over, 

for no one shall give additional pledge to the other for this, 
except over a lawful fence, or a deep river, or an inlet of the sea, 

or a cliff. | 

If the cattle* have gone over one headland, or over two headlands, 
‘eric’-fine for breach shall be paid for them therein ; if over three 

headlands or over four headlands, there shall be ‘eric’-fine for 

running over due from them for it; and they eat something in 

their “feis ’-trespass and in their ‘airlim’-trespass, and they eat 
nothing in their running over or in their ‘ tairsce’-trespass. And 
if they have passed over the land of one of grade (a dignitary), 
or over two lands, the fine of ‘tairsce’-trespass is charged upon 
them for it. There is the fine for winter ‘feis’-trespass for a 
running over on a night in winter ; and the fine of an ‘airlim’- 
trespass by day for a running over by day. 

Question— W hat is the headland?—Three ‘forrach’- 
measures,’ and the shot of a rod cast by a youth, z.e., 
the spear-youth, the extent of that of the strand 

is equal to half the lawful fence to a road. They 
reckon the ditch on the one side and the other, so 
that it makes the full fence, and thus a lawful fence 
is sustained between them. 

Question—How many “ smacht “fines are there in 

a co-occupancy 7— Two ; “ smacht, ’-fines of fence, and 
of cattle, besides the trespasses. 
How many trespasses are there in a co-tenancy ? 

—Three. Trespass of palisades, trespass of cattle, 
and trespass of men. 

Question.—What is a headland, i. I ask how is the headland 

known? The shot of a rod cast by a youth, i.e, in addition to it. 

That is the spear-youth, ie, it is the ‘fleascach ’-youth, i.e., the boy who 

3‘ Forrach'-measures.—The ‘forrach’ was a measure of land containing 552 

yards. (H. 3, 18, p. 146.) 
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Jupe- arse, Te ín plercach .1. mac oiubpaicer in mbunnraig. O compan 
Ca Teen “1. a comet no a cutnuma in ni pin a tpacht mana, cro fenann ali an a 

AsCT. ~ mbt cectugan vechrac na hin91LU, biaro eipic nuforoa in. Leach in 

— inopuic imme, 4. pmact Let ime inopaice anoul car. let clad in pore, 
If Lan ime fory in vana clud . fe DuIpN ifiín clud ocur Te DUIPN IPN 
éuaille, .1. let ime fon cecctan in va clao. Í1mrean, 4. apimed 

caé von tet reo ocur von Leth arliiman pot, co poib Lan ime anv. 
1mroiLlngeao me inopic, «1. mmpotngicen ime ovligtech ecannu 

amino yin. OCoapns pamtain .. icin in va clan. 

Cain—cia meio pmachta?.1.crameit pmacta uili in comaichecur, 
If in naichacur cumarde, .1. cra Um Phi a caban pmacca 1 comarchcer. 
Smache ime «1. in ni pmaccaigren Í noul can an ime. Ceatna.t. 

cethna conboing fon oaingen, no dono an a naman «1. in va fonepadt .1. 
in piach vunacaicthe, no na meich. HRenmoca carche «1. cenmota in 
rmaéc mt o na vainb vo mac pry in fenand .1. bniped in arte. 

Ca me caithe.1. cia mex cinta D0 miat na vaIne m7 in Fepann 
pin mchecur cumarve. Caithe arle 1. vancain ati cuaille. Cathe 
ceana .. a cethna vo cun ind «1. na metch. DOuine caithe «1. 
na cinta ails vo nea na vaine pir in fenann ina ecmafy yin. 

ol. Cerc—Caviav cathe realba? .1. caithsi alaile cectamur, 
ocur a cathe paverin, aimpip imbi pent caich a cine an Loins- 
reacaib ocur an conaib altcarb, ocur cachsí a porce. 

Cerc—Cadiaocaithge ale? MO naroad it feild cene pola atte 
a num, ocur pachur a ime font ianpuroru, ocur oily nee no 

ontap fone Topipin; ocur indily1 neich no optap uart rpunnu. 

Cin vo cuailli font, ocur vo liac, ocur do CLairí, ocur dO 

cnannée ; ocar cia purbet, ocur cia po onar, cia poboarn. 

Carte cerme tna; a Let carte font cac aen bliaona, no oséatars 

cac apa buain. “Oo barvet cate Lia noibao paverin. 

Cerc, TRa,—cidD Fifa narcaithen cáite aile 1an. na noibud ? 

CCoainten pri cuimne rean¢cad inopaice do Do ainpithen in ime, 

co clanvad Leo in ime fa TI cen rena, 
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casts the rod. The extent Le. the same extent or the same proportion of the JUDG- 

sea shore, if the cattle should pass over it into another land lawfully occupied, there MENTS OF. 
shall be ‘eric ’-fine for the running over due for it Half for the lawful 

fence, i.e. the ‘smacht’-fine for half the lawful fence is due for going over the 

one mound! of the road, it is full fine for going over the second wall, i.e. six hands is 

the height of the mound and six hands is that of the palisade, i.e. half fence is 

reckoned for either of the two mounds. They reckon, ie. for they reckon each 

on this side and the other of the road, so that they make or amount to a full fence. 

A lawful fence is sustained, ie. a lawful fence is thus sustained between 

them. Between them thus, i.e. between the two mounds. 

Question—how many ‘smacht'-fines? i.e. how many “smacht '-fines are 

there in the co-tenancy, in the common tenancy, i.e. how many things are there 
for which ‘smacht'-fines are paid in the co-tenancy. ‘Smacht’-fine of fence 

i.e. the thing which is commanded to be paid for going over the fence. Qf cattle, 

i.e. cattle which break through fastnesses, or indeed on being driven break fences, 

Le. the two ‘screpalls,’ i.e. the fine for man-trespase, or the ‘sacks.’ Besides the 

trespasses, i.e. besides the ‘smacht’-fine which is paid by men for the trespasses 

which they commit in the land, i.e. by breaking the palisades. 

How many trespasses, Le. how magy damages do men do to the land in the 
commontenancy? Trespasses of palisades, breaking of stakes, ie. a ‘dartaidh'- 

heifer for three stakes. Cattle trespasses, i.e. to put cattle into it, i.e. ‘the 

sacks’, Men trespasses, i.e. the other faults which men committed regarding 

the land besides these. 

Question—Whut are the damages of possessions? i.e. the tres- 

passes of another person, in the first instance, and his own tres- 

passes, when every territory requires to defend itself against 
pirates and wild dogs, and the trespasses on his roads. 

Question— What are the trespasses of stakes? To retain them in 

thy possession without sticking them in the ground, after which 
thou art responsible for the fence, and the right to the thing 
damaged is upon thee besides that ; and the making good by 
thee of the thing which has been damaged is upon them. The 
default of thy stake ss upon thee, and of thy flag-stone, and of thy 

trench, and of thy stake-fence ; and whatever damages shall result 

therefrom by goring, or damaging, or wounding. 

As to the trespasyes in respect of a passage; half the fine upon 

thee every year, or full fine every second year. The trespasses are 
merged by the ‘dibadh’ of themselves. 

Question—By whom are the trespasses of stakes established 

after the ‘dibadh’ of themselves? They are restored from the 

memory of a worthy antiquary by whom the fence was wit- 

nessed, so that the fence was planted by them thrice without denial. 

' Mound.—‘ Cladh ' means a wall of earth, a dyke, but it is commonly translated 

“a ditch,’ as in the term, a ‘furze ditch.’ 

Co-Trn- 
ANCY. 
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Cain—Cid clannay arte? Nort ocur tuant. 
Caip—cafve 1uaitt? Oile in ime fa cpu cen rena. Or mod 

renaiscen, cire noait no ctanna? Lusa peanéa imnpice piao a 
mimcu. Or muna bed feancarve, va bo-aine innpnict vo Cun 
cnain?, ocur ala hi via Luga, ocur aine coinsear 1tip. 91T; 17 Ted 

clannay aile írin. | 

Or mao ín cpié uile no tad inna rece naca viprgcep? 

Nin. Op acaic in va bla vec pnirí cunopiscep cpuc. 

Cav 100 plac? Nin. -Clan bla, at bla, pind bla, noer bia, 

bla mucnargse, ocur sno bla; bla ímrosta, ocur Linn bla, povanc 

bla, bla nearbaise, bla neime [clad bia]. 

Clan. bla; cprcé annyin nav nincoipceaoypiac comapoa, ocur na 

cuinnmníouen feancard. 

Cerc—co purvarstep. ? CC himcomar 1nve,1 reilb ime bia. 
Mad po bed va coman ba, vo pannard pram. 

Qt bla; cnicincoirce al aopaoa, no ail annrcuite, no cnann, 

no Lis, no at Leaccta. “Ois mbeo reéc comanoa d1b and in TuCct 

Tin, cac ae ir anandiu, 171 cpré ann pin na cumycarocean. 

Frobla; cpnré ron incoirce bite feava, no pid comanta hé, ne 
feda comand dé cac ae uar anarts, no all bos, no ren port 

cunmarve dO leicead. Conviprscrep Dono cpica Fri, a mbeo 

Teancard co nindorerd fon 14 tp Depd. 

Hoer bla; .1. cnsé ina coirce sume noire no rearca 1 ró no 

a muis. Ooruise cnic caveyin, munur sluatpead feancard, an 

19 comanda cpice mn fin. 

a mucnat; .1. cpic pon íncoircí cet bona cnann no cuaille 1 
talam no dibitl muilind, no peantpaisead fo ruin). Ip vafam 

cpic, muna bé po con a poifce. 

Dua .1. sno bla cpié incoipce Dumae no bun nomna, no vumae 

crainn; avpuriprotep cpica ppiyin. 

1 Shall thrust in the stick. The Irish may also mean, “Shall cast a lot.’ 
* Disturbed. The text must be defective here. 
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Question— What settles the stake? An oath and prescription. 
Question— What is prescription? The sticking of the fence thrice 

without denial. And if it be denied, by what oath shall it 
be settled? An oath of a worthy antiquary to be a witness of 

the fencing. And if there should not be an antiquary, two 
worthy ‘bo-aire’-chiefs shall thrust in the stick,! and the one 

shall take his oath, and the ‘ airé '-chief who swears between two is 
he who shall thrust in the stake then. | 

And if the whole territory be divided into seven parts so that 

they (the antiquaries) cannot direct them? Answer—For there 
are the twelve marks by which a boundary is defined. 

What are these? Answer—A flat mark, a stone mark, a tree 

mark, a deer mark, a stock mark, and a mound mark, a division 

mark, and a water mark, an eye mark, a defect mark, a way mark, 

a mound mark. 

A flat mark: this is a land which is not distinguished by any 
land mark, and which antiquaries cannot define. 

Question—How is it settled?. It is measured into two, into 

the possession of those around it. If there be two ‘coarbs,’ they 
divide it first. 

A stone mark: 7.e. a district which-is marked by a stone of 
worship, or, an immovable stone, or a tree, or a flag, or a monu- 

mental stone. If there be seven land marks of them therein at 

that time, one over the other, it is a boundary that cannot be 
disturbed.? 

A wood mark: this is a district which is marked by an ancient 

tree or a tree mark, the one with the other, or an ‘all bog’ tree, 

or ancient oak? which was allowed to fall. The boundaries are 

defined by these, unless there be antiquaries to instruct as to the , 
certain thing. 

A deer mark: that is a district marked by the hair of deer or 

of dry cows in a wood or ina plain. These determine meers, un- 
less the antiquaries remove them, for these are meers of a territory. 

A. stock mark: ie. this is a district marked by the first trunks 
of trees, or a stake in the earth on the ruin of a mill, or an old 

bridge under the water. These are land marks which define, un- 
less there be some other thing to explain. 

A mound mark: Le. a district marked by a mound or trunk 

of an oak, or mound of a tree; meers are defined by these. 

*Ancient oak. See Welsh Laws, p. 378, for meer-timber. 
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144 Oneacha Comaichcena CCnpo. 

Uind bla, .i. cníC€ íncoirce uirce aba no toca no tippatr. 

Acrurgarocen cpica fonyin ma vineaé an inour Tiayoa. 

Roóanc bla .1. cnié incoipce comapda feada no muise, chain 

no lias, no comanoa caiman. 1rí cpic T0 MidIZean plore, ocur 

aopurgarovep cpuce ppiyin, ma po ferrean in da aise vepba bivé 
man pam yin. 

Dua earbaróe ; crich íncoirce earbais caLman .1. ran, no Teic; 
no coil, gleann, no lLacnac pean nova. Conoinicctean cpica 
FMIPN Dono, mania ppebaro reancarve. 

Dua impogla; cm4C do Te1d uirce Slaire ainm fo Leanad ín va 

comanba im va biad fon cectan in va Leithe. CMoruigardcen 

cpica fon yin. 

la peime; cpré fon incoirce pod qus no Tuaite, no pod 

fmreasna, no botan. ip bla cnicí ann yin. 

Ciao bla; cpicé fon incoipce duae, na upclaive, no nat, no 

feanz, no recib vuae; anipi cprc ann pin na 1dan T0 Duliuy, cic 
incoirce clad no cona. 

Coruroigcen cntca tna pony na haibfreo; ocur panna an ali 

ocur polonsad caiths1 an arti s1anum. 

Caitse tine TNA .1. ruga ocur nusa apn macaib tine ocur 

loinsyeacarb, ocur conur fps Tuart, Tip Plorsead ocur consbait, 

ocur posa. 

Caichge parce .1. me ppir a aenup, ocur a plaise ocur a nup- 

Tcantad, ocur a coclaid ocur slanad a ngneallach an ammyip 

cua ocur aenarg, ocur dog an am furlid To cac cobain anair. Hi 

oul caitse 00 funn, dul: romame. 

Somaine aile; a TOpad 90 neoe dO paula dé 1TIN, OCU DINE 

ar upba. 

Caip—co dineanan fon? tin; uan molc 1 cuartls vo tipcart 

ar taili, uan boinind ana 06, DantaIs ana Thi cona ninvtarg; 

DAINT ina ceatain, colpac an a fe, bo ana hott, cuic Treoir ana 

0 véc; act iv feoit sabla ada commeid, mad pi neite re- 

feirean, ocur aithsin an aile 00 1me indpic, ocur bert ro pratur 

co ceann mbliadna. 

1 The eye. The eye fixes the boundary, if two points of it remain, ie. by run- 

ning a straight line between these points. 

2 Are wanting. The letter which Dr. O'Donovan read as ‘yr’ in the word 

‘reba,’ seems the usual form of long 1 which precedes ‘pv’ when that letter is 

doubled. 

* Roads. For the different kinds of road among the ancient Irish, vide Cormac's 

Glossary, edited by Whittey Stokes, Esq.; also C. 806-7, and Book of Rights, pp. 

Ivi., e¢ seq., Dublin, 1847. For rules as to the penalties incurred by persons 

injuaing roads, vide Ancient Laws of Irclanc, vel. iii, pp. 000, UCT, LOY. 
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A water mark: ie. a district defined by the water of a river, or 

of a lake, or of a well. Boundaries are defined by these if they 
run in a straight direction. 

An eye mark: ie. a district defined by a mark of wood or of plain, 
of tree or of stone, or by a mark of earth. This is the district 
estimated by the eye', and boundaries are defined by these, if the 
two certain heads which are to this division be known. 
A defect mark: i.e, a district defined by want of land, i.e. a 

declivity, or a sedgy place, or stony vale, or track of an old road. 
Boundaries are defined by these, if antiquaries are wanting.* 

A mark of division : that is a district through which the water 
of a streamlet flows where the two ‘coarbs’ follow it, they being on 
either side of it. Boundaries are settled by this. 

A way mark: that is a district marked by the road of a king 
or a people, or a road of carriage, or a cow-road, These are district 
marks, 

A mound mark : this is a district marked by a mound, or ditch, 
or rath, or foss, or any mound whatever ; for this is the hind of 
district into which it is not proper to enter, namely, a district 
bounded by a ditch or stone wall, 

Boundaries are settled by these kinds of land marks; and they 
divide the stakes and sustain the fines for stakes afterwards, « 

The liabilities of land now, i.e. service of attack and defence 
against wolves and pirates, and attendance to the law of the terri- 
tory, both as to the hosting and feeding, and service of defence. 

‘The liabilities as regards roads,’ i.e. a fence is required for it alone, 
and it is necessary to cut them and cleanse them, and remove their 
weeds and mire in the time of war and of a fair, and because it is 

expected that each should assist the other. He (the owner of the 
road) does not deserve damages from that, but he merits profits. 

The profits of stakes are; the produce which comes of them in 
the land, and the ‘dire ’-fine for cutting them, 
Question—How is this paid for? Answer: a wether lamb for 

removing a stake from its place, a she lamb for two, a ‘dartaigh '- 
heifer for three stakes with their appendages ; a ‘ dairt’-heifer for 
four, a ‘colpach’-heifer for six, a cow for eight, five ‘seds’ for 
twelve; but they are ‘seds’ of graduation of the same value, if it 
be known that they belonged to a dignitary, and a restoration of 
the stakes to a perfect fence, and to be security for its safety to 

the end of a year, 

VOL, IV, L 
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Somaine tipe; wip. fró, ocur pep, ocur ínnain, ocuy wipce, ocup 

mui, ocur mbéan, ocup carcan, ocur price 7pt. 

Somaine parce; ripe ocup a pcr ocur apr; certeopa bu 
panna. 

[Carééi cetpatpa; opr catéce pil po purdib .1, carcóe a ningine, 
ocup caicce a nadatpce, ocur coirce a mbel; carthée a nine 
‘DO Neo conpeapa, ocup conctaro, ocup plaice ; carchée a nad- 

aipice vo nech guinre, ocup conpcapacc; carcthée a mbel v0 

neoé sarber v0 peputb na comargcech. 

Co mivevan cpa na condce po, ocur co hepamerap? benchan. 
comaigteé innpatc do mer na fosta, ocur porelvchar, pep. pota [1] 
Juana na comagteé cap a eirí. Ma pep pota [1] a pota ta peap 
No no va noin ocur Fép. uar 1 caeb aipcinn bera nú m pen. 

noipger. Muna be ep, Saibchen viablav potcpaice ua 91016, 
no apbarm, amail bi mer in fedip in pampuér pa 1 nsempuóc. 

“Ouime cartce cpa 4 impevain cap, Tip Do ceile 1. apts, 
ocup arepeb, ocup follpcus, ocup poeta, ocur an, ocup aiperiu.] 

Coip—cad 10° Durnecarche? 4. berm eda, efdip caps 
feada ocur achar pea’da, ocup posta fea’da, ocup Lopa 
feada. 

Cipas peada: Daip, coll, curlean’d, (bun; 1und1up, 
ochtat, aball. Cure peoic a ndipe cach ae; bo buin- 
beíme, colpach ina ngablaib, Daipe ma cpaebatd. 

CAcharg pearda: pepnn, part, peerth, caepran?, beithe, 
team, rda. boa mine cach ae; daipc ina cpaebu. 

Fogta pearoa: Opargean, com, peopup, FincolL, cpu- 
chac, caténe, cnand pip. “Dair andipe caé ae. 

* Their joints. There is some defect in the MS. here. 

* Birch.—‘Beithe’ is found in some ancient glossaries as a gloss on ' Buxus,' the 

“Box-tree, It is now applied only to the ' Birch.’ 
* Idha. Dr. O'Donovan does not give an English equivalent for this term. 

Prof. O'Curry suggests ‘Palm.’ It is, under the form ' Íodha,' commonly trans- 
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The profits of the land are: every produce which it bears, both | Jupo- 
wood, and grass, and herbs, and water, und sea, and harbour, and ‘Coste 
what the sea casts ashore, and waifs, &e. 

The profits of roads ave: their ‘dire '-fines, their strays, their 

joints ;! four cows they share. 
The trespasses of cattle, now; there are three trespasses by 

them, i.e. the trespasses of their nails, and the trespasses of their 
horns, and the trespasses of their mouths ; the trespasses of their 
nails by separating, and tearing, and plundering ; the trespasses of 
their horns by goring and tearing ; the trespasses of their mouths 
by what they eat of the grass of the neighbours (co-tenants). 
How now are these trespasses estimated, and how are they paid 

for? A worthy neighbour is brought to appraise the trespass, and 
grass of equal value is given at the decision of the neighbours. If 
the man who has committed the trespass has grass of equal value, let 
him give grass in the side or head of a field to the amount of the grass 
which he has plundered. If he has not grass, let double the hire 

be given by him afterwards, or produce, according to the appraise- 
ment of the grass in the hot or in the cold season. 
As to the man trespasses, now, i.e. passing over thy neighbour's 

land, i.e., ploughing, and residing, and burning, and casting him out, 
and driving, and examining. 

Question—W hat are the man trespasses ? Cutting 
trees, both chieftain trees and common trees, and 
shrub trees, and bramble trees. 

The chieftain trees are; oak, hazel, holly, yew, ash, 
pine, apple. There are five ‘seds’ for the ‘dire ’-fine 
of each; a cow for cutting their trunks, a ‘ colpach “ 
heifer fine for their arms, a ‘dairt’-heifer for their 
branches. 

The common trees are; alder, willow, hawthorn, 
mountain ash, birch,? elm, ‘idha,’* A cow is the 

‘dire’-fine for each ; a ‘dairt’-heifer for their branches. 
The shrub trees are; blackthorn, elder, spindle tree, 

white hazel, aspen, arbutus, test-tree.* A ‘dairt’- 

heifer is the ‘dire ’-fine for each. 

lated ‘ yew," but that treo is named before as “Ibur. It may be a species of pine. 
‘The translations given for ' reonurs' ‘epran pry,’ and ‘pare,’ are only conjectural. 

* Teat-tree.—Some tree probably from which lots were made. 
VOL, IY. L2 
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The bramble trees are; fern, bog-myrtle, furze, Jr» 
briar, heath, ivy, broom, gooseberry. A sheep is the ‘Cosas 
‘dire’-fine for each. — 

Question—What are the man trespasses? ie, I ask what are the crimes 
which people commit as regards the land besides these above mentioned. Cutting 
trees, ie. cutting the timberunlawfully. Pine, i.e. the fir-tree. Five 'seds,' Le. 
which amount to two cows. A cow for cutting their trunks, ie. for compensa- a Ir. OF 
tion. A ‘col pach’-heifer, ie. of the value of eight ‘screpalls’ as compensation. A Which come 
‘dairt!-heifer, i.e. of four ‘screpalls,' i.e, forasixth'. A cow is the ‘dire'- “°° 
fine for each, i.e. for he did not bring their compensation forward. A ‘dairt'- 
heifer, i.e. of four ‘screpalls’ as ‘dire’-fine for the branches of the bramble trees, 
i.e. for a 'eolpach '-heifer of the value of six ‘screpalla' and ‘dire'-fine is here put 
for compensation, i.e. or it is for a 'samhaisc'-heifer. Ivy, ie. half the ‘dire'-fine 
of the branches of the holly is equal fo the full 'dir e '-fine for cutting the trunk of 
the ivy; or half the ‘dire'-fine for the branches of the holly is the full ‘dire ’-fine 
for cutting the trunk of the ivy. A sheep, i.e. of the ralue of three ‘ screpalls,’ or 
worth two ‘screpalls’ is due as its ‘ dire '-úine. 

That is, for cutting of trees or stripping them, full ‘dire’-fine is paid 
for each, i.e., a perfect compensation for the portion of them which is 
damaged, and five ‘seds’ as ‘dire'-fine. But all trees are not equally 
noble; for there are seven chieftain trees, and seven common trees, 
and seven shrub trees, and seven bramble trees, and the ‘dire’-fine 
for each is different. 

The chieftain trees are ; oak, hazel, holly, ash, yew, pine, apple. 
‘The ‘dire '-fine of the oak : a cow-hide* sa due for stripping off it 

the barking of a pair of woman's shoes’; and an ox-hide for the 

barking of a pair of men's shoes ; and also to cover it until the test 
of its recovery‘ is had, i.e., smooth’ clay and cow-dung and new milk 
are to be put upon it until they extend two fingers beyond the wound 
on both sides, and half.fine shall be for it until it is whole. For 
cutting the trunk a cow is paid, and five ‘seds’ are its ‘ dire’-fine. 
A ‘colpach “heifer is the fine for their great arms, or for their small 
onklings, a ‘dairt’-heifer for their branches. The ‘dire’-fine of 

every chieftain tree of them is such as we have now stated. 

Oak : what gives it dignity? Answer, Its acorns and its 
w A pair of woman's shoes. ‘That is, as much bark as would tan leather enough 

to make a pair of woman's shoes. 
4 The teat of ite recovery. ‘That is, until it is secured against the effects of the 

weather. 
5 Smooth, The Irish word read as "min may be ‘min,’ the original being 

doubtful. 
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nobleness ; hazel? its nuts and its wattles; apple? its fruit and June- 
its bark; yew? its noble structures! ; holly? ‘fer for araili inn sin,? oc Teo 
and the axle-trees of chariots are made of it; ash? supporting of xcr. 

a king’s thigh, and half furniture of his arms. Pine? its being — 
in the puncheon, 
The common trees are ; alder, willow, birch, elm, aspen, ‘idhadh,’ 

mountain ash. A cow is the fine for cutting the trunk of each, a 
‘dairt’-heifer for their arms, a sheep for their branches. Five 
‘seds’ is the fine for their lopping. 

The shrub trees are; whitethorn, blackthorn, elder, spindle-tree, 
test-tree, ivy," white hazel. A ‘colpach"-heifer is the fine for 
cutting the trunk of each ; five ‘seds’ for their lopping, except 
the blackthorn, for which five ‘seds’ are paid, ie. blackthorn 
which is in an unprofitable fence (broken down) which is passed 
over, or sweet-smelling blackthorn. 

The bramble trees are ; briar, furze, heath, gooseberry, broom, 
fern. ‘Leacla’ is forfeited for one sprig, and a ‘dairt’-heifer for 
their lopping. They are all thus paid for, except the right and 
the full right, 
There is a difference of tree in a co-occupancy wood, without 

any difference of class. There is difference of class in a sacred 

wood, without difference of tree. There is ‘smacht’-fine in a 
sacred wood until it is all cut down, and honour price is paid for 
it when it is cut. 
Two cows and an in-calf cow and a ‘colpach '-heifer of the value 

of eight ‘screpalls’ are the three ‘dire 'fines of the chieftain trees, 
A milch cow and a ‘colpach ‘-heifer of eight ‘screpalls’ value and a 
‘dairt’-heifer worth four ‘screpalls,’ are their three compensations. 
A milch cow and a ‘colpach’-heifer of eight ‘screpalls’ valie and a 
‘dairt’-heifer of four ‘screpalls,’ are the three ‘dire’-fines of the 

common trees. A ‘samhaisc"-heifer and a ‘dairt’-heifer worth 
four ‘screpalls,’ and a ‘dairtaidh -heifer of two ‘screpalls,’ are 
their three compensations, A ‘sambaise’-heifer and a ‘dairt’-heifer 
of four ‘screpalls’ value, and a ‘dairtaidh heifer of two ‘screpalls,’ 
are the three ‘dire’-fines of the shrub trees, A ‘colpach’-heifer worth 
six ‘screpalls,’ and a ‘dairtaidh ’-heifer worth two ‘screpalls,’ and a 
sheep of the value of one ‘screpall,’ are their three compensations. 

2 Ivy. The Trish word here is 'eidleann, ' whereas in the text before (line 2, p. 148) 
itis‘eideand.’ Dr. O'Donovan regarded them as different forms of the same name ; 
Professor O'Curry suggested ‘woodbine’ as the translation of ‘eidieann.” 

* An unprofitable fence. Pal eacapba may possibly mean ‘a fence between cows,” 
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Tu fopupuld inotidb soin, archsin ocur Dine imnctib pin in Tan 

if a T0 comicheara, ocur nt pil ni na ngablaib, 7pt. Manoa 

fd neme berde 1muppo, ceitnt feopipuill inoteib an Dine, ocuT Da 

Tcpepall an aithsin, ocur a tnian ina ngabla, ocur a feiread 

ina cpaebaib. nar aichsin vo ainecharb feda ipead if DINE DO 

achecab peada; a naithsin pin ipped 17 Dine To foslaib feada. 

Qunda tine Dona, 1dunacaite. Oaprats acpi cuaillí 

cona nindteach, Daint ina cutc, colpach ana hocht, 

CUIC feoitT ana DoDEC, ocur aichgin La cach na; ocur 
beich fo cina1d na bepnad co ceand mbluaona. 

Ounba cine vona .. rineibe in renano vono- Iounacarte .t. 

If cinta Dona Dainib eirnoe. Dapntars 1. if piu va renpepall. Co na 
nin ocveach.1.cur anf ir corch no ir vuchars bir oppo a hinve, in céeLach. 
Daine ina curc 1. ceitni Tcneapall. Cotpad «4. ofc peneapatt. 
Cuic peoit .. va tecait va ba, 4. ran pus. CHichgin ta cach na 
-. cachgin in ale ta cac pmace vib yin, ocur caine po bnir ann yin he. 
Deich ro cinaind .1. cop foclat comaichg in aipbe. Co ceann 
mbliaona .1. an in pe co por pep bunard 1 narticin a Lepargchs. 

[Oancais 1 tps cuaittib] 1. va pepepall o mupcopnes ina Luar ; 
DaiIne ceithp pepipurll ina cuic .1. Lulat in Deopard ocur mevon- 
tat tar in unpaid. Colpaé ocht repipuilt a mevontar lar in 
Deopnaid, ocur bo invlaes o uppadr, ocur Lula in unnaró, uain, 
hotc Tcr4Puill o uppad ina Lulat, ocur bo indlaeg re ropepalt 

1 Of us being repaired. That is, acknowledges that it has been properly 
repaired. 

3 Smallest offence, i.e. cutting three stakes. Middle offence, i.e. cutting five or 
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Three ‘screpalls’ both for compensation and ‘dire fine are paid er 
for them when it is in a co-oceupaney wood they are, and there ae 
is nothing for their large branches, &e. If, however, it be in Ascy- 
a sacred wood they are, there are four ‘screpalls’ for them as 

‘dire’-fine, and two ‘screpalls’ as compensation, and its one-third 
for their arms, and its one-sixth for their branches. The compen- 
sation for the chieftain trees is egual to the ‘dire’-fine of the 
common trees ; and the compensation for them (the common trees) 
is equal to the ‘dire’-fine of the shrub trees. 

But cutting of land is man-trespass. A ‘dartaigh’- 
heifer is the fine for three stakes with their append- 
ages, a ‘dairt’-heifer for five, a ‘colpach’-heifer for 
eight, five ‘seds’ for twelve, and compensation for 
every one of them; and he (the trespasser) shall be 
accountable for the injury of the gap to the end of 
a year, 

But cutting of land, i.e. but the real cutting of the land, Is man- 
ie. this is trespasses by the people. A ‘dairtaigh’-heifer for 

é. of the value of two ‘screpalls.' With their appendages, ic. 
with the thing which is natural or which is proper to be on them from the root, 
the slender twigs placed across. A ‘dairt'-heifer for five, Le, of four ‘screpalls" 
value. A ‘colpach'-heifer, ie. of eight ‘screpalls,’ Five ‘seds," Le. which 
amount to two cows, ie.altogether. Compensation for every one of them, 
i.e. the restitution of the stake fence with every ‘emacht'-fine of these, and 
it was persons that broke it in this case. Shall be accountable, Le. until 
neighbours (co-tenants) appraise thestakes, To the end of a year, ie. until the 
time that the original proprietor admits that it has been repaired.! 

A ‘dairtaidh ‘heifer is due for three stakes, i.e. two ‘screpalls’ 
are to be paid by a foreigner for the smallest injury ;* a ‘ dairt '-heifer 
of four ‘screpalls’ value for five stakes, i.e. the small offence of the 

stranger is the same as" the middle offence of the native freeman. * Ir. And. 
A ‘colpach’-heifer worth eight ‘screpalls’ is due for themiddle offence 
of the stranger, and an in-calf cow from a native freeman, and it is a 
small offence of the native freeman, because the middle offence of 

the stranger is the same as* the small offence of the native freeman, 
for eight ‘screpalls’ are due from the native freeman for his small 
offence, and an in-calf cow worth sixteen ‘ screpalls’ for his middle 

eight stakes. Greatest or highest offence or trespass, i.e. cutting twelve stakes, 
and making by so doing a full gap in the fence. 
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mec ina meonta Lat, ocur bo invlaes o Deopard ina cLeicí Lar; 

CUIC TEOIT Da TeCaID Da ba Onpad ina cLeití Vat. 

[Cia o put in eipicc fo, ocur cinnur po fesad in va fcpepull 

if na cps cuaitlib? 4. Tiar vo munchuncaib lech Cuinn ocur 

leith celle, pcpipull uachuib in va cuaille vib .1. Lert reprpuld 

o caé pup d1b 4. aon mupcunta coonais ocur fcpipall ucró 

ifin cner cuartle 1. 9tar Do mupchupta Leth cuinn ocur Leic 

celle ann, ocur fepipall vata in da cuaille, ocur tThiap DO 

mupchupta coonws, pcpipull o cach pip. 916 in cac cuaille do 

na Tp cuaillib eile .1. oct mupncunta coonarg and, ocur ocht 

repiparlt vacha ip na hoc cuawlib. | 

‘Aca onda nad aclardead; aunba neipne pia flog, pia 
Lonard, pra plartaid cia bode. 

Oca onba nad actiaivean, .1. aca pipebeva vo benan an in 
FERAND, ocur' noco caban aclaive pach an in ti vo nf rave. Cunba 
neipne, .1. bred an eicin perin plog, -1. fon ceiced po flog Ria 
Lonard, 4. na plog ir. Ria plartard, a. pray na plaichid, cibe 

puche ic, mana uapacun conan aide. 

‘Aca aunba ceana nad aclarvend: aunba nimpeadna 
Taine muilind, no Duinchize, no membdna, no raine 
oui pis. Mocomancap uile, anur rean rarac la 
reine, no liancun sach guide; upba pia collard, pia 
nailaicpaib. “Ountan cac nonba. 

Oca aunba ceana, .1. ata pipeipeda cena cenmota yin, ocur noco 
cabnac aclaio: mach an in t1 po mir. Cupnba nimfeaona,-1. in 
fineipe vo nictep nepin neimredain vo benan an amur in muilino 
in tan bicep ac venam a rainre. Ouinthise, .. mop. Membna, 
1. ticc. Saine Duin nig,.1. in can bicep ac a venam. Cocomancan 
uile, a. 1anpmgcin wile caé ni ob pin 'brin In fenaind, 1. capiafacc 
cen DuNaDd, no DUNAD cen mhada. | 

' Cuttings. That is, breaches, or gaps, 
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offence, and an in-calf cow from the stranger for his highest offence ; 
five ‘seds’ which amount to two cows are due from a native free- 
man for his highest offence. 
By whom is this ‘eric "fine paid, and how do the two ‘screpalls’ 

proceed from the three stakes? i.e. two of the foreigners being 
of half sense and half reason pay" a ‘screpall” for two of those 
stakes, ie. half a ‘screpall’ from each man of them, i.e. one 
sound-minded foreigner who pays a ‘screpall’ for the third stake, 
ie. two foreigners of half sense and half reason in this case, and 
a ‘serepall’ is paid by them for the two stakes, and three sound- 
minded foreigners, every man of them pays a ‘screpall’ for every 
stake of the other three stakes, i.e. there are eight sound-minded 

MENTS OF 
Co-Trx- 
ANeY. 

Ir. From 
them, 

foreigners in this case,” and eight ‘screpalls’ are paid by them for " Ir, fy it. 
the eight stakes. 

There are cuttings' which are not sued for ; a forcible 
cutting before a host, before provisions, before chief- 
tains of any kind. 

There aro cuttings which are not sued for, i.e. there are real cuttings 
which are made in the land, and fines are not sued upon the person who makes 
them. A forcible cutting, ie. a forcible breach before the host, i.e. in 
flying before a host. Before provisions, ie. of those hosts. Before 
chieftains, ie. before the chieftains, whatever chieftains they be, if they bad 
found no other passage. 

There are cuttings also which are not sued for; a 
cutting for carriage at the construction of a mill, or 
of an oratory, or of a shrine, or at the building of 
a King's “dun -fort. Leave is asked about them all, 
for it is an old maxim with the Feini, * for every 
supplication is pleasant”; a cutting before bodies, 
before pilgrims, Let every breach be closed.” 

There are cuttings also, Le. there are real cuttings also besides these, and 
they bring no claim of debts upon the person whomakesthem. A cutting for car- 
riage, &c., i.e. the real cnttings which are mado by the carriage of things brought 

towards the mill when the construction of it is being made. Of an oratory, 
ive. of a large one. Of a shring, ie. of a small one, The building of a 
king's ‘dun’-fort, i.e. when it is being done, Leave is nsked about 
them all, i.e. permission to do every thing of these is asked for of the owner of 
the land, i.e. consent without closing, or closing without consent. 

* Be closed. Or, let every gap or breach be closed, or every breach is to be 
closed. 
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1p cetnpamta in vantavag no na vaint1 ind 7pl, a cectan de. 

Maro cen atprapacr, cen ounan, if let. Ma poercertun, ocur ni 

comanleicten 00, iplan dia nouna, mana oun4, If cethpamtha. 

Upnup pean fparac Lareine, .. an 1¢ fencinved of D0 pein in 
fenechary, .1. 17 cochnamtain vantava, nona vaintiino. No tiancun, 
1. argon, 1. 1¢ Lrancain cammeti he o beitin aca suid. Unda nia 

cotlarb, ..na manb, mana fagbad conan ale. Ria narlarénard, 
“1. per in Luéc cert ina ailitn.. Duncan cac nonba.. vuncan cad 
Fipeipro 1b yin, von mana ventan noco ylan. 

Oia natcomancan im can orlaicten fri deithbiner, ocur 

DUNTaN Fon inouL cetna, iflan vo. Ma po ounad, ocur ip meu 

anoar amuil no but, a noigaid aint in onoc ime ictapn uaorum. 

Mant no dun 1T1p, ictvap Tmatc na oingne vad. Mana 

atcomapctapn 1vip, ocur ountap amuil, no bur, ran vo. Mara 

olc, tco FMact oinsne Tainre. Muna ouna 1tin, 1cao pmacc na 

oingne, ocur Let cuic feoit, an ni achcomane. 

Comicheach Dono bir tuin, Da Tip. DLiZ1'D Lan imince ; 
biD felfean ump4, Tpian o fin Tine, ocur anails o Fin 
mince. 

Cuic feoit anain ocur acain, ma Dichmaince, acht 
ain esgne; ní hactaide ain bo Do canb. 

Comicheach vono big cin. 0G TIN,.1. ITIP DA Fenann, In TIP o Na 
bi pot «1. um, noco nFuil, conain arc: fein. Olisi0 Lan iminége, «1. 

mo Llecud vo. O fin cine, .1. oO PIP ín fenaind. Mpnardi, a. an in 

comlín biar 6 nn, bunaid ina nvegaid «1. uaip noco nuit conair, aici fein, 

ocup iplan vo caé fogait vo vena pif na comaitcib, amuit compith 
naipme. 

1. Oca anna actais olisear cac comartheac via parle .1. tin 

cen beola, cen pot, cen botun; ovli510 Lanimince tan cac tip a 

comitaé ber nearam To, att ipped invar na dlis, rerun uimpe, 

1 Road. Or unless another road could be found. 

* No road. In O'D. 407, it is called a district, “cin coin cin beotu,” “without 
an opening at the front or the rear.” 
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It is the fourth of the ‘dartaidh’-heifer or of the ‘dairt'-heifer that Jupo- 
is due for it, &0., for either of them. If without consent, without. sean 
closing, it (the fine) is one-half. If he has given consent, and that —Ascy. 
he has not advised him to it, it (the penalty) is fall fine if he 
closes, if he does not close the gap, it is one-fourth. 

For it is an old maxim with the Feini, i.e. for it is a perfect 

old decision according to the ‘Feinechas'-law, i.e. it (the fixe) is a fourth of the 

‘dartaidh'-heifer, or of the ‘dairt’-heifer for it. Supplication, i.e. clement, i.e, 

he is the more clement for being supplicated. A cutting before bodies, ie. 
of the dead, unless they find another road! Before pilgrims, ie. before the 

people who go on a pilgrimage. Let every cutting be closed, ie. every 
true cutting of these is closed, for unless it is done (closed) it (the act) is not guiltless, 

If leave be asked, when it is breached* with necessity, and it is “Ir. Opened. 
closed in the same way, it is guiltless, If it has been closed, and 
it is worse than it was at first, the damage done in consequence of 
the bad fence is paid by him. If it has not been closed at all, the 
“smacht “fine of the damage is paid for. If permission has not been A 
asked at all, and it is closed as it had stood before," it is guiltless, "Ir. As ie 
If it be badly done, he shall pay fine for the damage done by it." {1" ger i 
If it be not closed at all, he shall pay the “smacht ‘fine of the 
damage, and half five ‘seds’, for he did not ask leave, 

A co-tenant who is between two lands is entitled 
to full passage; six persons are to be about them 
(the cattle), three from the owner of the land, and 
three others from the man of the passage. 

Five ‘seds’ are payable for driving in and out, if 
without asking leave, except in case of forcible driv- 
ing; the driving of a cow to a bull is not sued for. 
A co-tenant who is between two lands, ie, between two farms, i.e. 

in the land from which there is no road," ic, for he has no passage himself, 
Is entitled to full passage, ic. to be ceded tohim. From the owner 
of the land, ie. the owner of the farm. Others, i.e. for the proprietor shall 
have an equal number after (minding) them, i.e. for he (the co-tenant) has not a 
passage himself, and he is not amenable for any trespass which he may commit 
against the neighbours, as running of the whole stock or drove. 

There is one stay which every co-tenant is entitled to from the 
other, i.e. in a land without-an opening, without a road, without 
a way; he (the tenant) is entitled to full passage over every co- 
tenant's land that is next him, but the manner in which he is 
bound to pass is, with six persons about him, three persons 
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from the owner of the land, and three persons from the man who Jupc- 

séeks the passage shall attend to keep them (the cattle) close to the Co-Tus- 
fence, in order that they may not spread over the land. Ifhe has vcr. 

a way, this may be omitted; if there be two mounds to it, ortwo — 

stone walls, he is restrained by them for they are a kind of witnesses. 
From this it was said, “the witnesses are not to be removed ;” 

unless they are but of the one side, they shall not be passed ; and 
from this was said, “the witnesses are not to be removed.” 

Five ‘seds’ for driving in, ie. over,i.eintoit. Out, ie out of it, i.e. 

from it. If without asking leave, ie. he did not find another passage, or he 

was not able to pass along it. E-xcept forcible driving, ie. for that in 

guiltless. The driving of a cow to a bull, ie five ‘seds’ which amount to 

two cows for this driving in, and it is over a full fence, and the one-half for the same 

if there be not a fence. If it be over a half fence, it (the fine) is three quarters of 
the two cows. If over a full fence into bare grass, it is a cow. If over a half 

fence, it (the fine) is three quarters of the cow; if there be no fence at all*it is a ® Ir. Wih- 
‘gamhaisc ’-heifer. out fence. 

This 1s a land without egress or ingress, which is between two 

lands without a passage.” If it be a land of seven ‘cumhals,’ there 
is a ‘dairt’-heifer every season due for allowing them a passage 

for their cattle. If it be a land of one ‘cumhal,’ or a land of three 

‘cumhals,’ it is from one end of the year to the other. If it be 

one passage, it is a wether every third year that ts due, and it is a 

land of twice seven ‘ cumhals’ in that case; but if it bea land of 

two ‘cumhals,’ or of three ‘cumhals,’ it is in the fourth year, and 
all this is by (in the case of) an outside family. When it is by (in 
the case of ) the family, then it is one-third from the owner of the 
land, and another third from the man of the passage, and if he does 
not concede this (right of way), it is guiltless for him (the owner of 
the cattle) to bring them over it; or, according to others, he is to 

pay the damage which they may commit on the occasion. 

1 To be removed. The original is defective here. 

Ends the subject of the co-tenancy. 
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bech brectha. 

BreJove- §=(Cnnrom hi caupgsillid caingille an bechaib; aloe 
caupsille nainid cap cin, ber Da nerom cach Lech, cia 
pa metc cia pa Laisec; ap ip a cansillid bendain 

a mbpecha a Drcainrce, a ccinaid, a LLorse an, cethapn- 

roic Tipe ber Da nerom, Dlesaic fede Deolaich Do1d 

ve a Loigid tan, naimrenaib ruine. 

Canpom «4. annra em. volig- Ni caupgillid .1. if v0 na geal 
Lab toputneaca ip 1 outs 00 nead icar Té Bell coputneac va bein re 
vap ceand na mead .1. geall, va penepall. Cliopive +. autenipro 
Teiripe sealt conitneat onpo, pro annya, 1. geall, va rcneball. Tan 
TIN 1. do uct na peanand if nearu vo1b 0 Fac Lert, Fria va taed ocur 

Cpa Va narpceann in tips. Cia pa merc 4. Fd beg FID mon he .3. 1n 
feanand nona bere. (nir a capgibdid Ó. umm ir an cabaine BL, 
TotME Dan a ceand bepan bpertemnary onpo. CW ocaingce.1.1m an 
gle. O ccinaid .1.iman caecad. MO LLoige. im an sare. On 
cethapvoict 4. vo luce na ceathpa feanand ip nearu voib 1 mun 
oon. Oltegxait .1. vleagard y1ve Log Do1b an ín veolad no Los 'oeoLaró 
mob cin Los act fomelt. lan naimypepard suine .. 1anr an ne 
futain ímfo beré 1 paeme. 

1 Two ‘screpalis.’ The following note on ‘Cain Cuisc’ is found at the bottom 
of p. 21 of the MS. H. 2, 15. 

“Beitt va pcneabatlt pri visuin ocur ni wit pr cungabant, an ni heisen 
me pid fa va neo fosla comatgera, ocur ni hiad na geall ro 
toiter and, act cain curs ocur mian gal ocur ollabnuis na ne 

pe tpi mbliaoan ; no van, ir © geal, ip cop and ip cucnuma nar in 
cain cup? 1. pmact comhartciupa vo pit piu rap cabaine na ngeall ro 

amait ceatpa eile; no gumaó 1 in cain cups ocur mian gala ocur 

ollabping nm; ocur a cabaine a cpiun ou sad tin, no gu na cucta acc 
einní vib v0 gcé tip ocur Hd mon va fealbacard bear in gac tin nucu 
oleagain act ín cucpuma yin voib wile ne ne na tpi mbliavan; ocur in 
ceouine mig a lear 17 an crié 1p a bpert de0, ocur HID pocaid! Ita Ina 

quaccanar a lear 17 an cpié a neineacéc, no EO nuit acc in cutpuma yin 
'potb uile. 

There is a pledge of two 'screpalls' for meaduw and there is not for raising a 
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Man, i.e. that a man is appointed by them to watch them. Tha it may Bes-Jupe- 
not escape, ie that the swarm may not escape. For if it should MENTS 

escape, ie. for if they should escape,ie theswarm. To the end of another ~~ 

year, i.e. the swarm for three other years. 

What is the reason that it is incumbent on this person to 
watch the swarm in this instance, and thut it is the owner of the 

tree that is bound to mind the tree in the case cited below 1 
The reason is, the owner of the tree obtains leave for the owner 

of the bees to take away his bees in this case cited below, and it is 
right that he (the owner) should mind them ; but in this case, this 
man does not obtain for the owner of the swarm leave to take 

away his swarm, but that it be set, and it is right that he himself 
should mind it. 

This is the case of a man who has bees, and the people of the 
lands next to him have not bees. And what is due of him is to 
give the ‘ Cain Cuisc,’ the ‘longing of disease’ and ‘allabrug nae’ 
to the people of the four lands next to him for a period of three 
years; and the swarms are to be equally divided by them in 
the fourth year; and they are bound to make an equal division, 
i.e. of the first swarm and the second’ and the ‘ smeraighe’-swarm. 
And the land of them which is nearest and of best produce shall 
obtain the first swarm without casting lots; and the second swarm 
and the ‘smeraighe’-swarm shall be obtained by the other three 
lands; and if there be one of these lands that is nearer or of better 
produce than the others, it shall get the second swarm without 
casting lots; and lots shall be cast between the other two lands, 
and the one of them which happens to get nothing that year 
shall get the first swarm, for it is without casting lots; and 

that year it shall give the ‘cain cuisc’ the ‘longing of disease’ and 
the ‘allabrug nae’ to the people of the four lands nearest to it; 
and when it is time for their sending out a swarm, the owner 

of the bees is bound to give them notice to send one from among 
them to watch them (the bees) that they may not escape. Ifhe has 
given notice to them they are bound to comply," but if he has not "Ir. Togive 

been sent, and if the bees depart unobserved and are lost, there is no *™ 

division of the swarms for them that year. If the owners of the 

swarms have gone away (removed), they are entitled to receive but 
‘cain cuisc,’ ‘longing of disease’ and ‘allabrig nae’ for a period 
of three years; and once in each year these things are due. 

If they have not departed, there is nothing due to the others 
then, for it is a case of ‘few prevailing over many.’ 
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Every land which has given what is lawful is not Bansupe- 
bound to give additional pledge or “smacht -fines, “——~ 
for that would be" a case of “the few prevailing over 
the many’ with the Fein. If they depart there is 
nothing due to them but ‘cain cuise,’ or ‘longing of 
disease, or ‘allabruig nae ;’ for these are due to 
them after the three years of exemption: it is after 
this he sues for his right, whoever he be that deems it 
easier to give additional pledge than “smacht “-fines ; 
itis for the good of everykind of person who has them, 
What is lawful Le. the swarm bound to, and additional pledge, ica 

pledge of two 'screpalls' Or ‘smacht’-fines, i.e, for the swarms. For that 
would be the few, &c, ie. his one swarm against the many swarms of the 
other man, If they depart, i.e. if they dispose of them by sale, i.e. utterly in 
the fourth year. There is nothing due, i.e. nothing else is due to them from Clean: 
the lands. For these are due, i.e, these are due to them from the others, 
after the years during which they are in freedom, It is after this he sues, 
ie. after the third year. For his right, i.e. for the departure, or for the swarm, 
Whoever, i.e, whatsoever person it be to whom it is easier to give a relieving 
pledge for thom, Le. a pledge of two ‘screpalls.’ ‘Smacht'-fines, i.e. for the 
swarms, It is for the good, i.e. it is for his good, or it is ceded to every kind 
of person who has them, or it is a choice. 

Of the innate rights in bee-judgments with the 
Feini are the cases of those whom they may injure 
while they are being destroyed, or removed, or taken, 
or in being viewed over thy dwelling at the time of 
their swarming. Itis unlawful for them if they sting 
anyone in passing by them on his path, who does not 
do them harm or any thing illegal; for this is the 
blood which is entitled to a full meal of honey for the 
man who was stung in this instance, with proof from 
him that he did not kill the bee which stung him; for 

if he has killed it, its crime will pass like that of 
every other animal. 
Whom they may injure; inflict a wound in destroying or killing them. Or 

removed, ie. from any one vessel (hive) to another, Or taken, ie, from 
tops of trees or from precincts. In being viewed, ie. in viewing them over hia 
habitation. At the time of their swarming, ie. at the particular time 

YOL, IV. Ns 

“I. Ie 

in VIS, Quite 
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Brs-supe- bert parte vo cun gu coré no su Luat. Ecechta vo1b.1. rp inoluged vo1b 
Eibe fopo po invyarged 16 oUt feocu Fo. In conap. Inpuinedc& .1. in 
copbat gu nanm. Na vene otcc.1.a manbea. Onn necv 4. aimoing- 

vETAID Farvi puu .1. bualaonacer. Cpir epeve -1 wmpir ipive purt 

ale pat pip vo mi inc. [Furl, pocuinn.] Fonsarbchon a. pon a 
cabap anv in ronson. La rinn. Ua pin Linge o naer Fecróa ([.1. Uurge a 
oenur.] iin co nan manbaycan Te in beac no sonarcan e «1. mp rola no 

fayoigte. Manbchan pid 1. aimed in cuc if oiler in uain a posta, 
no amail, cach pob ceccintaé, ocur ata oil mn cinard and. 

Mao ruil no chaecha, ipp 1prdiu alid co cpann 

fromr in Lercpat natle, cip Lercna Dia choch 01d an cer 
a mach. Qin ir 1 cecna bnech in fo cet apaced 

sm chinca bech fon conailt caech caechrize bech. Oach 
qui cempach comrdubanc arpa plait. Tobenc a chin rons 
in rep. bacaip bech, noch if 1 bnech ino bpecha La ulcou 

ocur fintuimd:. ip ip ipurdiu apcet pochaaide cinard 

noenpip. nad fopuchacacap uile, La Feine; amal manr 

ronnecan La cona no mucca no cechpae, no rep gonain, 
a ache rLuais maip, nachid la micep aupchuch na 
popchuch fon nech rpaimodpedach, Dipenan in pen 
uadaid uile, no Do pochnachap uile indilre. 

Mav purl, 1. mad fuil caecar rao. Ir ipuroiy, +. ip an aes 

ecóa pin capultmgid Te cup cpaind Fon na Learcnaib uile, .1. fon na 

cearcaib. Cip terrya, 1. gibe Leartan oib toiter anv. Opn tec a 

riach, .. cuitio na prac, 1. ceir 1pin caecav yin na bec. Ain T1 

cetna bpneoch, .. um?.1f 1 Teo ced bneat pugan ron Conal, vo caeca- 
DAT Dach pi cempach, «1. feicim no mopaigim cona a Tube TuLac 
nabino vo binre. Comivubane, -1. sun cuiped he ar a lartemnary. 

Tobepne a chin, 1. tugad a cin popr an reap ag a pabavan beich ina 

1 Blood on the skin.—It is doubtful whether the word “yocuimn,” which is on 
the right hand margin of the page in the A{S., was intended as a gloss on ‘puy2.’ 

s Conall Caech.—For Congal’s charges ayainst Domhnall, King of Temhair, gee 
Battle of Magh Rath, published by the Irish Archacological Socicty, Dublin. 
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that the bees send forth ‘swarms soon or quickly. It is unlawful for BEg-Jupg- 
them, ie. it is unlawful for them if they attack any one in passing by them 

on the way. They sting, i.e the profitable worker with a weapon. Who 

does not do any harm, i.e. killing them. Or anything illegal, i.e. the 

illegality of stealing as regards them, i.e. to strike the hives. For this is the blood,i.e. 

for this is the blood which is entitled to as much honey as is sufficient for a man, 
Le. blood on the skin! Who is stung, i.e. on whom the stinging is inflicted 

here. With proof, i.e. with proof by oath from that particular individual, (i.e. 

oath by him alone), that he did not kill the bee which had stung him, ie. a test of 
bloodshed or violation. For if he has killed it, i.e. like every animal that 
is forfeited at the time of its crime, or like every vicious beast of first crime, which 
is itself a sufficient payment for its crime.® 

MENTS. 

air. And 
payment of 

If it be an eye that has been blinded, it is then tts orime se 
required that lots be cast upon all the hives, and on 

whichever of the hives it (the lot) falls, it shall pay 
the fine.” For this was the first judgment passed first "Ir. The 

concerning the crime of a bee in respect of Conall spon i 
Caech,* whom a bee had blinded. The king of Tem- 
hair came and removed him from his kingship. He 
charged the man who owned the bees with the injury, 
and this is the judgment which was passed by the 
Ulstermen and the Feini respecting it. For it is in 
this instance, the many become accountable for the 
crime of one, although they all have not attacked, 
according to the Feini; as a beef which is torn by 
dogs or pigs or cattle, or a man who is wounded in 
the van” of a great army, when no test or proof is "Ir 4 
found against a particular person, the ‘eric’-fine sn- 
curred by the one man is paid by them all, or they 
all are forfeited. 

If it be an eye, i.e. if it be an eye they have blinded. It is then required, 

i.e. in that particular case, it is required that lots be cast upon all the vessels, i.e. 

upon the hives. On whichever of the hives, i.e. whatever hive it (the /ot) shall 
fallupon. It shall pay the fine,» ie. the fine shall fall on sé, i.e. the hive of 

which the bees have caused the blinding. For this was the first judgment, 
Le. for this was the first judgment which was passed in respect of Conall whom they 

had blinded. The king of Temhair came, i.e. I insist or maintain that he dwells 
on a royal delightful hill. Removed him from his kingship, Le. that he 
was deposed from his chieftainship. He charged with the injury, ie. the fine for 

his injury was charged against the man who had the bees in his possession. This 

VOL, IV, . N 2 
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Bee-supa- annus. Noch tr bnech, a. rem cona 1 feo bneat psgad ag 
MEETS ulcmbime. Cin ipy iparora,... umm ip an a eqva pin, .1. von bpeat 

ocup von caetad tet 1m focharde, a. in cep mls t cinard in aenfipn, -1- 

m aen bech. Sochaive, .. mn poge no in cer. Noenrin, -1. in 

bead vo pon in caetad. Nav ronuchatatan, .1. ocur nocop puacc- 

Nasenim uals vo nein inv Feneicmr. Mmatl mane, ó. anhalt mance 

eppon so na conmb. No cechnae, .. co na ceacpmb. No ren 

Honan, .1. nom pean sontan a ucht plaans mon, 1m cocnane, no cam 
cabarne cia o1b; no conrd lear a manbao iN pop ocup vuINE, 107 

neloo ane. Ca miten, .. ocur noto Ummeenach. CHanchuch, -+ 
wapalceaytugad pena nach watarb vo ponav. Ponchach ron nech 
famopevach, ó. wmvenatha pop nec vib so funnavach. Dinenan 
% rctan in pean amd ale on tylaag, no o na popmb. Rochnachan 

ov fn rounds. 

M1 apum fon bnichemnand 1 mbet bnechmb bech 

cetechta gmbce cpamn huapal nemrd, nach m ayu a 

berm in cnaind fo bit 1nd nem1d, na aya Dan a Tuay~ 

Lacu?d. 
'Oli Fen DO 'oaecec, ber bunadach dob, cian a 

OTOPUND CO cen ceopa mbliadan, acht if ond nemud 
a nimcommert ; ocur 1T Deoland a Tian cic Fen mbunard; 

a Tuan narlL Do nemu 1 FUIdIEZchep; a Tpian naill Do 

thin do melac. Ocha na ceopa dlucona sm DUE Fen tm 
bunaic cuit indib act pmachta Doneoch, ma puayarac 

ONTEAIN a cipro. 

Wi arom .. noco nupu Lium 1 mbpertemnay na mbeat m ni pea nay 
am pomaine. Dech retechta a. bed veccaro ar no are 1 mbun 
chains aapal nam plata no eclapa. Nach ni aru a berm -1. nocon 
uTú beim in coinn ma ben. Po bit a. po varpin m nermre ay a cparro 
e Na apa -. noton apa a tuayplague ay na mbeat. 

1 The tree, Fluish remarks that bees kept in an apiary in the vicinity of the 
woods, when they send forth their swarms, have always a propensity to lodg 

themselves in a tree, which is im their vicinity, because it is their natural and 
primitive habitation—2nd edition, p. 194. 
Creveoaur thus expresses himself >— 

“Cne of the problems most dificalt to solve, is to know when the bess will 
swarm, and whether the swarm wil] remain in the hive provided for them, or 
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is the judgment, ie. I maintain that this was the judgment which the Ulster- Bzx-supa- 
men passed concerning him. For in this instance, ie for itis in this par- MENTS. 
ticular case, i.e. concerning the judgment and the blinding, it goes among the ———— 
many, i.e. all the hive for the crime of the one man, i.e. of the one bee. The 
many, ie. the swarm or the hive. Of the one, i.e. the bee which caused the 

blinding. They all have not attacked, i.e. they all did not attack Conall 

according to the ‘Fenechus’-law. As a beef, i.e. as a beef which is found with 

the hounds. Or cattle, ie. with the cattle. Or a man who is wounded, 

i.e. or the man who is wounded at the van of a great host, as regards casting lots, until 

it is determined which of them; or itis lawful to kill them, whether vicious beast or man, 

after eluding justice. When no test or proofs is found, i.e. and when there 

is no proof positive. Test, i.e. noble testimony denying that it was by them it 

was done. Or proof against a particular person, ie. a proof against 

one of them in particular. Is paid, i.e. the crime of the one is paid for by them 

all, i.e. by the host, or by the vicious beasts. Or they are ali forfeited, 

i.e. the swarm ts forfeited for the crime of one bee. 

It is not easier for Brehons in bee-judgments to 
decide concerning bees that have taken up their 
lodging in the tree’ of a noble dignitary, with respect 
to which it is not easy to cut the tree on account of 
the ‘nemedh,’ nor is it easy to release them. 

The man who has watched them, who is their 

original owner, is entitled to one-third of their pro- 
duce to the end of three years, but they are to be 
minded by the ‘nemedh’-person; and the third 
which reaches the original owner is as a gratuity; the 
other third is due to the ‘nemedh’-person in whose 
tree" they fix themselves; the other third is due ton. wis 
the land on which they feed. From the three years whom. 
out the original owner is not entitled to any share in 
them except ‘smacht ’-fines, if they should come to 
trespass on his land. 

It is not easier, i.e. I do not consider this easier in the judgments of the 
bees than what we have mentioned before.” Bees that have taken up, ie." Ir. The 

bees which have taken possession of a place or lodging in the tree of a noble thing before 
“nemedh,’ of a chief, or of a church. It is not easy to cut the tree, 
i.e. it is not easy to cut the tree at its base. On account, i.e. on account of 

the ‘nemedh’ whose tree it ix. Nor is it easy, i.e. it is not easy to release the 
bees therefrom. 

escape to establish themselves in the cavity of some tree; for when, by means of 

their emissaries, they have chosen themselves a retreat, it is not possible to retain 

them in any hive which you may select for them”—#., p. 194. 
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BeE-sure- ‘Olisivo fep .1. lipid fn fean bir ina comhroeatcecay bet iná 

comaivett. der bunavach .1. voneot ip ean bunaro vob. Tran a 

MTONAID .1. TIAN a TOPaID co ceand teona mbliadan vin na mbeac. 

Ochet ir ond nemund .1. accmpm 17 0 neithe, o Pip in cnaind, a nim- 

comed TuT in ne yin. 1p veotard «1. 1T DeclavcaIpe In THIaN TiC DIN 

buna; ie curd in 'oeoLaró, nucun eigen voa comes. (X tpian naitt 

“4. @ Than eile DO neitheo 1 UIDIStin no famMaIgcip 100 «1. Fea ind 

feapano. CC cpian naill a. ocur ní he in pao ip beré peayra imbun 

cpaind uaral neimn, ce ainmithen pri tin, n1 fh beper acc 174 Nemeav- 

Ni oli5 fen .1. noco oligend rep bunaid curd vid ó. fean na mead 
Occ TMachra.. na raice, no cain cure. Doneoch ma muaraT ao 

8. ní PIN meoid po inoparsea TIC '0REOIn a peann, ma beac beach 

acayum vongain in cipe eve. 

Dei eara 1 mbun cnaind taral nefim1d, da TRIAN DPIN. ceann 

ann, ocur tfuan vin, na mbeaé gu ceand cp mbliadan, ocur ip 
Dilley Dif iN Cpaimnd 1ad o ta sin amac. 

beré cuntabapraéa 1 mun cpaind taral neimid, teopa ceat- 
namts 15 pin ín cnaind, ocur ceatpamte ag pip na mead Fu ceand 

tp mbliadan, ocur ip oiler dip. in cnaind to o ta fin 1maé. 
bee eara a mbanpn cnaind uapart neirn1d, chian opin in cearr, 

ocuy Da THIaN DFIp. na mbead Hu ceand mbliadna, ocur ip Oiler 
ofp na mbeaé o ta sin amac 1a. 

Dee cuncabamcaca 1 mbann, cnaíno uaral, neímt, leat orn 
in ¢naind, ocur Leat opp. na mbeaé gu ceand mbluatna, ocur 17 
oiler opin na mbeac 10d o ta Fin amac; no, Fumad opp in cnafnd. 

1 Known bees. That is, bees which were watched when swarming, and identified 
in the tree of a dignitary. 

* To trespass. Huish mentions cases of serious injury inflicted on animals by bees, 
when swarming, or being robbed. 

“A man who did not perceive that he was in the vicinity of a hive on the 
point of swarming, tied his ass to a post; the hive swarmed, and fixed itself on 
the muzzle of the nss; the patience of the animal could not brook the strangers, 
and it began to rub its muzzle on the ground. The indignation of the 
swarm was roused, and the animal was so stung that it died in three days”— 
p. 192. 

The Abbé della Rocca, relates a curious anecdote. 

‘A person, not very skilful in the management of bees, was appointed to deprive 
a hive of part of its honey, and in the operation he wounded the Queen bee. 
She immediately issued a most plaintive cry, and the bees attacked instanta- 
neously all the spectators and the animals in the vicinity. A horse of the 
archbishop’s was by chance tied to a tree contiguous to the apiary, and it was 
attacked with so much fury, that it broke the reins, and took refuge in a country 
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The man, &c., is entitled, i.e. the man who accompanied them in their BEE-JUDG- 
flight and overtook them is entitled. Who is their original owner,ie.who “ENT 
is their original possessor. One third of their produce, ie. the third of 

their produce to the end of three years belongs to the owner of the bees. But by 

the ‘nemedh,’ i.e. I make acondition that it is by the ‘nemedh,’ by the owner of 
the tree, they are to be minded during this period. It is a gratuity, i.e the 

third part which comes to the original proprietor is considered a gratuity; the 

force of the word ‘ gratuity’ is, that he is not obliged to mind them. The other 

third, i.e. the other third is due to the ‘nemedb ’-person with whom they fix or 

settle themselves, i.e. the owner of the land. The other third, ie. and it is not 

while they are known bees! in the trunk of the tree of a noble ‘ nemedh '-person ; 

although they are accounted for the land, it is not it that gets this third part but it is 

the ‘nemedh’-person. The original owner, &c. i.e. the original owner is not 

entitled to any share in them, i.e. the owner of the bees. Except ‘smacht’- 

fines, i.e. the swarms, or ‘cain cuisc.’ If they should come, ie. this is 

so if they should come to trespass on his land,* if they have bees to trespass on the 

other land, 

As to known bees? in the trunk of the tree of a noble ‘nemedh’ 
two-thirds of their produce are due to the owner of the tree, and 

one-third to the owner of the bees to the end of three years, and 
they (the bees), are the property of the owner of the tree‘ from 
that out. 

As to doubtful bees in the trunk of the tree of a noble ‘ nemedh,’ 

three-quarters of their produce are due to the owner of the tree, 
and one-fourth to the doubt/ul owner of the bees to the end of three 

years, and they belong to the owner of the tree from that out. 
As to known bees in the top of the tree of a noble ‘nemedh,’ 

one-third of the produce is due to the owner of the tree, and two- 
thirds to the owner of the bees to the end of a year, and they 

belong exclusively to the original owner of the bees from that out. 

Ag to doubtful bees in the top of the tree of a noble ‘nemedh,’ 
one-half their produce ts due to the owner of the tree, and one-half 

to the owner of the bees to the end of a year, and they belong to 

the owner of the bees from that out ; or according to others, it is to 
the owner of the tree they belong. 

house, but the bees pursued it with so much acrimony, that it mounted the stairs 

of the first story, and burst into a room full of company, to whom it was no doubt 
an unwelcome visitor”—p. 191. 

$ Known bees. This commentary is found on the lower margin of the MS., p. 

23, and that which follows, on the top margin of same page. 
* Owner of the tree. Huish says that in Poland the inhabitants have no regular 

bee-hives; and he adds, “ Every peasant who is desirous of rearing bees, goes inte 

the forest or district belonging to his master, without even his leave, makes a 

langitudinal hollow aperture or apertures in. the trunk of a tree, or in the collateral 

branches, about three feet long, one foot broad, and about a foot deep, into which he 



we ' Dech Dnecha. 

tite hai Deré capers mbun cnaín ipxt nemró, tea opin ín choim, ocup 
— eat ofun na mbeat gu ceano cpu mbliccdan, ocup 1p oiler DPE 

sn cpaind tao o Ta PIN imac, 
cuncabapcaóa 1 mbun cluain (ríl, neimrd, ocup teat ocup 

octrhad 15 Fp. in cpaind, ocup Leat Zenmota occmaó 15 FIP Na 
mbeaé gu ceand tpi mbliadan, ocur ip Dilep DIP. 1n chain o Sa 

Tin amaé. 
Fer o nelac bert mais ip op. cic peo. 1n can acbep, cin bech 

cin con, cm cechpa, imoalain chpanochap pin nama, ocup nagu 
mmoata comémad vo berth vorb po chucpumma, 

Ni apu apaite bech ceccaechca gaibce bann, nemeo, 
No maigin, no dpa peapcha; ap cain Dimer in nem. 
mí D0 Dauper, ache ur. neludaig To chuipin La Ferme, 
na Dim nemed Ve na Duine; bech Do coiplex, ocur 
card cu poindil, ocup eoloda@g fine, Fep ainm Teil; 
ben aplui a cain Lanamna, ocup ben no pep aplur gaint 
a machan no achan, inge mad neé na Dama coin, tap 

Teva Tarde ; Crd eriDe ní DIM Nemed De Na Duine in, 
neoch ma popaccbac Duine ompngne Diep pp mbi comp 
“Do cincuch. 

Deich cecechca sarbce buann nemrd, no matgin, flo 
deposits his bees, leaves them some food, but pays very little further attention to 
them, until late in the autumn. When after cutting out some of their honey, and 
leaving the remainder for their maintenance, he secures the aperture properly 
with clay and straw against the frost and inclemency of tho approaching season. 
These tenements, if they may be so called, with their inhabitants, and the produce 
of their labour, then become his indisputable property: he may sell or transfer 
them; in short, he may do whatever he pleases with them; and never ia it heard 
eben ana a ooemtod onthem, except by the bear—Vid. note, p. 

supra. 
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As to known bees in the trunk of the tree of an humble ‘ nemedh-’ Bzz-supe- 
person one-half their produce ig due to the owner of the tree, and Me. 
one-half to the owner of the bees to the end of three years, and they 
belong to the owner of the tree from that out. 

As to doubtful bees in the trunk of the tree of an humble 
‘nemedh ’-person, one-half their produce and one-eighth go to the 
owner of the tree, and one-half, except one-eighth to the owner 

of the bees to the end of three years, and they are the property 
of the owner of the tree from that out. 

To the man from whom bees have escaped abroad this properly 
applies. When it (the law) says “ the crime of bees, the crime of 

hounds, the crime of cattle,” this has reference to the casting of 

lots only, and not to the co-balancing of crimes between them in 
equal proportion. 

It is not easier in this other case to decide con- 
cerning bees that have taken up their lodging in the 
top of the tree of a ‘nemedh’-person, or in the field, or 
on the spread sheet; for the ‘nemedh’-person well 
protects what comes to him, except seven fugitives, 
mentioned by the Feini, which the ‘ nemedh’ of God’ 
or man’ does not protect: bees that have migrated, 

_ and a wandering thief, and a fugitive from the tribe, 
a man who has stained his weapon with blood,** I. 4mas 

a woman who has fled from her matrimonial contract, seapos. 
and a woman or man who has fled from maintaining 
his mother or his father, unless he (the father) is a 
man who has not ceded justice after he has stolen 
goods ;" for with respect to this no ‘ nemedh ’-person of » tr, aster 
God or man protects the man who has left plunder jon “ 
behind him which should have been returned. 

As to bees that have taken up their lodging in the 
top of the tree of a ‘nemedh ’-person, or in a field, 

1 ‘ Nemedh’ of God, i.e. the ecclesiastical dignitary. 
8 Of man, i.e. the lay chioftain. 
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Ed brac rcanrha, gaili nemed cian cona co cen mbif- 

aon, in Da Tpian aile Do fin T0aecec berT bunardach 

void, acht if o purdiu a NImcome;r, an if Deolard a Tuan 

ticc an neme?d. 

ti: ars - nocomers arante, Ene ele nom Rapa rm ni Teo. Tectae- 
chuca -. bec ceaccaro ac no arve. na moni pomame Oann nemeo 
+. charo eapat nerd Ho margin 3. an na mb amet. Ho 
brat reancha - no baat vo pomled an 4 av. ocep fap Camp 

VDimet + mpaeró leac co nurnend m nemeo m m Ue cege FoR & 
comapnge. Ochre .u11. .. na -en. ner: elaro arv, bo can rosg £0 
imvrpm mo femechap. Dech vo coip et -> poxlaro amex + cochay- 
lac ego. Taro ces foinoil - m orocze.s in a bey fon remelsv 

Hn wove amal com, ap pt mavi nreao. Colovais 2 ma eor 
co mrante a vlicev conspa pe. Ten ainm veins -+ pean veepcay a 
Glaroesh rpm cd rane an manbav oen. Den apts: .» m bem olay 
@ yjoognt m anama. Den 3 ices. Fen + mae Machen 
2. von meee. Ho achan .1. von in. 

Ma ca teactugad an a clapad ro cp cuelat na corile, 

ocsr noton ut pon a beata:h. sr text capa: mben cnamwo ml 
nefimrd vo aca pie. Ma ca reatreseb pon a beard ocsy 

Rocon uv an a clanad no fon a coelat, ry bet convabenrata í 

mba cnaino TE nerd va pragan ps. 

lpead rp ben ann, sat sap nat PeTaEN 4 Nearepnyoapad pee 

teropaó m cpaina Treo rp lann cm, Sat eam pa pecan a 
RETUN TLS sen lenaó 1 qnanye. 

Comparay tp: mitsavan pon b eatmd] bona gur: ocsr 
compamo scan fon tectab torn. Come a Coun 
tenes canvabapc oc pp bax vospeys. SO i moan pro í mbeann 

pebarre. 
- 

aice buann - cater 3 eben cpewo eeyel eee ((:lre 
REMED S&S Epelomes mm ceimen cea SÉ Coire. cps « PET up 

onere seblertea: oc ORT? Tepe Tinta cath copair we wm cum Tr 
Yen pete: 0 CEF Tams splinter cot Conre enech excep AP ue 

2 Dy tiling. —A wird iz Gee cun hue is Tiegh 
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or on a spread sheet, the ‘nemedh’-person is entitled to Bes-sune 
the third part of the produce to the end of a year, — 
the other two thirds are due to the man who caught 
them and who is their original proprietor, but they 
are to be minded by him, for the one-third given to 
the ‘nemedh ’-person is a gratuity. 

It is not easier, i.e. this other case is not easier ; another version, or this thing 

is not easier. Their lodging, ie. bees that have taken possession of a place 

or habitation ; this is not easier than the case before us. Top of the tree ofa 

‘nemedh’-person, Le. of the tree of a noble ‘nemedh’-person. Or in the field, 

i.e. in the fields abroad. Or the spread sheet, i.e. ora sheet which was spread 

out® before them, and on which they rest. Protects, ie. beit told by thee that the ® Ir. 
*nemedh "=person protects the thing which comes to him under his protection. E x- 

cept seven, i.e. the seven things which abscond, and which the ‘ Finechus '-law 
mentions or recites. Bees that have migrated, i.e. that have fled away, Le. 

that have gone-away from him. A wandering thief, i.e. the stealer, i.e. the 

person who is wandering without cattle, like a stray hound, from one place to 
another. A fugitive from the tribe, i.e. the person who absconds with 

cattle from the law of ‘Corus-fine.” A man of a red weapon, ie. a man 

who reddens his sword in the territory by killing.”' A woman who has fled, Ir. After 
i.e. a woman who runs away from the rule of matrimony. A woman, Le. a “é! 

daughter. Man,i.e.,a son. Mother, i.e. of the woman. Or father, ie. killing. 
of the man. 

If his trunks or branches of the wood have been appropriated, 

and his bees have not, they are regulated by the case of “ known 
bees* in the trunk of a tree of an humble ‘nemedh’-person.” 
If his bees have been appropriated, and his trunks or branches 

have not, they are regulated by the case of “doubtful bees in the 
top of the tree of an humble ‘ nemedh’-person.” 

“Trunk” means, whenever they cannot be separated without 
tearing the tree. “Top” means, whenever they can be separated 
without tearing the tree. 
A division for three years is always made of “trunk” bees, 

and a division for one year of “top” bees. Doubt always 
deprives the possessor of the bees of one-fourth of his share, 
whether they take up their position in the trunk or in the top. 

Bees that have taken up thetr lodging in the top, ie. they take 

a position in thetop of the tree of a noble ‘nemedh’-person. The ‘nemedh’-person 
is entitled, i.e. the ‘nemedh’-person, the owner of the tree, is entitled to one-third of 
the produce to the end of a year; when they take up in the trunk, he shall have the 

third of each produce till theend of three years; to the end of three years each produce 

8 “Known bees.” —Seeo p. 188, supra. 
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abroad, when it is in the tops they seile. The other two-thirds i.e, theother Bre-syupG- 
two-thirds go to the man who has accompaniedthem. Original proprietor, ie, MENTS. 

the person who is their original owner. But they are to be minded by him, 

Le. I make a condition that it is by this man they are to be minded during thi 

period, i.e. by the original proprietor. For it isa gratuity, Le. it is asa 

gratuity the third which becomes due to the place is considered, i.e, to the owner 

of the tree; the meaning of ‘ gratuity’ is, that he is not obliged to mind them. 

Or THE IncREASES OF (2nterest on) PLEDGES. 

In judgments concerning" tree-top and field tosm. o 
which they (bees) migrate, except i case of a high 
‘nemedh’-person; they (the owners) are entitled to 
the fourth of their produce to the end of a year, unless 
they migrate from the territory, for every land in 
which they settled is entitled to a share. 
Judgments, Le. this is a judgment which is passed between the top of the tree of 

an humble ‘ nemedh’-person, and the field of an humble ‘ nemedh '-person on the one 

side, and the owner of the bees on the other. Of top, i.e. on the tops of the trees 

of the humble ‘ nemedh ’-persons, i.e. of the Feini grades. Of field, i.e. on the fields 

abroad. To which they migrate, i.e. to which a swarm of them migrates 
quickly, i.e. to whichever of them they are seen to come.? Migrate, ie. to which 

they remove. Except of a high ‘nemedh’-person, i.e. except the high 

‘nemedh ’-person, it is not he that I mention. The force of the ‘except’ here is, 

because it is the fourth part these get, i.e. the humble ‘nemedh “person, i.e. what is 

given to the noble ‘ nemedh ’-person for bees taking up in the top of his tree is the 

same that is given to the grades that are lower for their taking up in the trunk of 

atree of theirs. This also applies to the field of the humble ‘nemedh ’-person, if they 

are doubtful bees, i.e. two-thirds go to the man outside (the claimanf), because it 

is the field of an humble ‘ nemedh ’-person it passes to the next division. 

As to known bees in the top of the tree of an humble ‘ nemedh’- 
person, the fourth part of their produce belongs to the owner of the 
tree, and three-fourths to the original owner of the bees to the end 
of a year, and they are the property of the owner of the bees from 
that out. 

As to doubtful bees*in the top of the tree of anoble‘nemedh’-person, 
one-half of their produce less by one-sixteenth belongs to the owner of 
the tree, and one-half and one-sixteenth to the owner of the bees to 

the end of a year, and they are the property of the owner of the bees 
from that out; or, according to others, they belong to the owner of 

the tree. 

6 Doudt/fi:? bees, Le, apes quorum de proprietate non satis constat. 
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Besvuve- Cechpamchain 1. inunv feo ocur beic pera: mbanp crainn it 

MEETS. neimd. Neoch mans no oirces i. mnitpin, mani no invparge pao 
icpic eile, no vo cum a cnicée bu'oein; acc a mbet trín cnand, arin cpand, 

ir ann aca yin. Mani no oipces Ó. mana elac ar a on yim pin a 
canpatcain ann; via nelac, ni olig rm m. Hip v0bi510.1. warp oligo 

Bat feapandy vib yin aro foard 00 vO Neod puldigren no samarigcen 

eat pip, .1. inann fo ocur bere pera a mbanp chain 1p1l nemrd. 

Fen mecec paiche na bí Lair co pinnachap margin in 
Tuirpesecan, Tian T4 chip pir a purdigechan, cpuan Do 

Lif. 90 Daerer, TPIAN DO Lercup. o ac elac ber bunavdach 

'ooib. 

Fen o a neLac bech pochlamechapn ronsulL, mocac 
in raiche hi tin a chele in mbuichib con, a ratche. 

Conpodlar ecunnu in de in parche ren cach ona co 
cenn ceopa mbliadan, acht if in cine inpurdigchep ar 
coin, bunad a cuircen. 

Fen mecec 4. pean meiccer no comaiccher parte na ti ley budein. 
Co finnathan margin 4. gu finnan Te in tinad 1 Turoigena pra. 
Tpian v1 thin 1. bec feara 1 mbanp cpaind uaral nemmro rin, 
OcuT' TAN DO Fin in Chand, ocuP Va TYAN DO Fin na mbeac, ocur Lead 

acovach o fin na mbeaé an tobach ar in ceatpaman crích mmoempns 
Ben gabail mapa; ocuy So Leach e ir trian, ocup HID cman if leat. 
Tian 00 FIN DO DaETET «1. TPGN DON FIP bip ina CcoImitect, ocur ní 
he in fat, aéc an a vobad 1. leat coca pip bunard vo an a Lenmann, 
Tian vo Lercunp «1. tpian vo na Learcnaib o. netan m4. Der 
bunavach .1. vineoch ip pean bunard dorb. 

Fen o a netac bech 4. reicim no inopuigim conad Lafthtinaé leig 
foipngell imoventha conud Ler in parti pa inanccercan 1 peapand neié 
eile. In mbuichib .1. mobard vo cuinercan a Bere ium in faite ar 

ano putin sate amu. Conpovlact a. povailec eacupu an óo in 
Pati pin, in nemeao ocuy reap in bunard, uain 1p cuincabainc. Cach 

TONAD 1. QA TONadD Fu ceanod cy mbliadan. 

1 Known bees, i.e. identified bees. 

3 It is one-half. If the owner of the bees is entitled to half their produce when 
they fled away, the levyor is entitled to one-third of that half; but if the owner 
is only entitled to one-third, the levyor gets onc-half of that third. 
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The fourth, ie. this is the same as known bees in the top of the tree of an Bzx-supe- 

humble ‘nemedh’-person. Unless they migrate, ie. thisisthe case, unless ENTS 
they pzssed into another territory, or into their own territory; when they were 7 — 
in a tree, out of a tree, it is then this is the case. Unless they migrate, ie. 

unless they escape out of his (the ‘nemed'-person’s) territory without being over- 
taken; if they so escape, he (she nemedh-person)is entitled to nothing. Is entitled, 

Le. for every land of those in which they fix themselves is entitled to whatever has 

been ordained or settled respecting it, i.e. this is the same as the case of “known 
bees in the top of the tree of an humble ‘nemedh ’-person.” 

As toa man who watches a swarm which is not 
his own, until he discovers the place where they 
settle, one-third of the produce 1s due to the land in 
which they settle, one-third to the man who has 
watched them, and one-third to the hive from which 

they have fled, and which is their original one. 
A man from whom bees escape can offer proof 

that he observed the swarm in the land of his 
neighbour at the time of the departure of his own 
swarm. They divide that swarm in two between 
them ag to every produce, until the end of three 
years, but the right to their young offspring belongs 
to the land in which they settle. 

A man who watches, ie. a man who has obeerved or watched a swarm 

which is not his own. Until he discovers the place, i.e. until he learns 

the spot in which they settle. One-third to the land, i.e. these are known 

bees! in the top of the tree of a noble ‘nemedh’-person, and one-third is due to 

the owner of the tree, and two-thirds to the owner of the bees, and one-half of 

his share is taken from the owner of the bees for levying in the fourth unfriendly ° 
territery, without an arm of the sea intervening; and though it be one-half thatis due to 

the owner of the bees, it is one-third, and though one-third, it is one-half.* One-third 

to the man who has watched them, ie. one-third to the man who has 
accompanied them, and this is not the cause, but Ae gets i¢ for levying, Le. half 

the share of the original owner ts due to him for following them. One-third 

to the hive, ie. one-third to the hives from which they escape. Which is 
their original one, i.e. which belongs to their original owner. 

A man from whom bees escape, ie. I maintain or insist that he can 

offer evidence of proof that the swarm is his, which he watched into the Jand of 

another person. At the time, i.e. it was at the time when his bees were sending 
forth their swarm that the other swarm ran away. They divide, i.e. the 
‘nemedh ’-person, and the original owner divide that swarm between them into 

two parts, because there is a doubt. Every produce, ie. its produce to the 
end of three years. 
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Bee-suvo- Oche ip in cine 1. aécangim, If OC FIN IND FeapoinDd 1 pmdETeN no 

Famaigcepn io ip cop in caper pin va bet; a bunud reap fn cnaind. 

1. No larmethen pad co novechacan a berch trín tip, ocur nu 
laimechan ronsell an muir na beich no cuavan vad ramped ; 

if ame if leat ipin, ocur ip a mbun mbanp mpd neimid, no ra 

mbanp varal neimid, leat do 9416 1;17 beich chuntabapnta; 17 1n 
ann if neram vo do Ccuaid La cunotabaine. 

Mad ainm 4 mbí immed mbech nochan nulla raiche 

cacha lercain, nach Laimechan, nech Luí gu ded Lair 
mocac faiche Doeic hi chin, comatchich ber comoccur 

‘noid uile, conpodlac etunnu uile Lechonud in caicht 

ren co cenn teopa mbdliadan, a Lecthonad naill hi apn 
1pudigchen, in na Larmchen rongull na ainchiuch did 
nech incainnudach. 

Mav ainm .. imo berch fmoa Nochan nulla + peitim no 
inopongim gun ela parte ara pac Learcan vib. 

4. Leartatp ilanda vo bavan ímuis and fin, ocur no elo 
fate ar saé Learcan, 916, ocur Frit faite vib 1 feanand in 
comidis if comacpaib voib, ocur noco near coich vib he, ocur 

beich eara 1 mbun cpaind 1TIL nerm1d 100, 1T Leath Din chain, 

ocur a leat voibyrium wile, ocur compainvet e fo comaipoe. 

Lu: gu beo .1. a Lung: gona ler in part: po aitcertapn a peanand 
in coimhicig 1¢ comogoy voib wile. Conyzootact .1. 17 caein foomlin na 
comachisg acuppnu mle leat conad in parte su ceand tpi mbliadan. 
Lechonud 1. leat conadeite. hí cin! PUIDIFUNEHN «1. if ne pean 

IND FeANaind 1 furdigcep. no samaigchey he, .1. 00 bapp nemid uarand, 
uaip if cuncabaine; ocup pomn ap vo a tonad ecunnu co cenn try 
mbliavan, ocupa mbpeit vin cnaind otayin amach. Inna Laimchen 

1. noéo Laimtinad Leo foingelt imovenrha na uaral cearcuxud rena conrd 

fe neaé vib e gu sunnuvadc. Consult 4 o na comchb. Na ain- 

chiuch a. opp baippr 

1 By doubt.—If the man who claimed the bees could prove that they were his, 

he would be entitled to one-half their produce; but when he could only show a 
probable reason that they were his bees, he is only entitled to one-third of their 

produce; Le. he gces from half to the next division, i.e. one-third in consequence 

of the doubt. 
9 Known bees; i.e. it is known to what apiary they belong, although the 

particular hives from which they migrated have not been identified, 
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But it is in the land, ie. 1 make an exception, that it is the owner of the Bre-Juno- 
land in which they settle, or are arranged, it is right that these swarms should ‘ENTS. 
belong; the original (stock) belongs to the owner of the tree. er 

‘That is, he dares to say that his bees went into the land, but 

he dares not to offer evidence as to these being the particular bees 

which escaped from him; this is the reason that it is one-half 
(that is due to him), and it is in the trunk of the tree of an humble 

‘nemedh ’-person, or in the top of the tree of a noble “nemedh '. 
person, that one-half is due to him because they are doubtful bees. 
He goes to the next division to it by reason of the doubt. 

If it be in a place where many bee-hives* are Kept, * Ir. Been 
that & swarm has flown from each hive, and he (the 
claimant) dares not swear that the swarm is his which 
he found in the land of the neighbour who is nearest 
to them all, they (the neighbours) all divide between 
them half the produce of that swarm to the end of 
three years, the other half of the produce is due to 
the land in which it (the swarm) settles, in respect of 
which one dares not to give evidence or test that it 
belongs to any one in particular. 

If it be ina place, ie. where many hives of bees (a large apiary) are Rept, 
That a swarm has flown, ie. I maintain or insist that a swarm has flown 
from each hive of them. 

That is, there were many hives abroad then, and a swarm 

escaped from each hive of them, and a swarm of them was found 
in the land of the neighbour who is nearest to them, and he does 
not know to which of them it belongs, and they are known bees* in 
the trunk of the tree of an humble ‘ nemed’-person, one-half is due 
to the owner of the tree, and the other to all the others, who 

divide it in equal proportions, 
Swear that it is Ais, ic. to swear that the swarm is that which he watched 

and traced into the land of the neighbour who is equally near to them all. They 
all divide, i.e. the neighbours fairly divide between them all the produce of 
the swarm to the end of three years. The produce, ie. the other 
half of the produce. The Iandin which it settles, ie. it belongs to the 
owner of the land in which it is fixed or settled, ie. in the top of the tree of a 
noble ‘nemedh'-person, for it is a case of doubt; and the produce is divided in 
two between them to the end of three years, and the owner of the tree shall 
have them (he bees) from that forth. In which one dares not, i.e. they do 
not presume to proffer evidence of proof or noble testimony of denial that it 
(the swarm) belongs to one of them in particular, Evidence, ie. from the 
neighbours" Or test, Le. from the owner of the top of the tree. I. Co 
VOL, Iv, o amine 
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Qf aman who finds a stray swarm of" bees in & Bux-Juve- 
lawful green. The lawfal green with the Feiniis the '— 
space as far as the sound of a bell or the crowing of 42 Sheas 
a hen-cock is heard. The fourth of the produce to 
the end of a year is due to the man who finds them, 
the other three guarters to the green in which they 
are found. 
Lawful green, ie. the space which the voice of the boll reaches for a 

church, i.e. the green in which the bees are found. The crowing of a eock, 

ie. for the ‘Briughaidh '-farmer and the poet. Is due, ie. one-fourth of the 
produce to the end of a year is due to the man who finds it, i.e. if they have not 

more than the security of a year, it is one-fourth that is due to the finder, and 
if they have more, it is one-half. To the green, ie, to the owner of the green 
in which it is found. 

The three commons of a king are, a road, a mountain, and the 

sea. The third of what the sea casts ashore is due to him, and the 

ninth part is due to him, of his tenant's finding-share of what he 
gets on a wild place, Whatever is found on a road is his inherent 
right, unless the original owner is known, except the finding-share 
(reward) to the finder. 

As to a man who finds bees in a tree’ ina lawful ° 5,4 vee 
green; if it be after a year,’ one-half is due to the 
man who has found them, the other half to the green 
in which they have been found. 

If a man who has found a settlement of bees? ee A find 
outside a green in a place that reaches as far as a 
great wood, or a lake, or a wild place, one-third is 
due to the man who has found them, and two-thirds 
to the land on which they are found. 
If a man has found a hoard of bees* in a wood, 

or a wild place, or a lake, it is his own lawful pro- 
perty, for it is one of the innate rights with the 
Feini, except the share of the head of the tribe, 
and the share of the church to which he makes his 
will,’ whose share is one-third out of every third, for‘; 

+ After a wear ; ie, when the bees have been lodged there for a year, 
_ You. IV. o2 
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a church or a tribe are not to be defrauded of what bole 
they merit from their subjects. = 

In a lawful green, i.e. we think that they are ancient trees that are in this 
green, If after a year, ic. if it is after the year it has been found. The 
other half, i.e. the other half goes to the owner of the green in which it is found, 
if it be legally proved against him that it has been a year in his green without his 
discovering it, or without his instituting a search for it. 

In a place that it reach far as a great wood, ie. this is the 
case when it is found outside a green between a green and a mountain, 
Wood, ie. of the wood or forest. Lake, ie. of the lough. Wild place, i.e. 
of the mountain, One-third to the man who has found them, Le. one- 
third to the man who found it, Two-thirds, ie. two-thirds to the owner of the 
land in which it is found. 

One-third is due in this case to the finder, if there be not more 

than a year’s security,' and two-thirds if after a year ; or, according 
to others, there is never more than one-third, for no book" mentions 

any difference, whether it be before a year or after a year. 

In a wood, ie. of his forest. Wild place, Le, of the mountain. Lake, ie. 
of the lough, i.e, Loch Belsed.! It is his own, ie. it is lawfully the property of 
that particular person. For it is one of the innate rights, Le. this is one 
of the class of things which are innate rights, according to the ‘Fenechus’-law. 
Except the share of the head of the tribe, ic, except the share which 
the chief of the tribe obtains, i.e. the ‘geilfine’-chief in right of his headship, 
i.e, the'daer"-stock. The share of the church, ie. the share which is due 
to the church of the man who is making his will. Whose eha e- 
third, ie. I maintain that this is its share, One-third out o y 
third, i.e. one-third out of every third to him, i.e. the one-ninth. Are not 
defrauded, ie for the church or the tribe should not be defrauded of what 
they are entitled to receive from their subjects. 

One-third of his finding share is due from the ‘daer ’-tenant of 
a church to the church, and from the ‘daer’-tenants of a chief 
to the chief, as far as a wood, or a lake, or a mountain, and one-ninth 
if it is in these places the swarm is found; onefourth of his 
share iy due from the ‘saer’-tenant of a church to a church, of 
all things found in the green until it reaches to a wood, a lake, 
or a mountain, and if is entitled to one-twelfth of a swarm found 
in these; but there is nothing due from the ‘saer’-tenant of a 
chief to a chief. 

boundary of the parish of Templenciry, barony of Clanwilliam, and county of 
Tipperary. It is locally believed to be bottomless. For a curious legend concern- 
ing it, see Leabhar Breac, fol. 111, col. b. 
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Whence is the twelfth derived, as books do not mention it? It Bxe-June- 

is derived from this, as it is one-third of his share that is due “— 
from the ‘daer’-tenant of a church to the church, and from the 

‘daer’-tenant of a chief to the chief of a swarm found in the green 
as far as a wood,! or a lake, or a mountain, that is due from 
them (of a swarm found) in a wood, cc., it is right from this that it 
should be a third of the share that is due from the ‘saer’-tenant 

of a church to his church of a swarm found in the green as far as 
a wood, or a lake, or a mountain, that should be in like manner 
due from them of a swarm found in a wood alone, i.e. one- 
twelfth. 

One-third of a third is always due from the ‘daer’-tenants of 
church lands, and ‘ daer’-tenants out of the hoards* which they get * Ir. Finds, 

in a lake; it ison account of the difficulty of the place “ “i 
from which they brought them, that but little is taken from them, 
If it be not a wood, or a mountain, or a lake, one-third of the 

find of the ‘daer’-tenants of church lands is due to the church, 
and of the ‘daer’-tenants to the chief. But if they be ‘saer’- 

tenants of church lands, it is one-fourth of the finds which they 

discover that is due to their church, if it (the place) be not a wood, or a 
lake, or amountain. Ifit be a wood or a mountain, it is one-twelfth 
or one-sixteenth part that is due to the church, except from a king. 
But if it be a king, it is one-third out of the noblest ‘sed’ which 
he finds, and one-fourth out of every ‘sed’ in general. —. 

As to bees that are kept in an herb garden, or in an 
enclosure, whoever takes away from or steals them, 
‘pays & fine as if he had stolen them from a house, 
for they are fixed to the same ‘ dire “fine by the Feini. 

Bees which are kept in an enclosure or herb garden, 
are of the same ‘dire’-fine with the ‘seds’ of a 
house. 

As to bees which are kept in a green, whoever takes 
away, or carries them off shall pay full ‘dire “fine. 
This has been fixed by the Feini to be the same" as for 
thé noble ‘nemedh’ cattle, 

* The same as. Literally; Sacer Amy ah 

with the noble ‘nemedh ' cattle.” 
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As to bees which are kept outside a green, who- Bex-juno- 
ever carries them off or steals them shall pay “=* 
ae full ‘dire’-fine, which has been fixed ‘by the 

‘eini’ to be the same as for the small cattle. 
Bees that are kept ic. abroad.! In an enclosure, ie within, Who- 

away, Le. a part of 

honor-price for it, as 
‘dire’-fine, and full honor-price. For they fixed, ie, for equal 
honor-price was fixed according to the ‘Fenechus’-law for the bees which are in 

the enclosure within. 
Or herb garden, i.e. or in the herb garden outside. Are of the same 

‘dire’-fine, Le, they are equal as to honor-price to the ‘seds’ which he has in his 
house, such as the prime beast of externs taken into a precinct under protection 
and with thy knowledge. 

Bees which are kept ina green, i.e. which are brought out for feeding toa 
mound or a shrubbery, i.e. an inviolable place, i.e, half honor-price is due for them 
with full ‘dire'-fine, Takes away, Le.ustoany partof the combs. Carries off, 
i.e. as to them all. Shall pay full ‘dire’-fine, i.e. he shall pay full honor- 
price as to four things, from four to one, and half honor-price. Full ‘dire’- 
fine, ie. four to one. Was fixed, ie. these were fixed according to the 
‘Fenechus’-law to the same proportion of honor-price as the noble cattle or the 
smaller cattle belonging to the noble ‘nemedh'-person with respect to half honor- 
price. The same, ie. fall ‘dire’- fine for them in an inviolable place. 

Outside a green, ie, these were also sent out through necessity. Whoever 
carries them off, ie. as to any part of it, or of their combs, Or steals 
them, ie. as to the whole. He shall pay full ‘dire’-fine, i.e. he shall pay 
full honor-price for them as to four things, i.e. four to one. Which has been 
fixed, Le. they were fixed in the proportion of honor-price according to the 
*Fenechus’-law to the smallest cattle in a precinct with respect to half honor- 
price for them, i.e. sheep as far as three for them, and the seventh of honor-price, 
i.e. full honor-price for the bees in an enclosure, and in an herb garden, and in a 
green, and one-half in a precinct, and one-seventh outside a precinct. 

If the bees are stolen from an enclosure or an herb garden, it (the 
penalty) is full honor-price ; if it be from a green, it is half honor- 
price ; if from a place outside a green it is one-seventh of honor- 
price, whether that be a precinct or outside a precinct, whether equal 
to small or equal to large cattle. Or indeed, according to others, if 
it be from a precinct and in proportion to large cattle, it (the penalty) 
is full honor-price ; if in proportion to small cattle, it is half honor- 
price. If from outside a precinct and in proportion to large cattle, 
it (the penalty) is half honor-price. If in proportion to small cattle, 
it (the penalty) is a seventh of honor-price; and four hives as 
‘dire’fine and one hive as compensation, are due for every hive 
in every instance of these, 
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As to a man who takes away settled bees from the Bur Jono- 
precinct where they are settled, by larceny and theft, — 
when it is found out against him, it shall not 
shelter him that he has a share in them; he pays 
in proportion until he has given what is lawfully 
due to the precinct from which they are taken 
away. 

It is on this bee-judgments have been based by 
the Feini, 

Settled bees, Le. bees that have taken possession of a lodging or place. 
A man who takes away, i.e. a man who takes them away with him from 
the place in which they are fixed. Larceny, ie. this is original theft. Theft, 

Le. hidden afterwards, It is found out, ie. if it be known respecting him. 

It shall not shelter him, i.e. it shall not shelter him from the payment 

of fines for theft, even though he should have a share in them or be the owner of 

them himself, and that he has made proclamation respecting them, if he bas taken 
them out without the knowledge of the owner of the land, or until he shall have 

made the just division of them. He pays, i.e he pays fines for theft at the 
same rate as if he had no share in them, and had not given notice. Until he 
has given, ie. until he has given his due to the owner of the land from which 
they have been taken away. 

It does not shelter him that he should have a share in them; 
restitution and full ‘dire’-fine for them all’ is the severity of the 
law in this case. But if leniency be allowed, he has full right to 
his own share, and he pays full ‘dire’-fine with the other man’s 
share ; or, according to others, he pays no ‘dire’-fine for his own 
share, and full ‘ dire’-fine with his neighbour's share, 
This is the case of a man who has discovered a find of bees, and 

fines for theft are due for them, because he did not give notice, for 
if he had given notice of his having found them he would get a 
finder’s share.* 

s For them all ; i.e. for all that he took away, for his own as well as for his 
neighbour's, 

4 A finder’s share.— The tract ends imperfect here. A fragment of a glossary on 
the subject of bees, supposed to be a part of the Senchus Mor, will be found in the 
appendix. For the mode of taking bees in distress, vide Ancient Laws of Ireland, 
vol. 2, p. 121, and for sundry regulations as to injuries done by and to bees, vide 
‘yo. 8 of the same work, pp. 433-489, 
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RIGHT OF WATER. 

Tuere is equal right to the water drawn through Rinror 
the tribe lands due to the lands out of which itis — 
drawn ; for thus the right of drawn water is adjusted® » 1: This is 
by the Feini. The land out of which it is drawn is 
entitled to have each first day (i.e. Monday) gratis in 
preference to" the other districts in general, for it is * tr.Beyona 
not known where the source of the water is, except that 
it is assumed to be the land from which it is drawn ; 
after this the remaining days are distributed over 
the three nearest lands ;' after this, the ‘ innfine’-land 
goes before the ‘deirbhfine “land, for in tribe lands 
the ‘innfine “land is the land in which it (the water) 
is detained in a pond; for the land in which it is 

detained is nobler with the Feini than the land out 
of which it is drawn, for it (the pond lot) is entitled 
to three days of gratuity in preference to" the other 
lands, like the custom of ‘foessam.’ For there is a 
‘foessam’ with the Feini that does not deserve but 
three ‘seds’ for his verbal engagement, on account 
of the difficulty of dissolving a verbal engagement by 
which, when perfected, anything was or was not left 
to them, except in the case of nine contracts* which are 
dissolved by the Feini, though it is said, these are 
they whom the tribe does not recognise. The tribe 
proclaims them because the many do not approve of 
them, for no ‘foessam’ is lawful which is not sup- 
ported by sureties of the tribe, and which is not 
proclaimed by the head of the tribe; for every contract 
is dissolved by the Feini which has not” surety of the: sis Withe 
tribe, 
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There is equal right, i.e. there is equality of right or inherent right due Rrenr or 
to the tribe in the water which is drawn, in right of the land over which it is WATER. 
drawn. For thusthe right is adjusted, i.e. for it is the equality of right — — 
or inherent right to the water that is drawn that is here treated of, according to the 
‘Fenechus’-law. Is entitled to, i.e. for itis this land that deserves to have the 

first day gratis (i.¢. by way of privilege) before the other lands in general. The force 
of ‘ gratis’ is that it is not obliged to cast lots. Each first day gratis, ie. it 

is entitled to every price first, i.e. it is gratis to it on account of the water being 

led from thence, or, the force of the ‘gratis’ ia, it is not necessary to dig for it. For 
it is not known, i.e. for it is not known where there is another source for the 

water except in the land out of which it is drawn, i.e. from the well. From 
which, i.e. it is from this particular thing the other days are distributed to the 

people of the three lands that are nearest to them, i.e. after giving a day to the 

well, After this, ie after giving Monday to the well. The ‘innfine’-land 

goes, i.e. before the ‘iarfine’-land, i.e. the pond. Before, i.e. before the lands 

or the land extending from the well to the pond. ‘Deirb-fine’-land, ie, the 
pond. For the ‘innfine’-land, ie. for after the likeness of the ‘ innfine’-lands 

to the ‘iarfine’-lands are the divisions of the tribe land with respect to the water. The 
land in which it is detained i.e. the landin which it is gathered, Le. the pond, 

the water. Is nobler, i.e. for the land in which it is gathered or detained is nobler 

according tothe Fenechus. Is detained, i.e. the pond. Than the land, ie. than 

the land over which it is drawn, i.e. the land extending from the well to the pond. 

For it is entitled to, i.e. forit is this that deserves to have three days gratis be- 
fore the other landsin general. The force of gratisis...' Like the custom o/f 
‘foesam,’ Le. like the custom of theadoptedson. For there is a‘foesam, 
Le. for there are adopted sons of which the ‘ Fenechus ’-law makes mention, and they: afr, He, 
do not deserve but three ‘seds,’ i.e. three cows, for proper security from kings 

and persons of the same grade with them, for the adopted sons of their ‘ gelfine’- 
division or ‘derbhfine ’-division in contravention of the tribe and of the increase 

of the old man’s property, ie. the ‘foesam ’ of a chieftain grade in contravention 

of the tribe and for the increase of the property. On account of, Le. because 

it is not easy not to fasten a thing upon the person to whom security is given 
properly by word of mouth. By which, ie. by which according as it was 

‘put. Without any thing, ie. without their leaving anything to their 

adopted sons. Which, i.e. according to that thing as it was put, ie. if in the 
writing.” Except nine contracts, i.e. all thecontracts which are dissolved, » Ir. Letter. 
Le. the contract of a bondman, the contract of a “manach "-person, the contract of 

a son whose father is alive, a nuptial-present to a harlot, the contract of an idiot with 

a sane person, the contract of a wife without her husband, a contract in the dark, a 
contract of drunkenness, a contract of fear. Though it is said, i.e. though they 

are mentioned. These are they, Le. theseare they which thetribe does not deem 

lawful to keep. The tribe proclaims, ie. the tribe truly proclaims them. 
Because, i.e. because the many insist that it is proper to dissolve them. For 

no ‘foesam’ is lawful, i.e. for we do not deem it lawful to take any adopted 

son outside unless sureties of the tribe are given with him that the price of 
maintenance will be given for him. Not proclaimed, ie. unless the head of the 

tribe proclaims him. For every contracé is dissolved, i.e. that no contract 

is made binding without security for it, according to the sense of the ‘ Fenechus’- 
law. ; : 

VOL, IV. P 
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Except seven noble contracts which it is not easy Riour or 
TATER. to dissolve, if they have been perfected; a gift to‘a — 

king, a gift to" a bishop,an offering for one’s soul, a gift * EM 
to" a poet, the reciprocal gifts of a father and his son, 

the mutual gifts of each husband and wife,' the thing 
which a chief gives to his tenant, i.e. the returnable 
‘sed’ or the overplus food stock,’or the proportionate 
stock for which he is supplied with provisions. ' 

The men of heaven and of the gospel of Christ 
are not excepted, for every pilgrim is bound to oppose 
them (the contracts) asif he himself had made them, 
or his word of wisdom had passed about it. 
Except, ie. but except the seven noble contracts, which it is not easy to dissolve. 

If they have been perfected, ie. if they have been actually made. An 
offering for one's soul, Le. whatone offers for his soul. A gift to a poet, 
Le, a gift which is given to the poet. These are lawful gifts. Mutual gifts, 
ie. the property mutually given between the son and the father as adjustments. 
Mutual gifts of each husband and wife, ie. the equality of noble gifts 
which is between the married couple, as adjustments. The returnable ‘aed,' 
i.e. the ‘sed’ which is given to be returned. Overplus food stock, i.e. the 
stock which is given for the increase, for tho excess of food and labour. The 
proportionate stock, ie. or the relieving fee of the stock for which the chief 
is,nobly supplied with food. 
Are not excepted, ie. no exception is made. The men of heaven, 

ie. the people belonging to heaven (churchmen). Is bound, ie. for every pilgrim 
is bound to oppose their security. As if he himself had made them, ic, 
as if he himself had made them, it is thus he is bound to levy although it is not 
told him. Had passed abont it, ie. as if their speech (‘Labpa') of 
wisdom (' crattsaroe ") was concerned about it, 

. Of the ‘cain’-law of each water which is drawn, 

according to the Feini. It is regulated according to 
the land out of which it is drawn, and that in 
which it is settled (ponded), For there are three 
‘cain’-laws which the ‘coarbs’ cannot alter’ if their 
fathers had consented to them in their time; the 
“cain ']aw of each water conducted, and the ‘cain’- 
law of the dam, and the “cain -law of the bridge ; 
for these are the three laws which the ‘coarbs’ can- 

3 Cannot alter, The words in brackets in the Irish are found on the left-hand 

margin of the MS., and appear to be another mode of expressing the statement in 
tho text. 

VOL, 1V, P2 
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mranap Damac aichip ocur renachaip te amrein 
neoch. Mad podmaicen, a mbicth pamlard co bnach, 

im Deola1d fa Los nach dligchin, a pein Opichemon. 

Cain cach wiper 1. pragad ín nace caimnpitin ano vo pein ind 
enecair. Enipopengan .1. mponemnigcen va tucc na feapano 
vapa Tapngyicen e 1. in copan- M cin .1. min 6vopancotmo. Ino- 
puopichen 4. mn tind, On acac .1. uain acav ceona puagia nav 
cufthgeo na comevarve opda vu cumyppuguo acc co cancan Luas vorb. 
Dianan vamat a nachap 1. via pada anata ocur a peanatanp 
ina poaroivin pia nam Cain cach uirce .t. quagad ino mc 

capnpdp ano. Cain inbip 4. progad int na conav, no prasad 
inneé bir ín inve bepa na copav. Cain opnochic .+ aga fn 
opoicio. Hin iche . vamp ip tao pin cpr ned: cpeabana na 
Mpatcuipeo na comeoaid onba. Dianan vamac 4. ma pabavo a 
nataip ocuy a peanacain ina poaroroin, ocur re boven. Te amrein 
1. 1ubmle ian tpebuipe fo, ocur ní fertan cia cana cet pacha pip. 
Mav poomaictoep .1. ina ned pin mavia pabav ina poaroroin neoe 
vleagan. O mbicth ramtaro 4. fercim no inopamgim gu nolegan 
a mbet arhland pin. 1m veotaind «1. So in aipgio. Ta tog a. pro 
Wo§ va bentan va cino. Nach otlischin 1. percim no inopasim gu 
novleagan a mbert arhlaro pin, va pep in Operteaman. - 

Ma pabar ina aroroin fin co TaIpNiZ anenam ap im feanand 
4. Copa ere, 1T a nil! Dosper o fein amad, ocur a mbeirt 
gmail cac puopad ian cnebuine. No ona, ceana, ir ne 
puvapta do pragarl pu ; ma pabar ima aicirim pe pe cpp, ir a 
noir o fen amac. Oct mam naib mac in cnear rear, vib ne 
Man aen pe atain ina aiTiTin, ina ecoonac, ocur ma po bar, noéo 
ba vilear 100 Dogper no co naib im comac pin fna aren 1an 
viaccain ceille codnarg. 

'OU5gío cach comaithech Dianaile cmd1DIN urce 
chaipidine tap a cpuch, ineoch ma focpechthen, po 
purdiged a fochnaicrde fon reosc Deich rcnebul Dapr 
cach mbpug Do taet neoch. Ma?d eacam, gent sada 
acht Lechgabail de, Dipenapnin chnuch ro. Mad ainmin 
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not change, if their fathers and grandfathers had Riomr or 
ATER. 

consented to them for a time. If they have been so — 
acknowledged, it is right thattheyshould remain'so for sn. Be. 
ever, gratis or for payment, according to the Brehon. 

Of the ‘cain’-law of each water, ie. the rule of the water which is drawn, 
according to the ‘Fenechus’-law. It is regulated, ie. it is proportioned on 

the people of the land over which it is drawn, ie. the well. The land, ie. 

the extent from the well to the pond. It is settled, i.e. the pond. For 

there are, i.e. for there are three rules which the heirs to the land> canndt 0 A Reapers 

change, so as that value is given them. If their fathers had consented, of the 

i.e., if their father and grandfather were in acknowledgment of it in their time. 

The ‘cain’-law of each water, ie. the rule of the water which is drawn. 

The ‘cain’-law of the weir, Le. therule of the river-mouth or of the weir, or the 

rule of the thing which is on the top of thestake of the weir. The ‘cain’-law of 

the brid ge, ie. the rule of the bridge. For these are, ie. for these are the 
three secure things, which the land-heirs> cannot set aside. If thetr fathers 

consented, ie. if their fathers and grandfathers were in full acknowledgment, 
so shall they themselves. For a time, ie. this is a lapse of time after security, 
and it ia not known what ‘cain’-laws should be first applied toit. If they 

have been so acknowledged, ie. if these things have been acknowledged, 

it is right, dc. They should remain so, ie. I maintain or insist that it is 
right to have them so. Gratis, i.e., though for nothing. Or for payment, 

i.e. or whether price is given for them. It is right, i.e I maintain or insist 

that it is lawful that they should remain so, according to the Brehon. 

If these were recognised until the completion of their erection 

on the land, ie. a fishing weir, éc., they are lawful ever after 
from that out, and they shall be like every prescriptive right after 

security has ceased. Or else, according to others, they are to be 
regulated according to the period of prescription ; if they were 
recognised during the lives of three persons, they are lawful from 
that forth. But if the son of the third man did not acknowledge 
them jointly with his father, he being an infant, and in case he was 
so, they shall not be lawful until he shall have acknowledged them 
for the same period after he has come to the age of reason." © The sense 

of a sensible 

Every cotenant is bound to permit the other (co- ds. 
tenants) to conduct drawn water across his border, and 
if it be purchased, its price is fixed to a ‘sed’ worth 
ten ‘screpalls’ for every farm over which it is carried. 
If it be arable land, though it (the water) should pass 
through only half a step of it, it shall be paid for after 
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214 Cobmurp tires. 

tmonpu, ip lec pec inna Log pide, alante tp ta cacha. 

cine Do cet OLegan ape. 

Qrare .111. ripe La pemne cap nach appa Dowpceschan 
uirce, neme cille, no Duin. no a@ Margen Ipc. 

Qrare au tipe ale la reme na Olegur pochpance, 
nach acherpom Dipnenat curoroin mprua: TP mrp 

cnrdle marlenn, co Tabu TOpAd : Tred oc na ba apes an 

Od ros OO TaTPUVAITheN petcoe, co mde ENC! SS: EPA 

ru: clad tar pup conrolina cola wens. 

Daagre oak opmarhach o sled ont spmortwal we Seis wage: 
Gre ean Terme oe WER ID PA OIRD = ADH ape pn mh way “hue 
yh th Depa n macpanbeun, whes On woe o Papo nN pew om DUL oil 
Dep. rea h 5 mh pe mame meneame £ Sap oT peu Lope co 
Wd WHTA TUES fr Ory ennan oper opp emo. Ae yarrow 
D. TOM he SHANNEN. ND PETE? o nOpBU Loe pee pop per x. 

werehald note acai: nome cer pe. TU gh ron puiirm 5. yp aD 
wawn. Sen pada 5. sein So soho pe oft Lagtimuhol ne .n. 1m 
OOPOBSMNE TIE Hb RIFOREITHHÓE TREO, BIT NO PCR Ho 2009 nwt 
stepne. Cope non a. THAR £ por tpn pas. Aon crot, a.m 
atinaturh. Vr Let mer a. 2p. porihaihi ma ME pre 5. Sat no trast yope- 

wht. lies o.sne otis. op Le She PROUD EO IST PE aT 
Spe th Bah wy Oyatrpsyr maitre. 

Karen creck pepe a. nap net ape wr carpe: no Sapa. Shenmer 
we 5. mm RE. We wat a. dan vetnim pe Bo mogeMm os 

gear onihter fer amnug; ne och. ne mm. 

Wa wleper ax no TU. newer loge wok. Wack ovhanypom 
30. HT “NU TET EST HNN] APPT TMP RLATP “FURIE ITY Yy a. 

away TT £ cacnna nt hap of Bi Jee qeaon per 16£. Gm mrp 
TU MIST ó. BRCen maribirre. 2c TAT OVD is. TRAD “Spa. 

Qe Thuig Townes a. pr zwiharp © Byers w. 'uree - ge SUG 

a). RUPE. £iPRl. or re bo ens. ó. TRIDh TI SC be appes. ue egy 
Set srr pop. AO Ho oO ND is. So NE PN is. T1”. WB wea 

. Buan, ie eer om wetting Bk wet: te & Brit & Bk tO 
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this manner. But if it be unprofitable* land, half a Rion or 
‘sed’ is its price, otherwise it is a day at the mill for 
every land over which it passes that is due for it. 

There are three lands, according to the Feini, over 
which it is not easy to conduct water, the ‘nemed ’- 
land of a church, or of a “dun “fort, or in the precinct 
of a fair-green. 

There are three other lands, according to the Feini, 
which are not entitled to price, and for which nothing 
is paid for conducting water through them; land 
on which a mill stands, so that it yields produce; 
a house which has not water to serve it until 
it is led to it, so as that it has water to serve 
it; a trench which is empty until floods of water 
fill it. 

Every co-tenant is bound, ie. every person is bound to allow his 

co-tenant to draw the water which is required to be drawn across the land; and 
this is the second instance in the ‘Berla’-speech, where the law commands a 

person to sell his land though he should not like to do so. If it be purchased, 

i.e. if this be purchased for the price which is prescribed according to law, it must 

then be sold for the lawful price. Is fixed, ie. I maintain or insist that its price is 

fixed to a ‘sed’ worth ten ‘screpalls’ for every land over which it passes. If it 

be arable land, ie. it is then it is so. Though it should pass, Le. 

though it should pass but across half a step of it, i.e. the step of a foot and a quarter 

of a foot, for the lawful step is two feet and a half. It shall be paid for, i.e. 

it is paid for after this manner. If unprofitable, i.e. if not arable land. It 

is half a ‘sed,’ i.e. of which the value is five ‘screpalls,’ i.e, half the ten 

‘screpalls.’ Otherwise, Le. another version, it is a day for every land across 

which it passes that is due for it when it is a rotation! of a mill. 

Over which it is not easy, i.e. over which it is not easy to draw the 
water. The ‘nemed’-land of achurch, ie. the cemetery. Or of a ‘dun’- 

fort, i.e. the area of the ‘dun’-fort of a king. Or in a precinct, ie. the 

delightful, or pleasant, or agreeable land of the fair. 

Are not entitled, ie. which are not entitled to fair price of value. For 

which, i.e, I maintain or insist that it is these that purchase what passes across 

them, and the purchase-price which they give for it is to let it (the water) pass over 

them without any price. Land on which a mill stands, i.e. the head of a 
mill, so that it yields its produce, i.e. much water. So that it yields produce, 
i.e. go that it yields its produce for letting the water be conducted to it, i.e, of fish. 

A house which has not water, i.e. a house to which no water flowed before 

to serve it nobly. To serve it, i.e. until then, Le. land in which there is a mill 

a Ir. Rough, 

” 



216 Cosbnir types. 

Ricur of can woe co capngichen peda reno vo. Co caipronichen -+ co 
Waren. capngcepn peatae. Comb: sigcs .1. conad he in tanya pm ropnar 1. 

Clan big far .1. com mra anv. Con10tina-s co bnanviman mya 6. 

Occ Ula vec comlana tym 1 cuain, muilnn. Laan vo cobon, 

mame vo lind, ceva tf vanoain vo faepab, oenvroen ocer 

Tatanno vo picnam. aon achenpac vo Ls, map o Cobon. 

50 Umd, cedain ocur vanoam vo faenab, oenvreen ocur 

fatapnd vo pcnam. Laan vo Uno, maz o Um fry, cevain 

ocur vandain vo faepab, oenvrven ocur fatapnd vo ptcnam. 

in can ir cuamr pin. tn can ip log rmonna, ir popabanld pon 
cobon, ocur a vet o Cobon gu Lind, ocur vere pepubantd cher ron 

Und, ocur a vet o Umd FITZ, CONAD Tp Ficro Fopeabald mile rm, 
Mad eatam ; mad aneacam 17 a Leat 1. a. poprbanld pon cobop, occur 

a .u. o tobop gu Lind, ocur a u. vex fon Lind, ocur a -u. o Vind 

TIT. Conad -x. poprbantd piced mile ym. 
Cró fovena contd cucnuma fon na feananvaib in cam 17 

Cuaig, Semmota Lind, ocur noCu cucpuma oppa m can tr LOZ. 

tr em pat fovena, a posta cupgad veanamb na feanand in 

cuamt va biad vob, no in log, ocer TT 1 noga puspavan 
cuamr: Tuan va tip OCUT SUT na heapnailsd drove male qua, 
occur cpian vo eladam fam, occur Can vo bird ocsy DO 

bopbpicnum .1. a .u.eb coctan ve. 

Laan vo toban, coparh non, 

In mame ina Diard Don Und, 

Ceoain vanvain, vail in nasc 

CC rubair va na paepaib. 

Cine agur patapro, peo nglan, 
Tread po rary a ¢pucnam, 

trim, pe gu mbail, 
(I curo com van cecfeatomafn. 

Laan ager mm, meabamp mbinn, 
“Oo na trpuib gur un Lino, 
QMsur o ta in Um amat, 
Wp copa a natepach. 

1 Eighteen days. This commentary and the verses following it are found on the 
top and bottom margins of page 26 ef the MS. H. 2, 15. (T.C.D.) 
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without water until it is conducted to it for its good. Until it is led to it, RIGHT or 
ie. until it is drawn past it. That it has water, i.e that it is that water "WATER. 
which serves it. A trench which is empty, ie without water in it. Until 
filled, ie. until much water fills it. 

Kighteen days' complete are in the rotation at the mill. 
Monday sa due to the well,” Tuesday to the pond, Wednesday and 

Thursday to the artisans, Friday and Saturday to attendance. 
The next Monday sa due to the pond, Tuesday from the well to 
the pond, Wednesday and Thursday to the artisans, Friday and 
Saturday to attendance. Monday ts due to the pond, Tuesday from 
the pond downwards, Wednesday and Thursday to the artisans, 
Friday and Saturday to attendance. This is when it is rotation. 
But when it is a case of price, it is ten ‘screpalls’ that are charged 
on the well, and ten on the land from the well to the pond, and 
thirty ‘ screpalls ’ on the pond, and ten on the land-pond downwards, 
all which amount to sixty ‘screpalls,’ if it be arable land ; if it be 
not arable land it is one-half of this, i.e. five ‘ screpalls’ on the well, 
and five from the well to the pond, and fifteen on the pond, and five 
from the pond downwards, all which amount to thirty ‘ screpalls.’ 

What is the reason that it is equal amount that is upon the 

lands when it is a rotation, excepting the pond, and that it is not 
equal amount when it is price (i.e. money that 1s paid)? The 
reason is, the men of the lands got their choice whether they 
would have rotation, or pay price, and the choice they took was 
rotation : one-third goes to the land and the things which belong to 
it, and one-third to the science of the artisans, and one-third to food 

and to rude labour, ie. a sixth to each." 

Monday to the well, a pleasant deed, 

Tuesday following to the pond, 
Wednesday, Thursday, prosperous assignment, 
Are given to the artisans ; 
Friday and Saturday, fine the arrangement, 
Are assigned to the attendance, 
This is the peaceable ordering, 
The proper distribution of the first week. 

Monday and Tuesday, sweet remembrance, 

To the lands as far as the pond, 
And from tho pond out, 

A. difforont ono docs not occur. 

# To the well. Were, and throughout this commentary, tho definite article is used 
in the translation several times where It is not in the Irish. 

3 A sixth to each. Tho Irish has a fifth, which scems plainly wrong. 



218 Coibmiur tire. 

Cevain, vapoain, Dingnaib ngat, 
ir 1n ceccmain feo DO ucnam, 

Ceine, Satapno, pluind 50 La, 

Do faenard anf fru. 

In cnear feaccmain nacé init, 

CGuc Luan agur maint va Und; 

Cevain, vapoain, ni vaep clu, 

Tabain von caen in cun, ru; 

Qeine agur pavapnn, pip. NZnad, 
‘Do puénam a nervenac. 

Occ Lat DEF DIFpary val, 
ir: pin in cum camtan. 

Ben ber muitend fon a ble ; 
Ranvap amail po panoad, 

C compoino tr amtard reo, 

Manf pecarc an feovo. 

Circ gu nig sac mbeatard mbi, 
Mac von ínsín Cabnards 
St Coarm, wanda in plaags 

Recprord urls in noen Luan. 

Cro po vepa Eo furled tp xx. 1c popeball vo occ na feanand 

oo Leqonad fund, ocur maya muilend cumare tpi mbo na 

fagand act pamarys cona Los 1 Laim in bunard? Se m fat, va 
oaemib na peanand va leaopad anv va benan a nos mm- 

€umpr muilind va bepcapn vo1b, no niac na popubant ; ocur maya 

thon Leoram na venad muilend an feanand mod im eile. 

Occ Ua véc comlana 1p in cuampr .1. Luan anryeach vo 

chopur, mame vo Linn, cevain ocur vapvarn vo faepad, am- 

orom ocur reachann bo Frucphnam. Laan OCU Mane vo Chamrom 

o Unm co Copun ocur o muilmm Ti. Ceummn ocar vanvam vo 

FRucZnam, an ocur puthann vo tyaep, Luan ocur marg vo 
Unni, ceomn ocur vapvam vo yaen, am ocer rachann vo 

fricsnam. Torrach coanra m fo vo prong; Lon vo coban 

ocur mame vo Unni, cevam OCur vaNva CO FUep, am ocar 
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Wednesday, Thursday, of wonderful work, 

In this week go to attendance ; 
Friday and Saturday, of mention least, 

To the artisans who superintend. 

The third week for every work, 
Monday and Tuesday are given to the pond ; 

Wednesday and Thursday, not slavish their fame, 
Give the artisan this turn ; 

Friday and Saturday, constant custom, 
To attendance, give the last. 

Eighteen days of fervid work, 
This is the extent of the entire rotation, 

Without mill-tribute for its grinding ; 
It is distributed as it was above distributed, 

The distribution is thus, 

Unless they sell it for ‘ seds.’ 

To Christ, who has power over every living life, 

The son of the Hebrew Virgin, 
The race of Adam, numerous the host, 

Shall all come on one Monday. 

What is the reason that there are sixty ‘screpalls’ due to the people 

whose lands were cut up in this instance; and if it be a mill worth 
a ‘cumhal’ of three cows, that it gets only a ‘ samhaisc’-heifer with 
its value into the hand of the owner? The reason is, the people 
whose lands were cut up in this instance are given their choice of 
having the rotation at the mill, or the ‘screpalls’; and if they deem 
it too much, let them not make a mill on the other man’s land. 

Eighteen entire days is the extent of rotation, i.e. Monday first 
to the well, Tuesday to the pond, Wednesday and Thursday to 
the artisans, Friday and Saturday to attendance. Monday and 
Tuesday are for the embankment extending from the pond to the 
well, and from the mill downwards. Wednesday and Thursday go 
to attendance, Friday and Saturday to the artisan, Monday and 
Tuesday to the pond, Wednesday and Thursday to the artisan, 

Friday and Saturday to attendance. The commencement of the 

second rotation here again : Monday is due to the well, and Tuesday 
to the pond, Wednesday and Thursday to the artisan, Friday and 
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fathapn vo gpmirgnam. “Oa ia v0 cach ae a reaccmain, a it. 
acorcngip do caéa, a uf Dia xx. 16 ardée, oft La caé ae DIA MIP .1. 

a cetaip vo Linn, a D0 Do Thopup, a Do TaIpDIN 1 coiccinní TIP. 
Unni ocur copup, ocur o muitind pip. Conpoolarroe ecuppu 

uile. 

O(caic un. clard la peine na Dipenaicep cindiD 

cia pobdaizep (níb, ap adgepad cach D1 chnebaine 
neoch mani Denva purdler de. Clad dune, clad cille, 

clad fipc, clad upc! carprone, clad Linne muilin, 

clad pocatg mona, clad bit 1m Dpotchec; ap otha 

puroia hicoro cach cinard a clad 01 cacha nime Do 

mona nech tna tip, Do neoch poppor ocur Do Lina cola, 

ape cogaipead cacha cpebuipe mana po pamargcea 
na po Tire po huirce, cenmota na .utt. clard 
reo. If pop rund po purdiged coibniur uirce caIprone 
la feine. 

Ceare un. clare, 4. car iu. clurs va naipnervend in peneóar- 
ocup noco neinnicen eric ra cincmib. Cra pobvarten a. cia no batt 
fneb. Op aogena a. uain va ungainped a cpebaipe im gaé noun 
mani purvister na nerd eo a ponvilp. Clad oune a. in Tug a. 00 
michep im oun na plata va vaingniugun. Clav cille a. in poles. 
Clav Pine. inn oenair a. cro innoligen To uile, plan. Clav upcr 
Caimrone. «1. clo nv wiper capngicen anv cum ín muilind, in can aca 

1 They all divide these between them. Dr. O'Donovan remarks on this; “ When- 
ever a mill was to be erected for the use of neighbours, it was left to the option 
of the persons concerned (who were generally the inhabitants of the three nearest 
lands), whether they would all join in constructing the works and conducting the 
water thereunto, or let all be done by one man, who was to pay his neighbours for 
conducting the water through their lands. If the neighbours had assisted in 
forming the mill-pond, mill-race, and other works, they were entitled to certain 
days’ grinding at the mill, according to their respective positions on the land 
through which the water was conducted. They were technically distinguished, 
like the different branches of the family of a chieftain, by the terms ‘gelfine,’ 
‘dorbhfine,’ ‘iarfine’ and ‘innfine.’ The ‘gelfine’ were those in whose lands the 
source of the water was (which source was not always the actual fountain of the 
stream, but the point at which the water was turned off for the use of the mill; 
the ‘ derbhfine’ were those who dwelt on both sides of the mill-leat or embankment 
extending from the well er point where the water was turned off to the pond; the 
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Saturday to attendance. Two days to each in the week, four in Btour or 
a fortnight to each ; six in twenty nights, eight days to each in a WATER. 
month, i.e. four to the pond, two to the well, two to the embank- 

ment between the pond and the well, and from the mill down- 
wards. They all divide these between them.! 

There are seven ditches, according to the Feini, the 
injuries done by which are not paid for (though such 
should be done by them), for every person shall be 
corrected by his surety unless they have been made 
free; the ditch of a ‘dun’-fort, the ditch of a ‘ cill’- 
church, the ditch of a fair-green, the ditch of a mill- 

race, the embankment of a mill-pond, the ditch of a 
turf bog, a ditch which is at a bridge; for from this 
out each one pays for the injury sued for or caused by 
each ditch which one has made in his land, to him 
who has sustained the injury, for every surety shall 
be sued unless these exemptions have beenestablished 
as regards water, except these seven ditches. It was 
thus that the common right to conducting water was 
established by the Feini. 

There are seven ditches, i.e. there are seven ditches which are mentioned by 
the ‘Fenechus'-law for the injuries of which no ‘eric’-fine is paid. Though 

such should be done, i.e. though such have taken place. Shall be cor- 

rected, i.e. for his surety would forbid every man, unless these things had been 

established asexemption. The ditch of a ‘dun’-fort, i.e, of the king, i.e. which 

is made around the ‘dun’-fort of the chieftain to fortify it. The ditch of a 

‘cill’-church, ie. the cemetery. The ditch of a fair-green, Le. of the fair. 

Though all these are illegal, they are exempted. The ditch of a mill-race 

‘iarfine’ were those around the pond; the innfine were those who resided on both 

sides of the stream below the mill, until it flows out of the land of the parties 
concerned, Each of the parties through whose lands the water was conducted was 

entitled to certain days’ work at the mill in their turn, according to the above 

classification; but if they did not choose to be paid by the work of the mill in 

grinding their corn, the owner of the mill paid them to the amount of sixty 
‘screpalls’ to indemnify them for the injury done their lands by the channel and 

embankments necessary to conduct the water tothe mill. The price was paid to 

each in proportion to the value of his land, for the commentator says that ten 

‘screpalls' were paid for arable land, even if the water had been conducted only 
over a foot and a quarter of it. The mill was of such importance to the neizh- 
bours, that none of them could prevent the conducting of the water to it when 
the price was offered. 
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Rreur or ina vliged. Opn a corccinne na clad ya gu nat ua cin EI FOR a 
Warts. wgennmb; no If VENTA 10d aN Nap cind upoaIn cinned venrha; ocur 
"MA Va frlona vuini 100 man ip Dligteata connainig, if venca oipant tcro. 

Clad potarg «1. in claro ar acaban poobadt na mona .1. na cuireóa .1. oc 
na bi fopcongnan, no mcbele. Clav bir im opoichet .t. clao bir 
Um pe ceand in oportiv. Opn ocha purvia.1.o ta inna eada iin 
fmaé 1cand cinard a clad vo cad ni anmarniger Te ina tin vo neo’ tir 
co moliged. “Os: cacha nime.1. va ni neat ina feapans. Do neoch 
FORO! 1. vo-neoch pir a pinfuaccnagend ye .1. 93 neoch Umar mao 
myc. Une cogaipnean 1. po honvaiged im cacha tnebaine, mana fam - 
agchea na hepnarte ro vo po vile. 
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i.e. the ditch of the water which is drawn to the mill, when it is in its lawful Rronr or 
condition. In consequence of the general nature of these embankments, it is not Warns. 
easy to sue their lords for trespasses; or they are erections concerning the con- 

struction of which authors have laid down no defined mode of construction ;'! and 

if a man has made them as lawfully as he was able, they are lawful erections. 
The ditch of a turf bog, ie the ditch out of which the sods of turf are 

taken, i.e. the pits, i.e. at which there is no warning notice of danger. The ditch 

at a bridge, i.e. a ditch which is close to the head of the bridge. For from 

this out, ie. from these particular things out he shall pay fine for every injury 
caused by every ditch in his land whieh is unlawfully made. By each ditch, 
i.e. which one makes in his land. Who has sustained injury, ie. to the 

person who has been truly injured by it, ie. who has been overwhelmed with 
water. For every surety, i.e. it was ordered upon every surety, unless these 

things were established as immunities. 

' Have decided nothing. Or it may mean, ‘‘have left nothing decisive in their 
writings as to the construction of them.” 

oar 
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Pasomcre Ro dar cuncomnas fen nenenn a pliad fuait, no cule, 

a mais ones .1. a neppoic ocur a nollamain, ocur a 

plota, ocur pilid1, ocur a putts, ocur a peanopi. Ocur 

no meramnais ipin Dail pin maigin fet DO Fac Had 

ITIP. gnó ecaily: ocur cuatti; ocur po repibad ag 
repaib epenn a car mop na ean ani To ; ocur if Tó 
eiive .1. boaine Laie innpaic, mear a Óísona .1. pro 

meiparmnnars margin Digona cac spa. 

In cnaippeac, Da Donn Des 171. a hianann ocur an 
baile a negantapn a hadane ruinne a pocain .1. a hup- 

tann. Ocur an cuncan, cuiner uada an doaine 01 FIN 
ocur dé Na TPUIF! a n'Donur a cIs!, ocur ari pin marsin 
Di5ona in doaine um a fetaib; ocur a Oa cucnuma Don 
aipedera ; ocur a DublLad fin Do Fac Fad 6 Trin ruar 
$0 fi Tuac .1. cetpe huncamp ocur cpu picie Do ní cthuac. 
Ocur rfurín raice meipamnargcap na hupcaip ro Do SC 
maizin Disona. Ocur if ar Do Leist “4 ar a ninac a 
ngnacdarr [bert] ana pursi Doser. 

Ri pumpec; acaprde b10 pga 1. pi curcrd, ocur pi 
enenn, an aipac po pore a poop. pide fop. Zac Lert, ocur 

bhi Inviolable precinct.—' "Dig uin ''and ‘matgin vigona’ seem to mean the same 
ing. 
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There was a meeting of the men of Erin at Sliabh pascwcre, 
Fuaid, or Cuilt, in Magh Bregh, i.e. their bishops, “” 
and their “ollamhs, and their chieftains, and their 
poets, and their sages (literary doctors), and their 
seniors. And at that meeting there was ordained a 
precinct of ‘seds’ for every grade, both church grades 
and lay grades ; and this was written by the men of 
Erin in the great ‘Cas’ of the ancients (i.e. the Senchus 
Mór); and this is it, ie. as-to a worthy lay ‘bo-aire’- 
chief, the estimation of his inviolable precinct,’ i.e. the 

inviolable precinct of each grade was estimated as 
follows :— 

The spear” measures twelve fists between its iron 
head and the place where the horn is put upon 
its extremity, i.e. the extremity of its handle. Now*st. dnd. 
the shot of this which the ‘ bo-aire “chief casts as he 
sits in the door of his house is the extent of the 
inviolable precinct of the ‘bo-aire “chief respecting 
his ‘seds’; and the ‘ aire-desa’-chief has twice this 
extent ; and every grade from that up to the king of 
a territory has double it, i.e. the king of a territory 
has sixty-four shots as the extent of his inviolable 
precinct. And itis by the ‘green’ these shots are 
measured for every inviolable precinct ; and where 
they (the shots) are discharged from is, from the place 
where they (the parties) constantly sit. 
A king of kings; it is he that has kings, ie. 

the king of a province, and the king of Erin, and 
also the ‘ coarb’ of Patrick; as far as their ‘scor’-lands*® 

a The spear—Cnarppech’ in other passages would appear to mean some sort 
of sledge or hammer. 

+ 8cor-lands.—' Scor ' is glossed ‘ mors". ‘ Clucan'; that is, a plain, a meadow. 
Vor. IV, Q2 
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extend on every side, that is their inviolable pre- Parcrvors. 
cinct. And so also it is for the church grades,and those “” 
of wisdom, and the poets, but a pure church has 
double, both as" penance and ‘eric’-fine, though iter 2 Bee 
has not double the extent of precinct. 

Or another version; one thousand paces is the eatent 

of the precinct of a saint, or a bishop, or a hermit, or 

a pilgrim, if it be in the plain, and two thousand 
paces for the precinct of every noble cathedral.' The 
inviolable precinct of the ecclesiastical grades is 
greater when they demand law respecting seven 
‘cumhals’ being due to them, i.e. the difference of 
honor-price which exists between the bishop and the 
ecclesiastical grades that are under him, is the 
difference that shall be between them as regards 
precinct. 

Impotency, ignorance, inadvertence, do not increase 
the ‘ dire “fine beyond ‘ faoth forais.” 
What is knowledge, and what is ignorance, and 

what is difficulty, and what is compensation, and what 
is exempt, respecting the protection ? 
Answer—Knowledge means” to know that he is"n.n. 

under protection, and to know that law was offered 
by him, and to take Ais cattle in the shape of that 
very man’s cattle And ignorance means" to take 
them in the shape of cattle which were not under 
protection. Anddifficultymeans*when he was not able 
to take the cattle of the culprit which were not under 
protection until he took cattle which were under 
protection. And compensation means” when he took 
them in the shape of his own cattle.* And the case of 
exemption arises’ when it is a case of ignorance, or “i. J. 

forcible violation, or unlawful protection, 
If the persons who are under protection have taken 

other persons to them under protection, and if it is 
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on their own account they afford the protection, it is Parorers. 
lawful to violate it, as this rule states: “Sanctuary of ~— 
sanctuary; one pilgrim does not protect another; no 
one is entitled to fines for the violation of the protec- 
tion of his hired soldiers. 

If it is on account of him under whose protection 
he is he affords the protection, it is half honor-price 
that is due to him for the violation of it; and it is half 
honor-price that is due to him for the violation of pro- 
tection in case of his first wife and his son under his 
control,’ and a third of honor-price for the violation 
of it in the case of his emancipated son, and of every 

person of his family in the same house. 
And it was not he (the owner of the precinct) that 

ordered them to afford the protection in this case,and 
if it was, he would have full honor-price for them. - 

If any one of his people pleaded his protection in 
his absence; if he be a person who has no expecta- 
tion of separation from him, it is one-third of honor- 
price that is due to the king for violation in his case, 
and he shall have nothing himself for the violation 
of his protection. 
What is the reason that there is nothing due to him 

for the violating of the protection of his hired soldier, 
respecting his protection in his absence in such case," «1: Here 
and because he is a man of his family, and that he 
has one-third of honor-price in the extent of .the 
‘Fenechus’ law for violating the protection of his son 
and every one of his family in his absence? 

The reason is; They are people who are not likely. 
to go away from him except by necessity ; itis for this 
reason that a fine’ is due to him for violating them.* "r. 

The reason that nothing is due to him for violating “ 
protection in case ofahired soldier is, because it islikely 
that he will go away from him without necessity. 

The person who carried the culprit away from the 
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altar, after the terms (specified times), without offer 
of law, is exempt," because he could not expect to find 
him in any other place. 
What is protection as to reciprocal rights? ie., 

because there is no protection without offer of law,ie. 
offer of law with regard to plunderings and wounds 
and blood-sheddings and protection, et alia similia. 

Seven ‘cumhals’ of ‘smacht’-fine, and full honor- 
price are due to the nobles for killing one under 
their protection, and half to the plebeians; and the 
pledge for the body-fine shall be placed in the hand 
of the protector.” 

Fee 

rns eT ie 

a 
emption, 

For all wounds, from a death wound to a white “" 
blow, including the death wound, but not including 
the white blow, half his own ‘ smacht’-fine is due to 
the protector,” according to the nature of plebeian or 
noble; and the proportion of his own honor-price, 
which is due to the person upon whom the wound or 
the injury was inflicted, according to its nature of 
thrust or cut, is the proportion of his own honor- 
price which will be due to the protector’ for it, And 
there is no difference of thrust or cut in the protec- 
tion with respect to the “smacht fine. 
What shall be due for the arresting by means 

of cutting (wounding) 4 
The fourth of honor-price to the nobles, and half 

honor-price to the plebeians, and compensation. 
What shall be for the life-wound through cutting? 

If it be a noble that is under the protection of a 
plebeian, or a plebeian under the protection of a 
noble, two-thirds of their own honor-price' are due 
to the nobles, and half their own honor-price to the 
plebeians, and a restoration of the ‘seds’ which were 
given on account of the protection in each instance 
of them. If it be the case of a plebeian under the 
protection of a plebeian, full honor-price is due to each, 
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What shall be the amount of honor-price for the Paromors. 
life-wound of a man of equal dignity who is in subjec- 
tion to any person? Le. whatever be the proportion 
which is due to the person upon whom the wound was 
inflicted, it is the same proportion of his own honour- 
price that is due to the protector for the inflicting of a 
wound upon the person under his protection. 

His divisions of honoscptios, in “urrudhus -law, if 
it be a wound by thrusting in “cain -law.' . , 

The “running” of “cairde “law, and of the law of 
sanctuary is to thrice nine persons, i.e, seven ‘cumhals’ 
for every hand as far as thrice nine persons, 

The “running” of ‘ cairde’-law, i.e. a ‘cumhal’ for 
every hand as far as thrice nine persons in the law of 
sanctuary, i.e, for violation to a person" in regard of ts. His “Ir. His 
his protection. 

The « running” of the compensation is as far as five 
persons, and the track of a host, i.e. the fine of the 
track of an army is here in the law of sanctuary, and 
for arson, and it is not in ‘cain’-law, or in “cairde “law. 

The church protects sinners," so that they come * Ir. 4 sin 
out of it free or bond, as they entered it, for although,?"” 

ie, it shelters the trespassers, or the sinners are 
sheltered in the church until they come out of it, so 

that fines are accepted from them where death was 
deserved, i.e. it is safe for her (the church) to protect 
before the terms (specified times) without offer of law 
in either of them, and to protect after the terms with 
offer of law and to protect against death and unjust 
fines always. And she is exempt for entertaining and 
advising at all times, 

As to the escorting and protecting, however, after the 
terms without offering law, and the going out for the 
culprits (assuming their place?), fines for protectingare™ 
recoverable from the church in each case of these. And 
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the persons whom it is safe for the church to let pascwom, 
escape, i.e. are persons of whom nothing is due. ~~ 
Or, according to others, it is pilgrims of the church she 
lets escape, and their crime is not upon the people of 
the church. Or indeed, according to others, it is 
alone they come to the church, and alone they go 
away, and that is safe for the church, for the chief- 
tain grades are bound to entertain without asking 
questions, but the ‘ Feini’ grades are not bound. 

It refuses not shelter against death, i.e. it de- 
nies not, or it refuses not to shelter one against death, 
and from unlawful claims for debts so far as to offer to 
pay the debts when death is deserved. 

Unless demand comes, and there is no refection, 
(unless more than one night is allowed as an exception 
to the church), where death is demanded of the laity, 
debts are accepted from the church, and if it be a case 
where debts would be accepted from the laity, the 
church is exempt. 

A man of art, if a professor, cannot be surety for a 

pupil, unless he has fed him, or unless he has in- 
structed him as long as a, lecturer, i.e. the man who 
exercises the art, if he be a ‘feigh-athair’ (‘the father 
of sharp art’), science, or teaching, or ‘ the fatherof art, 
or science.’ And they do not sustain the liabilities of 
the sons who are learning their art with them, i.e. 
the service of a ‘ fuidhir’-tenant or a ‘ daer’-tenant is 
due from them during the term of the learning’, And 

if these are the sons of native freemen, or, if they be 
taught the art for God’s sake (ve. gratis), their 
tutors shall not pay for their crimes ; but when it is 
for a fee they are taught the art, their tutors shall 
pay’ for their crimes. 

* Their tutors shall pay. Before the word “iconc," in the MS, a few words 
occur which aro very dim and seem to yield no intelligible meaning. 
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OF THE JUDGMENT OF EVERY CRIME 
WHICH EVERY CRIMINAL COMMITS, 
DOWN HERE. 

How many divisions are there of* the crimes of Or evan 
every criminal ? 

Answer—Seven. 
Which are they' upon himself? If he absconds, 

if he has absconded, it goes upon his chattels, of living 
chattels or of dead chattels. As to him who has them 
not, his crime goes upon his father. It is in the case 
of him who has nota father that his crime goes upon 
his brother, and his ‘ deirbhfhine “-relations. If they 
have absconded so that they cannot be caught, his 
crime goes upon his chief, It is in this case, if he has 
not a chief, that his crime is upon his bed, raiment, 
and food. It is then, if his bed cannot be found, that 
his crime is to be upon the king. It is from this is 
said, “‘ Every headless man (i.e. without a chief) to 
the king,” as the ‘Fenechus’law says, of the inci- 
dence” of the crime of every criminal. bin Jour- 

How many divisions, Le how many are they upon whom the ‘erie'-fine Cl 
for the crime of the criminal is put, ie. the ‘eric’-fine for his crimes. If he 
absconds, Le. if he absconds without paying. If he has absconded, it 
goes upon his chattels, ie. both land and chattels 0 him who 
has them not, ie. if he has them not here even. His crime goes upon 
his father, ie. when he has no son; for if there was a son, it is upon him 
it (the crime) should go before it went upon the father. For there is in the ‘Coir 
Feine’-law,? “As long as there is a family before him, it is not backwards he sues.” 
It isin the case of him who has not a father, i.e. if there be not a father 
there, Upon his brother, i.e. upon his real brother. His ‘deirbhfine’- 
relations,? ie. upon his ‘gelfine’-relations, when there is no brother. Upon 

1 Derbhfine-relations. For an explanation of this, and ‘ geilfing,’ ‘iarfine/ &c., 
vide 0. 984, et seq., and n. p. 220, supra. Also, Ancient Laws of Ireland, vol. iii, 
p-cxxxix, of £095 in Mak Bar úim sí anton p90, aio 

VOL, IV. 

"Tn Upon. 
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fin racha, na bí conanurcan, uaip if Diveccarg, Didip, 
DO fLoepraii’d. 

Conbein, .1. commbenart, no cainbenat caé bnachan ian nic von 
mac ocur don athaip ocaib, no co na bracitin. Cotaben venbdbrine, 
4. Ip Taltnermhac bener selpine. Saiscech cach yine, a. apad ocuy 
tropcad ronmb. Cipnentach cach fine, a. enmó cac pine macha 
rap. Léco éLaigte von cintaé. Do na be oen brine, a. mana noibe 
vepdrine an gerlpine aise. Fotoins caoibpíne, ó. impulngre rine 
caoib a bnachan. No 1appine, .t. & mic, no ape bude. Ir ane 
fovena cin fon vepbrine, ocur tanpine fund marú cep pony an 
plat, an ip aon plant pil ponna; Flat serine imupno, cm ce Pray. 
O plaich, «1. plot na ceitne rine. 

Cac cenn no ab a ngiatlu no conicpa a ngabart, caé nt pro sab 

) Prius. The contracted words here are unintelligible to the editors. 
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his chief, i.e. the chief who is over the ‘ geilfine '-division which happens to be Or EVERY 

there (in existence); and it is not the chief of the ‘deirbhfine ’-division, nor of the 

‘iarfine’-division. It is on them (the ‘geilfine’-relations) the crime is charged 

by him before he brings it to the ‘ deirbhfine’-division from whom he has taken 
their pledges. It is in this case, if he has not a chief, i.e. it is in these 

cases where he has no chief. His crime is upon his bed, ie. half-crime, 

or full crime, or a third of crime. If his bed cannot be found, i.e. in 

that case, if he is not caught upon his bed. His crime is upon the king, 

i.e, his crime is upon the king of the province. It is from this is said, “Every 

headless man to the king,’’Le. itis from this is said, thateverything that has 

not a great head forsa sustaining liability for crime, it is to the king it is brought. 

Every brother bears erimes until the ‘ deirbh- 
fhine ’-division bears them. Every family is suable. 
Every family is liable to pay after the evasion 
of a criminal ; when he has no ‘ deirbhfine’-division, 

the ‘taoibhfine’-division bears it (the lability), or 
an ‘iarfiine ’-division, his chief, his king, his law; 

they bind, they pay, they bear the crimes of every 
criminal. 

Every exile now who as a criminal absconds, who 
has not gone away in violation of his oath to a chief, 
who is not to be made amenable, because he is with- 
out possession, without land, is put upon the road. 

Every brother bears crime equally, i.e. equally, or beautifully each 
brother bears it, after it has been paid by the son and by the father, with them 

(when they there are such), or when they have them not at all. The ‘deirbh- 

fine’-division bears, i.e. beautifully the ‘ geilfine’-division bears it. 

Every family is suable, ie. netice and fasting are to be enjoined upon them. 

Every family is liable to pay, ie. each family shall pay debts after the 
criminal has absconded. When he has no ‘deirbhfine’-relations, ie. if 

he has not ‘deirbhfine’-relations in place of ‘ geilfine’-relations. The ‘taoibhfine’- 

division bears it, i.e. his brother’s side-family shall bear it. Or an ‘iar- 

fine’-division, i.e. the after family of his son, or upon the son himself tf he 
exists. The reason why the crime goes upon the ‘deirbhfhine’-division and the 

‘iarfhine’-division here, before it goes upon the chief is, because it is one chief 

that is over them; as éo the ‘geilfine’-chief, now cmtc prius! His chief, Le. 
the chief of the four families. 

Every head (chtef) who has taken their pledges or who is com- 
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a Ir. Of. 



214 Fon na huile cin. 

Os svuar 17 © CIN pair, Mana Tannurtan Fon a Fine ; cac aon imupnpo, 

na po gab ocur na caomnacamp, ni biad a cin fap ceni vappuy- 

Tap For a fine. 

C nig a wos na cuate. OC nech, 1. pss ncuas Connegac, 
1.cumpagec- Oppenac, .1. tac manacumpageac- Do nimain- 

cet cinta caé cintars, .. timancchen onpa pin na cinta vo mi 

Bat cinvac. 
Nach veonad vin cincach aplat, .. naéan sac; nach veona, 

no naé viuppad élay ran noenath cinad Na porch in ecoilLpiín 
glacha, «1. mao coil, name von coil, plabpa na plata. Na b1 con- 

anuytan, .. mang pot re co canncaichen é. Uainry viveé- 
cag, DItipn, -1 1n cing ceécann inne [na un]. Do pocpain, 
pontss in bnerterh a Sul fon noc. 

Cach cin vetbine vo ní ouine cenmota manbaó, via coppuy- 
Tan fain, 1¢ Epic uada buvem co po cocaiten 6p ocur ainged 
ocur innile ocur a tin mn; ant big fain cin éinic, if fc Dia pine 

amit cobnannaic cnó. 

Mana canpnrachon fain, ip ic dia fine tan. cocartem a cine 
fim mn, amtuil compnannarc cnó. 

Mad manbad vetbine, cenmota na ceichne gona Dune vet- 
bine in conura fine, .1. Summ in mic oenbrine, Sun valca na 

rine, guin mic faorma, Fun mic mna fine; cia Tanpurcap fam 
Bl ní canpuytan, ip ic Dia Fine aml compannart ceó, ocur 

fcaigrom cumat aithsena, ocur cutpuma rí mac no achain, 
oo na ré cumala dipe. 

Ció anmad fain aonan vechrao sac cin vo Eni vuine cenmota 
mapbad mad via mbe oga a ic? 

Nin :—Op ció prip aonap vo Eniten olc, cenmota manbad, 
IT FMP aonar, ícraithen. Fac mapnbad imuppo vo Enq, nu hé 
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petent to take them : or every thing which he has taken, his crime Or xvexr 
is upon him, if it cannot be charged upon his family; as to C&S 
everyone, however, from whom he has not taken @ pledge and 
could not take it, his crime shall not be upon him, even though 
it be not charged upon his family. 

His king, ie, the king of the territory. His law, ie. the king of the pro- 
vince. They bind, ie. who bind. They pay, io. they pay unless they 
bind. They bear the crimes of every criminal, i. the crimes which 
every criminal commits is visited upon these, 
Every exile now who as a criminal absconds, i.e. every is for each, 

every exile, or every non-native, who absconds after committing a crime. Who 
has not gone away in violation of his oath to a chief, ie. who has 

not consented to bonds, who is not willing to take the chain of the chief, Who 
is not to be made amenable, ie. if he is not so placed as to be held account- 
able. Because he is without possession, without land, ie. the person 
who does not possess chattels nor land. He is put upon the road, i.e. the 
judge orders him to go upon the road. 

As to every crime of necessity which a person commits except 

killing, if it is visited on himself, the ‘eric '-fine is raised from him 
until Ais gold, and silver, and chattels, and his land are exhausted 
for it; what he owes" besides ‘eric’-fine is to be paid by his «tr, Js on 
family, in the proportions in which they divide his property. im. 

If it (the payment) is not found with himself, it is paid by his 
family, after his land has been spent in it, in the proportions in 
which they divide his property. 

If it be a necessary killing, except the four necessary woundings 
of a person in the ‘corus fine ’-law (i.e. the wounding of a son of 
the ‘deirbhfine ’-division, the wounding of a foster son of the 
family, the wounding of an adopted son, the wounding of the son 
of a woman of the family); whether it (the means of payment) be 
found upon him, or be not found upon him, his family are to pay in 
the proportion in which” they divide his property, and he pays a sIr, As. 
‘cumhal’ of compensation, and an equal share with father or son, of 
the six “cumhals ' of ‘ dire’-fine. 

What is the reason that it is upon himself alone every crime 
that a person commits goes, except killing, provided he has the 
means of paying for it*? ein Te 

Answer: Because though it be against him alone evil is done, 
except killing, it is to himself alone it shall be paid. Every killing 
however which he commits, it is not he alone that shall pay for, 
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248 Fon na huile cin. 

(( chta vertbine mantra, a Tcuite in apn cur ocur a ann- 

rcuiche ina veguit, ocur é fein ina vesu1d fIde; ocur ma Ta 

mapncpard ann, a dul an €úigen, na Beilríne. 

(C cinca veitbine san manbad,a Tcuití inn an cup, ocur a 
anoremthe ma veguid, ocur ar e fem in a Deagurd és; 

ocur ma Ta 1omapncnaid ann, a DUL (rm cellac tr nero furtic 

ann. 
Cid fo Dena a cinta vertbine cen manbad do Dud sr Tellat 

if Nero, ocur a cinta vertbine manbra vo Dut an cuigsen, na 

seilpine ? 

1r e in fat fo vena; va fenta beocnead ain, va mbet cin- 
udiny: Deinic na beocneide yin san ¢archem san cobach im 
tan if mand e, ir ein uí if nero no benad é. Com no 

veipide a cinta veitbipe Fan mapbad vo vul ipin vellach sr 
nero; ocur va manbcra é, vo benad sac fen dO cuigen na 
Zeilfpine unnannur da coinpoine. Céin no verde in cin 

veitbine manbca vo biad aig: clamad ap cuigeh na Zelyme 
0 vechrad. 

Cró ro Depa a cinta indertbipe icin mapbod ocur gan 
manbad vo Sul pin cellad if nea? 
ipein fat fo vena; 0& mbeit vibad aige, ire m a if nero 

20 no benad é; cóir, no de1pide cia no vechra a cINTa inNve- 
chine uile, 171. manbaó ocur gan mapnbad, ipin cellach ir 
nero. 

1reó ir cin inveitbine runn cin compaite. 1reó 34 cin verd- 
bine ann if in conur fine cin anrpoic, no inveitbine combad. 

Ip Lon umra de Log Fin if a forll pacha. 

.1. 1r Lop mya de fin, a Log Do Flacaib in pin do ptgne mn pore. 

' Necessary profit.—The Irish means “ unnecessary profit,” which is plainly a 
mistake of the scribe. 
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Ag to his necessary (or intentional) crimes of killing, his movable Or xvenr 
property goes for it (the crime) first, and his immovable property ©®%% 
afterwards, and himself after that ; and if there be more to be paid 
in the case, it (the excess) goes upon the five men of the ‘ geilfine’- 
division, 

Ta the cave of hin necessary crimes, except Killing, ‘his movaiile ®t. Wid 
property goes for it (the crime) first, and his immovable property °“* 
after it, and it is himself after this; and if there is more to be paid, 
it goes upon the nearest hearth that happens to be there. 
‘What is the reason that his necessary crimes, except in case of 

killing, go upon the nearest hearth to him, and that his necessary 
crimes in case of killing go upon the five persons of the ‘geilfine’- 
division 
The reason of it is: if a life-wound had been inflicted upon him, 

if a residue of the ‘eric’-fine of the lifewound had remained 
unspent or not recovered at the time when he is dead, it is the 

person nearest to him of kin that would take it. It is proper 
accordingly that his necessary crimes, except* killing, should 
go upon the nearest hearth; and if he had been killed, each 
man of the five men of the ‘geilfine’-division would take 
a portion of his body-fine. It is proper accordingly that the 
crime of necessary killing which he might have incurred should 
go upon the five men of the ‘ geilfine’-division, 
What is the reason that his unnecessary crimes, whether 
killing or not killing, go upon the nearest hearth? 
‘The reason of it is: If he had ‘dibadh’property, it is the 

nearest person to him that would take it; it is proper accordingly, 
that the whole of his unnecessary crimes, both killing and not 
killing, should go to the nearest hearth to him. 
What constitutes* an unnecessary crime in this case is an "Ir, Js. 

intentional crime. What constitutes* a necessary crime in the 
“ Corus fine ’-law is an unintentional crime, or a crime of necessary 

profit.? 

- Sufficient with me* accordingly is the value of the 
man by whose neglect the debts are incurred. 

That is, sufficient with me, accordingly, is value of the debts 
of the man who committed the neglect. 

a Sufficient with me—On the left-hand margin of the MS. opposite this frag~ 
ment of text occurs the notice, “Cam Copmane fo, ocup 1p saouhap.” “This 
is Cormac’s ‘Cain’-law, and it is akin” (related). 
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Whenever it is an intentional burning it must be a new clean Or gvanr 
frame! Whenever it is a burning by inadvertence, it must be a CB 
frame upon the site of the former. Every time that the com- 
pensation is greater than the full fine for the killing, leniency 
is exercised towards the native freeman, as regards accepting 
the full fine for the killing from him; and as is done to the native 
freeman, so it is done to the stranger and the foreigner and * fr. Sea- 
the ‘daor’-person. eo 
This is a burning by inadvertence or for unnecessary profit; 

and it was leniency that was exercised towards him in not going 
beyond the full (penalty) for the killing, beyond seven ‘cumhals,’ 
in the case. The leniency is forgiveness, or curtailment of what 

is due of him for it. 
There is a difference between forgiveness and curtailment: 

Forgiveness, i.e. a crime of inadvertence or unnecessary profit 
against the family; and curtailment, i.e. an unintentional crime 
against an extern family. 

Compensation is made* for what is burned through an idea of 
necessary profit, or if it (the penalty) falls not on him according to 
the greatness of the compensation (verbi gracia, to burn Ardmacha), 
it is he himself ¢hat goes in liew of it, or seven ‘cumhals.’ If it (the 
burning) is done intentionally, however, it is full ‘dire’-fine, with 

compensation that is paid for it; and the ‘dire’-fine is to advance 
to three ‘seds’ besides, í.e., full ‘dire’-fine and half ‘dire’-fine 
and a third of ‘ dire’-fine, 

But there are four necessary woundings of a 
person, which defile not the purity of the hand, &c. 

‘That is, I make an exception’ in the case, for, or because that there 
are four people whom it is necessary (or justifiable) to wound; and it 
does not bring defilement of crime upon a person though he does not 
preserve purity or lenity towards them in general from his hand. 

In avenging‘ a man of the ‘deirbh-fine “division, it is body-fine 
and honour-price the family are entitled to for the killing of him ; 
butif the ‘eric’-fine has been paid” to them before they effected the "Ir. 

commentary, occurs the note, “upencect caol, mbec; slender little * uraicecht” 
Gnstruction)." 

2I make an exception—On the right-hand margin of the MS., opposite this 
commentary, is found the note, “copup pine” : (family law.) 

+ In avenging.—This was where the family of the slain man slew the slayer, 
or some one in his place. 
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avenging of the man of the ‘deirbhfine ’-division, the family pay OF EVERY 

body-fine and honor-price out equal to it. CRIME. 

If the ‘eric ’-fine had not been forthcoming to them at all, before 

they took the vengeance, and law had been offered them, they levy 

body-fine and honour-price among themselves within equally ; and 

they divide it between them unequally, i.e. father and son have 

one-half* by right. —. haifio One: 
If law has not been given, has not been offered them at all, and 

the ‘eric “fine has not reached them either, before they took the 

vengeance, they are safe as regards it to a third, and they levy a 

third outside, and they levy two-thirds equally among themselves 

within; and it (the ‘eric’fime from outside) is divided between 

them unequally, s.e. father and son have half, &. 
And those to whom belong the avenging of a man of the 

‘deirbhfine ’-division are the five men of the ‘geilfine ’-division. 

Or, indeed, according to others, that avenging was proper to every 
one who was entitled to damages in the way of honour-price for his 

being killed. 

Vengeance for the foster child of the family. 

That is, the foster-child and the sister’s son.’ J¢ 1s damages of 
honour-price the family are entitled to for the killing of these ; and 
if the honour-price damages to which they are entitled reached 
them before they had taken the vengeance, they pay body-tine 
and honour-price out equally. 

If the honour-price damages to which they were entitled had not 
reached them before they had taken the vengeance, and if law has 
been offered them, there is fo be an adjustment without reprisal 
between the body-fine and the honour-price which is due from them, 
and the honour-price damages which are due to them ; and which- 

ever of them has the excess, let them pay to the others. 
If law has not been offered them at all, and the honour-price 

damages to which they are entitled have not reached them before 
they have taken the vengeance, it is safe for them as far as a third, 
and there is to be an adjustment between the two-thirds of body- 

fine which is due from them, and the honoyr-price damages ; and 
whichever of them has the excess, let them pay to the others. 

This is a common foster-child of the whole family ; or though he be 
the foster-child of any one of them, there are honour-price damages 
due to every man of the family for the killing of him. That is, 
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What is the reason that the use of the land goes (is set) against Or ever 
the honor-price in that case, and that it does not in this? — 

‘The reason is; the person went upon the land in that case, and 
he did Dub gen antes and it was forcibly the person was put off 
the land in that case, and it was voluntarily he went off it in this. 

Question.—How many are they who divide the 
chattels and ‘dibadh ’-property? Answer—Four ; 
father and son, brother and family. 

Question—How many, ie, I question or Task how many or what is the num- 
ber between whom is fairly divided the chattels, body-fine, and the ‘dibadh '-pro— 
perty, 'seda' and goods, in the nearest hearth? A father, ie.on himself. A son, 
i.e. his ownson, A brother, ie. thereal brother. A family, i.e. the ‘geilfine’ 
division. 

If the man who is dead in this caso has a son, he takes the 
‘cumhal’ of compensation alone, if he be alive ; and if he is not 
alive, his father is to take it; if he (the father) is not alive, his 
brother is to take it ; if he (the brother) is not alive, it is the nearest 
person to him that takes it. It is thus the body-fine is divided : 
three ‘ cumhals’ of ‘dire’-fine go to the son and to the father. There 
are three ‘ cumhals’ of ‘dire'-fine remaining after that; a ‘cumhal’ 
of ‘dire'-fine of them goes to a brother, collaterally. There are 

two cumhals of ' dire’-fine still after this; a ‘cumhal’ of “ dire’-fine 
of these goes to son and to father. There is one ‘cumhal’ of ‘ dire’- 
fine there after that, That is to be divided from the lowest man of 
the ‘geilfine division until it reaches the uppermost man ; and 
from the uppermost man until it reaches the lowest man, dc. 

Another version.—Every crime to the criminal, &c. 

That is, as long as a criminal is openly in the territory always, 
and has not gone out of the territory with his ‘seds,’ until he 
absconds from the suing creditor, it is not proper to suc a kinsman- 
brother, or a kinsman-surety, but to sue himself according to his 
grade. 
If the criminal has gone out of the territory with his ‘seds,’ or 

though it is in the territory he is, if he has absconded from the 
suing creditor, but if he has ‘seds’ openly in the territory, the 
suing creditor has the choice whether it is a distraint he shall make, 
or whether it is the kinsman-surety he shall sue. 

VOL. IV. 82 
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260 Fon na huile én. 

Ho vono, co na bet a poga 06 atc atgabait vo gabail, von 
iped a DEIP.: O CINTaC CO FolalDdD. 

Mav po cuard cincaé a crich co na retaib, no cró a cpich 

ata, mad no Leipurtapn élod in feicheman co1cheva, ocur ni 

huilirc feoit arse tri cpich, ir a poga in fercheman coicheva 
aca, an inblegoin bnachan no in inblegoin pacha arsennr. 
Cró be v1b agnar, if leir a poga; acc ma fe a poga inblegoin 

bpachan vagpa, ica in uiletarve uile nirin tom; ocur ma re 

a poga inbLesoin pacha vagna, nocha nicann act cept artgin. 

Civ fovena gach vain 17 é a nosa inbleogain bnatan vagna 

co nictan in uiletarnl pur, ocur Fac vain ipe a pogsa inblegoin 
macha ona, co na ictap pur acc cent aicsin P 

1r ein pat fovena ; inblegomn pacha nochan gaburcan ride vo 

Uaim acc ic no tobach, coir, cin co 1ca act cept aitzin ineche MT 

1 nveachard, no gor, Leigeó fen elod. In cinblegoin bnatan 

muppo, nochan gaburcar, side do Laim fc na cobach, acc amet 
na Pops Cuige, 1ap. cermennarb 5 ocur cóir, cia po fica in wiLecarde 
uile; vain vubla cincais ped aichgin inblegorn. 
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Or, indeed, according to others, he has not his choice, but he shall Or very 

make a distraint, for what it (the law) says is, “from a criminal “~~ 
with property.”! 

If a criminal has gone out of the territory with his ‘seds,’ or 
though he is in the territory, if he has absconded from the suing 

creditor, and he has not ‘seds’ in the territory, itis with the suing 

creditor the choice is whether it is the kinsman-brother or the 
kinsman-surety he shall sue. Whichever of them he sues, the 
choice is his ; but if it be his choice to sue the kinsman-brother, 

he pays the whole amount to him; and if it be his choice to sue 

the kinsman-surety, he pays but proper compensation. 
What is the reason that whenever it is his choice to sue the 

kinsman-brother, the whole amount is paid to him, and every time 
that he chooses to sue the kinsman-surety, proper compensation 

only is paid to him] 

The reason is :—The kinsman-surety only took in hand to pay, 
or to recover, it is therefore proper that he pays but the proper com- 
pensation for what he guaranteed, until he himself absconds. The 
kinsman-brother, however, had not taken in hand to pay or recover, 

but as it has come to (or upon) him in turn ;* and it is proper that s Ir. After 
he should pay the complete whole ; for double the criminal’s debt is “P* 

the compensation of the kinsman. 

' With property.—The Irish may mean, also, ‘From a criminal to property.” 
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TED ON FECRANN O CINTA. 

Tm Laxn Ocdim va pad go céd an reanann a cincarb vetbine 
phá Fomrni- ocur mnvetbine cincm(§], ocur por a cin in inbLeogain, 
Canes. man a Dein an cumaye olithe To. Ocur a veinim na 

O'D. 549. 

pul vo veitbin icin cin vetbips ocur invetbins acc go 
fevaid an fine san an feaponn vo cabinet a cinta 
moetbini, no go cuntan in cincaé fein unnva an cor; 
ocur nac cualains 100 a cun a cinta vetbin» no FO 
cuptan an renann ap cur inn, man a vem; a cinca 
sethins manbcha, a rcuithí inn an cúr, ocur a annrcurchs 
na veka, ocur é Budein na veka fers; ocur ma ca um- 
ancpaain, i a oul an cuigen na seilpine. 

Ocur; Saopad nime [cotpa] rn hinbleogan 1. in cinvad, 
a nemnéime pia na neime, a neime pia na fepnonn, a 

feponn pia na ban, a bhas pa seo. 

(Cn tinbleogan umonno, a nemnime pia na fenonn, 
a feponn pia na nime, a nime pia na bpafro, a bnak- 

[aré] ra veor§. 
CO neinic pokla pin, no a bnachab cup no connanéa. 

Ocur m saibtep in cintach a cinmd an inbleoEan 
cein Ber tip ac in cincaé; Farben mona, ina cincard 
fein no a cinta’ a tiseanna, ian nembeit cetpa noo. 

Ocur man á vein; thal pip Fact mac aoensura mic 
muipevars mic Ret arbenc an bret ro ian éoll rula 
copmaic, cupab inn v0 pochain veipcent mbne$ a noilm 

bo copmac ocur dia Pl. 

Ocur man aveip ; Nip veilbin via tnualle naéac rainn- 

pun papmete; posal pri via noilfevaé; manab cine 
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things atrocious ;* unless land is given, no umpire can heal Ta Lasp 
them,’ ie. unless land is obtained as the ‘eric "fine, the crimes “sean 
cannot be taken away, though it be a righteous judge who Cxpas. 
estimates them, for he would pronounce no falsehood. “In, They 
i «The land of Aengus is placed,” i.e, Aengus with his land ite lh 
is placed in ‘daor’-tenancy ; or Aengus is stripped of his 
land, &e, 

“He brought contempt on many,” ie, Aengus and his 
brethren. ' 

“With the point? of the sharp lance he aimed at him, evil 
was it afterwards to many,” i.e. to Aengus and his brethren, 

“Perpetual the thing! to maim a noble king, for which 
half the plain of Bregia was forfeited,” i.e. one-half in ‘daor’- 
tenancy, and the other in “saor “-tenaney, 

“For what old Adam did, great things were lost,” ie. as 
by the transgression all the fruits of Paradise were forfeited 
by Adam, so his lands were forfeited by Aengus. 

And as it says: “Liabilities are distributed even after 
death; the new laws do not settle a ‘dibhadh’-land in a 
territory, without dividing it in the small holdings,” i.e. 
‘ dibhadh’-lands are not settled according to the new know- 
ledge without their going upon the small holdings which 
are in the territory. 

And: “Though heads die, lands die not,” i.e. though the 
*coarbs’ are dead, the lands live. 

And: “For debts are proportioned to the profits,” ie, the 
debts are fairly fixed upon the person who gets the property 
of the deceased person. 

And: “ For it is various riches that magnify the ‘ coarbs,’” 
ie. the various kinds of wealth which grow out of the earth 
give dignity to the ‘ coarbs’ of the debtors, 
And as it says: “The place of this book is Aicill, near to 

Teamhair, and its time is the time of Coirpri Lifechair, and 

its person (wuthor) Cormac, and the cause of composing it 
was the blinding of Cormac by Aenghus ‘Gaebuadhbtach,” 

And: “see a word (judgment) on that.” ‘ 

‘With the point-—This and other paragraphs of the present fragment refer to 
the blinding of King Cormac Mac Art by Aenghus of the polsomed spear. See 
Ancient Laws of Ireland, vol, 3, p. 83. 
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And; “Every judgmentt shares the crime equally.” ‘Tar Laxp 
And where it says; “For every crime of non-necessity saa: 

which a man commits either by killing or otherwise, he Crores. 

himself shall go for it, and his cattle; and if he is not caught “” 
(shall be given up), it shall be paid by his son until his cattle 
and his land are spent respecting it.” And seek more on that 
subject, 

And where it says : “If it be a necessary “ dibadh property, 
it is lawful though it is pledged, i.e. his land is pledged for 
his crimes of necessity. 

“Property and ‘seds’ go,” i.e. his land is forfeited for it. 

He is nobler than any ‘dibadh,’ i.e. “a man is better 
than land.” 

And: “For his necessary crimes of manslaughter,® his "Ir. xill- 
movables shall go for it first, and his immovable property "% 
afterwards, and himself after that; and if there be excess 

(more to pay), it shall go upon the five persons of the 
‘ geilfine ’-division, &. 

This is unlawful possession down here, asit says: “A suit 
will set aside an unfair contract, I say unto thee ;” such asa 
‘force’-contract, a ‘claim’-contract, a ‘ forfeit’-contract. 

And: “whenever during violence unfair contracts, i.e. of 

force or violence, are made, it is not proper to give goods for 
them,” i.e. it is not proper to deliver goods in the case. 

And: “Violence, or the denial of an old thief, or the with- 

holding by compulsion, or seizure by overwhelming strength, 
or forced contract, do not separate possession.” 

And: “It is monstrous for any one to be caught in wnjust 
possession,” i.e. it is a shameful thing for anyone to be caught 
in possession unlawfully. 

And: “A pledge of terror ;” nothing is lawful which is 
given out of terror. 

And: “Neither time nor possession is equivalent to any 
contractor pre-right, though thieves may make many contracts 
as to it between themselves, it is the thieves that shall pay. 

* Judgment, O'D. 726 and C. 1595, for “bper;’ judgment, read “bhac” 
Grother.) 

é And sech more on that subject. ‘This is a remark by the scribe. 
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And: “There are seven gifts in a territory which are Tax Lasp 
considered unlawful by the Feini, though they are confirmed ' es 
by a son and a surety; a forced engagement, the pledge of ‘Cano 
a woman to save her honor, a pledge of distress, the purchase — 
of a stolen ‘sed,’ a ‘sed’ which a ‘neimhidh ’-person redeems, 
the nuptial present of a woman who does not perform her 
lawful duties, ie these things are not forfeited by the true 
owner, when law is submitted to respecting them.” 

And: “ Possession of land shall not be sued upon imbeciles,' 
or lepers, or ignorant or unwary persons.” 
And; “hence fines of theft are imposed for unlawful pos- 

session,” as these laws state :'— 
“He who gives possession of what he does not own, it is 

he that shall pay, with fines for theft,” i.e. he who gives a 
thing to another, and that he has it not of his own property 
but from the stolen possession of the thief, it is he that 
shall pay every fine of theft, ie. it is he that shall pay all 
the fines for the theft, ie. which shall be imposed wpon the 
thief or the fully unlawful middle theft man. 

And: “If it be by force or if it be by theft his ‘seds’ were 
carried off from a person, if they are dead chattels, full fine for 
theft shall be paid for them at once, as if they were upon 
the security of strangers. And if they are live chattels, full 
fine for theft shall be paid for them at once, and the growth, 
increase, and milk shall run with them at once, and compen- 

sation of the milk and the work shall be made by him (the 
thief) ut dixit lex*; ‘Qui ailiter in obile intrat nisi per 

ostium fur est, i.e. he who enters the sheepfold by any other 
way except through the door, is as a thief’ And it is thus 
that every one who goes into possession without legal right 
is as a plunderer.” 

And: “Thefts, and plunders, and robberies, and abductions 
without desisting,—all incur the ‘dire “fine of theft.” 

And, “That which is taken away in theft, or openly, or 
by violence of force, shall be paid for with increase and 

Justinian, and which was left out by the transcriber of Egerton, 88. It runs 
thus: 
“Non potest raptor sive invasor rem restituere nist restituat ejus poenam,” i.e. 

it is not enough for the robber or the invader, to restore the thing itself unless he 
restores the penalty for it. 



272 Téo an Feanann a Cinta. 

Tue Laxp [naithgena}, ma maipboile. Mad beonile a. mad co lor 
IS Forrei- 
TED FOR 
CRIMEs. 

ocur inpopnbaine. 

Ocur; @ mo line nuallgnas, viamba bretem, m 
O'D. 1122. ecuppceanad innad pro hinnam. 

C. 2211. 

Ocur; ní a Buil rola neime; m 9tguiScen tia aamrepa; 
oLinnu§ rceo bliéc buan, mana mapoine 06 Diabal .1. mon 
paiten vine Siabalta inn rap Leispin eloití; no, ir na 
feoctaib niabalca, ce coipsit Fin Fo Tops; no, 17 na beo- 

vile, Dia TOINMT apidiys. 

Ocur; Na roncóo eign na ilapnaé 4. naé anrín 

rardann pochaide uaoa é the eigin ambpip. 

Ocurp; Do pui cp compat omna [poépaics] 1. umpurEcep 
o neoch go hobann a ni comainbennntcan uata cne eigin 

anrin 

Otoch pocparve .1. nenc 'bnocgocha pochade cus vo 
neimh. 

8uibcen nanbrininne 4. pamiten 90 neoé a ni benan 
uada tre anbripinne. 

a — eae mam a NEE HE ME a “me 
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with double compensation, if it be a case of dead chattels. Tae Laxp 
If it be live chattels, ie., with growth and increase. 

And; O, my comely faced Naire, if thou be a Brehon, thou Cia, 
shalt nat separate the increase from the cattle. 

And; ‘Neimhe’-property does not perish; it is not lessened 
by time, for the great increase and constant milk, double 
great ‘dire’-fine shall he paid, ie. it is said that double 

great ‘dire'-fine shall be paid for it after absconding; or for 
the ‘seds’ of double, whether they are forthcoming or not; 
or for the living chattels, if they are forthcoming again. 

And; “Let not violence nor the many prevail,” i.e., what- 
ever unrighteousness the many are guilty of forcing from 
him through unjust violence. 

And; “Quickly is it set aside which was acquired by the 
pressure of the shouting multitude,” ie, Quickly is that 
thing taken from a person, which he wrested from another 
by unjust violence. 

“The shouting of the multitude,” 2.¢, it was the force uf 
the evil voice of the multitude that gave it to him before. 

“The injustice is righted,” 1e., that thing which has been 
taken away from one by unrighteousness, shall be righted 
for him, - 

1 The shouting multitude. For ‘compat’ of the text, the reading in C, 2211 
ombpuch. 
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VOL. IV, 

roola Tire. 

DIVISIONS OF LAND. 

T2 



poole TiRe- 

Drvistoxs Ciplin podla tine? Nin—vi fooarl. 

Caveac? Catam ocur aineacham. 

Ciplip [podait] pon eatum? CO ceona .1. eatam ne 
a mbí eatam; ocur eacham culcach; ocur eatam 
Pnricnama. ° 

Cacham ne a mbí eatamaib cecamur : Tin forad ambi maic 
cac mai, 14017, 10, ocur blicht, ocur lin, ocur Slamnfpine, ocur 

mil, ocur PO1D, ocur CUMpaDd; Nac eicin DO pnicnam Cuain, na 

muise; na biac Flama ann. Leiccen echall ina pind, na roigLean 

DUT, Na Dpoigean, na Zleyligi .1. Lur Lenar a nevach, na homan 
among naca lar. Oye innpnarc anoyin. 

cham taulchach imonno; bro MITCH 1 PUIDIUEAd, ocur 1T FuInn- 

five cacla margin and. Ife mart vo cac cloinn ocur va caé 
cona olcena. 

Echam fpichnama; cin tnbela rom 1 mbt maic cac clamn. 

Crd lip foota antpenni? Ocpi. Caveec? Nim—Cncpnenn 
ocur anmin, ocur anoomain. 

Onmin cotac tip paiten mag, ocur of mag. OAnetpenn .t1. plead 

fraich ocur aiceann apurous. OAnoomain; ombap ocur mom 
fon. 

Cerc—Cotoimyd cín cumaite? QO gnainní: cp gnainne 1 
nonolac innpaic; Te opolaige 1 nvopn; ocur da DopNn a TNaIZ10; 
T9 TRAIT 1 neirceim ; Te Teirceimeanoa a NinnTpUT ; Fe nNTpIT 
a lait; re Lait a foppars ; fe ronnais 1 naimceano. Tip cumate 
DA FONNAIF .x. DIA fot. 

1 € Glaisin’-dye-plant. This was some kind of herb, or plant or shrub, which 
was used for giving wool, or flax yarn, a preparatory bluish, or greenish color 

probably ‘ woad.’ Vide Ancient Laws of Ireland, vol. 2, pp. 370 n. 371, 375. 
*' Roid’-dye-plant. Some sort of plant used for dyeing crimson red. Vide 

Ancient Laws of Ireland, vol. 2, pp. 420, 421. 

?Inahand. In H. 3,18 (C. 252), the Irish word is ‘opolac,’ an inch, which 
obviously a mistake. In E.3, 5 (O.D. 1462), the word is ‘ bay,’ the palm of tHe hand 



DIVISIONS OF LAND. 

How many are the divisions (in quality) of land? crann. 
Answer, two divisions. 

Which are they? Arable land, and non-arable land. 
How many divisions are there of arable land? 

Three, i.e. arable land which takes precedence of 
arable lands ; and hilly arable land; and labour-re- 
quiring arable land. 

Aato arable land which precedes arable lands firstly : An inhabited 
land in which everything good is good ; both corn, and milk, and 
flax, and ‘glaisin’-dye-plant' and honey, and ‘roid’-dye-plant,’ and 
sweet herbs ; which does not require the application of manure or 
shelJs ; in which there are no sticking plants. If a bridle-horse 
be let into its top grass, no briar, no blackthorn, nor burdock, i.e. 

a plant that sticks in clothes, nor ‘oman-plant’ will stick in its 
mane or its tail. It is in its proper condition then. 

As to hilly arable land, however: There is water upon this 
usually, and there are ash trees in every second field of it. And 
it is good for every plant, and for every produce in general. 

As to labour-requiring urable land; this is axe-land, in which 
every plant grows freely.” Ir. Zs 

How many divisions are there of weak land? Three. What good. 

are they? Answer— Weak, and coarse, and deep. 
Coarse, comprises land of fern fields, and of good fields. Weak, 

Le. a heathy mountain and furze upon that. Deep : This isa 
black land and bog. 

Question—How is a ‘tir-cumaile’ measured? By grains: three 
grains in a proper inch ; six inches in a hand 3 and two hands in 
a foot; six feet in a pace; six paces in an ‘inntrit’-measure ; six 
‘inntrits’ in a ‘lait ’-measure ; six ‘laits’ in a ‘forrach’-measure ; 

six ‘forrach ’-measures is its breadth. A ‘tir-cumaile’ is twelve 
‘forrach’-measures in length. 

‘In ength. The measures here are somewhat different from those in O.D. 1492, 

here it is said that “12 feet are a ‘fertach’-measure, and 12 ‘fertach '-measures 

forrach '-measure. 
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' Ag to these six divisions of land now, which we have mentioned, D!vtstons 

their measurement is alike, their price is unlike. Arable land 
which precedes arable lands, ‘cumals’ of twenty-four milch cows 

is its price, 4.e. of the above measure. Hilly arable land, ‘cumals’ 

of twenty milch cows is its price. Labour-requiring arable land, 

‘cumals’ of sixteen milch cows is its price. Coarse land, ‘cumals’ 
of twelve dry cows are paid for it. Weak land, ‘cumals’ of twelve 

(7 ten) dry cows are paid for it. Deep land, a ‘cumal’ of eight 

dry cows are paid for it. 

How many things add to the price of this land? 
Answer—eleven. Which are they? A wood, a mine, the 

site of a mill, a highway, a road, a great sea, a river, a mountain, 

a river falling into the sea, a cooling pond for cattle, a road. 

How much does each of these augment the value? 
If it be a wood, firstly, around which there are two dykes, or a 

stone wall, it adds ten ‘seds,’ if in the possession of a worthy 
person ; if in the possession of an unworthy person, tt adds buí five 

‘seds.’ 
If a mine, of copper, or of iron, it adds five ‘seds.’ 
If the site of an old mill, it adds five ‘seds.’ 

If it be a way which leads from a land to a chief, or to a monas- 

tery, it adds three cows. 

If it be a great sea which has productive rocks (Le. producing 

‘ duilesg’), ‘it is a tir-cumaile’ it adds 
If it be a river at its side or head, which has a waste place, it is 

a ‘cumal’ it adds. 

If it be a mountain now in the same condition, it is a ‘cumal’ 

it adds. 
If it be the mouth of a river that happens to be there, it is five 

‘seds’ it adds. 

If it be a cooling pond which does not become dry, it is half of 

tive ‘seds’ it adds. 
If it be a head-ruad which leads to a wood, or a great sea, or a 

mountain, it is a cow it adds. 

If it be a rowl-way that leads to a pond, or land, or to a land 

that is far away, or to a highway, it is a ‘colpach ’-heifer it adds. 

Such then, are the productions of land, ‘with its herbs' and its 

yellow flowers . . . ‘rath’ and ‘ograth.’? 

‘Finit’ of ‘ tir-cumaile.’ 

2 * Rath’ and ‘ogra.’ The MS. seems defective here. 

OF LAND. 





ce foolaib cineoil TucnT. 

OF THE DIVISIONS OF THE TRIBE OF 

A TERRITORY. 



Or THE 
Divisions 
OF THE 
TRIBE 

OF A TER- 
RITURY. 

‘oe foolaib cineoil Tucic. 

N1 cualains bnecthemnachta fon fine na furd~u nad 

flarcan a necanreancha, ocur a ndine, ocur a cain, ocur 
allos a nenech. 

Ni cuataing.1.noco cuimged bnertemnacra vo pein ind feneémyp fon 
rine na povaen. Nav prarcan.t. pe ne tpip, no eatanycanav na pine 
ocur na purope pir a flaich. CC noine .t. cia beper vine a nouta. 

@ cain a. tnian a pmacta cana. ((Llog a nenech .1. Los eineac 
saca purope acc voenrurdin, no Los eneé ar a cochur acc tian; fean 

fon cen retb cen cochchur 7 nl. 

Cir Lin podlar pine La eine ? 

Ize fodlat fine cacha placha; a furdpl, a cintud, a 
sabail podagsniac, cond ainm Do1b uile flatche fine. 

Cir tin a. cra Lean no cra Lin vo na rind foveliscip anv. Ice 
4. 1T1OG To na Fine [fofoeligtin ano. CC puinn! .1. paenaro ne ne 
TIN, -1. in oaepbotac ar in cetpaman FIN; In penclerts 1pin .u-eó pin. 

Cain—Cir Up pint cuaiche, ocur cid inetanpcapac 3 
Ize fine cacha cuaiche, seilfine, Deindrine, 1aprine, 

indpfine, Deipspine, Durbrine, finetaccuin, slarrine, 
ingen ap menaib. “Ouurine, ip ann Diba finncedDard. 

1 Taree.—These three classes of persons are described in O'D., 999. 

8 Fyee.—See O'D., 1346 (E. 3, 5, p. 20, col. 2). 

3A ‘sencleithe-person.—On the term ‘Sencleithe,’ Professor O’Curry remarks, 

‘ Fuidhir’-tenants who were in the occupation of land during the reigns of four 



OF THE DIVISIONS OF THE TRIBE OF A 
TERRITORY. 

He cannot exercise judicature for the tribe of the OF tm 
‘fuidhir’-tenants unless he knows their separations, OF THE 

e e e e IBE 

and ‘dire’-fine, and their ‘ cain -law, and their honor- or a Txr- 
. RITORY. 

price. 

He cannot, ie. he cannot exercise brehonship, according to the ‘ Fenechus ’- 

law, upon the tribe of the inferior bondsmen (‘fo-daer’). Unless he knows 

their separation, i.e. during the time of three, or the separation of the family and 

members of his tribe, and the ‘fuidhir’-tenants from the chief. ‘Dire’-fine, i.e. who 

gets ‘dire’-fine for injuries done to their cattle. ‘Cain'-law, i.e. the third of their 

‘smacht’-finesin ‘Cain’-law. Their honor-price, i.e. the honor-price of every 

‘fuidhir’-tenant except the ‘ daer-fuidher’-tenant, or honor-price in proportion 

to their property except three ;! this is a man without land or property, &c. 

How many are the divisions of a tribe (or family) 
with the Feini ? 

These are the divisions of the tribe of every chief ; 
his ‘ fuidhir ’-tenants, his kinsfolk, his “gabhail fodag- 
niat -dependants, all of whom go by the name of 
‘ flaithe-fine persons. 
How many, i.e. how many or what number is there of the tribes who are 

divided. These are, i.e. these are the tribes who are divided therein (in the 

‘ Fenechus'-law). Wis ‘fuidhir’-tenants, i.e. they become free* during the 
time of three persons, the fourth man sn succession is called a ‘ daer-bothach’-person ; 

the fifth man a ‘sencleithe’-person.® 

Question. How many are the family divisions of 
a territory, and how do they separate ? 

rr - e e e e . 

These are the family divisions of each territory :'— 
‘geilfine,’ ‘deirbhfine,’ ‘iarfine,’ ‘innfine,’ ‘ deirgh- 
fine,’ ‘duibhfine,’ to which are added ‘finetacuir,’ 
‘glasfine,’ ‘ingen ar meraibh.’ These are of the tribe, 
it is here the tribe ends. 

kings, or the chieftaincy of four chiefs, were so called; afterwards their descend- 
ants could never become free.— Vide C. 1212, 2184. 



284 Oe Fooled cineoil cuaitr. 

Belfine co cuicen,; ipiarde Farber Dibad cach cind 
comacuir Dineoch Diba uar’d. 

'Oenbrine co nondon; ní aba haarde cobnainT ro lin 
cenn comocurr. 

lappine co tpi renaib dec; ní beinroe achc cechnam- 
chain 01 chin na romane, 01 ondu na paecup. 

Indrine co .ui. Pinu Dec; conpanna cadeifyrin finteda 

mineoch Diba uarde, amal ber choin. “Ouchaig Duine 
ocha ren, iTT ann reanaic pinnthea. 

'Oenxsríne irreoe cnuerr ; ní Dida huarde ; ní cob- 
pannaide finncea, iprech 1ca1d cinnta comocctir. 

“Oudpine iprede Dombeip fin noilles na pinvapn mbí 
Fin ro anpip; ni cobnanarde pinnthea condacuice fin 

caine no cnanncuipn; if (anum connanna cechpammbhatn 
FM inovpinde. 

Finevacctip ippede Dombenac cuip del a foerram ; 

mi cobfpannarde Dan finnteda acht n11 FUlfedan cup 
bel. 

Blorpine mac mna Divpini bener Do albamach; ní 

Haidparoe acht onda niad, no Duthnachca Dedlaid rn 
fine. 

’ As ‘dibadh’-land.—Land that devolves to them by the extinction of a kin 

family division. 
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The ‘ geilfine’ extends to five persons; it is they Or rm: 
that get the ‘ dibadh -property of every kindred chief or rmx 
who leaves ‘dibadh’-property. ones 

The ‘deirbhfine’ extends to nine persons; their “om: 
‘dibadh property is not divided according to the 
number of kindred heads. 

The ‘iarfine’ extends to thirteen men; they get 
only the fourth part of fines, or of profits, of the 
ground, or of labour. 

The ‘innfine’ extends to seventeen men; they 
divide among themselves, as is right, whatever part 
of the tribe lands is left as “dibadh -land.' From 
this forth it is a case of a community of people, it is 
then family relations cease. 

The ‘derggfine’ is that which has shed blood ; no 
‘dibadh -property comes from them; they receive 
no share of" the tribe-lands, although they pay for" tr. Tle 
the crimes of their kinsfolk. 

The ‘dubhfine’ is that which tenders the test ot 
an ordeal whereby is known whether it be truth or 
falsehood concerning it ; they receive no share of" the 
family land until they have tendered the proof of the 
cauldron,’ of of the lot; it is after this they receive 
the fourth of the share of the ‘ innfine -division. 

The ‘fine-taccuir’ are they who give verbal con- 
tracts in adoption; they receive no share of* the 
tribe lands except what is acknowledged by verbal 
treaty. 

The ‘glasfine’ is a son whom a woman of the 
family has borne for an “Albanach”; he receives but 
the land of a champion, or of a ‘duthracht -person, 
that has separated from the family. 

3 The couldron.—A sort of ordeal; vide O'D., 1824-25 (E. 3-5, p. 16, cols, 1, 2) 
3 An Albanach,—A native of Alba, an ancient name for the modern Scotland. 
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286 De Fo'oLaib cineoil cua. 

Ingen ap mepaib; ipulde DoOdMDNaIE cluatr Do 

cluair Do comceniuil; DedDlaId Ff Fine, conpanna- 

ride finncedDa on med addDaImThep 1f1NI. 

“Ouchaig Do pine n1 cobnannarde ean, 1TT ann Dida 

rintedarb. 

Finte purdin co tapille podail; fonenmuin morgecthan 

mac ri achair, ocur ní pen in cachaip ní rech mac, 

Tech ua, rech tapmu, rech indue. 

Cap. comuincm cia Len nocia Un opinid Bip pin TuMe .1. o tana 

pect pinu vecamad. Deinsrine.s. invizini pingalad. “Our dbrine.. ino 
fini carve. PFinecaccuin «1. na meicpoerma. Hlarrine a. Saban 
tap slap napange. Ouurpine Ó. outag vaemne. Oiba rinncevard 
1. conaé Duca fine e acc vucur vaemne. Helrfine co curicepn 35. cuicen 
bir i ngeilFíne. Ipraive .1. 1p10e Fabar vibav Face cinv pocomorcyiged 
1, no von chin Dian ap comacy1 in vibav. Dineoch.1. vo neo oid 
umú. Oibavd selrine cobnannaic na cecheona pine fo TY. “Oendbrine 
1. co natgaband in curcfip na fini pomaine .1. in ní 9róbar warts can Fi. 
Cobpaind 1. compamntipn a vibad fa Te FO Mav na cenv na 

comaicm ged, 70 In ninnbaid IT en feapn son Lini po opvbaanvy; no fo miayo 

cean na ceoil Fini, 1n nínbaro irí Inv Fini mic no DIDDA and. Tanyine 
“1. co natgabait in va fine pomaind. Cethpnamchain «1. an ceona 

ceatnamta na ceónarmóí oibard seilpine. “Oi chin .1. ame. Somane 
1. mnile. Or onbu .. vfeanans. Saetun 1. 0& fcuiséib, no vo 
rnitgnam. Inovyine .1.co natgabaid na tpi yini nomaíno. Conn anna 
“1. unpanoais pers buvem ini ir outars va Fini inci aoa ebLercan ua. 

(mat a. amail oliger. ber choin. 1 o ta na uí. mg ves 

! The ‘ingen ar meraib;’ Literally ‘the nail on the fingers.” 

7 A territory.—According to Dr. O'Donovan, a “Tuaith ' is also called a ‘ cinna- 
ment’ in the county Antrim. 

3 Deirgfine.—They were those who were guilty of the murder of a brother family- 
man, i.e. any one of the seventeen men of the four principal divisions. 

* Of a people.—The seventeen men next in point of relationship by blood to the 
chief enjoyed peculiar privileges, but all outside these were considered the people, 

not the family, or tribe, or sept. 

* ‘Geilfine,’ i.e. white family. Dr. O'Donovan says:—These were the chief's im- 
mediate family, including himself, the seniors being always preferred to the juniors, 
as far as five persons, i.e. his uncles, his brothers, his sons. But ride Sir Henry 
Maine, Early History of Institutions, pp. 209-216. 
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The ‘ingen ar meraib’;’ it has passed from ear 

to ear that it (this division) is of the family; it 
separates from the family, but it obtains a share of 
the family land, inasmuch as it is acknowledged as 
of the family. 

The land of the family is not at all divided ; it is 
here the family (or tribe) ends. 

The families of the ‘fuidhir’-tenants are subject to 
manifold divisions. The son is enriched in the same 
ratio as the father, and the father does not sell any- 

OF THE 
Divisions 
OF THE 
TRIBE 

OF a Tzr- 
BITORY, 

thing to the prejudice of* his sons, grandsons, great- st Be- 

grandsons, or great-great-grandsons. 
Question, i.e. I ask how many or what number of families there are in a® *Jr The, 

territory," i.e. from the seventeen men out. ‘ Deirg-fine’® (red family), ie. the 

fratricidal family. ‘Dubhfine’ (black family), i.e. the uncertain family. 

‘Fine-taccuir,’ ie. the adopted sons. ‘Glasfine’ (green family), ie. 

which is got over the azure surface of the sea. These are of the tribe, ie. 

the community. The tribe ends, i.e. it is not the property of a family, but 

of a people. The ‘geil-fine’® to five persons, i.e. there are five persons in 
the ‘geilfine’-division. They get, i.e. they receive the ‘dibadh'-property of 

every chief or head of a family who is related to them, or the ‘ dibadh ’-pro- 
perty of the chief to whom they are nearest of kin. Each who gives, ie. 

who becomes extinct of them. The ‘dibadh’-property of the ‘geilfine’ is 

diyided among the four families down here* The ‘deirbfine’ to nine 

persons, i.e. with the inclusion of the five persons of the family division before 

mentioned, i.e. the thing which devolves from them to the family. Is 

divided, i.e. the ‘dibadh’-property is distributed according to the dignity 

of the heads who are related to him, when it is one man of the family 

that has left the ‘dibadh’-property ; or, according to the dignity of the heads 
of the three families, when it is the young man of the family that leaves 
‘dibadb '-property. The ‘iarfine’ (after-family) to thirteen men, i.e. with 

the inclusion of the two families before mentioned. The feurth part, ie. three 
quarters of the quarter of the property which devolves from the ‘geilfine’-division. 
Fines, i.e. for crime of the hand. Profits, i.e. of cattle’ Of the ground, 
i.e. of the land. The labour, i.e. of moveables, or of service. The innfine to 
seventeen men, i.e. with the inclusion of the three families before mentioned.. 

Divide, i.e. they themselves divide what is due to the family of the person 
who died from among them. As és righ#, i.e. as the law directs. As is 

6 The four familics down here.—The gloss is interlinear and appears to be incore 
rect. 

* Of cattle.—That is, the milk, butter, calves, hides, &c. 
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“we 
Tams ‘'T ann bur m capes; no 77 ane wibars nacetpe pve} Oenseris 

og 4 Tza- -. in nine fingalat. Ippeve + ippiyrée thanbay news vone fine, | 
Ritory. nubiaanouat:. Ni cobnannaive.s nog comnamvuend yer cute 
OD. 736, T6 Pint 1rrech .+ pert no fropapm, Eu atcane cinca fa o f 

corhangyige6 vo. ‘Dubrine .t ino fine carte + me convaianred 
Ippeve vombern -1. rpprée oa ban nine fini gu fin Lann ca payee 
Nordteg .1. in von fine ico no nab ead. Fe va moon an nat, ar am 
onba cona capa pippompe no cpannchap. Mac a onbdpme, ry cotpam 
1nonbo verb; mac comlan, rposachpame beer; mo warce, 1 coachpan 
choca cach pip chall, vo cach pin amar Pin caine .. oa fare 
anuno. Ip tapem .. prep na farood enpanver cetpamed: por tm | 
bir an ainim fin. Finecaccuin + samercpoopma Irrer 
1. f favparte paspronéetin ap cpebampe go copobstab. OC roe 
-. NO Eo compunnvenv yer wibad alc ini puspronigoepn e .1. 1m wf 

wage & = =e - oa 

' 00. 

—— uii BA op e-em la — — (Craic onoaróte imoa fonp na maccib puorma .1. mac paras 
00 Eeilrine, ocup mac paopma vo vepby.ne occur mac paorma 9 
etcan pine. Mac faopma vo geiLrme, bemproproe care ep pm 

Top. bpd ocur feapann, manab cap bnagarc me. tn ma 
FAOTAM, mopyro, to Tenbrine, manan can bpaharopme, berwe ai 

, m feanann atc a Cur ing vo bnad ian nowt anunn von pans 
Mana fon fedm fine, ocur ní fapug vo1b an arde, 17 ann + 
faoram caich fo miad. Seatc cumala o piganb, tet reat 

cumata o gncóaib plata, veopa cumalao sac bancomanba, v 
cumail sac ocaipe, ocur Zac boaipe ; ocur co tonmad yelb mp 
tile. Mana conma revs, ocur 1¢ mac faorma an feanc, ocury n 

tap. bnagaic pine, if .uff. mad saca fainne vib fo mle .1. vo me 

1 Of a people.—aAll other persons inhabiting the territory are considered th 

people, and have not the same privileges as the four classes consisting ef ssventes 

men already mentioned. 
9 The dowbtful trite-—That is, of whose pedigree a doubt had arisen. De 

O'Donovan here refers to the story of “ Donall na gcroicenn (‘of the skins" 

O'Donovan ;” also to that of “Teigue an eich bhain (‘of the white horse,’ 
O'Donovan” who returned to Carbery under the name of ‘ Burke,’ and proved hi 

being an O'Donovan, and got a share of the land of his sept. 

* To retain them.—Here the singular number is used by an error in the original 
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fect cumatla, ocur do tet na .uii. cumala ocur on na ceona 

cumatla, ocur vo na o1cumala. Tir can bnagarc mono, neré 

vib sir, IN mac Faofma do ainfine, if 1p1de Farber in cir nincfy. 

Ocur .uii. cumala a Logpide Do Hep, manap tap. bnasassc pine ; 

mad tur bnagait sine, nt bein cro Log a faotaip. 

Blarrine.s. sabain can ELar nu fainge .1. mac muncuinte .1. mac 
eirpide bene bean von fine valbanac. Onda niav -.1. feananeo 

- Hopmerc .1. meic peacan, log cumaite. Devtarn .1. veligiv inv fine bo. 
Ingen an menarb 4. cac ga pada ip van fini hi. ODoonronars -. 
an 4 fot uait ava, ocuy o vo cuarv. Cluair.1. Refs ino pin Teo va 
ELeFfiT ino pip ele. Devlain.1. co nach acu no bu .1. oelmgaó gn pur in 
fine, gu mi na negsmary, atac. On med.). on vain daroronísro innun hi 

fan rm. Ouchaig vo fine «1. ota na.uif ppu veg amaé. Cobpnan- 
naive .. in vibav. Pinte puroin .1. aca poverliuguy mules fon pins 
na fovaep. Fon enmuin 1. if fonae mnand Lum va bein mouguó 
maeineac an a natain pe pe buvein e, ocur an in mac ian Tue an nacapn. 
Ni pen... noco pacta von atapn he. Sech macu.1.nasewtpini Sech 
In due .. Na Ferlpine. 

1 Rackrent. Explained in C. 807 (H. 8, 18, p. 878 b.), asa milch cow worth a 

sack, every month to the end of a year. 

s Ofhis labour. Following this commentary, on the right hand margin of the 
page is a remark by the scribe, which according to Dr. O'Donovan, is in the hand- 

writing of Egan MacE-gan, who says he wrote it in the mill of Duniry, in the county 
Galway, A.D. 1575, as an improvement on his own decayed old book. 

8 The nail on the fingers. This last section of the tribe cannot be deprived of 

whatever property it is entitled to by its rank in the pedigree. 

4 The sons, i.e. should the fourth generation be of age before the death of the 
progenitor, the latter cannot sell the property without their consent, nor they 
without his. 

5 The geilfine. On the foregoing tract Dr. O'Donovan observes:— From the 
preceding account it is clear that there were in every tribe inhabiting a ‘ tuath’ or 

territory seventeen persons who constituted the whole ‘Fine,’ or pure tribe, and 
who enjoyed certain privileges that none of the other inhabitants were entitled 

to; that these seventeen men were divided into four classes, which respectively 

exceeded cach other in dignity, according to their place in the pedigree and their 
relationship to the reigning chief. These four classes were known by the follow- 
ing names :— 

1. ‘ Geilfine,’ which consisted of 5 men: 

2. ‘ Deirbhfine,’ consisting of 4 men; 
3. ‘Tarfine,’ consisting of 4 men; 

4. ‘Innfine,’ consisting of 4 men. 

But it must be understood that the ‘Geiltine’ obtained their share of al] legacies 
in land or chattels which devolved from any individual of their own Class, as well 

as from any man, or number of men in the other classes beneath them. The 
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801,i.e. of the seven ‘cumhals,’and of half the seven ‘cumhals,’ and Or THE 
of the three ‘ cumhals,’ and of the two ‘cumhals.’ But if it be in pryzsions 
preference to" any one of them, the adopted son of an extern tribe ts ‘Triax 
adopted, he then gets the rack-rent.! And his price is always or a Txn- 
seven ‘cumhals,’ unless adopted to the prejudice* of the tribe; if STen. 
adopted in prejudice* of the tribe, he does not get even the price * Ir. Over 
of his labour.? the neck a/. 

‘Glasfine,’i.e. that is, who comes over the azure surface of the sea, i.e. the son of 
a sea-sent person, i.e. he is ason who is borne by a woman of the tribe for a native of 
Alba.> Land of a champion, i.e. the land of a ‘ gormhac,’ i.e. of a sister's son. > Ir. An Al- 

Separated, i.e. which the tribe have allotted to him. The nail on the fingers, 

i.e. when all are positive in asserting that he is one of the tribe. It has passed 

i.e. it is far from you it is, and ithas gone. Ear, i.e. the clear knowledge (‘gle fis’) 

of one man added to the clear knowledge of the other. It separates, Le. so as 

that it is not with them, ie. it separates from the tribe, so that it is away from 

them for a while. In as much as, ie. since they acknowledged and re- 

ceived it into the tribe. The land of the family, i.e. from the seventeen 

men out. Divided, ie. the ‘dibadh’-property. The families of the 

‘fuidhir’-tenants, i.e. there are manifold divisions as regards the tribe of the 

‘fo.daer’-persons. In the same ratio, ie. I hold that it is the same thing 

which brings increase of wealth to the father in his own time, and to the son 

after the father’s time. Does not sell, i.e, the father shall not sell it (the 

increased wealth). Of the sons,‘ i.e. the ‘geilfine’ of the ‘fuidhir'-class. The 

great grandsons, i.e. the ‘ geilfine,’* 

‘ Deirbhfine’ obtained no share of the ‘dibadh’- property left by any of the ‘Geilfine;’ 

but they shared in the ‘dibadh ’-property which devolved from any member of their 

own rank, and had their share also of all the ‘dibadh ’-property left by any members 

of the ‘Iarfine’ and ‘Innfine.” The ‘Iarfine’ had no ‘ dibadh ’-property from the 

‘Geilfine’ or ‘Deirbhfine,’ but they shared all that was left by any of their own 

class, and also received dividend of all ‘dibadh ’-property left by the ‘Innfine.’ The 

‘Inntine’ or lower class received no part of the ‘dibadh’-property left by any of the 

three higher classes, but they shared in all the ‘dibadh ‘-property left by any man 

of their own class. The commentater reverses the numbers. He should have 

explained them thus :— 

1. The ‘ Geilfine’ represented 17 persons, viz., 5 of their own rank, and 13 of 

the other classes. . 

2. The “Deirbhfine ' represented 12 persons, viz., 4 of their own class, and 8 

of the lower classes. 

8. The “Iarfine' represented 8 persons, viz., 4 of their own class, and 4 of the 

‘ Innfine.’ 

4. The‘ Innfine’ represented their own class only, which consisted of 4 persons. 
The ‘ Dergfine,’ ‘ Duibhfine,’ ‘ Fine Taccuir,’ ‘ Glasfine,’ and harlots, were excep- 

tions to the other four. 

VOL. IV. U 2 
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Tnnríne co recht feu OÍec]. 

Innyine arí 17 pine dif. Innua innpine, achuip tanpine ; innua 

1appine, achuin oenbrine; inua vepbrine, achuin gelpine. Ho, 

DONO, 147, CeCFu1Ó, cuma cuicen, a NEelfine, ocur cethpuip in Fac 

fpmeotypmnamaé. Mano oibacur, na ceithyu pine, in cs 1p nepat 

nouchaid daine cuar To bert in dibard, ma po Dibad 9ucharo 

Duine, ín Ti 1T Neyat ninnyine vo bneiú in dibard. 

Deinspine. 

In pingatach. benure fine a vibabyide, ocur ni benaic a cinw1d. 

Depropim cin na pine, ocur ní beinn a novibad; no, o Finney, 

ocur o éncypiur tan..cetru1d, co mbenad vibad achup ocur machupr 
ocuy in dibad ap Fut, ocur co na benad do cul no do Tab. 

In pingalac, odo Dena pennuit ocuy einic, no épic a mIfNima, 

beipid a curt do Dibad a acthup ocuy a fenathup, ocur nocha 

mbeinn a cuit a mbpud oibad na pine. Ocur mun vepnurd 

penne ocuy epuc, nocha beipinn a cuic DO nectun de. 

Vepspme .1. 1n pingataé cia pinnid, ocur cia encpiuy, nocha 
mbemunn ní do Dibad rsuichí na annysinth: na fine; no, vono, 
nocha mbeminn oibad a compoctiyp co po pinne ocur co no ence ; 
ocup o bínnpiúr ocur oO encpup, beip1d diIbad Pouch: ocur 
annT'Suichr an put, ocup noca bemimn vo carb; no vono cena, co 
fucad oibud pouch: ocur annysuicht ap fut ocur vo tab, o 
pimnruúr ocur' 0 eEpcHtup, amnuIl Sac Duine DUIs5tech DON Fine. 
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The following Commentaries on some of the foregoing subdivi- 0'D. 454. 

sions are found in O'D. 454, &c. 

The ‘Innfine’ to seventeen men. 
‘Innfine’ is the remotest of them. When ‘innua’! is ‘ innfine,’ 

the father is ‘iarfine ;) when ‘innua’ is ‘iarfine,’ the father is 

‘deirbhfine ;’ when the ‘innua’ is ‘deirbhfine,’ the father is 

‘geilfine.’ Or, according to the opinion of others, the ‘ geilfine’ 
consists of five persons, and every family from that out of four 

persons. If the four families have become extinct, the person who 

is next to them in the community of the people upwards obtains 
their ‘dibadh’-property. Ifthe community of the people become 

extinct, the person next them in the ‘innfine’ shall obtain their 

‘ dibadh '-property. 

‘ Deirgfine.’ 
That 1s, the fratricidal. The tribe obtain their ‘ dibadh’- 

property, but are not responsible for their crimes. They are 

responsible for the crimes of the tribe, but do not obtain their 

‘dibadh’-property ; or, according to the opinion of some, they are 

to get the ‘dibadh’-property of their fathers and mothers, and 

‘dibadh’-property in the direct line, but not backwards or laterally, 

nfter they shall have done penance and paid “eric “fine. 
The fratricide, when he has done penance and paid ‘eric’-fine, 

or ‘eric’-fine for his evil deeds, shall obtain his share of the 

‘dibadh’-property of his father and of his grandfather, but he does 

not obtain a share of the house ‘ dibadh’-property of the tribe. 

And if he has not done penance or paid ‘eric’-fine, he shall not 
obtain his share of either. 

‘Deirgfine,’ i.e. the fratricide, though he should do penance 
and pay ‘eric’-fine, shall not obtain any part of the ‘dibadh’-pro- 
perty in moveable or immoveable property of the tribe ; or accord- 
ing to others, he shall not obtain the ‘dibadh’-property of his 

nearest of kin until he does penance and pays ‘eric’-fine; and when 
he has done penance and paid ‘eric’-fine, heeshall obtain the 
moveable and immoveable ‘ dibadh’-property in the direct line, but 
not in the lateral line; or, according to others, he obtains the 
moveable and immoveable ‘dibadh’-property in the direct and 
lateral line, like every lawful person of the tribe, after he has done 

penance and paid ‘ eric’-fine. 

1 Innua.—This is the fourth generation from the original father, and therefore 
the ‘innfine.’ 
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'Oubrine ar 1 Dombein flop. noilles. 

1. Pine cunncabantac .1. mic tarde. 

Ce vathtupn an nowt, ni panna onba cun vo tTuca yin caine 

no cnannéwup. Mic na mban carge, cé no sabta aoen no vere 

o16 Do cum na fine co Fip no co setuib Facerma, ma po fopn- 

bprvap co bruilet comin fine, 17 ecim Ip De ANofa Dia farcad; 

NO, DONO, comcró ann po bet in Fip té fo Lap, tan. nemraobail 

fine aoine; ocur da beaobad fin aoine vo Feubta uava, ocur 
“vo cetnumhain ava 61pm pine cur a tic, ocur cucnuma benor 
ocur Zac rep olistec ipin pine. 

Eni hindpine ; acc anum cunnanda cechnunthe. 

1.171 in cechn uime fen inpinve f; no i cechnuime éora cat 
Mic DLIZUE DO an a denum a carpiúT. Ma tia oubpine, 17 cec- 
puimhe im onbu voib; ma comlinipr cetpuime ; ma uarce 17 
cecnúime cotacac pip call do cad Fip. amuis, focoimin. Cfmmi 
beiniúr mofine cetpuimhe vo vibad felfine, beinró [o Jurbpme 
cetpuime Cota pip D0 DIdad, ocuT cin a atup uile. 

'Úuine pin aca pe fine amg co Furl cofhlin fine, ocur part 
gin DUiStÓ ap bet ne fine amuis co na Zsabup anunn e can fiz 
ve Lair. 

Cró Fr Daoine Do sabun, ocur ian. na faytad, cac ní ve 
poinved proithe, can ní vorpui de; ocur caé ni Tappurd gan 
ftotnn, co nac¢ bruil acc cetpuitie cotaé cac mic olischis vo cai 
mac inovligtec. Io, dono, comaó ann no bet pip 06 ucoa in can 
na faduib pip, Daoine ; ocur comal[d] and no bet cetnurthe corat 
cac mic DLIFHS do, aínínburó na ruin, acc cTpiun an a Cinn tall 
ITN fine, ocur sac ní no poinded poithe ipa Cuir DO DE; no, Dono, 
IT ceTNup ara irí Fine cur a Tic, ocur cutTpuMa beintuy ocur 
cach pep DUISTee 1p m bene cur a Tice. 

! Over the ‘in’ at the beginning of this word there is written, apparently by 
another hand, inv, intimating probably that the word should have been * sn'orine. 
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The ‘dubbhfine’ is that which offers the teat of the O'D. 454. 

ordeal oath. i 
That is the doubtful tribe, Le. secret sons. 

Though they are acknowledged by oath, they shall not get a share 
of land until the test of the cauldron or lot-vasting is given. As to 
the sonsof the secret women, though one or two of them may be taken 
into the tribe by a test or with ‘seds’ of adoption, if they have mul- 
tiplied so as that they are as numerous as the tribe, the test of God 
is then necessary to retain them sn the tribe, or, according to others, 
the time that this test of God is required is when the tests of 

men have not been procured ; but if the tests of men have been 
procured, they shall be received through them, and to the fourth 
part of the lands of the tribe to which they come, they are entitled, 
and they shall obtain a proportion of it equal to that of every law- 
ful man in the tribe. 

As regards the ‘innfine;’ but afterwards they 
share in the fourth part of the possessions, 
That is, it is the fourth man in the ‘innfine! ;’ or it is the fourth of the 

share of each legitimate son he (the son of secrecy) obtains when 
he has been begotten in secrecy. If the ‘dubhfine’ be more 
numerous than the whole tribe, they obtain the fourth part of the 
land ; if they are of equal number it is one-fourth they get ; if they are 
fewer, it is the equivalent of the fourth part of the property of every 
one within that is due to every man without according to equal 
number. In like manner, as the ‘ innfine’ obtains the fourth of the 

‘ dibadh’-property of the ‘ geilfine,’ the ‘dubhfine’ obtains the fourth 
of a man’s share of the ‘ dibadh’-property and all his father’s land. 

This is a person who has been with a tribe outside until he has 
become equal in number with the tribe, and it is to avenge his 
illegal act upon him for having been with a tribe outside that 
he is not received within (tnto the tribe) without his having the 
test of God. . 

Though it be the test of men that, is accepted, and after he is re- 
tained by tt, he shall not receive any part of what was divided 
before ; and, of whatever remained without being divided, the illegi- 
timate son gets but the one-fourth of the share of each legitimate son. 
Or, indeed, according to others, tho test of God is required when the 
test of man has not been obtained ; and it is then he gets the fourth 
of the share of each legitimate son, when he found but three persons 
before him in the tribe within, and of everything that was divided 
before, he shall get his share ; or, according to others, if it be* four arr. 72 is. 
persons that are in the tribe to which he comes, he shall then get an 
equal share with every legitimate man in the tribe to which he comes. 





crith sablac. 

CRITH GABHLACH. 



CritH 
GaBRLActt. 

crith sablac. 

Cid ana neipen cpt sablac ? 
Hin.—Op im cnenar in fean cuarte via Sagpotcaib hi cuare 

co naipmithen ina spalo] cecca imbi 1 cuart. Ho, an alm vo 
gabLaib 1 poolarchen spalo] cuate. 

Caip-—Ciplin footar poppurdib? OC .ur. 

Cid ar a fopoarte: bhaó cuaite? MO unlomn Enavd necatyu; 
an nach snad bir a nectar if com cia bet a untanns cuart. 
Despoptais, no 91015, no praonaire, no bnectemnacta, o cach vo 
aloiliu. 

Cerc.—Caveat sna tacts ? 

Fen miovba, boaine, aime vera, ane and, aime cure, ame 
fongill, ocur pu. Mada olige penecarz, tT menbud sunn ronoait- 

TEL NG ut. NEPLaroy4. 

Cia, menba boaipe cona oft foolarb? Aine vera, ame era, 

CINE APD, cine Cuire, aime yopsaill, Tanaipe pl, ocCur gu. 

Caveat foolar bo-ainech ? 

Ua pen. mrobota, ocur occaine; ocur attech an arpeab artech, 
ocur bodine pebya, ocur mbpurspep, ocur fey fotlar, ocur aie 

COIPPINs. 
Carve imtach, ocuy narom, ocur part, ocur fraonarre, ocur Lot 

nenech, ocur biata, ocuy otpup, ocur nada, ocur cauncperc, 
ocup bey TIS! Cac ae ? 

Hin.- -CCiiail an, im cain penecur; 

(Cpa pessp Spada fene 

Fru mer aimechta aopumctey.. 



I 

CRITH GABHLACH. 

Why is ‘Crith gabhlach ” no called 1 Crim 

Answer.—Because of the fact that the layman purchases by his GAsELacn, 

good qualifications among the people (in the territory) that he be 
accounted in his proper grade among the grades that are in a terri- 

tory. Or, according to others, because of the number of branches 
into which the grades of society are divided. 

Question.—How many divisions are there of these? Seven. 

What is the division of social grades* derived from? From the 
similitude of ecclesiastical orders; for it is proper that for every order , 
which is in the church there should be a corresponding one" among 

the people. Good corroborative proof, or denial, or evidence, or 

judgment, is due from each of them to another. 

Question.— What are the grades of a people ? 

alr. Grads 
of a terri- 

tory or peo- 

ie Simi- 

Answer.—A ‘fer mbidboth”-man, a ‘ bo-aire’-chief,? an ‘aire ' 

desa’-chief, an ‘aire ard’-chief, an ‘aire tuise’-chief, an ‘aire 
forgaill’-chief, and a king. If it be according to the right of the 

‘ feinechus ’-law, it is in such manner these seven grades are divided. 
What ts the division, if it be not the ‘bo-aire’ with his eight 

divisions? An ‘aire desa’; an ‘aire echta’; an ‘aire ard’; an 

‘aire tuise’; an ‘aire forgaill’; a ‘tanaise’ of a king, and a king. 
What are the divisions of the ‘ bo-aires ? 

Two ‘fer mbidba’-men an ‘og-aire,’ and an ‘aitheeh ’-person 

on the residence of an ‘ aitheeh ’-person, and a ‘ bo-aire febhsa ’-man 
and a ‘mbrwigh-fher’-man, and a ‘fer-fothla’-man, and an ‘ aire 

coisring’-man. 

What are the oath, and the binding contract," and the guarantee, 
and the evidence, and the price of honor, and the refections, and 
the sick maintenance, and the protection, and the proportionate 
stock, and the food rent of the house of each ? 

Answer.—As the ‘cain-fenechus ’-law says, 
é That you may know the grades of the Feine, 

By the estimate of the assembly they are counted.” 

| A ‘fer mbidboth'-person.—That is a man of mean condition. 

*‘ Bo-aire.’ ‘Aire’ is a common name for a gentleman of any rank in society. 
‘* Bo-aire’ is the lowest rank, derived from the possession of cows. 

e Ir. Knot. 



Crain 
GaBHLacit. 

300 Cnich Sablac. 

‘Da fer. miobota .1. pen. miobot imruins pmacca, imroms o 
trnatair co vapr. Ipped Los enech via ain, DIG DIFUIN, Dia eam, 

mapanus. Í1rreo pardip a nardm ocur a part ocur a pracnanrze, 
ocur aaimpe. (C tiacha aonan, arr ocur spur no anbun. th 

vlsimb. S&navina comgnaó Tan a Tuare paverpin, ocur biaorain 
leir co noeochard tan cpich. 

C10 ana nepen fen mrobot von fin fo? CMpani vo nicet 
ammaici avoligid altpuma, ocur nad pos feptars. 

In fopcmaithen aer fampe&tech von pip mrdbot imacums 
ymatta? Poncmarthen aer certeona mbliavan noes. 

Ip ame ní compuc innrs na fiaonaire an nt hinpraonanrre atc 
Trí cac puarll, ne rect mbliadna .. na no Farb peiLb na coman- 
bar pia yin, manar comathe yep fene tay. Ippre imnyin 
maroms pmacra mbnurspe (ra. 

In fen mrvbos eile conor mnygi if Tpebeniu prove; cecmalran 
a inner do in Teona bnratpaib co ve tTney1 ; CO TAO Fin conmach 

bin odigbal, imuptoms anoiarg nac atle,an toperc Wugo. 
Ocur imtomn colpoaig no a Log: ipped Los enech via arp, via 
DISUIN, DIA erain, DIA fapus. 

Ipped rarióir a nardm, a part, a praonaire, a Tine. CC brata 

aonaz, ayy ocuy Spuy, no anpbup. Ni vusgimb. Snavi1o a com- 
SIÓ Tap a Tuaita, co Cabuin, Diablad in Lid Bo. 

In cocna ní Fl aniú 1pin aimypip fo, act Lo§ a oessroLca vo 

cac an, na mbiad, 171 focparc Lego, ocuy Lin, ocur biata, ocur 
Los namie, amaipcc eapboda ; act bid coiccimn Dligip cad NENad 

Do Spadib tTuaite 1 conur oTpuya. 

Jn lieu of fosterage.—If the correct reading were ‘nvicet,’ as Professor O'Curry 
suspected, not ‘nicet,” he would translate the sentence, “ because his sons (by his 

position) are exempt from the right of fosterage.” 

* No land.—O'Curry suggests another translation uf this clause, viz.. "Or that 
he is not entitled to a tomb. ’ 

3 Preserved.—That is. probably. considered legal evidence. 
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There are two ‘midboth’-men, i.e. the “imidboth '-man who swears Critu 

to “smacht ’-fines, and swears from a needle to a ‘dairt’-heffer. GaBHLACH. 

lt is his price of honor for satirizing him, for trespassing on him, 

for ‘esain’ to him, for violating his protection. It is to that 
extent he may become a bond, ‘a surety, a witness, and a pledge. 

He is entitled to feeding for himself alone, milk, and stirabout, or 

corn. He is not entitled to butter. He protects one of his own 
grade over his own territory, who* is fed along with himself till 
he passes beyond the boundary. 

Why is this man called a ‘midboth’man? Because of the 
fact that he pays pays his sons in lieu of fosterage' (vives them away), 
and that he has no land.? 

Is there any particular age determined for the ‘midboth ’-man, 

at which he swears to ‘smacht’-fines? There is determined the 
age of fourteen years. 

The reason why the language of his evidence is not preserved? is 
because he is not eligible as a witness except for all trifling things, 

before he is seventeen years old, unless he has taken possession, 

or succession before that, or a man of the ‘ Fene’ grade be a co-occu- 

pant with him. It is then he swears to “smacht, '-fines in farm laws. 

The other ‘midboth ’-man whose evidence’ is preserved, is of more 

weight ; his evidence" is confronted with him in three words for 

three days ; and if it survives (stands good) without increase or 
diminution, he swears after (tz support of) another person, because 

his oath takes precedence. And he swears up to a ‘ colpach’-heifer 
or its value; that is his honor price for satirizing him, for tres- 

passing on him, for his hindrance for violating his protection. 

It is to that extent” he may become a bond, a surety, a wit- 

ness, a pledge. He ia entitled to feeding for himself only, 
milk and stirabout, or corn. He is not entitled to butter. He 

protects one of his own grade over his territory, until he gives 
double food to hin. 

The sick maintenance is not in existence at this day, in this time, 

but every one receives the value of his good qualifications, according 

to his dignity, both as to doctor’s fees, and company, and food, and 

the compensation for a maim, if it extends to mutilation ;‘ but it is 
the same right that all the grades of the territory have under the 
law of sick-maintenance. 

4 |f it extend w mutilation.—O'Curry was in doubt whether the translation of 

this clause should not be “according as it may happen to be.” 

“Ir. And he. 

bir. 'Lan- 

guage. 

© Ir, /t is tt. 



302 Cruach Bablac. 

Tongan rní conp ocuf anmain, ocur DO TeIT arcipe an fer 

renur in purl, 1 conur otpura,imboin. Conarg tan pot cpuach ; 

mM aponimed dDIDITe Diem an Dian cola Fluars ; ina unsell caperse 

cin Lepaid an cule Liars, 1capgo Lego; co 9enorc tn anylaine, 

inatanylamne. 1r plan Una lepta a pnataro co ronur cuarte. 

Caveat a rola: conaí o cach pnar a cuptan aicme fp burt 
nein Lego ? 

Ospnicect fon pata, mana eva nech a fpepad o fin cinard; 

combi an esin vo bonsan. Ir co noguine ocur enectann fo 

li1ad atTEZaipcepn, Cid TNe eonged po totan. Teic ocur a mavam 
for foluc. Uachtan an LeamLact do hi tuir, a coicer, 1 Noman, a 

noechmand, a noomnac. 

In foncmardcen o ceteonaid blsadnaih veg co prices co cuame 
ulcard. 

Cia bert ana pogbad boaipechar fuarú po ba cuarnorn, ni sc 
a Lusa acht alluga pip, mivbota. 

Cia bert gin gabail nonbai vana, co cpune, nt ceit a Large o 
rip. mrobota beor. 

Dic a tupncperce core recut, Motz cona forain ber a diée. 

Irre ber oen cinneda irinn, Fen na ctreabard feb na pepann 
DO ruTeiT ín. 

Foraim m thule; 01 bangin veg, 1mb, nembeoil, wmetarce 
coinne co cennarb, ran ov app, ty barratb, ochcan ocur LemLacc 
ocur Dpaumce no blatach. 

Hy vligcen fotur a tise vo neoch cen mbit maici, co mbt 
Tualaings paincpebta, ocur Zabala realb. Do pin mrobota cein 

! The bed-carrying party. Over the a of the word ‘tina’ there is written in the 

MS. the usual symbol for ‘no,’ ‘ or,’ intimating that the word might be ‘ain 0. 
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He (who sheds the blood) is sworn to both body and soul, and Crim 
a pledge is given by the man who sheds the blood, in the law 
of sick-maintenance, to the amount of a cow. He is conveyed 

over the bloody sod; the noble chiefs protect him quickly from the 

rapid rush of a crowd ; and a new pledge is given afterwards not to 
put him into a bed* forbidden by a doctor, and to provide a doctor, 
until his present health is decided, and his after health, As ¢o his 
bed!-carrying party it is safe for them! to protect him to the terri 
tory house (hospital). 

What are the proper duties of every person for whom a pledge has 
been given that it shall beaccording to the directions of the doctor 1 

The whdle of the attendance falls upon the securities, if a person 

(the invalid), does receive not his cure from the criminal ; and it 

may be obtained by force. It is to the amount of his full ‘dire’- 

fine and honor-price, according to grade, he sues, though it be 
through a tongueless person® he demands it. He goes, and his 

mother, upon sick maintenance. Cream upon new milk sa to be 
provided for him on third, on fifth, on ninth, on tenth days, and 
on Sundays. 

Is there anything determined for him, from fourteen years to 

twenty, till the encircling of beard ? 
Though he happened to take the rank of ‘ boaire “ship before 

the encircling of a beard, his oath does not take more effect than 
his oath as a ‘ midboth ’-man. 

Though he remained till his old age, if he get not land, his 
oath does not pass from that of a ‘midboth’-man still. 

His proportionate stock is five ‘seds.’ A wether with its accom- 
paniments is the food-rent of his house. 

(This is the food-rent of a last survivor,‘ a man who does not 

plough (or occupy) a possession or a farm for himself.) 
As to the accompaniment of the wether; sí te twelve cakes, 

butter, ‘nembeoil,’ a handfull of leeks with their heads, a milk 

drinking mug of three hands in height, cream and new milk and 
‘ draumche milk or buttermilk. 

Refections at his house are not due to any person as long as ho 

is in the condition of a son, until he is competent to have a separate 
residence, and to the taking of land. So with the ‘midbaidh ’-man as 

3 It is safe for them. That is, they have performed their duty, and are exempt 
from further liability. 

3 A tongueless person. That is, not a professional pleader. 
4 Last survivor.—That is, a person who has neither father nor mother living 

neither sister nor brother, or relative, none interested in him but the foster-father. 
He was somewhat in the position of a foundling. 

GABHLACIT. 
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ber noen cinid; acht ma ppipnaran a flart, na puilnse a ber 
Tap. mole cona foray. 

Ma fonbenu poled a Uí co mbt polao mboarpech no ni ber 

apvou, topba conur a cuipcpetcca Dofom ayurtiu. Topopmars 
caverin romaine co mb1 ber a ce ann tap. na mad, mana conga 
naé plait aile pri. Letonecht huav 1 ngopne Dia Treire rap focpa; 

Tian a Bunn, ocur a merca, Ocur a Lerca, ocur a Efrica DO Platt. 

Ocaine 17 anou a ainecharant. 

Cró ana nepen ocaine? Mp osu a aimpechary ; cevh ache 

uaine ir nue o po sab tneabad 

Carve a totacht? folon recra lair; .ut. mbae cona cand; 
ull. muca CO muic FORA; UN. caine; capud ttn fosnum ocur 
impím; TiN tpi .ut. cumal ler. tre cp mbo la rene mpm, 
folomns .ui. mbuu co cenn mbliabna .1. aoarpcvep. .uit. mba mn. 
Faccaib in fectmad mboin via bliadna a rochnaic im te 
Cechnaime anacthain Lair; vai, foc, bnot, cennore, co mb 

tualing compe. Curcanart, immuilin,: pabatt ; rcaball cocury. 

Met a tise; mou THE mMcip ap 1 .u1. TNargse .x. a meic five. 
Froti co fopoonuy. “Orit itp cac DUNT! o rurótusa co clerte. 
Va vopup ann. Comlta an alana, cliacth an atarve, or he xm 
cuacha cen tulgsu. Uonetht coiLimbí. Clan noana voIn cach 
1 CON 9041. 

fr mo cech nocainech. tor chait xv, a mety1de. Cpu nor 
x aipcha Upaponand archi bey a ti511 nor. 

Occ mbu a tupcpemc. Ite.vpeatimnpin. treo viabal Taup- 

1 Last surrivor.—See note (i), page 303. 

3 Third part of his the/?.—That is, it would seem, the third part of the fine, &c., 
for anything stolen from him, for making him drunk, for wounding him so that be 
may be lame for life, Kc. 
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Jong as he is tn the condition of a last survivor,’ (1.¢., until he ta oa 
able to take a distinct residence and possession for himself) ; but if ~§ — 
his chief prevents him from so doing he should not bear more of 

food-rent than the wether with its accompaniment. 

Should the property of his house increase until it becomes equal 

to the property of a ‘ bo-aire’ or higher, his right to proportionate 
stock increases to him on that account. He increases the income 

until it be the food-rent of his house, according to his rank, unless 

another chief enters into a compact with him. In three days, 
after notice, half a portion (of fencing?) is due from him for a 
field ; a third part of the fine for his theft,? and his drunkenness, 

and his laming, and of ‘eric’-fine for killing him goes to his chief. 

As to an ‘og-aire,’ his position as an ‘aire’ is higher. 

Why is an ‘og-aire’ so named? Because of the youthfulness 

of his ‘airechus’-rank ; because it is newly he has taken house- 

holdship upon him. 

What is his property ? He has a property of sevens ; seven cows v 
with their bull ; seven pigs with a boar pig ;* seven sheep ; a horse “Ir. House 
for work and for riding. He has land of three seven‘ cumhals’ value. “7” 

With the Feine this is a cow-land, which supports seven cows to 

the end of a year, i.e. seven cows are put upon it. He leaves one 

of the seven cows" at the end of the year in payment for the land.’ Ir. The 

He has the fourth part of ploughing-apparatus ; an ox, a plough- seventh cov. 

share, a goad, and a bridle (for the ox) so that he can be mastered. 
He hasa share in a kiln, in a mill, in a barn ; he has a cooking pot. 

Ag to the size of his house: it is larger than a house of ‘ inchis.’* 

for seventeen feet is the size of that house. It is interwoven (wattled 
from the ground) to the lintel. A dripping-board is placed between 
every two weavings from the base to the ridge. Two doorways are 
init. There ta a door to one of them, a hurdle to the other, and it is 

without partitions and without holes. A palisade is around it, of 

slight wood.‘ An oak board sa to be between every two beds. 
The ‘ og-aire’s’ house is larger: nineteen feet is ita size. 

Thirteen feet is the size of its backhouse (kitchen) ; or, because his 

father has divided his food-rent in two with him. 

Eight cows are his proportionate stock. This consists of ten 

‘seds.’ This is double the proportionate stock of the grade which 

3 A house of ‘inchis.’—That is, a house built for an aged man of the family who 
gives up to the family his patrimony on condition that they support and attend 

to him during the remainder of his life. Vide C. 807. 

4A palisade, $c.—Professor O'Curry's first translation of this clause was, 
i“ Narrow beds in it.” 

VOL. IV. Xx 
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is before him; because it is for land the grades take service; _ Curmm 
it is for land that he is entitled to the value of his ten ‘seds,’ ~~ —— 
as his proportionate stock ; he has his land given him according to 
qualifications. A ‘dartaidh’-heifer at shrovetide with its accom- 
paniments is the food-rent of his house. A hog's belly in bacon 

he pays, along with a cow, or a whole hog in bacon, of an 
inch of fat, properly cured, and three sacks of malt, and half 
a sack of wheat. Because in the same way that double the pro- 
portionate stock of the lower grade is the proportionate stock of 
the higher grade, so is the food-rent of his house double profit. 
He protects his co-grade, for no grade protects a person higher than 
itself, He has refections for two men, in milk and stirabout, or in 
corn. He is not entitled to butter. A mug of twelve inches 
of sour milk upon new milk is due each time, and a lawful 
man’s cake, or two cakes of woman's baking.! He has two 
attendants when on sick-attendance. They are to get" butter on * Ir. Butter 
third, on fifth, on ninth, on tenth days, and on Sundays. Three “?” “em 
‘seds’ are the price of his honor, but they must be ‘seds’’ of the 
cow kind ; he is entitled to" the ‘dire “ine of a hostage.? sir. For 
‘What are these ‘seds’ paid to him for? Mite 
Answer: For satirizing him, for his ‘ esain,’ for insulting him, 

for violating his protection, for burning his house, for stealing 
from him, for stealing out of his house, for stealing anything into 
it, for forcing his wife, his daughter, But it is a decision with 
the Feine that half the ‘ dire “fine due to @ man of every grade in 
a territory is due for his wife, and his son, and his daughter, 
excepting the case of a ‘dormuine’-woman, or a son who evades 
the supporting of his parents, 
There are four things in which he acts to the eatent of his honor- 

price; it is that which he swears to, and it goes on his security, his 
guarantee, his pledge, and his evidence, And the two ‘seds’ that 
are wanting to it (his price of honor), are wanting because the stability 
of his house is not perfect, and that he is not competent to under- 
take liabilities for them, like every other ‘ bo-aire,’ for the smallness 

of his property. |» 
tebe ans Stas ten of tens are his cattle, ie. he has 

ten cows, ten pigs, ten sheep ; a fourth part of ploughing apparatus, 
i.e. an ox, and a ploughshare, and a goad, and a bridle, He has a 
house of twenty feet, with a kitchen of fourteen feet. Four ‘seds 
are his ‘dire’fine, for satirizing him; for his ‘esain;’ for in- 

VOL. IY, x2 
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GLnTE  erain, via Órguin, Dia TapLEZ. Imoreomp, ap nerom, ip pach, T 
— acme, ip pechem, ir praonar: gpa. “Derch mba a caywpece. 

Fonggu vine ocur cine oa men ina Combe com. ocur ceétpe (no 

certin) merch bnatcha, ocur fréten ampmerve v1 caps, tre ber a 

tube. Tincup com, tin enna ocup lesepat. 

fre ateé baicrroe nro, ora mbe mm aenncat, cm Bare, cn bare, 
cin Bum ouine act Ua a cata, no nech vorard a cenn fain; of he 
cona Lanamnar com, ocur venma: m amb, ocug oomnacha, ocar 
consaraib. ° 

Cro noo mbnir ip repro a boamechar FF CCR ber bro cetpan 
no coigup bert hi comonbur boainech, conach ara boame vo 
cach ae. Orachad ver vo i ary occur Bury no apbamm; 
mb m noomnachaib, fepccol -canpamn Laropain, vnrtlere, 
camnenn, ralanp. 

Dir to fon folach. {mim vo ala cae, 

Doaaine pebra cro apa neipen ? 
- Op ip vo buaib ava a amecharr ocur a enectann. Um va 
suff. cumat Leip. Cech .uff. tnarged zx: 1c, co namchar cor 
tpargin nvéac; curs immuilaunn co natpenl a muamem, ocer @ 
avima. Cich, pabalt, Lir cafpech, uar Laég, mucpért. ic he 
myn .uff. clertin ó nomenan cat boaint. Ofte cr ban .x. Ler; 
leé nanatamn, capul fopsnuma ocur ech immpuimme. "O: bar 
~t a taunacnetcc. Colpoaic pipend cona timthug bér a ergy, 
in traimbiad ocur Faimbiav. Corc reoir ina vine voneoch ITT 
snerr do via eneclann. 

Cid do bin, ng corc péotu vo eneclann in boars P 

Hin—CO sna; ret a naoma, ret a parts, rer a Flaonayps, pet 
A atin, fet a forages, ocur a bpithemnarr fon mbnurgpecc. 
Imzoing coic feotu; cTiagait fon a naiom, ocuyr a faré, ocur a 

1 Four.—' Mo certip’ is an interlined aliter reading. 
s A ‘bo-atre.'—The portion of this tract taken from C. 488 ends here ; the re- 

mainder is from the portion of the tract in C. 1-16 (H. 3, 18, 1-6). 
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sulting him ; for violating his protection. He swears, he is a 
security, he isa guarantor, he is a pledge, he is a suitor and 
witness for them (to the extent of four ‘seds.') Ten cows are his 
proportionate stock. The choicest of a herd of cows and a bacon 

mg of two fingers depth properly cured, and four! sacks of malt, 
and a wooden vessel of salt, is the food-rent of his house. He 

has proper furniture including iron and wooden vessels. 
This man is an immovable tenant, if he is blameless, has not 

robbed,* has not stolen, has not wounded a man, except on the day of 
battle, or a person who sues for his head from him ; and he is in 
his lawful matrimonial union, and is pure as regards Fridays, and 

Sundays, and Lents. 

What is it that puts’ this man from being i in the rank of a ‘ bo- 
aire’? Because it may be that four or five such may occupy 

the land of a ‘ bo-aire,’ and # could not be easy for each of them 

to be a ‘WVo-aire.? He has refections for two, of milk and stir 

about, or corn ; butter on Sundays, salted venison along with these, 

sea-grass, onions, salt. 

He has two persons on sick attendance. He gets butter” on 
alternate days. 

‘ Bo-aire fabhsa’ why is he so called 3 

Because it is from cows his rank as an ‘aire’ and his honor- 

price are derived. He has land of the value of twice seven 

“cumhals.’ He has a house of twenty-seven feet, with a back-house, 

(kitchen) of fifteen feet ; a share in a mill in which his family may 

grind, and his visitors. He has a kiln, a barn, a sheep-house, a 

calf-house, a pig-sty. These are the seven houses from which each 

‘bo-aire’ is rated. He has twelve cows; half the means of 

ploughing, a working horse and a riding steed. ‘Twelve cows are 
his proportionate stock. A male ‘ colpach ’-heifer with its accom- 
paniments is the food-rent of his house in summer food and in 

winter food. Five ‘seds’ are due to him as his ‘dire’-fine which 
are permanent to him as his honor-price. 

What is it that causes the honor-price of the ‘ bo-aire’ to be 
five “eds '? 

Answer: His deeds; a ‘sed’ for his binding,’ a ‘sed’ for his 
guarantee, a ‘sed’ for his evidence, a ‘sed’ for his pledge, 
a ‘sed’ for stability, and for his judgment upon land law. He 
swears to five ‘seds,’ they come on his binding,’ his guarantee, 

Crirn 
GasuLact, 

a Ir. With- 
out robbing. 

bIr. Breaks 
or bears. 

ir. Butter 
Jor him. 
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d Ir. Knot. 
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his pledge, and his evidence. His feeding is a feeding for three; Onmr 
three attendants are due for him on sick-maintenance. Butter is @AnuLact. 
required for him on second day, third, fifth, ninth, tenth, and on 
Sunday. He is entitled to true onions, or salted meat! as condiment. 
Anything that is deficient of the qualifications of the ‘bo-aire’ 
shall be wanting to his dire “fine. 

‘Mbruighfher,’ why is Ae so called? From the extent of his ~~ 
grass-lands. He has land of the value of three times seven ‘cumhals.’ 
He is the ‘ bo-aire’ for obedience to judgment, Ze isa ‘ bo-aire- 
gensa ;' he has every necessary furniture of his house all in their 
proper places. He has a caldron with its spits and its spindles ;* 
a vat into which a boiling of ale is poured; a serving pot with 
minor vessels, both irons, and troughs, and mugs, with which to 
eat out of it; a washing trough, and a bathing basin, tubs, 
candelabra, knives for reaping rushes, a rope, an adze, an auger, 
@ saw, a shears, a wood-axe which cuts implements for every 
quarter’s work. Every item of these he shall have without borrow- 
ing; a grinding-stone, a mallet, an axe, a hatchet, a spear for killing 
cattle, ever-living fire; a candle upon a ‘candelabra’ without 
fail ; a perfect plough with all its requirements (joint work). 
These then are the deeds of the ‘bo-nirech’ for obedience to ~~ 

judgment. There are two casks in his house constantly, a cask of 
milk and a cask of ale, He is a man who has" three snouts ; the sir. 0/. 
snout of a rooting hog at all times to break the blushes of his 
face the snout of a salted hog upon the hooks; and the snout of a 
plough pointed; for he is able to receive a king, or a bishop, or a 
poet, or a judge from off the road ; and for the visit of all com- 
panies. He is a man who has" three sacks in his house each 

quarter perpetually, ie. a sack of malt, a sack of salt for curing 

the joints of his slaughtered cattle, a sack of charcoal for the irons, 
{He has seven houses, a kiln, a barn, a mill, a share in it so that he 
can grind; a house of twenty-seven feet, a back-house of seventeen 
feet, a pig-stye, a calf-house, a sheep-house, He has twenty cows, 
two bulls, six bullocks, twenty hogs, twenty sheep, four housefed 
hogs, two sows, a riding" steed, a bridle of “cruan.' He has sixteen 11.4 thigh. 
sacks of seed in the ground, He has a brass pot in which a hog 
fits, He has a lawn in which sheep stay at all times without 

3 To break the blushes of his face—That is, he should have always a hog fit to 
be killed to prevent his having cause to blush at his house being without flesh when 
strangers come into it. 
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being driven off. He has four suits of clothes with him and | Cam 
his wife. His wife is the daughter of a man of his own grade, “ — 
being his lawful first wife. And his oath is good, his binding,* his * tr. Knot. 
guarantee, his evidence, his pledge, his loan, his letting (out for hire) ; 
he is not guilty of" theft, of robbery, or of wounding any person. fe With. 

Two ‘cumhals’ are his proportionate stock. A cow with its accom. ““ 

paniments is the food-rent of his house, both for winter food and 
summer food. Three are his company in the territory. Three are 
required for him in sick-maintenance. Butter, as a condiment, he = 
is always entitled to. He protects his co-grades. He has salt 
flesh on third day, on fifth, on ninth, on tenth, and on Sunday. 
He makes oath to the amount of six ‘seds.’ He is a binder, he is 

a guarantee, he is a witness, he is a pledge, he is qualified to be a 
suitor to that amount.’ That is his full honor-price, but he has « fy, For 
five ‘ seds’ fine for going over his “lis fort unlawfully. It is lawful them. 
to open it for his good. Five ‘seds’ are the penalty for unlawfully 
opening his house ; a cow for looking into it. A ‘dartaid’-heifer 

is due for a lock of thatch taken from it; a ‘ dairt '-heifer for taking 
two, a ‘ colpach "-heifer for an armful, a ‘ samaisc -heifer for half a 
truss, a cow for a truss, and restitution of the straw. Five ‘seds’ 
are the penalty for going through his house or his ‘lias “house 
(cow or sheep-house) by breaking its door, a ‘dartaid -heifer for a 
lower lath,! a ‘ dairt’-heifer for an upper lath, a ‘ sambaise “heifer “Ir. A wat- 
for a lower wattle, a ‘colpach "heifer for an upper wattle, a ‘dairt’- «elm. 
heifer for the front door-post of his house, a ‘ dartaid ’-heifer for 

the back door-post of his house. Half the honor-price of every (or 
any) grade of a territory is due for stealing what may be in it 
out of his ‘airlis “enclosure (yard); & seventh for stealing in it, 
The cast of a ‘sned’! in all directions from his house is the proper 
extent of his ‘airlis’-enclosure. Half ‘dire’-fine in addition is 
due for a ridge. To break on the floor of his house is lawful and 
unlawful. All small’ breaking is lawful, all large breaking is 
unlawful. Gold, and silver, and bronze are lawful; all troughs 
and ranges which are more properly on the floor are unlawful. A 
“dairt’-heifer is the penalty for injuring the front lintel, a ‘dartaid’- 
heifer for the tearing or notching the rere lintel, together with 
restitution of everything, be it small or not small ; a ‘ dairt -heifer 
for every injury to its wall. 
co pparg,’ in his revised translation. In his first translation he was in doubt as 
to whether the meaning of ‘ parpe' was ‘carpentry’ or ‘a litter of rushes.” The 
whole paragraph is extremely difficult, and there seems to be a defect in the MS. 
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Tt is lawful and unlawful to break lintels. What is lower in Orr 
position is lawful, what is higher in position is unlawful. For GAnnrac, 
breaking into his kitchen’ the ‘dire’-fine is the same as for the 
lintel. It (the kitchen) must be littered with new straw. 
As to the ‘dire’-fine for a bed; should it be stripped of a lock of 

‘the pillow, there is paid a good pillow. If the part for sitting on is 
stripped of a lock, a good skin is to be paid ; if it be a lock from the 
feet, good shoes (covering) are paid, If it be a lock from the roof 
(or back) that is taken, new straw is to be given to cover it. If it 
{the offence) be an upsetting, a ‘sed’ is due for it, and compensation. 

Of what is lawful and unlawful as regards a bed. It is lawful 
to sit and recline in it, and though anything be broken in it up 
to the level of the head, by sitting; anything above the level of 
the head is unlawful. Two ‘loargs’; a ‘sed’ is paid, if totally 
destroyed, half after that.* 

For grinding without leave in a “Brugh man's mill, the 
penalty is five ‘seds,’ and the forfeiture of the meal that is ground 
without leave, and his honor-price, should i¢ cause his visitors to 
fast, Should it (the mill) be damaged, the fine is the honor- 
price of the party whose it is, and compensation with a pledge for 
the grinding. 

If it be a kiln that is used" without leave, a cow with a ‘ dairt 
heifer is its ‘dire’-fine, with compensation. The using of it i: 
lawful, without further compensation, except so far as what is cast 
on the floor, and as to injury to its own sets of implements. 
As to the ‘ dire’-fine for his barn, it is five ‘seds,’ and compensa- 

tion for every thing which is used* in it, The ‘dire’-fine for his 

pig-stye is five ‘seds’ for the pigs, and compensation. 
The ‘dire’-fine for using his hachet is a ‘colpach’-heifer, half that 

for his wood axe, before fencing time ; it is a ‘colpach '-heifer for 
that. 

A ‘fer fothla’-chief, why is he so called? a 
He is the leader of the ‘boaire’-class, because his ‘ boaire’- 

ship extends to giving proportionate stock fo tenants. The excess 
of his cattle, ie. his cows, his hogs, his sheep, which his own 

lands cannot sustain, and which he cannot sell for land, and which 
he does not himself require, he gives as the proportionate stock of 
tenants, : 

‘What are the profits of that man’s ‘seds'? 
2 After that.—The original of this paragraph is very obscure, and the trans~ 

ation, to a great extent, conjectural, 
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plaite fopcnaid fon nóin pimve. Ro raish anplarch let archpin 
moíne moser7 ; mana "etc T€0:t poepaic, pepate.6. peort cunvanta 

combi of ninnnaic naithgina, ap 1 baill Let 6 part necrmachc. 

Cine coipping c1d ana nepepr? Cp innf conrnensa cuach 

ocur pu ocuy fenod tan cenn a cheniuil na 914 a flan “póib 

fon cunu bél. Ccht atnovaimet vo thuirech ocur auntabnar 
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1 Until he isa ‘ flaith '-chie /f.— That is (according to Professor O’Curry) not being 
an original land owner or ‘ flaith,’ but only a kind of tenant himself, he is net entitled 

to receive malt in return for his cattle let out, as the ‘flaith’ is for his lands, bat 

only to corn. 

"A true green.—That is (remarks Professor O'Curry), when his green or inviolate 
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A profit of grain is got by them; the value of the milk ofeach Camm 
ow in corn grain, he gets by them ; for an ‘aithech-tenant’ is GAnm acu. 
not entitled to malt, until he is a ‘ flaith’-chief.' 

Question.—When does the ‘aithech’-tenant become a chief 
leaving* the ‘bo-airech’-ship? Upon going into a true green? when s Ir. Out of: 
he has double as much as the ‘aire desa,’ it is then he is an “aire- 
desa,’ who is called a ‘bo-aire’ that takes precedence of ‘ bo-aire’- 
chiefs : he them excels by giving proportionate stock to the tenants 
of any ‘aire desa'-chief, and this makes the difference, i.e. double 
what the ‘aire desa’ has. Eight ‘seds’ are his honor-price. It is not 
among ‘brughaidh '-men he is counted, when he doubles the property 

of a ‘ bo-aire,’ it is then he is an ‘nire-dasa’; for the name of his 
grade does not change though his honor-price increases up to that. 
He swears fo eight ‘seds.’ He is a binder, a guarantee, a pledge, 

a party to a suit, and a witness to that extent, Four ‘cumhals’ 
are his proportionate stock. A cow with its accompaniments 
is the food-rent of his house every second year ; a male ‘colpach ’- 
heifer with her the other year. Twenty-seven feet are the dimen- 
sions of his house, seventeen feet of his backhouse (kitchen). 
Four is the number of his company ; butter with condiment ts due v 

to him at all times. Four are due for attendance on him in sick 
maintenance. Food for four is required. Salt meat for him is 
due on third day, on fifth, on ninth, on tenth, on Sundays. It 
is of this grade the ‘Fenechus’-law says: “The true chiefs are 
entitled to the full in accordance with numbering. “The ‘anflaith’- 
chief receives but half compensation for property which accumulates 5 
where ten ‘seds’ free, it is five ‘seds’ of contract he receives, 
which amount to a perfect faithful restitution ;* for one half dies 
in fault of the forcible rule" (or lordship 1)” 
Why is the ‘aire-coisring"-chief so called? Because that hebinds — 

people, king, and synod in behalf of his tribe (kindred), in their 
rights of safety by verbal engagements. But they concede to him 
leadership, and a right to speak before (or for) them. He is the 
family-chief then; he gives a pledge for his family to king, and synod, 
and professional men," to restrain them in obedience to the law. 
What is amount of the pledge he gives? A pledge of five ‘seds’ 

of whatever kind it may be, of silver, or of bronze, or of yew. 

lawn should consist of four fields at the four points around his house, whereas, in his 
rank of ' boaire,’ his 'air-lis' (yard) extended but the cast of a wand all round. 

3 A perfect faithful restitution.—The clause may mean “so that he be perfectly 
worthy of whole compensation.” 

‘ Airs rule.—*‘partt necrmachtc " may also mean “ unlawful neglect.” 
men.—That is, literary professors, people of any trade or art, other 

Ad omer 
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1 Neglected.—Profeseor O'Curry remarks here, “If any one of his people for 
whose good conduct he has given a pledge, should break it, the pledge becomes 
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What is the security of his pledge? Cairn 
A cow every night is given for every one for whom the pledge GAesaca 

is given; as far as ten nights is the interest of the pledge and 
of the ‘eric’-fine of his act, and his honor-price according to 

his dignity besides, if it is a proper pledge that is given. And if 
an excess of pledge has been given, it is his honor-price, and his 
pledge safely with its interest, that is to be restored to him in the 
same way. 

Question.— When does his pledge become forfeit * a Ir. Fall. 
After a month. 

What is his security then 1 
A cow every night is given for what has been neglected! to be 

given for every one for whom there is not" pledge or word (judgment), » Ir. With- 
as we have said; five ‘seds,’ now, as far us thrice ten nights, on this “““- 

occasion, is the security of his pledge in this case. This, then, is the 

interest of his ‘seds’ if he has given them away in a cover (or 
box). Nine ‘seds’ are his honor-price. Hé is a binder, he is a “Ir. Knot 
guarantee, he is a witness, he is a party to a suit, he is a pledge to 
that extent. Five ‘cumhals’ are his proportionate stock. A 
cow with its accompaniments, and a male ‘ colpach ’-heifer with 
its proportion of other food in winter, together with summer food, 

is the food-rent of his house. He has a house of thirty feet, with 
a backhouse of nineteen feet. Five are his company. He is 
entitled to butter,‘ with salted venison. Salt meat “8 due for him ¢ Ir. Butter 

on third day, on fifth, on ninth, on tenth, on Sunday. The honor- Sor kim. 
price of every grade of these is perfect unless their qualifications 

diminish, ie. if they have not fallen into any of the seven things 
by which the honor of each is forfeited. 

What are they ? 

Answer.—To be satirized, to be arrested and have no pledge to 
release him,” false evidence, false character, intentionally defective e Ir. With- 
binding, evading guaranteeship, to break through his pledge for oca Pia 
anything for which he went security, to befoul his honor. 

Question.— What is it that washes from a person’s face (honour) 
these seven things! 

Answer.—Every foulness that adheres to a person’s honor, 
there are three things to wash off, vz., soap, and water, and linen 

cloth. What soap, is firstly, is a confession of the misdeeds in 

_ forfeited after a month, if not saved by the transgressor’s depositing a new pledge, 
or by an offer to submit the case for legal judgment. 
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1 4 ‘Math “cá, —For "' popep platha, °C. 499, reads “copap plata.” 
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the presence of people, and giving the pledge not to return tothem Carita 
again. The water now, is the payment of compensation for what GABHLACH. 
suffered through his misdeeds. The linen cloth is the penance 
for the misdeeds, according to books. 

These are the divisions of the ‘ bo-airechs.’ Every higher grade 
takes precedence of the other. 

It is after these, the grades of the ‘ flaith ’-chiefs commence. 
The ‘forus’ of a ‘ flaith’-chief,! viz., a “flaith -chief from a 

“deis "chief to a king. 
How many subdivisions are there of these? Seven. 

Which are they? ‘Aire desa,’ ‘aire echtai,’ ‘aire ard,’ ‘aire 
tuisi,’ ‘aire forgaile,’ a tanist of a king, and a king. 

What ennobles them? Their ‘deis’-right, the privileges of 
each whether small or great. 

Question.— What is the “deis -right of a chief? The goodly 

right to protect his office or rank. There are four ‘deis’-rights 

prescribed for “flaith ’-chiefs. The ancient protection of the 
people (or territory,) is his office in the territory, together with 

the office of leader or ‘tanist’-leader of the army, whichever 

office it may be ; of his ‘giallna’-tenants, his ‘saer ’-tenants, his 
‘sen-cleithe ’-tenants ; the punishment of every imperfect service ; 
the following of cottier tenants and ‘ fuidhir’-tenants which he 

brings upon his land, because his wealth is the greater and better. 
If there be service from them to ‘ flaith’-chiefs to nine times 

nine years, they are cottiers and ‘fuidhir’-tenants ; they are ‘sen- 

cleithe ’-tenants from that out. 

Why is the “aire deasa ‘chief so called 1 
Because of the fact that it is on account of his “deis ’-rights ho 

is paid ‘dire’-fine. Not so the ‘bo-aire’-chief, it is in right of 

his cows he is paid ‘ dire ’-fine. 
What is the property of an ‘aire desa “chief? 
He has ten tenants ; five ‘giallna’-tenants, and five ‘saer’-tenants. 

As to his five ‘giallna’-tenants, he is entitled to a fixed amount 
of food from each of them. A cow with its accompaniments, and 

a male ‘colpach ’-heifer, and three ‘dartaid ’-heifers, every winter, 

with his summer food, are due to him from each of (1) his five 
‘giallna’-tenants. Ten couples are his right company at feasting 
from the calends (beginning of the year) to Shrovetide. And he is 
the son of an ‘aire,’ and the grandson of an ‘aire,’ with the 

property of his house, both bed and supper and washing.? He has 

s Bed and supper and washing.—This is O'’Curry’s revised translation of the 
terms, ‘rorpeup,’ ‘ fuipiped,’ and ‘ enncat.’ 

VOL. IV. Y 
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a houseof twenty-seven feet with a proper backhouse ; he haseight Carma 
beds with their furniture in it, water vessels, a cauldron with the GABHLACHe 
full complement of vessels befitting* an “airech'g” house, with avat. ‘Ir. Of. 

He protects the rights of his tenants in all just suits of ‘cain ’-law, 
and ‘cairde’-law, as far as he is able. Ze has beds for a foster-child, 
@ schoolfellow, man, woman, boy, girl. He is correctly ordered 

in the ‘ corus’-law of family, and of territory, of chief, and of 
church, and of general law, and of ‘cairde’-regulations. Six 
‘cumhals’ is his proportionate stock from his chief. Two cows 
with their accompaniment is the food-rent of his house in winter, 
with his summer food. He has a riding steed becoming his 
rank, with a silver bridle. Four steeds has he besides with 

green bridles; and a precious brooch worth an ounce. He has 
a lawful suitable first wife of equal family, and with the same 
clothes ; ten ‘seds’ are his honor-price. He makes oath, he isa 

binder, he is a guarantee, he is a pledge, he is a party in a suit, 
and a witness to that extent.” Six is his company or suite in the > Ir. For 
territory. He is entitled to butter at all times, with condiment of “* 
salt meat. He is the ‘Mucleithe’-chief.! Six attendants for him 

are due in sick maintenance. He is entttled to support for six. 

Butter and salt (or fat) flesh are to be provided for him on second 
day, on third, on fifth, on ninth, on tenth, and on Sunday. 

What is it that gives ten ‘ seds’ “dire “fine of this man ? 
There are five ‘seds’ for (in right of ) his own house firstly ; and 

five out of the five houses.  & * Everything avails him 
which he purchases or which he adds to his ‘airech’-ship of small 
property and great, provided it is not unlawfully they are acquired. 
Why is the ‘aire echta’-chief so called? Because it is as the 

chief of five men he is assigned to perform a deed in a place 
where interritorial regulations exist to the end of a month, to 
avenge the insult offered to a territory in which a person was 
lately killed. If they do not perform it before" the end of a month, 
they come under the interritorial regulations, so that their beds 
follow them not over. Should they have killed a person under 

the interritorial regulations, as to the same five men, the “aire 
echta -chief pays for them. Land or ridge goes not for this, but 
only vessels, the value of a cow. They are .now carried to be fed 

1° Mucleiche’-chief. That is (says Professor O’Curry), a man whose mother’ was 
the daughter of a ‘Sen-cleithe’ (old stander), and consequently of inferior degree. 

93 They are acquired.—This is Professor O’Curry's second and revised translation 

of this very obscure passage. 
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1 Aire ard''.chief.— That is the ‘high 'aire.'” 
* He binds his tenants.—That is, he makes, or confirms, their engagements and 

bargains, 
3 His half company.—On this Professor O'Curry remarks—Every gentleman, 

according to his rank, was entitled to entertainment for himself and his prescribed 
company for one night in any house in the territory. Were he to stay longer, he 
could keep but half his company, and one, two, &c., in addition according to rule, 
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outside to the end of the ‘cairde’-regulations according tothenumber  Crirx 
of their dependents and friends. His company and his sick-main- S4®#UAcu. 
tenance are by law like those of the ‘ aire desa.’ ‘ 
Why is the ‘aire ard chief! so called? Because of the fact 

that he is higher than the ‘aire desd’ and it is him he precedes. 
Twenty tenants has he; ten ‘giallna’-tenants, and ten ‘saer’- 

tenants. His ten ‘giallna’-tenants are bound to give him" two "Ir. To 
cows with their accompaniment and three male ‘colpach ’-heifers him rome 
and five ‘dartaid ’-heifers every winter, together with his summer- 
food. He binds his tenants as to the engagements and ‘ cairde’- 
regulations of every lower grade which he hasin tenancy. Fifteen 
‘seds’ is his honor-price. He is an oath, a binder, a guarantee, a 

pledge, a party to a suit, and a witness to that extent. 
What gives this man fifteen ‘seds’ as-his honor-price 4 
Five ‘ seds’ are due for him, firstly for the property of his own 

house ; a ‘sed’ for every tenant from whom he is entitled to stipu- 
lated feeding. Seven is his full company in his territory, five men 
his half company. Butter with salt is always provided for them. 
Seven are his attendance in sick-maintenance. The maintenance 

of seven is due to him. Salt (or fat) meat and butter with salt are 
supplied to him on second day, on third, on fifth, on ninth, on 

tenth, and on Sundays. Seven ‘cumhals’ is his proportionate 

stock. Three cows with their accompaniment is the food-rent of 
his house. Twenty couples are his right on a feasting (‘ coshering ’) 
from Calends to Shrovetide. 

The ‘aire tuisi’-chief why is he so called? Because his race 
has OrecSIGHGS and he takes precedence of the ‘aire ard '-chief. 
He has twenty-seven tenants, fifteen ‘giallna’-tenants and 

twelve ‘saer’-tenants. As to his ‘giallna ’-tenants, four cows 
with their accompaniment are due to him from them, and five male 
‘ colpach ’-heifers and six ‘dartaid ’-heifers every winter, together 
with his summer food. Eight ‘cumhals’ is his proportionate 
stock froma king. Four cows with their accompaniment are 

the food-rent of his house. Eight is his company in his terri- 

tory; six his half company. Butter with salt is due to him 

at all times. Eight attendants upon sick-maintenance are due to 

Vide, C. 1528. In his first translation he seemed to consider ‘foteith’ as 

equivalent to ‘ poppted,’ and explained it as a ‘feast to which the ‘aire’ was in- 

vited outside his own territory.” In C. 78-76, the word occurs in connexion with 

the term ‘airecht,’a ‘court’ or ‘assembly,’ and is explained as meaning ‘a court 

that is by itself (apart) scrutinizing what is right.' ” 
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326 Crích Fablad, 

no arf, an 1t KZella, 1 noirtf; 1 TIT, 1 céictd [1 nomard}, 
noechmaro, 1 noomnach. [ici peotaeneclann. 1mmurcoins, ir 

NaIoM, if path, if aicmí, ip fechem, ir Fraeonarys Fe. Oc 

compen ma vaca, cen aipech cen ainlicud. CUpicha amna 

aice for. cúl Ó cataind co hinic; apn if a lin tiaora bir Un 
pop c&1. Nor cnarged .xx. a cvéch; a nós.x. a apchar. Ochr 

MMDAI IPN TIS, CONa NOS Tincan VIF aps chips, im ré opoch- 
nocha cona cónur cincaipn top copncaills ocur saimmiw edt. 
8necha cónaí tpn TS; amobopn cach méiv, ocur 1apn cach 
BHima, ocur huma Llercnaí im champs 1 calla bóin co cine. 

Céilí coem[x jeécar Lary, 1 péon pachard nis. “Da echrnían .x. im 
[r]pian nop, alailí anggaic. Ni aíríc go opaetts, mitchy, Laech- 
aro, op.cca, Ufa a ben. Dich acced cecha Laubpat, La anachan 
cona ós conur olisio. ‘Oa capat vo pron, creo. Cecmtuintcen, co 

ceónur lán pnecta Lanamna comceniuil. Combi tan conssnam 1 
Tuait, Do afobvenatb, Do noillecaib, vo BU, 0 Fal. vo cammoiu 
tap cenn ciniuit tan cpich, ocur 1 tech plata. Opnear cénur 
ippdich a achan ocur a fenachan. “Oocumbaig a plan ana 
fopnenr. Fontoms for spao ayo niyliu, ocur forennnar a 
nóilli. 

Hine ronssaill cro ma nepen? (Cr ir he pontgetta pon na 
SNAG VO Puinmipem, nach apm inva tochpachap mim rena, 
huaine ap nuair? a pebur mata acett. Cethnaca céits La purve; 
Ficht celi gralina, ocur pdr foencérls. OA yicht sralnat, corc bar 
cona timtus vo huavaib, ocur Té colpvarge fipinn, ocup nov 

1 Without delay.—The Irish ‘cen ainech’ might also mean, “ without any one’ 
having to pay them for him.” 

2 Thirty coujdes. —This docs not hold good here. The number of his tenants is 
27, and his number on the ‘ coshering’ or visitation feeding should be the same, 
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him, and the maintenance of eight. Butter with salt is due Carra 
to him, and ale or milk, for which a pledge has been given, on GasuLact. 
second day, on third, on fifth, on ninth, on tenth, and on Sunday. 

Twenty ‘seds’ is his honor-price. He is an oath, he is a binder, 

he is a guarantee, he is a pledge, he is a party to a suit, and 
a witness to that extent. He pays, if he is sued, without 
delay,! and without borrowing. Thirty couples* he has on a 
feasting (coshering) from the Calends to Shrovetide ; for it is as the 
number of those fed by him his number upon a feasting is. Twenty- 
nine feet are the dimensions of his house ; nineteen feet of his back- 
house (kitchen or larder). ight beds are in the house, with their 
proper furniture, as required for the house of an ‘aire tuisi ’- 

chief, with six couches and" their proper furniture, both’ pillows alr, Wess. 

and sitting skins. Proper ranges are in the house, yew vessels‘ of » Ir Be- 
every size, and iron for every work, and bronze vessels, together s"”"* 
with a boiler in which a cow and a hog will fit. He has a compa- 
nion tenant in receipt of ‘saer’ stock from a king. He has twelve 
bridle-steeds, with a golden bridle, and another of silver. It is no 
disgrace (or trespass) to him to have a pet hog, a greyhound, a calf, a 
lapdog with his wife. He hasimplements for every kind of work, 
with the implements for ploughing, with all things that lawfully 
appertain to them. He has two horses upon the road. He has a 
first wife in the full propriety of the law of marriage, one of equal 
family (or race) with himself. So that he has full assistance in 
the territory as regards prosecutors, swearers, pledges, hostages to 

be given in cases of interterritorial regulations, for (on account of) 
his family (or tribe) beyond the territory, and into the house of 
a chief. He makes (asststs at making) ‘corus’-arrangements in 
the “raith ’-right of his father and grandfather. He recovers their 
guarantee by his own power. He swears for the grades that are 
lower than himself, and he dissolves (or arranges) their oaths. 

The ‘aire forgaill’-chieh why so named? Because it is he 
that testifies to the character of the grades we have enumerated, 
in every case in which denial of @ charge is sought, because 

his quality is superior to that of his companions (brother 
‘aires’). He has forty tenants; twenty ‘giallna’-tenants, 
and twenty ‘saer’-tenants. He has five cows with their ac- 

companiment from his twenty ‘giallna’-tenants, and six male 

‘ colpach ’-heifers, and nine ‘dartaid ’-heifers every winter, together 

8 Sitting skine.—That is (Professor O’Curry remarks) “skins stuffed with feathers.” 
4 Yew vessels.—For ‘arpoboy’ of the text, C. 508, reads ‘anibop.’ 
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328 Cnich Sabla. 

noainraive ceé Faimpid cona rammbiud. Coic feot véac a 
GapuLacn. enechclann. iImmurcoing, 1T narom, 17 pat, if artipu, 1T pechem, 

iT Flaonarys fpiu. Pentor cen amped cen ainlicud cia chaccpar. 

Hor cumata a chaupcperce o man plait. Cóic bat cona chimtug 

bér a thige. Nonbup a dam inna cuat; monyeren fo Leche 

Imm do co tanron, ocur parlt, ocur cuirim no ary, apn 1c Sellar, 

INDITTI, 1 TNIPT1, 1 COICCID, 1N Nomad, 1 novecmatd, 1 nodomnach. 

Tica cnaisev a tec .xx. tNarsed aincar. CH ppeatan rise, a poluo 

a clete, a ec[h Jrnein, a comopan cac paithe, a cetmumrepur 
a coptiy DL1510. 

TUAtA U 1 le be . 
rois wan coy vam 

Tanary1 nig ced ana nepen ? Kars irate cuach hurts vo 
Tipiu cen cornum pip. Corc renclethe fopcparo Lairr ech 

amis fonsgait. Oechnenbupn a vam 1 tuart, occapn folerts, 

vechnenbun fol] polach, co cernu cénur; co ninnpucure cleite, 
collin eochparve, co comopan cec parthe, co cetmuintepur 

olisid. “Oech cumatar a chauncnecc; ré bar bépa tise. Tica 

ret aenechclann. Ímmurcoing, if narom, if pach, ip artim, i 

fechem, if fraonaire ppiu. Penchor cen amec, cen ainluccud, 

cia tacpat. 

Ri croananepen? Cpr imní priser chumaccurcunnnrs pon a 
uacal. 

Cain—Ciylip. fool fon pugaib? Teo fovta. Cateac? 
Ri benn, ní buvemn, ní bunard cac cinn. Rif benn cetamuy, ceo . 
unanepen? Ip he ní cuach inpin Lar mbiac .un. ngparo pene 
cona fopootaib1 céilpine ; ay 1t he benna plata do puipmiypium. 
.Uu. cumatat a enechclann, cumal ceé ppimspard bi ro a 
cumactu. Imuytoins, if narom, If pat, ip ain, if fechem, ir 
ylavnuire piu. Penctor cen aipec cen anliccud, cra tacna. Oa 
yey. Déc a Dam Na THaIth; nonbup, folertht. ‘“Oechenbupn ron 
yolach, ron a copup biuta. “Uí cumat .x. a cauncneicc; re ba 
bér a thige. 

' The power of binding over his people.—O'Curry in his second translation renders 
this clause ‘‘ The power of castigation over his territories.” 

*A king of hills.—The word “beann ' means “peaks, hills, horns, spears.” It 
might mean here hills on which meetings or assemblics were held. Wide C. 220 
where the ' Crith gabhlach’ is referred to as a part of the ‘Senchus Mor,’ and wher 

several explanations of ‘#1 bean?’ are given. 
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with his summer-food. Fifteen ‘seds’ is his honor-price. Hemakes  Carrn 
oath, he is a binder, a pledge, a party toa suit, and a witness to that GanHLACH, 
extent. He pays when sued, without any one having to pay for him, 

without borrowing. Nine ‘ cumhals’ are his proportionate stock 
from a great chief. Five cows with their accompaniment is the 
food-rent of his house. Nine is his company in his territory; seven 

his half company. He is entitled to butter with salt, and salt meat, 

and ale or milk, for they are given to him, on second day, on third, 
on fifth, on ninth, on tenth, on Sunday. Thirty feet is the length 
of his house, twenty feet that of his backhouse. He has his house 
furniture in small things, or large things, his bridle steeds, his im- 

plements for every quarter, his first wife according to the propriety 

of law. ° 
The ‘tanist’ of a king, why is he so called? Because he has a right 

to rule the whole territory without opposition to him. He has five 
‘sencleithe’-tenants more than the ‘aire forgaill’-chief. Ten is his 
company in the territory, eight his half company, ten attendants in 
case of sick maintenance, according to former regulations ; with 

fitness of furniture in large articles, with his full complement of 
horses, with the implements for work of each quarter of the year, 
with a lawful first wife. Ten ‘cumhals’ is his proportionate 
stock ; six cows are the food-rent of his house. Thirty ‘seds’ are 
his honor-price. He makes oath, is a binder, a guarantee, a pledge, 

a party to a suit, and a witness to that extent. He pays without 
any one paying for him, without borrowing, if he is sued. 
A king, why socalled? Because he possesses the power of 

binding over his people.! 

Question.—How many are the djyjsions of kings? Three divi- 
sions. Which arethey? <A king of hills? (or horns), a king of com- 
panies, a king the source (or foundation) of every head (chief). The 
king of hills first, why so called? He is the king of a territory (or 
tribe) who has the seven grades of Feine, with their divisions as 

tenants ; for they are the hills of a chief which we have mentioned. 
Seven ‘cumhals’ is his honor-price; a ‘cumhal’ for every chief 
grade that is under his power. He makes oath, he is a binder, he 
is a guarantee, he is a pledge, he is a party to a suit, and a witness 

to that extent. He pays without any one paying for him, with- 
out borrowing, when sued. Twelve men are his company in his 
territory ; nine are his half company. Ten are his attendants on 

sick maintenance, with proper feeding. Twelve ‘cumhals’ are his 
proportionate stock ; six cows the food-rent of his house. 
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330 Cprch Bablaé. 

Rei barver. cro apa neperrre? Up má ar narnra va 

barven. no teopa mbt-den. Secht. c. cacha berone. fre m7 

Teena teat. no cetheona taunt mem. Occ comata a enechclann- 

Nome ro porta sali. a win no a Tp. no cechap, amat 

apéain rmenechar - 

RA msapocu mercT/rs pecht. 

ta cemosgro Mee ma. 

Tras coma cop a pecht 

Uo a wepia tin. 

Cech: pot pp a ám ra tert, ta pen véace rolexin. 

Coc camata te a thaepopexc: oct mtn tér a om Tr 

wipalars pi tones. Oct camala op agellat a polar. ott cemala 

qenmaxiarn. 1mmuarcosrns, tp narcm. 1p pach. rp arc. sp pechem. 

Ty Peer. Pencher cen rec cen eplicyo, ca thecnav. 

Rr tenaro cech err. tne, cro apa nepep * 

(Tr. mei sr po cumattsa a Coreprs ttre coch cenn ago tre 

Maps a oem: hirpe popset ceé cenn ber crerra mai 

ver écrerra. lyre pi popech morn: va .on. comal a enech- 

cdlamm: horne mitte pi CST Tecate: po comatra ocey a chere- 

TUE. Immerse. Wa oti. comala. Ip narem. rp pach. rf pe. 
IT pechem.rcpainrre pps. Upsxaatim mnatecd: recht .c. 
polethe: cocaneprss Ua cach “Orpelars pir napech, ocsr pi 

eicir- ocay tpesare + cspacart Tacith: let polat cec spar vo a 

more Wrothes. DO a mrs: apn TT let ce olrating, cechpamav 
cach nrotrscthr= DOaramey a polac amemb mance no céir. Rech- 

Taps. txtayp: poonstkap let polaca placin. Entic comma la 

curgóm a Fonime a Té -c? po a mtrarhad bea plat. 

1 Net te ge ra nct nime — Ta: is (vs Prefemer (Carr) if be is mise 

he is wet carried te che breve of che nan who IE the wound. The expense 
of bis mantenapce 3 ai bie ie bs a house. 

3 Seventres.— Te MS. reads seven. kxocred (v= ofc) bet from the mas of 

the ether coves treaced of, i 3s piece that the sere mat have wre mo miste. 
ofc a ‘ hundred.” ier “otc. tas. 
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A king of companies, why is he so called! Because of the fact 
that Le is leader of two companies, or three companies. There are 
seven hundred in each company. He is the king of three terri- 

tories, or four territories then. Eight ‘cumhals’ is his honor- 
price. For he takes many hostages—two, or three, or four, as it 

(the ‘ Fenechus -law) says. 

“ The king of Michuairt who drinks but lawfully, 

Whose intellect, is not obscure by inebriety, 
IS entitled to a ‘cumhal’ over seven, 

To be pail him as the ‘dire ’-fine of his rank.” 

Four score men is his company im his territory, twelve men 
are his half company. Fifteen ‘cumhals’ is his proportionate 

stock ; eight cows are the food-rent of his house. A king of com- 
panies is not to go on sick maimtenance.*' Eight ‘cumhals’ are 
given him in lieu of sick maintenance ; eight ‘cumhals’ are his 
honor-price. He makes oath, he is a binder, he is a guarantee, he is 

a pledge, he is a party to a suit. and a witness. He pays without 

' any one paving for him. without borrowing, if he is sued. 
A king, the origin of every chief,» why so named? 

Because of the fact that it is under the power of his control every 

chief is who cannot Le corrected by his an lord; for every chief 

who is more powerful takes precedence of him who is leas powerful. 

He is the king of kings then; twice seven ‘ cumhals’ are his honor 

price ; for kings and peoples are under his power and his correc- 

tion. He makes oath (0 the value of twice seven ‘cumhals” He is 
a binder, a guarantee, a pledge, a party to a suit, and a witness to 

thatextent. Thirty is his company in his territory ; seventeen? his 

halí company. He is not coerced by any one. A king of kings, and 

a poet-king. and a ‘brughaidh,’ are not to go on sick maintenance 
among the grades of the people. Half the sick maintenance of a 
man of every grade ts due for his lawful son, and for his wife ; for it 
is half that ts due for every lawful person, one fourth for every unlaw- 

ful one. The wives of mercenary soldiers® have sick maintenance in 

right of their sons or husbands. Stewards, and couriers are sustained 

with half the maintenance of their chief. They arrange that their 
share in the maintenance corresponds with their sustenance by their 
chief. 

® Mercenary seldsers.—Cormac’s Glossary Cerives the term ‘amor’ from ‘ambsos.* 
‘ restless,” because he (the ‘amos") is never at rest or stationary, bat going from 
place to place, or from care lord to another. 

Carm 
GaBHLact. 

“Ir. Not | 
» Ir. Head. 
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332 Cpich Fablaé- 

Cach vén vo Sn! arco: placha no ecalra folongan tet poLach 
a míao catch apa arco: vo gnf. Polach cech spain a eclaip fo 
comgpan tuaicy. Cat machaip Lía mac fon polat via mapnachan. 
1cé foolar flaca D0 purpmipem imabenac fullechtar plarchem- 
nair a pomoinid réc. 

Cain—Crave ap pruchia, in pif ra choot? ip ppuchfa m pig. 
Cia v0 comppuiche ? pip cuat omponithen prt, ní nig orpvoni- 

then cuaich. 
Caveat olan pig 00 cuaith nocnoiponithen ? 
Héartt cap. a cenn pp nig ocup cpichi. 1p coms o1b, pon- 

coms huaomb .ui. cumata. “Céir 1 combneich, 1 compraronatys 

PM pug cap cenn a chuaicht. “Oige conoa bpuchemam rpíníon 
“póib. “DUigic gel cap a cenn. “Dligit foluch amail potongan. 
“Digic nao ngellar oenach fonpu, nav cunmelt cuach ule aco 
comaiche. 

Teona comatcu aca copa: vo pug for a cuartha. Oenach, 
ocur val vo cunopech, ocur cocompac po cpich. Ip cuarcht 

cammae‘comapggud oenarg. ip pis ni gellur ap oenoch ; acc 
nop cóin ní sellur. 

Cain—Ciplin aca conar vo pig Do Full pon a tuata? OC op. 

Caceac? Felt plogav, geld pechrge, sell campo, ap 1 
Uetpa cucicht hots mpin. 

Cam—Ciplin plogad aca choonar vo pig vo pint fon a 
cuarcha? (C opi. 

Caveat? Stosad hi cpich a mevon pp imonarve plosio 
chaint ; plogud co hop cpuchi pp poncrin Fin. ocup vlspID, come 
norb cath no caipove ; plogud cap cpich pps cure apactér 

1 On behalf of the territory.—The Irish may also mean ‘at the border of 
the territory.’ It was (says O'Curry) the ancient custom in Ireland, when a new 
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Every artisan who makes the manufactures of a chief, or a Carrra 

church is sustained with half maintenance according to the S42#LACH- 
rank of each person whose manufactures he makes. The main- 
tenance of every grade in the church is the same as that of its 
co-grade in the laity. Every mother goes with her son upon 
sick maintenance if she be living. These are the divisions of 
chieftainship which we have enumerated among whom distinctions 
of chieftainship are produced from their rents in ‘ seds. 

- Question.— Which is the higher, the king or the people? The 
king is higher. What makes him higher? Because it is the 
people that ordain the king, not the king that ordains the people. 

hina are the benefits of a king to the people that ordain 
im 7 
He swears for them to the king on behalf of the territory.' He 

denies (or makes oath) on their behalf, he proves for them to the 
extent of seven ‘cumhals.’ He goes into co-judgment, into co-evi- 
dence with the king for his people. They are entitled to righteous 
judges for them. They are entitled to a pledge on their part. 
They are entitled to sustenance as they sustain. They are entitled 
that he does not pledge them for a fair, that he assemble not the 

whole territory, but the neighbours (or co-occupants). 
To three spendings is the king entitled from his people ;* a fair, «fr, Are 

and a meeting for correction,* and accompaniment to the boundary. Proper. 
It is the people in common that assemble a fair. It is the king 

that pledges them to the fair; but he pledges them to what is 
proper. 
Question. How many things are proper for a king to pledge 

his people to? Three. 
Which are they? A pledge for hosting, a pledge for right, a 

pledge for interterritorial regulations, for all these things are for 
the good of the people (or territory). 
Question.— How many hostings is it right for a king to pledge 

his territory to? Three. 
Which are they? A hosting within the territory for con- 

veying another hosting over it; a hosting to the border of the 
territory to determine truth and right, so that it may be battle or 

relations of peace ;> a hosting over the boundary against a terri- > Ir. 
tory that has revolted. * Cairdde.’ 

king succeeded, that be went all over the province or kingdom, and received the 

allegiance and the hostages of all the minor kings, and chiefs, and people. 

3 A meeting for correction.—The Irish thus translated may also mean “a meeting 
for making a contract.” 



334 Cpith Fablaé. 

Carrs ((raac van, cercheopa pechts cellur prs pon a cuarhas. 
Gasuiact. Capear’? Rechtga fenechar cécamur. 1c cuacha von eginyer- 

fr nrg no ve Dlucha: na ceopa: pechtrsai eile. ir ní vo ve nim- 
ma ns. Rechtsa rap cach comaommaim run. co no vla- 

chac a cuacha nom an namma conbba oiib: occur nechcga 
sar. nounebur; ocur pechtea pig. mail ponzab nechrga prs 

cart la mumain. (Up acaac teora: pecht<ar ava cépa vo pussy 

D0 Ful pon a cuacha : pechtgar vo invanbbs echuanemiul .i- 

fl paxany, ocur pechtsai pp Tuan Toparo, ocuy pechcr cpetome 

q@oanna, amal ponnsab pecht adamnamn. ice folaro fin 
fuuthemam info fon. a cuacha, ocur mi ir ronse for na écin 

na fopmunc. Roplan ecangsainech finion rp Lobna ocur 

tTpiune. 

Ucaac van a tp ails tovacnac vo nis. Rop ren cach lent 

Uan oligio. Rop ren ppecmaince pirr. Rop ronur ammmnec. 

(caac cethain tonaic vo bepat vine narchrs vo nrg. Cavear? 

(chonaic fon ceopa Longsaib achich; Longs fopcca, longs 
famvarg1, Longs pamma, an cén mbip ponarb sr artech; a 
Copaice a aenun, an mí copur vo rís tmchecc a aenup. Treó 

laa infin fopcorgs ben a aonup am macc fon pus, lad na cabin 
neich a vert act namma. 

Ocaa mi nao nimcéc ní acccethnan. Ciacetpan? Ra; ocur 
bpithem, ocur via 1 manchune. Cia mí in nimcet m cacc 
rin? Mi rím. CO guin mna dichlard, ona, oc ceched annor 
vo ben vin narchars 06. Ciéc mao méo do cór, an 1T amlaro 
Tó ón dipenacan oícúLar pug ar a inchard. 

Cra, ona, recht ménant 1 cont pis .1. Domnach vo 6l comma, 

ap mi plaich ceéca nad ingella Lat ap cach noornhnich; Uson 
vo bpeithemnar, vo chocceprao cruach; maine orc frochhlZ ;5W 
cécuin 00 déicpiu mitchomn o1c Toifonn; Tapaoain vo Lamamnarzy ; 

ain viven do petharb ech ; patapn vo bpethanb. 

' Sowing of seed.—When his subjects (under-kings) were fighting and neglect- 
ing to sow the seed, he compelled them to change their course. Vide, O'D., 1778, 
ef seq. 
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There are now four rights which a king pledges his people to  Carrrn 
observe." What are they? The rights of ‘ Fenechus’-law firstly. @48#LscH- 
It is the people that proclaim it. It is the king that proclaims the 

other three rights, and it is the king that enforces them. A right 
after they have been defeated in battle," and he consolidates his 

people afterwards so that they be not broken up;. and a right 

after a mortality ; and the right of a king, as is found the right 

of the king of Cashel in Munster. For there are three rights which 

it is proper for a king to pledge his people to: a right to help him 
to drive out foreign races, i.e. against the Saxons, and a right for 
the sowing of seed,! and a right of lighting up religion, such as 
is found in the right (or law) of Adamnan.? These are the rights 

(claims) which a just sovereign has upon his peoples, and he 
exercises not falsehood, nor force, nor oppressive might. He is per 
fectly recognisant and righteous to them all both weak and strong. 

There are now three other things required from a king. He 
must be a man of full lawfulness in all respects. He must bea 
man that is consulted for knowledge. He must be learned and calm. 

There are four actions (descending from his dignaty) that bring . 
the ‘dire’-fine of a plebeian to a king. What are they? His 
action upon the three handles belonging Ao a plebeian ; the handle 
of a clod-malle$ the handle of a sora handle of a spade for 
as long as he is at them he isa plébeian; his action in going 
alone/for it is not proper for a king to travel alone; this might 

be the day upon which a woman alone (without any witnesses) might 
swear her child upon a king, a day upon which no one could give 

testimony but herself alone. 

There is a month in which a king goes forth four only. What 
four? A king, a judge, and two in attendance. In what month 
does he go forth in that manner? The month of seed-sowing. 
To get wounded in the back, now, in retreating from a battle field, 

gives him the ‘dire “fine of a plebei But if it is through him 
backward it (the weapon) has passed, tt ts not so, for ‘dire’-fine is 
paid for the back of a king in right of his front. 

There are, now, seven occupations in the ‘corus’-law of a king, 
viz.: Sunday for drinking ale, for he is not a lawful chief who 

does not distribute ale every Sunday ; Monday for judgment, for 
the adjustment of the people ; Tuesday at chess ; Wednesday seeing 
greyhounds coursing; Thursday at marriage duties; Friday at 
horse racing ; Saturday at giving judgments. 

3 The law of Adamnan.—This is a curious law which had for its object the re- 

Jeasing of women from the obligation of guing out to battle. 

a Ir. Upon 
his people. 

bir. After 
a battle has 
been broken 
upon them. 
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336 Chicth Sablac. 

CCcaac tps coichnevar pry ná purve conad (no tocnad) nis, 
cia béch pf imchoine inn noul cpicc; corchniud tan nélaud 
aige dia folarn, acht ní no Fpúitc[ef.] oiLcc via guin; corchniuch 
san. netiud, an if mó vorei olodar aén, huane vorlii Lós a enech. 

Cain—-Cra tp céip ocur if Teccar Do Denum bird pis? 

€ensnío tpi popssaid ? 

Caveat yi01? Fen fonopssarb; fonssab por a comtonn co 

TRépva in fen cpia pciach; fen gaiber fen beogabail, ocur 

apucnsaib 1 nds. Fen benar vam oen bemmim nav rufdle ; ren 
ronsaib cimbid cen aunLúo ; fen fopgaid eclann an beLaib pluars 
co TWIT DI gen fopspud. 

QOraat ono tp auppach nav acclavat pis; einnech an cuaich 

ay1ola1 o coninopuid; ennech in can mbír ni a nechtain leir 

inna chuait paoeirin mani nod vuint; eippech vifeipecpladb- 
pais nochparb ian curvecht tan cpich. Mogenevan huíro vo 
cach bera cethnai na 04 neimpech nvevenach nav archsemnechan 
hi cuirech act mad inopuch ninovligchech. 

Cart chopur vond pug bír hi popup vogsnery ap chinn a cuair 
Un. pichit tnaised 01 tTnaipcib innpaiccib mete hi vine cach 
leith; .um. thargid terget a thalmacha; da cnais .x. ona, a 
vomna. Ír ann ir pas an can vot nimcellat opechta siatna. 
Cart in opecht gialnar? “Oa tnarg .x. Lechec a béL, ocur a 
vomnat, ocur 1 fot Fp DUN. Cpicho cnaisí a foc 1 nechtain. 
Cleipig vo venum (rí a chí Capp cóil, capp dine cech 
mire Dia posbar. Ino plaith bachoro ní olig vénum a vin act 
acthech namma. .Un. cnaisto tnichot1 cech. “Oi immoai .x. 
hip. pups. 

1 Refused. Professor O'Curry refers here to the story of Felim Mac Crimthan 
and the Dalcassians. 

2 One thrust. The word ‘‘ronsab,” means sometimes ‘a thrust of a spear,' 
sometimes ‘ arresting. 
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There are three fastings which bring no offence to a king; fast- Crzrm 

ing when* the king be at (depending on) a boiler which has leaked ; G488wou, 
fasting after part of his supplies has been withheld, but no men 

have been sent to wound him (the defaulter) ; fasting after being 
refused! his supplies, for it is then he is entitled to it more than 
any one, because he is entitled to his honor-price. 

Question.—Who is it that is a proper and lawful person to pre- 

pare the food of a king? 

A man of deeds of three captures. 
Which are they? A man who has made a capture; he cap- 

tures in single combat in which he pierced the man through his 
shield ; a man who captures a man by living capture, and who 
captures him on the battle-field ; a man who fells an ox with one 

blow without leaving any part uncut? ; a man who captures a cri- 
minal without having been ordered ; a man who captures a cham- 

pion in the front of an army, so that he falls by one thrust.’ 

There are now three ‘aurrach ’-taxes‘ which a king does not 
pay (is not held responsible for); an ‘ errech ’-tax of a people (or 

territory) that has revolted, while he is reducing it; an ‘errech ’- 
tax when he has an extern king with him in his own territory, if 
some person does not relieve him ; an ‘errech ’-tax of dry cows in 

a waste, after having come over the boundary. He restores the two 
last ‘ errech ’-taxes (/evies) to each person whose cattle they are; he 
does not restore in the first case unless it be an unlawful inroad. 

Ir. Though. 

What is the ‘ corus’-law as to the king who is always resident | 

at the head of his people? Seven score feet, of lawful feet, are the 
dimensions of his “dun ’-fort every way ; seven feet is the thickness 

of its mound at top ; twelve feet is its thickness at bottom. It is 
then only is he a king, when he is encircled by the moat of servi- 
tude. What is the moat of servitude? Twelve feet is the 
breadth of its mouth, and of its bottom (or depth), and its length 
is the same as that of the ‘dun ’-fort. Thirty feet is its length on 
the outside. It is clerics that make the prayers of his house. A 

cart-load of firewood, and a cart-load of rushes to each man who 

so prayed. .The ‘ pilgrim’s staff’-chief® is not entitled to have 
his ‘dun’-fort built for him, but only his house. Seven feet 

and thirty is the length of his house. Twelve beds are in the 
royal house. 

4‘ 4Aurrach’-taxes.—That is, extraordinary taxes, or levies, or exactions. ‘errech’ 
and ‘aurrach’ mean the same thing. 

5 The pilgrim’s staff-chief.—That is, the chief or king who goes away on a pil- 
grimage as an absentee. 
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Carrn Co rennan cech pig? muir nis hi porcpis. 
Ganntacn. Can— Cirné amuir aca cónai Ua pig? 

Fen roenur 01 cr, pep poepur 1 bail, 01 cimmroechs ; pep 
roenuf D1 rognum, 01 Doenbochurz, v1 ooen-ruroner. Ni bí occa 

ren foenur a nós, an nach pommpe, no ap nach pommpe, no an 

nach nubar, a roechaib an connatbar. 

Cia Lin v1 ampaib ar Comm la prs? Cecthnan .1. prstrgs, ocur 
reipchith, ocur va taebtard, ce a nanmann. Ite ata chopar vo 

buich 1 roícriú caise nís ana choemvecht a tais immach, mais 
tech. Fen sit vo gpiaLonaib pniu anían. 

_ Cra mio prov? Fen tar mbí tin uit. cumat, fon bi a fecaib 
1p. Flaith ocur andvoin, ocur chopur fens. Teccar pps TUÓ1 infan. 

'Oaama tanpudiu. Cccp tanputib; chuca tanypud1; cuylen- 

nais. copnaips, clepamnarg a naipoup TOICTÍ. if inn let eli a 

fochiu rénniv. Feprgsnfo pmu ronngain: noonip. OO chann an 

bétuib cechrin naet vo gnér fpr cumarce chupmtis1. Soéncéls 

na plata ppiu anian. Oer inrin bro coemtecht vo plaic. Fért. 

1apyuoiu, bpithem tanruow. 1 ben no a brithem rpnirurt 
mnfan ; prtapnpuroiu. Fel vithmarnglayib 1 namin fochtar. 

Rit cuarte, 01 feprarb véacc vo Lerraib cuaiche folloing cuach 
faveryin ppia caipced:. “Oa rep deac ona, vam eppurc v1 Lepib 

ecely1 ocur tuaithi imcéit cavepin. Op ní pacu cuach vamnad 
M5 ocur eppurc Diam T1 Sperry forngetar. “Odm rua ona, o1 
renib déac. 

Cia de 1ppuithiu, in pis pa eppuc? ipparchiu erpuc, huain! 

annénarg pug ro bith cnertme. Cuansuib erpuc, dno, a stun Ta 

us. 

! In the hands of the chief and the ‘andoin’ church.—That is, pledged to them for 
the good conduct of himself and his family. The phrase, however, might mean, 
“whose paths are good between the chief and the ‘andoin’-church, and his lawful 
family adjustments.” 
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What is the arrangement of a king’s house? The body-guard 
of the king are on the south. 

Question. Who are the body-guard that a king ought to 
have 3 
A man whom he frees from a dungeon, a man whom he frees 

from the gallows, from condemnation ; a man whom he frees from 

servitude, from ‘daer-bothus’-ship, and from ‘daer-fuidher’-ship. 
He has not a man whom he saves on the battle-field, lest he may 

lay hands on him, or kill him, out of devotion to his own chief or 

people. 
How many body-guardsmen are proper foraking? Four, viz.,a 

front man, and a rere man, and two sides men, these are their names. 

It is they that are proper to be in the southern part of a king's house 

. to attend on him in going out of the house, and from without into 
the house. A pledged man of the pledged men (hostages) is to be 
with them behind. 
What is his distinction? A man who has land of the value 

of seven ‘cumhals,’ whose property is in the hands* of the chief, 
and the ‘ andoin’-church,! and for lawful observance of the ‘corus 
Feine’-law. He is seated by these, behind. The companies 

(the king's visitors) are behind these. Poets are behind these ; 
harpers behind them ; flute-players, horn-blowers, and jugglers are 
placed in the south-east part. In the other side of the house is his 
champion’s seat. A man of deeds ts placed to guard the door. 
His spear is placed in front of each of the last two perpetually 
against the confusion of the ale-house. The chief's ‘ saer ’-tenants 
are placed behind these. These are the parties who are the com- 
panions of the chief. Hostages are placed behind these, judges be- 
hind them. His wife, or his judge ts placed behind these; the 
king behind these. Unredeemed pledges (hostages) in locks (locked 
chains) are placed on the east side of the champion’s seat. 

As regards a king of a tribe (or territory), twelve men are sup- 

ported by the territory on his excursions for the good of the terri- 

tory. Twelve men now are the retinue of a bishop, when he 

travels for the good of church and territory. For a territory 

could not bear the retinues of a king and of a bishop if they were 

constantly feeding on them. The company of the doctor tn poetry, 

déc., now, is twelve men. 

Which is higher, a king or a bishop? The bishop is higher, 

because the king stands up (to salute him) by reason of religion, 

A bishop, however, raises his knee to a king. 
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It is Jawful for a king to have a judge though he is himself a Cuitn 

judge. As the ‘ Fenechus “law sings— GaBHLACH, 

“If he be a king, he knows 
a chief’s rights from the foundation ; 
He shall have ale paid him with food. 
He shall have a brave army ; 
an inebriating ale-house ; 

the appraisement of land ; 
measurement by poles ; 
to award of ‘ dire ’-fine ; 

an increase of fruits ; 

an increase of cattle on the land ; 

extension of boundaries ; 

a setting up of stakes ; 
adjustment of sub-divisions ; 

division among ‘coarbs’ ; 

setting up of stakes ; 

invitation of co-occupants ; 

foreigners for combat and battle’ 
are requisite for a king ; | 

a guarantee of lawful protection for adjudication, 

until the owner of property shall be known 

he fulfills all duties of co-occupancy to which he is 
bound ; 

all promises promised : 
sacks of damages he appraises ; 
the value of ‘dire “fine ; 

the ‘ dire ’-fine of corn 

from a ‘ dairtaid ’-heifer to a ‘ dairt’-heifer, 

up to a ‘colpach ’-heifer ; 
to five ‘seds’ it progresses.”! 

1 It progresses. These sentences appear to be catchwords or mnemonics, probably 
in some kind of verse originally. In their present state, however, it is difficult, if 

not impossible, to arrange them according to any regular form of Irish metre, or to 

make any good sense of them. 
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SEQUEL TO CRITH GABHLACH.. 

How many are the legitimate titles of dignity ? SEQUEL TO 
Answer—Twenty-six, i.e. a ‘triath’-king, a king of kings, ag Red 

king of territories, an ‘aire forgaill ’-chief, an ‘aire ard’-chief, an — 

‘aire tuise ’-chief, an ‘aire desa’-chief, an ‘aire fine’-chief, an “ 
“idhna “person, an ‘ansruth ’-person, a ‘dae’-person, a full ‘ flai- 
them “person, a half ‘ flaithem ’-person, a ‘ flaithem’ of one vessel, 

a ‘ bo aire ’-chief, a ‘ second of a bo aire “chief, an ‘ uaitne “chief, a 

henchman, a man who has lost his patrimony, a ‘ baitse ’-tenant, 
a cow-grazer of a green, an ‘oinmit’-man, a ‘midhlach’-man, a 

‘reim ’-man, a ‘ marsh’-man, a crumb-fox. 

-How many are their legal rights according to their rank in the 
dignity laws 4 

Answer—Nine ; That it may be known to what extent each 
of them is confirmed in his rights, as regards their full number, 
and their smallest number, at refections, éc.,as regards their feeding 

and their ‘ esain,’”! as to their wounding and their being insulted, 

as to their being treated with contempt and their protection 
violated, their exemption before and during refections ;* as to their 

honor-price, and their blush-fine, and blister-fine. 

How many are the things that give dignity and honor-price to 

every one } 

Answer—Three: merit, and worthiness, and innocence. There 
are three things, too, that derogate from his proper honor to every 

one, i.e. misdeeds, and low profession, and non-innocence. 

A ‘triath,’ i.e. a king, as it is said: 

“A mighty king who penetrates 
Erinn’s lands from wave to wave ; 

He goes round its measurement, 

So that by his hand it is guessed at.” 

He is entitled to be freely fed with his company, without curtail- 
ment, whatever place he goes round. He is entitled to five 

‘cumhals’ of red gold, and a precious stone, for ‘ diguin ’-trespass 

2 Refections.—See, Progress of the King of Cashel when monarch of Ireland. 

Book ot Rights, p. 80. 
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against him, for ‘esain’-trespass against him, or for blistering his Szquex ro 
cheek by satire or abuse. The five provinces of Ireland he pene- G Cairn 

ABHLACH. 

trates, receives the submission of all, as was sung for Concobar : — 

é The high son of a king, 
The great son of Nesa, 

Has bound (under his rule) the lands of the ‘ Feine’-men.” 

A king of kings, i.e. a king to whom seven kings of territories 
owe obedience. He is entitled to* a ‘cumhal’ for each king, for * Ir. For 
satirizing him, for his ‘esain,’ for absenting from his assembly, him 

or his ale-house, or his fair. He is entitled to his free maintenance 

with his company, without curtailment. Twice seven ‘ cumhals 

are the fine for violating his protection, for his ‘esain,’ for 

making him blush, as Cormac says :' “ Adjudge thou to an illus- 
trious king, O Coirbre, the value of a convict of beautiful ‘cumhals ’; 

to seven ‘cumhals’ the head of every beautiful face so blistered 
sues, with equal right for assaulting him, or for violating his pro- 
tection, or for his cheek-blistering.” 

The king of a territory is estimated to seven ; he is entitled to 
it (the fine) for violating his protection and the blistering of his cheek; 

worthy ‘ cumhals’ to the number of seven are adjudged him by the 
noble judgments of Cormac. 
An ‘aire ard “chief, i.e. an ‘aire forgaill ’-chief i.e. a man who 

represents the territory, whom they elect for that purpose, in * ai For 
making ‘cain’-law and “cairde 'law ; and it is not he that binds “e 
in matters of ‘ giallna “service, nor in the matter of the rights 
of the chief ; and he prays the peoples, and it is a king that binds. 

He is entitled to his free feeding as far as thirty of retinue . 

when engaged in benefiting® the territory. He is entitled to e Ir. Im- 

seven worthy half ‘cumhals’ for assaulting him, for violating his ?rP"s- 
protection, as Cormac says: “An ‘aire ard -chief, an high 
dignatary who protects his territory; he is entitled forvivlating 
his protection, and for the ‘esain’ of his face, to seven full half 
‘cumhals’ upon (from) every sensible person as far as three.” 
An ‘aire tuise’-chief goes before the families of his own race 

to the king, and speaks for them. He is entitled to the free 
feeding of twenty persons when he is engaged in benefiting the 

territory. Three half ‘cumhals’ are due to him for his ‘esain’ 
and for violating his protection, ut dicitur Cormac : “ Handsomely 
wilt thou adjudge to each ‘aire tuise’-chief for violating his pro- 
tection, and for insulting him, three distinct half ‘cumhals’ with 
double feeding, without diminution.” 
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348 Cnich SabLac. 

Cline era .t. pen conae veip nachan, ocur a cpenachap, amail 
accota pam, ocur do taipchio. Olig1d paepbiachad verénebum 

vo a tuart. “Olsisrd cumal cac am co monTeriun, dia panugud 

no via eran. “(Cine vera vichts dia tuin DIA fapnugud ; 

DUigid plan cumal cac ain co monrerean Ua diablav fuiprmpitd 
Do toptaibh.” 

(Cine pine pinvachapn .1. rep. DoeT Fine diamb tan Da Feta co 
glant. “Our paepbiachad .u. 1p a Cuart; ol1g1d cumal cata 
Laime co cethpnup dia ranugus, no dia ean, ut diCcITUN cop- 

mac: “*Qine fine pinvachan a tecta, dia panugud, dia cnom- 

sneraib, rceo ain mouges, pceo aisce eran, ol1$1d cumat cata 
Laime co cethnun.”’ 

1ona .1. rep oca mbi rochnairí vo macuib benapn do, ocur vo 
bparpib combi .xxx. uit saipgevac. “Olsis1d paepbsachad.u. ip 

oca pine. “Ols$1d Let Cumal co chian 914 fapugud dia erain, ut 

pixit copmac. “lona anoiumpac sloind coinpne Lipecam, 

cia DUFID Dia Fapuguds, ceo ar eran anyfin OUis1d Vein Let 
cumal co ui finu ; fein La vi1ablav fupupiud, connma “méarcan 
conmac.”” 

(Cnrruch .1. rep im9ich a mennut ocur acc. Guin ouime vo 

in cac TNemmy1 To certpUb parthuib na bliaona. Hi bí ber uaici 

xe Pp cpuch a netcam. Saepbiachad cethnain vo caca ete, 

no gaca clete ina cucich. “Olis1d Trian cumaile Dia fanugsud, 

ocur DIA era; OcuP DUIS Farpced impaic ima eneclann. 

“Onypput an imoich a cpuch cethanaind, conan Farle uan, 

co NOUFID Dia efain apd cumal cemipe Thian, fceo Faipced ninn- 

naic pps puamna pip” 

Uae .1. yep imepta pip ap a Lampe, connac Tanted a com- 
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An -aire desa’-chief, Le. a man who preserves the patrimony SaocuL To 

of his father and grandfather in the same condition that he found can 
it before him, and who accumulates. He is entitled to the free —— 

feeding of ten in the territory. He is entitled to a ‘cumhal’ 
from everyone as far as seven, for violating his protection, or for 
his ‘esain’ as Cormac says: “ An ‘aire desa’-chief thou wilt 
protect; for assaulung him, for violating his protection, he is 

entitled to a full ‘camhal’ from everyone as far as seven, with 

double feeding, and with fruits.” 

An ‘aire tine “chief be it known ; ie. a man who leads his 
family when they are on their way to the chief. He is entitled 

to the free feeding of six in a territory; he is entitled to a 

‘cumhal’ from every hand to four persons for violating his 
protection, or for his ‘esain,’ ut dicitur Cormac: “ An ‘aire 
fine ’-chief, let his rights be known, for violating his protection 

for his heavy blisterings, for unlawful satire, and ‘ esain’ of his 

face, he is entitled to a ‘cumhal’ from every hand till it reaches 
four persons.* alr. To 

An ‘idhna ’-person, Le. a man who has a number of sons who foe. 

are born to him, and of male relatives (or brethern) to the 

number of thirty champions. He is entitled to the free feeding 
of five from his family (or tribe). He is entitled to an half 

‘cumhal ’ from each as far as three persons for violating his pro- 

tection for his ‘esain,’ ut dixit Cormac: “An unambitious 

‘idna “person ; name, O’Cairpre Lifeachair what he is entitled to 

for violating his protection, and untrue ‘esain.’ He is entitled 

to a cleat half ‘cumhal’ as far as three men ; broth with double 

food, to be inspected by Cormac.” 

An ‘ansruth “person, Le. a man who protects his mansion and 
his land. He is allowed" the wounding a person in each term sIr For 

of the four quarters of the year. He has not fewer than twenty Am 
attendants in an extern territory. He has free feeding for four 

on every side, or from every chief (‘cleith’) in his territory. He 
is entitled to a third part of a ‘cumhal’ for violating his pro- 

tection, and for his ‘ esain ’ ; and he is entitled to a trusty sword for 
his honor-price. “ A noble ‘ ansruth “person protects his territory 
to its four points; there is a path of valour from (after) him, so that 
he is entitled for his “esain' to a noble ‘ cumhal’ of a proper third 
part, and a trusty sword for the reddening of his face.” 

A ‘dae ’-person, Le. a man who asserts the right of another ; or 
a mar who for another goes to fight his battle, when he has not 



350 Crích Sablac. 

Sequet | T0 Lonn do prc a gnerra cen adball ine aco. “Oligrd a paenbiachao 
Gasutacu.OCur a amuy o cat Lette ; ocur Let cian cumaile Dia erain no 

— dia panugud; ocur saipced no timtaé; Uc vicitup Conmac : 

‘Dae and ara rném Lame Luicen, combs tnelam tenn. “Olsg1d 

cumat Letrpuan fia cuinnre cuct ana Tínrem, la vith clacca.” 

Ota rein tna, ní cumalaib a nine, acc a peotuib bo ceth- 

pub, no bo slabna. 

Ogplaithem .1. rep tpi reinclerte cona comopbaib cetra. 
DUgsd paenbiachad veichnebuin.  Olss1d «x. peotu beonite 

Dia Fapusgud no dia efain. 

Lethplaithem .1. pen, va cleithe cona comopbuib ceécaid. 
OUg19 paepbiachad occain, ocur .u. feotu DIA FapUsaD ocur 

erain. 

Flarchem oen ercna .1. rep aen cleithe cona mun ocur a 
comanbaib techta. OUg1d paenbiachad corcin, ocur .ifffi. reocu 

beo plabna, dia erain ocur Dia ranusaó. 

bo aime .1. pep pelba bunard, cona mud (no inniu) v0 TIL .x. 
mba lay; ocur ní goin ouine act a Ló cacha ; m toms Lurge 

act fo aen ambliavain. “Olsisid paenbiachan .íifí. a cuarth ; 
ocur tht reotu bo slabna dia panugud, ocur a eran. 

Canuirtí mbo ape; oct mbar lair a Four, cona inmiuD vO 
cín. “OLisró paepbrachad cur, 1 Tuarth, ocur da feort bo plabna 
INQ Dipre. 

Nuarcne ; pontuins ocur mipellagan im fen “1. FUpellser 
TROIS ocur arderlgen ; pep foloins emec Spera cin imluao pine. 
DUgid paenbiathad derp1, ocur born Letgabala. .v.peotu Diapa 
(sc) papugad, d1a efain. 

' Sen-el ithe'-t nants.—Literally, ‘sencleithe,, moans an old wattle,or as the 
popular phrase goes, “an old stan ler.” fe was a man whocame from his natural 
chief to settle under another chief; and if he or his successors continued away 
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the help of a family. He is entitled to his free feeding and that Szquet ro 
of his soldiers, from all sides; and to half the third part of ag OHITH 

‘cumhal’ for his ‘esain,’ or for violating his protection; and — 

a sword, or a cloak, ut dicitur Cormac: ‘‘ A noble ‘ dae “person 
whose root of arm is exerted, so that it becomes a firm weapon of 

battle. He is entitled to a half third part of a ‘cumhal,’ for the 

beauty of his face being contemned, together with loss of clothes 

(of the offender ?)” 
From these out, now, ‘cumlials’ are not reckoned as their 

‘dire’-fine, but ‘seds’ of the cow quadruped kind, or of living 

cow kind. 

An ogflaithem-person, i.e. a man who has" three ‘senclethe-’ * Ir. 0/. 

tenants,' with their lawful successors. He is entitled to free feed- 

ing for ten. He is entitled to ten ‘seds’ of living chattels for 
violating his protection, or for his ‘ esain.” 

A. ‘lethflaithem ’-person, ie. a man who has" two ‘cleithe’ 
tenants with their lawful successors. He is entitled to the free 
feeding of eight, and to five ‘seds’ for violating his protection, 
and for his ‘ esain.’ 

A ‘flaithem’ of one vessel, i.e. a man who has" one ‘cleithe’- 

tenant with his house and his lawful successors. He is entitled to 
the free feeding of five attendants, and to four ‘ seds’ of living cow 

cattle for his ‘ esain,’ and for violating his protection. 
A ‘boaire’-chief, i.e. a man of original possession, with his 

profit, or place, having land of the value of ten cows; and he 

wounds no person but in a day of battle; he swears not an oath 
but once in a year. He is entitled to the free feeding of four, in 

a territory ; and fo three ‘ seds’ of cow cattle for violating his pro- 
tection, and for his ‘ esain.’ 

A ‘second’ of a “bo aire ’-chief.—He has eight cows in a house, 
with their place of land. He is entitled to the free feeding of three 

in a territory, and to two ‘seds’ of cow-cattle for his ‘dire ’-fine. 
An ‘uaitne ’-person ; the man sustains and oversees, i.e. he over- As 

sees the wretched and the poor; a man who sustains attacks on 

his honor’ without the action of the family. He is entitled to free s yr, Blí- 

feeding for two, and a cow of the second quality. Five ‘seds’ are ter sine. 
the fine for violating his protection, and for his ‘ esain.” 

during the time of three successive chiefs, with the knowledge of the former chief, 

and unclaimed by him or his successers, he or they, then became ‘sencleithe’ and 

could not go away of the:nselyes, nor be claimed by the other.— Vide C., pp. 413, 

1211. 
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not possessed of cattle (‘ midh-ellach ’) Le. a man who does not hold Sgquz ro. 
stock, nor inheritance in land, who does not plough, for whom gq came Cr 
ploughing is not performed. Or, a ‘ midhlach ’-person, ie. he is of — 
middling composition in this case, because that he is middling of 
face and of race, so that he is the material of a victim to be given 

on account of a territory. 

A clown, now, i.e. a mountebank, or a buffoon. Every man 

who brings distortion upon his body and his face is not entitled to 
‘ dire ’-fine, because he goes out of his own shape before hosts and 

crowds. 
A marsh-man, i.e. this is a robber whom his race and his family 

shun, a violator of ‘ cain’-law and of law; and who goes from marsh 
to marsh, and from mountain to mountain. Or a ‘riascaire’-man, 

Le. a ‘rath ’-builder who is enslaved toa chief andachurch. He is 
not entitled to ‘ dire ’-fine. 
A crumb-fox, Le. he gets the crumbs (or fragments) of all food, 

natural and unnatural ; or whatever he cranches or eats is his. 

There are seven things out of which a person is estimated—form,  / 
and race, land, and tillage, profession, and property, and worthiness, ~ . 

The distinctions (or titles) of wisdom (literary professions), now, 
are different from the titles of the laity; because it is a 

‘cumhal’ of increase of honor-price that each grade of the 
church takes, from the lighter of the candles, é&c., up to the 

psalmsinger. 
It is by ‘ seds,’ however, the increase of the ‘ fene '-grades and the 

poets progress, from low tohigh. Their proof and their denial, too, 

correspond : a bishop and a king the origin of all chiefs, and an 
“ollamh ’-poet, a priest, and a professor however, and a ‘mbidbadh ’- 

man, and a ‘ fochlach ’-person. 

The seven degrees (or grades) of wisdom as settled are, i.e. a great 
professor and a professor ; a noble stream, and a stream from a 

cliff, and an illustrator, and an interrogator, and a pupil. 

As toa great professor, now, three names he possesses—a great 

professor and an ‘oljamh’ (chief doctor) ; and a professor of written 
history.* The ‘ollamh’ sits in the banquetting house, because it is ®Ir. Of the 
he that resides in his house with a king on that occasion. A great er: 
professor does not fail in any question in the four departments of 

knowledge; . . . his ‘dire’-fine . . . Fourand twenty are his 
company. A seventh part of the ‘eric ’-fine for his death is paid 
for denying him food." -H. Fast- 

A professor of written history.—There are three things which “: 

VOL. IV. 2A 2 
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elevate him till he is of equal ‘ dire ’-fine with a king of territories. Sequr. to 
To be in the bosom and in the midst of his disciples, learning from «CRT i 
him. This is the man to whom his ‘dire’-fine is not restored —— 
should he teach (or speak) silliness, because he is well versed in 
his penance and in his lawful rights. 

A noble stream now ; for four reasons he is so called, ie. for 

the nobleness of his teaching; for the number of his intellectual 
qualities ; for the eloquence ot his language ; for the greatness of 
his knowledge; because he composes in every department, both 
poetry, and literature and synchronism ; but he does not reach 

to the top (of scholarship) only. Twelve men are his com- 

pany. 
A professor, i.e. a man who professes a fourth part of the 

scientific course, whichever of them it may be, as Cennfaeladh 
did: “A comely professor of the canon, with his noble, good 

wealth. Eight are his company ; seven cumhals his ‘ dire’-fine.” 
A stream from a cliffi—The practice of that stream is, it 

drowns every little, light, weak thing; it carries off loose rocks, 
go that they acquire the appearance of the strand by reason of the 
heat of the weather. The same doth the man who is likened unto 

it; he drowns bad scholars whom he confounds with rocks of testa- 

ment (evidence) and intellect ; and he is able to modify his instruc- 
tions to the complexion of simple information, in mercy to the 
people of little learning (below the average), who ebb in the 
presence of a noble stream. 
. An illustrator now: He answers his tutor with the sense of 

an “ollamh.” Three half ‘cumhals are his ‘dire’-fine; and he 

gives the sense of every difficulty on account of the clearness of 

his judgment, and the nobleness of his intellect. — 
An interrogator, Le. he interrogates his tutor with the sense of 

an “ollamh.” A ‘cumhal’ is his ‘dire “fine, and he (the tutor) 
gives him the sense of everything which is difficult to him. 
A pupil, ie. a ‘ fuilmac “pupil, a boy after reading his psalms. 

Half a ‘ cumhal’ is his * dire ’-fine. 

And so it is alike the degrees of wisdom and of the church cor- 

respond with the degrees (or grades) of the poets, and the ‘ feine ;’ 

but wisdom is the mother of each profession of them, and it is 
of her hand they all drink. _ | 

These are the seven degrees of the poets, i.e. the ‘ eces '-poet, the 
ansruth ’-poet, the ‘ cli’-poet, the ‘cana ’-poet, the ‘ dos ’-poet, the 

macfuirmidh “poet, and the ‘ fochloce ’-poct. 
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The ‘ eces ’-poet, ie. not meeting with difficulties, (‘ecsmacht-ces’), Szque. ro 
Le. one to whom there is not difficulty nor impossibility such as g 

to arrest him; or there is nothing which can be difficult to him in 
his profession, so that his name is non-difficult (‘nemces’), or 

who meets no difficulty (‘ ecsmachtces’). | 
A ‘ file ’-poet, i.e. ‘fialshai,’ knowledge (“fial”) proceeds (‘sai’) 

from him; for that which is ‘feal’ with the “file -poet is 

knowledge, or instruction in the common language; and it is 

hence come a pupil (‘fealmac’), a philosopher (fealsub), and poet 
(‘fili’), and poetry (‘filidecht’). Or ‘fili,’ i.e. ‘fi’ and ‘li,’ Le. the 
venom (‘fi’ of his satire, and the lustre (‘li’) of his art. 

“Ollamh ’-poet, ie. much does he protect; i.e. he teaches the 
four departments of (poetry, &c.) (‘fuidecht’); and because the 
number is greater which is wont to be upon his protection than 

upon that of all the grades besides. Or, ‘ollamh,’i.e. great (‘oll’) 

his company, (‘damh,’) four and twenty. For there are three 

‘ollamnhs’ in existence, i.e. an ‘ollamh’ of wisdom, a professor of 

every kind of knowledge for which he is appealed to; what he 

is asked for, he refuses not; no difficulty is carried away from him 

unresolved in the judgments of fathers and grandfathers. Or, 

‘ollamh,’ Le. more numerous is the number that are wont to be upon 
his protection than the other grades. Or, a high “ollamh, he 
binds, he is not bound. How is that? Answer—Like the King of 
Connacht, as it is said: “ He is not the high ‘ ollamh’ of the pro- 

vince of Ailill, the son of Mata Mor.” Or, ‘ollamh,’ i.e. much 

does he protect, Le. every one who is without nobility in the 

knowledge of the grades. The ‘ollamh’ in poetry teaches the four 

departments of poetry without ignorance in them. 

é Anruth ’-poet, i.e. because he binds, he is not bound in the 
same way as the King of Ireland. 

The noble stream, i.e. a stream of pleasing praise issuing from 

him, and a stream of wealth to him. 

The ‘cli ’-poet, i.e. the nature of the post (“cleith ') is, itisstrongand 
straight, and it elevates and is elevated, it protects and is protected ; 
it is powerful from the ridge to the floor. It is the same with this 
grade in the poetic house, ie. his art is powerful, and his 

judgment is straight in the circuit of his profession ; he elevates 

‘his dignity above those who are below him, because his art 

embraces all from a noble stream to a ‘ fochlaoch person.’ 

The ‘dos’-poet, i.e. from similitude to a tree he has been | 

CRITH 
ABHLACH. 
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! A good ‘ mué-airbe,' vid. Cormac's Glossary sub voce, 
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named, i.e. it is through (under) the name of a tree they learn gzoqust to 
their art. In like manner it is from the name and the similitude Geen 
of a tree a ‘dos’-poet has been named ; because the time thata — 
tree is a ‘dos’ is after a year of growth, and it is four leaves that 
are on it. Four now, are the company of the ‘ dos ’-poet. 

The ‘mac-fuirmidh “poet, i.e. a boy who is set to learn an art 

from his boyhood, i.e. his art is his son, ie. it is not well he has 

graduated, but he becomes a good ‘ mac-airbe.” 
The “fochloc “poet, i.e. he is named in similitude of a sprig of 

brooklime (‘ fochlachan ’) with two leaves. Two persons, therefore, 
are allowed for him as company ; or ‘ fochloch,’ Le. a hard sub-treé 
(‘ fochli seca’), ie. without increase (or expansion) of his art. Or, 
his art is slender because of his youth. 
A bard, now, is one without lawful learning but his own intellect. 
A man of art, now, he ts one who has full art. 

A satirist is a man who is deprived of his refections’ . . the 

name of a satire. 

Question.—Is payment for praise, or satire commanded in the 

laws ? 
If according to the law of the divine house, there is no command 

but for the praise of God alone, and heaven is its price. If 
according to the law of the worldly house, however, it is com- 
manded, ut Salmon quo modo comprobator argendum in confla- 
tona, et in furnace aurum, sic homo ora laudantis. 

A proper, becoming weapon is estimated for every true, lawful 

person, both clerics and laity, both man and woman: a three- 

angled stave to every cleric, or a handsome crooked staff for the 

purpose of defence, &c.; a slender, smooth distaff for every woman ; 

two spears with the horse switch of a chariot-driver for every 
layman in his hand; a tablet-stave for poets according to the 
propriety of their order; because it is their becoming propriety 

that estimates an uncertain weapon for them. 
Morann has estimated a free man, for remembrance?’ ; a ‘cum- 

hal’ for each of his two eyes, for beauty, and seeing, and 

ornament ; a ‘cumhal’ for the mouth, for taste, and for speaking ; 
a ‘cumhal’ for choking the tongue by which it is not permitted 
to speak ; a ‘cumhal’ for the nose because of hearing and smelling ; 
two ‘cumhals’ for the ear, for hearing and guarding ; a ‘cumhal’ 
for the neck, for laughing and for voice; two ‘cumhals’ for the. 

* His refections.—The MS. is defective here. 

& For remembrance.—That is as a mnemone. 
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1 Deeds.—Every one who stands by and who protects him not with all 

strength and with all his might, the aggressor escapes, pays seven ‘ cumhala.' 
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every time that he is reproached with the blemish* in a crowd, to Szqust To 
the end of three years ; from that out, it is a ‘cumhal’ in publicg ore 
for it that is due, unless he forgives him. — 

If it be unintentional, it is half seven ‘cumhals’ that is paid our Blem- 
for it (the wound). 

If it be a white sudden blow, it is a fourth part of seven 

cumhals’ that is paid for it. 
If any of his hair is pulled off, there is a ‘sed due for every 

hair of it to twenty hairs. 

If he be suddenly caught, to grasp his hand or his clothes, 

or to deprive him of his bell, half the fine for wounding 

him is to be patd for it. Others say that it (the penalty) is half 

the debt of insult to him. 

The virgin priest now is second to the virgin bishop. It isa 
‘cumhal’ that is between their ‘ dire ’-fines in every trespass that 

is committed against them, and in every case of distinction 
(separate case). It is so with every grade of virginity until it 
comes to be the case of a virgin cleric, so that there are seven 
‘cumhals’ due for wounding him, or a victim; but it is not 

any victim, but seven ‘cumhals’ a victim that is paid for it, to 

buy off the people or the guilty person who committed the 
crime ; and if he is one of the original race of the district and 
of a free family, half the fine for wounding him, is paid for 

insulting him, ut supra diximus. 
As to a bishop of one wife, now; he reaches to two-thirds of the 

fine to a virgin bishop in every case of distinction, and in every 
‘dire ’-fine, so that it is seven that are due ‘cumhals’ for wound- 

ing him, and the half for insulting him. 

It is the same with the priest of one wife; it is a ‘cumhal’ 
also that is for each of them, so that it is two thirds of seven 

‘cumhals’ that are paid for the cleric of one wife. 
It is to the extent of a third now, the grades of one wife reach 

to the grades of virginity, in every trespass, whether" a red blow " Ir. Be 
and a lump blow, and violation ; and graduating between the thing “ee. 
that is sudden, and that is not sudden, as was said in the case of the 

As toa penitent bishop now; to the extent of two thirds he reaches 
to a bishop of one wife: nine ‘cumhals’ and two cows are the 
penalty for wounding him ; half the fine for wounding him sa paid 

for insulting him, and for violating his protection. 

It is the same with a penitent priest; it is a ‘cumhal’ that is 
between him and the penitent bishop. 
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It is in ‘ cumhals’ they. are computed, so that it is four times fifty Saqcm ro 

nights of penance that are due from a clerical student of one wife, Carn 
as ‘ dire “-fine for" his sed. — 

It is the same with the repentant bishop ; it is to the extent of 1 fe has 
two thirds he reaches to a bishop of one wife as to ‘ dire “fine forhis 
“sed ’ ; so that it is three ‘ cumhals’ and three cows that are paid as 

the ‘dire ’-fine of a repentant bishop. It is two thirds to each with 
the other till it comes to the last. It is m ‘cumhals’ they are 

computed, so that there are three times fifty nights cf penance 

due by the repentant clerical student as the ‘ dire ’-fine for his “sed.” 
As to a lay recluse of whom a soul-friend and a priest gave a cha- 

racter ; his ‘sed’ is of equal ‘dire ’-fine with that of the virgin 
clerical student, ie. a ‘cumhal’ for them. There ts another lay 
recluse now ; the ‘ dire ’-fine for his “sed ’ is equal to that of a vir- 
gim clerical stadent : four times fifty nights are due to them. 
There is another lay recluse now ; the ‘dire ’-fine of his ‘sed ’ is 

equal to that of a repentant clerical student: three times fifty 
nights are due for them. 
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And ; “ Melior est puer sapiens quam senex stultus,” ie. better 
is the wise youth than the old ignorant of wisdom. 

And; “Whatever number of the divisions of the ‘bo-aires’ 

happens to be contending for headship though one of them be older 
than the others, the grade that is most wealthy, ie. in point of 

wealth, it is it that takes precedence.” 
And; “A horse does not bear his burden over dreaded rocks. 

Thus the chief without wealth.” 
And; “For it is from proper parties the vessel is manned ;” so 

the chief. . 

And; “ Every thing uneven is biassed.” 
And; “ Every wily person is unsteady.” 
And; “The qualification of a chief are taken away; three 

possessions turned off. The ‘dibadh’ is sought, i.e. the noble 
guality of the man is taken away, when it is ascertained that his 

chieftainship is truly separated from him.” 

And; “He is the disease of evils! after three persons.” 
And; “He is a hill a chieftainship? in the third person.” 
And; “For it gives prescription of acknowledgment ; 3 three 

heirs have succeeded one another.” 
And; “ He is estimated according to his wealth,” i.e. there is 

a perfect estimation made of every one by his wealth. 
And; “ The sea overwhelmed the smooth bordered plain of 

‘ Mesgaghra’ under its full watery plains.” Thus it is with a noble, 
he overwhelms all beneath him. | 

And; “A meeting does not estimate the same ‘dibadh’ for 
every one.” 

And; ‘It is not in the absence of property ‘ dire’-fine is esti- 
mated,” i.e. the Brehon does not estimate the honor-price of his 
lordship for a person in the absence of his property. 

And; “The ‘dire ’-fine is distributed according to dignity, ex- 
tent, and wealth, according to grade, and grade and order, and ele- 

vation (i.e. the king), according to foolishness, and lunacy, and 
whoredom, for “ the trees which attain to nobleness are not all the 

same,” i.e. as ‘dire ’-fine does not equally run for the cutting of the 
trees as regards the ‘noble trees and the common trees ; 80 a chief 
without property. 

3 Prescription of acknowledgment. It forms a period of prescription if the lord- 
ship has continued in the same family for three generations or successions. 
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And ; “Qualification with the chief,” ie. if the person who is  Svo- 
the most worthy of his family has five ‘ saor'-cottiers or ten ‘daor’- Chamos 
cottiers of excess (over and above the rest), he is to enter into the 
chieftainship at once. 

And; “For none but a living candle seeks the chieftainship,” ie. 
it is sought by none to enter into the chieftainship at first, but the 
peso ee ee inas the son of a chief, and 
2: Sois 

} “They were once noble,” i.e, unless his father and grand- 
fie tos Reo ee ee ee ee 
origin, his chieftainship is lost to him. 

And; “In which it is stated that a chieftainship is lost,” ie, 
during the ages of three persons, 
And; “A plebeian chief,” i.e. one of plebeian race, whose father 

or grandfather was not a chief. And the law orders him but red 
fleshmeat and fat without being salted, and dried corn as food, and 
two days 
And; “Fir nanfir,? Le. the person, Who is not & fit witnées ad to 

Property. 
And ; “A king without property is no king,” i.e. as to tenants 

and kine. 
And; “Heis not a king of territories who has not hostages,” unless 

three kings have given him hostages, i.e. one hundred ‘manchaine,’ 
ie, his ‘cain ’-party, when going outside the territory, ie. when he 
goes out of the territory to make ‘ cairde '-regulations; he is entitled 
to a cow and a salt pig from every townland for making a treaty for 
them, until he has one hundred both large and small. * Thirty feet is 
the length of his house; he has sixty cows in his house ; twenty-three 
feet is the length of his kitchen. * This is the man, i.e. the king who 
is entitled to honor-price, and ‘dire’-fine, and surety, and honor- 
price, and to ‘dire’-fine for his heavy work and for his ‘donn,’* 

And, “ He is not a king of territories who has not three kings 
of territories under him,” ie. he is not to be called a king of 

territories unless he has given choice selection of tenancy to three 
kings of territories. 

‘Three kings of a territory are under" a king of territories ; five * Ir. With. 
kings of territories under* the king of a province ; five kings of a 
province under* the King of Erin, from whom he has tribute, and 
law, and furniture, besides i.e. plaids and quilts. 

fine for any injury done to any rich article of furniture belonging to him, or for 

stealing of his property. 
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I wonder at this, and that it, this is said : “ The ‘ aire-forgill ’- 

chief deserves a chieftainship or an abbacy ; even though he had 
but his arms or his raiment he shall have the honor-price of a king 

or of an ‘aire-forgill chief. And, also, the ‘ aire-ard ’-chief saves 

the high ‘ nemhidh '-person with his territory, i.e. the price of his 
death shelters his king, and prevents them from being plundered 
by externs. 

And: “It is not lawful for a chief to have swine.” 
And: “He is entitled tc fat;” and, “ the law styles that 

person a plebeian-chief who wishes to obtain a chieftainship in right 

of any other property except in right of tenants; and, by the tenants 

is fleshmeat supplied to the chie ;” and “it is tenants that 
udvance the grades of chiefs ;” and “‘‘seds’ to every chief ;” and 

“ that these kings are not entitled to anything in right of their 
property, i.e. their cattle.” 

é There are seven chiefs with the ‘ Feini’ who are not entitled 
to ‘saor-giallna ’-service or ‘daor-giallna ’-service,” &c. 
And ; “scurthur raon, reLba,” i.e. the inferior men with property 

are put into the land, or the chieftainship. 

And; “lordship is compared to first contract ;” thus, the son of 
a chief, &c. 

And: “ For it is shameful to anyone to be caught in unjust 
possession,” i.e. for it is shameful to anyone to be caught in 
unlawful possession ; thus, a chief without property. 

And: “unless true property is obtained,” by the tenants truly. 
And: ‘‘unless they are noble ‘seds’ that are distributed, ie. 

by him to the tenants.” 
And: “ The son of the abbot in the pleasant church 

“ A fact established by sense, | 
“The son of the husbandman in the territory, 
“The son of the king to bind the hostages.” 

O my Nairi of the beautiful aspect (o. b.) if thou be a judge, 
thou shouldest not give “dire -fine to one under whom there is 
no foundation of food tribute. It would be a great violation if 
fines were adjudged upon a title not found according to the Feini. 

The tribe of a man is waste where is no growth ; where there is 
no place for the root, where the fair tree wants a root, it is difficult 
to have fruit on its branches, i.e. it is difficult to have fruit on its 
branches unless it has a root. 

Question—What is the ‘ ansruth "poet? Answer. His father 
and his grandfather were ‘ansruth ’-poets,’ for every grade whatever, 
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whether chief or poet, if he parts with his qualification during the 

ages of three persons, his lot is not equal to those who are found in 
possession of their qualification during the ages of three persons 

until they double their qualification or their service. 

Hill of lordship is established after three have followed in suc- 

cession, and the privilege of succeeding a king after three kings. ! 
An ‘ Ansruth “poet now, Le. his father and his grandfather were 

‘unsruth ’-poets, and he is an ‘ansruth’-poet himself. Noble his 
honor-price and his superintendence, and he gets ‘ dire’-fine out of 
every poem, small, large, or various which he has, whether large 

or small, i.e. honor-price has been adjudged to each of his poems. 
And: “ As he sustains the estimation of high wages,” i.e. as he 

sustains the merit it is accordingly honor-price.is estimated for him. 

“Unless he is an unqualified wanton, unworthy of a territory, 

he may seek the Brehon to estimate the ‘dire’-fine which is pro- 

per for each animal,” i.e. it is he that seeks the Brehon to estimate 

the ‘dire ’-fine that is due for each animal. 

And; “ O Morann, O wealthy dignitary, let the lawful ‘ dire “fine 
of each noble dignity be adjusted by thee.” 

“They advance into their dignities,” i.e. honor-price is graduated 

for them according to the nobleness of their property and their grade. 

And; “ Every ‘neimhedh ’-person should be possessed of his pro- 
per qualifications,” i.e. as to property and worthiness. 

And; O morann, O wealthy dignitary, every one is estimated 

according to his desert, every one is placed at the court or banquet 

according to his dignity,every one’s dignity is according to his grade. 
And ; “A constant word (by-word) is circulated,” i.e. it is well 

this constant word is spread about. 

And ; “ Every person complained of is reproached,” i.e. he is re- 
proached when all are complaining of him as to age and worthi- 
ness. - . 

And; “ Every blemished person is complained of,” Le. he is com- 
plained of for being in the chieftainship, when he is blemished, and 
without property. | 

And; “a hem does not follow mantles,” i.e. their threads do 
not follow the mantles when they aré cut off them ; so, though a 
man has had means, if he has them not now, he is no better thereof. 

And, “: A waste cannot support its wandering tribe,” i.e. it can- 
not support the weight of its colony, when it is waste, i.e. so also 
is the person who is without property. He is not the better of 
having had it before. 
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And; ‘ Let no wandering men pass judgment,” i.e. there shall 

be no honor-price for the person who is wandering about without 

property. 

And; “It renders good for property well disposed of, it renders 
evil for ill-disposed of property,” i.e. evil is rendered unto the 
wicked, z.e. to the unlawful persons who do not do good with their 
property. 

And, “tis in the ‘Senchus Mór ' it was enacted that good 

should not be given to bad, nor bad to good,” Le. small honor-price 

and large honor-price. And, “It is in it, it was enacted that there 
should be king and peasant, queen and non-queen, noble and 

ignoble, wealthy and not wealthy, prosperous and not prosperous.” 
Prosperous, i.e. good (‘so’) property (‘ana’) i.e. he has goodly 
property, Le. in property and children. And; “there is found the 

noble wealthy, rich and prosperous ; and there is found the ignoble, 

there is found an daer, dc.” And, “It is in it, it was ordained 

that the ‘<dire’-fine of each person should be according to his 

dignity.” . 
And, ‘‘ Seim ainim og naithi, mana ciast ceird”: “ No unproduc- 

tive person merits a share with the Feini,” i.e. the person who is 
barren, without property, without worthiness, does not merit a 
noble share of “ smacht, ’-fine nor sick maintenance, according to the 

‘Fenechus’-law. And “ Because any one who has not his property 
in the territory does not merit sick maintenance or full peace with 

the Feini.” 
A contract, i.e. between two persons. A covenant, a thing 

confirmed by sane adults and guarantees, and this is difference! be- 

tween them. 
The senior gocs not before the junior, unless he (the senior) is 

proclaimed, or otherwise disqualified. 

Senior and junior, and honor-price are to be estimated for all. 

1 The difference. That is, this is the difference between the two terms: A ‘cor’ 

is a bargain made between two persons without bond or security; a ‘cunnradh’ 

ia a guaranteed contract. 
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‘ ABAD -GAINS : 63. 

Annpor : covenant of a, with monk not binding, 55. 

ABDUCTION: incurs ‘dire’ fine, 271. 

AnscospER : ‘cric’-fine for an, by whom paid, 21, 259, 261. 

AccipENTs: protection of cattle against, 101 

‘ ACHLAIDH ’-COVENANT, 57. 

“Acus”: 129. 

*‘ ADALTRAC’-WOMEN: 43, 45. 

ADOPTION : 
contract of, when not binding, 61. 
regulations regarding, 289. 

ApzeE: in a chief's house, 311. 

AFTERGRASS : trespass into, 91. 

AGE: proverbs as to, 373, 377. 

‘ AIRCENN'-LANDS: 127. 

‘ AIRCHINNECH’: steward of the church lands, 63, 69. 

‘ArrRE’: a common name for a gentleman of any rank in society, 299. 

‘ AIRE-ARD’-CHIEF: description of, 299, 321, 323, 325, 345, 347, 383. 

‘ AIRE-COISBING ’-CHIEF : 299. 
why so called, 317. 
full description of, 319. 

‘ AIRE-DESA ’-CHIEF : 
the inviolable precinct of a, 227. 
description of, 299, 321, 345, 349. 

“ AIRE-ECHTA ’-CHIEF : 
one of the social grades, 299. 
description of, 321, 323. 

* AIRE-FINE’-CHIEF: 345. 
description of, 349. 

* \IRE-FORGAILL’-CHIEF: description of, 299, 321, 327, 345, 347, 383. 

* AIRE-TUISE '-CHIEF : 
one of the social grades, 299. 
description of, 321, 325, 345, 347. 

‘ATREM’: 32, 

‘ AIRGSIN’-TRESPASS: 99, 

‘ AIRLIM ’-TRESPASS : 
fines for, 81, 85, 91, 93, 103, 105, 109, 115, 139. 
not liable to fine in certain cases, 93, 95, 105. 
by sheep, 109. 
by pigs, 109. 
by bees, 115. 
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‘ AIRLIS’-EXCLOBURE : i.e., a yard, 313. 

‘Armu’: 129. 

‘ AITHECH’-PERSON OR TEXANT: 
the plebeian, 299. 
not entitled to malt, 317. 
full description of, 317. 

‘ Arruois ": i.e., compensation for trespass, 109. 
‘ AITREBADH '-TRE3Pass, 99. 

‘ Arpasxacn’: a native of Alba; an ancient name for the south of Scot- 
land, 2&5. 

ALDER: a common tree, 147. 

Ate: cask of, in a chief's house constantly, 311. 

ALE-HotsE: part of a king's establishment, 341. 
‘ ALLABRIG-NAIE’: í.e., a sufficiency for the chief at a feast, 165, 167, 

175, 177. 
‘ As '-TREsFPAss : 99. 

‘Awa’: 397. 

‘Axarna’-Goovs: definition of, 37. 

“ As pAEn ”: 387. 

“ ASDOIN ’-cCnHURCH : 339. 

© ASPLAITH '-CuigpE: 317. 

‘Ans“anxn’: anything taken with bread, viz., butter, sauce, bacon, 118. 

‘ ANSRUTH ’-PERSON: 345. 
description of, 349. 

‘ AXSRUTH '-PO£T: 357, 359. 
description of, 383, 385. 

Astiquary : stuke-fences settled by oath of, 143. 

APPLeE: 
a chicftain-tree, 147. 
what gives it dignity, 151. 

ARaBLe Lasp: 
three divisions of, 277. 
description and characteristic of good, 277. 
price of, 279. 

* Anapu’-TREsPAss: 99. 

Anbitrators; in unlawful grazing cases, 49, 95. 

ARgbuTus: a shrub-tree, 147. 

Army: case of a man wounded in the van of an, 179. 

‘ ARRA ’-coops: definition of, 37. 

Ansos : fine for, 235. 

AR. I3ANS: 
certain days assigned to, for grinding, 217, 219. 
maintenance of, 333. 

Asu: 
a chieftuin-tree, 147. 
what gives it dignity, 151. 
mm arable lands, 277. 
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Aspen: a shrub-tree, 147. 

Atrick : liability to service of defence and, 145. 

‘ AURRACH ’ TAXES: 337. | 

Avutumy: smacht fines payable in, 79, 89. 

AXE-LAND: in which everything grows freely, 277 

AXLE-TREES: made of holly-wood, 151. 

Bapcers: ‘smacht’-fines for, 121. 

‘ Barrse’-Tenant: 345. 
description of, 353. 

Baxiye Imptements: used by woman in taking possession of land, 9. 

Bakinc: woman's, equal to half man’s, 306. 

Bar: requisite for making a stone wall, 73. 

“ Bas-Loc’ 
1.€., & deadly place of murrain, 7. 
distress not taken i in, 7. 

BaTHING-BASIN: in a chief's house, 311. 

Barrie: defeat in, proof of king's falsehood, 53. 

Bearp : the encircling of a, necessary before an oath takes effect, 303. 

Bep: 
pledge of co-tenancy to be placed at fect of the, 75, 
‘eric’-fine of criminals upon his, 241. 
of what is lawful and unlawful as regards a, 315. 

Bers: 
“smacht '-fines for, 115. 
division of the honey of, 115. 
swallowing of, by hens, 117. 
additional pledges for, 163, 177. 
their trespass, crime, and produce, 163. 
produce of, how. divided, 163. 
entitled to three years’ exemption from fine, 165. 
swarms of, tribe- -property, 165. 
the “ cain-cuise,’ 165, 167, 175. 
the ‘allabrignaic,’ 165, 167, 175. 
‘the longing of disease,’ 165, 167, 175. 
distribution of swarms of, 167, 173. 
‘ merraighe ’-swarm of, 173. 
the necessity of watching, 175. 
injury by, 177, 179. 
a particular bee- -judgment, 179. 
in the tree of a noble dignitary, 181, 183, 185, 1&7. 
produce of, how divided, 181, 185, 195, 197. 
rights of original owner of, 183. 
that have migrated, not protected by ‘nemedh,’ 185. 
watching and dividing swarins of, 191, 193. 
in a lawful green, 195. 
kept in a herb- garden, 199. 
penalty for stealing, 199, 201, 203. 

Bre-supGMENTS: 163-203. Sec also Bees. 

‘Bescna’: 33. 

* BiATACH’-Lanp: 45. 
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BiLL-nook : requisite for making a ‘felmadh’ fence, 73. 

BincH : a common tree, 147. 

Birps : 
“smacht ’-fines for pet, 115. 
trespass by, 117. 

Bisnop : 
a gift to a, 211. 
a mecting of, at Sliabh Fuaid, 227. 
the precinct of a, 229. 
retinue of a, 339. 
penalty for wounding, 363. 

‘Brruspiscugr’: 117. 

“BurnTuoisr : 373. 

BLACRETHOBX : 
used in makine fences, 113. 
a shrub tree, 147. 
absence of, sign of good arable land, 277. 

Buicat: of fruit, proof of king’s fulsehood, 53. 

BLISTER-FINE : 345, 347. 

BLorcues : 
the effect of biased judgment, 10, 15, 17 
how cured, 17. 

Biusu-Fixe: 345. 

“BoOAIRE '-CHIFF: 45. 
settlement of stake fences left to, 143. 
estimation of his inviolable precinct, 227. 
one of the social grades, 289, 299, 309. 
description of his property, etc., 311, 313. 
general description of, 351. 
the wealthiest takes precedence, 379. 

‘BoarRpeEcnH ’: 
list of property of, 311. 
divisions of, 321. 

* BOAIRE-FEBHSA '-MAN: 
a division of the * boaires,’ 299. 
why so called, his position, ete., etc., 309. 

‘Boarre-Gensa’: 311. 

Bopirs: a cutting before dead, 155. 

Bopy-FixeE : 
for killing, 247, 253, 
division of, 259. 

Boc-myrtTLe: a bramble-tree, 149. 

BospMas : covenant of a, with his chief not binding, 55, 209. 

Bouxpary-MARKS: 
twelve, viz., flat-emark. 

stone-mark. 
tree-mark. 
deer-mark. 
stock marks 
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BounDARY-MARK8—continued., 
mound-mark. 
division-mark. 
water-mark. 
eye-mark. 
deflet-mark. 
way-mark, 143, 145. 

BRAMBLE-TREES : 
list of, 149. 
‘dire’-fine for, 149. 

BREACHES : 
definition of, 127. 
some, not sued for, 155. 
all, to be closed, 155. 

Breyonsuip: the exercise of, 283. 

Briar: 
a bramble-tree, 149. 
absence of, sign of good arable land, 277. 

Bripce: 
an old, under water, a boundary mark, 143. 
‘cain’ law of, 211. 
ditch at a, 221. 

Braoocu: part of the insignia of a chief, 323. 
Broom: a bramble-tree, 149. 

Brotuer : 
bears crimes, how long, 243. 
divides chattels, 259, 

‘Brocuaipn’: 331. 

‘ BRUGHAIDH ’-FARMEE: 195. 

‘ BRUGHAIDH '-MEN : 317. 

Bruicurecuta-Laws: 49. 

Bui: 
common pasturage of, 101. 
trespass in driving a cow to, not sued for, 157. 

‘ Buncnor’-Banp: í.e., bands of ozier interwoven between fluces, 112, 
113. 

Burpvockx : absence of, sign of good arable land, 277. 
BuRkninc : 

case of, by inadvertence, 2351. 
intentional, 253. 

Botrer : 
certain grades no entitled to, 301. 
part of sick-attendance, 307. 

‘Cain Cuisc': ie, the rule of ‘the crink from the hive’, 165, 167, 
175, 177. 

© CAIN LAW : 
fine according to, 25. 
of water, 211. 
Brehon must know the, 285, 323. 

‘Carn ’-party: of a king, 381. 
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‘CarrpE’-niw: 3, 323. 
“running ” of, 235. 

‘ CAIRDE’-REGULATIONS: of a king, 331. 

CAKEs : as fines for hens trespassing, 117. 

CaLr : 
the rent for land taken till the end of the year, 91. 
common pasturage of, 101. 
when, gores calf, 103. 
trespass of, 105, 109, 111. 

©Cana’-poeT: 357. 

CANDELABRA : in a chief's house, 311. 

Catuevrat: 2,000 paces the precinct of a noble, 229. 

CAaTTILe : 
trespass of, in co-tenancy, 75, 83, 85, 87, 105, 125, 139, 147. 
herding of, 85, 97. 
protection of, from accidents, 101. 
common-pasturage of, 101, 103. 
wounding of, by fierce cattle, 103. 
feeding of, in pound, 107. 
mangling of, by dogs, 123, 179. 
subject to farm-law, 125. 
crossing a river or road, 127, 
threefold trespass of, 147, 
trespass of, how estimated, 147. 
stealing, 271. 

CAULDRON: . 
test, of, tendered by certain classes, 285, 295. 
found in a chief's house, 311. 

CnARcoaL : a sack of, always in a chief's house, 311. 

Cuakiots: axletrees of, made of holly, 151. 

CHATTEIS : 
‘eric’-fine falls first on the criminal’s, 241. 
division of, among futher, son, brother, and family, 259. 
theft of live and dead, 271. 

Culers : 
covenant of, with bondman not binding, 55. 
may rescind eontracts and annual covenants, 55. 
covenant of a servitor of, defective, 55. 
honorprice of, how lessened, 57. 
covenant made without knowledge of, 61. 
bees swarming into the tree of, 181. 
gift of, to the tenant, 211. 
a meeting of, at Sliabh Fuaidh, 227. 
‘eric ’-fine for absconding criminal falls on, 241. 
how far chargeable for crimes, 245. 

CulerTAInsuip: succession of, 373-387, 

CHIEFTAIN-TREES : 
cutting, a man-trespass, 147. 
list of, 147. 
‘dire’-fine for cutting, 147, 149. 
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Curist : 
men of the gospel of, 211. 
prophecy regarding, 219. 

CuuncH : 
without a green, no distress on, 7. 
may rescind contracts and annul covenants, 55. 
covenant with a subj ect of a, defective, 55. 
violation of ‘nemedh’-person's, by cattle, 87. 
notice to be given at the, when horses found trespassing, 107 
to have a share of a find of bees, 195. 
not fo be defrauded of what it merits, 197, 
conducting water over ‘nemedh’ land of a, 215. 
grades, their inviolable precincts, 227. 
protects sinners, 235. 
power of, to allow culprits to escape, 237. 

“CILL '-cuugpcu : the ditch of a, 221, 373. 

‘Creiru’: 349. 

Curr : running-over a, 139. 

“Curr'-pogr: 357, 359. 

‘Coats’ 
i.e. heirs or keepers of the land, 103, 129. 
bound by the laws of their ancestors, 213. 
of Patrick, his inviolable precinct, 227. 
proverb as to, 267. 

‘ Comuve’-PRorerty: 31, 39. 

‘ Corn-Fremn&-Bec’: the law called, 103. 

‘Corr Ferne’-LAw: a law of adjustment by which the agricultural classes 
settled their cases of damage and trespass of cattle, 24 

Corrpri LIFECHAIR: 267. 

4 CoLPpACH’ HEIFER: 83 et passim. 

Combat: without verbal engagements, illegal, 33. 

“ CoMHARBA ': female, 289. 

“CoMMAITH ”: 69. 

CoMMON PASTURAGE: 
the nature of, 101. 
how arranged, 101, 103. 

CCOMMON-TREES : 
list of, 147. 
‘dire’-fines for, 147. 

CoMPENSATION : 
for damaged grass, 49, 83, 
when lost throu neglect, 51. 
for injury done by fences and stakes, 73, 75. 
for trespass on grass and corn, 87. 
for pigs trespassing, 109, 111. 
for bees trespassing, 115. 
for dog-trespass, 123. 
for cutting trees, 149, 157. 
for cutting land, 153. 
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ComPensaTiox—continued. 
meaning of, 229. 
in case of violated protection, 233. 
‘* running” of, 235. 
for necessary killing, 245. 
for burning, 253. 
how divided among a family, 259. 
for milk, when cattle are stolen, 271. 
double, for theft of chattels, 271. 

Coxtracts : 
good and bad, subject to be rescinded by chief, tribe, and church, 55 
of adoption, when not binding, 61. 
nine, dissolved by the Feini, 207, 209. 
must have surety of the tribe, 207. 
seven noble, not easy to dissolve, 211. 
distress on kinsman’s cattle, in cases of, 265. 
unfair, set aside, viz.—‘ force,’ ‘claim,’ &c., ‘forfeit’ contracts, 269. 
verbal, in adoption, by whom given, 285. 

Copper: a mine of, how valued, 279. 

‘Cor’: ;.e. a bargain made without bond or security, 387 

Cogn: scarcity of, proof of king’s falsehood, 53. 

CornLaxp : trespass in, 79, 83. 

Cornsracxs : trespass by hens in, 117. 

* Cornus ’- ARRANGEMENTS, 327. 

‘Corus '-Law, 335, 337. 

CosHERING : 1.e. feasting, 325, 327. 

* CosLaAITHE’-CATTILE : common pasturage of, 103. 

Co-TENANCY : 
why so called, 69, 75. 
whence does it arise, 69. 
what comes foremost in, 71. 
how made, 71. . 
trespass of cattle in, 75. 
duties of, 75. 
pledges of, 75. 
trespuss in, 79-159, see trespass. 
fines in a, 129. 
right of water in the, 213. 

Co-TENANT: 
means also co-tiller, or co-grazicr, or co-occupant, 75. 
entitled to right of way, 157. 
bound to permit other co-tenants to draw water, 213. 

COVENANTS: 
the right of, 33. 
suing upon, 39. 
parties appointed to dissolve, 35. 
four, not binding, 55. . 

three defective, 55. 
three difficult, 55. 
ternal, 55. 
three, not amounting to the thing stipulated, 57. 
‘achlaidh,’ 57, 59. 
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CovENANTS—continued., 
three bad, not binding, 61. 
definition of, 387. 

‘ Cow-GRAZIER’: description of, 353. 

Cows : 
to be offered in taking possession of land, 21, 25. 
dryness of, proof of king’s falsehood, 53. 
a herdsman necessary for, 87. 
should be in cow-fastness by night, 97. 
common-pasturage of, 101. 
trespass of, in common-pasturage, 105. 
keeping of, in pound, 107. 
may trespass in three places, 125. 
hair of, boundary mark, 143. 
trespass in driving of, to a bull not sued for, 157. 
stealing, 27). 
the price of arable land, 279. 

Cream: pure new milk, part of sick-maintenance, 303. 

Critnu GanpnLacH : 299-336. 

Crimes: sce also ‘Eric’-FIxe: 
seven divisions of, 241. 
‘eric’-fine for, fall upon the family in certain cases, 241, 243. 
of necessity, how paid for, 245, 247, 249, 265. 
all except killing go upon the criminals, provided they have means 

of paying, 245. 
unnecessary, accountable for first by criminal, 247, 269. 
definition of necessary and unnecessary, 249. . 
every one dies for his wilful, 25I. 
the land is forfeited for, 265. 

CRIMINAL : 
‘eric’-fine of, how levied, 241. 
family of, when iable, 243. 
liability of, shifts to chief, king, and law, 243. 
every crime to the, 259. | 
leaving territory with ‘seds,’ 261. 
land of, forfeited for crimes, 265. 

‘Cruan’: a bridle of, 311. 

' CRUID “-LAND: 15, 45, 47. 

CrumB-Fox: 345. 
description of, 335. 

‘Cuma’: 69. 
‘Cumaicnais’: 69. 

‘Cumuan’: 25, 27, 91, 233, 235, 245, 251, 253, 259, 279, 289, 305, et 
passim 

* CuMHAL-SENORBA ”: 39. 

“CuMRADH ': íe., a guaranteed contract, 387. 

CuTTINas : 
i.e., breaches or gaps, 154. 
certain, not sued for, 155. 

‘Dar ’-PeRSON: 345. 
description of, 349. 
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“Dargn-noTuus ’-suIP: 339. 

‘ DAER-FUIDHER '-SHIP : 339. 

‘ DAER-FUIDHER’-TENANT: 285, 339. 

‘Darr’-Man: 43. 

‘DaeRr’-stock: 197. 

‘DAER’-TENANT: 197, 236, 237. 

© DAIRT '-HEIFER: 91, ef passim. 

Dam: ‘cain’ law of the, 211 

DAMAGES: 
how neutralized, 17. 
of possessions, 141. 

‘DAMH-CONCHAIDH’ ox: 101. 

‘Daop’-coTrieRs: 381. 

DaORGIALLNA-SERVICE: 383. 

Daop’-PrRson: 253. 

“Daong -TENANCT : 267. 

Darkness: a contract made in the, not binding, 209. 
DavuGuTER : 

land appropriated to a, by father, 45. 
obligation of, to rest on land to the tribe, 49. 

Deaxztn: proof of kina’s falschood, 53. 

Deatu: shelter afforded by the church against, 237, 

Dent: 
eric-fine for, 37. 
promises to pay, when forgiven, 39. 
shelter against unlawful claims for, 237. 

Deer: ‘smacht’-fines for pet, 115, 191, 

Deer-MAkK : description of, 143. 

Derectr-MARK: definition of a, 145. 

Derence: liability to service of attack and, 145. 

‘ DEIRBHFINE’: 
a family division, 283. 
receive no share of tribe-land, 285. 
means red or fratricidal family, 287, 203. 
commentary upon the, 293. 

* DEIRBHFINE ’-DIVISION : 
i.e., a family division, 51, 167, 173, 243, 245, 283, 285, 289. 
exact description of, 290. 

¢ DEIRBHFINE '-RELATIONS: 241, 

“ Deis’-cHIFF: 321, 

‘Deis ’-ricuT: 321. 

‘Deotaripn’-ricut: 163. 

DeEsenter : 
i.e., a landless man, a fugitive or evader of his dutics, 128. 
treatment of, by the co-tenancy, 129, 131, 133. 
further definition of, and liabilities of a, 135, 137. 
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‘Dimapn’-LAND: 93, 141. 
division of, 285, 291. 

“DinapH ’-PROPERTY: 247, 259. 
division of, among family, 285, 291, 293. 

‘Dime AIRE’: 53. 

Dirricurty: meaning of the term, in cases of protection, 229. 

‘ DIGUIN ’-TBESPASS : 345. 

‘ Dine’-FINE: 
aid for cattle trespassing, 91, 103. 
or dog-trespass, 121. 
stake-trespass, 145. 
for cutting chieftain-trees, 147. 
for cutting timber, 149, 169. 
for stealing becs, 199. 
for killing, to whom paid, 259, 
for theft, 271. 
double-creat-, when paid, 273. 
must be know by the Brehon, 285. 
of an ‘ ogaire,’ 307. 
of a tenant resident, 307. 
of a ‘ boaire,’ 309. 
for breaking into a house, 311, 315. 
for a bed, 315. 
for grinding without leave, 315. 
for a barn and pigstye, 315. 
for using a hatchet, 315. 
for wounding bishops, 263, 36.5. 
for wounding priests and lay recluses, 367. 
how distributed, 379. 

Disease: the longing of, 165, 167. 
DIsTREss : 

when not leviable on the Feini, 7. 
penalties in cases of unlawful, 9. 
illegal, when prosecuted by the Feini, 33. 
five ‘seds’ the fine for unlawful, 33. 
maxim of ‘ Finnsruth Fithil’ law in forcible, 91. 
upon a diserter, 129, 135. 
upon a kinsman-surety for ‘eric’-fine, 259. 
pledge of, illegal, 271. 

D1TcHEs : 
seven legal, 221. 
injuries to, 221. 

Divisioxs or Laxp: 277-295. See Lanps. 
Drvision-MARK : definition of, 145. 

Doctor: when provided and paid, 301, 303. 

Doe: 
‘airlim’ trespass before a, 93, 105. 
protection of cattle from, 101. 
“smacht '-fines for, 115, 121. 
trespass by, on the land of co-tenancy, 121, 123. 
feeding of, involves liability, 121. 
wild, 141. 
tearing cattle, 179. 

899 
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‘Donn’: 381. 

‘DorMuine’-woman : 307. 

*Dos'-poet, 357, 359. 

‘ DRAUMCHE ’-MILE : 303. 

Dagipp1nG-Boagv: position of, in the ‘ogaire’s’ house, 305. 

DaunkeEnsess: a contract of, not binding, 209. 

‘ DuIBHFINE’: 
a family division, 283. 
that which tenders the test of ordeal, 285. 
ineans ‘black family,’ 287. 
commentary upon the, 295. 

‘ Duigime’-FENCE: formation of, 113. 

‘Don ’-Fort: 
without land, no distress on, 7. 
trespass on a king’s, 87. 
notice to be given at, when horses caught trespassing, 107. 
cuttings made at construction of, 155. 
conducting water over the land of a, 215. 
ditch of a, 221. 
dimensions of a king’s, 337. 

‘ DuTHRAcut’-PERSON: 285, 

* FACHLACH ’- PERSON, 57. 

‘Ear’: the clear knowledge, 291. 

‘ Eces’-rurt: 357, 359. 

‘Ecsmacut-ces’: 359. 

ELpER-TREE: a shrub-tree, 147. 

Exim : a common tree, 147. 

ENGAGEMENT: a forced, unlawful, 271. 

ENTRY : 
with horses, 3, 5, 19. 
what is good, 5. 
men required for, 7. 
how a woman takes possession by, 9, 11. 
the customs of, 19, 21. 
upon fenced lands, 21, 25. 
illegal, when prosecuted by the Feini, 33. 

‘Eric’-Fing: 33, 37. 
when incurred by one, paid by all, 179. 
for a church, 229. 
for an absconding criminal, 241. 
for necessary crimes, how raised, 245. 
for life-wound, 249, 253, 255. 
leniency in levying, 251. 
for the foster-child of a family, 255, 257. 
land must be given as, 267. 

Eric-sop: 87. 

‘ ERRECH’ TAXES: 337. 

‘Esain’: 30!, 307, 345, 347, 349, 351. 
‘Escra’; a cup, 164, 165, 167. 
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‘Eserr’: 128. 

Evipence : 
of an ‘ ogaire,’ 307. 
of a ‘boaire,’ 309. 

Ewes: use of, in a woman's entry on land, 9, 11, 13. 

Exemption: where a case of, arises, 229. 

Exizs: (i.e.,non-native)absconding as a criminal is put upon the road, 243. 
Ere: blinded by sting of a bee, 179. 
EYE-MARE : 

a boundary, 143. 
definition of, 145. 

Fair : roads must be kept clean during a, 145. 

FAIR-GREEN : 
water free in the precinct of a, 215. 
ditch of a, 221. 

FALsg CHARACTER : forfeiture of honour by, 319. 

Farsx Contract: gain by a, a falschood avenged by God, 53. 

Farsg Evipence: forfeiture of honour by, 319. 

Fatse JupGMENT: given for hire, a falsehood avenged by God, 53. 

Fatse Witness: decision by, a falsehood avenged by God, 53. . 

FALsenoops : 
of a king, 53. 
three, avenged by God on a territory, 53. 

Fair: ' 
a deserter’s, duties of, 131, 133, 135. 
liable to pay after evasion of criminal, 243. 
liable for necessary crimes, 245. 
wounding the foster-son of a, 245. 
always liable for killing, 247. 
have choice of giving up the criminal or the land, 247. 
list of divisions of, 283, 285. 
at what point, relations cease, 285. 

Famity- Divisions: 
list of, 283, 290. 
definitions of, 285, 293, 295. 

*Faora-Forais’: 229. 

FARM-LAWS: 
trespass in the, 89. 
described, 125. 

FATHER: 
covenant of, with son not binding, 55. 
when nuptial present due to, 61, 
when responsible for son’s ‘eric’-fine, 241. 

Fawns: trespass of wild, 121. 

FEAR: 
trespass in consegucnce of, 93. 
a contract of, not binding, 209, 269. 

“ FEIGH-ATHAIR ': í.€., the father of sharp art, 237. 
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Fixes —continued. 
none in certain ‘airlim’-trespass, 93, 95. 
for spoilt grass, to be paid by arbitration, 95. 
for goring and wounding by cattle, 103. 
for ‘ feis'-trespass, 105, 139. 
for ‘airlim’-trespass by sheep, 109. 
for trespass of pet animals, bees, hens, and all birds, 115, 117. 
for dog-trespass, 123. 
for stakes-trespass, 141, 145, 153. 
for cutting timber, 147, 149. 
accepted by church from sinners, 235. 
for theft and unlawful possession, 269, 271. 

‘Finprise’: 39. | 
‘ FinEracurr’: 

a family division, 283, 285. 
t.e., the ‘adopted sons,’ 289. 

‘Finysruta FITHIL '-LAw: maxim of, in taking for able distress, 91. 
‘ FIR-GIALLSNA ”: definition of, 35. 

‘Fig NANFIR’: 381, 

Fire: ever livin’, in a chief's house, 311. 

Fis ING-WEIRg: 213. 

‘Firuisi vic’: i.e., the disease of evil, 378. 

Frac: a boundary mark, 143. 

FLAaGsToneE: trespass of a, 141. 

‘ FLArrg '-CHIEF: 
t.e., an original landowner, 216. 
the grades of, 321. 

* FLAITHE-FINE’-PERSONS : 7.¢. tribe divisions, 283. 

CF LAITHEM ’-PERSON: 346. 
description of, 351. 

FLAT-MARK : description of, 143. 

Fax: in good arable land, 277. 

Furs PLAYERS : part of a king’s distinction, 539. 

* FoACH-TUAITHE '-BRESPASS : Of cows, 125. 

‘ Focuiocc’-porr: 357, 361. 

‘ FoDAER’-PERSON : 43, 285. 

‘Fogssam’: the custom of, t.e. of the adopted son, 207, 209. 

‘ Forrce’-measure: 21, 127. 

‘ FoLisaIpu ’-TRESPAss : 99. 
Foop : when ‘cric’-fine falls on criminals, 241. 

Foop-REntT : : 
of a last survivor, 303, 305. 
of-an ‘ogaire’ chief, 307. 

Foots: proverb as to, dividing neglect, 85. 
Foor: two hands in a, 277. 

FORFEITURE : 
of cattle for illegal entry, 27. 
of stock by ‘raitech ’ persons, 31, 33. 
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‘ GLAISIN’-pYE-PLaNT: probably woad, a characteristic of arable land, 
276, 277. 

‘ GLASFINE’: 
a family division, 283, 285. 
means ‘ green family,’ 287, 291. 

Goats: ties of leather for, when herding, 87. 
Goons: reciprocity of, not enforced by law in certain cases, 129, 

GoosEBERRY-TREE: a bramble-tree, 149. _ 

‘Gormac’: a sister's son, 42, 291. 

GRADEs : 
church and lay, 227. 
invisible precincts of various, 227, 229. 
difference between precincts of ecclesiastical, 229. 
chieftain, bound to entertain without asking questions, 237. 
seven divisions of social, 299. 
the oaths, binding contracts, guarantees, evidence, honor-price, 

reflections, etc., of social, 299, 336. 
take service for land, 307. 
proportionate stock of, 307. 
protect each other, 307. 

GRAINS: 
testing of, for smacht-fines, 95. 
three, to the inch, 277. 

Grass: 
damage to, by cattle grazing, 49. 
injury to, decided by arbitrators, 49. 
compensation for damaged, 51. 
damaged, must be sued for before it grows again, 51. 
trespass by pigs, calves, etc., on, 109, 111. 

GREYHOUND: part of a chief’s establishment, 327. 

(rRInDING;: the week days arranged for, 217. 

GRINDING-8TONE: in a chief’s house, 311. 

GUARANTEE: 
of an ‘ogaire,’ 307. 
of a ‘boaire,’ 309. 

ITARvort : 
nuptial present to a, 57, 209. 
‘abad’-gains of a, shared by head of tribe, 63. 
contract of a, not binding, 209. 
a tribe-division, 291. 

{laRpPers: part of a king’s distinction, 339. 

Hatcnet: 
requisite for making a strong fence, 73. 
in a chief’s house, 311. 
‘dire’ fine for using, 315. 

Hawss: ‘smacht’-fines for, 115, 121. 
HAWTHORN: a common tree, 147. 

HAZEL: 
a chieftain tree, 147. 
white-, a shrub-tree, 147. 
what gives it dignity, 151. 
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HEADLANDS : 
fine for running-over three, 137, 139. 
definition of the, 139. 

Heat: i.e., sultriness, trespass in consequence of, 93, 105. 

HEARTH : certain crimes go upon the nearest, 247, 249. 

Hearn: a bramble tree, 149. 

Heaven: men of, :.e., churchmen, 211. 

Heres: proceedings of, in co-tenancy, 69. ' 

Hexcuman: description of a, 353. 

Hens: 
a hood necessary for, 87. 
“smacht ’-fine for pet, 115, 17, 119. 
three trespasses by, 117. 
rag-boots and spancels for, 119. 

I{enus: sweet, characteristic of good arable lands, 277 

HERB-GARDEN: regulations as to bees kept in a, 199. 

Herp: trespass by a, how estimated, 109. 

Hermit: the inviolable precinct of a, 229. 

Herons: ‘smacht’-fines for pet, 115, 121. 
Hiecawar: adds to the price of land, 279. 

Hike: land let out on, in case of a deserter, 135. 

HIrves: 
lots to be cast upon, in case of injury by bees, 179, 
swarms from, how divided, 191. 

Hoe: the snout of a rooting, a dish at a chief’s table, 31]. 

Hotty : 
a chieftair-tree, 147. 
what gives it dignity, 151. 

Howser: found in good arable land, 277. 

Honor: how forfeited by a grade, 319. 
HOoNOR-PRICE : 

when given and by whom, 15, 47, 48, 49. 
for bees, 201. 
for violation of protection, 231. 
for killing, wounding, 233, 235, 253, 255. 
divisions of, in ‘ urrudhus’-law, 235. 
without having absconded, 257. 
Brehon must know tribe’s, 285. 
of a ‘ midboth '-man, 301. 
of an ‘ogaire’ how estimated, 307, 
of a ‘ boaire,’ 309. 
how graduated, 385, 387. 

Hornsiowers: part of a king’s distinction, 339. 

Horses : 
the use of, in taking possession of land, 3, 5, 19. 
the use of, in testing the trespass of swine, 97. 
should be in stable at night, 97. 
trespass of, 105, 107. 
feeding of, in pound, 107. 
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Host: cuttings made made in flying before a, 155. 

Hostages: necessary for a king, 51. 

Hooxp, see Dos. 

Hovse: 
trespass by hens in, 117, 119. 
description of an ‘ ogaire’s’, 305. 
description of an ‘ boaire’s’, 309. 
description of an ‘ mbruighfher’s’, 311. 

*‘ TARFINE’: 
a family division, 43, 167, 243, 283, 285. 
exact description of, 290. 
commentary on the, 293. 

‘Ipwa’: a species of tree, conjectured to be a pine, 147. 

‘IDHNA’-PERSON: 345. . 
description of, 349. 

Ipror: contract of, with a sane person not binding, 209. 

IGNORANCE: 
does not increase ‘dire’ fine, 229. 
meaning of, in cases of protection, 229. 

ILLEG@ALITIES : prosecuted by the Feini on three occasions, 33. 

Impecives: possession of land shall not be sued for by, 

Impotency : does not increase ‘dire’-fine, 229. 

INADVERTENCE : does not increase ‘dire’-fine, 229. 

InpemniFication: pledge of, by heirs in co-tenancy, 69. 

Incues: six, in a hand, : 

‘Incas’: a house of, í.e., a house built for an aged man of the family, 305. 

‘INGEN AR MERAIBH ”: 
a family division, 283. 
definition of, 285. 

Ixsunies: to ditches, 221. 

InnaTE RIGHTS: a hoard of bees, one of the, 195. 

‘INNFINE’: mm 
a family division, 43, 167, 207, 283, 285. 
exact description of, 290. 
commentary upon the, 293, 295, 

‘InnTRIT’-MEASURE: 8iX paces in a, 277. 

‘Ixxva’: a sub-division of family, 293. 

Iron: mine of, how valued, 279. 

IsLaNp : no distress taken on, to which cattle are brought, 7. 

Ivy: a bramble-tree, 149. 

JUDGMENTS : 
bec, 163. 
of top and trunk of trees, 167, 189. 
of drawing water across land, 167, 
wood, 169. 

JupaMents oF Cuimgs: 241-273. 

JuGauers: part of a King's distinction, 339. 
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KiLraNG : 
necessary, 245. 
whole family liable for, 247. 
body-fine for, 247, 253. 

KItxs: 
trespass of hens in, 117. 
using, without leave, an offence, 315. 

Kinas : 
where no Brehon, every dispute is brought before the, 51. 
hostages, rent, smacht-fine necessary for a, 5). 
must be free from falsehood, betrayal, and unworth conduct, 51. 
falsehood of, 53. 
the three commons of a, 195. 
a gift to a, 211. 
extent of his inviolable precinct, 227. 
‘eric’-fine of a criminal on the, 241, 243. 
one of the social grades, 299. 
a ‘tanaise’ of a, 299. 
divisions of, 329, 331, 345. 
rights, benefits, spendings, pledging, actions, and hostings of, 333, 335. 
qualities necessary for, 335. 
seven weekly occupations of, 335. 
fastings of, 337. 
arrangements, etc., of houses of, 339. 
verses descriptive of, 341. 
the succession of, arranged by seniority, 373. 
for what qualifications selected, 377, 379. 
varieties and precedence of, 381. 

KINSMAN : 
suing for ‘eric’-fine, 261. 
seizure of cattle of, 265. 
liabilities of, for crimes, 265. 

Krrenen: breaking into a, 315. 

KNEADING-TROUGH : used by a woman in taking possession, 9. 

Knives: for reaping rushes, 311. 

KNOWLEDGE: meaning of, in cases of protection, 229. 

‘Lair ’-MEASURE: six ‘intrits’ in a, 277. 

LAKE: 
a boundary mark, 145. 
finding bees near a, 195. 

Lambs: common pasturage of, 101. 

LANDS: 
on which there are plunderers, no distress, 7. 
estimated according to amount of stock and property, 39. 
title to, affects the descent to the son, 45. 
descent of, to sons from mothers, 45. 
division of, by tribe, 45. 
given up for roads, 45. 
‘cruib’ or ‘sliasta,’ how dealt with, 45. 
refcction, 49. 
division and fencing of, in co-tenancy, 71. 
trespass on, estimated by rent, 95. 
trespass by dogs on, 123. 
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Lawpe— continued. 
subject to farm laws, 125. 
offer of, to a deserter, 137. 
profits of, 147. 
cutting of, a man-trespass, 151. 
certain cuttings of, not sued for, 155. 
trespass of bees on, 163. 
neighbouring, their rights as to bees, 165. 
swarms of bees go according to divisions of, 165, 173, 189. 
bees settling on, 191. See Brags. 
right of water in, 207, 211, 213, 
‘innfine’ and ‘ deirbhfine,’ 207. 
hard to conduct water over three, 215. 
price of water on certain, 213, 215. 
ditches made in, 221. 
a man is better than, 247. 
forfeited for crimes, 265, 269. 
shall not be sued for by imbeciles, lepers, 271. 
various divisions of, 277. 
characteristics of arable, 277. 
characteristics of weak, coarse, and deep, 277. 
measurement of, 277. ) 
price of various kinds of, 279. 
of an 'ogaire '-chief, 305. 
of a ‘ boaire’-chief, 309. 
of a ‘mbruighfer,’ 311. 

LAwFUL GREEN: 
definition of, 195. 
finding a stray swarm of bees in a, 195. 

Laws: 
maxim as to constancy of old Brehon, 51. 
to be without, proof of king’s fulsehood, 53, 

Lar-recLuse: three kinds of, 367. 

*Leacta’: 161. 

Lepers: possession of Jand shall not be sued for by, 271. 

‘ LETHFLAITHEM '-PERSON : description of, 351. 

‘Lias’-wovse: í.e., a cow or sheep house, 313. 

Linen CLoTH: to wash foulness from a person’s honour, 319. 
Lintexs: the breaking of, 315. 

‘ Lis’-Fort: fine for trespass on a, 313. 

¢ Lis MARTRADH ’-FORT : 
probably a churchyard, 86. 
trespass on a, 87. 

LITERATURE: professors of, 355, 357. 

*‘LoarG’: 315. 

‘Mac AIRBE ': 361. 

‘ MacrurmipH '-POET: 357, 361. 

MALL#t : 
use of in making fences, 113. 
in a chief's house, 311. 
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Matr: a sack of, always in a chief's house, 311. 
Mas 

who follows bees in their flight, his rights, 181, 183 
who has stained his weaport eich bladh, 185, ' 
who has fled from maintaining his father, 185. 
who has left plander behind, 185. 
who watches a swarm of bees not his own, 191. 

‘ airlim '-trespass in flying from, 93, 95. 

by dogs, 123. 
description of, 147. 

“Mawacu '-pgasoy: contract of a, not binding, 209. 

“Manscnaras ': 381. : 

‘ MAsLAUGHTER, see ‘ Exic'-¥inr: 
necessary crime of, 245, 247, 249, 265, 269. 
treatment of one who has committed, 303. 

Mangzaas : 
nuptial presents on, 61, 63. 
payments by women on, 63. 

‘ Mansn ’-man: 345. 
description of, 355. 

‘ Marenrs’: 373. 

MarsimontAL contract: a woman who has fled frum, 185. 

I MBRuIGH-FHER’-MAR : 
a division of the ‘ boaires,’ 299. 
why so called, his position described, 311. 

Mxapow : trespass into a profitable, 91. 
MEASUREMENT : table of linear, 277. 
Mernrs, see BoUNDARY-MARES. 
‘ MeRRaAIGHE’-SWABM: Of becs, 173. 

¢‘ Mrpsora ’*MEN: 
two kinds of, 301. 
description of, etc., 301, 303. 

‘Mrpaiacn’-mMan: 345. 
description of, 353. 

Mux: ! 
compensation for, where cattle are stolen, 271. 
forms part of food-rent, sick-maintenance, and rcíle, tions, 301, 307. 
a cask of, in a chief's house constantly, 31). 

Mu: 
trespass by hens in a, 117. 
ruin of a, a boundary mark, 143. 
cuttings made at the building of, 155. 
water free upon land near a, 215. 
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MirLr— continued. 
the rotation of work at the, 217, 219. 
adds to the price of land, 279. 

Mi1t-roxp: ditch of a, 221. 

Mutui-zace: ditch of a, 22]. 

Mu-taisote: 219. 

Ming: adds to the price of land, 279. 
Mrre:. must be removed from roads in time of war and of a fair, 145. 

Monastery: a way leading to a, how valued, 279. 

Moxpay: 
assigned for certain works, 217, 219. 
set aside by kings for judgment, 335. 

Mowx: covenant of a, with abbot not binding, 55 

' Moor: cows may trespass in a, 125. 

Moruer: lands of, how divided, 45, 47. 

Mousp-MARKk : description of, 143, 145. 

Movuntary : 
one of the three commons of a king, 195. 
adds to the price of land, 279. 

MovusratN-asu: a common tree, 147. 

MOovunTAIn-FIELD : trespass in, 79. 

Movastes: liable first in payment of crimes, 247, 249, 265, 269. 

“MucLEIrHE ' cuigF : 323. 

Muas: in a chief's house, 311. 

NEcEssITT : 
crimes of, such as killing a man in self-defence, 265. 
excuses running-over headlands, 137. 
excuses breaches, gaps, and cuttings, 155, 157. 
crimes of, how paid for, 245, 247, 265. 

NEEDLE: swearing from a, to a heifer, 301. 

NziacHBour: uppraisement of cattle-trespass by a, 147. 
‘ NEIMHE’-CATTLE: exempt from seizure, 265. 

‘ NEIMHE ’-PROPERTY: does not perish, 273. 

“NEMBEOIL”: 303. 

‘ Nemcrs’: 359. 

‘Nemepu’-person: 7, 181, 183, 185. 
' of God, í.e., the ecclesiastical dignitary, 185. 
of man, i.e., the lay chieftain, 185. 
contracts against, not binding, 375. 
shelter to, 383. . 

Norice : 
service of, in taking possession of land, 3, 13, 15. 
by women in taking possession of land, 3, 15, 23. 

Norice ro Quir: on a deserter, 133. 

Nupriat Presents : 
to an ‘eachlach’-person, 57. 
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NUPTIAL PRresents—continued. 
to a harlot for her divorce, 57, 209. 
to a woman, 57, 61. 
portions of, due to the head of tribe, 63. 
general distribution of, 63. 

Oak: 
ancient, a boundary mark, 143. 
a chieftain tree, 147. 
what gives it dignity, 149, 151. 

Oats: used for ‘smacht’-fine. 

OaTus: 
stake-fences settled by, 143. 
of various social grades, 301. 

‘OGAIRE’-CHIEF: 289, 299. 
why so named, 305. 
description of his property. his position, 305. 
his proportionate stock, and food-rent, 307. 

‘ OGFLAITHEM “person: description of, 351. 
‘OcRratH’: 279. 

*Ornmit’-MAN: 315. 
description of, 353. 

*OLLAMHS’: 
a meeting of, 227. 
description of, 355. 

“ OLLAMH '-PoET : description of, 359. 

“ OAMAN '-PLANT : absence of, sign of good arable land, 277. 

Onrons : part of the food of a ‘ boaire,’ 311. 

Oratory: cuttings made at the construction of, 155. 

Orpea.: test of, 285. 

Omen: 
common pasturege of, 101. 
feeding of, in pound, 107. 

Pace: six fect in a, 277. 

PALISADE : 
trespass by cattle over a, 125, 
trespass of, 139. 

PassaGE: 
trespasses and fines in respect of a, 141. 
co-tenant between two lands entitled to full, 157. 

PAsTURE LAND: trespass in, 79. 

PENALTIES: see ERIc-FINE and SMACHT-FINE: 
in cases of unlawful distress, 9. 
in cases of entry on fenced lands, 25. 
for entering a chief's house, 313. 

Penance: double precinct, a, 229. 

Per axils: liability of owner for, and their trespasses, 121. 

Pias: 
a yoke necessary in herding, 87. 
trespasses of, 97, 99. 
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Pias—continued. 
fines for trespass of, 99, 101. 
common pasturage of, 103. 
trespass by, 109, 111. 

PirLonis: 
a cutting before, 155. 
bound to oppose certain contracts, 211. 
precinct of, 229. 
protection of, by the church, 235, 237. 

Pise: 
a chieftain-tree, 147. 
what gives it dignity, 151. 

*Pinaixs’: 119. 

PIRATEs : 
a territory is required to defend itself against, 141. 
liability of service of attack and defence against, 145. 

Prain: mark of, a boundary, 145. 

PLEBEIAN : protection of a, 233. 

PLEDGE: 
for bees, 163, 177. 
chief's, liable for crimes, 245. 
to redeem from prison, 247. 
of a woman to save her honor, illegal, 271. 
of distress illegal, 271. 
given by a man who sheds blood, 303. 
of an ‘ ogaire,’ 307. 
of an ‘ bouaire,’ 309. 

PLoucg: in a chief's establishment, 311. 

PLUNDERINGS : 
‘smacht ’-fines for, 233. 
incur ‘ dire’-fine, 271 

Poets: 
a gift to a, 211. 
a meeting of, 227. 
precinct of a, 229. 
part of a king’s distinction, 339. 
seven degrees of, 357, 359, 361. 

Port-Kixe: 331. 

Poxp: see Rotation AT THE MILL: 

Tuesday to the, 217, 219. . 
a cooling, for cattle, adds to the price of land, 279, 

POSSESSION : 
cases of unlawful, 269. 
violence does not separate, 269. 
fines for unlawful, 271, 

Possession oF Lanp: 
means of taking lawful, 3. 
use of horses and witnesses in taking, 3, 5, 19. 
by women, 9, 11, 13, 15. 
rule of law in taking, 13. 
difference between a woman taking and a man taking, 15. 
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Possession or Lanp—continued. 
decision of Sencha as to woman taking, 15. 
notice by women before taking, 23. 
shall not be sued by imbeciles and others, 271. 

Pounp: horses trespassing to be placcd in, 107. 
Precepancs: laws of, in family, tribe, and church, 373. 

PREcINCTS : 
the law of, 227-237. 
inviolable, how measured, 227. 
of various classes, 229. 

PRESCRIPTION : 
stake-fences settled by oath and, 143. 
period of, for a weir, 213. 

Prince: for what selected over a country, 377, 379. 

Prison: a pledge as to, 247. 

PROFESSOR : 
when a, can be a surety for his pupil, 237. 
description of, 355, 357. 

PRoMISES : 
to be estimated by power to fulfil, 37. 
security and collateral security for, 37. 
to pay debts, when forgiven, 39. . 

PRopPeERTY : 
maxims as to giving away, 33. 
maxims as to buying, 33. 
of the tribe, how claimed and divided, 39. 
descent of, to a son, 45. 
when safe according to the Brehon, 59. 
movable, liable for certain crimes, 247, 249. 
division of, among the tribe, 285, 295. 

PROTECTION : 
the law of, 229. 
violation of, 231, 235. 
penalties for violation of, 231. 
as to reciprocal rights, 233. 
by the church, 235. 
by the church to culprits and pilgrims, 237. 
between co-grades, 307. 

PRoporgrTIoNATE Stock: 210, 211, 305. 
of an ‘ ogaire ’-chief, 307. 
of a tenant-resident, 309, 315. | 
of a ‘ boaire,’ 313. 
given to tenants by chief, 315. 

PROVERBS : 
as to fools, 85. 
as to cows, 97. 
as to trespass, 127. 
as to paying of ‘eric’-fine, 241. 
as to lands, 267. 
as to coarbs, 267. 

Puri: 
when a professor can be surety for his, 237. 
must perform certain services to his tutor, 236-7. 
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Quacmings: protection of caste Foam. 45-2. 

Racx ris: pledge of oo-tenancy 30 be pian om. SSL 
Rack pesr: adopted san of a tbe pees, ZL 
Rapsexr: when ‘eric "-fne falls on commas. 241. 

of procedure and epnccmeni cc. 23. 
three sorts of, 31. 
forfeiture of stock bv. 31. SF. 

© Rarrs "-n1car: 327. 

‘Ravn’: 279. 

Reregcrioxs : 
when due, 303. 
of an ‘ ogaire, 307. 
of a tenant resident, 309. 
of a ‘ boaire.’ 311. 

‘Rem ’-max: 345. 

Rest: 
necessary for a king. 51. 
a calf the, for land taken wi emi of rear, 93. 
land trespasses estimated br. 95. 

* Riascarme "-Max: 355. 

Ricur or War: 207-223. 

Rives : 
cattle going across a, a breach, 127. 
running-over a deep, 139. 
a bo vy mark, 145. 
adds to the price of land, 279. 

Roap : 
cattle going across a, a breach, 127. 
running-over a, 139. 

on, 141. 
liability as regards, 145. 
profits of, 147. 
one of the three commons of a king, 195. 
absconding criminal put upon the, 243. 
adds to the price of land, 279. 

Rossery : incurs ‘ dire '-fine, 271. 
‘ Rows '-PLANTS: 

injury of, by hens, 117. 
used for dyeing crimson red, characteristic of arable land, 276. 

Rorg: in a chief's house, 311. 

Rotation at THE MÍLL : 
distribution of days of the weck during, 917. 
verses setting forth, 217, 219. 

‘Ruins ’-Trespass: fines for, 81, 85, 127. 

RUNNIXG-OVEBR : 
t.e., & species of trespass, 157. 
fine for, 137. 

three kinds of, 139. 

how estimated, fines for, 139. 
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Sack: 
a fine, 71, 85, 91, 105, 117. 
8 measure, 107. 
of malt, charcoal, salt, 311. 

‘Saer’-stock : 327. 
‘Saxe '-rxsAsTs: 197,321, 327, 339. 
SaGEs: a mecting of, at Sliabh Fuaid, 227. 
Saint: the inviolable precinct of a, 229. 
Sat: a sack of, always in a chief's house, 311. 

SALTED MEAT: part of a chief's food, 311. 

*‘ SaMHAIsc ’-HEIFER: as a fine, 31, 83 (et passim). 

‘ SaMSEISC FOCAIL ': 353. 

Sancroarr : 
violation of, by cattle, 87. 
rule of, 231. 
law of, 235. 
of the church, 235, 237. 

‘Saor’-corriers: 381. 

‘ SAOR-GIALLNA’” SERVICE. 

SaTuRvar : 
assicned for certain works, 217, 219. 
assigned by kings for giving judgment, 335, 

Saw: in a chief's house, 311. 

Scarcity: of corn, proof of king's falsehood, 53. 

*Scor’-LANDS: i.¢e., plain, or meadow lands, 227. 

‘Screpaty’: 29, 75, 83, 163 (et passim). 

‘Scurtnur’: 383. 

SEA 
one of the three commons of a king, 195. 
adds to the price of land, 279. 

Sgecuriry: or an ‘ ogaire,’ $07. 

‘Sens’: 9. 
t.e., cattle, 29. 
as compensation for grass, 29. 
as compensation for stake-trespase, 145, 153. 
as compensation for cutting chieftain-trees, 147, 149. 
as compensation for cutting timber generally, 151, 
the returnable, 211. 
a precinct of, for every grade, 227. 
forfeited for crimes, 247, 259. 
purchase of stolen illegal, 271. 
value of eleven things expressed in, 279 
of an ‘ogaire,’ 305, 307. 
of a ‘ boaire,’ 309. 
the various kinds of, 323, 325, 327. 

‘ SEXCLEITHE '-TENANTS: 321, 329, 351. 

SERVING-Prot: in a chief’s house, 311. 

Sears: in a chief’s house, 31]. 
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SHEEP ; 
a shepherd necessary for, 87. 
should be in fold at night, 97. 
common pasturage of, 101. 
fines for ‘ airlim '-trespass on, 109 

Suet: Bees settling on a spread, 185, 

SHELTER : 
against death, 237. 
against unlawful claim for debt, 237. 

SHEPHERD : necessary for sheep, 87. 

SaHRinE: cuttings made at construction of, 155, 

SHRUB-TREES : 
list of, 147. 
‘dire’-fines for, 147, 149, 151. 

SICK-MAINTENANCE: 
the law of, 301, 303, 307, 311, 331, 333. 
what persons do not merit, 387. 

SizvE: used by a woman in taking possession, 9, 
Sinnegs: protected by the church, 235. 

‘Sm’: 33, 

*Syrasta’-LAND, 15. 

‘ SMACHT ’-FINEs : 
t.e., fine for violating the law, 109. 
pledges for, 79. 
aid quarterly, 79, 89. 
or trespass of animals, 83, 87, 89, 109, 111, 115, 117, 119, 121, 123, 
for instigation, 87. 
for winter trespass, 87, 89. 
statement of summer, 91. 
not paid in certain cases of trespass, 93, 95. 
testing of the, 95. 
oats used as, 95. 
for ‘ feis'-trespass, 1U5. 
for trespass of various kinds, 107. 
on co-tenants in the matter of a deserter, 131. 
for stake-trespass, 141, 145, 153. 
how many in a co-tenancy, 139. 
in a sacred wood, 151. 
for cuttings, 155. 
for swarms of bees, 177, 181. 
for plundering, wounds, killing, and cutting, 233, 235. 
sworn to, by ‘midboth’-men, 301. 
what persons do not merit, 387. 

‘Sweep’: t.e., probably a spear, 313. 

‘So’: 387. 

Soap: to wash foulness from a person’s honour, 319. 

‘Soc’: 131. 

Socrat Grapes: see Grapss, 299. 

Sotprers: rule of protection in case of hired, 231. 
VOL, IV. 25 
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Son: 
covenant of a, with father, not binding, 55, 209. 
reciprocal gifts of futher and, 211. 
adopted, regulations respecting, 289. 

Sou: an offering for the, 211. 

SpaDE: requisite for making a trench, 73. 
SpEaR: 

the cast of a, used as the measure of inviolable precincts,°227. 
for killing cattle, 311. 

SPEAR-YouTu : the shot of a rod cast by a, the measure of headland, 139. 
SPINDLES : 

of wool, the fine for hen-trespass, 117, 119. 
in a chicf’s house, 311. 

SpInDLE-TREE: a shrub-tree, 147. 

Srits: in a chief’s house, 311. 

Serine: “smacht '-fines payable in, 79, 89. 
STAKES, t.¢., fences: 

injury done by, 73, 75. 
how put into fences, 113. 
trespasses of, 141, 143. 
what settles the, 143, 
profit of, 145. 
‘dire’-fine for cutting, 145, 155, 157. 

STEALING : (see also THEFT). 
bees kept in a herb garden or green, 199. 
bees kept outside a green, 201. 
bees from where they are settled, 203. 
in a chief's yard, 313. 

Stincs: by bees, how paid for, 177, 179. 
Srizapour: forms part of refections, sick-maintenance, 301, 307. 
SrocK-MARK : description of, 143. 

SroLen Property: covenant concerning, 57. 

STONE: 
| of worship, a boundary mark, 143. 

I 

am wees 

a monumental, a boundary mark, 143. 

STonk-MARK: description of, 143. 

. Stove WALL: 
" a bar requisite for making a, 73. 

dimensions of, 77, 113. 
STRAND: running over a, 139. 
SrrReEAMLET: a boundary mark, 145. 

‘SuaspaMHA’-ox: 101. 

Succession: laws of, 373-387. 

Summer: smacht-fines payable in, 79, 89. 

SUMMER GRASS LAND: trespass on, 81, 83, 97. 

SUMMER MILKING PLACE: trespass on, 81], 83. 

SuMMER MOUNTAIN : 

trespass om, by animals, 83. 
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SUMMER Woop : trespass on, 81, 83. 

Sunpar: a king drinks ale on, 335. 
SuppiicaTion: maxim of the Feini as to, 155. 

Surety : 
liability of, 37, 39, 59. 
‘foessam ' must be supported by, 207. 
when a professor can be a, for his pupil, 237. 
kinsman, when sued for ‘ eric’-fine, 259. 

Swaps: see Bres. 

SWINE : 
trespasses of, 87, 97, 99, 169, 111. 
must be in stye at night, 97, 13. 
fines for trespass of, 99, 109, 111, 121. 
common pasturage of, 101, 103. 

SWINEHERD: necessary in common pasturage, 103. 

Srnop: to turn a, out of lis-fort proof of king’s falsehood, 53. 
* TAIRSCE’-TRESPASS : 

fines for, 81, 85. 
by animals, 83, 97, 139. 
by bees, 163. 

‘Tanaisz’: of a king, a social grade, 299. 

Tanist: why so called, 321, 327. 
‘ TAOIBHFINE ’-DIVISION: 243. 

‘ TaRTHUSCAE’: í.e. the way over, 127. 

Tenant RESIDENT : 
description of a, 307. 
proportionate stock of a, 309. 
fixity of tenure for, on certain conditions, 309. 

TensaL Covenants: 55. 

TERRITORY: 
must defend itself, 141. 
divided into seven parts, 143. 

Trrerrrory House: i.e. hospital, use of, 303. 

TEst-TREE: a shrub-tree, 147. 

THEFT : : 
fines for, 271. 
receiver of stolun goods fined as for, 271. 
incurs ‘ dire’-fine, 271. 

THIEF: 
a wandering, not protected, 189, 
the denial of an old. does not separate possession, 269. 
fines imposed on a middle, 271. 

THUNDER: trespass in consequence of, 105. 

THURSDAY : 
assigned for certain works, 217, 219. 
occupied by kings in marriage duties, 335. 

TIMBER. 
various classes of, 147, 149. 
fines for cutting, 149. 
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TRIBE-LANDSs: see LANDS. 

Tripe Property: 
how claimed and divided, 39, 41, 45. 
descent of, to a son, 45. 
honour price, part of, 49. 
division of, 247, 259, 285-295. 

Trovuaus: in a chief's house, 311. 

Trutu: to be without, proof of King's falsehood, 53. 

“Tuar ': t.e., a territory, 287. 

Tuss: in a chief’s house, 311. 

Turspay : 
assigned for certain works, 217, 219. 
kings play chess on, 335. 

Turr-soc: ditch of a, 221. 

‘Uarrne’-cHIEF: 345. 
description of, 351. 

*Uacn’-Person : covenant of a, not binding, if alone, 55. 

Unxiawrut Exputsion: case of, and fine, 7. 

‘Unrapuvs’ Law: 27. 
divisions of honour-price according to, 235. 

Urensixs: list of, found in a chief’s house, 311. 

VENGEANCE : 
for the foster-child of the family, 255, 257. 
for a man of the ‘ deirbhfine ’-division, 257. 

VicruaLs: during co-tenancy work, 77. 

VIOLENCE : 
trespass in consequence of, 93. 
does not separate possession, 269. 
engagement by, not lawful, 271. 
shall not prevail, 273. 

VERBAL ENGAGEMENTS: keeping and dissolving, 207. 

VESSEL : 
a milch cow, 164. 
a ‘samhaisc '-heifer, 164. 
a ‘colpach’-heifer, 165. 
a ‘dairt’-heifer, 165. 

Wak: roads must be kept clean in time of, 145. 

WATER: 
right of, in tribe lands, 207. 
‘cain’-law of, 211. 
price of, fixed, 213. 
free on certain lands, 215. 

Way-MArRK: definition of, 145. 

Weaposs: carried by various persons, 361. 

WEDNEsPAY: 
assigned for certain works, 217, 219. 
assigned for greyhound coursing by kings, 335. 

421 

Weeps: must be removed from roads in time of war and of a fair, 145. 
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INDEX TO PROPER NAMES. 

Adam, 267. 

Adamnan, 335. 

Aengus Aigle, 17. 

Aengus Guabuadhbtach, 267. 

Aicill, 267. 

Ailill, 359. 

Ailild Lethdherg, 17. 

Aille! Olum, 10, 11. 

Ainrirgin, 10. 

Albanach, 253. 

Anluan, 17. 

Ardmacha, 253. 

Augustine, 263. 

Bri Anbui, 10. 

Blai Brughaidh, 10. 

Brigh, 17, 39, 41. 
Bregia, 265, 267. 
Caisel, 6. 

Cashel, 335. 

Cell Gabhrin, 7. 

Cennfaeladh, 257. 

Cethra, 19. 

Cian, 11. 

Ciannacht, 9. 

Cinnia, 36. 

Coarb of Lismore, 6. 

Cobhthach Caelbregh, 41. 

Coirpre, 377. 

Coirpri Lifechair, 267. 

Conale Caech, 179. 

Conall Cernach, 10. 

Conchobar Macnessa, 7. 

Conn Cetcorach, 21. 

Conn O'Cormac, 377 

Connla, 11. 

Cormac, 265. 

Cormac Mac Airt, 374 

Cuilt, 227. 

Dun Araill, 7. 

Doighin, 19. 

Eichne, 1. 

Eidgedh, 63, 

Eile, 6. 

Erin, 36, 227, 381. 
Feini, 5, 7 (et passim . 
Feinichus, 9. 

Felim Mac Crimthan, 336. 

Fergus Forcraidh, 9, 17. 

Fergus the Poet, 33. 

Fiadh-Mudhain, 6. 

Fithal, 265. 

Gabhal, 10. 

Gabhair, 17. 

Inis Cathaig, 6, 7. 

Ledi, 17. 

Madach, 17. 

Maer, 41. 

Magh Bregh, 227. 

Main, 41. 

Mata Mor, 359. 

Matech, 5. 

Menn, 11, 17. 

Mesgaghra, 379. 

Michuairt, 331. 
Midhe Minn, 10. 

Mochuta, 7. 

Morann, 361, 385. 

Muiredhach, 265. 

Munster, 335. 

Nairi, 393. 

Nia Mac Anluan, 17. 

Ninne, 5. 
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